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APPENDIX

REPORT OF THE MmiSTER OF AGRICULTURE

EXPEEIMElsTTAL FAEMS.

Ottawa, 31st December, 188Y.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit for your approval the following report of the

progress made in regard to the establishment of Experimental Farms inaugurated

by you last year, with an outline of the work accomplished on the Central Experi-

mental Farm during the current year. Appended you will also find reports from

the Chemist, Mr. Frank T. Shntt, from the Entomologist and Botanist, Mr. James

Fletcher, and from the Horticulturist, Mr. W. W. Hilborn. In all of these I trust

you will find much information useful to the public and specially useful to the

farmers and fruit-growers of the Dominion of Canada.

I have the hononr to be,

Your obedient servant,

WM. SAUNDIRS.
To the Honourable

Minister of Agriculture.
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CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FARM.

The land purchased for this important central station comprises in all 46fi acres.

It is very conveniently situated near the boundary line between the Provinces of
Ontario and Quebec, in the Township of Nepean, Carleton County, less than three

miles from the Parliament Buildings, at Ottawa, and can be reached by good roads
in several directions, also by water and by rail. The land lies high, being from
forty to eighty feet above the adjacent rivers, and is so placed that part of it drains

to the Rideau River and a part to the Ottawa River. The north front of the farm
occupies a commanding position, overlooking the city of Ottawa, the highest point of
land being thirty-two feet higher than the main entrance to theUcvernment buildings.

The land has that desirable variety of soil which will make it very suitable for the
purposes of an experimental farm, including within its area every grade from heavy
clay to light sandy loam, much of the larger part, however, is either a dark sandy
loam of good quality, or a friable clay loam.

On taking possession of this farm, which comprises a number of small holdings,

the dividing fences were found to be well paqked with surface stone collected from
the fields; there were also many heaps at different points and laige bouldors scat-

terei over the surface. While this farm is much less stoney thau most of the land

in the immediate neighbourhood of Ottawa, nevertheless uuch labour an 1 expense was
entailed in clearing the fields of surface stone. These stones have been got together

in piles, a part of them has already been used in improving the roads on the farm,

and the remainder will all be oseiul for a like purpose. In every field there were
also many stumps, chitfly pine, either single or in groups, while at the rear end of

the farm there were about 140 acres on which the pine stumps were very numerous
and the greater part of this area was also covered with a second growth of poplar

and birch. With the aid of dynamite which has been freely useJ, all these stumps

—

some four or five thousand in number—have been entirely removed, the second
growth trees rooted up and burnt, and the whole of this heretofore wasteland brought
under the plough and it is now ready for crop.

Virgin Soil for Experimental Purposes.

As a result of this clearing the Central Experimental Farm will have the great
advantage of a large quantity of virgin soil, on which experiments can be condacted
to test the relative value of fertilizers on different sorts of crops, which will permit
of important conclusions being reached, comparatively free from the errors which
are necessarily associated, to a greater or less extent, with all lands on which fertili-

zers have previously been used, or with soils more or lo-s exhausted. This feature

will add very much to the value and usefulness of this most important section of the
work in experimental farming, for no knowledge is more eagerly sought or more
highly appreciated by intelligent farmers than accurate information regarding the
effect of different feitilizers on crops. This vantage ground will be at once taken
up, and a series of experiments are being planned to be begun next spring, including
tests with barnyard manure in different stages of decomposition, mineral phosphates,
both raw and manufactured, animal phosphates, wood ashes, nitrate of soda and
various mixtures of fertilizing salts. These will be associated with similar plots on
which the same crops will be grown without manure for the purposes of comparison.
By continuing these experiments with the same crops on the same land for a number
of years, the possibilities of error in the conclusions which may be reached regard-
ing the usefulness of certain fertilizers as special food for particular crops will be
reduced to a minimum.



Within this newly cleared tract there are a number of acres of peaty soil, repre-

sentative of a very large area in both Quebec and Ontario, on which experiments
with some varieties of grasses for meadow and permanent pasture can be carried on
with great advactage.

Braining.

To bring the land referred to, as well as some other parts of the farm, into good
cordition, a thorough system of drainage was early devised, and before the close of

the season 6 miles and 46 yards of tile drains had been laid, also 489 yards of box
and open drains, including all the larger main drains, which will be required to com-
plete the entire system of drainage. Some unlocked for expense has attended this

work, from the fact that in many places ledges of rock were met with from two to

four feet below the surface, which necessitated much blasting. The work, however,
has been carefully and thoroughly done, and the land thus put in order will give
increased returns, and will also aid in demonstrating the value of under drainage.

Grading and Fencing,

A substantial new fence has been erected, enclosing the entire farm. Owing to

the irregularities of the ground this has necessarily involved much grading, in order

to avoid unsigbiliness and give a reasonably neat appearance to this part of the

work. The roads along each side of the laim approaching the higher ground were
hemmed in on either side by high banks, and when the snow drifted badly in

winter, these cuttings became filled to such a depth as to make the highway at times
impassable. These banks have been cut down, the roads widened, and the material

thus obtained used in filling the hollow places along the fence line. These improve-
ments have added much to the appearance of the property, increased its value, and
at the same time removed the obstacles to winter travel.

Plans.

A complete topographical plan was prepared at the outset, giving the relative

heights all over the farm, which has been of much service in determining the best

course for the main drains, and has been fcnnd very useful in other respects. A
careful plan of the prospective farm, including locations for buildings, roads, shelter

and forest belts, &c., has also been prepared by an eminent landscape gardener.

This approved plan is being followed as a guide in all work, so that any part once
completed will need no further modifying, a condition of things which can scarcely

exist without some well devised plan as a guide.

Horses, Waggons, Implements, <tc.

The necesfary supply of horses required for permanent work, with implements,

waggons, &c., were purchased in season lor spring work, and from the second of

May, when operations began, until frost put an md to farm labour, both horses and
men, suppleraenied by such additional temporary help as was needed, have been

kept actively employed.

Buildings.

A temporary oflSce and a seed testing house were provided early in the

year, and, as soon as practicable, work was begun on the permanent buildings.

Dwellings for the Eoveral officers composing the working staff are being erected, and



substaDtial barns and stables are now approaching completion, which will provide

the accommodation necessary for the farm horses and room for a sufficient number of

animals to permit of the conducting of such experiments as may, from time to time,

be found desirable in the interest of stock-raising in this country. From thih source

it is also expected that surplus stock can in time be had, both of pure bred and grade

cattle to test in the different climates of the several Provinces in which the other

experimental farms will be located. A temporary laboratory has been fitted up for

the use of the chemist in the city which will serve a useful purpo.-e until the per-

manent laboratory can be erected, which it is hoped will be done during the coming
year.

The temporary oflSce is quite inadequate to the requirements of the work, but

better facilities for transacting business with the public will no doubt before long

be provided. The proposed agricultural museum which is to occupy the upper storey

of the new office building is also much needed, so that space may be had in

which to store samples of the grain and other products of the Experimental Farms,

where visiting farmers will have the opportunity of comparing the different

varieties, and of gaining much useful information regarding their respective merits,

and of the success attending the growing of different crops under the varying

climatic and other conditions which obtain in different parts of the Dominion of

Canada. The structure erected for the time being for seed testing and propagating

and in which valuable work has been done, is now altogether too small to meet the

public demand for this class of work, and much useful experimental and preparatory

work, which might be carried on, did space perr/.it during the winter, has necess-

arily been deferred until better accommodation can be provided.

Water Supply.

Eecognising the importance and value of an abundant supply of water for all the

purposes required in connection with this farm as well as for tire protection, satis-

lactory arrangements have been made with the city authorities of Ottawa for obtain-

ing a supply from the Ottawa waterworks. A water main, five inches in diameter,

has been laid from the city to the highest point on the farm ; hydrants have been

located near the barns and stables and similar protection will be afforded to the other

buildings as the wor'c progresses. From the main, suitable pipes can be laid,

to all buildings where water is required.

Arboretum and Botanic Garden,

Sixty-five acres of very suitable land are to be devoted to the important purposes

of an Arboretum and Botanic garden where all the useful trees, shrubs and plants of

the Dominion, as far as climatic conditions will permit, will be brought together, their

growth carefully noted and a knowledge of many other facts acquired, so that

useful data in reeard to forest questions may be accumulated for future guidance.

Such varieties of foreign trees and shrubs as can be obtained will also be tested, for

the purpose of ascertaining the relative value of each and every sort for timber
atid fuel as well as for shelter and ornamental purposes. Canada has been the last of

the more important British colonies to undertake this useful department of public

work, and it is hoped that by entering on it with vigour and enthusiasm, that although
last, our country will not long remain least in this very necessary branch. There is

no country where the knowledge obtainable in relation to tree culture can be put to

more important and ueefnl pnrposes, and the establishment of this section will pre-

pare the way for the dissemination of much needed information regarding tree culture

and the most serviceable trees to plant over this wide domain, which Canadians will

not be long in turning to practical account, A large accumulation of suitable material



for planting this arboretum, iDcluding many hundreds of varieties of trees, shrubs
and plants, has already been made, and the stock will be materially increased during
the coming summer.

Dow't Lake.

Along the northern front of the Central Experimental Farm there is a fine sheet
of water, an enlargement of the Eideaa Canal, known as Dow's Lake. The useful-

ness of this water stretch has in the past been much interfered with on account of
the presence of a large number of unsightly stumps which protruded above the sur-

face. As soon as winter had put an end to all operations in the field, and by the
emptying of the canal the level of the water was lowered some four or five feet,

choppers were set to work, and the stumps, over 2,600 in number, were cut down to
the ice level and removed. As a result of this clearing the lake will in future be a
beautiful sheet of water, affording a convenient and unobstructed approach to the
farm and will also add very much to the attractiveness of its surroundings.

Bulletins.

During the year two bulletins have been issued, giving details of the work car-
ried on in testing the vitality and germinating powar of seeis, the importing and
distribution for test of early ripening wheat from the northern part of Eussia, and
the results of the trial of a large number of varieties of spring wheat, barley, oats,
potatoes and other field crops on the Central Experimental Farm. The bulletins
also contain a brief summary of the work done in horticulture and forestry, showing
that very large collections of fruit trees, vines and young forest trees have been
obtained and planted on the farm for test, further particulars regarding the fruits
will be found in the appended report of the Horticulturist, Mr. W. W. Hilborn.
Reference is also made in the bulletins to the results of correspondonce with institu-
tions engaged in similar work in other parts of the world, by which means large
collections of the seeds of useful and hardy trees, shrubs and plants have been
obtained and sown, giviig a crop which will add much to the interest of the collec-
tions at the farm, and p-ovide for the testing of these useful products in other parts
of the Dominion, especially in the treeless regions of the North West. The demand
for these publications has been so great that a much larger ediion has been required
than was at first anticipated. Several additional bulletins are now in process of
preparation.

Acknowledgments.

In the arduous work of clearing, grading, preparation of the land and planting I
have been ably aided. Valuable help has been rendered by Mr. Wm. M. Blair of
Iruro, N.S,, the superintendent of the experimental farm for the Maritime Provinces,
who directed portions of the work in progress during the early part of the summer,
also by Mr. A. Mackay of Indian Head, N.W.T., superir tendent of the experimental
farm for the North- West Territories, who took charge of the planting of a large col-
lection of the seeds of forest trees and shrubs. Able assistance was also given by
Mr. S A. Bedford of Moosomin, N.W.T., who undertook the forest tree planting and
who subsequently pushed forward the clearing of the land with much vigour and
ability, and by Mr. W. W. Hilborn who while carefully attending to his horticultural
duties aided also in the oversight of other departments of the work in progress. But
my acknowledgments are specially due to the farm foreman, Mr. John Fixter, who
ban been untiring in his devotion to the work and who has brought his practical
knowledge to bear on the varied operations he has had in charge during the season
with the best results, and to his persevering industry in carrying out the plans
devised much of the present advanced condition of this part of the farm work is due.



Other Experimental Farms.

Since my appointment in October, 1886, as Director of the Canadian Experi-
mental Farms I have been Ibree times to the Maritime Provinces and twice to Mani-
toba, the North- West Territories and Biitish Columbifi. These journeys were under-
taken for the purpose of gaining information as to the character of the soil, the
nature of the climate and the present condition of agriculture in the several Prov-
inces, also to examine the most promising of the sites oflFered for the proposed experi-

mental farms, so that information might be available which would aid in determining
where they might be beet located, for the present and future benefit of the resident

farmers. Although this labour has been beset with many difficulties, it is hoped
that the careful attention which has been paid to this important part of the under-
taking will prepare the way for the selection of suitable lands in desirable locations

where the work contemplated can be carried on to the greatest advantage and where
it will give that constant and needed stimulus to agriculture which is required.

Fob the Maritime Provinoes.

A site for the experimental farm for the Maritime Provinces has been selected at
Nappan, Nova Scotia; a very central point for the three Eastern Provincfs, The
farm consists of 302 acres in all, and combines a sufficient area of cleared land for all

farm and horticultural experiments, with wooded land for shelter from prevailing

winds. It has a suitable soil of varied character, and a sufficient proportion of both
" English " and " broad leaf marsh " land to meet the requirements for sUiok. It has
excellent railway facilities, the main line of the Intercolonial crosses the fiont of the
farm, whioh is not more than half a mile from the railway station at Nappan. The
central position of this farm, and its railway advantages will make it easy of access
to visitors from all the Maritime Provinces, it is also so situated as to climate as to

be fairly representative of the largest area of territory in the three Provinces. It is

intended as soon as possession can be had that prompt preparations shall be made
for spring work. New varieties of cereals, grasses and hardy fruits are much needed
in some parts of the Maritime Provinces, these lines of experiments will early claim
attention. It is hoped that the other experimental farms which it is proposed to

establish will also be selected in time to admit of active operations as soon as the
spring season opens.

WM. SAUNDERS, F.R.S.C, F.L.S., F.C.S.

Director Experimental Farms,



REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGIST AND BOTANIST-

(James Fletohbr, F.R.S.C., F.L.S.)

To Prof. W. Saundees,
Director of the Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith a report of observations on injarious

insects, chiefly during the year 1887, with the methods of prevention and remedy
which I have suggested when their ravages have been brought under my notice. My
last and second report as Dominion Entomologist covering the year 1885, was issued

by the Hon, Minister of Agriculture as an appendix to his report in the spring of 1886.

Since that time no opportunity has been lost to distribute information concerning
injurious and beneficial insects amongst those engaged in farming and horticultural

operations. Through the generosity of the Hon. Minister I was allowed to have
1,000 copies of my last report printed separately, for distribution amongst my
correspondents. Th 8 number he again increased at the request of the Committee on
Agricullure and Colonization to 11,000 in English and French. The whole of the
issue has been exhausted, and I trust that the information distributed by this means
amongst the farming community may have been found useful. I have to thank the
pre.-s, particularly the French press of Lower Canada, lor drawing the attention of
their readers to this publication, also the clergy of the Province who aided me
materially in this work. Although no rejiort upon injurious insects was prepared last

year, the Government has published in full some evidence upon the same subject
which I had the honour of giving before the Select Committee on Agriculture and
Coloniaation during the last Session of Parliament. As that report will be distributed
widely amongst the constituents of Members of Parliament, 1 am in hopes that the
facts there related may be found useful to those who may read them. Up to the lat

of July last, my work as Dominion Entomologist had to be performed in addition to
my duties as accountant in the Library of Parliament. This neoessarily curtailed my
opportunities for gathering and disseminating facts concerning the injuries com-
mitted by insects and the most suitable remedies. Since my transfer to your depart-
ment as Entomologist and Botanist at the Central Experimental Farm, other pressing
work connected with the oflSce has taken up the greater part of my time ; bat plana
have been laid for execution during the ensuing season, by which it is hoped that
some of the usual attacks by insects will be anticipated and the farmers reminded
beforehand of such preventive remedies as have been found useful in the past. Up to
the present this has been done chiefly by means of letters addressed to the press

;

but upon one subject, the Clover seed Midge, which demanded special attention, it was
thoHght advisable to issue a printed letter giving an enlarged figure of the insect, and
the most successful method of dealing with it. This was sent to farmers in those
districts where clover is grown for seed. For the future I believe that all informa-
tion of this nature will be most advantageously conveyed to the agricultural Ciassos
in the way which you have proposed, namely, by inserting it in the Bulletins to be
regularly issued from the farm. In this way it will come into the hands «f all who
receive these bulletins, which will be doubtless fully appreciated and carefully

During the past autumn efforts were made to gather together from the woods
and fields in this locality, as large a collection as possible of the roots of our native
plants. These were carefully removed and placed in nursery rows preparatory to



Buch time as arrangements can be made for their permanent location in the Botanic
garden. Large quantities of the seeds of our local forest trees were collected and
planted in the autumn, as well as others received from different parts of the Dominion.
A large collection of seeds of indigenous plants of all kinds has been got together,
either collected by the officers or presented to the institution by sympathisers out-
side. As soon as circumstances will permit, the work of laying out such part of the
Arboretum and Botanic garden as you may decide upon, will be pushed forward
with vigour. The plants and seeds now in hand form the nucleus of a nice and
interesting collection. Collections of seeds have been received from the Department
of Agriculture, Washington, U. S. A. ; the Arnold Arboretum, Boston, U. S. A. ; the
Koyal Gardens, Kew, England ; the Imperial Gardens, Tokio, Japan ; and Dr. Eegel,
of St. Peters burgh, Enssia.

Promises of co-operation and assistance, accompanied by collections of native
seeds, have been received from Mr. J. Walker, of Calgary, Mr. N. H. Cowdry, of
Macleod, N.W.T., and Rev. W. A Burman, ot Griswold, Manitoba.

Particular attention will be paid to the examination and cultivation of our
native grasses. Many of the seeds collected by yourself in the North-West Terri-

tories last year, from apparently desirable species, are already planted, and give
promise of satisfactory results. As relating to this subject, I beg to repeat some
words used by Prof. Macoun, when transmitting a large collection of seeds and bulbs
which he had gathered tor us in British Columbia ;

" I am delighted that you are
going to grow these plants. It is the only way to understand soma of our difficult

species,'and I^have'no doubt that before very long you will be able to solve in this

way, many of the difficult problems which now bother us. The botanist who often

has to work with imperfect and badly-preserved specimens, will now be able to

examine the plants at all stages of growth, i wish yon every success, and believe

that your farm will be a great benefit to the country and to science."

In addition to the above, reference collections of preserved entomological and
botanical specimens will of course be necessary for the advantageous prosecution of

entomological and botanical work. Temporary cases have already been provided,

for the former, and no effort will be wanting on my part to build up, with all

expedition, a collection, showing the injurious and beneficial insects which affect

our crops.

The value of having an extensive collection of our indigenous Canadian plants

is easily apparent. Already numerous enquiries have been received concerning the

identity and economic uses of wild plants, and it is most desirable that aU such
enquiries should receive prompt answers. To further this end, which I consider one
of great importance, T have much pleasure in presenting to the farm museum my
own Herbarium, comprising upwards of 3,000 species, collected in Canada, mainly by
myself.

I beg also to announce that Dr. Selwyn, the Director of the Geological and
Natural History Survey, has kindly given Prof. Macoun permission to fill up many
of the deficiencies from the duplicates of his own vast collections in the National
Museum, as soon as our museum is built and we are in a position to receive and
preserve the specimens. Similar promises have been received from Dr. T. J. W.
Burgess, of Hamilton, and Mr. J. Dearness, of London, Ont. Some rare species have
already been received from the latter gentleman.

The acknowledgment of the importance of economic entomology and the allied

sciences is daily becoming more apparent. These investigations for many years
(with the notable exception of Miss Ormerod's excellent work in England) were
almost entu-ely confined to this continent. Now, however, systematic study of insects

and plants is being carried on, with the object of obtaining remedies for injurious

species, in many parts of the world. In England, by Miss Ormerod, who continues

to issue her most excellent annual reports, as well as smaller pamphlets, whenever
occasion calls for them. In the same country there has appeared from the pen of
Mr. C. Whitehead, a series of five reports on insects injurious to the leading crops.

These reports have a peoaliar value, from t^e faotthat their author is not only a goiod
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entomologist and botanist, but has also had a long experience as a practical farmer
in one of the best farming counties of Bnglan>J. In JBelgium, Germany, France and
Eussia, good work is now being done in this line. Nor are our sister coloaies behind
hand. In South Australia, M.r. Frazer S. Crawford has studied the fungous and
insect pests which attack the apple and pear, and his admirable report is an impor-
tant contribution to science. The fungous " coffee leaf disease," Hemileia vastatrix,

so injurious in Ceylon, has been reported upon by Mr. Marshall Ward, and the same
disease has been investigated in the island of Fiji by Mr. P. J. Storck, with the
satisfactory result of discovering what promises to be a succesBful remedy. Briefly,

this consists in placing vessels containing a mixture of carbolic acid and water at
short intervals through the coffee plantations. Mr. Storck found that the vapour
given off had a most destructive effect upon the injurious fungus. I mention this

fact, because the Hemileia being somewhat of the same nature as the Fusicladium or
" black spot " on the apple, I am under the impression that good results might follow
its application here in years when this disease is prevalent.

The Government of New Zealand has issued its report of the Joint Codling
Moth Committee, and in Surgeon General Balfour's " Agricultural Pests of India,"
published by order of the Secretary of State for India, the planters of that Empire
have a concise and convenient source of reference concerning most of the diseases

which attack vegetation.

In the United States, in addition to the varied and effective work which is

being done at Washington by Prof. C. V. Eiley and bis staff of able assistants, of

which it is not too much to say that it is the most important in the world, there is

a vast amount of work being prosecuted in this line at the various State Agricultural
Colleges and Experimental Farms.

In the Dominion of Canada I may perhaps bo j)ermitted to mention the Entomo-
logical Society of Ontario, Irom whose members I receive much assistance in carry-
ing on the work which devolves upon my office. Their annual reports, published by
the Ontario Government, are valuable repoditories of the latest discoveries and most
successful methods of treating insect enemies.

Besides Ontario the only other Province which has recognized the necessity of
having economic entomology studied, is British Columbia. Dui ing the past year the
Eev. Geo. W. Taylor has been appointed Provincial Entomologist and 1 anticipate

much.good from this selection. The appointment will naturally give the farmers of
that Province a means of obtaining inlormation much more quickly, than when they
had to write and receive a reply from Ottawa. lu some cases Detore an answer could
be obtained the attack had proceeded too far for the successful application of any
remedy. In addition to this there is always the possibility of error creeping in through
correspondence, which would be avoided were it possible to visit the infested district.

The report submitted herewith covers the observations of the season of 1887 ; but

it has, on some occasions, been found necessary to refer to correspondence which took
place during the previous summer. In carrying on the investigations here recorded I

have been much assisted by other students in the science of entomology, and I wish
specially to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. W. H. Harrington, of Ottawa, not
Otnly for aid in the identification ot Coleoptera and tiymenoptera, in which orders he is

a high authority ; but also for invaluable assistance which he with Prof. Guignard,
also of Ottawa, rendered me in the work of coi recting the proof and seeing through
the press my last report. This had to be done at the time when I was absent from
Canada officially attending the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, to lay out and arrange
the Canadian garden in which were exhibiteJ tht; useful and ornamental plants of the

Dominion. To Miss Eleanor A. Ormerod, the entomologist of the iioyal Agricultural

Society of England, my thanks are also due for copies of many valuable reports and for

advice on several points with regard to the treatment of insect attacks. To Prof. C. V.
Biley and his assistants at Washington, particularly Mr. J. B. Smith, I am also much
indebted for the identification of specimens, as also to Mr. Henry Edwards, of New
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York, and Prof. A. R. Grote, of Bremen, Germany, who have spared no pains in deter*

mining for me some difficult species of moths.
Finally I beg again to thank my many correspondents for their assistance in

the past and to request a continuance of the favour for the future. I am more than

ever convinced that ifmy work is to be of use to the country, much of the information

made use of and distributed through this means, must be derived from practical men,
actually engaged in the cultivation of the soil. In this way theory as such, will be

eliminated as much as possible and will make way for practical experience, the most
important element of all success. Moreover, this experience will be gained under
ordinary circumstances and with the usual methods which are found practicable on

the average Canadian farm. Thus the most applicable remedies will be discovered

and made known as promptly and widely as possible. If suggested remedies fail,

the reason must be sought for, and if they prove useless, farmers must be warned
against them, so that no time may be lost which might be better employed.

The subjects treated of in the following pages are those concerning which I

have been most frequently asked for information. These in no way represent all the

facts which have been contributed by correspondents from all parts of the country.

These have been tabulated and will be of use at some future time when full credit

will be given for all original observations.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Tour obedient servant,

JAMES FLETCHER, P.R.S.C, F.L.S.,

Entomologist and Botanist of the Dominion Experimental Farms.

CEREALS.

Had it not been for the exceptionally good crop of wheat in Manitoba and
the North-West Territories, the output of this staple crop would have been con-
siderably below I he average To the excessive drought which prevailed over the
greater part of Canada this shortage was mainly due ; but there were also many
complaints of the fungous diseases, rust, smut, and bunt. The " Wheat Midge "

attacked wheat more or less in every section heard from. The Hessian-fly was
reported from a few localities, but it ia probable that in some of these cases the true
depredator was the Wheat-stem Maggot. This last named is apparently on the in-

crease in the districts where it has been observed.

The Wheat Midge, " the Weevil " (^Diplosis tritici, Kirby.)

Attack.—When the wheat is in blossom in the month of June, tiny yellow
Midges with black eyes, may be found, particularly as evening comes on, flying over
and laying eggs in the florets of the wheat. These eggs in about a week hatch into
email reddish-orange maggots which lie inside the chaff and suck the juices from the
swelling kernel. When mature they leave the ears of wheat and penetrate about an
inch beneath the surface of the ground, where they remain for a time, and either pro-
duce the perfect Midges that same summer or remain dormant until the next spring.
Prof. F. M. Webster, of Purdue University, Indiana, a close observer and energetic
worker, writes :

" It has been supposed that these larvse when full fed either entered
the ground and remained until the following Jane, or remained ensoonsed in the
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heads ; in any case not further attacking the grain, although the latter might remain
unthrashed until winter. But since I came to Indiana I have not only reared the

adults from volunteer wheat until in November, but have found the larvse on and
about young wheat plants growing in a field sown among growing corn. Further-

more it is known that the insect affects the seeds of grasses also." In the report of

the United States Entomologist for the year 1885, p. 319, Prof. Webster records

having observed the adult flies from 20th May right through the season up to Sep-

tember. It would appear then that there are sometimes two broods in the season,

the second brood subsisting on volunteer wheat.
Reviedies.—Under this heading 1 would first of all draw attention to the careless

practice of farmers in not destroying the dust and rubbish from the threshing
machine, when they know their crop to have been infested with this insect. I have
over and over again seen the ground beneath the machine coloured quite preceptibly

by the pupse which have remained in the ears when the crop was carried.

The greater part of these pupse, although apparently much dried up, are yet in a
condition to mature if loft undisturbed on the ground. I would strongly recommend
that the wise precaution taken by Nova Scotian farmers should be more widely
adopted. Col. Blair, of Truro, N, S., tells me that " it is the usual custom in Nova
Scotia for good farmers to gather up all the rubbish from the threshing machines,
and take it out on to a cross road or other hard ground and burn it. This is a
means not only of destroying the larvse of the " Weevil " and other insects, but also

the seeds of pernicious weeds."

Although so well known from its injuries, it would appear from late develop-

ments that after all the life-history is not yet thoroughly understood. It is to be
hoped that now this is recognized, efforts will be made to fill up the missing links,

and perhaps in this way a more practicable remedy may be devised than has yet
been discovered, for that portion of the summer brood which hibernates in the

ground. Deep ploughing directly the crop is cut has been advocated, and would
probably be attended with good results, especially where the field can be left un-

touched until after the time that the perfect Midges mature the next year. Another
method which should receive more attention is the cultivation of such varieties of

wheat as are found to be least attacked. Mostof these, however, partaking much of the

character of the variety known as "goose wheat," are of poor quality; but it is

within the bounds of possibility that by careful hybridizing, the quality might be
improved without at the same time rendering them susceptible to the attacks of the
Midge. Amongst the better varieties almost free from the attacks of this insect, the

fail wheat known as the Democrat is one of the most highly esteemed.

For many years the Midge has been so bad in the Province of Nova Scotia that

in some districts no efforts are made to grow wheat. Mr. James Clark, writing from
Tatamagouche, N.S., writes concerning one variety of wheat which is not attacked :

" It is five years since I began to grow ' Midge-proof wheat,' and in that

time it has given me the best satisfaction of any variety I ever had, having Aever
been infested with either Midge or rust, bothofwhich are very common here. It gives
very fair returns. I have had as high as 20 to 1. The only objection I have to it

is that it is rather coarse-grained, and if it could be improved a little in that way
would be a great benefit to the farmers. I do not know of any other variety that is

altogether Midge and rust proof."

The Wheat-Stem Maggot. " Wheat bulb-worm " (Meromyza Americana, Fitch.

^

Attack.—Some time before the wheat should be ripe the ear and top portion of

the stem turn white. Upon examination the stem will be found to be severed just

above the top joint by a transparent green maggot.
There are probably three broods of this insect in a season. The egg is laid on

the young plants of fall-wheat in the autumn, and the maggots work their way down
the centre of the stem to the base where they lie all the winter, and turn to pupae the
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Bext spring. Daring May and June ttie first brood of flies appears, and the eggs are laid

on the young steins of the wheat plant. These in due time hatch to the green trans-

parent maggots which produce the characteristic appearance of the attack described

above, i.e. the withered and bleached ear, which has gained for it one oi its local

names, " Silver- top " This was the insect referied to in my last report as the " Joint

worm," under which name it is probably better known in Canada than any other. The
perfect fliee of the second brood appear in the beginning of July. There was a gap in

the life-history of this insect until quite lately, wben Prof. Webster discovered that the

gap between July and the time when the eggs were laid in autumn, was filled up by
a brood which passed through its transformations in volunteer wheat ; this brood
probably also lives in some of our native or cultivated grasses. This is an important
discovery, for if it be trae that the fly will deposit at once in volunteer wheat, it

suggests a trap which maybe set by preparing beforehand near infested fields a strip

of wheat to which the July brood will be attracted to lay their eggs, and which may
then be ploughed in.

The perfect insect is a pretty little active yellowish fly about one-fifth of an inch
in length with three dark stripes extending right down its back. It has a habit of

resting with the fore part of its body very much raised up.

From the reports which I have received during the past two years I fear that

this insect is decidedly increasing. Besides the operations of the July brood, which
are easily recognized, I am convinced that much of the injury to fall wheat laid to

the charge of the Hessian-fly, is in reality done by the autumn brood of this species.

It is reported chiefly from Ontario, from Tuckersmith, Huron, by Mr. John Burgess,
from Pembroke by Mr. A. T. White, and especially trom the district around Ottawa. A
severe attack is also reported by Mr. 1). James, of Thornbill, York County, who
says " It is working in the variety of wheat Known as ' goose ' spring wheat. In
my fields it is three or four times worse than last year ; at a rough estimate about
every thirtieth head is afi'ected."

Oats as a rale have sufl'ered little from insects. One attack of the grain
Aphis, Sipfwnophora avence, Fab, was reported by Mr. D. James, of Thornbill

:

" There is an Aphis which is attacking my oats pretty badly in some places. They
cluster around the stems of the head of oats, taking the substance taat the grain
should have."

In Vancouver Island Mr. Henry King tells of a serious attack of Wireworms by
which he lost a whole field of oats, and trom Manitoba it is reported that late oats

were injured by grubs.

BARLEY.

Where reported on is stated *o be free from all insect attacks, but a few cases of

smnt have occurred.

This crop still remains virtually exempt from the attacks of the Pea Weevil,
{Bruchus pisi, L.,) but in some districts it was very seriously affected by tbe
drought. In the County of Prince Edward, where peas are now largely grown for

seed, there was much anxiety owing to a sudden failure in the pea crop. There
were various theories rife at the time to account for the fiailure, and at the request of

Dr. J. M. Piatt, M.P. for Picton, I was instructed to visit the locality and investi-

gate the trouble.

Upon arriving at Picton, Dr. J. M. Piatt kindly gave me every opnortunity for

examining the pea fields and discussing the matter with the growers. The condition
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of the pea fields at the time of my visit (the first week in July), may be briefly
summed up as follows :

—

The early varieties were all ripe and nothing could be seen except that
the crop was thin. The late varieties were just beginning to produce
their fruit, the peas in the primary pods being well formed, but for the most part
few others. The fields presented the following aspect. In low spots the vines,
although somewhat faded from the great heat and want of rain, were healthy and
well-grown, but on gravelly Jjnolls or in sandy uplands were in some places quite
dead, or were in such a state that recovery was considered impossible.

The plants themselves over largo areas were found to have bien injured at the
eollar, immediately on the level of the soil, and consisted in lactofan apparently
healthy top and root, but having these two portions separated by a short piece of dead
stem at the collar. This injury I attribute almost wholly to the heat of the sun. As the
plants faded for want of moisture, they drooped and left their bases txposed to the
direct rays of the sun as well as the heat refracted from the parched earth. Upon
the roots of the leguminogse, the natural order to which the pea beloni^s,

are found tuber-like organs the nature of which until lately has not been understood.
Upon the pea-plants in question these were found to bo particularly well developed,
but in many instances were in a state of partial decay. One of the theories prevar
lent in the district was that the trouble was due to a tungous disease, and there were
certainly indications that this view might be correct. Upon the roots bearing decayed
tubers, many showed a fungous mycelium emanating from those bodies and running
along the adjacent roots. Another feature was the patchy nature of the fields, and
further, most of the farmers stated that this " disease " showed itself first in small
spots which then increased in an ever-widening circle ; or again, that it would run
in a straight line along the side of a fence. Now all of those would point to the
ravages of a parasitic fungus. A microscopic examination of the tubers on the roots
did not, as might have been expected, give an easy solution to the mystery, for the
organization of these bodies is exceptional in vegetable morphology, and they con-
tain bodies known as " bacteroids " which mnch resemble the reproductive organs of
some fmngi. In discussing the matter with Dr. Piatt we came to the conclusion
that these bodies might be normal structures of the plant, as, although disproportion-
ately larger and of quite a different configuration, they bore a close resemblance to
the tubers upon the roots of other leguminosse. There were, however, several points
which seemed to indicate that something more than droughc was affecting the crops,
such as the occurrence of a few dead plants together, amongst other healthy vines,
and the reiteration by farmers of the fact that when once the disease showed itself
in a field it spread rapidly from a given centre.

The nature of the information gathered from pea-growers in this instance was
very contradictory.

Upon my return to Ottawa I despatched a series of specimens to my friend.
Prof. W. G. Farlow, the eminent American authority of Harvard University, who
upon this, as on many previous occasions, rendered me great assistance and kindly
forwarded me an article detailing the recent discovery of the nature of the tubers
referred to.

He writes :
" I have examined your specimens ; they are such as are

found in a large number of leguminosse. They have generally been supposed
to be due to bacteria, but within six months or a year, papers have been published
which throw new light on the subject, and seem to show conclusively that the
tubers are not due to bacteria bat are normal structures containing reserve material.
With this I send by mail a copy of the ' Berichte der Deutschen Botanischen Gos-
elschatt

' for January, 1887, which contains a good paper by A. Tschirch, with a
plate. This will give you the information you need." This aiticle shows that these
bodies are reservoirs for nitrogenous materials which are laid up during the active
growth of the plant previous to the formation of seed. When, however, these laiter
are formed, a transfer takes place and the nitrogenous matter collected in the root
tubers is drawn off and provides the large supply which is found in the seeds of
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leguminossB. Wow, applying this to the above case, all can be understood with ease.

The large development of these tubers on the roots of the pea-plants in Prince

Edward county showed what is well known, that this district is exceptionally well

adapted for the production of good peas. The failure of the plants to produce seed

was due to the injury in the stem mentionel above, by which the supply of nitro-

genous material in the root tubers was cut, off. These latter again being unable to

perform their functions began to decay. Dr. Farlow wrote concerning some of these

damaged tubers :
" The tubers I examined were somewhat decayed on the outside

and had on them some small mould like JFusisporium which, however, had nothing to

do with causing the tubers."

With regard to the nature of the supposed attack alluded to above, I feel con-

vinced that it was mainly a result of the exceptional drought, and the fact that it

appeared upon gravelly knolls aud uplands first, would merely be due to the greater

aridity of the soil in those spots. The occurrence of a few dead plants, amongst
healthy vines, might have been due to attacks by insects previous to the examination.

In confirmation of the above opinion as to the injury being due to the drought,

I quote the following from the August agricultural returns of the Ontario Bui-eau of

Industries: "This crop was, of course, more or less injured by the prevailing

drought, but on the whole there are larger areas from which good reports come of

peas than of wheat. Wherever the seed was sown early, and on good soil, the crop
made progress sufficient to cover the ground, and in a measure retain the moisture
before the severe drought set in, while what was sown later, and on poorer soil,

grew sparsely and did not afford shade to the roots of the plant."

I may mention that some of the growers who had used salt upon their fields

claimed that their crops were better than where this Lad not been used.

HAY AND CLOVER.

Notwithstanding the dry weather the crop of hay in many localities is reported

as up to the average in quantity and above it in quality.

Two reports only of serious injury to the hay crop have been received—one
from New Brunswick of the ravages of the Army-worm, the other from various parts

of the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. The exact nature of this last attack is not

yet understood, and 1 must again refer to it by the popular name used by correspon-
dents and mentioned in my last report, viz., " Joint-worm." It is possible, however,
that it may be due to the attacks of a mite

" Joint-worm."

Attack,—Exactly similar to the attack of the Wheat-stem Maggot, the top por-

tion, together with the head, withering and turning white just before the seed

is ripe.

In the first week of July I found at Desoronto, Ont., stems of Timothy hay (Phleum
pratense, L.), and Kentucky Blue-glass (Poa pratensis, L.), injured in the way
described. Upon examination it was found that the stem had been severed, and was
decayed immediately above the top joint. In some of the stems small white mites

were found, but in others were the larva of some minute hymenopterous fly. Un-
luckily, owing to the excessive heat which occurred just at that time, I was unable
to get these specimens home safely.

Mr, W. Brodie, of Toronto, writes to me as follows :
—" In addition to a dipter-

ous larva which attacks the timothy, we have found here a mite very common and
very injarioua. We have collected the ova, the immature and the adalt forms. It
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has been common in the counties arouiid Toronto for some years, and has done much
injury to timothy, 3 species of spear grass and to Triiicum repens, L. Farmers knew
of it and said it was ' the blight.' About June I demonstrated to all, that it was the
work of a mite, and read a short paper on it before the Natural History Society of
Toronto, and showed specimens of the injured culms and the living mites."

In the beginning of July, I received throu^'h ihe Hon. Minister of the Interior a
letter and specimens of timothy injured in the manner described tibove, and for-

warded by Dr. Ferguson, M. P. for North Leeds, with the statemeni that it had been
common for years in all good seasons. " When there are great drought and a small
crop the insects have not appeared, but when the growth is vigorous and there is a
good deal of moisture, they have appeared almost invariably."

Remedy.—The remedy suggested by Dr. Ferguson is probably the best that can
be adopted. He says :

" When this attack is general the course here has been to
put the mower in and cut the crop. Usually, however, the attack is not general,
although snflSciently so to enable anyone looking at the field to see the white tops
here and there where the insect has attacked the stem." And again, writing later,

he says :
" It always appears when wo have a luxuriant growth resulting from

frequent showers and followed by great heat. Many of our meadows are attacked
I should judge, to at least, five per cent, of the stalks. The effects are never evident
until after the head is fully out of the blade. As none of our spring wheat is 8ufl5-

oiently forward yet, I have not been able to get a sample in the grain stalk."

Dr. Ferguson is of the opinion, with many others, that the injury is done by a
worm in the stem. If this view is correct, it may possibly be the " Wheat-stem Mag-
got " that is the culprit.

In the third report of Prof. Lintner, State Entomologist of New York, jast
issued, he describes a mite as attacking timothy, so that " the infested places looked
as if they had been scalded." The mite he refers to, however, is black with red legs,

whilst those referred to above, are white and transparent.

The Army-worm (Leucania unipuncta, Haworth.)

Attack.—A brown striped Caterpillar destroy! ng
all the leaves of grass and cereals. When occurring in

large numbers, migrating in bodies from one food
patch to another.

During the past summer sensational accounts

appeared in the newspapers to the effect that the whole
hay crop on the Sackville marshes in New Brunswick,

was being demolished by the caterpillar known as the

1. Army-worm. This caterpillar (Fig. 2) is produced from
eggs laid by a ligiit brown moth (Fig. 1), with a slight metallic

Instre, about an inch in length, when the wings are closed, with a

f^mall white spot on each wiog. I have never been able to trace

more than two broods of this insect in Canada ; but in the United

States they have three. The eggs are laid in the autumn, and like

many of the Cut-worms pass the winter as very small caterpillars.

In the following spring they attack the young grass and grain

crops. The moths from these caterpillars appear in July, and the

eggs laid by this brood produce the moths in August and September.

Upon the appearance in the press of the items referred to above,

I at once wrote to the infested district for reliable information, and
through the kindness of Prof. Burwash and Mr. W. F. George, both

of Sackville, N.B., I found that these accounts were much exagge-

rated. Prof. Burwash writes, after extensive enquiry amongst the

farmers of Westmoreland County :
" I find that reports vary con-

siderably as to the extent of injury. The most careful and accurate
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observers say that two, or at most three per cent, of the whole hay crop would ba
a liberal estimate. Of course in some places the damage is much greater. AUag ee
in saying that the worm does not touch the grass newly ' laid down,' that it is con-
fined to the old meadows, of which we have a great many here ; some of our marsh
not being broken up for ten or more years. This year, in order to avoid its ravages,
the farmers have ploughed a great deal, which they would not otherwise have
disturbed."

'* The worms ' work ' about the lowest part of the stalk, among what they call

here the ' moss,' that is the dead leaves, &c., which cover the ground, so that by
far the greater part of them are out of sight. Indeed unless they are very numerous
their presence is only detected by the unthrifty appearance of the grass, until a
closer observation and ' rooting ' about the grass brings them to light. However^
when they are very numerous they may be seen climbing stalks, but they always
look as if they were ' out of their latitude.'

"

Mr. George writes :
" In some localities they damaged the English grass to a

«onsiderable extent by eating all the fine grass and clover in some places, not leav-
ing anything green standing. This did not extend over large areas and only occurred
where the marshes are not well drained . I am quite confident that thorough drain-
age and good cultivation will prevent the ravages of the Army-worm in this
locality."

I>r. T. J. Leeming, of Charlottetown, P.B.I., sends ma the following dates for
some of the stages of this insect in the Maritime Provinces : " August 19th, at Great
Burin : Hay field entirely devastated by the Army-worm ; caterpillars of all sizes.

August 29th : On shore at Trepaney, Nfld., Army-worm abundant; they appear to
avoid clover ; on ground that has suffered from their depredations the clover
patches stand out untouched. September 8th : The larva3 taken at Trepaney 29th
August, pupated today. October 17th : Arrived at Charlottetown 6 a.m.; during
the night the Army-worm moths obtained at Trepaney, August i!9th, came out."

Remedies.—Although only complained of in certain localities, this insect is very
wide spread all over Canada, and may generally be found in low spots. This would
show the reason why the attack is so severe in marsh lands where the caterpillars have
a suitable habitat and an abundance of food. The remedies which have been found
most successful are systematic drainage of low-lying lands, by which they become an
unsuitable habitat for the young larvag, and the moths are probably prevented from
laying their eggs there. When the attack has been very severe in any locality
much good may be done by burning the old grass and stubble in the autumn or
spring

; in this way not only are many young larvm destroyed, but the old stems,
which seem to be the favourite place for the spring brood to lay their eggs, are also
removed. The conditions which seem most favourable for the undue increase of the
Army-worm are a dry autumn, followed by a wet spring and summer. Whenever
the first of these occurs, therefore, it would be well to adopt the precautiopary
measure of burning over the meadows.

The worms may be prevented from marching from one field to another by
ploughing a deep furrow across their path. This should be cleaned out so as to
leave one edge perpendicular, and holes may be dug in it at intervals, into which the
worms may be shovelled and killed by covering them with earth and pressing it

down. Prof. Kiley also suggests dusting the plants on the opposite eiie of the ditch
with a mixture of Paris Green and Flour or Plaster, so that if any worms succeed
in crossing the ditch they will be killed by feeding upon the plants so poisoned. This
mixture should be in the proportion of one of Paris Green to 25 or 30 of the other
materials.

Clover as a hay crop has been short, owing to the drought and to winter killing.

There was little seed reaped, but 1 am pleased to find that this was not owing to the
ravages of the Clover-seed Alidge. Some complaints of injuries by this insect have
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come in, but most of my correspondenta agree that losses by this cause are much
less than they were a few years ago. This improvement is due to the general adop-

tion through the clover seed districts of the method of feeding off their clover before

the middle of June and reaping the seed from the second crop. Mr. T. Farrow of

Bluevale, Ont. writes : " For the last two or three years there has been none, or

ecarcely any clover seed after mowing, but last season there was a little, not enough

though to malie it worth threshing out. The seed on the pastured fields has been ex-

ceedingly good. Alsiko seed was very good and yielded well, notwithstanding the

great drought of last summer."
Clover was, in the Ottawa district, considerably damaged by the larvfe of the com-

mon Clouded Sulphur Butterfly (Colias Philodice, GoJt) which this year appeared in

enormous numbers. The caterpillars were also destructive to a great number of other

leguminous plants in the seed beds of the Experimental Farm, species of Cytisus, Cara-

gana and allied plants, having to be constantly watched and kept clean by the use of

Hellebore and Pyrethrum. Towards autumn large numbers of these caterpillars were

found dead in the fields, bearing a cluster of the bright yellow cocoons of a small

parasitic lohneumon Fly (Megorismus nuhilipennis, Ashm). I am indebted to Mr. W.
H. Ashmead of Jacksonville, Florida, for the identification of this and many other

microhymenoptera.
As usual during hot, dry, summers a largo amount of injury was done to grass

crops by grasshoppers, but there were no complaints of excessive injury.

EOOT CEOPS AND VEGETABLES.

Root crops all over the country seem to have suffered more from the drought
than any othei-s, the result of the absence of autumn rains being very perceptible io

the gross returns.

Turnip Flea-beetle "Turnip Fly," (Phylloireta vittata. Fab.)

From all quarters come in complaints of injury by the Turnip Flea-beetle.

Attack,—Small shining black beetles, with yellow markings on the wing covers
which eat the seed-leaves of turnips and all other crucifers, directly they appear above
the ground.

These troublesome little beetles live in the larval state upon the roots of plants

of (he Mustard and Crees family, to which the Turnip belongs. The grub is described

by Dr. Cyrus Thomas (Illiuois Eep. VI, 15^) as " a minute, slender grub, with six

tiny feet on the anterior segments and an anal pro leg; white, with a faint, dark
medial line along the anterior part of the body ; a horny light brown head and a
brown spot on the posterior extremity. This state lasts about seventeen days when
it changes into a naked white pupa in a little earthen cocoon near its feeding place,

in which it remains but a short time From the observations made. Dr. Shimer is of

the opinion that they live exclusively on the roots and underground stems of cruci-

ferous plants."

Remedies.—These will come under three heads

;

1. Selection of varieties the least liable to attack. One variety which has been
recommended is the ' Grey Stone," it is claimed that this is even obnoxious to the
beetles and that it sown amongst Swedes it will keep the beetle away. I Lave not
experimented in this line.

2. Judicious management in the time of sowing the seed. This will vary in

different localities. Some of the beetles appear early in the spring and attack any
cruciferous plants they may find. If turnips are sown too early they will be des-

troyed. There is then a short time when very few of the mature beetles are to be
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seen. This is when the second brood is in the larval condition beneath the ground.
Th's period is what the farmer mast discover for his own neighborhood and take
advantaare of his knowledge to get his turnips up and "into the rough-leaf" before

the beetles appear again. This period is, for this part of Canada, about the middle
of Jane, a little later in the Maritime Provinces and earlier in the west.

3. Active poison. I have tried some experiments with Paris Green and have had
most satisfactory results, A mixture was made of 1 part of Paris Green to 50 of Land
Plaster and this was sown along the rows of turnips, directly they appeared. A single

application was found sufficient and the plants soon pushed out their little bud of

rough leaves and were not afterwards injured by the beetles.

A Turnip Aphis

—

(Aph's brassicne, £.)

Attack.—Clusters of grey plant-lice, situated all round the bases of the stems and
beneath the leaves of Swede turnips from which they suck the juices. Not noticed in

numbers until late in the autumn when many of the turnips were found seriously

injured and past recovery. Complaints of this inj iry have been received from Van-
couver Island, Quebec and Nova Scotia, all of which were after the manner described

above.
Remedies —Of several remedies experimented with, the most satisfactory results

were obtained with a Kerosene Emulsion made of the ordinary strength for general

application, viz : Kerosene or refined coal oil 1 pint, common laundry soap J oz,, rain

water, ^ pint. The soap was boiled in the water till all was dissolved, then the

boiling soap suds were poured into a watering pot containing the kerosene and
churned with a garden syringe until the emulsion was complete. This generally

takes about 5 minutes but sometimes longer. When this emulsion is made it can be

bottled up for future use. When using it either as a wash for sponging trees or for

spraying, it must be diluted with 9 times the quantity of water. Should the oil in

the emulsion after a time separate it is well to warm it and by violently shak-

ing the bottle it will again become fit for use. In diluting the emulsion use warm
water. With the Aphides above mentioned the wash was syringed amongst the

clusters and one application was found sufficient. Single experiments with Pyrethrnm
both dry and in solution were found unsatisfactory, but possibly the material experi-

mented with may not ijave been fresh.

The Eed and Black Turnip Beetle {Entoinoscelis adonidis, Fab.)

Attack.—A showy scarlet beetle, with three black stripes down its back, and a

black patch on the collar, about two-thirds as large as the Colorado potato beetle ; but

narrower in outline. Eating the leaves.

I collected on turnips at Regina in August, 1835, several specimens of this

showy beetle. Ttiey were sluggish in their habits like most of the Chrysomelidsa,

including their relative the Colorado potato beetle. They were not in sufficient

numbers to do much injury, but were thick enough to show that with an increased

cultivation cf their food plant, they might develope into a troublesome pest. The
specimens collected on the North-West })rairies cannot be distinguished from speci-

mens in my collection from Austria, in Europe. Should a remedy become necessary

an applicaiion of Paris Green would be the most convenient.

Potatoes have not escaped the effects of the dry weather in Ontario

and Quebec, and although of good quality they are very small, and there is a serious

shortage in the crop. Insect enemies have also levied tribute.

H*
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The Colorado Potato Beetle (Doryphora decemlineata, Say) has made itselfapparent

in Nova Scotia and Manitoba in such numbers as to demand the attention of fiarmers.

Specimens of the true Colorado beetle were sent to me by Mr. E. H. Struthers which

had been collected in St. James's west of Winnipeg. Paris Green still remains the

standard remedy for this pest, and the most advantageous way to apply it is by
mixing a teaspoonful in a pail of water and shaking it over the vines with an ordi-

nary whisk. Wisps of straw and hay or small boughs which I frequently see used

by farmers are a mistake, and waste more time and poison than would pay for many
whisks. Of course all beetles which attack the plant in the same way as the

Colorado beetle may be treated in a similar manner. Of this class are a small flea-

beetle which Rev. G. W. Taylor reports as riddling the foliage of potatoes at Victoria,

B.C., and also one of the Blister Beetles {Epicauta maculata, Say) specimens of which

have been sent to me from different localities in the North-West Territories.

His Honour Lieutenant Governor Dewdney writes in July last :
" I enclose here-

with three specimens sent by our Indian agent at the Blackfoot Crossing, Gleichen,

which he states were found in his garden. They appear to be in numbers and have

been particularly destructive to his potatoes, having destroyed 50 hills in a very

short space of time, apparently the potatoes are destroyed in a similar way as by

the Colorado bug in the east ; but much more rapidly."

About the same time in 1886 I also received specimens from Mr. Acton Burrows,

then Deputy Minister of Agriculture for Manitoba, which had been " sent in by Mr.

S. W. Chambers, farming instructor on the Blood Indian Agency, Fort Macleod, and

which he said were working sad havoc in the gardens on the reserve."

In the larval state, the beetles of this family are parasitic on other insects, but

in the perfect condition they eat vegetable food. The present species I have also

taken in numbers at Stillwater, Montana, where it was feeding on the Grease-wood

(^Sarcobatus vermicutatus. Tor.)

Wire-worms, which are the larvse of the Skip Jack beetles (ElateridcB) have not

been complained of as attacking potatoes, except in one instance, where they

were very severe in their attack. Eev. G. W. Taylor, of Victoria, B.C., tells me of

a farmer who lost nearly every tuber on an acre planted to potatoes. The best

remedy for these troublesome insects is a frequent use of the hoe, by which all weeds
are kept down, and care must be taken to remove all the injured potatoes at once

when dag. If this be done, and the crop at once carted from the field, the Wire-

worms are cai'ried away with the potatoes, and as they very soon leave the tubers

when the latter are removed from the soil, they can be gathered up from the bottom

of the cart and destroyed.

Carrots and parsnips are little troubled with insects as a rule. During
the past year I have received from several quarters, the beautiful larv£e of the com-
mon Black Swallow-Tail Butterfly {Papilio Asterias, Fab.), which had been found
commonly upon both of the above plants, as well as upon the fruiting stems of

parsley. In addition to this, specimens of the leaves of carrots were sent to me by
Mr. B. D. Arnaud, of Annapolis, N.S., in 1886, which were simply swarming with a
species of Aphis. Again during the past summer, Mr. Josiah Wood, M.P., of Sack-
ville, N.B , sent me leaves of both carrots and parsnips in exactly the same con-
dition. Unluckily the species could not be identified from the crushed state in

which the contents of both packets were received. All that could be seen were
wingless females. I hope next year to get some winged specimens and identify the
species. The first mentioned attack was cleared off by a visitation of large numbers
of one of the beneficial " Lady-Bird " beetles (Coceinella tran&versoguttata, Fab.), and
did nor appear again the following season. The most serious attack upon the carrot

crop to be recorded was by the
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Carrot Fly, " East Fly " {Psila roscB, Fab.)

Attack.— 1. Early in the season the leaves of young carrots tarn reddish, and
the roots will be found to be blotched with rusty patches.

'J. Carrots stored for winter use will be found to contain long transparent white
maggots, which bore holes in every direction.

During the past season I have received no report of injuries by this insect, but

in 1886 it did a great deal of damage, particularly to roots stored for the winter. Mr.
F. B. Canlfield, of Montreal, says, iu February, 1887 :

" They must be pretty numer-
ous in this district, for nearly all the carrots that I have seen exposed for sale are

more or less attacked." Mr. Thomas Henderson, of Nepean, Ont., when enquiring
for a remedy, states :

" The Early Horn Carrots in my garden are badly attacked,

nearly every root shows signs of their presence, at any rate two thirds are seriously

injured for the market."
In a garden at Ottawa I found the young plants badly attacked in the spring of

1886, but the injury was checked and did not again recur.

Remedies—The remedy applied above was as follows : Immediately upon the
detection of the injary, sand saturated with kerosene (coal oil) was sown along the

rows, this was repeated 5 or 6 times with one week intervening, aud was always pat
on immediately after the carrots had been thinned out. Upon consulting Miss
Ormerod, she was kind enough to send me the following advice which was sabse-

quently adopted :
" My view of the best way to prevent P. rosie from doing damage is

so to manage operations that there may be the smallest possible number of

chinks or cracks in the ground down which the flies may travel to start mischief at

the roots. 1 always advise that the greatest amount of thinning that can be managed
should be done as early as possible, and give good waterings after thinning, and from
time to time to drive the surface soil together."

Where carrots are stored during the winter in sand or earth this of course must
be treated to destroy the pupa? which leave the roots and enter the soil to pass their

last preparatory stage. Miss Ormerod suggests that this earth might be put into a
wet manure pit or soaked with gas water so as to prevent the hatching ont of the

flies. Should neither of these methods be convenient, at any rate it might bo buried
in a deep hole dug in the ground for the purpose.

The value of the cabbage crop has been very seriously diminished during
the past year or two. During the last season where no efforts were made to put
a stop to their depredations, the caterpillars of the imported White Cabbage Butter-

fly utterly rained whole patches of this vegetable. Nor were the Anthomyian flies

or Boot Maggots much less injurious.

" The Cabbaga Worm," Imported White Cabbage Battel fly (Pieris Mapce, L.)

Attack.—Velvety green caterpillars about an inch in length with a broken
yellow line along each side and an unbroken one down the middle of the back. At
first eating the outside leaves but eventually boring right into the heart of the cab-

bage. Ibese, after three or four weeks, produce the white butterflies so common in

gardens.

Notwithstanding all efforts to keep ii down, and the great ]itevalence of the

infections disease known ne Jiacherie, in all the districts to which it has penetrated in

Canada, this injurious insect continues to spread. In every garden in the Ottawa
district last Eeason great damage was done, unless special eflorts were exerted to pre-

vent the loss. Nor were its ravages confined to the cabbage alone. Turnips and
many wild cruciferous plants were attacked, Mr. A. T. White, writing from Pem-
broke says, " a year ago last summer I had a field of turnips that was so badly
attacked that they literally stripped the leaves and left only the stalks. Last season,

however, we had none or so little that they did really no damage."
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A curious fact which has been observed by more than on© correspondent is

mentioned by Mr. E. Brodie, of St. Henry, Montreal, an extensive and successful

grower of cabbages. " Strange to say, the green worm does not trouble me much
where we have the cabbage and cauliflower in large fields, but if we plant a few
convenient for the kitchen, especially where they are in any way shaded, the worm
makes short work of them." Mr. Andrew Hickey, of Ottawa, also confirms thia

observation, saying " they only attack the outside rows of the field."

Remedies.—Several of the remedies which are from time to time recommended
were experimented with. Iced water syringed right into the heads of cabbage had
no effect whatever on the caterpillars infesting them. Boiling water was found to

be almost impraticable for application on a large scale, although when used many of

the caterpillars were destroyed without great injury to the plants. After trying several

substances, the greatest satisfaction was given by a mixture of 1 part of Pyreihrum
insect powder diluted wiih 5 times the quantity by weight of common flour, weaker
dilations gave good results, but this was decidedly the most successful.

The pure powder was used but was not appreciably more eflScacious than the
above. This powder can be quickly applied by means of one of the numerous
instruments sold under the name of" insect guns," but these should have the tubes
properly bent down so that they may not clog with the powder.

A sample packet of Hammonds " slug shot " wa-* sent to me by the manufac-
turers for trial. This I found very useful against the caterpillars and propose to

make a more exlonnive use of it next season.

The Cabbage Maggot (^Anthomyia brassicee, Bouch6).

Attach.—One or more white maggots burrowirg into the stem of young cabbages
when freshly set out. About the beginning of Jaly, freshly transplanted cabbages
occasionally assume a bluish green appearauce and the leaves become faded and
flaccid during the heat of the day. This is generally a ture sign that the root is

attacked by the maggot. When, as is sometimes the case, it is desirable to preserve
some new or choice variety, the plants should at once be taken up and the roots
examined. If thty are only slightly injured they may be washed in strong soap
suds and replanted, care being taken to remove the soil immediately around where
the plant was growing before. Very successful experiments were carried out in this

line during the past summer, the plants after two or three weeks showing no differ-

ence from those not attacked.

The parent of the maggot is a small fly, closely resembling the common house-
fly but smaller and with longer wings, which flies about close to the ground and lays
its eggs close to the stem of the newly planted cabbage, thrusting its ovipositor
beneath the soil.

This insect is one of the most troublesome pests the market gardener has to deal
with. Mr. E. Brodie. of Montreal, says :

" The Cabbage Maggot has been very des-

tructive to our cabbages and cauliflowers in this neighbourhood these past few years,
but especially the last season." The same information comes from almost every
quaiter. Mr. J. Lang, of Barrie, says: "A large number of people round this part
complain of this grub which destroys their cabbages."

Reviedies—These consist chitfly in patting something round the young cabbages
at the time of transplanting to destroy the natural odour of the plant. Sand saturated
with coal oil (a Ifcrge cupful to a pailful of dry sand), a little sprinkled round each plant
has produced good results; and gas-lime when procurable, applied in the same man-
ner, is even more efficacious. Late planting has also been attended with good results.

Mr. Brodie, of Montreal, has also found the following treatment beneficial :
" In 1885,

I planted two acres of early cabbage and lost about half of them by the maggot.
This was a great loss as I ploughed in about 75 tons of manure to the acre. The
past season (1886) I put cabbage in the same land, and manured in the drill and
applied a fertilizer composed of Superphosphate of Lime, Ammonia and Potash in
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the drill also ; after the plants were set out I put about a tablespoonful of Nitrate

•of Soda around each plant, leaving one row without acy Nitrate of Soda or the above

mentioned fertilizer, and this was the only row that was any way destroyed by the

maggot. I think, probably, it was the Nitrate of Soda that prevented the maggots
from destroying the plants, for a field of cauliflower treated in the same manner,

with the exception of the Nitrate of Soda, was partly destroyed by the maggot. I

did not apply the Nitrate of Soda as a preventive of the maggot, but to give nitrogen

to the plants when the land was cold in spring. I got this idea from an article in

the Mural New Yorker by J. J. H. Gregory."

Fresh nnrotted manure and particularly cow-manure seems to attract these flies

to plants grown in soil so fertilized.

Onions.

Onions have again suflered from the attacks of Eoot Maggots, and Cut
worms. Under the latter heading the only new item of important information is

the successful use of a Kerosene Emulsion, as described in Prof. Eiley's annual

report for 1885, p. 272. " If the worms should appear in great numbers by migration

from the surrounding fields, we would sprinkle the fields at night, while the worms
are at work, with a diluted emulsion of Kerofere. Mr. J. B. Smith shews that pure

Kerosene has been tried at Goshen with the effect of killing the worms, and simply

blackening, but not killing the onion tips. We are not satisfied, however, that the

free use of pure Kerosene would not seriously injure the plants, and we recommend
instead an emulsion as being safer and much cheaper, while just as effective in killing

the worms. For the proper preparation and application of the emulsion a good
force-pump is needed, but beyond this no apparatus is necessary."

The best formula for this emulsion is given under the heading "A Turnip Aphis,"

p. 19, and is the one recommended by Prof. Riley.

The Onion Maggot (^Phorbia Ceparum, Meigen).

Attack.—-K white maggot which bores into the bulb of the onion from beneath
and destroys it. When not feeding it generally lies outside the onion in a chamber
of wet mud, which is kept moist by the juices of the decaying bulb.

Remtdies.— The most successful remedies npto the present time are of a deterrent
nature by which the perfect females are kept from laying their eggs on the young
plants it is wished to protect.

Mr. E. Bell, of Archville, grew a very good crop of onions, which he considered
were much protected by sowing broadcast over the bed, once a fortnight, a light

sprinkling of gas-lime. Unluckily he was unable to keep the application up regular-

ly throughout the seaEon, and a proportion of the crop was lost. Fi om what we saw
of the effects of this remedy we feel confident that good results would follow a per-
sistent application of this material. Great care must however be taken not to put it

on too thickly, as it is extremely caustic, and a light sprinkling just eco'igh to colour
the soil answers the purpose.

A greater degree of success attended the application of a Carbolic wash detailed

in the next paragraph.

The Eadish Maggot {Anthomyia raphani, Harr).

Attack.—Very similar to the attack of the Onion Maggot.
Remedies.—The sprinkling of gas lime at short intervals over the beds had a liko

good effect in protecting radit-hes as was noticed with onions ; but the best results

were obtained by the use of the carbolic preparation mentioned in my last report, as
devised by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Michigan. " Take two quarts of soft soap and boil
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it in rain water until all is dissolved, then turn in a pint of Crude Carbolic Acid

»

"When required for use take one part of this mixture with filty of water and
when mixed well together sprinkle directly upon the plants. This was done once
every week and perfectly clean radishes were obtained. The first application was
made two days after the seed was sown and before any of the young plants had
ppeared above the ground.

As a good effect probably due to not using green cow manure, I give the
experience of Mr. G. A. Knight, of Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C., a careful and
painstaking observer who knows most of tho insect pests and has tried many experi-

ments. He says: " I have used no cow manure this year, what I had was mostly
horse manure bought from farmers. I have had better radishes this year than I

have ever had in this Province before. My turnips are good but I had a great time
with the Flea-beetle as usual. I sowed three or four times and sowed plenty of lime
on them as soon as they came up and now I have a pretty good crop. I used no
preventive on the radishes against the maggot."

Mr. Terrier, of Barrie, has had successful results by treating these troublesome
insects with a strong Kerosene emulsion. His method of applying it, was to pour the
dilated emulsion along the rows with a watering can.

FEUITS.

The fruit crop of the year, with the exception of grapes, has been rather below
the average. This deficiency too, it must bo acknowledged, is largely due to the
attacks of injurious insects. The most notable attacks reported are those on the
apple tree. The Canker Worm and "Shot Borer " in the Maritime Provinces,

the Tent Caterpillars from Quebec to the Pacific, the Codling Moth and Oyster-
ehell Bark-louee from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as well as many less important
and more local attacks to other fruits. The Plnm Carculio still does considerable
damage. Perhaps one of the most important discoveries of late years in economic
entomology is the application of Paris Green and other arsenical poisons for pre-

venting the ravages of the Codling Moth and Plum Curculio.

APPLE.

The Codling Moth {Carpocapsa pomonella, L.)

Attack.—A white or pinkish caterpillar, about f of an inch in length, boring
into the centre of the apple and injuring it considerably! (F'g. 3.)
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Remedy.—This insect is so well known to fruit growers that very little need be
said of it. Enquiries as to the best methods of treating it are received constantly.

I have no hesitation in saying that for this, as well as for the Canker Worms
(Anisopteryx vemata and A. pometaria, Harr.) and the Plum Curculio (Conotrachelus

nenuphar, Herbst) the most economical and certain remedy is spraying the trees

with Paris Green or London Purple. As beicg of a more uniform strength the former
is preferred.

As to the efficiency of this remedy, if properly applied, there can be no doubt.
Prof. Forbes gives the following as a summary of his systematic and thorough
experiments for 1885 "attending only to the picked apples and condensing our
statements of results to the last extreme, we may say that under the most unfavour-
able circumstances, Paris Gi een will save to ripening, at a probable expense of 10 cents

per tree, seven-tenths of the apples which otherwise must be conceded to the Codling
Moth." (Forbes Miscellaneous Essays on Economic Entomology, 1886, p. 41.)

Mr. B. Gott, of Arkona, Ont,, says :
" Notwithstanding a certain amount of trouble

and the great care necessary in applying these poisons I am satisfied that with proper
caution and if properly applied they may be used as deterrent remedies against the
two chief enemies of our plum and apple crops."

There are however certain difficulties in the way of obtaining satisfactory results

from this remedy. The amount of the poison to be used is so small that it seems
almost impossible to induce fiuit growers to use it only of the strength recommended
and to stop applying it when the tree has received enough.

Then again there seems to be a difficulty in always obtaining the poison of a
regular strength (i. e. containing always the same proportion of arsenious acid.)

Mr. C. E. H. Starr writing from Port Williams, Nova Scotia, says. " We were less

troubled with insects this season than in some previous years. Our chief enemy
the Canker-worm has been kept in check by printer's ink or a substitute for that

article and Paris Green or London Purple. Many of our orehardista have not had
satisfactory results from the latter method, the great difficulty being in the uncertain

strength of Paris Green. Take my own experience for instance. I made the attack

when leaves and blossoms were about half or less out, the worms hardly visible,

using J lb. to a kerosene cask full of water. On some trees this seemed to be
enfficiet t, at that early stage, but later finding in some quarters that they had grown and
were doing much damage, I doubled the quantity (i.e.) |-lb. to the same cask, wiih the
result of bringing oflf nearly all the leaves and of course fruit as well. Some of my
neighbors about the same time used 1|- lbs. to the same quantity of water without
serious effects. Some of our farmers havedecidea they are liable to do more harm with
Paris Green than to allow the Canker-worms to have it their own way. Many have
gone back to the paper bands and ink, I have used a composition made of the com-
ponent parts of printer's ink with satisfactory results, and at very trifling cost compared
with the ink."

In the above experience Mr. Starr would have been wiser to repeat the weak
application, rather than to double the quantit}' of poison.

The efficiency, and when properly applied, the safety with which these arsenical

compounds can be used upon vegetation, have now been established without a doubt
by the experiments of Professors Biley, Forbes and CJook. I therefore give below what
1 consider the most useful proportions of Paris Green, the only one of these compounds
with which I have experimented to any extent. I regret that as yet I have not com-
pared the different makes of pumps and nozzles for the distribution of these poisons,

80 I am not in a position to recommend any one above the others. Paris Green is an
arseniate of copper said to contain about sixty per cent, of arsenious acid. It is there-

fore very poisonous and must be kept out ofthe way of children and domestic animals.

It is also very corrosive and if used too strong or carelessly, will injure the foliage of
plants. This material can be used as an insecticide in two ways, either as,

—
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(I.) A dry application :

One part of Paris Green may be mixed with from 25 to 50 of land plaster or
common flour. This is useful on all plants of which the foliage is not used as food.

(II.) A liquid application :

(a.) Foi- Codling Moth, Plam Cnrculio and the young Canker-worm, not more
than from 2 to 4 oz. in a barrel of water (40 gallons) or in smaller quantity, ^ to ^
oz. in a pail of water. To be applied as a fine spray by means of a force pump. The
foliage must not be drenched, but the spray should only be allowed to fall upon tlie

trees until it begins to drip from the leaves.

(b.) For general use on mature foliage:

—

J lb Paris Green,
60 gallons water.

Or in smaller quantities the following formula may be used, which is almost in
the same ratio as the above :

—

^ oz. Paris Green.
1 pailful of water.

First mix the Paris Green separately with a small quantity of water, then add
to the whole supply. All washes containing Paris Green must be constantly stirred

to keep it in suspension or it will sink to the bottom.
For the Codling Moth, liquid application (a) should be sprayed upon the trees as

soon as all the petals have lallen from the flowers. For the Canker-worms the eggs
of which hatch out durirg a comparatively long period, two applications should be
given of liquid application (a), one before the buds open, and the other as soon aB
the petals have fallen. For the Plum Curcalio, liquid application (a) should be sprayed
over the trees as soon as the young plum has formed. This may be repeated a fort-

night later.

With the above, as with all attacks by injurious insects, the great secret of suc-
cess is prompt action, and when making trial ot this remedy let the spraying be done
exactly at the time, and in the manner recommended. The sprins; applications are
of the greatest importance. Prof. S. A. Forbes, State Entomologist of Illinois, who
was one of the first to systematically investigate these remedies, in comparing his
operations for 1885 and 1886, writes to me: " Our work of 1886 differed in the time
and number of applications from one to throe, early in the season. The general
result was almost the same as the year before, going to show that these eai-ly appli-
cations are the only ones that are effective and necessary."

Frequent enquiries are made, and occasionally misstatements appear, as to the
possible danger of poisoning the consumers of fruit and crops, protected with these
arsenical poisons, which it is urged may be absorbed by the plants. These state-
ments are however quite inaccurate as a very elementary knowledge of vegetable
physiology will show. The two plants most frequently enquired about are the
potato when treated for the Colorado beetle, when it is sugsrested that the tuber
may absorb arsenic from the soil ; and the apple when treated for the Codling Moth,
when fear is expressed that the poison may be absorbed through the stigma and laid
up in the seeds. With regard to the first it must be borne in mind that the tuber of
the potato is not a root, but a repository of prepared nutriment for feeding the next
year's growth, in fact a winter bud, a form of consolidated vegetation found in many
plants as a means of carrying them over the winter. The starch with which it is

stored is not laid up from anyihing that can be taken in through the roots ; but is

manufactured in the leaves from the liquid and gaseous food of the plant taken in
through the roots and leaves, and is then passed down again through the tissues of the
plant and laid up as starch in the tubers.

With regard to the second statement, it should be remembered that the stigma
of a flower is without any ef>idermi8 and is exceedingly delicate, so that any corro-
sive poison like arsenic, in even a very week solution, would be much more likely to
injure the stigma than to be absorbed, and further than this, even in the natural
operation of fertilization, the stigma is a passive member and absorbes nothing.
The activity is on the part of the pollen which pushes out its fovilla bearing
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pollen tubes and protrudes them through the tissues of the stigma down the style

into the ovary. In corresponding on this matter Professor Forbes says :
" Of course

you will have no trouble in proving by the highest authority that there is no possi-

bility of the poisons being absorbed by the plants," which statement, with the follow-

ing letter from Professor A. J. CoDk, should, I think, set this contention at rest.

" 22nd November, 1887.

" Dear Sib,— In 1871 I used Paris Green on potatoes just as strong as I could

and not kill the plants, I also put the poison on the ground where it would be

washed to the roots of the plants. I had both vines and tubers analysed by a very
careful chemist, and not a trace of arsenic was found either in foliage or tubers. In
this caee the opportunity for absorbtion of the poison was ten to one more favorable

than in the common use for the destruction of the potato-bug. (D. decemlineata.')

"In 1881, six years ago, when I tound the arsenites wore a certain specific

against the Codling Moth larvfe, I applied a very concentrated mixture of London
Purple at two separate times to some apples. The foliage was totally destroyed by
the application, so strong was it. It was made thus strong on purpose for a test.

The middle of August the calyx of each of 100 (one hundred) apples was cat out;

by holding the knife so as to remove a funnel-shaped piece. Two different analyses

were made and not a trace of arsenic was found. I have now used the arsenites for

eight years in this warfare and know that it is safe and wonderfully efficient. Yes,

I think that less than 1 lb. to ICO gallons will do. My last recommendation is

Jib. to 100 gallons of water. The important thing is to make the application early

enough, as soon as the blossoms are well off the tree; and second, to mi'ke it so
thorongh that every apple—the calyx— shall receive its mite of the poison."

Upon this matter being brought under Professor Cook's notice, he wrote a letter

to the Mural J}i^ew Yorker (vol. 46, page 784, 26th Nov., 1887) which is well worthy
of perusal by any one interested in the subject.

The Apple Aphis (Aphs malf, Fab),

Attack.—Green plant-lice clustered around the* outside and in between the
young leaves of the opening buds in spring; also in large numbers beneath the
leaves in autumn.

Remedies.—This insect which frequently appears in vast numbers in spring is

produced from small black shining eggs which are laid the previous autumn on the
twigs and branches of the apple tree. This is apparently the only mode of hiberna-

tion and suggests the direction in which we may look for a remedy.
Before the discovery of the value of Kerosene emulsions, the usual method of

treating this insect was to syringe the trees at the time the eggs were hatching with
a strong soap or tobacco wash. This was attended with a large measure of success
and may be used where it is not convenient to use the emulsion.

The efficacy of weak emulsions of Kerosene for plant lice makes it imperative
that all fruit growers should become familiar with the best way to use them.

Prof. A. J. Cook, in Bulletin 26, of the Agricultural College of Michigan, states

as follows :—

" I have fouud nothing so satisfactory in treating plant lice as the Kerosene
and soap mixture. To make this I use one-fourth pound of hard soap, preferably
whale-oil soap, and one quart of water. This is heated till the soap is dissolved,

when one pint of Kerosene oil is added and the whole agitated till a permanent
emulsion or mixture is formed. The agitation is easily secured by use of a force

pump, pumping the liquid with force back into the ves>el holding it. I then add
water so that tbere shall be Kerosene in the proportion of one to 15."

(N.B.—This mixture although differently prepared gives the proportion of
Kerosene to the water almost identical with that mentioned on page 19.)
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" On Snow Bill * we find that this mixture in the proportion of one to eight, used

just before the plant lice eggs hatch is astonishingly efficient. A twig not treated

and one from the same bush that had been treated were each put into a glass bottle

in a warm room. In a few days the one bottle was alive with the newly hatched
lice, while in the other only one live louse was found. Bushes side by side, the one
treated the other not, give equally satisfactory results. This early treatment is

absolutely necessary in sucti cases as the Snow Ball, and is to be recommended on
the score of economy in case of nursery ttock and fruit trees. It is easier and
requires less of the liquid to thoroughly drench a leafless tree than one in full foliage.

It is also less difficult to make the application very thorough, which is all important.

We have just applied this liquid to orchard trees where the buds were literally

covered wiih lice, and we find the lice totally used up."

These plant lice are so exceedingly prolific that were there not some natural

check imposed upon them, they would soon overrun all vegetation. We find, how
ever, that they provide food for several kinds of predaceous insects and there is

seldom a heavy visitation of Aphis without a corresponding appearance of its

enemies. Some of the roost useful of these are the following:—
The larva? of the iSyrphidce, a class of beautiful and active flies

marked with yellow and black (Fig. 4), which may be seen in the

summer around flowers, poised apparently motionless in mid air

for a few seconds, then, darting a yard or so, stopping again, and
dashing off suddenly in another direction. The larva; are elongated
brownish maggots, with the front segments much smaller than

^'S-'*' the rest and capable of being extended some distance to the
right or left. These larvas, which may generally bo found crawling upon the stems
of plants infested with aphides, destroy enormous numbers of plant lice.

Perhaps the most industrious and bnsiness-liko destroyers of these injurious

insects are the numerous species of the LadyBird Beetles (C'occinellidoe )

Fig. 5 represents the Fifteen-Spotted Lady-Bird (Anatis Ibpunctata, Oliv) a
large and abundant species. It varies much in appearance; at d, e, /", ^, are shown
four of the different forms under which it is found; a shows the larva devouring a
grub of the Colorado potato-beetle and b is the chrysalis.

(Fig. 5.)

I frequently receive accounts of how much these active little friends have assisted
the fruit-grower

; but sometimes, unfortunately, their presence in numbers amongst
infested crops is misunderstood and they are mercilessly destroyed by those who are
not acquainted with their habits. Other beetles which have shown them-
selves vigorous assistants to the fruit-grower in British Columbia, are the Soldier-
Beetles (Telephoridce ) Mr. G. A. Knight writes from Vancouver Island, " the amount
of green flies this spring was awful, and they threatened small apple trees with com-
plete destruction. I was preparing for war when an army of soldiers made their
appearance and fought the fight for me. I never saw such quick work. In one
week there was not a green-fly to be seen, and the beetles disappeared almost as
suddenly as they came. They are the same kindf as cleared my black currant bushes
when you were here in 1885. Since they went the Lady Bugs have kept the green-
flies in check."

•Note.— Viburnum opitlus or Common Guelder Rose.
KoTE.—(PodatrMj comes, Lee.)
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Mr. P. T. Johnson, nurseryman of Victoria, B C, also speaks of the good offices

of this same beetle. " I want to tell yon about the Aphides on the apple and cherry trees

this year. They came out in the spring in great numbers and I thought we were
going to have the usual trouble ; but almost immediately afterwards, I noticed a
beetle something resembling a house fly but double as long and of a deep grey colour
come out of the earth in myriads. They ascended every apple and cherry tree and
quickly cleared them of the Aphis."

Besides theee beetles there is a family (Aphidius) of small parasitic flies belonging
to the Braconidae which feed entirely upon the green flies. In examining a colony
ofAphides some will generally be found which are much larger, of a ditferent colour,

and with the body swollen and rounded. These after a time fasten themselves
to the leaves and die, and a little later the parasite, a tiny four-winged fly, emerges
through a hole in the back.

Tent Caterpillars (Clisiocampa Americana, Harr ; (Ztsstn'a, Habn, and Califomica, Pack.)

l^'iff. 7.

Fig. 8.

These caterpillars have appeared in great
abundance all over Canada during the past
season and seemed to attack the foliage of
of almost every kind of deciduous tree. The
apple, of course, cams in for its share of

F'g. 6- attack.

The habits of these different species are very similar, and the same remedies
will apply to all. The larva of the American Tent Caterpillar (C. Americana) Fig. 66 is

known from the Forest Tent Caterpillar (C disstria, Hubn^ by having the

. Fig. 9.

white stripe down the back unbroken, while
in the latter it is broken up into white blotches,
each consisting of a large and a small spot joined
at their ends, as shown at Fig. 9. There is one
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foand in British Columbia and closely resembles C. Americana. The two eastern

species differ in their habits. They are both found in orchards, but C. Americana
forms in the fork of one of the small branches a tent-like web into which the caterpil-

lars retire when they are not feeding, while 0. disstria (Figs. 9 and 10) weaves a silken

mat on ihe side of the tree to which the whole colony returns to rest. From these nests

silken paths lead up all the main branches to the foliage. As the caterpillars approach
maturity they take to wandering extensively, and as I noticed during the last sum-
mer vhey can traverse long distances. I have frequently observed in the same nests

specimens of the two species of all sizes, a fcomewhat remarkable fact, considering the

difference in their habits.

The western species was sent to me by Dr. Trew, of New Westminster, who
states :

" I send you some specimens of one of the pests of apple frees in this province,

nor are its ravages confined to the apple, as the parent moth will lay its eggs on ihe

twigs of plums, pears, roses and even raspberries at times; but the apple is its

favourite, and so far as my observation goes, Eussets and Eed Junes are preferred,

perhaps because of earlier foliage; although Pearmains are early they geem to

escape visitation."

Remedies.—From the regular habits of these caterpillars, retiring to their nests

when not feeding, they are, with a little cpre, comparatively easily dealt with, when
they do not occur in overwhelming numbers.

During the winlerall egg masses, which can then be easily seen, should bo removed.
If this be not done the conspicuous nests ol the American Tent Caterpillar

ehould be cut off as soon as observed and destroyed.

The Forest Tent Caterpillars, which generally rest in masses on the trunks

of trees, can be either crushed with any hard instrument or they may be swabbed
with a mop dipped in coal oil.

During last summer an experiment was tried of puffing Pyrethrum powder into

a nest of the American Tent Caterpillar, which was in the fork of a small apple tree

in my garden, and a few of the caterpillars were killed. The larger number, how-
ever, remained perfectly still in a lethargic state inside the web for over a week.
After that time they gradually be<zan to recover and all left the nest, and two days
later I tound several of them, still thickly covered with the powder, oa some rasp-

berries about 60 feet distant, apparently none the worse either for their fast or for

the powder.
This remedy then is not practically useful for these caterpillars.

Paris Gree I, sprinkled over the foliage where they were feeding, gave much
more satisfactory results.

The Oyster-shell Bark-louse {Mytilaspis pomorum, Bouche.)

Attack.—Minute insects furnished with a beak and protected by a waxy scale,

which is about -^^ of an inch in length and shaped like an elongated oyster-
shell. Fig. 11. The young lice are hatched in spring, and areactive for a
few days. They then migrate to the young shoots of the apple, and in-

serting their beaks into the bark, remain there for the rest of their lives.

They are gradually covered with the fcale from which they take their
name, and which is exuded from their bodies in a soft state as they grow.
Under it the eggs are laid, alter which the mother insect dies.

This pernicious insect is now found injuriously abundant in every Pro-
vince of the Dominion. From its insignidcant appearance and small size

it is frequently overlooked ; but there is no doubt that it does an immense
amount of injury in our apple orciiards.

litmedies —There is only one aunual brood of this insect in Canada,
and the young lice emerge from the protecting scale about the Ist of June.
This is the time they are least protected, and the greatest efforts should be

f'>rth to reduce their numbers. By reason of their pr':)tecting scale,

[^ (ley are very difficult to treat with insecticides during the greater part of

""W the year, few substances being sufficiently penetrating to reach them be-

Fig. 11. neath their scales. The most efteclual remedies have been found to be
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Kerosene Emulsions (as described at page 19). Daring the winter the trees should

be examioed and the scales scraped off as far as possible. Small trees may also then
be eponfijed with the Kerosene Emuhion preparatory to spraying them at the time
the young lice appear. In Saunders's " Insects Injurious to Fruits," syringing with a
solmion of washing-soda in water is recommended, to be applied about the time the
young lice leave the scale. " This solution is made by dissolving half a pound or

more of soda in a pailful of water. Painting the branches and twigs with linseed

oil, has also been found successful. As a precautionary measure, every young tree

should be carefully examined before being planted, and if found infested, should be
thoroughly cleaned."

An interesting observation was made at New Westminster, B.C. Mr, A. J.

Hill, who has kindly assisted me in collecting and giving information concerning
injurious insects in his neighborhood, sent me in April last, twigs of apple trees

handed in by Mr. C. G. Major, of New Westminster, which were thickly covered
with this insect. Notieiog an old scale of the year previous hai been perforated by
a parasite, I placed the twigs in a glass jar, and soon after had the gre it pleasure of
finding large numbers of the beautiful little Ch&\cid (Aphelinus mytilaspidis, LeBaron).

Fig. 12.

This is a minute yellow fly, which is parasitic upon the scale insect, and has in

some instances largely reduced its numbers. It is shown greatly enlarged at Fig. 12,

Pear-blight Beetle, " Shot-borer," " Pin-borer " (Xyleborus dispar, Fab).

{Xylehorus pyri, Peck, of American authors.)

Attack.—A small, blackish beetle boring into trunks and limbs of apple

trees. In the latter case generally entering at a bud and boring right round

the stem in the wood near the bark, then inside this another burrow is run,

after which a short perpendicular shaft is frequently sunk. Sometimes the

first burrow runs in for a short distance, and then branches irregularly in

different directions.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 shows the female of this beetle enlarged and of the natural size.

During the last three or four years frequent complaints have been received from

the Annapolis Valley, in Nova Scotia, of the depredations of a small borer which

was attacking the apple trees. This, from the siza of the holes whence the mature

beetles have emerged, has locally been described as the " pioboror," or "shot-borer."

During the past summer, owing to the kindness of Mr. T. E. Smith, of the Nova
Scotia nurseries, Cornwallis, N.S., I have been supplied with a good series of the

perfect; beetles, as well as much useful information concerning this and many other

injurious insects. 1 find that the culprit is the above named insect, which is a small

dark brown beetle, not more that ^ of an inch in length, with legs and antenna of a

much lighter colour, and having the whole body covered with short hairs.

Mr. Smith says: " I think the eggs are deposited early in June, as I have seen

in the same burrows, eggs, larviE in all sizes, and the beetle. The eggs and larvfe

are white. I have seen the beetles fly from tree to tree in June, and I think they

only attack diseased trees. I have not tried the soap wash recommended. I have
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had 80 few in my own narsery that I had no trouble in cutting off all the injured

limbs and burning them. I have never found them trouble the pear."

From this fall series of specimens the somewhat important scientific fact has
been ascertained that this and the rare X. obesa, Lee, are the same species.

Mr. J, B. Smith, of Washington, who kiadly confirmed the identification of the
specimens, writes to me :

" The Xyleborus is pi/n, i e., the female is ; the male is

obesa. This proves what Mr. Schwarz has long claimed, that obesa was but the
male of 'pyri. Both of these are equal to the European dispar, Fab. Obesa is

extremely rare, only two or three specimens being known thus far."

Mr. Schwarz also called the attention of the Entomological Society of Washing-
ton to the probability of the above identity on April 1, 188t>.

In Jacquelin du Val and Fairmaire's "Genera des Coleopteres d' Europe," there
are beautiful enlarged figures of both the male and female under the name of Bjs-

trichus dispar.

The male and female differ considerably. In the female, fi^. 13, which is about

^ of an inch in length, the thorax is large, very convex and rounded, and comprises
about J of the insect, it is much roughened in front with coarse protuberances, the
elytra are furrowed, and each one bears about six stripes of punctures and rows of
hairs. They slope off slightly behind, but not nearly so perceptibly as in many
insects of the same family. Each tibia, or shank, is much widened and
flattened towards the end, bearing at the extremity a spine, and on the
outer margin some teeth and bristles pointing outwards. These are no doubt a
great assistance to the beetles in moving about in their burrows, which the mature
beetles frequent much, retiring quickly out of sight on the approach of danger. The
tarsi, or feet joints, are very slender as compared with the shanks.

The male of this beetle is much smaller than the female, seldom exceeding one-

tenth of an inch in length. The thorax is quite differently formed, being much flatter

and instead of being higher than the base of the elytra, slopes sharply down to the
head. The tibim, too, are less inflated. Altogether it is quite a different looking
beetle and was as above stated at one time supposed to belong lO a different species.

The injuries committed by this small beetle are very great compared with its in

significant size, and I have had the statement made to me several times that it seems
to poison a large area of wood around its burrows when these are in the solid wood.
In the young limbs the burrows cut through their tissues so that they are completely
girdled. Some specimens injured in this way which were sent to me by Mr. Smith and
Mr. J. D. Ells, of Shefiield Mills, N.S., had as many as five tunnels in a length of 4J
inches. Mr. B. E. Dickie also sends specimens from Cornwallis, N.S. He says : "It is

doing much damage to our apple trees in this part of King's County ; we do not know it

is in the tree until the leaf begins to fade." Mr. T. E. Smith writes from the same
locality ; "I send by this mail specimen of apple twig borer, of which we were talking
last winter. One of my neighbors says he has lost about forty fine healthy apple
trees, mostly Gravonstein and King of Tompkins. They attack the butt, and in

some cases well into the limbs of young and boaricg trees a foot in diameter,* mostly
on the north side of the tree. I recommended plugging with wooden pegs such holes

as were visible, to stop their supply of air. We found this too tedious and used
fine cut nails. Those that were plugged in on Saturday were coming out in

other spots on Monday. We are now going to try scraping and using a thick coat of

whitewash with a mixture of Paris Green. Some are trying a coating of tar, others
bore a hole and fill with parafline and fill up."

The plugging up of the holes would, of course, be useless, as discovered by Mr.
Smith, and the last two lomedies would ba very injurious to the trees. The thick
coat of whitewash with Paris Green would probably ba a useful remedy. I suggested
applying at once a thick soap wash to ba prepared as directed on page 19 of Saun-
ders's Insects Injurious to Fruits, and known in my correspondence as '' the Saunders
Wash." It is as fallows :

—

• Mr. Smith has Biace written, " I think after all they only attack diseased trees."
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" Soft soap reduced to the consistence of a thick paint by the addition of a strong
solution of washing soda in water is perhaps as good a formula as can be suggested

;

this, if applied to the bark of the tree during the morning of a warm day will dry in

a few hours and form a tenacious coating not easily dissolved by rain."

Some of the fruit growerp in the Annapolis valley, who have considered this

matter, state that the beetle attacks perfectly sound and healthy trees.

Mr. W. H. Hartwick, of Canard Station, Nova Scotia, " found them in young and
perfectly sound trees." Mr, P. C. Johnson, of Port Williams Station, gives the same
testimony: "I detected them first in a sound healthy tree by seeing the sap flowing
from the wound. I plugged the hole up and stopped the attack." It is probable
that the beetle was here killed by the plus. Mr. J. L. Gertridge who has studied
this pest closely, is positive that he has found them in both old and young trees.

Now I have reee'ved specimens of this borer in its burrows from several of
these localities ana there is one character noticeable about mott of the specimens,
v\z., that the bark is hardly visible on account of being covered with the Oyster-shell
Bark louse. It has therefore occurred to me that the trees which are suffering so
severely from this little beetle, had already been reduced to a low state of vigour by
this last named pernicious and frequently everlooked enemy.

I am advising all the Nova Scotia fruit growers to use special eflForts to rid them-
selves of the Bark-louse, when I believe some of the other pests will be cleared out
at the same time.

Prof. Saunders tells me that daring a journey made through Nova Sootia last

summer he had the opportunity in company with Mr. C. R, H. Starr, Secretary of

the Fruit Growers Association of Nova Scotia, of examining several apple orchards
in which the trees were suffering from this pest, and in no instance did they find

any traces of the ravages of these beetles in healthy trees ; those affected had
invariably been injured by bark-lice or borers, or had become stanted and diseased
from some other cause.

The tenacity of life of this beetle is remarkable. I have found them alive in their
burrows out of doors, during the winter, which is not very surprising; but of the
samples sent me in the beginning of June by Mr. Smith some were put on one side
as museum specimens, and as the beetles were showing in the central perpendicular
tunnel described above, alcohol was poured over them and they were put away as
dead. To-day (Feb. 25th)* in examining them I find to my surprise some of the
specimens alive. These specimens were sent upon their first appearance in June,
and have been kept in a heated study every since. Amongst the sections of
apple wood sent me was part of a branch 2^ inches in diameter, from which

emerged not only the beetle under consideration, but several of the small and
injurious Apple Bark Beetle {Monarthrum mali. Fitch). The habits of thia
last named are very similar to those of the above and the same remedies
would be applicable to b"th. This is a very small, slender beetle about
iV of an inch in length. It is shown much enlarged at Fig. 14.

Fig. 14.

The Bed bumped Apple-tree Caterpillar (JSdemoiia condnna, Sm. and Abb.)

Pig. 15- Fig. 16.

Attack—YeiWovT and black caterpillars with red heads and a hump behind the

• They are still alive and aotire April 6tli,

3*
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fourth segment, about one and a quarter inches in length when full grown. They all

remain together from the time they are hatched until mature, and are very ravenous.

When occurring on small trees they frequently strip every leaf before they are dis-

covered. This is a particularly objectionable looking larva and emits a strong acid

odour when touched, When full grown they fall to the ground and spin a light

cocoon amongst the leaves on the ground in which they remain as larvro until the

next spring. The perfect insect appears about Ist July and is a brownish moth,

expanding about an inch and bearing on each of the wings a conspicuous spot and

several longitudinal streaks.

Specimens of the caterpillars have been sent to me from three or four localities,

amongst others from Mr. C. A. Patriquin, of Wolfville, Nova Scotia, Mr. W. A.
Macdonald, agricultural editor of the Farmer's Advocate, London, Ont., and Mr. A.

McNeill, M. P., of Wiarton, Ont. The experience of the last named was tbat of all

the rest, he says :
" I enclose an exceedingly ugly caterpillar which has been very

troublesome for a year or two among my apple trees, stripping the leaves from a

young shoot, in an incredibly short time. It commences operations generally near

the point of a branch, and if not observed for a few days works great mischief."

One collection of five specimens was sent in, of which all were found to be para-

sitised by the Ichneumon fly Ophion purgatum, Say, and at Ottawa several specimens

of Limneria Quignardii, Prov., were bred from this species.

The grape crop of the past season has been exceptionally good, and althongh

a few specimens of injurious insects have been sent in, there have been no complaints

of serious injury.

An interesting but severe occurrence of the " Tomato gall of the Grape " has

been brought under my notice in the garden of Captain D. K. Cowley, of the Eioh

mond Eoad, Ottawa. This I hope specially to investigate for a remedy next year.

The Grape-vine Leaf Hopper (^Erythroneura vitis, Harris.)

Attack.—Small fonr-winged active insects one-eighth of an inch long. The
upper wings striped with deep brown and yellow. Generally keeping beneath the

leaves, and sucking the sap, so as to leave them white and withered. This trouhle-

Boma little creature has not been so abundant on the grape during the last year or

two as upon the Virginian creeper (^Ampelcpsis quinquefoUa, Michx.), for which in the
Ottawa district it seems to a large extent to have deserted the cultivated grapevines.

It shows a marked preference for the wild grape ( Vitis riparia, Michx.), where that

species is grown.

This grape-vine leafhopper, with one or two other species, generally found with
it attacking vines, and all known by the inaccurate name " Thrips," hibernates in the

perfect state j.nd lays its eggs on the young leaves when they first open.

Remedies.—Destroying all winter shelters, such as dead leaves and rubbish,

doubtless prevents the mature insects from hibernating in close proximity to vines
;

as they fly easily, however, this is insufficient. Several experiments have been tried

for a remedy, and the one which gives the most promise of success is a weak Kerosene
Emulsion in the proprortion of 1 of kerosene to 30 of water, to be applied at the
time when the young bugs have just hatched. Mr. John Lowe, the Secretary of the

Department of Agriculture, tells me that he has never failed to drive these insects

off his grape-vines by simply applying powdered sulphur, which, when liberally

applied to the vines, gives off, on warm days, a perceptible odour of sulphurous acid

gas which keeps the insects away.
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The Grape-vine Looper (Oidaria diversilineata, Hubn.)

Fig. 17. Fig. 18.

Attack.—Slender light-green or pinkish loopers (or measuring-worms)—Fig. It

eating the leaves of the grape and Virginian creeper in June and July.

The moth of this caterpillar (Fig. 18) is very prettily marked with brown lines

on a bright ochre ground. When at rest it much resembles a dead leaf. It has a

eurioQs habit of curving the abdomen up between the wings, which also gives it an
unmothlike appearance.

Mr. T. E. Smith, writing from Cornwallis, N.S., says :
" I send you some cater-

pillars which I have found for the last three years upon one lot of my grape-vines.

I have watched and hand-picked them very caiefuUy, but I find them increasing in

numbers. "While at rest they extend themselves from the edge of the leaf they are

feeding on and resemble a small filament or the end of a tendril. When full-grown

they attain quite a large size."

Remedies.—These caterpillars can be easily kept down by sprinkling either

hellebore or a very weak mixture of Paris Green in water over the foliage.

The Beautiful Wood Nymph {Eudryas grata, Fab.)

Fig. 19. Fig. 20.

Attack.—Bright coloured, voracious caterpillars, destroying the leaves. The
body is bine, crossed with broad orange bands and narrow black streaks. Head,
orange. The perfect insect of this caterpillar is one of our most beautiful moths.
It may be frequently found during the day time resting on the leaves of the grape,
with two of its legs extended in front of it. The wings, when expanded, cover
nearly two inches. The upper wings are pearly white, bordered with rich seal-

brown, edged inside with green. The lower wings are orange, and have a broad,
brown band along the hind margin. The body is orange, with a black stripe down
the back.

These caterpillars are very voracious and have been numerous in some parts of
Ontario during the past summer. Mr. Stanley Spillett, of Nantye, Ontario, says :

" I take the liberty of sending yon some worms which are eating the leaves of my
grape vines here. If not interfered with they would destroy all the foliage. We
do not know of any remedy for their destruction."

A mixture of Paris Green in water was recommended and proved quite success-
ful. Hellebore or dry Pyrelhrum powder would probably have answered as well.

Baspbebkies.

Easpbei-ries suffered much from the dry weather so prevalent last season. Early in

the spring the Red Spider (Tetranychus'/elarius, L) showed itself in'many places, and
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gave trouble all throngh the summer, although vigoionely assailed by a small Lady-
bird beetle, Scyvinvs punctattis, Melsh.

The young shoots were attacked by the larvae of an Anthomyian fly. The eggs
of which were evidently laid in the axil of a leaf, and when hatched the maggot
ate its way down inside the stem, leaving a thin discoloured track for six
or eight inches. When mature it turned into a brown puparium and passed
the winter inside the stem (this was in the breeding jars). The mature insect
which is a small black and extremely active fly about half ss big as a
house-fly has not yet been identified. The presence of this enemy is first shown
by the tip of the young shoot fading and hanging over, much in the same way as
when attacked by the Kaspberry-cane borer (Oberea bimaculata, Oliv.) except
that when stems are injured by this latter, the two rings made by the female,
and between which she deposits her ea:g, are plainly visible. Tbe only practicable
remedy for both of these is at once to cut off the stem below the seat of injury.

The Pale Biown Bytnrus (Byturus unicolor. Say )
Attack.—An active greyish brown beetle about one-sixth of an inch

in length, which eats into the buds and destroys the flowers.
Early this spring those little beetles appeared in numbers and assailed

the Raspberry bushes, doing a great deal ol harm.
Remedy, — The only remedy tried was hand-pickmg. It is nocturnal in

its habits, and in the morning each flower seemed to tave its occupant.
In my garden at Ottawa, all the first flowers were destroyed. The beetle
seemed to be particulai ly attracted to a seedling bush of the White-flowered Fig.'21.
Scented-raspberry, Rubus Kiitkanus, Mocino, flowering for the first time last year. Not
a single flower of the first blossoms was perfect. As this bush was separated some
distance from the rest, Pryethrum was dusted over the buds in the evening, ard by
this means perfect flowers were obtained. No fruit, however, was formed on this
bush, but whether this was due to the insect powder keeping away bees and other
insects, I am unable to say.

Eed iJaspberries at Ottawa were in some spots severely attacked by an aphis,
by which all the young flowering shoots were thickly covered. Observing that many
of the aphides showed signs of being parisitised I collected some shoots and had the
pleasure of breeding many specimens of the minute Proctotrupid Lygocerus stigma-
tus, Say, and two examples of a tiny midge, Diplosis aphidimyza.

These parasites were kindly identified for me by Mr. W. H. Ashmead. He says :

" The Diplosis is a common parasite on aphides in the old country, but not before
known in this country, Osten Sacken not recording it in his recent catalogue. I

have reared another species here from an aphid on hickory, Schizoneurus carycecola,
Ashm, and I find a record of Prof. Comstock having reared a species from a coccid
m California."

CUERANTS.

Currants of all kinds were little troubled by insects. The value of Hellebore
for the Imported Currant worm (Neviatus ventricosus, Harlig.> is now universally
known. Nevertheless there is frequently considerable losi from carelessness on the
part of the growers who wait until the injury is done b 'fore they procure the Helle-
bore. An effort was made last season with good results to prevent this loss, ty writ-
ing letters to the press in tbe middle of May warning fruit irrowers to be on the alert.

My attention has been drawn by Rev. C J. Young, ot Renfrew, to the fact that an
erroneous idea prevailed wi.h regard to Hellebore. He writes: " Some people here
have an idea that 'Hellebore ' has a deleterious efi'ect on tbe bushes and prevents
them from bearing, so are shy in using it; as a consequence the currant and goose
berry worms are worse than ever this year and have stripped many a bush of its

leaves already."

White currants were again attacked at Ottawa by the Currant Weevil (Antho-
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nonws ruhidus, Say) and in a few instances black currants were also injured. The

Spiny Caterpillar of the Currant {G-rapta Progne, Cram.) appeared abundantly but

readily succumbed to a weak treatment of Paris Green.

The Currant Bark Louse (Leeanium ribis, Fitoh).

Aitatk.—Brown, polished, bark-lice thickly clustered on the stems ; beneath

these in their early stages are small Hoe bearing a beak with which they suck the

sap of the plant.

One ot the severest attacks reported by this large scale insect, which infests

the red and white currants, occurred at Ste. Anne de Beaupre, P Q. Mr. Magloire

Simard writes me that he procured a supply of young white currant bushes, and

the next year they were entirely covered with these bark lice, of which he sent me
some specimens. Upon the branch he sent me I was pleased to find -that many of

the insects had been destroyed by some small parasite, as was evidenced by the

perforated scales.

Remedy.—Sponging or spraying the bushes before the leaves expand with a

strong soap or alkaline wash, or with a kerosene emulsion (I of kerosene to 15 of

water), would be the best way to clear them of these pests.

STaAWBBRBIEB.

The only serious injury reported by insects to strawberries was from Cowans-
ville, P.Q., and was referred to me by Mr. L. A. Woolverton, the editor of the Cana-

diem Hortievltwrist, in the beginning of June.

The Strawberry Weevil (Anthonomus muscultis, Say).

Attack.—Very small brown beetles, j^ inch in length, with a black blotch, bor-

dered with white, in the centre of each wing-case. The head extecded into a beak,

which IS slightly curved and nearly hiilf as long as the body. These beetles bite off

the buds and flowers of strawberries, or injure them so much by puncturing the stems

that thoy dry up.

Beviedies.—Very little is known of the life history of this insect, so preventive

remedies only were suggested. These were the Kerosene Emulsion (see page 19),

and the Carbolic Wash (see [(age 28).

FOREST AND SHADE TREES.

HAKDW00D8—MAPLBS, OAKS, ETC.

One of the most remarkable visitations of the year was the appearance in enor-

mous numbers of the lent Caterpillars, already alluded to on a previous page. In

the immediate neighborhood of Ottawa the forest preaeiUed a most peculiar aspect.

The leaves were riddled and cut up so that on some trees there could not have been

more than half the amount of green vegetation to perform the functions of the foliage.

This was particularly the case on the Quebec side of the river and along the river

banks. Considerable alarm was expressed by farmers who did not understand the

habits of these insects, lest when they had consumed all the foliage of the maples,

oaks, aspens, &c., they should destroy the grain crops. This was probably due to the

fact that they were incorrectly spoken of as the " Army Worm." The idea, however,

took such hold in the district that some of the farmers proposed burning their feno«9
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to kill the caterpillars and to remove their means of migrating from the woods to the
fields, and I foand it necessary to write lo one of the leading farmers living in the
district infested, to ask him to explain the nature of the insect and prevent such
absurd destruction.

The colony of the Maple-Leif Cutter (Incurvaria acerifoliella, Pack.) mentioned
in my last report as present at Ottawa, still continues to increase to an alarming
extent No parasites have as yet been observed,

CONIPERffi,

As a consequence of the hot dry summer, bush-fires have been very prevalent
throughout the timber districts, and there is such anxiety amongst lumbermen that
it is proposed, as soon as possible, to prepare a bulletin treating specially of the
insects injurious to Pine timber. In this will be collected together as much as ia

known, or can be ascertained, as to the lives of the insects, and the most successful
methods adopted by lumbermen lo protect tbeir property. Extensive correspondence
is now being carried on, and it is hoped tuat before very long some useful information
will be ready for distribution. The two insects which probably commit the most
serious ravages on felled pine timber, or upon standing pine trees when they have
been injured by fire, are the two Lofgh'trned beetles known as Monohammus confusor,
Kirby, and M. scutellatus, Say, the first is grey mottleJ with darker tufts of hair, and
the latter is black with white marks. The life of these insects is briefly as follows :

The egg is laid in a i-revice or hole in the bark; when it hatches the giub eats its
way into the cambium layer of the sap wood, and here spends the greater part of the
first year. As winter approaches it penetrates into the solid wood. In the spring
of the next year it eats further into the solid wood, and probably turns to the pupa
or third stage the next spring and emerges as a perfect beetle in the summer of the
third year.* Directly a fire passes through a forest the trees are brought into a
condition suitable as food for these beetles, and it is marvellous how soon they dis-
cover them and begin to deposit their eggs.

The important point to discover then is how late in the year do these beetles lay
their egg», because when a fire occurrs after the period during which eggs are laid,
the trees will not receive injury from the borers until the next year. Owing to the
prevalence of early fires this year lumbermen are forced to employ many more men
in the shanties to prevent their logs being destroyed.

There seems to be conclusive evidence that logs kept shaded during the summer
are very much protected against the borers. In a recent visit to Lindsay and Fenelon
Falls, Ont, through the kindness of Mr. J. A. Barron, M.P., I was enabled to meet
several of the lumbermen and foremen of that locality, and obtained much valuable and
practical information. I fuund that they had no confidence in the operation known
as "rossing," which consist of cutting a groove along the top of the log as they say
" to let the rain in," but all seemed to agree that keeping the rays of the sun off the
logs, by covering them with boughs of Balsam Fir, as explained by Mr. W. G. Perley,
M.P., of Ottawa, before the Select Committee on Agriculture and Colonization last
year, does decidedly protect against wood-boring beetles.

Note.—Since writing the above, I have had an opportunity of examining standing pine injured
by fire last spring, Larva; of all sizes were found from half an inch to one and three-quarters in length.
These latter, I should suppose, must be almost fall-grown. Where they had been at work beneath the
bark was plainly visible. After entering the solid wood they had penetrated to distances varying from
one to ten inches From the above observations it is now uncertain wh-ther, under favourable circum-
stances, these large borers may not pcssibly pass through all their stages in one year Arrangements
have been made for a further study of thU matter during the ensuing season. My thanks are due to
Mr Berkeley Powell (of the firm of Perley & Pattee) and Mr. W. R. Thistle, lumbermen of the Ottawa
district, who have rendered me much assistance in this inveBtigalion. They themselves accompanied
me to Pembroke and drove me through portions of their extensive limiti which had been burnt at
different times during the last year. By their kindness in placing horses and men at my disposal, I WM
enabled to visit distant points, and, when necessary, to fell trees for examination.
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Any good effects which have been derived from "rossicg," I am of the opinion
are from the bark separating from the tree, and by the consequent drying up of the
oambium layer, upon which the yoang and tender grub feeds.

The Red-Pine Gall-Weevil (Podapion gallieola, Riley.)

An interesting discovery was made at Aylmer, P.Q., last summer, upon the
occasion of a visit paid to that locality with Mr. W. H. Harrington.

Upon the twigs of the Red Pine, we found large numbers of oval galls about 1

inch in length, in which upon examination we discovered specimens of this weevil
and I have since found that instead of being, as generally supposed, a very rare
species, it is extremely abundant throughout the Pine forests in the County of Ren-
frew, Ont. In no instance could I find a tree of the Red-Pine which had not most of
its small branchlets distorted by the swellings caused by this insect, and there was
abundant evidence of its operations in former years. In the young cones of the trees
at Aylmer were also found numerous examples of the small Scolytid, Dryoccetes
affaber, Mann, which had destroyed probably two-thirds of the cones. This species
also bores in the terminal shoots of the White Pine.

From British Columbia I have received some larva which have produced the
moth known as Halisidota sobrina, Stretch, a pretty brown moth spotted with silvery
white spots on the upper wings and with under wiugs almost wholly white. These
larv£8 were sent by Rev. George W. Taylor as committing great depredations on the
spruces there. In the box with these caterpillars were twigs of the Douglas fir.

I found, however, that they fed with perfect indifference upon either Canada balsam
fir or white spruce, and all came to maturity except two specimens, which were
parasitised. Xhis will doubtless be treated of in full in Mr, Taylor's forthcoming
report as Provincial Entomologist.

From the Province of Quebec oomes a woeful tale of the destruction of the
spruce forests.

The Spruce Bark Beetle {Dendroctonm ruApennis, Kirby).

Attack.—A small cylindrical beetle, with deep-brown wing cases and head and
thorax almost black, which bores a hole through the bark of a healthy spruce tree,

until it reaches the sap wood, here it runs a tunnel about two or three inches in

length beneath the bark, and lays at short and regular intervals eggs which hatch
into white grubs. These eat out channels at right angles to the primary tunnel, so
as to destroy the sap-wood beneath a large square of bark.

I have received several letters on this bubject, and have also had fpecimens sent
me which, through the courtesy of Mr. Schwarz, of Washington, have been identified

aa the above named beetle.

The attack appears to be most prevalent in the townships of Orford, Newport
and Eaton, and Windsor, Dudswell, &c,, in the Eastern Townships. It is also most
probably the same insect as is complained of in New Brunswick, and which was
mentioned at page 30 of my last report. The following interesting letter, giving
original observations, has been received from Mr. Joseph Andrews, of Windsor
Mills, P.Q.:—

" I will give you the result of my observations for the last eleven years. In the
month of June, 1875, I cut a spruce tree on my farm for the purpose of making
shingle, and when I came to remove the bark I found the white or pulpy part of it

one mass of white maggots, about ^ of an inch in length. As the tree, to judge from
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the outside, was perfectly healthy, I was surprised to find such an amount of corrup-
tion inside, so I began to investigate, and in every part of the tree I found a great
number of small beetles or borers still at work. Their manner of proceeding was
this. They would bore through the bark until they came to the soft pulpy part of
the new annular growth of new wood just forming and bore a tunnel from I to 3J
ir.ches. At very short intervals they would form a little cell on each side of the

main passage and deposit a small white egg (in this way ',''''''
), and do

it with wonderful precision, and where tens of thousands of these borers wonld
attack a tree you may be assured they made short work of it ; but still there are some
parts of the country that do not seem to suit them. I have noticed that in some
parts where there is a deep, dry, light, loamy soil, every spruce tree of any sise la

totally destroyed, whilst on the other hand, where you find a wet, gravelly bottom,

you will rarely find a spruce tree affected.

"I would also mention that although the borer works up to the tops of the trees,

it is not the young shoots which are first attacked, but they begin near the ground
first and work up."

The only remedy which can be suggested as yet for this evil is prompt cutting

of the timber aa soon aa the injury is observed.

AMERICAN LASOH, OR TAMASAO.

The Larch Saw-fly (^Nematut ErichiOMi, Hartig.)

This insect is still found in large numbers in the Provinces of Quebec and Kew
Brunswick ; but the reports which come in appear to me to be satisfactory. It is

true it is widening its area of destrcction ; but there are many places where two or

three years ago it was plentiful in which it does not now occur.

In the Ottawa district last spring the perfect iiy was very abundant, but although
the larvae were looked for very closely few could be found, and efforts to

secure a supply for study were iitisuccessfnl, even in an isolated grove where the
females had been seen ovipositing. The egg-bearing twigs, in the summer, after the

time the eggs should have hatched, showed very few cases of defoliation. All reports,

however, were not of this nature. Piof. Saunders observed them as 'very abund-
ant in parts of Nova Scotia, especially in the County of Cumborlar.d where the trees

in many localities were almost entirely denuded of their foliage." Me. G. U. Hay
writes : " I am not so sure that the ravages of the worm which infests the larch tree

Me less this year in some parts of Now Brunswick than in previous seasons. During
a recent visit I made to Miscou and Shippegan, I observed a very large proportion of

the trees wholly or partly defoliated. This also was the ease along the Interoolonial

Eailway from Bathurst to St. John. At Norton, about 26 miles from St. John, many
ta-ees were wholly defoliated.

As an off-set against this intelligence I found, during the past summer, that a
tamarac swamp at Dalhousie, N.B., which, in 1884, was almost defoliated, was en-

tarely free of these larv».

BiaoB.

The Birch Saw-fly {Hylotoma dulciaria, Say).

Attack.—Yellow false caterpillars with orange heads and 6 rows of black spots

down the back, and a short black oblique dash above each leg along the sides.
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These larvae were first observed in injurious numbers at Quebec in 1885 by Rev.

T. W. Fyles, of South Quebec. During the past season Mr. H. M. Ami, of the Geologi-

cal and Natural History Survey Stafi, sent me specimens in September from Quebec,

with the intelligence that they were taken at Chaudiere Eailway Bridge, seven mile»

irom Quebec, where, as in Eastern Quebec, they were in myriads."

4*
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REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

(Feank T. Shutt, M.A., F.C.S.)

Ottawa, 10th February, 1888.

Prof. Wm Saundeks,
Director, Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit to you my report on the character and extent

of the work done by me Rince my appointment to the office of Chemist to the Experi-

mental Farms of the D^iminion in August last.

On Kith August, 1887, at the request of the Minister of Agriculture, I accom-

panied you on a short tour through the Eastern States, with a view to the inspection

of the laboratories, both as to fittings and the latest forms of apparatus, of the more

principal agricultural stations and universities ; the object of gaining such informa-

tion being that we might be able the better to equip our permanent laboratory (not

yet built) with the most modern improvements for analytical work and work of

research in all the branches of agricultural chemistry.

Proceeding first to New York, I was extremely gratified to find that tha

American Association for the Advancement of Science was holding its annual

session. During my two days' stay in that city I was therefore enabled to hear read

and discussed many valuable papers by some of the foremost men in science in

the United States, and also to meet personally many of the chemists engaged in

agricultural work in various parts of the country, many of whom very courteously

invited me to inspect their laboratories and gave me every information in their

power. My subsequent travels proved their kindness to be of great benefit to me in

this respect, and to these gentlemen I would tender my thanks.

As emphasizing what 1 have just said with regard to the value of hearing read

and discussed scientific papers upon subjects of almost universal interest and

importance, and as this city has lately been visited with a severe epidemic of typhoid

fever, I think it may not be out of place here to refer to a paper read on The Causes

of Typhoid Fever, and the means of eliminating such causes, by Dr. Albert R. Leeds,

of N ew Jersey. He instanced many cases of typhoid fever In various towns which ho

had traced to an impure and contaminated water supply. He clearly showed that ia

such cases as he had examined, the investigation proved that the water used by

persons suffering from tbis disease was contaminated by the excreta of other victims

of typhoid. In some instances the source of the trouble was many miles distant

from its direful effects.

The cause of typhoid fever is generally believed to be due to a bacillus, of which

usually there is a hrge number in water infected, and probably the most practical

portion of this paper was the means proposed by the author to rid the water of these

bacteria, rendeiing it fit and wholesome for drinking purposes. The process con-

sists simply in adding half a grain of alum to each gallon of the water to be used.

By this process all the peaty matter is precipitated along with the Bacteria, leaving

a water brilliant and limpid, and better than distilled water. The alumina is all

taken out by the precipitation, and chemical tests failed to reveal its presence in the

supernatant liquid. A contaminated water from Mount Holly examined by the

author containing 8,000 bacteria per cubic centimetre showed after this treatment

only 8 bacteria per c. c, this water then passed through two sterilized tilter-papera

was rendered entirely free from bacterial life. Many other interesting and instractivo

papers and discussions were listened to, but the time at oar disposal waa altogether
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too short to reap such benefit as is obtaiDsble by attending the fall session of such an
important scientific society.

Whilst in New York I visited the Chemical and Mineralo^ical Laboratories of

the Columbia Schools of Mines, and found them admirably adapted and fitted up for

work in all the branches of these sciences. It is here desirable to point out that

necessarily, there is a difference in the appointment of those laboratories intended for

teaching purposes only and those in which analytical work purely is carried ob,

remembering of course that in many features all laboratories must be similar both in

arrangement and forms of apparatus. As of special interest in the laboratory just

named, I would mention as worthy of notice a water-bath, about ten feet in length,

which could be heated as ordinarily by Buosen burners, or more quickly by a steam
coil connected with the heating apparatus of the building. In less than two minutes

after the steam was turned on, the water in this bath would be raised to the boiling

point, thus saving a great expenditure of time and economizing fuel. Another
feature was the slate-covered benches, which resisting the action of acids and alkalies,

always preserve an even and untarnished surface, a condition very desirable but

impossible to keep when the working benches are simply of wood. When, as here,

there is a strong up-draft in the flue, an open draught cupboard can be used. Thisia

very desirable, as when the front of the cupboard is enclosed with doors, the operator

is always more or less hampered in his manipulations.

The Connecticut Agricultural Experimental Station at New Haven was next

visited. The chemical laboratory here is about 36 feet by 2i feet with workiug
benches on two of the sides and in the centre. As there were several chemists

working in this laboratory the tables in the middle of the room made it much too

cramped for comfortable work, Iron sinks were situated at the ends of the two
central tables, from which the waste water was conducted to a cesspool and from
thence over the land. A special room for the balances is here dispensed with, each

chemist having his balance on the portion of the bench or table allotted to him. This

arrangement although economizing time is not to be commendably endorsed, as a
delicate balance mast in a short time be seriously injured by the fumes necessarily

present where a number of analysts are working.
Our next visit was to the Experimental Station at Amherst, Mass. Here a build-

ing has recently been erected which is entirely devoted to the chemical work of the

station. The two laboratories are fitted up with all modern improvements, both as to

apparatus and fittings. The larger laboratory is 19 by 16 feet, the smaller 17 by 12

feet. Wherever possible the arrangement of having two laboratories in the place of

one, is most desirable, for many analytical operations cannot be conducted with success

where other chemical work is being carried on. This is particularly necessary, for

instance, in water analysis, which requires an atmosphere free from ammonia and
hydrochloric acid, necessarily present in the air of a general working laboratory.

A feature of special interest here was that the ceilings were lined with wood. The
plan of lining both the walls and ceiling of our new laboratories with wood is one 1

would strongly recommend for the reason that plaster ceilings and walls are attacked

by acid fumes, soon becoming dirty in appearance and small pieces of the surface

whitewash scaling off may spoil an analysis by falling into vessels which are being

used, a catastrophe which can be seen is not easily preventable where such ceilings

are used. The gas in this laboratory, both for heating and illuminating purposes, ia

made from gasoline (light petroleum) on the premises. The plant is extremely sitn-

ple and very nearly automatic. Air is drawn over the surface of gasoline which ia

placed in a tank sunk some feet below the surface of the ground at suitable distance

from the building. The resulting mixture of air and gasoline vapour forms the illu-

minating gas. In order that such gas can be used economically as a fuel the carbon

should be completely burnt, and a further supply of air is required to bring about a

total combustion. In the Amherst apparatus the same arrangement which draws
the air over the gasoline supplies an extra blast of air to the burners. Dr. Goessman,
the director, assured us that the process had now been in operation for over a year

and had given excellent satisfaction. Gas by this method costs about $1.00 to 11.25

4i*
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per 1,000 feet, according to the price of gasoline. I have dwelt somewhat at length

upon this method of manafacturing gap, as it does not eeem improbable but that we
shall have to adopt some such system for the laboratories of the farm.

The laboratory of the Bossey Institute, near Boston, is of good size, about

27 by 40 feet, and is furnished with a large lume cupboard of good width, the floor

of which is of brick and the front enclosed with sliding glass doors.

It was thought desirable whilst in Boston to see the laboratories of the Institute

of Technology. In all the bi arches of Applied Science this institution was found to

be very well equipped as to apparatus, appliances and models. The laboratoriea

intended for pupils are very large and capable of accommodating over one hundred

6tudent8 at OEce. There was no shelving for bottles upon the tables; the students

keeping apparatus and chemicals in the drawers and cupboard assigned to each of

them. The waste water, containing as a matter of course, often large quantities of

corrosive chemicals, is conducted by means of an open pitched gutter, which can be

examined at any time by removing certain of the floor boards. This arrangement

obviates the expense of removing the pipes from time to time and has some features

to recommend it where students are engaged in studying chemistry practically, but

on the other hand it is to be noted that theie would be a great likeliness of foul

odours arising into the laboratory unless a large flow of water was continually kept

running.
The question of the purity of the water supplied to our Canadian cities and towns

I deem of such importance that I venture to bring before the Government, through

yon, the work of Mrs. Ellen H. Eichards, who, at the time of our visit, was engaged

in the laboratories of the above institution upon the analysis of a large number of

the waters of the state, under the direction of the State Board of Health. This

work is of a most useful and important character, and it can hardly be too strongly

emphasized that such an investigation into the condition of our water supplies

should be commenced ard systematically carried on from time to time. In this

connection I would also refer to the work in water analysis inaugurated some years

ago, and since carried on, by the members of the Society of Public Analysts in

England. The result of their labours has been to bring about greater uniformity in

methods of water analysis, and with greater uniformity in methods has come greater

nniformity and reliability in the interpretation of the results of such examinations.

Standards of purity by which waters may be judged have been proposed in England

and are satisfactory for English waters ; but these can scarcely be applied with

accuracy to a large number of Canadian waters, owing to the different character of

the source of the supply, and before we can make and adopt standards for ourselves

more data are required.

As pure water is an indispensable article of diet, without which health cannot

be preserved, and as impure and contaminated water has been proven to be the

source of 60 many diseases, it becomes a matter of the greatest importance that all

public water supplies should be examined and reported upon by competent chemists,

and that farmers and others not drawing from such supplies should have an oppor-

tunity off'ered them— perhaps at a small cost—of having their water examined.

That wells in the country should be examined may, by some, be thought to be

nnnecessary, but I am convinced that there is much impure water drunk in the

country, owing to the ignorance of many digging their wells in the barnyard or in

close proximity to a source of contamination. In many instances where the soil is

sandy the wells often act as a cesspool for draining a large adjacent area, and if in

such area excreta or urine are allowed to lie, the consequence is that the water is but

a more or less diluted sewage.

Prom Boston I went to Washington in order to see the laboratories of the

Bureau of Agriculture, as well as to attend the Fourth Annual Convention of the

Association of OflScial Agricultural Chemists. This association, as its name implies,

consists of analytical chemists connected with the United States Department of

Agriculture, or sny State Experimental Station or educational institution having

cfficial control over fertilizers, and who are engaged in analytical work and research
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upon soils, cattle foods, dairy prodacts, and other materials of agricaltaral industry.
However, other chemists are welcomed to the meeting, and discussion invited from
all who may be present. The result of these annual conventions and the publica^
tion ol the proceedings has been fraught with much good

;
greater accuracy and

uniformity in the processes and results of analyses has been brought about, and thns
mach benefit bestowed upon the agricultural population. Interesting and valuable
reports were read by the chairmen of the several committees appointed at the
annual meeting last year. These reports were on the analysis of cattle foods, fer-

tilizers and dairy products.

Dr. W. H. Wiley, Chemist to the United States Department of Agriculture, very
courteously conducted me through the laboratories, which are in the basement of the
building and are now much too small for the number of chemists working and the
amount of analytical work in progress. The tables ranging round the sides were
amply supplied with water and gas, and being covered with white tiles about C
inches square, presented a very clean and nice appearance. A central table, with a
large sink in the centre, is furnished with filter-pumps of an improved kind to the
number of ten, thus allowing the prosecution at the same time of a large numBer of
analyses which require this useful and indeed indispensable adjunct. Special places
were set apart for apparatus for the determination of nitrogen by Kjeldahl's method
and Soxhlet's extraction apparatus. This method, where space allows, of setting up
pieces of apparatus in a permanent manner saves very much of the analyst's time.

There were special rooms for photography, storing of ehemicals, apparatus, &c.
Distilled water is here continuously made in connection with the stean heating
apparatus,

A short visit was paid to the Laboratories of the famous John Hopkins' Univer-
sity, Baltimore, but as they are intended and fitted up for students' work, I shall not
go into details. There are here also special rooms for photography, gas analysis
and combustion work—the latter supplied with large hoods over the furnaces to
carry off the gaseous products of combustion.

Oq returning to Ottawa I elaborated plans as to the size and arrangements of
our laboratories, and submitted them to yon. They are now with the Government
Architect. It was thought most desirable to have two laboratories—a large and a
smaller, and in connection with them a balance room which could also be used as an
office for the Chemist.

As the building of these could not be begun last autumn, it was deemed advisable
to procure temporary accommodation for liiboralory purposes in the city of OUawa.
A suitable room, though small, was obtained in the Russell House Block, the neces-
sary gas and water fixtures were put in, and a certain quantity of chemicals and
apparatus procured.

Besides the wo: k incumbent upon one in superintending the fitting up and
arranging of the new laboratory, I have been enabled to make the following reports
—which will indicate the nature of the chemical work upon which I have been

REPORT No, 1.

Ottawa, 31st October, 1887.
Prof. Wm. Saundees,

Director, Dominion Experimeatal Farms,
Ottawa.

DsAaSia,—As requested by you, I have made a careful analysis of the marl sent
in for examination by Mr. Holland, of Ottawa, and find its composition as follows:

—
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Calcium carbonate (carbonate of lime) 60 00
Organic matter , 25-42

Sand and silicia 6 55
Alumina and oxide of iron 3'33
Moisture 4-55

MagneBia, &c '15

100-00

No phosphoric acid could be detected, and only traces of the alkalies wera
present.

The specimen, about 6 or 8 inches in size, is one of shell marl, showing a large
number of small shells and also at one side a considerable amount of peat. The
whole was lairly etimpled and the analysis made on the quantity so obtained.

In commenting upon its value as manure, I would say that as a rule the fertiliz-

irg power of a marl depends, to a large extent, upon the amount of carbonate oflime
it contains, although the value of those marls which contain phosphoric acid and
potash would be enhanced thereby. The application of such marl as the one analyzed
would be of especial benefit to a peaty soil which is deficient in lime.

Besides acting as a manure, marl is often useful in altering the mechanical con-
dition of the soil. The addition of msri to a sandy soil has the effect of making the
soil heavier and belter adapted for holding manure and moisture, and conversely its

action on clay is to produce a more pliable and easily worked soil. As carbonate of
lime is not at all caustic, its application, even in excess of the amount needed, cannot
result in any injury to vegetation.

I remain. Sir,

Yours very truly,

Frank T. Shutt, M.A , F.C.S.,

Chemist, Dom. Exp. farms.

EEPORT No. 2.

Ottaw.\, let November, 1887.
Prof. Wm. Saunders,

Director, Dominion Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Dear Sir,—As instructed by you, I have made an analysis of the alkaline water
sent by Miller Christie, Esq., of Manitoba, for examination, and find as follows :

—

Solid matter per Imperial gallon, 465-22 grains, the percentage composition of
which is tabulated below:

Lime (CaO) 1055
Magnesia (MgO) 7-25

Soda (Na,0) 25*56
Sulphuric acid (SOg) 22-15
Chlorine 28*08
Alumina and oxide of iron -52

Water of hydration, small quantities of carbonic acid and
organic matter undetermined 5-89

100*00

Examination with the spectroscope showed sodium to be the only alkali present*
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Calculating from these fignMs oil the snppositiori that the chlorine is combined
with the Bodium, and the magnesia with the salpharic acid, we arrive at the follow-
ing:—

Percent.
Sodium chloride (common salt) 46*27

Magnesinm sulphate ; 21*75

The other constituents would then be—calcium sulphate, calcium hydrate and
sodium hydrate.

The water was slightly akaline to test paper, and on standing the supernatant
liquid becomes quite clear, leaving a calcareous deposit at the bottom of the jar. This
deposit effervesces strongly on addition of an acid.

Owing to the fact that lime had been added to this water, the composition of its

faline matter has been altered from its original condition. The above figures, there-
fore, do not represent accurately either the actual compounds existing in the water
in its natural state or in their true proportions.

In all probability the alkali exists to a large extent as carbonate, and the effect

of adding lime to such water would be to produce carbonate of lime and caustic soda,
thus rendering the water much more akaline than before the treatment.

With regard to the elimination of the akali, whether it exists as hydrate, carbo-
nate or chloride, from the water, it may be pointed out that owing to the great
solubility of the salts of the alkali metals, it is impossible to suggest any practical or
economic method whereby the alkali may be got rid of by precipitation.

The addition of an acid would not be efficaceons in the removal of the alkali.

The only method for rendering the water free from this saline matter and oon-
eeqnently fit and wholesome for use, is, I believe, distillation.

In districts where such alkaline water only is obtainable, a small distillation

apparatus might be kept constantly at work. This apparatus, if attached to the ori-

dinary cooking stove in the kitchen, would entail but little extra expense. It might
be of the simplest character, consisting of a vessel of tinned or galvanized iron. This
vessel would be furnished with a lid, lightly fitting and large enough to allow tho
vessel to be easily cleaned when necessary. A suitable tube and condenser for the
condensation of the steam, could be easily attached to this boiler. The water so
obtained, while entirely free from saline matter, would taste rather flat, owing to tha
fact that it would have parted with its dissolved oxygen daring the process.

I am. Sir,

Tours very truly,

FK4NK T. Shdtt, M.A., F.C S.,

Chemist, Dom. Exp. Farms.

EBPORT No. 3.

KBPOET ON THE ANALYSIS OF THE WATER SUPPLY OP THE CITY
OF OTTAWA.

Ottawa, 12th January, 1868.
Prof. Wm. Saunders,

Director, Dominion Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sib,—At your request I have trade an analysis of the water supplied to the
city of Ottawa by tho Waterworks, and have the honour to present you herewith my
report thereon.
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The samples were taken by Mr. Surteos, the City Engineer, and myself, on the
22nd December, as follows

:

A,—Prom east side of slide channel, between 200 and 300 feet above mouth of
aqueduct and about 600 feet from the north branch of the Eochester Creek, taken at

a depth of about 5 feet below the surface.

B.—From mouth of clear water pine or inlet, in front of screen, at a depth of

10 feet below the surface.

C.—From the tap in pumping- house.
D.—From the tap in basement of City Hall.

CHEMICAL ANALTSIS.

The following table shows the results of the chemical analysis :

Oolonr in 2- foot tabe..„
Smell at 100° F ..,

Ohlorioe
Phosphoric acid
Nitrogen in nitrates and nitrites..

Free ammonia „
Albuminoid ammonia
Oxygen absorbed in 16 minntea ...

Oxygen absorbed in 4 boars . ......

Solids
Hardness as OaCO,

Graimb pkb Gallon.

Dark yellow.
Slightly peaty.

•035 035
None.

•0080
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analj-sis taken in conjanction with the other results adds an additional proof with
regard to the absence of sewage pollution.

Free Ammonia.—A large quantity of ammonia, except in water from deep wells,

would probably indicate the recent contamination with sewage. The exceedingly
small amount present again shows this water to be free from pollution of this sort.

Albuminoid Ammonia—Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes and 4 hours at 80° F.

—

By both of these determinations we are enabled to infer the relative quantity of

organic matter present in the sample of water under examination. To estimate the
exact amount of organic matter in a water or to ascertain with certainly what part

of such is of animsl or vegetable origin, is not only difficult, but impossible* Organic
matter of an animal origin is generally conceded to be more dangerous in a water
than that derived from vegetable growth

;
yet that decomposing vegetable matter

has a toxic effect has repeatedly been shown It is as yet an undecided question if

decomposing organic matter, whether animal or vegetable, is of itself poisonous apart

from those low forms of life which cause such decomposition, and which are held by
many to be the direct cause of disease. Bacteria require organic matter for thoir

growth and development, therefore wo may argue tha"; water containing a large

quantity of such matter is likely to contain a greater number of these micro-organ-

isms, than water possessing but, traces of organic matter.

This 80-called albuminoid ammonia is evolved when a water containing organic

matter is boiled with an alkaline solution of potassium permanganate, and hence tha
quantity found is a measure of the organic matter present. Much albuminoid am-
monia from a water giving but little free ammonia points strongly to the excess of

vegetable organic matter. Many waters contain less than '05 parts per million, and
1 part per million causes a water to be looked upon with grave suspicion, while -15

p. p. m. vrould, according to Wanklyn (the deviser of the process), condemn a water
for drinking purposes. In applping this standard of purity to a water we must,

however, take into consideration its source, and therefore we should not be justified

in condemning the Ottawa water without additional data, because it yields '13 parts

of albuminoid ammonia per million, though we must judge it impure in this respect.

The amount of oxygen absorbed during a stated interval at astated temperaturo

from a given amount of an acid solution of pot. permanganate again gives us a mea-
sure of the organic matter present. The more oxygen absorbed the greater th©
quantity of the decompositing organic matter. The excessive amount of oxygen so

absorbed by this water emphasizes in a most unmistakable manner the conclusioo

arrived at in the preceding paragraph.

Drs. Tidy and Frankland have suggested the following scale for classifying

upland surface waters from results obtained by this method :

Section 1—Upland surface water:
Class—Water of great organic purity, absorbing from permanganate of potash

not more than 1 part of oxygen per million parts of water.

Class /*—Water of medium purity, absorbing from I to 3 parts of oxygen per
million parts of water.

Class 3—Water of doubtful purity, absorbing from 3 to 4 parts of oxygen per
million parts of water.

Class i—Impure water, absorbing more than 4 parts of oxygen per million

parts of water.

Section 2 is a classification for waters other than upland surface. The limit oi
the amount of oxygen absorbed is exactly one-half of that in the corresponding class

in Section 1.

Judged by this standard it is obvious that the Ottawa water in its present con-
dition is unfit for drinking purposes owing to the large excess of dissolved vegetablo
organic matter.

That the organ'C matter is vegetable in its origin is borne out by the fact tha&
the ratio of the amount of oxygen absorbed in fifteen minutes to that absorbed in

•Nichola' " Water Sapply," pagj 36.
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fonr hours is nearly as 1 : 2, whereas if the matter were of animal origin the ratio

would approach 1 : 15.

Although vegetable organic matter, as before stated, cannot be considered as

injurious as that of animal origin, yet the excessive quantity here found is quite

safficient to render highly necessary a purification of the water before being used for

drinking purposes.
The absence of organic matter as derived from sewage may or may not be at-

tributable to the fact that for several days previous to the '^2nd of December the
day upon which the samples were taken, the temperature was considerably below the-

freezing point, and consequently the water of the Rochester Creek had ceased to

flow. If previously the city water was polluted from sewage matter brought down
by this creek the larger volume of water, together with the swift current of the-

river would easily account for the absence of such contamination at this date.

We shall now apply the standard of purity proposed by Drs. Muter and Wigner,
celebrated English analysts, in order to ascertain the relative degrees of purity of
the Ottawa water.

Dr. Muter's scheme takes into consideration and assigns values to the amounts
of free ammonia, albuminoid ammonia, and the oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes and
four hours. He proposes that the following limits, " supposing no other considera-

tion intervenes to modify the analyst's opinion of the sample," should be observed :

First-class water up to -25 degrees

Second class water up to -40 do
Undrinkable water over -40 do

By this classification the Ottawa water would rank as undrinkable, its value
iwing Itil.

Mr. Wigner's scale includes a value for each of the determinations enumerated
in the table of results. The limits by this scheme are as follows :

Extremely pure water 15

First-class water 40
SecoLd-class water 65
Third-class water beyond 65

The Ottawa water, according to this scale, gives a valuation of 134'5, being'

entirely condemned for drinking purposes.
We must, however, remember that those standards were proposed for English

waters, the sources of which are altogether different from many of our Canadian
ivateis, and therefore great care should be used in interpreting the results of an
analysis by these standards. But even cocsidering the source of the Ottawa supply
we must look upon it with grave suspicion and strongly deprecate its use as a potable
water without previous purification.

It may cot be uninteresting to compare this water with that supplied to Toronto.
Dr. W. Hodgson Ellis, Professor of Applied Chemistry and Public Analyst, Toronto,
has for some time past made thorough analyses of the Toronto water, and in an.

exhaustive report to the Toronto City Council last June proposes for the comparison)
©t waters a scale to illustrate the "average degree of imparity." Applying this

scale to the results of his analyses, Dr. Ellis tabulates as follows:
Average degree

of organic
imparity.

Bell buoy (Lake Ontario) 2!i

Pumping well 2:J

Reservoir 21

Hydrant 22
Eastern gap (Toronto Bay) 39

Ey this scale the Ottawa water would equal 188.
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BIOLOGICAL BXAMINAIION.

A microscopical examir)ation of the deposit of this water, which has been allow-

ed to settle in a t-nitable ves6el,reveal8thepresenceof vegetable debris, algae, diatoms
and infusoria, bat not insufficient quantities to condemn the water from this cause
alone.

It has been before observed that the organic matter of a water serves as food for

bacteria, and consequently the number of these organisms in water gives a measure
of the organic purity of a water. For the purpose of this report we may classify

bacteria into pathogenic and non-pathogenic forms. To distinguish between these

is a matter of great difficulty and often requiring some months ofarduous work. The
number of bacteria, apart from their nature, in a given volume, is, however, of much
Talne, as will be seen from the results of Prof. E. i?amsay Wright's investigation oa
the water of the Toronto supply. Some of his results are tabulated below.

Number of Bacteria per Cubic Centimetre.

No. 1—Bell buoy (Lake Ontario, mouth of inlet pipe)

No. 2—Eastern gap (Toronto Bay) 5,000
No. a—Reservoir 10

No. 4—Tap in School of Science 17

Prom these fignres he draws, among others, the conclusions that the water No.
2 is unfit for drinking purposes ; that the water at the Bell buoy is pure from bacterial

life and sewage contamination ; at the time of examination that the tap water in this
respect compares very favourably with that of New York, London, Berlin and other
cities.

I have subjected to such an examination the four waters enumerated above, the
samples being taken on the 5th inst, with the following result.

Bacteria per c. c.

A 135
B 100
C 96
D 145

Prom these numbers I am unable to make any distinction between these waters
as to their degree of organic purity.

Those who have made such investigations the object of research give it as their
opinion that water containing but 50 microorganisms per c. c. would be ranked as
very pure, while a water containing 1,000 per c. c. should be subjected to some clean-
sing operation before use for drinking purposes.

The present analysis shows that the Ottawa water is surcharged to a dangerous
extent with vegetable organic matter. Whether this is temporary or not it is im-
possible to say from one analysis. It is very reasonable to suppose that the character
of the water has been affected by the lorg continued drought of the past summer,
and we may expect therefore that the water may improve rather than deteriorate, I
would suggest that analyses be made of the water at regular intervals, in order to
gain information on this most important point.

As the majority of the citizens have but the city water to draw from, it may
not be out of place to suggest some means whereby they may render the water com-
paratively free from any noxious principle it may contain.

By far the greater number of bacteria in fluids are killed below the temperature
of boilirg water, acd especially is this true of most of the pathogenic forms Their
spores, as a rule, are capable of sustaining their vitality at temperatures which are
fatal to the parent forms, yet, if the water is boiled for a few minutes, from 2 to 15,
we may insure the death of nearly or quite all of these micro-organisms. This boil-

ing, however, will not remove the dissolved organic matter. Etfective filtration not
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only abstracts suspended matter, but removes by adhesion and oxidation mach of
this dissolved organic matter. Sand filtration on the large scale lessens the amount
of organic matter in solution according to the thickness of the filtering medium, and
the rate at which the water passes through the medium.

Some of the best filtering materials for domestic purposes are animal charcoal
«nd spongy iron, which latter Bischop has shown to be capable of destroying bacterial
life.

Dr. Albert R. Leeds, of New Jersey, in a paper before the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, at its last session, upon the causes of typhoid fever,
and the means of eliminating such causes, proposes a method to rid water containing
the typhoid bacillus by adding one-half grain of alam to each gallon of the water to
bo used. By this method, he says, all the peaty matter is precipitated along with
the bacteria, leaving a water brilliant and limpid. The alumina is all taken out by
the precipitation, and chemical tests failed to reveal its presence in the supernatant
liquid. In a contaminated water containing 8,000 bacteria per c. c, the author
showed that after this treatment the water only contained 8 bacteria per cubic centi-

metre.
Respectfully submitted.

Frank T. Shutt, M.A., F.C.S.,

Chemist Dom. Exp. Farms.

REPORT No. 4.

Central Expeeimental Farm Laboratory,
Ottawa, 4th February, 1888.

" Saline water from boring 170 feet deep on base line in Section 31, Township 4,

Range 1, west, Manitoba Strong spring in abundant supply." Sent by Mr.
John Lowe, Acting Deputy Ministc, Department of Agriculture.

Prof. Wm. Saunders,
Director Dominion Experimental Farms.

Sir,—As the result of my analysis of the above saline water, I have the honour
to report as follows :

—
Constituents expressed in parts per 1,000 of the water

—

Sodium (Na.) 6-573

Magnesium (Mg.) "577

Calcium (Ca.) 1-180

Iron and Aluminium (Fe. & Al.), (traces) .

Silicon (Si.), (slight traces).

Chlorine 10-785

Sulphuric Acid (SO 4) - 2-122

Carbonic Acid (CO 3), (traces).

21-237

Total solid contents by direct experiment, dried at 180? c. 21-198

From the above it may be deduced that the principal compound is common salt,

amounting to 17-153 parts per 1000, or 1200'71 grains per gallon. The remaining
solid compounds consist of magnesium and calcium sulphates and chlorides, with,

email quantities of carbonates of these metals, the latter (carbonates) being held in

solution as the more soluble bicarbonates.
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The water is but faintly alkaline to test papers. Experiment shows no volatile

alkali to be present.

To the query as to whether "if condensed, would products be useful as a ferti-

lizer?"—I must answer that as a direct fertilizer, salt is not considered to be of any
value. Most plants differ from animals in not requiring salt as an ei^sential consiitu-

ent of their food. On certain soils, however, salt is beneficial to some extent as an
indirect fertizer, liberating lime and potash—essentials for plant growth. This, how-
ever, may be more economically brought about, in the majority of cases, by other

compounds, e. g., gypsum. Salt again is sometimes used to arrest rank growth in

soils too rich in nitrogenous matter. To the second part of the question I would
reply that as a source for obtaining common salt this water would not be ofany com-
mercial value.

With regard to the third question proposed, " could the salt be neutralized by
any chemical substance 7" my reply must again be in the negative. Salt is itself a
neutral body ; and being an exeeedingly soluble one cannot by any chemical means
be precipitated in order to render the water fit for drinking purposes.

The only method to obtain from this saline water a potable one would be by dis-

tillation—such as I suggested in my last report on saline water—the condensed pro-

duct being free from all dissolved solid matter.

EespectfuUy submitted.

Fbank T. Shtjtt, M.A., F.C.S.,

Chemist, Dom. Exp. Farms.

I am now conducting a series of analyses with a view of ascertaining the relative

qualities of certain wheats, and also, if possible, to find out what eflect, if any, clim-

atic influences, variety of soil, &c , have upon the constitution or composition of the

same wheat. The retults of these analyses will also show the comparative values of

the Eed Fyfe wheat, as grown in our Morth-West, and the newly imported Ladoga
(Russian) wheat, as grown in Bussia and the several Provinces of our Dominion.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

FEANK T. SHTJTT, M.A., F.C.S.,

Chemist, Dom. Exp. Farms.
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REPORT OF THE HORTICULTURIST.

(W. W. HiLBORN.)

Prof. Wm. Saunders,
Director DomiDion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sib,—I have the honour to submit herewith a report relating to the progress
made under your direction in the Horticultural Department of the Central Experi-
mental Farm.

The cultivation of fruit, still in its infancy, is becoming of great importance in

the Dominion.
The great variation in soil and climate in difierent parts permits of the growth

of a very large number of varieties to great perfection. While we cannot grow the
more tender sorts of trees in t'le colder portions of Cioada, many of the small fruita

can be grown profitably, and it is hoped that the limits within which large fruits

can be grown will shortly be extended much further north and west.

With that end in view a large number of Russian fruits have been secured for

trial at the Central Experimental Farm. A colleciion is also being made of hardy
western and native seedling fruits, to which will bo added a great number of seed-

lings originated on the grounds, many of them from seeds which have ripened as
far north as such can be obtained. These added will make a collection of which
much may be expected.

Possession of the farm was obtained so late in the autumn of 1886 that there
was no time to prepare land for orchard planting, and being unwilling to lose one
season's growth a very large and valuable colleciion was ordered of apple, pear, plum,
cherry and other fruit trees, which were received in the spring and planted in nursery
rows in suitable soil. There they received suitable cultivation, and notwithstanding
the severe drought which prevailed during the whole season, the trees made a satis-

factory growth and formed such a mass of fibrous roots that the transplanting of
them to the orchards can be done with little or no risk, and with but slight check to

their growth.

APPLES.

Canadian apples command the highest prices in foreign markets and are not
surpassed in any part of the world for flavour, colour, keeping and shipping qualities,

we need not, therefore, be afraid of successful competition.

The demand for the apples of this country for export is increasing much more
rapidly than the supply, and will, it is believed, continue to do so as the knowledge
of their superior qualities becomes better known ; more attention should therefore

be given to this fruit in those localities where it grows to such perfection.

The collection at the Experimental Farm already consists of 903 apple trees,

297 varieties, of which 174 are from Russia and other parts of Northern Europe. Of
these trees 216 were planted out in orchard last autumn to test the relative merits
of fall as compared with spring planting.

A fine piece of sandy loam was selected for the orchard ; it was manured early
in the season, well ploughed and the soil got into good condition for planting. This
plantation will be extended early in the coming spring. Those which were put out
last autumn were planted thirty feet apart each way, the trunks loosely wrapped in

tarred paper and earth drawn up around the base of each tree to the height of from
twelve to fifteen inches.
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CRAB APPLES.

Of this frait the collection contains 26 trees, of 12 varieties, chiefly of American
origin, most of which should succeed in this locality.

Pears cannot be grown over as large a portion of the Dominion as apples, yefc

there are many localities where they can be produced in great perfection. The
attempts at their cultivation in the Ottawa valley has not yet been attended with
much success.

In order that a thorough test of them may be made on the Experimental Farm
a collection has been secured consisting of 2it8 trees of 101 varieties, 45 of which are

from Northern Europe. Further additions will be made to this list in the way of
seedlings and supposed hardy sorts, and it is hoped that some at least will be found
which will endure the severe winter weather in this locality and prove valuable not

only here but also in other colder portions of the Dominion.

Large crops of wild plums are grown in this vicinity ; they succeed very well
indeed, but to what extent the improved varieties in cultivation will prove hardy is

yet an experiment.
The experience of fruit growers here would indicate that as far as tested there

are none of the improved sorts that will endure more than a few years at most. la
the course of the farm work that, however, will not be taken for granted, but speci-

mens of many of the leading varieties have been obtained for trial and comparison
with the native seedlings.

The collection at present consists of 197 trees of 72 varieties, 32 of which are
from Russia and other parts of Northern Europe.

No pains will be spared in making a collection of native seedlings and in the
endeavour to raise the standard of that fruit much above its present level.

Cherries have not been planted very extensively around Ottawa. Greater
interest will, therefore, be felt in our collection of 155 trees of 71 varieties, 54 of
which are from Russia and other parts of Northern Earope, among which are some
very hardy and valuable sorts of the Ostheim and Vladimir families.

It is not expected that peach trees will endure the severe winter climate in this

locality, hence the number of trees planted of that fruit is small, 25 in all, of 11
American varieties.

Of this fruit seven trees only have been obtained consisting of four varieties, two
Chinese and two European.

This completes the list of large fruits obtained in the spring of 1887. Most of
the trees are large enough to plant in the orchards, which will bo done in the coming
spring.

A careful record will be kept of every tree, and such information as is gained
which promises to be useful will be reported on from time to time.
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SMALL FRUITS.

These can ba grown over a much greater area than large fruits, in fact, wherever
wheat or other grain will succeed many small fruits can be grown very sucuesefully.

In the great North-West of Canada these desirable fruits should be tried exten-

fiively and may be planted in every settlement with good prospects of success.

Grapes succeed remarkably well in the Ottawa Valley, although the seasons are

somewhat shorter than in Western Oniario they appear to ripen earlier and are of

the best quality.

All varieties must be laid down and protected during winter; in this way even

the more tender sorts can be successfully grown.
The coUeciion at the farm contains 891 vines of 127 varieties. The greater

portion of them have been planted ten feet apart each way to be trained on trellis, a

number have been planted to be trained in another form, and another lot in rows four

foet apart and two to three feet apart in the row after the Fiench system, these will

be tied to short stakes, well pruned back so that the fruit spurs may be near the

ground. A fine location has been selected for the vineyard on a high piece of sandy
loam sloping to the south.

The currants are planted in rows six feet apart and four feet apart in the rows.

All of the leading varieties have been obtained in large enough quantities to test

their value for market purposes. The collection coufists of 865 bushes of 20 varieties

of the standard named sorts of red, black and white, to which may be added nearly

100 new seedlings, some of which are very promising.

OOOSEBEKRIES.

The plantation of this fruit contains 261 bushes of 30 named varieties and about

50 most interesting unnamed seedlings, many of which are of Canadian origin.

RASPBEKBIES.

The raspberries were all planted in rows six feet apart and from two to four feet

apart in the rows. 50 to 100 plants e»ch of all the leading varieties were obtained

to test their market value. A special plantation was also made to grow young
plants Irom for future planting. In all 3,650 plants have been secured, containing

38 named varieties, and about 200 unnamed seedlings, most of which have been

originated by Prof Wm. Saunders, and among them are many hybribs between the

black and red varieties.

Quite a number of these bushes produced fruit last season of a very large size

and tine quality, showing also great productiveness. There was one worthy of

special attention . The fruit was large, salmon yellow, of very fine quality and

wonderfully productive. Should the plant retain these qualities on further trial,

and prove to be healthy and hardy, it will deserve to stand high on the list of yellow

raspberries. There are also some very interesting hybrids between the raspberry

and blackberry in this collection, but none of them have yet fruited.

BLACKBERRIES.

Until recently there were no blackberries in cultivation hardy enough to prove

valuable except in the most favourite localities. Among the newer introductions

there are several hardy sorts that promise to succeed wherever raspberries can bo

grown.
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The collection on the farm contains more th^ 500 plants of 20 named sorts

;

these were planted in rows six feet apart and from three to foar feet apart in the

rows.
Ail of the above small fruits except the grapes have been allowed fall possession

of the land to the exclusion of any other crop. The land occupied by thern is a fine

sandy loam, but was not in good condition, and was very weedy at the time of plant-

ing with a large number of Canada thistles. The one-horse cultivator was freely

used between tbe rows and all weeds cut out with hoes from betweeu the plants until

the end of August, which had the effect of thoroughly destroying the weeds, and
also canseci the soil to retain moisture enough to keep the plant?- growing nicely; after

this cultivation was discontinued to give the new wood time to ripen up in order to

enable the plants to stand the cold and trying winter. For farther protection the

soil was ploughed up toward the rows of plants which will bo worked down again in

spring.

STRAWBERRIES.

The plantation of strawberries consists of 80 named varieties and about 5 > un-
named seedlings. There are 20,900 plants in all. These have been planted in rows
throe and a half feet apart and one foot apart in the rows. . Most of the blossoms
and all runners that fiist made their appearance were out off. When the plants

gained sufficient vigor to send out several runners at once those were allowed to grow
and form plants thus making the rows about one foot in width at the end of the
growing seanon.

The weather was very dry and hot during the period of their growth, but the
frequent caltivaiion they received enabled them to withstand the drought and maka
very satitfacory progress.

Late in the autumn after the ground had frozen to the depth of two or three
inches they were mulched with coarse manure and straw, most of which was put
between the rows with just enough ever the plants to nearly cover them from sight.

Many varieties were planted in snflScient quantities to test their value for market
purposes. They are in a favourable condition to give a full crop of fruit in ISS-^,

when they will be watched with much intei'est, as a large number of the varieties

have never fruited before in this vicinity.

W. W. HILBORJT,

Eorikulturist,
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A PPENDIX

REPORT OF THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE

experi:mental fae]ms

Ottawa, 30th January, 1889.

Sia,—I have the honour to submit for your approval the following report re-

lating to the establishing and equipping of the several Experimental Farms in the

Maritime Provinces, Manitoba, the North-TVest Territories and British Columbia,

with some particulars of the work accomplished at the Central Experimental Farm

during the year past.

Appended you will also find reports from the Chemist, Mti Prank T. Shntt,

from the Entomologist and Botanist, Mr. James Fletcher, from the Horticulturist,

Mr. "W. W. Hilborn, and from the Poultry Manager, Mr. A. G. Gilbert. Eeports

of progress are also presented from Mr. Wm. M. Blair, Superintendent of the Experi-

mental Farm for tbe Maritime Provinces, at Nappan, Nova Scotia; from Mr. A.

Mackay, Superintendent of the Experimental Farm for the North-West Territories

at Indian Head; and from Mr. S. A. Bedford, Superintendent of the Experimental

Farm for Manitoba at Brandon. In all of these I trust you will find much infor-

mation useful to the farmers of this Dominion, and evidences of satisfactory pro-

gress in this important work of Experimental Farming in which you are so deeply

interested.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

WM. SAUNDERS.
The Honourable

The Minister of Agriculture,

Ottawa.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARMS.

Since the last annual report was submitted, mucli progress has been made to-

wards establishing the several Experimental Farms, and in their organization and
equipment. In pursuance of this object jonrneys have been made eastward as far as

Halifax, Nova Scotia, and westward to Victoria, British Columbia. The agricultural

needs of the different sections in the provinces and provisional districts composing
the Dominion of Canada enquired into, so that in the location of the Exp^^rimental

Parms the positions chosen should, as far as is practicable, be representatwe of \he

larger areas of tillable land, and the soil on each farm of that varied character

which would make it suitable for the many different classes of experimental work
which it is desired should be carried on at each point.

EXPERIMENTAL FABM FOR THE MARITIME PROVINCES.

To obtain information of a character sufficiently reliable to justify recommenda-
tions as to the most desirable points for the location of an Experimental Farm to

serve the purposes of the three Maritime Provinces jointly, three visits were made
to these Provinces at difierent seasons of the year and farms were inspected in each

province.

In Prince Edward Island the district in the neighbourhood of Charlottetown was
visited, and the work being carried on at the Grovernment Stock Farm near Charlotte-

town enquired into. In Xew Brunswick the lands lying along the route of the In-

tercolonial Eailway Irom Sackville to St. John were examined, special attention

being paid to the beautifal valley farms in Sussex, and to those in the immediate
vicinity of Sackville. In Nova Scotia all the more important points on the lines of

railway were visited, from the boundary line of New Brunswick to Halifax, from
Spring Hill Junction to Parrsboro', from Truro to Pictou, and from Windsor Junction

to Bear Eiver. Much attention was given to the examination of the soil, to such

topographical features of the country as would have a bearing on the prevailing

winds, which in many districts materially modify the climate, and to other important

features essential to the successful working of an experimental farm. Since for many
reasons it was expedient that the farm for the Maritime Provinces should be within

easy reach of the farmers in each province, special attention was given to inspecting

lands in the border Counties of Westmoreland, in New Brunswick, and of Cumber-
land and Colchester in Nova Scotia. During most of these jonrneys I was accom-

panied by Col. Wm. M. Blair, whose intimate acquaintance with the agriculture of

the Maritime Provinces, acquired by a life-long experience there, was of great service

to me.
While many arguments could be presented in favour of the selection of an average

farm, there were goud reasons for seeking to combine in the land to be recommended
points of advantage which would permit of experimental work bsing conducted

which would ba both generally and specially usefal. The advantages sought were:

.Suitable soil of varied character ; reasonable shelter from prevailing winds with com-

parative freedom from early frosts ; a central location easily reached by visitors

liom each of the Provinces, and near the main line of travel. The land finally

chosen was at Nappaii, Nova Scotia, within half a mile of the station on the Inter-

colonial Eailway, about eight miles from the boundary of New Brunswick, and a

point easily reached from Prince Edward Island. The land consisted of two farms

<;ontaining in all about 300 acres, nearly 100 acres of which is wooded with spruce,

larch, beech, maple and other useful trees, the remainder cleared and almost free of



stnmpB. The cleared land may be divided into three classes, approximately as fol-

lows : Marsh or dyke land, valuable for hay prodaction, 50 acres ; lower upland, 50
acres, and higher upland, 100 acres. The soil is chiefly clay loam, more or less

mixed with sand, becoming heavy or light as the clay or sand predominates, with
some parts gravelly ; and with a subsoil in the main varying from clay to gravelly

clay, with more limited areas of a sandy or gravelly character. Taken as a whole
this farm fairly represents the better class of farms adjacent to the boundary of the

two larger provinces, while at the same time the wooded land is so placed as to

furnish excellent shelter for orchard and other purposes. Most of the upland lies on
a commanding slope, facing the west, overlooking the inlet from the Bay of Fandy
from which an extensive view can be had of the surrounding country. The Inter-

colonial Kailway passes through the lower part of the property. Geographically its

position is central for the three provinces, it combines the necessary variety of soil,

with a fair proportion of marsh or dyke land to supply hay for feeding stock, while
the uplands are very suitable for the growth of cereals, grasses, roots and fruits, or
for pasture. Possession of the land was obtained early in the year and as soon as

practicable after spring opened from 30 to 40 acres were got ready for crop, a number
of varieties of cereals were sown and a large assortment of fruit trees, vines and
ornamental trees planted. Plans were prepared for a stable and barn, and dwellings
for the superintendent and farm foreman, and these buildings are now in course of
erection. During the summer nnderdraining and general preparation of the land for

future work has been energeticnlly carried on, fuller details of which will be found
in the appended report of the superintendent in charge, Mr. Wm. M. Blair.

THE MANITOBA EXPERIMENTAL FARM.

Prior to the selection of a site for an experimental farm in Manitoba, two visits

were made to that Province, and the character of the land and the conditions sur-

rounding agriculture there, carefully enquired into. The investigations extended
from Selkirk, 21 miles east of Winnipeg, to the western boundary of the Province,
including special inspection of farms about Selkirk, Winnipeg, Stonewall, High Bluff,

Portage la Prairie, Carberry, Brandon, Oak Lake and Virden. The country north of
Brandon was also examined as far as Binscarth, and from this point along the lino

ol the Manitoba and North-Western Railway to Portage la Prairie. In addition to

the railway journeys these inspections have involved over 500 miles of driving,

which has given excellent opportunities for becoming acquainted with the character
of the soil and the condition of the settlers over a large part of the Province.
During most of these inspections I was accompanied by Mr. S. A. Bedford and Mr.
Angus Mackay, both of them well known practical farmers, who have been success-

ful in the NorthWest and have had many years of experience there. From these

gentlemen I received much valuable information.

Among the primary requirements to bo combined in a site for an experimental
farm for Manitoba are a variety of soil, a sufficient supply of water of good quality

and a situation within convenient reach of a railway. With these advantages secured
there are good reasons for preferring a location near one of the larger centres of

population, such as Winnipeg, Portage la Prairie or Brandon, and much time was
devoted to the examination of farms in these districts, so that no points should be
overlooked which might aid in forming a correct judgment. Among the farms
which combined many advantages was one near Brandon, which was finally chosen
for the purpose. This farm consists of 640 acres of land, lying north-west of

Brandon, and within a mile and a half of the business centre of that place. It is a

beautiful site; the land slopes nicely to the south, and the farm is well seen from
the Canadian Pacific Eailway for several miles, and can also be seen from the city.

The land extends to the Assiniboine River, which is always a considerable stream,

and from the higher land a fine view of the entire farm can be had. The lower

portion, next the river, contains from 150 to 200 acres of excellent meadow land,

which produces annually a strong growth of native grasses. The soil on this flat ia



a rich, dark, clay loam, from 2 to 3 feet deep, with a clay snbsoil, and lies from 10
to 20 feet or more above the usual level of the river. Beyond this the slope
upward is continued, beginning with & dark, heavy, clay loam, which gradually
changes to a rich sandy loam, averaging 12 to 15 inches deep, with a subsoil varying
from sandy to clay. This includes from 200 to 250 acres and leads to the foot of the
bluffs which form the boundary of the valley. The bluffs vary in the angle they
present to the land below, some of them rise with a gentle slope to the top, others
are more or less precipitous, the spaces between them being broken up by ravines
or coulees in which grow a great variety of shrubs and plants with a few small
trees. These ravines will afford excellent sheltered locations for testing fruit or
forest trees or shrubs. The soil on these slopes is a sandy loam, much of it of very
good quality, from 9 to 15 inches deep, resting on a gravelly clay subsoil. On some
of the heights, which include about 100 acres, the soil is of poorer quality, with mure
or less gravel mixed with the loam, on other partn is found a good, dark, deep sandy
loam.

A never failing spring of excellent water issues from the higher land in one of
the ravines in suflScient quantity to fill a 2-inch pipe, and the point from which this

arises is high enough to admit of the water being carried to the upper storey of

such buildings as may be erected on the lower slope. A second spring of almost
equal volume arises from & bank on the road allowance adjoining this property
which could also be utilized if required.

The river valleys in all parts of Manitoba and the North-West are more subject

to frost than the higher lands, the difference in temperature usually varying from
two to four degrees, but the Assiniboine valley at this point being nearly two miles
wide, with gradually sloping banks, it would not probably be subject to tempera-
tures as low as would prevail in valleys of lesser area, A slightly increased ten-

dency to frost would make portions of this farm fairly represent the more frosty

districts north while the height of land which would be freer from frost than the

surrounding country, would better represent the more southern portions of Manitoba.
The advantages possessed by this site are many. It has a large area of soil

which fairly represents the great grain-growing districts of Manitoba. The shel-

tered ravines in the bluffs represent to some extent the bluff country. It has every
variety of soil needed for experimental purposes, and an abundant and never-failing

supply of good spring water which can be conveyed to almost any part of the farm
below the bluffs. It is very central for the larger number of farmers settled along
the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and when the railway now building
from Brandon to Eapid City is completed, this farm will be easily reached from all

the northern settlements in the Province. Should the proposed line to the south be
built it will be equally accessible to that large farming district. Farther, the quan-
tity of land still unsettled between Brandon and the United States boundary to the
south, coupled with the vast stretches of excellent land situated north and west of

Brandon, offer homes for tens of thousands of settlers; probably in no part of Mani-
toba is there so large an unoccupied belt of almost uniformly fertile land. The farm
is in full view of the passing trains, so that all travellers and settlers passing
through can see it, and being but IJ miles from the business centre of Brandon,
it is within walking distance of that city.

Brandon is 132 miles west of Winnipeg, 76 from Portage la Prairie and 27 from
Carberry. It is 32 miles east of Oak Lake, 48 from Virden, and 78 miles east of the
Manitoba boundary.

Possession of this farm was not had until the beginning of July. Since then
very satisfactory progress has been made under direction of the energetic superin-

tendent, Mr. S. A. Bedford. The farm has been greatly improved, a large area of

land ploughed and prepared for crop next year, between 3 and 4 miles of fence
erected, roads graded, trees planted, buildings repaired and other important improve-
ments made. Further details of this work will be found in Mr. S. A. Bedford's
report which is appended.



EXPEEIIIENTAL FARM FOB THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

To acquire the information necessary to enable me to report on suitable sites for
the proposed Experimental Farm for the North- West Territories two journejs were
made to that country, one in December, 1886, the other in October, 1887. During
these visits a wide area of country was traversed, careful examinations of the soil

were made and diligent enquiries concerning the climatic condidons which have
obtained since the first settlement of the country. The entire district from Mooso-
min to Fort Qu'Appelle, a distance of 121 miles, was driven over, frequent examina-
tions of the soil made and inquiries instituted regarding the water supply and other
conditions affecting agriculture, especially in the vicinity of Moosomin, Wapella,
Whitewood, Broadview, Grenfell, Wolseley, Indian Head, Qu'Appelle and Fort
Qu'Appelle. Similar investigations were also made in the neighbourhood of Eegina,
Moose Jaw and Calgary, Medicine Hat and other important stations along the main
line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Inspection was made of portions of the Moose
Mountain settlement and the following Indian Reserves :—Crooked Lake, near Broad-
view, the Assiniboine, near Wolseley, Piapot's and Muscowpetung's, near Eegina,
and the Sarcee Reserve, near Calgary. While enquiring into the agricalture of the
districts named, in addition to railway travel more than 400 miles of country was
driven over, which afforded opportunities for accumulating many facts needed as
aids in this enquiry. During the period of the latter visit an excellent opportunity
was afforded of seeing the agricultural products of many of the localities named at
the agricultural exhibitions then being held, twelve of which I had the privilege of
attending.

Notwithstanding the excellent crops which have been obtained during the past
year or two, at many points in the far west, it was thought best, seeing that the
great bulk of the population is at present found in the eastern part of the Territories,
that I should pay particular attention to that part of the country sitaated between
the Manitoba boundary and Moose Jaw.

Since by far the larger part of the land open for settlement, probably two-thirds,
or three-fourths within the limits named, is open prairie, it was deemed best to sug-
gest that an open prairie section be obtained for the purpose of an Experimental Farm,
rather than one with sheltering bluffs of trees, with the view of showing what can
be done by tree planting to provide the shelter needed in the open country. Other
important points were also considered, such as average condition of climate, character
of soil, water supply, central location, accessibility, &o. In order that an Experimental
Farm in that country may be seen and easily reached, it must be located near a lino

of railway. The settled portions of the plains in the Territories within the railway
belt, may be said to lie within a distance of 188 miles, that is from the Manitoba
boundary to Moose Jaw. Beyond this the settlements are few in number, are
placed at long distances from each other with a comparatively sparse population,
and by far the larger number of the inbabitaDts within the 188 miles referred to are
settled in the eastern part of this area. For the first 20 or 30 miles within the
boundary, the soil and the conditions of agriculture are similar to what is found in
the adjoining lands in Manitoba, but west of this changes occur and the climate be-
comes gradually drier. The greater part of the soil, whether clay or sandy loam, is

dark in colour and in most places rich in organic matter from the Manitoba line to
within a lew miles of Eegina, where it changes to a heavy clay loam of a yellowish
brown colour. This loam is strong and fertile, and when sufficient moisture is avail-

able, will give excellent crops of grain and roots. This soil covers a large area
extending westward and southward, bat is singularly uniform in character; north
and west of this belt, much of the soil resembles that found in the eastern part of
the Territories.

In conducting an Experimental Farm the work should eventually cover all

branches of agriculture and horticulture which promise to be useiul to the farmers
in the territory or province in which it is located. Tho land should be &uitablo for
the growth of a great variety of cereals, grasses and other field crops, roots and



vegetables, also small and large fruits and forest trees of many diflFerent sorts. While
some of these products will thrive on a heavy clay soil, others will not succeed on
such soil, hence it is most important that such a farm should possess a variety of
sandy and clay loams, so as to admit of the testing of all desirable clasees of pro-
ducts. The furthest western point within the settled belt referred to along the line
of railway, where suitable soil was found, associated with other necessary and
favourable conditions was near Indian Head where several desirable sections of land
were examined and with other sites farther oast duly reported on. Finally section
ly, Township 18, Eange 12 west, was chosen as the site for the Experimental Farm for
the North-West Territories. The land adjoins the town of Indian Head on the
easterly side, it lies north of the railway, which skirts its boundary for about a mile.
The surface is slightly undulating, sloping towards the south, excepting at the north-
east corner where the land inclines to the north, nearly all of this farm can be well
seen from the railway.

Through this section, running in a winding irregular manner are two coulees
or ravines, which occupy, including their sloping banks, probably 30 acres. In one
of these a small creek flows during the early spring months fed by a chain of three
lakes which are 6 miles distant : one of these is a mile and a half long, the other two
about half a mile each. This creek dries up during the heat of summer, but by meiins
of two dams built across this coulee a small lake is formed and a good supply of
water is retained, ample for the requirements of stock and for general farm purposes
during the season. At the date of my second visit, October 5, 1887, there was in
this coulee a large reservoir of clear water, in some places several feet in depth. The
other coulee has a running stream flowing through it during the spring months, sup-
plied with water from springs in the Squirrel Hilb, 6 or 7 miles south of the town.
Good water is obtained in abundance in the town at a depth of from 25 to 30 feet,

but on the Experimental Farm it has been found necessary to dig to the depth of 80
feet or more to obtain a good supply.

The soil is of excellent quality. The north half of the section is covered with a
black friable clay loam, mixed with a little sand, from 1 to 3 feet in deptb, with a
yellowish brown clay sub-soil. The larger part of the south half has a heavy clay
loam with a clay sub-soil. It has also about 80 acres of sandy loam, mixed with
some gravel on the higher knolls. There are 40 acres unbroken along the railway
track of sandy loam mixed with gravel, and the remainder of the section, excepting
about 30 acres, included in the coulees has been under cultivation for several years
past. Along the banks of the coulees the soil is variable, but chiefly sandy loam, and
the inclination of the banks is such as to admit of cultivation to the water's edge,
except in a few places, while the winding course of these ravines give gentle slopes
with every aspect. There were no trees or shrubs growing on this land ; it was all

bare prairie.

The slopes in the coulees will be advantageous as starting points for tree plant-
ing, also for garden vegetables and fruits, because during the summer the soil in such
situations is more moist during the dry period, and in winter the snow lies deeper in

the ravines than it does on the exposed pairie. The ravines would also afford some
shelter and good pasturage for cattle.

The town of Indian Head has a population of about two hundred, possesses fair

hotel accommodation and has a flour mill and elevator. It is 104 miles west of the
Manitoba boundary, 74 miles east of Moose Jaw, 44 from Eegina and 106 north of
the boundary of the United States. It is in the centre of a large and thriving agri-

cultural settlement, extending to the Qu'Appelle Eiver and north of this through the
Pheasant Plaius for about -0 miles and south of the Canadian Pacific Railway for

about 10 miles. A good trail runs via Qu'Appelle to Prince Albert, and another
through the Pheasant Plains to the Methodist Colony and the Montreal and York
Colonies. Not only is the situation of this farm central, but the soil is of that varied
character which would represent the sandy and clay loams which cover the greater
part of the land east of this, also the area which lies to the north and north-west,

while the heavy clay loam on the south half of the section, although diiferent in
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colour and texture, would sufficiently represent the large belts of clay loam to tho
west and south. The supply of water, which is of much importance in the North-
West, is ample, of good quality and not difficult to obtain. Its nearness to Indian
Head, less than one mile, brings the farm within walking distance of hotels where
visitors can obtain accommodation, also affording excellent facilities for obtaining
maQ matter and supplies in general.

The district has a good record of crops and it is rare to find so many desirable-

features for experimental work in agriculture, horticulture and forestry combined in

a single section of bare prairie land as are found in the farm referred to. It may
appear at first sight that a section of land comprising 640 acres is an unnecessarily
large area to devote to experimental purposes, but when the requirements of pasture

are considered, and the fact that in order to farm successfully in the North-West
one-third at least of the cultivated land should be in summer lallow every year, also
that the experiments in forest tree planting will in time cover a very large surface,

it will be seen that much more land will be needed there than would be required in

a farm for similar purposes located outside of the prairie country. The magnitude
of the territory is such and the interests at stake so important that a sufficient quan-
tity of land for satisfactory work in all these departments should be provided.

The relatively short distance between the two farms selected as sites for the
Experimental Farms for the North-Weat Territories and Manitoba—182 miles by
rail—will naturally raise the question as to the necessity for two farms so near eacb
other. In the remarks on the Experimental Farm for Manitoba, the chief reasons are
given which influenced that selection. The Brandon site fairly represents the Pro-
vince of Manitoba also the country for nearly 30 miles into the Territories, beyond
this changes begin to take place in the climate, which become more marked by the
time Broadview is reached. From thence westward towards Moose Jaw the climate
is very different from that which prevails in Manitoba, the rainfall is usually less and
occasional hot winds prevail during the summer, which are, I believe, unknown
further east. These and other climatic peculiarities, oblige the farmers in tha Terri-

tories beyond the narrow belt to which reference has been made, to adopt different

methods in treating the soil to prepare it for crop. There are also important differ-

ences in the soil itself as to texture and character. The farm at Indian Head has soil

which represents these peculiar characteristics which the Brandon farm has not.

Further the farm at Indiam Head is an open prairie sectioQ.was without a tree or shrub
when purchased, while the Brandon site is partly a valley farm with sheltered ravines
clothed with shrubs and small trees. The question of forest tree growing is of very
great importance to that vast country included in the Teriitorios as well as to

Manitoba, but experiments carried on at Brandon, while reliable for Manitoba, would
be no safe guide to the farmers on the wide stretches of prairie in the Territories.

The differences of climate, soil and situation are abundantly sufficient to warrant
the establishment of the two farms, and with experimental operations in agriculture^

horticulture and forestry carried on at each, a vast amount of useful and practical in-

formation will soon be gained which will be of great value to farmers in every part
of that country and meet in large measure the varying conditions to which they are
individually subjected. Where the differences referred to clearly exist, the question

of distance between the two farms is not a matter of much importance, as the special

operations to be carried on at each point can be made quite as useful and instructive

with the farms only 182 miles distant from each other as they would be were they
500 miles apart. The climate and other variations referred to, while important
in their influence on field crops, fruits and forest trees, have comparatively little

effect on stock, hence the work carried on in this direction, may, with judicious

economy, be varie J so as to avoid unnecessary repetition, and different lines of ex-

periment with different classes of animals, conducted at each place.

Possession of the Indian Head farm was had early in the spring, when the super-

intendent, Mr. Angus Mackay, began the work. Evidence of tbe vigour with which
this has been carried on will be toand in Mr. Mackaj's report, which is appended.
Tue change in the appearance of the place is most mailed, some v r,' useful results
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in grain tests have already been obtained, especially with two rowed barleys, several

varieties of which have been tried; the grain produced has been plump and bright,

with an average weight of 54 pounds to the bushel and would no doubt command
very good prices in the English market for malting purposes. Some very promising
sorts of early ripening oats have been tested and several varieties of wheat, including

the early ripening Ladoga from Bnssia. With the large acreage of land which has

been summer fallowed and got into good condition for crop next year, there will bo

abundant facilities for carrying on many other important tests which could not bo

began earlier for want of suitably prepared land. The forest tree and fruit tree

plantations have stood the summer very well and it will be interesting to know how
they will stand the teat of the winter. The farmers of that country are also deeply
interested in the results of the tests being made with different varieties of fall wheat,
full particulars relating to all these points may be found in Mr. Mackay's report.

Plans for suitable buildings for this farm were prepared during the winter, the con-

tracts let and the work is being pushed forward as fast as circumstances permit.

BXPEEIMBStIi. farm for BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Two visits were made to British Columbia, the first in December, 1886, the

second in September, 1887, for the purpose of enquiring into the conditions of agri-

culture there and of ascertaining where suitable sites for an experimental farm for

that Province could be found which would combine such advantages as were needed
to make such an institution generally useful to the farmers of that country. During
these visits 1 had the opportunity of examining many farms on Vancouver Island as

well as on the mainland. On the Island, farms were inspected in the vicinity of Vic-

toria, also in the farming districts of South Saanich, Somenos and Chemainus, travel-

ling to the terminus of the island railway at Nanaimo.
On the mainland the fertile delta lands of the Eraser Eiver were examined and

diligent enquiries made into the character and capabilities of the land in many other

districts which the time at my disposal would not permit me to visit, particularly

with regard to those comparatively large areas of meadow and prairie lands on the

south side of the Eraser Eiver and extending to the United States boundary, includ-

ing the Langley Municipality and the districts of Chilliwack and Sumas. On the

north side of the Eraser River the country situated along the line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway from Vancouver and New Westminster eastward to Eort Yale, a dis-

tance of about one hundred miles, was made a special subject of enquiry, and the land

carefully examined at every promising point.

The requirements which it was thought desirable to embody in this site wore :

1st. Land of good quality, combining an area of meadow land suitable for stock-

raising and grain-growing, with higher meadow and bench lands suitable for fruit

culture.

2nd. Land situated high enough above the banks of adjacent rivers to prevent

its being overflowed during the highest floods.

3rd. Accessibility by rail and water.

4th. A central location which would be fairly representative of the greater part

of the farming lands in the coast climate.

Of all the farms visited and examined none appeared to combine so many ad-

vantages as a part of the land composing the Agassiz farm, adjoining the station

known as " Agassiz," on the mainland and also on the line of the Canadian Pacific

Railway. The lacd offered here for the purposes of an experimental farm and which
was finally chosen as a site for that institution, consists ofabout 300 acres immediately

adjoining aud opposite the railway station and fronting on the track for about half a
mile. Along the western boundary runs the road leading to the Harrison Hot
Springs, which are five and a half miles distant. About thirty-five acres of this land

has been brought under cultivation, including nearly three acres of orchard, the

young trees in which are coming well into bearing. There are about 200 acres of

prairie land whici was cleared many years ago and is now covered with a growth
of fern and small uaderbrush. There are a lew acres of higher bench land partly
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wooded, which would be well suited for fruit growing, and nearly fifty acres of tim-
bered land, containing fine specimens of Douglas fir and cedar. The farm is protec-
ted on the north by a mountain which rises more or lers precipitously immediately
in rear of the bench land.

The soil, with the exception of that on the bench land, varies from a rich sandy
loam mixed with clay, to a loam, almost entirely clay, from nine to twelve inches in
depth, with a porous subsoil, in some places sandy, in others sandy clay, resting on
gravel which is found from live to eight feet below the surface, and affords good
natural drainage. The bench land inclines towards the south and is covered with a
dark sandy loam of good depth and quality with a variable subsoil. All of this land
is suflSciently elevated to prevent its being overflowed by the Fraser Eiver, even in

the higbebt floods.

Good water can be obtained anywhere at a depth of fifteen to twenty feet in the
underlying gravel. There are also several small springs along the base of the moun-
tain in the rear wh'ch might be uiilized if required.

Agassiz is situated seventy miles east of the t^wa of Vancouver and sixty-two
miles from New Westminster near which are the fertile delta lands of the Fraser
-River, estimated at from 75,000 to 100,000 acres. It is 28 miles from Mission and
44 from Port Haney where by crossing the river the agricultural municipality
of Langley is reached . There is also a steamboat landing within two miles of the
experimental farm, where the river steamers call twice a weak during the season of
navigation, by which means the farming districts of Chilliwack and Snmas can bo
«asily reached. Eastward the distance w Hope is 18 miles, to Fort Yale 32 miles,
and 86 miles to Lytton, near which point the drier central area of tillable land in
British Columbia begins. It will be seen that this site is very central, having clus-

lering around it some of the best agricultural districts on the mainland. It is also

on the railway which is the great highway for travel through that country and is

accessible by water, while in the character and variety of the soil, its good natural
drainage, the ease with which the greater part of the land can be brought under
cultivation and its freedom from danger of flood, are advantages seldom found com-
bined in one site.

The clearing of heavily timbered land in British Columbia is a most labonrious
i-nd expensive undertaking, costing from fifty to one hundred dollars an acre and
upwards, and occupying much time. Had an uncleared lot been selected the time
required to bring such land into condition for tillage, would have delayed farm
operations there to any extent for several years. With the selection made no such
delay will be necessary, and the farm may soon be made useful to the agriculture
and horticulture of that Province.

Delay which has been unavoidable has occurred in the acquiring of the property
^o that nothing could be done on it until very late in the season. Nearly 100 acres
have been cleared of the small undergrowth, and about twenty acres ploughed, and
thus sufficient land has been made available for such experimental work as it may be
thought desirable to undertake there during the comifig season.

CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FARM.

Seed Testing.

The work of testing the germinating power and purity of agricultural seeds for
the farmers throughout the Dominion, afforded much occupation during the winter
months, and there were many practical points arising out, of these tests which in-

volved much correspondence. The number of samples received for test during the
winter of 1886-7 was 187, while the winter of 1887-8 brought 795, an increase
which points to the growing usefulness of this part of the work, and the appreciation
in which it is held by the farmers. The tests last year included 446 specimens
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of wheat, 80 of barley, 146 oats, 26 peas, 59 grass seeds, 6 rye, 5 Indian corn, and 27
of vegetable eeeds.

The early autamn frosts which injured the grain in many parts of Manitoba and
the North-Wert Territories, have left many of the settlers with nothing but frozen
grain for seed. It has been frequently demonstrated that grain which has been
frozen to some extent, does in the fertile soils of the western prairies, often produce
very good crops, the fertility of the soil proving a sufficient offset to the weakened
vitality of the grain, where the freezing has not been very severe, but to what exiett
the grain may be frozen without destroying its usefulness for seed, can only be de-

termined by actual test in each case. Eealizing the important bearing of this ques-
tion on the harvest of next year, arrangements were early made for grain testing,

and the farmers of Manitoba and the North-West Territories were invited through
the press to send samples of frozen grain to the Central Experimental Farm, to bo
tested for vitality and vigour ol growth. A large number of samples have already

been received and reported on, and others are daily arriving. The tests thus far

completed, indicate that nearly one-third of the frozen grain of which samples have
been sent, would if used as seed next year be almost certain to result in partial or
complete failure.

In the Maritime Provinces frequent rains during the harvest period have injured

the vitality of much of the grain, especially of the oats and barley, which, in many
instances, sprouted before it could be saved. Some samples have already been re-

ceived for test, and more are expected ; the importance of sowing good seed possess-

ing a lull measure of vigour and vitality is becoming better understood by careful

farmers everywhere.

Seed Distribution.

This also has been actively carried on, involving much correspondence and labour.

2,150 sample bags were sent out by mail during the early part of ihe year; 1,529 of

these were Ladoga wheat, the remainder barley, both two-rowed and six-rowed, also

oats and forest tree seeds. Each sample was accompanied by a circular of instruc-

tion, and a series ot printed questions with blank spaces for replies, which when
filled and returned will supply much useful information regarding the varieties dis-

tributed for test. From the small bags of Ladoga wheat sent out by mail during the

spring of 1887 many farmers have now a good stock for future sowing, ranging in

the more successful cases from 20 to 100 busbels. Useful and prolific sorts of grain

may thus in a short time be made available to the general public at comparatively

small cost, and with new and promising varieties frequently introduced, and the in-

formation thus gained freely distributed, farmers in all the Provinces of the Domin-
ion will be kept well informed as to the most prolific sorts for their respective district's

and in this way, the average yield of the farms over the entire Dominion may soon

be materially increased.

Experiments with Cereals.

During the past season forty-nine varieties of barley have been tested, including

twenty of the two-rowed sorts. Twenty-six of these barleys have been grown in field

l)lots, the dates of sowing, germinating and harvesting recorded, also the quantity of

seed used and the yield. All of the varieties have also been grown as single plants,

fifty kernels being planted in each instance in two row* of twenty-five each with one

foot of space between each kernel and two feet between each variety. Several of the

best examples of each sort were gathered for exhibition purposes, and one of each

threshed and cleaned separately, the number of ears and individual grains counted

and the percentage of yield thus ascertained. Three or four of the most vigorous of

the remaining plants were similarly treated, and the others were all harvested to-

gether and like records obtair.ei. Thus the yield of a single selected plant of each

fort has been ascertained, also the average of three or four of the next in vigour as

well as the average of the remainder.
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A similar course has been pursued with seventy-four varieties of spring wheat,

fifty-six of which have been grown in field plots, also with eighty varieties of oats, of

which sixty have been tested in field culture. By these experiments a very large

sum of most valuable information has been obtained relating to the earliness, pro-

ductiveness and vigour of all these different sorts, the results of which will be given
to the public as fast as they can be arranged and properly compiled

,

Similar tests are in progress with more than 100 varieties of fall wheat sown as

single plants and eight varieties of the same in field plots. Twenty different sorts of

rye have been similarly sown, four of them in field plots.

The labour involved in the separate planting, care in noting time of germinating,

relative vigour of plants, dates of ripening and in separately harvesting, curing,

weighing, threshing and cleaning all these different sorts of grain has been very
great, but all has been carefully and systematically done and the results reached will

be reliable as to the outcome of this season.

Tests have also been made with different fertilizers on wheat on the permanent
plots laid out for this purpose, of which there are twenty in all, of one-tenth of an
acre each. These tests have included experiments with barn yard manure, both

rotted and fresh ; mineral phosphates raw and treated, wood ashes, ground bones,

nitrate of soda, and mixtures of these fertilizers, with unfertilized plots for compari-

son ; as this land was part of what was cleared last year and hence had never been
under Ciop before, the experiments will need to be several times repeated before re-

liable deductions can be drawn from them. It is proposed to sow the same variety

of wheat on these plots from year to year, using the same sort and weight of fertilizer

eacn season, and to institute during the coming year similar experiments with barley

and oais.

Experiments have also been carried on in hybridizing cereals, particularly

wheat, and several crosses produced from which it is hoped that useful new varieties

will eventually be obtained.

Com,

Fifty-three varieties of corn have been grown, but since through delay in transit

the seed did cot arrive for two or three weeks after the usual time of sowing, these

could only be tested for the weight of fodder produced up to a given period. Experi-

ments have al.b been conducted with twelve varieties of corn planted in rows three

feet apart two rows of each. In one row the grains were planted four inches apart,

in the other one inch apart, and the relative weights of the product noted.

Experiments with different fertilizers and combinations of fertilizers were made
on sixteen plots of corn of one-tenth of an acre each, one-half of each plot being sown
with Mammoth Southern fodder corn in rows, the other half in hills with Canada
Yellow corn. Eecords have been taken of the weight of the crop produced in each

case. These plots are also intended to form part of the permanent experimental

work of the farm.

Svgar Beets.

Pour varieties of sugar beets have been grown side by side in plots of equal size

and the weight of the crop on each plot ascertained. The seeds of three of these

varieties were sent to the Central Experimental Farm for test by Wilfred Skaife,

Esq., President and Manager of the Berthier Sugar Beet Factory at Berthierville,

Quebec, under Nos. 1, 2 and 3. These were samples of the seed which had been

imported for distribution among the farmers who were engaged to grow sugar beets

for the factory. The seed from Wanzleben with which these were compared was
obtained from Haage & Schmidt, seedgrowers, Erfart, Germany, and is said to yield
" the greatest percentage of sugar of all beets." Samples of the roots grown from

each of these were submitted to the chemist of the Experimental Farms, Mr. T. F.

Shutt, and an analysis made of them, the particulars of which will bo found in his

report. The Wanzleben variety yielded the smallest percentage of sugar, the other
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three were found to be fully up to the average in the proportion of eugar they con-

tained.

Other Root Crops.

Seed of many differ ent varieties of carrots and mangolds were obtained and
sown on the 7th of May under similar conditions and in nearly uniform soil. They
came up about the 22nd of May and were making promising growth when they were
almost entirely destroye d by the severe storm which passed over the farm on the

6th of Jane. These plots covered about six acres of ground; Part of this land was
subsequently sown with turnips and yielded fair crops. Another smaller field in

which mangolds and carrots were sown for feeding purposes escaped the severity of

the 8tor.ij and produced good returns.

Say.

The hay crop was fairly good, but the area had been much lessened by the

ploughing up of such portions as had nearly run out, and the total product was about

fifty tons. To provide for renewal of this crop some timothy was sown in the

autumn, with rye, to which the clover will be added in spring, and more land will be

seeded with grass and clover during the coming season, with spring grain.

Potatoes.

One of the special features of the experimental work during the past season has
been the testing of a large number of varieties of potatoes. No less than 251 sorts

of this useful tuber have been grown side by side under similar conditions. Notes
have been taken on the weight of the seed planted, the growth of the plants, whether
vigorous or weakly, and the yield of each. The process of testing the quality of

these numerous varieties is still going on, and will take much time to complete.

Careful notes are being taken on that important point. The result of this will be

the accumulation of a large store of useful information, which will have a practical

bearing on this crop. In addition 237 new varieties have been produced from hy-

bridized seed, among which are some of much promise. These will require to be

grown for one or two more seasons before their relative merits can be definitely

ascertained. All of those varieties which have been grown and do not promise
fairly well, will be discarded and the tests conducted next year with the selected

sorts, supplemented by sach of the newer kinds as may be obtainable.

Fruit Trees and Vines.

Several large orchards have been planted with standard varieties and new sorts

of extra hardy fruits, chiefly from trees planted last year in nursery rows. Many of

these have made fair growth and promise well. Additions of new varieties have
also been made to the vineyard and to the small fruit plantations, and new plots of

strawberries and raspberries planted. Full partionlars of this work will be found in

the report of the horticulturist appended.

Forest Trees.

Portions of the northern and western boundaries of the farm have been laid out
for forest tree clumps, and some of these have been planted. They include two
mixed clumps containing 1,321 trees, composed of ten or twelve different varieties,

which have been put out along the northern boundary, and clumps along the western
line of black walnut 618 trees, butternut 269, Scotch pine 415, and smaller groups of

Europeian larch and oak. Work will be continued in this direction in the spring,

and additional clumps planted with young trees from the nursery rows.

A considerable degree of attention has been given to the question of growing
forest trees and different methods are being tried. Young trees have been grown
from seed, seedlings have also been purchased from nurserymen who make a specialty

of growing forest trees from seed
;
young trees have also been taken from the woods

and planted in nursery rows. Obtained from these three differed sources there are
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now more than 100,000 trees on the Central Farm, many of them large enough for

clump planting. It is propo-ed to send a good proportion of these yoang trees

next season to the experimental farms in Manitoba and the North-West Territories.

Among the principal deciduous trees which have been grown from seed ai-a

black walnut, butternut, elm, ar-b, oak, maple, locust, chestnut, and catalpa, A
special form of screen was built last spring for the purpose of growing evergreen
trees from seed, as they need partial shade in order to grow them successfully. Under
this screen there was sown beds of Eiga pine, a very valuable timber ti-ee from
Northern Kussia, a straight growing variety of the Scotch pine which is very hardy
and promises to be useful in the North-West. Tne seed was obtained from trees in

one of the Russian Government forests near Riga. A number of other promising
varieties of pines and spruces have also been planted. Many thousands of young^
trees have grown from the seed sown, and it is hoped that a foundation has thus been
laid for plantations of the hardiest sorts of valuable timber trees suitable for the
colder parts of the Dominion. Two or three years more of growth will be required
before these evergreen trees will be large enough to send out for planting.

Avenues, Hedges, &c.

The larger trees which have been planted out in avenues and rows bordering
the main roads on the farm number 879, of which 287 are elms, 365 sugar and red
maple, 6H Norway maple, 84 linden, 23 ash, 33 mountain ash and 16 catalpa. A
hedge of Norway spruce composed of 1,427 trees, planted three feet apart, has been
planted along the southern boundary, covering more than three quarters of a mile,

while the hedges of Arbor Vitae contain 5,207 trees, planted fifteen inches apart, and
extend in all to a length of nearly a mile and a quarter. A very large proportion of

these trees have made fair growth, are now well rooted, and will probably make a
good showing next your. The avenues and hedges will soon add much to the beauty
and attractiveness of the farm. Groups of ornamental trees, both deciduous and
evergreens, have also been planted about the several dwellings.

Draining.

This very necessary work has been continued during the year, and since the
spring opened three and a-half miles and 189 yards of tile drains have been laid.

Five main outlets each eight inches in diameter are now provided, which it is be-

lieved will be suflScient to promptly relieve the entire farm of surplus water. There
are a number ot small bi-anch drains yet to be laid, but hereafter much of the work
in this department can be done daring the loss busy periods in the year by the farm
hands. Ttie entire system of drainage thus far completed covers more than ten miles.

Hoad making and grading.

The numerous and unsightly stone piles which last spring greeted the eye at

almost every point, have been turned to good account by burying them in the roads,

the largest boulders have been placed in the bottom, these covered with smaller ones,

reserving such stones as were easily broken for the top. These latter were broken
and spread, the surface rounded and covered with sand or earth. In this way the
main roads have been very substantially made, and the stone disposed of where it

will always serve a good purpose. Some necessary grading for the roads and about
the farm buildings and dwellings has also been done.

Buildings.

Since the last report was presented, much progress has been made with the
buildings. The commodious stable has been finished and the farm horses comfort-
ably housed, and in the barns there is now provided accommodation for stock . A
new root house 100 by 25 feet has been built, and a poultry building erected and
stocked with a good selection of the most promising breeds of fowls. G.'ho dwellings
for the officeis composing the working staff, and a cottage for a stableman havo



been finished, and the new chemical laboratory with the adjoining otfioe building and
maseam are now approaching completioa, so also is the structure to be used as a store

house for seeds and for seed testing and propagating! Tfte additional space which
this will give for the important work to be carried on in seed testing is greatly
needed ; the increased aocoramodatioQ soon to be provided will, it is expected, meet
all the necessary requirements in this direction.

Pou try Department.

A special building of a substantial and convenient character has been provided
for poultry, and a number of choice specimens of the leading varieties reared during
the summer from eggs obtained in the spring. The great increase in the exports ot

eggs and poultry within the past few years and the ease and success with which
fowls are kept shows that Canada is well situated for producing enormous supplies

of these valuable commodities. Experiments will be conducted at the Central Farm
with the object of ascertaining the relative merit:^ of the ditferent breeds for egg lay-

ing and especially winter laying and as table towls, and, by crossing the more pro-

mising sorts, endeavour to find oat what strains will be most hardy and profitable for

farmers in different parts of the Dominion. This department is being managed by
an experienced poultry breeder, Mr. A. G. Gilbert, whose report will be found ap-

pended.

Donations and Exchanges.

Durirg the year, a farther gift of a large collection of the Feeds of trees, shrubs

and platts cf Europe and Asia havo been received, through the kindness of the

Director from the iioyal Gardens at Kow. Mr. Ch,°s. Gibb, of AbbotoforJ, Quebec,

to whose liberality we are already so much icdebted, has generously donated another

large collection of seeds from Kusbia. An acknowledgment' is also due lo the Hon.
J^orman S. Coleman, U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture, for some new varieties of

grain and fcdder plant?, and a farther consignment of seeds of several varieties of

trees have been received from the Koyal Agricultural College at Tokio, Japan. Ex-

chariffes of publications have been made with nearly all the Experiment Stations of

ihe United Slates, and with some of those in Europe.

Seed Grain from India.

Among the seed grain obtained for test at the Central Experimental Farm,
the fiist season were 28 varieties which were selected from grain offered for t^ale at

the Corn Exchange in Lordon, England, representing the produce of the principal

grain growing countries of the world ; among these there were found different varie-

ties of wheat from India, under the following names : Indian Kurrachee, Indian

Hard Calcutta, Indian Eed Calcutta, and Indian Club Calcutta. These varieties

proved lo be unexpectedly early in ripening, competing closely in this respect with

wheat obtained from high latitudes in the northern part of Euasia. The Indian

wheals ..bus far tried do not, however, compare well in vigour or fertility with those of

northern countries. Subcequently, though the courtesy of Col. T. C. Donison, of

Toronto, I was permitte-i to peruoe some correspondence between A.rch Deacon Doni-

son, cf T&unton, England, and a Moravian M ssiouary labouring in the higher altitudes

of the Himalaya Mjunuias, Mr. A. W. Heyde, of Kyeland, in the Kangra D. strict.

From tbo information contained in these letters, it was evident that there are in that

country early ripening variet es of both wheat and barley, whie-h it would be desir-

able to test in Canada. Under instruction of the Minister of Agriculture, corres-

{Xjndence was opened with the Government of India, and though itio kind interest

taken in the subject by the late Viceroy and Governor General of India, Lord Dat-

lerin, enquiries have been instituted in the districts to which reference has been

m:»de, and also in a general way ihrjughoui the Em,jire, for the purpose of ascer-

taining what Indian grains are likely to ba saitabie for ex, orimontal cultivation in

Canada.
66—

J
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A communication from the Undersecretary to the Government of India at Simla,
under dateof 9i.h Octobor, encloses the following printed note prepared by the Eeporter
on Economic products to the Government of India, and also states that. " the Govern-
ments of the North-Western Provinces, and the Panjab have been asked to instruct
the directors of agricultural departments in their respective Pi-ovinces to obtain a
supply of seeds of the grains mentioned in the note " to be forwaided to Canada.

NOTE ON INDIAN GRAINS, &c., LLKBLY TO PROYE SUITABLE FOR EX-
PERIMENTAL CULTIVATION IN CANADA.

India,

Written ia connection with a corrcfpondence recently before the Government of

Climate of Canada,

"I venture to think that the suggestion made by Professor Saunders for sending
the seeds of plants grown in Spiti and Lahoul to the Dominion of Canada will not be
found as hopeful a project as the sending of seeds of plants grown during the winter
months at lower altitudes if not even from some parts of the plains of Icdia. It is

proposed to try the Indian seeds in Manitoba and in the plains to the north-weati
The fjllowing table shows the mean temperature and rainfall of the summer or agri-
cultural months in Manitoba :

—

—



above that altitcJe is scanty and poor, so that it is doubtful whether any croos occur
in ypiii and Liihjul (tbo regions specially mentioned by Profe^ior iSaucders, and
wnich are abovo 10,0UU feet in altitude) that would De worth sondintj to Canada
excepting the wheat and barley of those localities.

" Of the stations situated on the inner ranges, Kailang (the capital of Upper
Lahoul) is oa the ono side or to the south of Spiti ; and Leh, on the Indus across
tne middle or great Himalaya, is to the north of Spiti. The climate of Spiti is not
systematically recorded, and hence the selection of Kailang and Leh. iiut it is

believed these two points will exhibit the characteristic features of the hin-her
Himalayan regions specially mentioned by Professor Saunders—or the flimaluy.ia
regions that have as a rule only one C;op a year. Zan*car U> which the PiOf.>saor
a'.ludes is an unimportant valley between the two points toloctei.

Simla and Murree on the outer ranges may be accepted as representing the
Himalayan tracts that, have both a spring and aa auiumu crop. Of the Pan jiib plains,

Sialkot and Multan have been chosen as having during the winter and sprii^g sBiu-oas,

a climate that closely resembles the summer of Mimitoba ; \vhilo Pitho; agarh in
Kumaon (in the North-Western Provinces) is intermediate between the pUius and
the higher Himalayan regions where a fairly good agricaitural sy.-itom provails.

A comparison of these tables of temperaturo and raitii'aii v.ill show that the
crops that mature in Leh and Kailang during July and Autrust might be sent to

Canada ; that practically all tbo crops grown in iluriee atd Simlfc, but more espe-
cially those sown and reaped from January to June, oight also ba sent ; that of Alul-

tan and Sialkot it would be i^afe to send only the crops reaped in early spring, e. g.,

those sown in October and November and reaped in M.uch j and that of Pithoragarh,
all the crops that are sown in October to J-uaary aud reaped in April to May,
might be sent. It will be thus observed that in tao regions named both rainfall aud
temperature approximate, during the periods spaciried above, to those of Canada; so
that the number of Indian agricultural proJucL-i wbicn might bo grown in Canada is

increased very considerably beyond ttie list tnat could be lurnished were atLo.j:iLiu ij

bo coufiued solely to Spiti, Lihoul and ZaQscar.
'• The following are the principal crops that might be sent to Canada, grouped

under four heads, obtained by reducing ibe beven i-egions discussed abovo to tour.

Thus, by uniting Leh and Kailang into one, we have a represeiiiation of the upjjur

agricultural Himalayan region; Simla and Marreo corresponding to Iho >ocoiid o;*

intermediate Himalayan region ; Pithoragarh, to tno tnird or Lower Hinaaiayau

region ; and Multan and Sialkot to the fourth, or the division ot tno plums wtuca
possess crops that might be tound suitable lor Canada. The high raiuiall in tne

countries to the east aud soutc-east of Kataaoa would renaer it. in ail vtrotiaoiiii/

hopoiesa to procure CI ops irom itiose pario if itdia oven although in point ot icn.-

peralure they may tiavo a winter climate not unukotha summer ol contidoraole pu.-

lions of Canada.
The following table displays tbo teinoerature and rainfall of four stations on tta

Panjao Himalaya, two on the outer aud two uu the lanor ranges:

—
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" 1. The Chief Crops of the Higher North-Western Himalayan Eegions
THAT might be found SUITABLE FOR 2\0RTH-WesT CaN'ADA.

In the upper tracts of Lahoul only one crop is got ; it is sown in May and reap-
ed ID September. The crop consists of barley, wheat, and buckwheat— barley being
the chieJ. Bat Lahoul is not self-supporting although Spiti is ; wheat, barJey and
rice are regularly imported from Kuiu, There are no vegetables or minor crops
grown, peas are cultivated to a certain extent.

'' 1st, Wheat.—There is said to be grown a peculiar torm with six tiers of grains
to each ear; this is met with in the district of Fatten in Lahoul and from Kibbar
downwards to Spiti.

" 2nd, Barley.—In some parts of Lahoul a double harvest is got, barley occupy-
ing the Foil for only about ten weeks. This form of barley is known as tangzad, and
is probably the best form to send to Canada. It is followed by the form of back-
wheat known as bosotan. This ripens in two months. In bad years the buckwheat
does not ripen, so that the practice of taking only one crop is considered safer ; a
barley which requires a longer time to ripen is in that case sown in one field and the
ordinary form of buckwheat in another, both sowings occurring in May. Parched
barley flour made into porridge is the everyday food of the people of Sp'ti. It is

also eat«n boiled with butter and green herbs into a kind of soup ; wheat flour is

generally eaten in this way in Lahoul.
" Sri, Bucliwheat.—There are two species of this grain grown in the Himalaya,

with perhaps several cultivated forms under each, which are known to the hill tribes.

The species are (a) Fagopyrum esculentum and (6) F iataricum. Much contusion ex-

ists in the vernacular names given to these plants, and it is probable that the orgal or

dardn (referred, by Stewart, to F. emarglnatum—a form now reduced to F. esculentum)

may be F. tataricum. Stewart gives the following Panjab vernacular names for F,
esculentum—Kd^.a trumba ; Chin, in the Jhelam basin (chin, china, or chena is by
most authors given to Panicam miliacenm) Karma, bres, Katu. Brapu, draivo in the

Chenab; Bres, Katu, vhaphra in the Ravi ; Kdthv, in the Bias ; Bras,phdphrd,ugc-u}al,

tsabri in the Sutlej, Kdthu trdo, in Spiti ; Trdo, rjao, in Ladak ; Raspat in the Pan-
jib—the bazaar name.

" For the other form most of the above names are also given, but orgal or ugal

seems more frequently applied to it.

" Buckwheat may be said to be the staple food with the Lahoalis ; it is boiled

whole and eaten as gruel, or roasted and made into flour, which is then baked into

cakes and mixed with chaicg beer and formed into dnmplinas.

"4f/i—The inferior millet

—

China or (Ghona ?) Pa/ifcum Mdiaceuni—\& said to

be grown to a small extent in Spiti. Bat up to 7,000 feet most of the millois are also

grown, and it may be doubted which might succsed best ia Canada. Seed should bo

got in Kulu or Simla.
" There are no fruit trees to speak of in Upper Lahoul and Spiti ; the apricot

grows, but does not seem to fruit well, and the same remark may be made of the

walnut. Both these fruits might, however, succeed in Canada, and although they

doubtless are there already our higher Himalayan kinds might prove better suited

to the colder tracts of Canada than the European forms of these fruits which are

generally cultivated in Canada and America. The Himalayan horse-chestnut would
also probably thrive ; the fruits of the last mentioned tree are in the Himalayan tract

sometimes used to feed horses.

"The system of cultivation pursued in Lahoul and Spiti is simple, and the pro

duce not of the first quality. The field is artificially irrigated ; whan the water has

soiked in, the seel is scattered broadcast and ploughed. Except perhaps a little

wjediog nothing mora is doao, although every now and then as required the field ia

fljoded from the neighbouring rivulet. The irrigation pursued in these higher Him-
alayan tracts would perhaps not be S3 necessary ia Canada, since in the latter coun-

uy the rainfall is greater than in Lahoul and Spiti. Imported rice is used along
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with barley in the brewing of the boer known as chnwg. Many wild plants are eaten
as vegetables, bnt none are cultivated. Thus there is nothing of much value in

Lahonl ; bnt, passing lower down the hills into upper Knlu, there are crops of greatc-
importance which may be added to the ab^ve. About 24 per cent, of the cultivated
irea of Kuln produces two crops, bat although every field is not twice cropped there;

is both a klwrif and a rahi season. A Fpring or rahi crop is rarely grown in land to

1)9 cultivated in the kharif season with rice, of the rabi crop 92 per cent, consists of

wheat and barley in the proportion of 3 of the former to 1 of the latter ; of the re-

maining acreage 5 per cent, is under poppy and 1 per cent, under tobacco, leaving 3
per cent, for lentils and oilseeds. Of the autucan or khirif crop !-3 per cent, consists

of the following crops: rice 25 per cent., maize 12 per cent, saridri {Amaranim pani-

culaiui) 14 per cent. The last mentioned plant is known around Simla as bathu or
chau. Kodra (Eleus'.n'. corocana) 8 per cent,. Kdtliu, {Fagoparuni escu'entuin) 6 per
cant., Kodra is one of the crains from wliich Sur (spirits) or higri (beer) is commonly
made ; bread is also prepared from its flour, bat for the purpose of Canadian cultiva-

tion, it may be do'jbied whether the Jiwarantus, buckwheat or millets, would ever
likely mett Wiiti iavor. liiey do not yield grains which EarOf^rjiins woaid soem
likely to eat readily, ynd it woold therefore bo desirable to send such crops as mi^ht
be expected to meet with fiivour. Among these an important place should be given
to:—

" hth, Bjce (Oryza siflvo').—This is the most important of the autumn crops in

Kuln, bnt it can only bo grown where w.ater is plentiful. All irrigated land is devot-

ed to this crop. The rice is first sown in flooded nurseries and then transplanted

when some seven or eight inches in height. It is dibbled into the inundated ground,

the plants being about six inches apart each way, and the fje'.d kept flooded for at

least two monttis afterwards. Thnro are three forms of rice met with in Kuln, and
these are known as basmd'i jxiu and s«'fl'.''J5, the first-mentioned being the finest and
most expensive kind. Bat tne ric« from Yarkand would succeed far more likely in

Canada than any Indian form. The winter in Yarkand is too severe for wheat and
barley to bo sown in autumn, but a summer whtat, barley and rice are sown and
may be seen being reaped in adjacent fields.

" Thc^e remarks regarding rice are equally appli'^ahle to the hill rices of Simla,

Mnrree and Pithoragarb, although it is probable that the ricss from the higher alti-

tudes of Knla would be preferable to any others. In mo=!t parts of India a rice is

known a= the CO days' rice because it only occupies the soil for that period. It is not

known whether a form exists on the hills that possesses this property, but such rice,

if it does exist at high altitudes, would be preferable for Canada to any others.

Plains' rice would in all probability be quite unsuited unless Sialkot or Maltan pos-

sess a form grown in sixty days during ttie coldest months.
" Pith, Pulses —There are several pulses grown at Kuln, and most of these

would succeed well in Canada ; but it is probable those from the plains or lower hills

would grow equally well. In Kulu the following are grown Knit (Dolickos bifiorus);

mall (Phaseolus radiatvs) : matar or kalon (Pisum arvciise) ; viasur (lentils, Ervum
lens)

;
gram, cho'd {Cicer arietinum). Glycine soja, the Soy bean, is said to be gi-own

in Yarkand, and would perhaps do in Canada if seed from Alpine stook wore procur-

ed. Of the pulses perhaps none would be so much appreciated as gram. Experiment

alone will determine whether it will succeed, but as a cold season crop it is grown
throughout India, and in Kuln it is also cultivated as a rabi crop, so that it seems

possible it would succeed well enough in Canada if eeed Irom S.mla or Kulu were

procured.

"The form most likely to prove suitable is the white kind generally known as

Kabuli, but there is r. truiy Aipine species, Cicer sooiijancum—a pare white seed

much appreciated in India lor sweelmeats—grown at altitudes from 4 to 1^,000 feet,

chiefly in Knlu and Ladak.
" Itk, Ala'zi or Indian corn.—This is a comparatively recent crop in India, hav-

ing come origir.aiiy irom America; but as the resjlt ol Indian cultivation several

well marked'forms have been produced, the most strikicg being those which grow
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high np ihe Himalayas. It is doublful, however, if oven these would sucnoed in Canili,
but as the grain could eas.ly bo procared in Sicnla, or better ptiil in Kulii, u :al4hi
be worth while sotidicg a soleciion of samples. Maizo from the phirus would^bj
quite useless, but if procurable Yarkand stock would be better than Hiinaliiyan.

" 8th—In Kulu and in most parts of the hill stations Ipomosi Batatas s-veec po'n-
toes, are grown. In Kulu they are known as Kachd u. It geems probable thot.o m;.y
have been introduced into Canada already, but if not they might be worth iryini,'.

" 9^A—The Jerusalem Artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus) grows so freely at rfOOO
feet in Simla, that it is perhaps worth while mentioning it in this list.

" Potatoes are also of course grown all over the hills, even up to 12,000 fee- at
Kailang. An indigenous tuber that is even more extensively grown may De added
to the above list of higher Himalayan products, namely :

—

" \Qth — f'olocasia antiquorum, the ghwya, an aroid, thecorma of which are larg-'y
eaton by the hill tribes, and grown up to 9,000 feet in altitude. After boiling iDey
are rendered wholeeome, especially if a litt!e acid be .ndded to the water in order t)
dis-olve the mechanically poisonous crystals which are contained in the cells ot mosc
aroids.

II.

—

The Intermediate Himalayan Regions.

(Represented in these cotes by Simla and Mnrree).
Havirg included Kulu in the previous remarks, the plants of the present region

have been practically disposed of. Millets, rico and pulses occupy the land after thu
removal of the rabi (or winter) wheat and barley. It is commonly staled that
several forms of Chenopoaium are grown at high altitudes in Lahoul. This may bj
the case, but they feem more prevalent at about 7,000 to 9,000 feet. They are sow a
about midsummer and ripen in autumn.

lUh.— Chenofodium album the betu sag of the plains of India ; the guasag, lunak,

irr, cr Kula bathu of the Pacjab hills; and the em of Ladak, fields a small grain but
the leaves are also eaten as a spinach. There are many very distinct varieties.

III.

—

The Lower Himalayan Regions.

"In addition to what has been said regarding Kulu and Simla rices, it may be

here added that some of the forms of Kumaon lice hold a high place in point of

quality. The biismati and hunsraj rices of Kumaon sell for 5 to 6 seers (12 lbs.) for

the rupee (2 shillings.) The wheat of this region al«o might be sent with some
hope of its succeeding. Millets, pulses and ground tubers and bulbs are also exten-

sively giown, as well as a large number of forms of gourds, pumpkins, melons, and
cucumbers. The cucumbers of .the lower hills attain a larg.3 siza (? according to

some writers these are melons not cucumbers) and with the hill tribes constitute an

'.mportant article of diet. Although Canada already possesses a largo number of

:hese vegetables, it is probable that some of the Indian forms would be esteemed as

valuable additions. The seed might be procured from Kumaon. Tho Soy bean

(Glycine Soja or bhut) is largely grown and ripens in October. This is perhaps the

most nutritions of all pulses and the one that hitherto has commended itself most to

Europe . It seems probable that Canada would be found too cold for it, but seed

might be prosured in Kumaon both of the black and of the white variety.

IV.—The Plains.

"The above remarks have to a large extent covered all that need bo said here.

It seems very doubtful if any of the plains' wheat, rice or barley would grow in

Canada; but any of the other minor ra6i crops which aro sown in December and

January, and ripen in March or April might be added to tho list given, such as the

rati pulses, more particularly gram and glycine. It seems probable that of all the

crops recommended gram (especially the white Kabuli form—Cicer Soongaricum)
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stands the best chance of proving useful, and therefore seed from all four regions

might be furnished of that plant.

GEORGE WATT,
Reporter on Economic Products.

Simla, 2l8t May, 1888."

'In a letter since received from Lahore from E. B. Steedman, Esq., Director of

Agriculture, Panjab, information is conveyed of the despatch of four boxes contain-

ing seven bags of wheat and seven of barley for experimental test, in this country

and since then advice has been received of another box containing samples of barley

and gram which has been sent from Calcutta. Mr. Steedman says " I also forward

copies of notes received as to the cultivation of the different samples sent. It must
be remembered that the conditions of cultivation in Lahoul and Spiti are very
different from those in the other tracts of Kangra, Palampur, Kuln, Seoraj and
Simla. In Lahoul and Spiti the wheat and barley are sown in the spring after the

snow melts and are reaped at the end of the summer. In the other tracts they are

sown in the autumn and are in the ground through the winter. Lahoul and Spiti

are also almost beyond the area affected by the monsoon rains. They receive only

a slight rainfall between 15th June and 30th September, while in the five other tracts

the rain is heavy during these months. " Kungi," the disease mentioned, is rust and

is brought on by damp, cloudy close weather. "We do not suffer very much from it

in the Panjab proper, but 1 am not able to say to what extent crops suffer in the

HimaLiyan Districts. In one or two places the outturn seems to me to be put much
too low in the notes. I expect that from 8 to 12 maunds—a maund of grain weighs

80 pounds—for wheat and 10 to 11 maunds for barley is a fairer estimate of the

annual outturn."

The following f.re the notes referred to by Mr. Steedman:

Brief I^otb on the Cultivation of Whkat and Barley groav.v at llroH Eleta-
TICNS IN THE SiMLA DISTRICT.

Wheat.

"About the 14th July the grass on the field is cut down with a sickle and scattered

about. The grass rots within three weeks and serves as manure. From 15th August
to 14th September the land is tilled, and from 15th September till I4th October the

wheat is sown. The land is ploughed a secDnd time before the sowing, sometimes a

w.ek before if time admits. The land is manured for a month and a half after the

wheat sprouts. Eeaping commences by llih June, and ends about 28th July. The
wheat is sometimes subject to a disease called " Gandl Garyim " the effect of which is

to miiko the grain round and black and to reduce it ia weight. It is then useless

for human consumption. Wheat is generally culuTaied on Barani lands of high

elevation. Three and one half seers* of see J produce about one maund (40 seers) of

wheat.

• A seer is equal to two pounds.

Barley.

' The same remarks apply to barley, except that barley is not so subject to the

disea e above mentioned as wheat, and that five and one half seers of seed produces

about two maunds of barley.
W. COLUSIREAM.

Deputy Commissioner.

Simla, lOth July, 1888.
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Note on the Cultivation of Whe vt and Barlet in the Kangra District,
Average Elevation, 3,0Uu Feet.

Question. Answer as regards Wheat Caltivation.
Answer as regards Barley

Cultivation.

"Nature of land

used
Sowing time.

Harvest time.

Manuring and
irrigation

Average pro-
dace per acre

Diseases.

Is sown in both irrigated and unirrigated Is sown in both irrigated

lands. and unirrigated lands.

From 1st November to 15th December from loth October to

If the rains are seasonable the crop l^ 15th November in both
sown at once, but if the rains hold off the kinds of land,

sowings are deferred till the third week;
in January, after which no wheat is sown.!

From 1st to 20th May in irrigated, and From 20th to 30th April,

from 20'.h April to 10th May in unirri-

gated lands.

Both kinds of lands are manured, but only Both kinds of lands are

the irrigated lands are watered, namely,! manured and irrigated

the lands are manured before plocghiog as wheal land
and irrigated afterwards. After plough-
ing the seed is sown, and irrigation is

not resorted to till plants are wall up on
the ground. If the January and Feb-
ruary rains fail, farther irrigation is

called for.

The maximum produce per ftcre is eight

m.^iuads, and ths mirimnm two maunds.
la nnirrigaled Iskr.i* iHo wheat crops are

not sabJ!»ct to any C i.soase, l:it in irrig.ated

land?, i; the Janui'-y and February rains

ere heavy the crops generally suffer bj
a disease called " kungi " which dries up
the grain and reduces it to dust.

j

Same remarks as wheat.

Xo disease at all.

"Note on tize Cultivation of WhE'^t axd B.vrley ih the Palajipue Distkict,
Average Elkvatiom, 3,000 Feet.

Wheat.

"An acre of irrigated land yields about five maunds of wheat. Manure is used,

but not in eufnjient quantities. The tima for sowing is the first three weeks of
January, and for harvesting last week of May and first week of June. The wheat ie

tubject to a disease called " kungi," which occurs when there is a failure of rain.

Barley.

" An acre of irrigated land yields about eight maunds of barley. Manure Is not

available in snffisi-jnt quantities. The corn is sown in Asanj, i.e., September and
October, and the crop is cut in May.

Note on the Cultivation op Wheat and Barley in Lahoul, Average Elevation,
11,000 Ffet.

"Sown in Besakh (March and April) cut towards the end of Asanj (beginning
of October) For whent a siuny (paihreli) soil is preferred, and lor barley a clean,

clayey soil free of siones. For bjth crops the soil is abundantly manured, and the



luinps of earth are bro'ren down. Both are irrigated. When the shoots are sis
inches high, weeding is performed; a week after weeding is finished a watering is

giren, and afterwards waterings are given at intervals of ten or twelve days till the
harvest is ripe. The crop is weeded again when the oars begin to form. The averago-
onttarn i-; fivefold. Both crops are sometimes, bat rarely, attacked by a disease
which blackens the ears and grain,

" In sowing, the pebbles are first cleared out of the soil ; then manure is applied

:

then the land is ploughed and the seed sown, and the soil levelled with a roller.

The seed now sent was grown in Keirdang and Gookir villages.

" Note on Cttltivation of Wheat and Barley in the Spiti Valley.

The average altitude above the sea of the cultivated land in Spiti is 11,000 feet.

The fields are irrigated by channels fed by the Mountain torrents. Both wheat and
barley are sown in April ; if the snow lies late earth is thrown upon it lo make it

melt quickly. Both crops are manured plentifully with cattle, goat and sheep dung.
The firnt watering is given 40 days after sowing, and thereafter waterings are given
at regular intervals till the crop ripens. The harvest is reaped in Ant^ust.

" The Nono (Governor of Spiii) puts down the outturn as 20 fold, but Msjor
Hay's estimate is probably more correct, i'. e, 14 to 1 for barley and 10 to 12 to 1 tor
wheat. The crop is liable to be injured by frost, but seems to be subject to no kind
of disease.

Note on Cultivation op Whiat and Barlby in Kulu,

The grain sent was produced at an elevation of 7,'JOO feet above the sea, about
100 miles to the North of the Village from which the Seor*j grain was obtained, in

the Bis a Valley.
" The barley is sown between 5th and 25th September, and reaped from 15th

Jane to 14th July ; wheat sowings go on during the whole of September, the harvest
is reaped at the same time as that of barley. Manure is thrown on the soil, and also

sheep and goats are penned on the field before sowing, for both crops. The soil is

not irrigated. A too heavy snowfall is fatal to the crop ; heavy rain causes the dis-

ease called Kimgi, before described ; and in case of drought in April or May a green
insect ( hero called Mangnu) attacks the ear. The outturn of wheat averages from
5 fold in bad seasons to 10 fold in good; and of barley 8 fold to 16 fold.

Note on Cultivation of Wheat and Barley in Seoraj.

" The grain sent was produced at an elevation of about 7,000 feet above the sea,

in the Sutlej Valiey.

Wheat.

" Ploughing commences about August 15th. The seed is sown between 5th and
?5th September, and the harvest reaped in July, A comparatively poor soil is pre-

ferred. The land is manured berore sowing commences, generally by sheep being
penned on it for some nights. No irrigation is used. The outturn is reported as 4
fold but is probably greater. The crop is subject to a disease called Kangi described

as a red dust gathering on the ear, due to excessive moisture in the soil at sowing
time.

Barley.

" Ploughing commences about 15th August. Sowing goes on from the end of

September to the brginaing ot November. Beaping begins generally about the end of

June. A rich soil ;s necessary. No manure is given till the young shoots are 5 or

6 inches hig'i, when manure that has bcco collected and kept is thrown on the field

as a top dressing. No irrigation is used. The outturn is reported 6 fold but is

probably greater, Kungi (described above) is the only disease to which it is liable.

True Copy.
PESIOUJI, Supirinlendent."

OiTicE OP Director of Land Records
AND AGRICULTDRE, PaNJAB,

Lahoke.
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Tiie-o 32;rJcnltnral prodncts of India which have been collected with so much
care bj- the Government of India for the benefit of Canada, will bo distributed amon^'
the eevoral Experimental Farms, where they will be carefaliy tested and reported on^
It is expected that eorae of the«e varieties of grain so Iod)^ and saccsssfully cultivated
in India, will prove useful in the provinces eomprieing this wide Dominion.

Exhibits of Farm Pkoduce.

Special exhibits of the prodncta grown at the Experimental Farms were dis-

played at the Provincial Kxhibition at Kingston, the Industrial Exhibition at
Toronto, the Western Fair at London and the Central Canada Fair at Ottawa. The
collections contained specimens of the different varieties of grain grown at the
Central Experimental Farm, about 200 sorts in all, including bunches of heads from
the field plots, as well as single plants of each sort. Large collections of potatoes
were also shown, as well as field roots, fodder plants and beans. Photographs were
also displayed of many varieties of strawberries and raspberries grown on thn fami
and represented exa -tly of the naiurai Sizo. Sampies of grain grown on the lixfjeu-

mental Farm at Indian Head, M.W.T.. ^ere slso shown and collections of native
grasses from both the Manitoba and Xorth-West Farms. A small display of fruit

consisting of some fine specimens of apples, pears .".nl plums obtained from a small
orchard oa the Experimental Farm at Agassiz, British Columbia, was also an attrac-

tive feature. These exhibits attracted much attention, the various articles were
arranged so es to be as instructive as possible. This effort to convey practical

information to the visiting farmers was much appreciated and very favourably spoken
of; while none of the collections were entered for competition, that shown at the

Industrial Esbibition at Toronto, w.ts awarded by the Directors a silver medal and a

diploma in recognition of its excellence and usefulness.

Ack:<owledgmbnts.

My warmest thanks are due to all the officers of the Central and branch Experi-

mental Farms for tUe willing aid they have rendered in carrying on the important

work we have in hand. Tne records of what has been accomplished are shown
more in detail in the several reports appended. On the Central Farm the growth of

the different varieties of cereals and other crops have been watched with the most

careful interest by the farm foreman, Mr. John Fister, to whose accurate records ]

am indebted for much of the information gained.

WM. SAUNDERS, F.RS.C, F.L.S., F.C.S,,

Director Experimental Farms.
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REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

(Feank T. SntJTT, M.A., F.I.C, F.C.S.)

L. BORATORT OF THE CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FarII,

Ottawa, ist December, 1833.

W.M. Saunders, Esq., F.R.S.C, F.L.S., F.C.S..
Director, Dominion Esperimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit to you the second annual report on the work
of the Cbetnical Department of the Bxperimontal farms accomplished by me since
last February, the date of my fii-st report. This report consequently contaias but
the result of nine months' labour. It consists of first an epitome of the chemical
analyses made of various substances relating to agriculture, and secondly, an account
of my inspection of English and Continental Laboratories, and of some of the Ez-
perimental Stations of Germany visited during the past summer.

Wbeat.

In the concluding paragraph of my last report mention is made of a series of
.inalyees of various wheats, chiefly the Red Fife and Ladoga varieties—then just
begun. The original Ladoga grain was imported from Russia and was grown in a
latitude some 600 miles north of that of Ottawa, whore the summer is consequently
much shorter than in our North-West Provinces. During the summer of 1887 a
large number of farmers in the various Provinces of the Dominion cultivated this

wheat from samples supplied to them by the Experimental Farm at Ottawa. Accom-
panying the samples was a request to sent in a report on the growth, yield and
longlh of lime required by this wheat to mature. It was also requested that a speci-

men of the grain reaped from the sample be forwarded to the Farm. By this means
it was exjioctod that definite and reliable information would be obtained as to

whether this wheat ripens earlier than the Red Fife and would thus be likely to

escape Fome of the early frosts occasionally so detrimental to the wheat crop of the
North-West. All important as the questions of yield and early ripening are, there
remains another of equal consequence—the composition of the wheat. This could only
bo ascertained by chemical analysis. To arrive at the respective values of the Red
Fife and Ladoga wheats from the chemical standpoint—was then the object of the
inve-tigation. In February, when the work was begun, we were unable to obtain
the flour of the Ladoga wheat manufactured by the Roller process. The analyses of
all the samples was consequently made on the whole grain, and are thus strictly

comparable. My report on this work was completed last June, but publication has
been deferred in order that the results of some direct determination of the gluten in

Red Fife and Lado=;a flours, from samples of these varieties of wheat lately ground
might be added. This report will be issued in bulletin form for distribution among
the agricultural population and others interested in this important matter. It con-
tains, in addition to a full account of the constitneuts of the wheat, the deductions
which may be drawn therefrom. I shall here, therefore, give but a synopsis of the
extent of the work and the conclusions reached.

Twenty-eight samples of wheat were analysed, as follows : twelve of Ladoga,
nix of Red Fife, three of Sasonka, two of Kubanka and one each of the following
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varietiaa, Onega, Red Pern, Clawson, Wellaian's Fife and Blue Stem. The Ladogrt
specimens inclade the original importation from Russia and grain grown from thii.-

seed in the North-West Territories, Manitoba, Nova Sootia and New Brunswick,
One sample ot the Red Fife was grown in Ontario; the others in the North-Wesc
Territories and Manitoba. Of the other wheats I need not here make further men-
lioD, as full and detailed accounts of their composition appear in my report before
mentioned. After a thorough examination into the composition and physical q^ua.i-

ties of these wheats I am enabled to draw the following conclusions :

—

1. That the Red Fife and Ladoga wheats have an almost equal proportion ot

gluten, as determined by chemical analysis; the ditference being however in favour ot
the latter variety.

2. That by the cultivation of the Ladoga grain in the North-West a markei
increase in the percentage of gluten has taken place in some instances.

, 3. That there appears to be a direct ratio between the percentage of albumin-
oids and the weight of grain, viz., the heavier the individual grain the greater the
proportion of albuminoids.

4. That with respect to size, weight and hardness of the grain, the Ladoga com-
pares very favourably with the Rt;d Fife.

5. That the Manitoba hard wheats (Red Fife and Ladoga) most certainly
equal in value the bo«t grown in the States of Minnesota and Dakota ; and this deduc-
tion is made from my own and Prof. Richardson's results.

6. That the crude gluten us determined by mechanical means is present in the
Ladoga and Red Fife fljuis in almost identical proportion.

ScoAS Belts.

During the past summer several varieties of sugar beet- have been grown at the
Central Farm. Nos. 1, 2 and 3, are from seeds sapnlieJ by Wilfred Skaife, Er,q., presi-

dent and manager of the Berthier Sugar Boet Factory of Berthierville, P.Q. The
Wanzleben variety was from seed purchased from Haage & Schmidt, seedsmen of
Erfurt, Germany.

On analysis they are found to contain the following amount of sugar :

—

No. 1 12.52 per cent.

No. 2 12 .',0 "

No. 3 12U(( «

No. 4. Wanzleben vai ieiy 10'88 "

The quantities ot sugar in different varieties of sugar beets may vary much.
The minimum percentsgeis aboat8, and the maximum about 15; the greater number
of sfKciraens yielding between 11 and 12 per cent. The tirst three of those examined
possess therefore an average amount, wuile the Wanziebeu variety falls below the
mean

.

As the beet-root sugar industry promisea to be one of great importance in

Canada, the investigation into the value of the respective varieties of sugar beets
will be continued during the enruitg year.

Makl.

During the past year several samploi of this fertilizer have been received for

analysis aciiompauied wiih a requeot for information as to its value and uno. As
largo deposits ot this mineral occur in ditferent parts of the Dominion which are of
eur-y aecobs to agriculturists, I propose as soon as time permits, to write a bulletin

that will put before the farming community the true worth of tnis substance and at

tho biimo lime give full iiistruciions as to the most advantageous methods of its Ubo
aiid application as a ferul.z.r. In the meantime I insert here the following re^oc is

lately issued as being of general importance :

—
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Ottawa, 8th November, 13S8.

J. A. Bareo.v, Esq., M.P.,
Liudeaj, Ont.

Dbar Sir,—I have submitted the sample of marl t-ent by you to chemical aualy-

siSj which shows it to have the following compo-iiion :

—

Moisture -20

Volatile and organic matter 1*61

Clay and sand '50

Lime (CaO) 53-27
Jlagnesia (MgO) .; -77

Iron and Alumina (Fe^Oj. AUOj) '59

Alkalies 'lace.*.

Carbonic acid (COj) -i- tiO

Fhonphoric acid (foO^) -28

Soluble silica (&iV„j -1:^

S9 84
Carbonate of lime (CaCOj) 95 •12.

This is an exceptionally pure specimen of marl, consisting essentially of car-

honate of lime. Phosphoric acid is present in small Cjuaut. ties, but the alkalies ato
to be found only in traces.

The value of marl as a fertilizer depends, Ist, on its chemical composition, and
2nd, on its mechanical texture.

The important ingredient of marl is lime, present in the form of a carbonate.
The presence of phospnorio acid and the alkalies, especially potash, increases the
value of this fertilizor, as both are essential ingredients of plant food. But besides

supplying those elements (lime, phosphoric acid and potash) directly for the growth
of plants, marl has a tendency to liberate the coiabiued phosphoric acid auil |.ot-tsh

in (-oils that have been hitherto insoluble and uniivailablo ior plant use. Marl also

promotes, though slowly, the oxidation of humus in peaty soils, converting the inert

nitrogen of the same into an active form.
Its mechanical condition should be such as to allow it to easily disintegrate

when exposed to the weather, and thus be in a condition to mix thoroughly with the
soil. Its application then to clayey soils is to render such mellower and lighter to

work, and at the tame time to allow theioots and rootlets of the plants more easily to

penetrate and thus gain nourishment from an increased area. Its influence on sandy
hoils is to reoder them heavier and vastly improve their absorptive powers for mo s-

ture and manure.
M'.irl may therefore be advantageously and profitably applied to soils known to

be detioiont in lime and also to clays and sandy loans, both lor the supplying of this

element and the improvement of their mechanical condition.
The best time for application is in the autumn, the marl being then carted on to

the fields and spread. The action of the atmosphere, the rains and frost during the

onsuiiig winter ^hould then thoroughly disintegrate it, and thus allow a perfect

mixing wilh the soil in the spring.
Frank T. Ji^hott, M. A., F.C S.,

Chemi&t, Domini n Experimental Farms.

Without giving mex^fiftSO, the rejwrts written on the following specimens analysed

by me, 1 will here simply state their composition, and add such remarks as may bo

necebsary to a correct knowledge of thoir value and use, in addition to those oon-

taibcd ill the foregoing report.

The following table saows the composition of a specimen of marl forwarded lor

examination and report by Mr. J. H. Vauderlip, of Erin, Ont. ;

—
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Moisture -SO
Ort-anic and volatilo matter 2-2&

Clay and sand (lu^oiuble in acid) "77

IroL and alamiua (F^ioOg, AljOg) "50

Lime (CaO) '. 51-61

ilagnciia (ilgO) 1 32
Carbonic Acid (CO,) 43'10

Poosphoric Acid (P2O5) "20

Soluble Silica (SiO,) -21

litii-31

The largo percentage of carbonate of liaie, 92-16 per cent, and ttie small quantity
of insoluble n-ciiter, make tbi« a marl of great value as a fertilizer. Its easy dis-

integration by water will allow it, aiter ezposure to the we^itaor, to freely mis with
the toil.

Tnis sample was taken from a swamp, and it contains 2 20 per cent, of organic
matter due to^the accumulation ofvegetable matter while the marl woo being deposited.
Tnis would possess nitrogen in a form more or less readily convertible into plant
food. The notable quantity of phosphoric acid, evidently derived from the tamo
bO'orce, also enhances its value.

Mr. Eobert Armstrong, Kirkfield, Ontario, sent in two samples of marl which
he wished to have analysed and reported upjn with the view of introducing them as
feitilizers in his locality.

Ho. 1 :—
Moisture 16 6S
Organic matter 6 01
Clay and sand 127
Iron and alumina (Fc,Oj, AljOj) -40

Lime (CaO) '. 4135
Magnesia (MgO) -iO

Soluble silica (SiO,) -11

Phosphoric acid (t-^Oj). -26

Carbonic acid (CO 2) 33-00
Alkalies • -OS

99-1)4

Carbonate of lime (C»CO,) 73-83.
"

This is a very fair sample of marl, though not equal in value to either of the
foregoing esamples.

No. 2:—
Moisture 4 53
Organic matter 19 51
Clay and sand 8-82

Iron and alumina (FejOj AljOg) -74

Lime (CaO) 36-09

Magnesia (MgO) 106
Soluble silica (SiO,) '0.1

Phosphoric acid (PoOj) -05

Carbonic acid (COo) 28-70

100-13
Carbonate of lime (CaCOj) 65-53, ==
This marl is very hard and of a slaty nature, and does not disintegrate or crum-

ble in water. It is therefore of little value to agriculturists in its present condiiion.



and could not be recommended as a remunerative fertilizer. If, however, the marl
were first well burnt it would be found to be more amenable to the action of the
weather. Its application, if easily and cheaply obtained, might then be attended
with profit.

ElVER AND SWASrP MuDS.

Pour samples of " mud " or " mnck " from different localities ia Prince Edward
Island have been received and analysed. This investigation has established i.y

scientific proof the great value of these materials as fertilizers. That it is wt-ii

worthy of the attention of farmers, in whoso neighbijurhood these muds are found,
can DO longer be matter of opinion or speculation. From these remarks, however, it

must not be inferred that all samples oi mud or muck have the same value. As wo
have seen in the case of marl, specimens from different localities vary in their com-
position and hence the necessity and importance of a chemical analysis in each catc
before conclusions as to the intrinsic worth can be drawn.

The organic matter which swamp mud and like substances oootain, is the result

of the partial decay of plants. Organic matter as a food for plants, depends for its

value upon the percentage of nitrogen it pDssesaes. The nitrogen of such humus is,

as has been already stated, more or less easily converted into forms which can bo
used by plants, according to the amount of rainfall, tempwrature and condition and
composition of the soil, and the nature of the nitrogen-holding substance. The
amount of nitrogen, therefore, in a sample, is of paramount importance, and this is

only obtainable by means of an analysis. Although phosphoric acid and potash
appear to bo always present (and when in notable quantities certainly toits enhanco-
ment as a fertilizer) it is chiefly as a nitrogen supplier that this mad must bo
considered and valued. From the relatively high percentage of nitrogen that those
samples contain, I have no hesitation in afhrming that their application to all soils de-

ficient in nitrogen, whether clays or sands, especially where wheat or other grain
crops are to be grown, will be attended with marked success and profit.

The samples analysed are all from the vicinity of Cardigan Bridge, P.E.I. It

would therefore be unwiee to infer that all " mads " of that island or of the Maritime
Provinces are of equal value. Before generalizations can be made many more
samples must be examined, and these from various localities. The analytical evi-

dence from those already investigated, however, points strongly to the fact luat wo
have in these swamp and river muds, a very valuable nitrogenous fertiliz-^r.

The analysis of sample sent by Mr. J. W. Alley, of Cardigan Bridge, F.B.I.,

gives the following results :

—

Moisture l-c9

Clay 16 66
Sand 59-33

Organic matter II 7^^

Oxide of iron and alumina 6'26

Lime 1 09
Magnesia » '63

Alkalies '43

Chlorine "tiU

Soluble silica "29

Phosphoric acid '14

Carbonic acid, &j 'fcS

i 00(10

Nitrogen in organic matter, -254 per cent.

Insoluble in acid (clay and sand;, 75 99 per cent.

Common salt corresponding to chlorine, 108 per cent.
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Three specimens from Mr. F. D. McCormack, ol the same place, are tabulated

balow :

—

Moisture
Olay and sand (insoluble ia acids).

Organic matter —
Oxide of iron and alumina...
Lime.. ......_

Uagnesia.
Alkalies
Chlorine.-. ... ...... >....... —

•

Soluble silica.

Phosphoric acid
Carbonic acid, &c .......m~....

Nitrogen in organic matter
Common salt, corresponding to chlorine..

No. 1.

2-28
68- i2

U 68
10-16

•91

89
1-02
•8^

•28

•16
•52

•336
1*45

1-57
76-30
7-32
7-68
2-76
-81

-88
-40

•20

Traces.
2-08

12-34
4-07
72-06
3-60
3-76
-25
•99

Traces.
-60

•55

1-79

By a consideration of these figures it will be seen that Mr. Alley's sample and
No 2 closely approximate each other in their composition and consequently in their

value. No. 1 stands higher than these two on account of tho greater percentage of

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and alkalies. No. 3 is the best of all, and must be ranked
as a first-class nitrogenous fertilizer. Besides the large quantity of this element
which it poBsesees there is present over three times the amount of phosphoric acid

found in the other samples. Under the term alkalies are included the oxides of
potassium and sodium, commonly known as potash and soda. The value of potash
tar exceeds that of soda from an agricultural standpoint, for potash is an esfeential

component of, and occurs in considerable quantities in, all plant tissues, while
soda is absorbed by plants only in very snail amounts, aod most certainly cannot
be substituted for potash as a plant food. It is, therefore, of importance in most
instances to ascertain the relative percentages of these substances present in a
fertilizer, so that its correct value may be arrived at. Contrary to my expectations

I found the amount of potash so small in comparison with that of the soda as to

render a separation of the two of little value. We find a reason for this excess of

soda when we colice the cWorine present—the two being evidently combined as

common salt. This salt is, no doubt, derived directly or indirectly from sea water.
Besides supplying nitrogen, humus— a generic term used to denote the result of

partial decay of vegetable matter whether in fcoils, peat or swamp mack—may be
considered of value from' the products of its ultimate decay in the soil ; chief among
which is carbonic acid, most useful in conjunction with water in rendering soluble

other plant food. It forms an admirable absorbent of moisture and ammonia, and
from its mechanical texture and lightness is of great value in mellowing heavy clays
and in " binding " sandy soils.

Although the application of peat and allied materials directly to the soil mnst
in most instances be beneficial, yet fur profitable use such substances as contain
humus should first be submitted to a process of fermentation, whereby, as has already
been pointed out, the nitrogen may be converted into an easily assimilable form.
This, to Pome extent, is brought about by a simple exposure to air in heaps, but much
more quickly by compositing with dung, fish, &c. i would therefore suggest to

farmers who live in the vicinity of these river and swamp deposits to compost it

during the winter with farm yard manure and then spread the result on the fields in

the spring before ploughing,
56-3
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Since writing the above I have received the following rnformation :—The sample
sent by Mr, Alley is from the bottom of the Cardigan River, the deposit where it

was dug being about six feet in depth. He reports that farther down the river there
are beds which extend for long distances, some approximating 20 feet in depth. Mr.
McCormack reports that samples I and II are river mud taken at differeni spots in
the vicinity of Cardigan Bridge. Sample III is from a swamp, the deposit being
about three feet deep. The swamp is flooded during the greater part of the year.

Soil.

One sample of soil was analysed by me during the past year. It was forwarded
by Dr, Bell, of the Geological Survey. I append the letter asking for my examina-
tion and report on the composition of the same, as both appear to mo to be of suflS-

cient general importance as to merit their insertion here.

LetterJrom Robert Bell, M.D., LL.D., Assistant Director of the Geological Survey of Canada.

GEOiOQicAL Survey, Otiawa, 3rd May, 1888.

Frank T. Shutt, Esq., M.A.., F.C.S.,

Gbamist Dominion Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Deab Sir,—I beg to send yoa a sample of soil from the Halibury Farm, on the
west side and near the north end of Lake Temiscaming, and to ask if you will have
the kindness to make a chemical examination of it. I spoke to our own chemist,
Mr. Hoffmann, about it, but he said it was more in your line than hie and recom-
mended me to send it to you. I think it of importance- to know something about
the nature of the soil from a chemical point of view, as it prevails throughout a
large tract around the above lake, ^d, in spite of its very light colour, it is capable
of producing good crops. The sample I send was collected by myself immediately
below the vegetable mould in a newly cleared piece of land. When ploughed up for
the first time this soil looks hard and " cloddy" but soon falls to powder under the
influence of the weather. It is not confined to any particular level, bat is found ai

all heights and on both sides of the lake. Its almost white colour forms a singular
oontrast to the bright green of the vegetation growing upon it and I am curious to
know if yon can discover any chemical reason tor the fertility of what might be
taken k)r an unpromising soil. I shall, therefore, feel obliged if you can spare time
to examine- it and let me know the result, as I should like to refer to it in my report
on the geology, &c., of the district. I may mention that attention is being directed
to the country around Lake Temiscaming as a field for colonization. Hany families
have already settled there and some townships have been surveyed on both sides of
the inter-provincial boundary.

I am, dear Sir, yours respectfully,

EoBERT Bell.
ANALYSIS AND REPOIIT.

Moisture 1'79
Clay and sand (insoluble in hydrochloric acid) 77*20
Volatile and organic matter 3*70
Iron and alumina (FcjOj, AljUg) 12-37
Lime (CaQj 1-12
Magnesia (MgO) traces
Phosphoric acid very heavy traces
Alkalies (K,0, NajO) -83

Soluble silica (SiO,) 03
Carbonic acid and undetermined 2-96

100-00

Nitrogen in organic matter •087
Carbonate of lime (CaCu,; 2-00
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Sniphates and chlorides are absent.

The soil is a clay loam of a light colour, and contains but little sand.
" I regret that the time at my disposal has not allowed me to make a more com-

plete analysis, but from the figures already given the soil shows itself as one con-

taining in fair proportions all the elements conducive to plant growth. Its mechan-
ical condition or texture seems favourable to plant growth. I think it should be one
that is sufficiently loose to allow the root fiores and air to freely penetrate and 'at

the same time retain heat, moisture and fertilizing materials. The physical condi-

tion of a soil as well as its composition must bo considered when endeavouring to

ascertain its relative fertiitly. Indeed, the one is well nigh as important as the

other ; hence the value that is to be placed upon the latter portion of thia report."

At the time of making the above report 1 was about leaving for England, and
consequently could not make as full an analysis as I desired. Sufficient however was
done to show that the soil is by no means an unfertile one, though cot ranking as

first class. Dr. Bell's testimony as to its fertility, bears out the result of my
-examination.

EEPOET ON WELL WATEK FROM. ANTEI5I P.O., ONT.

Laboratory op the Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, 2nd April, 1888.

"WiLi-iAM Sautsders, Esq., F.E.S.C.,
l)irector, Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to report as follows respecting the quality of the well

water of Mr. R. C. Sparrow, Antrim P.O. The well is said to be dug 25 feet and
then bored to the extent of another 25 feet. Ac. urate information as to the nature

of the soil and the proximity of the well to the bai-nyard or other source of contami
nation is wanting.

Chemical Analysis.

Free ammonia, parts per
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It is hardly necessary for me perhaps to emphasize the tremendoas importance
both to man and beast ot a pure water supply. 1 called attention to this subject in

my last report, and suggested that an opportunity should be afforded to farmers (a
small fee being charged if found necessary) of having their drinking water analysed.

When the new laboratories are completed a special set of apparatus will be devoted
to this work, and every facility for prosecuting this branch of chemical work will bo

furnished. Those desirous of having a bample of water examined should first write

for instructions for collecting and sending the same.

TEIP TO THE CONTINENT FOR THE PROCUEING OF APPARATUS, THE
INSPECTION OF LABORATORIES, &C.

In the month of June last I left Canada for a short tour in England and Germany
for the purfwse of selecting the apparatus requii-ed in our new Laboratories and, at

the same time, of inspecting the fittings and appointments of laboratories of universi-

ties, technical schools and institutions akin to our Experimental Farm, where analyses

and experiments of an agricultural nature are carried on. At the same time it wa»
intended to note the character and method of cai-rying out of agricultural experi-

ments in these countries.

With regard to apparatus I may state that after visiting the chief houses in

Germany I was enabled to make such a selection as was immediately required for

use, and to such an extent as the means at our disposal would at present permit. I

may point out that by thus ordering direct from the manufacturers not only is the

quality guaranteed but also a great saving in cost effected.

As in my last report, I shall now give but an outline of the size and general

appoimmont of the laboratories visited during the summer and pass over such details

as would not be of interest save from a strictly scientific standpoint.

University College, Liverpool.

In England my first visit was paid to the Liverpool University College. The
new chemical laboratories of this institution were erected in 1886, and have been so

constructed and finished that for completeness, general arrangement and the intro-

duction ot modern improvements they stand among the very first in England.

The building is large and handsome, being constructed, in Romanesque style, of

brick and terra^cotta. There yet remains to be added to it two large laboratories

before the completion of the design. The cost as it now stands, exclusive of site, was
£16,000.

On the ground floor there is a theatre for practical work—the only one of the

kind I believe in existence. Tne dimensions are 4H ft. 6 in. by 42 ft. ti in. and is 19

ft. 6 in. in height. Here a large number of students can perform simultaneousiy

with the demonstrator all experiments in qualitative analysis, and for the purpose

ol teaching large classes in this work it is said to answer admirably. For this end the

benches are arranged in ascending and concentric tiers—the demonstrator's table

being so placed as to be in view of the whole class. The benches are in sections,

and thus form segments of the tiers, each bench accopimodatos two students, being

8 ft. long. They are fitted with gas and water supplies, fume chamber and capboaid

for the storing of chemicals and apparatus. The proparatiou room js connected with

the theatre. A lavatory, sulphuretted-hydrogen room, rooms for gas engine, dynamo
and storage purposes occupy the rest of this floor.

The lecture theatre is on the second floor and giving accommodation to 212

students. Apparatus and diagram rooms, a private laboratory and museum complete

this floor. Still higher are to be found rooms for microscopic and spectroscopic work.

The building throughout is supplied with warm, fresh air, heated in underground

channels by means ot hot water piping. The heated air rises in vertical flues or passages
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in the vralls. Before entering to the rooms it passes through a spray of water to

cleanse and moisten it—its currents being accelerated by a fan driven by the gas

engine. Ventilation is secured by gas burners, and by means of a furnace at the

base of a shaft, down which all fumes and vitiated air pass.

The organic laboratory, at present being used for quantitative analysis, is 28 ft. by
24 ft. Its walls are lined with glazed brick. The rooms throughout are supplied

with hot and cold water, steam, hot air baths, tume chambers and evaporating niches.

The working benches are of pitch pine with waxed walnut tops, presenting a very
handsome appearance and at the same time withstanding the corrosive action of strong

acids and alkalies. The gas and water taps are arranged in front of the benches, just

below the top. The pipes from the same lead to nozzles issuing from the bench top

srt the back of the table ; a most desirable arrang ement and one we have adopted in

the new Farm laboratories.

The details of the laboratory fittings, &c., were worked out by Dr. Campbell
Brown, the Professor of Chemistry, who by his valuable counsel has enabled the

architect, Mr, Waterhouse, R. A., to design and construct this model of laboratories.

Owens College, Manchester.

The laboratories here wore also designed by Mr. "Waterhouse, in conjunction

with Prof. Roscoe, The College, of which the laboratories form a part, is a magni-
ficent pile in stone. Two large laboratories, each 50 ft. by 30 ft., and 29 ft. high,

furnish accommodation for qualitative and quantitative work, and afford working
places for about 100 students. On the same floor are balance rooms, rooms for gas
and organic analysis, library and organic-chemistry lecture room. The lecture

theatre, holding about 400 students, has adjoining it a lecturer's laboratory and is

supplied with sinks, draught closets, &c. A laboratory for medical and evening
classes is in the basement, where are also a metallurgical laboratory furnished with
furnaces, lavatory, dark rooms for photographic an<J spectroscopic work, store rooms,
•&C. Evaporation niches are placed at intervals in the walls of the laboratories, and
porcelain hoods to carry off fumes, and sulphuretted hydrogen closets are on each
bench. All these are connected by glazed earthenware piping with the draught of

the main chimney, which also carries away the vitiated air of the rooms. Fresh air

is supplied by a down shaft, being drawn over hot water pipes and entering the

rooms through gratings in the walls. Prof. Dixon, ably assisted by Dr. Cohen, has
charge of the chemical department.

Manchfsier Grammar School— Chemical Laboratory.

Here, although the area is limited, accommodation is afforded for about 90
students in the laboratory—the arrangement being apparently perfect. The usual

draught closets are found on the tables and between the windows. A special room
is devoted to operations with sulphuretted hydrogen. The lecture room, apparatus
room, preparation room and balance room are on the same floor—the second. A
foul air shaft with central smoke flue withdraws all noxious gases from the rooms
and draught places.

Yorkshire College, Leeds,

This college, together with University College, Liverpool, and Owens College,

Manchester, is affiliated with Victoria University—now so widely known for the ex-

cellency of its science degree. Applied science in all its branches, as well as the fine

arts and languages is here taught. I shall, however, as heretofore, confine myself to

a brief description of the accommodation for teaching chemistry.
On the ground floor is tbe chemical lecture theatre, 65 feet long by 37 feet wide.

It will seat nearly 400 students. Its lecture table is 21 feet long, amply supplied
with all necessaries, and behind it i-f a draught closet, blackboard and a diagram
frame, which latter is let down through a slit in the ceiling from a room above by
suitable machinery. The table in the draught closet just mentioned can be run
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either into the lectnre room or into a preparation room behind it. A special labora-
tory, combustion room, metallurgical laboratory, museum and photographic room
complete the accommodation devoted on this floor to chemistry.

On the first floor is the main chemical laboratory—the . finest in the Kingdom.
It is 62 feet long and 69 feet wide, and is used for both qualitative and quantitativ&
work, the only division being a row of five columns—an arrangement highly spoken
of. The benches provide room for about 50 students, and are furnished with water
and gas, vacuum pumps, &c. At one end of this laboratory is the sulphuretted hy-
drogen room, distillation and engine rooms. The draught closets are situated be-
tween ten windows—there being n«ne on the tables. Evaporation niches and places
for distillation are ranged along one wall. Distilled water is conveyed by glas*
tubing from the still reservoir to glass taps in the columns before mentioned, from
which it can be drawn off by the students. The walls of the laboratory are lined
with white, glazed brick. The steam cupboards are of heavy brass and are of very
substantial make. Dr. Arthur Smithells, the professor ofchemistry, was away when
I called, but through the kindness of the secretary I was shown over the college.

The City and Guilds of London Central Technical Institution, South Kensington, London.

This building was erected for the advancement of technical education, and by
the adoption of the latest improvements in fittings, ventilation and heating is to-day
one of the most eflicient of all technical colleges.

As many of the details of the laboratories here are much the same as those
already mentioned I shall not repeat them. The chemical lecture room, with
attached preparation room, is on the ground floor. On the second floor are two large
laboratories for advanced work, and also one for special operations. An electro-
chemical laboratory, crystallography room, another lecture room and a room for
experiments involving unpleasant smells, furnished with a large flue, occupy the rest
of this flat. The third floor consists of a large laboratory for junior students, dark
room, balance room, photometric and polariscope room and a laboratory for gaa
analysis. The chemical fittings throughout were planned by Dr. Armstrong, the
professor of chemistry, and are excellent.

The Chemical Laboratory, Cambridge University.

This building was not quite ready for occupation when I visited it, nevei-theles*-

it had so far progressed as to be very evident that when finished this university
would possess a laboratory furnished with all the facilities and conveniences required
at the present day in all the branches of chemical work. Before deciding upon the
plans Professors Dewar and Liveing visited all the newly erected laboratories on the
continent. The architect, therefore, with their assistance, has been able to erect a
well arranged building thoroughly equipped throughout, for as has been said " a
careful study of the plans of the chief continental and English laboratories recently
erected has led to the adoption of every appliance which has proved successful." Its

estimated cost is abont£3i,000. There is laboratory accommodation for 175studeBt8
working at once. The draught closets are here placed in the windows, and each is

furnished with a separate flue. This plan is in vogue at Munich. The drains from
the bench sinks and wastes are iron troughs, pitched on the inside, and run just be-

low the floor, the boards of which in such places are movable. This is to allow easy
access at all times to any part of the drains which may be temporarily choked The
bench tops are of fioished teak, a wood very highly spoken offer this purpose.

To enter into a detailed account of the various rooms for chemical work in this

magnificent building, would occupy more space than is at my disposal, 1 can there-

fore but say that in addition to lecture rooms and students' laboratories, there are pro-

vided rooms for special operations; as for instance, there are two roomsfor conducting
experiments with easily irflucnmable materials, distillation of ether, &3., and another
for working with chlorine and bromime. The usual store rooms, preparation and
specimen rooms are throughout the building.
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The laboratories of the Universities or Oxford and King's were also seen, but
require no special comment here.

AGRICULTUfJAL LABOEA.TORIES, &c., IN ENG-LAND.

In England among tbose visited were the laboratories of Sir John Lawee and Dr.
Gilbert, at Eothamsted, of the Koyal Agricultural Society, Hanover Square, London,
Eoyal Agricultural College, Cirencester, the Agricultural College, Downcon, and
those of the Aylesbury Dairy Company, Loudon.

Experimental Farm and Laboratory of Sir John Lawes, Rotham&ted, Herts.

For the past fifty years, unassisted by Government aid, Sir John B. Lawes,
associated with Dr. Gilbert, has carried oat experiments in agriculture upon his

estate in Hertfordshire. Such has been the work of these gentlemen, that one may
gay that its value is incalculable. It is consulted, not only in England, but throagbout
the world, as of standard authority in qnt-stionB of agricultural practice and science.

Investigations extending nearly over half a century, and con^jictod with great skill

and the utmost thoroughness and accuracy, have yielded resuks whieh may be said

to have revolutionized the sciento of agriculture.

Th& present laboratory erected in 1855, where the chemical portion of the work
is conducted by Dr. Gilbert with the aid of ten assistants, is found now to be too

small. Consequently a new laboratory is about to be built, as well as another store-

room, where can be placed the almost innumerable samples, which having accumu-
lated during so many year*, fill to overflowing the present quarters.

I was conducted over the farm and laboratory by Dr. Gilbert, -to whom I wish
to return my best thanks for his kindness in explaining to me the nature of the
various experiments they were carrying out. It would be impossible to give any
detailed account of these here, and it must suflSce if I now merely outline some of

the more striking ones.

In wheat, experiments have been made by growing it consecutively in the same
soil for forty-five years. To some plots have been added farm-yard manure, to others

artificial fertilizers, and in one instance the wheat has been grown without any
manure. This latter plot yielded last year 14^ bushels of wheat, an amount equal to

the average of the first 18 years, obtained from the same plot, showing the immense
amount of fertilizing material in the soil which is gradually and from year to year

rendered fit for plant food by the various atmospheric agencies. The value, how-
ever, of fertilizers is demonstrated by the fact that from soiae plots on which they

had been used, an average of 35 bushels was obtained. The experience here has

been that other things being equal, nitrogenous fertilizers, and especially nitrates

(as nitrate of sodaj, are of the greatest value to the wheat crop.

A very important and interesting experiment with wheat is one in which five

years ago the plot was uncropped—the grain being left to fall when ripe upon the

ground and sow itself. Two years ago a few stunted oars were to be seen, but now
not a single one. The rapidity with which the weeds have grown and choked the

wheat entirely out of existence is amazing. From this result Sir J. Lawes infers

that our wheat of the present day is of artificial development, and if the land were
left uncultivatei, fields would soon become so overrun with hardy weeds that the

artificial crops would become killed out.

Another interesting and important experiment is that with grasses. The field

in which this is conducted is of seven acres, and is divided into 20 plots. When
observations were first made, in 1856, the heroage was uniform. Since then by the

application of different fertilizers, comprising faim-yard manure, super-pbosphate of

li lie, ammonium and potassium salts, the growth of the trae grasses and leguminotffl
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bas been greatly modified. While on one plot there is now to be seen only a single

kind of grass, on another we find several with one or two sorts predominant, and
BO on.

Much of the work undertaken at Eothamsted may be indicated as follows, bat

many investigations of a special nature cannot here be touched upon.
FleJd experiments, including comparative experiments with different fertiliz-

ers ; rotation experiments, both with and without manure ; experiments on growing
the same crop year after year on the same land, with and without various fertilizers.

The plants experimented with include those of all farm crops. Analyses, either

partial or complete, are made of all the products of such investigations.

Experimenfswith soils. Over 1,650 samples of soil have been submitted to mechan-
ical analysis. These specimens were taken at depths of 9, 18 and 27 inches, and, for

special purposes, from two to four times this latter depth. Many have been subjected

to full chemical analysis. Also the absorptive capacities for water and ammonia of

many samples have been ascertained.

Rainfall and drainage experiments. To estimate the rainfall a gauge of one-

thousandth of an acre and two other smaller ones are used. The nitrogen, present

as ammonia and nitric acid, the chlorine and sulphuric acid have been determined in

a number of the samples. Three drain gauges of one-thousandth of an acre are in use.

The quantity of water percolating through 6'\ 40 and 20 inches of soil is ascertained.

The water so collected is frequently analyzed. Besides these large gauges there are

several series of smaller ones, arranged when special investigations are being carried

on with fertilizers, &c.

Experivients tcith animals. Since 1847 several hundred animals have been es-

perimeuted upon—chiefly oxen, sheep and pigs. Elucidation on the foUovring points,

amongst others, has been sought:

1. The amount of food, and of its several constituents, consumed in relation to

a given live weight of animal within a given time.

2. The amount of food, and of its several constituents, consumed to produce a

given amount of increase in live weight.

3. The proportion and relative development of the different organs or parts ol

different animals.

4. The proximate and ultimate composition of the animals in different conditions

as to sge and fatness, and the prdbable composition of their increase in live weight
during the fattening process.

5. The composition of the solid and liquid excreta in relation to that of the fooa

consumed.
6. The loss or expenditure of constituents by respiration and cutaneous ex-

halation.

Other investigations include the determination of the losses and changes which
take place in the making of ensilage ; the value of various substances as lood-stuffs

for fattening, production of milk, etc., etc.

Experimental Farm of the Royal Agricultural Society, Woburn.

At the Experimental Farm of the Royal Agricultural Society at Woburn, a
similar work was begun in 1877. The primary object was to test by actual farm
practice the accuracy of the estimated values of manures obtained by the consump-
tion of different kinds of foods. Experiments on the continuous growth of wheat
and barley, similar to those at Eothamsted, are also being made. A field of 16
acres is devoted to rotation experiments. There is also gi-ound set apart for experi-

ments in the growth of grasses and clovers, and a field for experiments with per-

manent pastures. Altogether there ie about 50 acres under experiment.
Without inserting a large number ot tables it i-» difficult to give an account of

the results of these experiments. It is gratifying to learn, however, that similar
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results in the main have been obtained at Woburn as at Rotbamsted. Thns, plots

unmanured for eight years, produced last year 23 bushels of wheat to the acre, show-
ing that the amount of reserve fertility is hard to exhaust. Where 'only ammonium
salts or nitrate of soda is used alone an increase in the produce has been obtained.

It would appear that on the season depend the relative values of these two forms of
nitrogen; nitrate of soda being used with greater advantage than ammonium salts in

dry weather, the reverse being true in a wet season. Mineral manures alone give no
appreciable increase over the unmanured plots. A combination of mineral fertilizers

and ammonium salts or nitrate give the best results. On certain plots the nitrogen-

ous fertilizer was omitted for a single year, the result being that the yield scarcely
exceeded that of the unmanured plots. Th« renewed application the following year
gave in return again the same increased yield. The analyses of the farm are made
by Dr. Voelcker and hie assistant, Dr. Leather, in the Society's laboratory in London,
where also samples of linseed cake, fertilizers and of all kinds of agricultural pro-

ducts are eximined for the members of the Society.

Eotation experiments with the ordinary four course of roots, barley, seeds,

(clover, &c.) wheat, were inaugurated in 1877, and a comparison made of the produce
when manuring with various fertilizers, including decorticated cotton cake and
maize meal. They also include the comparison between manuring with the dung
obtained by feeding certain quantities of these latter materials, and artificial manure
calculated to contain the same amount of fertilizing constituents.

The results show that the maize meal did not produce more than the cotton-seed

cake, relatively much richer in nitrogen—owing, no doubt, to the unexhausted sup-

ply of the element in the land operated upon. There appears to be a slight advan-
tage in favor of manuring witn the materials direct rather than with the dung
obtained by feeding these materials—the amounts of both being calculated to con-

tain the same proportion of nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid.

At neither of the foregoing institutions are pupils taken. Sir John Lawes says
that " experimenting and tuition cannot run together successfully. Our work is in

one direction ; others must take up that of tuition." This conclusion has been arrived

at by all engaged in strictly experimental work and the principle has rightly been
adopted upon our Dominion experimental farms.

The Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.

This college was established at Cirencester, in 1845, under Eoyal patronage. It

is well equipped for teaching the principles and practice of agriculture, having
attached to it a mixed farm of 500 acres—400 acres of which are arable. The college

buildings proper include a museum, lecture theatre, class rooms, chemical and biolo-

gical laboratories, private rooms, dormitories studies, chapel, dining hall, library,

&c. The farm buildings, erected at a cost of £4,000, are furnished with modern
appliances, are very compact and include stables, piggeries, cattle boxes, &c.

The dairy, built in 1885, is a separate building of substantial structure. It com-
prises rooms for (a) the cooling and setting of milk and raising of cream, (6) the
mechanical separation of cream by centrifugal force, and the churning and making
of butter, and (c) for the manufacture of cheese of various kinds. It is furnished

throughout with the modern appliances and utensils supplied by the Aylesbury
Dairy Company. The dairy is worked on strictly scientific principles, the milk of

each cow being weighed every morning and evening. Milk analyses are made and
a record taken of the feeding and milk produced. The cow house is a separate

building, well equipped with double stalls, to which the water is laid on. The breeds

are—Shorthorns, Jerseys, Guernseys, Ayrshires, Eod Polls and Kerrios, and are

excellent specimens of dairy cattle. A herd of about 500 Cotswold sbeep are main-
tained—the produce from which is regularly sold. The farm is managed by a rent-

paying tenant, but the college reserves to iiself its use for insiraction of the students

in practical agriculture. It is said that " the practical business oharacter.of the farm
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is more thoroughly ensured by undivided attention and larero outlay of private capi-

tal." Glasses are held every day upon the farm by the Proteseor of Agriculture and
the Farm Bailiff.

A certain amount of experimental and research work with the cultivation of
cereals, grasses, &c., and the comparative values of artificial fertilizers, in which the
senior pupils assist, form a part of the work ot the college, thougb necessarily where
80 much of the lime of the professors is taken up in tuition, it cannot be prosecuted
on any extensive plan. A botanic garden in which are representatives ot the natural

orders of plants, trees and shrubs, affords the students an instruction of great practi-

cal value.

The college course for the diploma extends over two years and one session,

though there is a special course of one year for " out-students." An attendance of

about 80 students is usual.

A very large staff of professors and lecturers is engaged in teaching agriculture

and its allied sciences.

The College of Agriculture, Downton.

This college affords instruction in all the branches of agriculture, and possesses

a large mixed farm for practical tuition in general farming and dairying. The farm,

consisting of some 600 acres, is worked by the college,. About 120 acres are in pas-

turage, supporting a dairy of 40 cows. A heavy stock of Hampshire Down sheep is

kept—the flock numbering in July about l.'iUO. Two hundred acres are devoted to

wheat growing. The dairy is fitted with the newest appliances and is managed on
business principles. Other features of tiie farm are the breeding 6f pigs and
poultry.

The laboratories comprise one for chemical work and one for natural history,

and are well suited for their purpose. The museum contains a collection of all sub-

stances related to agriculture. There is here also a botanic garden and aboretum.

The academic course is for two years, but students are advised to stay another year

in order to perfect themgelves in agricultural practice. A fair amount of experi-

mental work is done here, but necessarily it cannot be undertaken on any large scale

owing to its interference with the tuition and affairs of the students. The professors

and lecturers number eight, and among them are some of the highest authorities on
agricultural subjects in England.

To Professor Wrightson, the president and professor of agriculture, I owe many
thanks for providing me with all information regarding the college.

LABOJRATOEIBS AND EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS IN GEEMANT.

Not a little of the time I spent on the continent was devoted to the inspection

of chemical apparatus manufactured by the larger houses in Berlin, Bonn, &.C., &c.

As the result of this I have been enabled to make such a selection of apparatus—it

being ordered from six different firms— as would best fulfil our present requirements

and at the same time come well within the appropriation for the purchase of the

same.

Berlin.

The famous laboratory of the university here, presided over by Dr. Hofmann,oi

world-wide celebrity, was first viiited. It was erected in 1866 on Georgen Strasse,

at a cost of £32,U0U. The laboratories are very large, two being 48 tt. by 31 ft., a

t third, for special work, 47 ft. by 24 ft., with combustion room attached. The



arrangements here are somewhat out of date and inconvenient, many improvements
in laboratory fittings having been made since the date of its erection . Thus therd
are no passages proper, the rooms being used for such. This causes great inconven-
ience and annoyance to workers—especially to those engaged in the" balance room."
Like the great majority of German buildings it is built on all sides of a central " hof

"

or quadrangle, a plan which has been adopted recently in some large buildings in

England as one that affords more light to the rooms than any other. The usual
rooms for storage and for special operations are all found here, but as much better

arrangements have already been described, I may now pass on.
The second chemical laboratory of the university, situated on Dorotheen Strasse,

where Drs. Rammelsborg and Friedheim are professors, was also seen, as were also

ihose of the Berg Akademie, Invaliden Strasse, and of the Landwirthschaftlicho
Hochschule, where Drs. Fernandez and Knorre respectively are professors. These
laboratories are all well adapted to their purposes, and in point of furniture, appli-

ances, apparatus, &c., leave little to be desired.

Special mention must be made of the laboratories of the Polytechnikum or Koyal
Technical High School, Charlottenburg, near Berlin.

Some idea of the magnificence of this building may be obtained on learning that

its frontage is 670 feet, and the eastern and western wings 270 feet deep. The
edifice is of stone, and four storeys high. It contains five hofa or internal open
courts. The finishing of the interior is very handsome. Its election and equipment
cost over £4U0,000.

The chemical laboratory, together with the photo-chemical laboratory, consti-

tutes another building, about 200 feet square, including two " hofs." The celebrated

Professors Liebermann and Vogel have had their respective laboratories supplied

with every appliance of modern invention for facility and convenience in prosecuting

it)eir researches and teaching their students. Everything here is of the best material,

and bears the stamp of a high degree of finish. The beauty combined with the sub-

stantial nature, which both interior and exterior present, makes a visit to the poly-

lechnikum a most pleasing and instructive one.

Halle.

The laboratory of the Chemisches Institut of which Professor Volhardt is pre-

sident is old, and consequently does not present those features so characteristic of

modern institutions. The Experimental Station here, however, is doing a most
thorough and reliable work in original research in agriculture.

Leipsic.

The University of Leipsic, so justly celebrated, stands out as the most prominent

institution of the city. Professor Stohmann, the professor of agricultural chemistry^

most courteously showed me over his laboratories. He is engaged in a series of

experiments on the heat of combustion of chemical substances, the result of which
throw great light upon the value of feeding staffs.

Mdckem.

The Experimental Station at Mockern is devoted to experiments with animals,

with the view of elucidating the relative worth of different cattle foods. Professor

Kuhn, assisted by six chemists, is engaged chiefly in what is known as " Respiration

Experiments," for which a most elaborate and costly apparatus is provided . The
foods are accurately analysed, as is also all the products after digestion . These
researches require great care and skill, and time, but the results obtained are of

universal importance to agriculturists. Kjeldahl's method for the estimation of nitrogen

i* solely used here. This process has become of general acceptance throughout
Germany for the determination, both quick and accurate, ot this element.
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Gdttingen.

The Experimental Station, under Professors Henneberg and Tollens, is part of
the University system, though its buildings and grounds are distinct and separate.
The laboratories, which are well suited to the work of a station, as well as those of
the University proper, were inspected. Special forms of apparatus for extraction of
fat by Soxhlet's method, the determination of nitrogen by Kjeldahl'a process, and for

estimation of fibre in plants, foods and agricultural products, were here seen, and so
commended themselves to mo that it is the intention to introduce them at our
new laboratories. The relative value of potash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen as

food for potatoes, wheat, rye, barley, Indian corn and grasses, is ascertained in the
experimental plots. Other experiments conducted here are trials with subsoil, i.e.,

growing plants in a soil devoid of humus. It is the practice here to leave on the
outside of the plot a strip about two feel wide, the growth of which is not included
in the experiment, thus avoiding any errors that might occur through the action of
light, air, &c.

Among a host of different experiments on various lines, I noticed some in which
a bearded wheat was being developed by selection and breeding. Such a wheat is

required in Germany, where small birds in large quantities do great damage to the
grain crop. It has been found that a heavily bearded wheat is proof to a large ex-
tent against the attacks of these marauders. The Wunderschon wheat, of which
there are both summer and winter varieties, is a bearded wheat of great prolificness,
and has been brought to its present marvellous state of perfection at this station.

A very convenient plan has been adopted here of laying tramways (upon which
trucks are run) in the walks between the experimental plots. These tramways lead
into the buildings where the produce of the plot is stored.

Stuttgart and Hohenheim.

The Polytechnikum at Stuttgart contains large chemical laboratories fitted up
for teaching both qualitative and quantitative analysis. The usual lecture rooms and
other rooms for special purposes are also found here.

Not many miles from Stuttgart is Hohenheim, where is a large Agricultural
College and an Experimental Station. These are distinct and separate buildings.
The college was a sch.oss or castle occnpiel by Duke Charles in 1768, and since de-
voted to its present purpose. A large number of students is in attendance. A well-
tilled farm surrounds the college, upon which the students receive instruction in
practical agriculture.

The experimental station, at some little distance from the college buildings, con-
sists chiefly of chemical laboratories, under the control of Professors Wolff, Behrend
and Biess. There is here a very large acreage under experiment—the plots being
numerous and large. I noticed that trials with wheat, oats, barley, grasses and all

kinds of root crops were being made. A label on each plot indicated the fertilizer
and the amount of such, used. At a glance could bo seen the effect of the omission
in one case of potash—in another, of phosphoric acid, and so on. In another series
was evident the result of soil exhaustion by continuou^y growing the same crop
year after year. A day was spent here in taking notes on these instructive experi-
ments.

Darmstadt.

There is a very well arranged and handsome laboratory at the experimental
stat'.ii here—now three years old. It may be looked upon as a model for chemical
research in agriculture. It is well appointed, with plenty of light, and the apparatus
and fittings are of the most approved kind. The special character of the work is

ascertaining the value of different fertilizers as plant food, which is conducted by
Professor Paul Wagner, assisted by a staff of expert chemists. The experiments are
carried out for the most part in zinc pots of different sizes and of special construc-
tion.
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The ground behind the station—some half acre— is laid out in plots, between
which run tramways similar to those at Goltingen. Part of the lot is covered by a
glass house, into which the tramways run. The experiment pots can thus be easily
and quickly placed under shelter when such is required. As to the great value of a
scientific investigation, in which the experimentalist has full control over all the cir-

cumstances, Prof. Wagner speaks as follows :— " We must obtain information about
the whole process of the nutiition of plants and clearness as to the influence of every
single factor on the action of manure, and clearness can only be gained through
experiments which have been carried out on scientific principles, with full eontrol
over all influencing circumstances and with the employment of scientific expedients.
Practical field experiments cannot do this, they can only, in conjunction with exact
and critical investigation, help to enrich the science of exact knowledge." Again:
" The farmer cannot examine into the correctness, or the reverse, of the experimental
results, the investigator must do this himself; but the farmers ought to try, by
extended observation, by judgment based on intimate knowledge, and, if necessary, by
well devised, carefully executed and logically interpreted field experiments, in what
way scientific investigation, on the conclusions or advice derived from this, are to be
turned to good account under the special conditions of soil or of cultivation on his
farm."

As a result of such detailed and scientifically conducted experiments I may refer

to the recognition of the fact, which is now thoroughly established beyond doubt, that
the leguminos^ao can and do take their chief supply of nitrogen from the air. For
many years this was disputed, and it was only by such means as I have alluded to
that Professors Hellriegel, Wolff and Wagner have been able to prove incontestably
that such is the case. This fact is of paramount importance to agriculture. It divides
farm crops into " nitrogen increasers " (clover, peas, vetches, lupines, &c.,) and
" nitrogen consumers " (cereals, grasses, roots, &c,) the latter depending on the soil

for their nitrogen, while the former increase the nitrogen already contained in the

6oil. We now see plainly how it is that a crop of clover benefits the succeeding crop
of wheat—a plant that absorbs all its nitrogen from the soil in the form of nitro-

genous salts. E. Breal (Compt. rend. 107) has shown that the absorption of nitro-

gen by some leguminofcffl is very great—the total nitrogen in the case of lucerne
amounting to twenty-five times as great as that in the seed.

Bonn.

The experiment station at Bonn is entirely devoted to chemical research and
analyses. Its director, Dr. A. Stutzer, conducted me over the laboratories, in which
were all the necessary fittings and apparatus for carrying on the work of scientific

investigations in agriculture. Some new forms of apparatus for the analysis of food-

stuffs were seen here, which appeared to answer their purpose admirably.
The laboratories of the University here are commodious, and were erected on

the same plan as those at Berlin, with slight modifications. As I have already
indicated the nature of the Berlin laboratories, it will be unnecessary for me to de-

scribe those at Bonn.

Aachen (^Aioc-lOrOhaptlle).

Before bringing to a close this brief account of chemical laboratories in Germany,
Bome mention must be made of the very fine laboratories in this city.

The plan upon which this handsome edifice is constructed is particularly good.
The subsidiary laboratories and rooms are grouped about the central lecture theatre,
the quantitative laboratory connecting directly with the balance room, with labora-
tories for gas analysis, organic analysis, &c., being to the right, and the qualitative
laboratories to the left. The rooms are lighted from the roof as well from the sides,

and additional light obtained from two open courts.

The structure presents a handsome appearance, being faced with stone, and was
of costly erection.
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The lecture rooms and laboratories under the direction of Prof. Landolt have
been fitted up in the most complete manner; the tables being supplied with water,
gas, exhaust, blast, steam and electricity. The ventilation and heating arrangements
are especially good. The warm air is forced in by a fan and the foul air exhausted
by a similar contrivance. The temperature of each room is made known to the en-

gineer, who controls the appliances.

Ensilage Experiments.

Some time was spent in examining into the various methods now in use for the
making of ensilage, the value of which as a fodder is now recognizedi During the wet
seasons, when it is impossible to obtain a properly sun-oured crop, it is now quite

feasible to preserve it in such a condition as to be excellent food for cattle. The
experiments carried out at the experimental farm ot the Eoyal Agricultural Society,

show that for feeding purposes, ensilage, properly made, equals in value the ordinary

cared crop. During the next season we purpose inaugurating experiments in ensilage

making and feeding at the Central Experimental Farm, the result of which will, no
doubt, be of great value to Canadian farmers.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
FRANK T. SHUTT,

Chemist, Dominion Experimental Farms.
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REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGIST AND BOTANIST.
(Jahxs Fletcher, F.RS.C, F.L.S.)

To the Director of the
Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith a report upon the more important
insects and plants which have come officially under my notice daring the year 1888.

Those species of insects which have been unduly abundant and injurious since I last

reported to you are characteristically Farm Insects. The injuries to fruit trees have
all been by well known species. Tent Caterpillars have been reported as more than
usually abundant in Nora, Scotia, the Eastern Townships of Quebec, and in British

Columbia. No new remedies have been discovered for a more successful mode of

keeping these pests in check than those now in use.

The Pear-Dlight Beetle (X. dispar. Fab.) locally known as the "Pin-borer," and
the " Shot-borer," is apparently ext-«nding its ravages beyond the Annapolis Valley
in Nova Scotia, as I have received specimens and a report of damage done in the
orchard of Mr. C. C. Gregory, Antigonish, N.S. Spraying apple trees with Paris

green for the Codling Moth, is in all instanees reported of favourably, where it has
been tried. The Plum Curculio and the Black Knot are reported to be increasing

owing to the neglect of growers to use the well known remedies.

Of insects injurious to forest and shade trees there have been no new attacks

worthy of special mention. In accordance with your instructions lam making a par-

ticular study of the insects injurious to pine timber. There are some points not as

yet cleared up, and the results of some experiments undertaken during the last sum-
mer cannot yet be seen . In view of the above I deem it advisable to postpone for a
short time, the presentation of a report upon Timber-borers.

In June last I had an opportunity, through the kindness of Mr. Mossom Boyd, of

Bobcaygeon, to visit some timber limits which had been burnt by forest fires, or cut

over, in other months of the year than any I had before been able to examine. In
this way I was able to clear up some interesting points of which there was previously

some doubt.

In the Botanical Department preparations have been made for laying out

the roads and beginning the work in the Arboretum and Botanic Garden as soon as

spring opens. L«rge numbers of plants from northern climates have been grown
from seed, and are now ready to be located in their proper places in the garden.

Large and valuable collections of seeds and plants have been received from the

following :

—

Mr. C. Gibb, Abbotsford, P.Q., chiefly Russian species.

Dr. G. M. Daweon, Ottawa, a collection of seeds of rare alpine plants from the

Eocky Mountains, and also some living plants of Pinus ponderosa and Pseudotsuga

Douglassii.

Miss Alice 'Williams, Victoria, B.C., a collection of seeds of wild flowers of Van-
couver Island,

Major Walker, Calgary, a collection of seeds of native grasses.

Eev W. A. Burman, Griswold, Man., a collection of native grasses, and various

other plants as well as insects.

From the Arnold Arboretum, Boston, a oollootion of seeds of 123 species of plants

suitable for a northern climate.

From Mr. R. W. Starr, Port Williams Station, N.S., seed of ihe Beach Pea,

(Lathyrus inaritimus) which ha suggests may be useful for growing on sandy shores

. to keep the sand from blowing abuut.
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From Prof. J. Macoan, roots of rare native plants for cultivation.

From Mr. N. H. Cowdry, collection of native plants and insects from the North-
West Territories.

From the Imperial College of Agriculture, Tokio, Japan, seed of several species

of forest trees.

From the Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew, England, a large collection of seeds of
trees, shrubs and plants, natives qf Europe and Asia.

More than 50,000 young forest trees were planted oat in the spring, the greater
part of which did well. One consignment which wiis delayed was badly injured
thereby. On the western and northern boundaries of the farm there were planted by
your instructions mixed clumps of forest trees, and most of the avenues and hedges
were set out.

Upon the experimental grass patches, many of the best English pasture grasses
as well as several of our native north-western grasses, wore planted oat for study.
Those were for the most part grown in the conservatory during the winter, and then
pricked out in the spring, and thus a considerable saving ot time was made. Careful
notes have been taken of all those species; but it is too soon to make any report
upon them until they have passed a winter in this climate. "\

In preparing the present report I h.ave endeavoured as much as possi-ble'\o

make it useful to the agriculturist. All unnecessary technicalities have been eli-

minated and only such information has baen included as I deemed would be useful.

The terms by which the different stages of insects are known, are familiar to most
people, but it may not bo amiss to repeat that insects pass through four stages, the
egg, the larva, the pupa or chrysalin, and the imago or perfect insect'. The larva of
a two-winged fly is called a maggot, of a four-winged fly or a beetle, a grub, of a
moth or butterfly, a caterpillar. The larvae of the other groups have no distincnva
names.

I have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

JAMES FLETCHER,
Entomologist and Botanist to Bom. Exp. Farms.

Ottawa, 1889

CEREALS.
WHEAT.

The Wheat Midge, " The Weevil," " The Fly," " The Red Maggot " (^Diplosis

tritici, Kirby.)

Attack.—When the wheat is in the milk, small orange-red maggots may be
found at the base of the scales of chaff lying against theiorming grain, from which
they suck the moisture and prevent it from filling out properly.

Although in some districts the Wheat Midge is reported as having been less

troublesome than usual, the amount of annual loss attributable to its ravages is still

very large. In Nova Scotia this is particularly the case, and enquiries concerning
its habits are frequently received, In response to an application from the Farmers'
Institute of Colchester, N.S., a short account was prepared of the habits of this peat

—

as far as known—and the best stenwto adopt to reduce its ravages. This account was
read at their annual meeting, ana was afterwaids published in the Colchester Sun, a
newspaper which makes a specialty of agricultural topics.

The Wheat Midge is most widely known in Canada under the inaccurate desig-

nation of " Weevil " a term which must be discouraged because it belongs to another
class of insects altogether. The Weevils are hard shelled beetles, while tho Wheat
Midge in its larval state is a legless maggot, and in its perfect state a delicate gn<^t-

like creature with gauzy wings.
I am assured that in some parts of Nova Scotia the cultivation of wheat ha»

been abandoned, owing to the attacks of this minute foe. The life history of th»
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Wheat Midge as at present understood is as follows : During the month of June, jast

•when the wheat is in blossom, tiny yellow Midges with black eyes and yellow bodies

may be seen flying over the fields, particularly on dull days or towai'ds evening.

Large numbers also of the same Midges may be seen in houses as soon as the lamps
are lighted. These are the Wheat Midge, and the parents of the Eed Maggot of the

Wheat.
The body of the female is prolonged into a long slender tube, which can be

extended or drawn in at pleasure. With this tube, which is called the ovipositor,

she pushes her minute eggs down between the chaff of the green wheat-ear. In

about a week these eggs hatch into small transpaient yellowish maggots, which at

once attack the forming grain. Gnawing through the outer skin of the kernel of

wheat they extract its juices and prevent it from filling out properly. As these

larvae grow older they gradually become darker in colour, until they acquire the tint

which has given them the name by which they are best known in England " the

Red Maggot of the Wheat." Grain injured by the Midge has a characteristic shrivel-

led appearance, known amongst millers as " fly struck," There are sometimes
four or five maggots to each grain in an ear. As soon as the maggots are full grown
they either work their way up between the scales of chafi' and fall to the ground,
or remain in the ears until after the crop is carried. Those which fall to the ground,
and these are by far the most numerous, penetrate about an inch beneath the surface

where they spin a small cocoon of exceeding thinness, which fits so closely to their

bodies that it is sometimes thought to be only the skin hardened, in the same manner
as takes place in many other flies when tbey pass through their pupal or quiet state.

It was generally supposed until lately that the perfect flies from these pupte did not
appear until June in the following spring. This, however, is not always the case, for

during last summer, on a warm damp evening in August, and again in the beginning
of September large numbers flew into my study and were killed at the lamp. Prof.

Webster, of Purdue University, Indiana, and a special agent of the Uuited States

Department of Agriculture, tells me that he, on one occasion, bred considerable

numbers of perfect Midges in July, from heads of wheat which had been badly
.

attacked by the Eed Maggot during the previous month, and that ofl" and on during
the rest of the summer until November, he caught the perfect insects at large. In the

Report of the Entomologist of the United States Department of Agriculture for 1884
the same observer records as follows :

—" From the 4th to 15th September I not only
found larvse in considerable abundance under the sheaths of volunteer wheat, but
adults, too, in the same situation, and also on the outside of the plants and hovering
about the upper leaves. From a quantity of this wheat placed in a breeding cage, on
September 7 appeared three or four adults." Not only then did these maggots ot June
produce perfect flies that same summer, but there was a second brood which had time
to lay eggs in the young fall wheat. That these insects have a double life-history

—

living both in the ears and later in the season in the shoots of the young wheat
plant,—is an important discovery made by Professor Webster and gives us another
means of checking their ravages.

He writes, " Cecidomyid larvse were found in volunteer wheat and I could only
breed D. tritici from them. Larvse found in other young wheat were also Cecidomyid
and not distinguishable from those of D. tritici, buti did not rear the adults from them.
They were under the sheath of the young plant, but I think near or just above the
surface of the ground." It is a most important point to find out exactly what is the
life history of this pest, because that is the only means by which we can hope to

obtain a complete remedy. The condition and locality where it passes the winter
are of course valuable items of information ; we have seen that some of the maggots
of the first brood leave the grain before it is cut, and it is probable that most of them
pass the winter in the state of larvte beneath the surface of the soil and that the
emergence of the perfect flies in large numbers the same year is an exceptional thing
due to unusual climatic conditions. Besides those which winter in the ground, others
remain in the ears of wheat and are harvested with it. By far the larger proportion
leave the grain before it is cut, and it is probable that all would follow this course
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if the crop were left Btanding long enough. I am led to this conclnsion by finding
that of those which are left in the harvested wheat, although many produce the per-
fect flies, a considerable number are dried up and do not come to maturity. This
points to the advantage of cutting the crop as soon as it can be done without injury
to the grain, so as to remove as many as possible of the insects from the fields. When
the wheat is threshed the red encased larvffi are separated from the grain andfalldown
beneath the machine amongst the rubbish and dust, frequently in buch numbers as to

give a perceptible colour to the refuse. This should of course all be carefully swept
up and burnt. If swept aside and left lying in a heap till spring, it will merely form
a hotbed of mischief from which injury will be sown in every direction. Not only
will these small insects endure a long period without moisture, but they can withstand
the opposite condition of excessive moisture with impunity. Indeed, Dr. Fitch in

one place speaks of them as amphibious. A moist warm season in June is always
more productive of Midge injuries than a dry one, and their ravages are most sever©
in low lying fields.

Remedies.— 1. Deep ploughing directly the crop is carried so as to bury the-

larvfe so deep that the flies cannot work their way out through the soil.

2. The burning in bad years of all the chaff, dust and rubbish known as " screen-
ings," or "cavings" from beneath the threshing machine. If it is objected that thia

is too wasteful, it should be remembered that by the small loss thus sustained a much
greater saving is made in the quantity of the crop the following year.

If not burnt it should at all events be used as litter for stables or as an absorbent
of liquid manure, when it will be carried to the manure pile, or it may be put under
cattle in yards.

3. Clean farming, including the brushing of all grasses along the edges of fields.

4. The cnltivalion of such varieties of wheat as are found to be least attacked.

tf^9^i>.

The Army Worm {Leucania unipuncta, Haw).

, Attack. A brown striped cater-
" ,,--^$?'fl pillar, eating the loaves and strip-

y pi'^g ^^^ stems of grasses and many
other low plants. When attacking
cereals frequently cutting off the
heads. When full grown over
one inch and a-half in length, and
when occurring in large numbers
migrating in bodies from one food
patch to another. When full grown
the caterpillars burrow into the
ground and turn to light brown chry-
salids, from which in about two or

J
three weeks the moths emerge. These

„. . are of a soft satiny-brown colour
^' sprinkled with minute black specks Fig. Z.

and with a small but distinct white spot in the middle of each up])er wing! They are
very active. When the wings are closed the moth measures about an inch in length,

Ol the many accounts which have been reported of injuries to grain crops by the
" Army Worm," two only have proved to be the work of that specits, one at Ottawa,
the other at Lake Temiscaming. The term seems to be applied indiscriminately by
farmers to any caterpillars which occur in large numbers. The Forest Tent Caterpillar,

the Larch Saw Fly, the Clover Cutworm and various other Cutworms, all having been
referred to during the past year, as " the Army Worm." The life history of the true
Army Worm in Canada is probably as follows : The eggs are laid in the autumn and
hatch in ten or twelve days, after leeding for a short time the small Caterpillars be-

come torpid and pass the winter beneath tufts of grass and other low herbage. In the
following spring they complete their growth, and I think produce the moths in June.
Caterpillars collected on 15th July upon wheat growing on the Experimental Farm
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were then about half grown and increased in size very rapidly, pupating by the end
of the month and prodacing moths in August. The eggs laid by the moth-< of ibi*

brood, I imagine, produced larvae which were found hibernating in October.
Although several caterpillars were collected from wheat at Ottawa, there was no
serious attack, the caterpillars not being suflBciently numerous to " march," and the

injury could hardly be perceived. Moreover a large proportion of those collected

for observation WQre found to be parasitised by Tachina flies. In the fields too they
were destroyed in large numbers by a small hymenopterous pai'&site, which Prof.

Eiley has decided is a new species (Apanteles leucanice, Riley M S.S.) Small bundles
of whitish silken cocoons could be seen in every direction, attached to the stalks

of wheat, together with the emptied bodies of the dead larvae from which the grubs
had emerged before spinning their cocoons. There were sometimes as many as 17 of
the parasites from one caterpillar.

The other occurrence of the army worm referred to, was of a much more serious

nature. Mr. A. Laperriere, J.P., writing from Entremonts, Lake Temiscaming, on
6th August says: "Yon will find, in a small box which I am sending you today,
some caterpillars, which are by the million^ in the grain of my neighbour, Mr. Alfred
Mirou. Those caterpillars began by devouring the leaves of the grain, then they
climbed up the stalk to the heaa and cut it off at the base. They al-o attack Indian
corn and Timothy. More than half the crop is destroyed already, and before the

rest is ripe it will also probably be lost. Made experiments with Dalmatian Insect

Powder, and it killed the caterpillars at once; but of course this is mucQ too costly

for general application." The caterpillars sent by Mr. Laperriere arrived in good
order and produced moths in September.

Upon the receipt ot these larvsB. a short account of the habits and the usual reme-
dies was despatched to Mr. Laperriere, but before they were received the insects had
finished their work and disappeared. None of the caterpillars sent from Lake
Temiscaming were parasitised ; but from the large numbers present and the frequent
experience of the past, I considered myself juttitied in encouraging the farmers in

this new settlement with the hope that they would not receive another visitation

next year. Professor Lintner in his first report, at j^age 147, writes as follows when
speaking of another grass-feeding species which had su'tdenly appeared in vast num-
bers: "We may venture to record our belief thai they will not continue hereafter.

Indeed, many years may pass before we shall see it again in injurious numbers. Had
it been as first supposed, a visit from the army-worm, we could have predicted that
it would not recur the following year, tor tbe immense hosts of th.»t species are al-

ways attended by their parasitic foes, which so effectually destrt^y them that it seems
impossible that two ' army-worm yeais ' can follow in the same localiiy."

Remedies.—When the caterpillars appear only in moderate numbers, they have
an abucdant lood supply and do not then acquire the habit of "marching"
which is merely moving from one place where all the food has been devoured, to a
fresh pasture. When, however, their appearance is excessive they must of necessity

move on to some other place or starve. They may be prevented from marching
from one field to the other by ploughing a deep furrow acioss their path. This
should have the edge nearest to the field to be protected, perpendicular or slightly

overhanging. Along the trench so formed, pits must be dug about twelve feet apart.

When the caterpillars come to the trench they are unable to climb up the opposite
side and after a few trials, walk along till they fall into the pits, when they may be
destroyed by covering them with earth and tramping it down. If these pits are not
dug, when the caterpillars occur in large numbers, the trench will soon be filled aLd
they will walk over on the bodies of their fellows. In case any of the worms succeed
in crossing the ditch, a narrow strip of the plants on the opposite side of the trench
should be dusted or sprinkled with a strong mixture of Paiis Green diluted tither

with 25 times its weight of flour, ashes, or land plaster, or mixed with water as

strong as 1 ounce to a pailful of water. The plants so poisoned must of course be
sacrificed as soon as the caterpillars disappear, and should be mown down and
burnt.

5&-4J
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A preventive remedy mach relied upon, is the burniug of all stubble and old
grass in autumn and spring, in localities where the moths have been observed. The
young caterpillars pass the winter beneath i-uch refuse and many will thus be
destroyed together with many other injurious insects. The moths of the early brood
also lay their eggs by preference upon the old dead stems, and if these are removed
they will seek some other place to lay. Systematic draining of low lands is very
beneficial, the natural habitat of the species being thus rendered unsuitable for the
young larvffi.

The Wheat-stem Maggot " Wheat Bulb-worm " (_Meromyza Americana. Fitch.)

Attack—Some time before the wheat should be ripe, the ear and top portion of the
stem turn white. Upon examination the stem will bo found to be severed just above
the top joint by a sletidor transparent green maggot J of an inch in length. When
full-fed it works up to the upper portion of the sheath and turns to a fluitened pupa
from which the fly pmerges in July.

In autumn the same green raapgote may bo found low down in the base of the
stems of fall wheat just above the root.

The perfect in^-ect appears in the latter part of May and June, and is a pretty
little greonif-h-ycUow fly, one-fifth of an inch in length, with shining green eyes and
three dark stripes extending right down the back. The hind thighs are thickened,
and when the fly is at rest the fore part of the body is much raised.

In addition to the above two regular broods, Professor Webster has detected a
supplementary brood in volunteer wheat.

The attacks of the summer brood of the Wheat-stem Maggot were not so mani-
fest in the wheat fields last season as in the three previous years ; but upon the
experimental wheat plots here, where some fall wheat had been sown in the spring
but had not headed out, groat injury was done. Strong plants with from 50 to 75
stems being entirely destroyed. This destruction was mainly due to the attacks of
Mtromyza, but, the plants wore also found to contain many of the larv£e and puparia of
the He8^ian Fly. These larvte are easily 'distinguishable. The larvce of the latter

being shorter and whiter with a dark green central stripe and not having the black
horny mouth parts of the Wneat-stem Maggot, which also attacks the centre of the
stem tearing the tissues and causing them to decay, whilst the Heesian Fly larvae

lie outside the rtom beneath the shoath of the leaf. As noticed by Professor Webster
plants attacked by the Hessian Fly do not turn yellow in the autumn, but assume a
much deeper shade of green, whilst the leaves of shoots attacked by Meromyza tarn
yellow and die before winter.

My attention has been drawn by Prof. Webster to a very full and correct
account of this insect by Prof. Forbes in the thirteenth report of the State Butomo-
legist of Illinois, a copy of which I have only lately been able to procure.

Remedies. Natural—I observed with much pleasure in July last that a large num-
ber of the pujiaj were the hosts of a parasite belonging to the Hymenopterous genus
Cielinius. A specimen of this beneficial insect was sent to Prof. G. V. Eiley and sub-
mitted to Mr. L. O. Howard, who writes as follows :

" This may be a new species

if subsequent rearing of a series of individuals shows the points in which it varies

from 0. mtromyzce, Forbes, to be constant. From the single specimen submitted it

would be rash to describe a new species, as tho differences ai'e entirely colorational.

It differs from typical 0. meromyzce in having the head and prothorax dark honey-
yellow (instead of black) and in having the parapsidal sutures of the meso-notum
also bordered with dark honey-yellow. At present it may be considered a variety
of C meromyzie, although rearing of additional specimens may prove the variation to
be fco constant as to deserve a specific name."

I have also bred the other species of the same genus, C. meromyzce, Forbes,
from specimens of infested volunteer wheat sent to me by Prof. Webster from
Indiana,
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A.rtifioial— I. For the summer brood the aflFected heads may easily be collected

by hand as they are very conspicuous in the fields. If it is thonght that they con-

tain parasites, instead of burning them they may be enclosed in any suitable

receptacle and covered with fine gauze until the flies emerge. If parasites are pre-

sent they are easily recognized by having four wings and slender horns or feelers in

front of their heads.

2. For the brood which follows the summer brood and which has been detected

in volunteer wheat and also probably occurs in grasses, a strip of wheal might be

sown very late in spring so as to be ready for the July brood to lay their eggs upon,

and this strip might be ploughed in during August.

3. Sowing late. Prof. Forbes writes (loc. cit.) p. 27 : "The discovery of an
autumnal brood puts us in a position to suggest more effective measures. For reasons

detailed under the head of ' life history ' (where dates of appearance are given) it is

very likely that delay in sowing until after the first frosts of autumn will wholly pre-

vent injury by this insect ; and certainly the general substitution of spring for win-

ter wheat, for even a single season, would greatly diminish in numbers, or perhaps,

very nearly obliterate both this species and the Hessian fly."

The Ccelinius mentioned above was quite plentiful in the summer brood and I am
inclined to think that the sudden diminution in the numbers of this pest must be due

to its attacks. This favourable appearance of things is not only at Ottawa. Mr. D.

James, of Thornhill, Ont., who was one of the first to assist me in the investigation

of this insect, writes :
" I am glad to say that the Wheat-stem Maggot is not nearly

so bad this year as last. In fact there were so few ' silver tops ' that it settled all

uneasiness as to its spread. I can't account for its disappearing, it may be only tem-

porary. I would be inclined to attribute the apparent declension to two things : lat,

the very small acreage of fall wheat (and, consequently, very little stubble) grown
in this county in 1887 ; 2nd, to the unusually dry fall of 1887, the farmers sowing'

very little fall wheat and the wheat on the stubble not sprouting, i. e., what is called

volunteer wheat not giving the brood any opportunity of being hatched."

The Grain Aphis

—

(Siphonophora avence, Fab.)

i4<facA'.— Green, yellowish, or blackish plant lice attacking various kinds of

grain on ibe leaves aiid roots in the early spring and late in the autumn. As soon

as the grain heads out the plant lice crawl up and cluster around the ears, where they
suck the juices of the stem, preventing the grain from filling. An occurrence of this

insect in injurious numbers took place in July at Eotremonts, Lake Tomiccaming.
Mr. A. Laperriere writes: " I send you a spike of bearded wheat taken from one of

my fields. You will observe upon examining it that it is swarming with plant lico

on the grains. All the crop of this spring's sowing is infested by it. Is it possible

to get a remedy for this troublesome pest which attacks the standing crop ?"

The specimen ear of wheat forwarded had certainly been severely attucked, no
less than ay dead aphides being attached to it. Every one of these, however, had
been destroyed by parasites, probably a species of Aphidivs from the appearance of

the punctured skins. I have no doubt, therefore, that the attack in that locality was
brought to an end by the agency of these uselul little parasites.

Plant lice are remarkable for their fecundity and the rapidity with which they
come to maturity. In the Annual Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario,

for 1878, Prof. Saunders writes as follows :—" People are often puzzled at fii.ding

their trees or plants swarming with plant lice, where a week or two before there was
scarcely one to be found. As a general rule an aphis, during the summer season,

reaches maturity in ten or twelve days from birth, after which it produces every day
two young ones, which, contrary to the general rule with insects, are burn alive.

Tciis rate of increase is maintained for a consider;ible period, from fifteen to twenty
days or more; the young begio to produce in like manner in from eight to ten days,

and s^ on through the third, fourth, and sometimes up to the twentieth generation in

one season. Some idea may be formed of the numbers which in a short time this rate
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of increase would produce, from a calculation of Curtis, a celebrated English ento-
mologist, who has computed that from one egg only, there would be produced in

seven generations, taking 30 as the average of each brood, the enormous number of
7-9,00u,O00, 80 that were they all permitted to live, everything on the face of the
earth would in a short time be covered with thom. Indeed sometimes the possible

rate of increase is even greater than this. Dr. Fitch, the State Entomologist of Now
York, has atcertained by actual experiment that in the case of the grain aphis, the
wingless females become mothers at three days old, and thereafter produce four little

ones every day, so that even in the short space of twenty days, the progeny of one
specimen, if all were preserved Irom destruction, would number upwards of two
millions."

It might naturally be supposed that insects with such prodigious powers of in-

crease do sometimes a great deal of harm. This is the case, but if we can keep
them in check for a time, as a general thing, nature soon comes to our aid. These
insects form the food of several predaceons kinds, and whenever the plant lice in-

crease largely, their enemies are attracted. The small parasitic Ichneumon flies be-

longing to the genus Aphidius are particularly useful in reducing their numbers.
The CoccineLlida or Lsdy-birds devour vast numbers both when in the larval state

aud as perfect beetles. The Syrphns flies and other Diptera also help; so that as
much surprise is sometimes called forth by the sudden disappearance of hosts of plant
lice as is evoked by their sudden increase.

Reviedifs.— It is quite evident that no application can be made to the wheat
plant by which these insects can bo destroyed when the wheat is in e/ir.

Immedi.-itoly a crop which was infested has been carried, the land should be
cultivated and all giashcs should be cut down from the edges of the fields. After an
attack no grass or grain crops should be grown on that land for the next year.

As the Grain Aphis attacks cereals in the autumn, winter and early spring, fields

should be examined at these seasons, to see if they are present. If detected, top

dressings of guano, salt, or gas-lime are recommended.
Rolling or feeding off with sheep are also said to be useful.

Weeds in Grain.

Millers complain that there is a much greater proportion than there ought to be

of "dirt "in the shape of weed seeds in wheat sent them by farmers. Of samples
sent to me for idcntificatioD, by far the largest proportion of this seed was found to

be of the Polygonum convolvulus, or Black Bind-weed, sometimes called " Wild Buck-
wheat." This is a naturalised weed from Europe, and has now spread over the

whole of Canada. Although only an annual, it seems to be extremely hard to eradi-

cate, and is very troublesome. Great care should be taken to have all seed grain
thoroughly cleaned. There is much foul seed which may be separated from seed

grain with an ordinary fine sieve, if farmers will only take the necessary trouble.

Perennial Sow-thistle (^Sonchus arvensis, L.)

Communications have been received from three different localities enclosing

specimens of this plant for name. Mr. W. L. Herri man, of Lindsay, writes on
23rd June: "I wish you would tell mo the name of the enclosed plant, and
how it may bo exterminated from cultivated fields. It is very persistent, the

field where this grew was ploughed five tinner, t-o the man told me. It grows close

and kills out everything else." On 23rd August, Mr. Hiram Uoxsee, of Hoard's
Station, sends a specimen, he says : " Enclosed please find a plant that has been for

some three years spreading on low bottom land on my farm here. I find it difficult

to exterminate." Mr. John Willock writes from Fenelon Falls on September
8th :

" Enclosed you will find a weed about which we would like to know parti-

culars, so far it is confined to about two rods square, the ground was in wheat the

year before last, when we first noticed it. There was no wheat growing amongst it.
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the leaves lay so flat to the ground. Last year it was turnip ground, and well

attended to, bat this spring was put in barley, and the weed sprang up as briskly as

ever." This is also an introduced species which has been brought to America in seed
grain. It is decidedly spreading. In Canada, Professor Macoun records it as
" abundant along road sides and in fields from Newfoundland throughout the

Maritime Provinces and Quebec, at Ottawa, London and Hamilton." The only
remedy we can suggest for this pertinacious weed is constant vigilance and summer
fallowing.

OATS.

The oat crop in Ontario was not reported to have been injured by insects ; but
smut and rust were mentioned by some correspondents. In some parts of Quebec
late oats were injured by the wet weather, and locusts were also troublesome in the

same crop. Mr. S. Mireault, writing from St. Jacques, County of Montcalm, and
enclosing specimens of MeJanoplvs femur-rubrum, M. bivittatvs and Dissosteira Carolina,

says as follows :
" As insects, and especially the grasshoppers, are doing much damage

in this locality as well as in many others in the Province of Quebec, and as they
threaten to destroy our crop of oats by their incessant depredations, I have thought
it wise to obtain some exact and precise information concerning them, and with this

end, send you some specimens of the injurious kinds. Grasshoppers appeared early

this year. They were observed in considerable numbers in the beginning of June.
At that time they were small, but since then they have increased much in size as

well as in numbers. Hay has suffered little from those insects; but they have
invaded our oat fields and destroyed them in an alarming manner. And they even
threaten complete devastation. At this moment I believe that half the crop has
been sacrificed to the voracity of these insects, and the only thing which can save
the other half will be a concourse of providential circumstances which we pray fOr.

This is bow they behave : They attack the oat when it is in. flower and cut the
etem which supports the grain, and destroy even the whole panicle. We have
observed in certain localities that all the spikes or panicles had succumbed to the
voracity of these insects. We have remarked that these insects are of different

colours and I send you specimens of each."
This kind of attick upon the panicles of oats has been noticed several times

before and is done chiefly by M. femur-rubrum in this locality. The amount of the
crop so wasted is sometimes very great. ( Vide page 63.)

BEANS.

The European Bean Weevil (^Bruchus granarius, L.)

Attack.—Small slate-coloured beetles found in hollow chambers beneath the skin
of seed beans. Sometimes as many as three in one bean. Seed
so injured will generally germinate; but produces only a
sickly plant, and if known to be infested should not be
used.

Some infested seed of the largo Windsor Broad Bean was
sent to me for examination. This seed was imported from
England and was found to contain living specimens oi the

European Bean Weevil. Many of the beans had two beetles

in them ; but a few contained three. The ease with which
these insects may be introduced into a country renders it

rig. 3. essential that care should be taken not to sow infested seed.

The eggs are said to be laid by the parent beetle on the bean-pods while they are
young and soft. The grubs feed inside the seed, sometimes destroying the greater
part of the contents, but seldom injuring the germ. The grub is full grown by the
time the beans are ripe and turns to a pupa inside the seed. Before it makes this

change, however, it gnaws away the substance of the bean up to the skin and only
leaves a thin film over its hole.
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Mies Ormerod has observed that " the pupa is contained in a cell, a coating made
apparently of small bits of bean agglutinated together. When the bean is dry this

case or cocoon is very slightly observable, but when damped it parts from the wall

of the gallery and you may quite readily pick out your beetle with this case cling-

ing like a bag round it and only open at the month end." The perfect insect (Fig-

3) emerges in the spring soon after the beans are sown. It is a small black or dark
brown beetle covered all over with a very short appressed grey pubescence and also

has the wing covers ornamented with patches and dashes of white. The abdomen
exceeds the wing-cases in length and bears upon its upper surface, just beyond their

tips, two small black spots. The first pair of legs and three or four of the baeal

joints of the antenrse are reddish, the others black. Upon the hinder pait of the

thorax is a small fulvous patch.

The beetle resembles the well known Pea Weevil in shape, but is rather smaller,

being only one-eighth of an inch in length. It is darker in colour and, like it,

is a very active little creature.

From the Ijabits of these insects, of remaining inside the seed until they are

nerfect, they are very liable to bo carried from one country to another. This is

illustrated by the fact that no lees than eight species were collected amongst foreign

produce sent to the Philadelphia Exhibition in l&ie.

Remedies.—In the sample of Broad Beans refened to above, soaking them for

twenty-four hours in water was found to drown every specimen of the weevils.

When, therefore, a sample of seed is found to be infested, this simple expedient at

the time ol sowing the seed will be founa eflScacious. When the supply of seed on
hand will permit it, it is better to keep the beans over until the following year in

some close vessel. The beetles will emerge the first spring and die without injuring

the beans further. A similar plan is that practiced with the Pea Weevil, of keeping
the seed peas shut up in a cloise vessel in a warm room during the winter, when the

weevils will emerge and die long before the seed is wanted for sowing. The remark-
able freedom ol peas in Canada from the attacks of the Pea Weevil, during the

last few jears, is attributed by some to the care taken by seed merchants to poison

all weevils contained in seed peas, by subjecting them for some time, in largo closed

receptacles, to the poisonous fumes of bisulphide of carbon.

The pea crop throughout the districts where peas are most grown has been good
and little troubled by insects, the most serious attack was by the Clover Cutworm,
but this was complained of over a limited area only. The dry weather caused in some
localities the condition mentioned at some length in my last year's report. Mr. F.

Biidsall wrote on 25th July that many of the fields in the vicinity of Birdsalls, Ont.,

were badly affected. The top of the vines was green but the root dead. Numbers
of the vines had only a single pod upon them and this seldom contained more than

one pea.

The Pea Weevil (^Bruchus pisi, L.).

Throughout the greater part of Canada the pea crop still remains exempt from
the attacks of this once dreaded insect. Mr. T. B. Townshond writing from Alder-

ehot, Ont., says: " The old enemy which used to be so fatal to the pea crop, the Pea
Bug, or Pea Weevil, has not troubled us for some time, in fact has quite disappeared."

It has not been entirely absent, however. In the Ontario Bureau of Industries

return 24, we find a note that '• the crop has been very free from bugs, excepting in

the County of Essex, and in portions of E-cnt and Lambton." The ravages formerly

committed by this insect have, however, put our pea growers and dealers upon
their guard, and if the seed is subjected to the bisulphide of carbon treatment or

kept over in closed vessels ULtil another season, there is no reason why this insect

should again develop into a "first class pest." Should there beany doubt as ta

whether seed peas contain weevils or not, before sowing the whole lot should b&



thrown into water when the injured seed will float, but the sound peas will sink to

the bottom. All those that float should be burnt at once, or if in large quantities

may be fed to pigs.

The Clover Cut-worm. The Cabbage Mamestra (^Mamestra tri/olii, Esp.).

During the month of August I received many enquiries concerning some green
caterpillars which suddenly appeared in the counties around Hamilton, Ont. Speci-

mens were sent to me from several localities and the following description was taken :

They were thick green caterpillars with black or grey marks, very variable in the

depth of the colour of the markings, some specimens appearing almost green while
others were qnite dark above. Length, two inches. General appearance—a dark
green noctaid caterpillar with a very narrow dorsal stripe, a broken sub-dorsal stripe

of yellow, edged above by velvety black blotches (the black line not quite as continu-
ous as the yellow), a broad pink infrastigmatal band, narrowly edged with white
above and below. Above the upper white, a black line which spreads out into a
black blotch around each spiracle. The whole body mottled with white on a ^mooth
green surface, giving a somewhat glaucous shade to the green. The narrow dorsal

stripe consists of an aggregation of these mottlings, and the dorsal space has them
shadowed with black, giving that area a darker appearance than the* rest of the body.

Legs and pro-legs concolorous with the body. Head, small, green bearing on the
upper part of the face and on the cheeks clouds of white mottlings. Some of
these caterpillars were simply pale green with fuscous markings, others were green,

with clear brownish or black marking!?, some had the mottling all over the body so

shaded with brown as to suggest the appearance of the Army-worm. Intermediately
tinted specimens between all these colours occurred. The caterpillars sent to me
were nearly all found to be parasitised either by a large yellow Ichneumon Fly called

Ophion purgatum, or by a large Flesh-Fly which Prof. Riley has identified as a species

01 Sarcophaga near to sarractnim. "When these caterpillars were first sent to me I

took them for the Fall Army-worm (^Laphygma frugiperda, Sm. and Abb.) a species

which sometimes occurs much in the same way as this did in August. Of all the
larvte sent to me I only succeeded in getting three to the pupa and these will not
emerge until next spring * I am indebted to Prof. Eiley for the identification of these

caterpillars as the larvfe o£ Mamestra trifolii. Prof. Eiley writes : "Your letter with
notes on a noctuid larva is to hand. So far as I can judge from your description the
larva which you have is that of Mamestra trifolii. It is certainly not that of Laphyg-
ma frugiperda nor of Prodenia lineaiella The coloration of trifolii is quite variable

though the general pactern of the more prominent markings is substantially the
same as in the larva which you describe. The general colour varies from a pale

yellowish green to a rather dark greyish or brownish green. The larva oiUneateUa
difi'ers from the description which you give in several important details. * * *

M. trifolii is probably single-brooded with you. Herein Washington and in Missouri
it is double and sometimes treble brooded. In Germany it is single broodeti."

This injurious insect has been treated of under the name of Cabbage Mamestra
(J/, chenopodii, Albin) and illustrated upon a coloured plate by Professor Eiley in his

annual report as State Entomologist for the United States for the year 1883, p. 123.

From this account we find that the species is common all over Europe and in North
America and the caterpillars were not noticed as specially injurious on this continent
until 1876, when they attacked many kinds of garden vegetables, and were particularly

severe on cabbages ; they however feed upon a variety of plants, amongst which are

mentioned by authors: celery, lettuce, cabb&ge, asparagus, spinach, parsley, clover, sow-
thistle, goo.sefoot (or " lamb's quarter's," Chenopodium album, L.), &c. The name of
this insect is derived from its attacks upon the clover and it is also known to be very
destructive to peas, which, belong to the same natural order. As will be seen by the

following extracts, nearly all the attacks began upon peas. In a letter kindly for-

* These specimens have emerged in my Btady, since the abce was written and prove to be M^
trifolii.
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warded to me by the Editor of the Toronto Weekly Mail, Mr. John Puckridge, writ-

ing on 9th August for him*e!f and several other farmers, says :
" I herewith enclose

specimen of a caterpillar which is now seriously damaging our field peas. They be-

gan by firsi catting off the stalk some four inches above the ground several weeks
back. The pea plant apparently died ; but in a short time two or three stalks shot
up and after a time grew until they blonsomed and podded well. The dry weather
came again when this pest made a second attack, eating the foliage and even barking
the pea-pod now full-grown and near ripening. We think of pulling ours for fodder
although they should yield 20 bushels or more per acre. Kindly inform as if this is

the Army Worm and the best means to be adopted for thoir extermination. The
caterpillars are of different shades of colour and sizes; but we suppose that this

arises from the various periods of hatching "

Mr. F, B. Carlow, writing 7th August from Warkworth, says :
" I send you a

caterpillar which is totally destroying the turnip crop in our neighbourhood. They
were in the pea fields first and as soon as the peas were harvested they went directly

to the turnip field. I have tried to kill them by applying Paris green and hellebore
to the leaves. Oar neighbour, Mr. Douglas, has sifted ashes over his crop of turnips,

but all these experiments failed. This morning I have started to pull up the turnips
that are the worst with them and draw them oat of the field. I am then going to

plough around the turnip patch."
Mr. John Kay, writing from Paris on 15th August, says:—''I send you a

Caterpillar that has made its appearance here within the last week—a perfect glutton.

They are very fond of Manifold Wurtzel and they strip the leaves on short notice,

leaving the bare stalks. I have advised dusting air-slacked lime on the root crops.

Tonight I learn that they have made their appearance on the turnips. As they are
in thousands their ravages may affect all our root crops," and latsr, 25th August, he
writes:—" One farmer says I mixed 4 lbs. Paris Green with 200 lbs. of finely ground
Paris Plaster (Gypsum) and sprinkled over 2 acres of Mangold when the dew was
on the leaves, but it did no good. Another farmer says that these Caterpillars came
off the peas, having eaten all the leaves they thtm stripped his mangolds, which are

DOW worthless. The Caterpillars bore into the ground and make a coeoon, of which
I send you some specimens. I am informed that the pupa remains here only a short
time when they appear as light-coloured moths."

Mr. S Hinman, writing from Dundonald on 24th August, says:—"Enclosed!
send you a specimen of a green worm that has been doing a great injury to the pea-
crop in this vicinity; it has destroyed hundreds of acres in this part."

Remedies—As these Caterpillars had the same habits as the true Army-worm,
ploughing a furrow across their path was recommended, and where the crop would
allow itspnnkling with Paris Green. Ploughing, late in autumn, was also recommended,
because this insect passing the winter as a chrysalis, by this treatment
the chrysalids would be brought to the surface or disturbed, and
would probably suffer from the frosts of winter. However, from the remarkable
way in which the lar^a> were infested by parasites I feel confident that next
season there will not bo a severe attack. When attending the meeting of
the County of Wentworth Farmers' [rstitute, at Oaklands, near Hamilton, on
^9th August, several farmers spoke to me of this pest, and some specimens bearing the
ega;8 of Flesh Flies were handed me by Mr. T B. Townshend. Writing on the 10th Sep-
tember, with reference to the same matter, this gentleman says :

—" When you were
at Oaklands the pea fields were literally swarming with the pests, and I could readily

have hont you a bushel of them. The specimens I hanaed you were, however, a fair

sample. You pointed out to me a small protuberance on the bead of one of them
as the egg of a parasite, which woald eventually destroy the caterpillar. I find on
enquiry that as the insect advanced to maturity many of them were observed to

have these little lumps or protuberances on the head, and we hope this natural

enemy may have performed a work that will free us from future trouble with this

caterpillar. The appearance of the insect so late in the season enabled us to reap the
bulk of our pea crop without any damage, and I am glad to say it is a good crop.
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The later fields were but a small percentage of the whole, and but few of them esca-

ped ; indeed one of my neighbours had two fields literally destroyed After eating

the leaves they appeared to feed on the fleshy part of the pod?, leaving only the

inner membrane covering the grain and soon after the pod would dry up."

HAY AND CLOVER.

The hay crop in most districts has suflfered severely from climatic influences.

The excessive drought of last sommer and the light rainfall of this spring had a

marked eff'ect upon the hay crops in Ontario and parts of Quebec, while in the Mari-

time Provinces and Lower Quebec the crop was even more seriously affected by ex-

cessive rains. Clover in Ontario is reported as winter-killed in some localities, but

this is generally attributed to the drought of 18fe7, owing to which the plants went

into hibernation in a weakened condition This lack of sap and a consequent fatality

was noticeable amongst ail plants, and even many forest trees succumbed in rocky

districts. The drought of the whole summer of 1887 was exceptional, there was a

very light snowfall in the winter and almost no spring rains. By the 1st of July the

want of moisture began to be apparent, but it was not until about iOth Angust that

any rain came. At this time a fall of temperature took place over the whole of

Ontario and occasional showers occurred.

HAT.

" Silver-top of hay,"—An unknown enemy.

An attack of considerable interest, because up to the present time the depredator

has escaped actual discovery, has for many years been observed in hay. Various

conjectures have been made as to the cause of the injury, but so far it must bo ac-

knowledged that this is not positively known—spring frosts, the maggots of some

grass-eaiing flie*, mites, plant bugs and during the last summer, with perhaps more

reason, species of Thrips have all been accused At first sight ihis injury is exactly

similar to that of the summer brood ot the Wheat-stem Anirgot ( Meromyza Ameri-

cana). The top portion of the flowering stem turns white, before the time it should

ripen, and dies without forming seed. Upon splitting the stem it will be found that

the topmost section has been injured just above the top joint, but in a different man-

ner to the stems of wheat, injured by Meromyza. Instead of the tissues being gnawed

tiiey are merely shrivelled ard discoloured, as if the juice had been sucked out of

them. This injury is only to the base of the top section of the stem and the envelop-

ing sheath is uninjured. With a slight pull the culm parts at the injured spot and is

easily drawn from the sheath. This attack is first apparent in the beginning of June,

when the flowering stems of Kentucky Blue-grass (or June grass, Poa pratensis) turn

white at the time of flowering. The injured stems are very noticeable at first, but

soon become hidden by the other stems growing up and over-topping them. Later

in the month Timothy (Fhteum pratense) and Couch Grass (Trilicum repens) are

similarly attacked, ard upon the Central Experimental Farm, Poa surotina ikxid. Triti-

cum caninum showed the same injury to a limited extent. I jailed to find any insect

inside the stems, at the seat of irjury, although examination wts made early in the

month. Various suspected species of Hemiptera or plant bugs were caged over

growing plants of grass and although several of these punctured the leaves and stems

for food, none made an injury similar to that described above. I did not roybelt find

any species of Thrips, but Prof. Saunders informs me that he did in a casual investi-

gation he made. Upon a previous occasion 1 bad detected in small numbers, both

hymenopterous and dipterous larvse in injured stems, as well as mites, but this season,

at Ottawa, none of these were found and I am therefore under the impression that

these are not the cause of this aUack. In Prof. Forbes's thirteenth Illinois report at

page 22, the following appears as a note to his article upon Meromyza Americana

:

" An injury precisely similar to that done to wheat by the Wheat Bulb-worm is

extremely common in Blue Grass and Timothy throughout the State, and may pos-

sibly be due to this species ; but the escape of the insect is so prompt that I have

rarely been able to find it in any stage after the injury becomes evident through the
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whitening of the head of grass. Indeed a single pupa found beneath the sheath of a
stem of Timothy which had been injured in this way i^ the only direct evidence I

have of the character of the insect responsible for this mischief. This pupa was cer-

tainly dipterous and verj^ similar to that of Meromyza, but differed in the proportions
of the segments, and especially in the size and distinctness of the terminal ones. I

am consequently doubtful if it was that of Meromyza, but think it more likely that it

belongs to a species of Chlorops likewise very abundant earlier in the season. On the
Other hand the great abundance of the fly of Meromyza in M ay, in regions where very
little winter wheat and not much rye are raised, makes it almost certain that the
larvse live in something else than these grains."

In my report for 188.5 I quote some information given to me by Dr. Brodie of
Toronto who succeeded in find! ngj some larva3 which he felt sure were those of a
species of Chlorops, and in 1887 he writes: " In addition to a dipterous larva which
attacks the Timothy, we have found here a mite very common and very injurious."

Now, from the above obseivations and seme others to be mentioned below, made
by trained entomologists, it is perfectly certain that there are injuries to grasses by
diflTerent insects, the effects of which are very similar in appearance and all of which
would be classed under the head of " Silver-top" ; but for each of which a different

treatment might be necessary. In the same way Miss Ormerod tells me that there
are attacks upon wheat in England, very similar to those we suffer from in the case

of Meromyza Americana. During the past year the opinion has gained many adhe-
rents that one of these injuries, by which the panicle and top portion of flowering
grasses is destroyed, is due to the attacks of a species of Thrips. These are minute,
slender insects rarely exceeding two or three millimetres in length and are sometimes
very active, leaping and taking flight with great agility. They have a habit of running
about with the binder portion of their bodies raised up when they are disturbed, in

the same way as the Staphylinidce or Eove beetles. Their structure is peculiar, so

that naturalists have had diflScnlty in classifying them apd they have been placed in

various positions. In Prof. Comstock's new " Introduction to Entomology" the fol-

lowing description is given :
" But the structure of the mouth and the, character of

the wing throw them out of any of the accepted oiders. And now the majority of

entomologists agree in assigning them the rack of a distinct order. As to the posi-

tion of this.order, it seems to me that it is the lowest living representative of one of

the lines of development of winged insects, of which line the Hemipteia is the cul-

mination.

"The body is long. The head is narrower than the thorax, without any distinct

Deck ; the eyes are laige, with conspicuous ocelli ; there are also usually three sim-
ple eyes. The ventral side of the head is prolonged into a conical beak, which ex-

tends beneath the prosternum. The form of the mouth parts can only be made out
by dissection and the use of the high powers of the microscope. The mandibles are

long bristle-like, curved, and somewhat flattened at the base, and taper to a point

;

they are furnished with well-developed palpi ; the labial palpi are distinct but less

conspicuous; the labrum is furnished with a curious appendage at its tip ; and the
labium is deeply emarginate. The three thoracic segments are well developed.
The wings are laid horizontally on the back when not in use; they are very narrow,
but are fiinged with long hairs, which diverging in flight, compensate for the small-

ness ot the membrane. This fringing of tho wings suggested the name Thysanoptera
by which the order is designated in many entomological works. In some species the
wings are wanting. The legs are well developed, but are furnished with very pecu-
liar tarsi; these are two-jointed, and are bladder-like at the tip. This character sug-

gested the name Physopoda. The abdomen is more or less spindle-form ; it is termi-
nated in some genera by a long slender segment; in others the females are furnished
with a four-valved ovipositor, which lies in a groove on the ventral aspect of the

abdomen. The larva resembles tho perfect insect but has no wings and is sometimes
red or a different colour from the imago. The pupa is more like the perfect insect

with rudiments of wings and the antennte are turned back on the head. It is much
less active than either larva or imago." .
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There seems to be very little accurately known of the lifa-histories of these

insects and there has been great diflFerence of opinion as to their food and habits.

Some observers claiming that they were carnivorous, whilst others maintained that

they were herbivorous. In an excellent paper by Professor Osborn, of Iowa, read

before the Eotomological Club of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science at the Cleveland meeting, and since published in Insect Life, Xo. 5, a resume
of our knowledge of these interesting insects is given, together with the ojjinioiiS of

some of the leading entomologists on their habits, and Professor Osborn's own care-

ful investigations. From the study he has given the question, his conclu;'ion8 are
valuable as throwing light upon a question which must now be seriously considered

by Canadian farmers, since the injury known as " silver top" is decidedly increas-

ing, and may be due to the attacks of these insects. Professor Osbjrn's conclueions

are as follows:—
" That the Thripidse as a group are normally herbivorous, and their presence on

cultivatfd plants is a source of danger.
" That they feed mainly on the exuded nectar or secretions of plants, svhen these

are abundant, and on pollen, and at such times may do little or no damage. That
they will upon occasion- attack the tissues of the leaves or the essential parts of the

blossoms and pierce them for their contents, and at such times may cause serious

That of the recorded species there are two, at least, which must be looked upon
as carnivorous in certain stages at least."

Prof. Osborn also gives a list of 22 species which have been reported as injurious

to vegetation, and Prof. Comstock has named one, from this habit, which there is

every probability will prove to be the cause of one of the attacks upon our Canadian
hay crop.

In June last affected stems of Timothy were sent to Prof. J. A, Lintner, Slate En-
tomologist of Xew York, for his opinion. His answer was as follows :

" It is identical

with what I have been investigating in our own vicinity—the whitening of the heads
and the blackening, and shrivelling of the stalk just above the upper joint, the
shrivelled stalk sometimes found on carefully removing the sheath, to be folded back
upon itself for about one-twelfth of an inch. It is a Thrips attack, which is as exact
as I can say at present, similar to that which has been for so long a time observed
on June grass, and which I was not at first inclined to accept as Thrips attack, but
of which there can now be no reasonable doubt. We do not know the Thrips of the
June grass, nor is there any reason for accepting this one on the Timothy as the
same. It iiay, however, prove to be identical, with its operations inore recently
extended to the Timothy."

Later Prof. Lintner writes on the same subject : " I cannot give you much addi-

tional information of the Thrips. The June grass species or an allied one did con-
siderable injury to Timothy, in Albany County in June. It was probably the same that
you had in i'imothy, and is presumably the Grass-eating Thrips (^Limothrips poapha-
gus) of Prof. Comstock, lately briefly described in his " Introduction to Entomology,"
1888, p. i27. This description is as follows: "Another common species I have
designated in my ' Notes on Entomology,' as the grass-eating Thrips, LivvAhrips
poaphagus. The injury caused by this pest often attracts attention, although the
insect itself is rarely observed. It infests Timothy and June grass, causing the
head to turn yellow and die before maturity. These dead heads are very abundant
every year. By pulling the head from its sheath, the stalk will be found to be
shrunken in the tender part just above the joint, where the juice has been sucked
from it ; and in this place if the examination be made soon after the turning yellow
of the head the insect can also be found. The adult female is light yellow in colour,

measures from 1 m.m. to 1 J m.m. (0-04 inch to 0'05 inch) in length, and is remark-
able in lacking the long spines on the veins of the wings."

In Europe these little insects are charged without hesitation with serious injury,

to hay and grain crops. In Mr. C. Whitehead's second report to the English trov-

ernment, 1886, he says :
" Although very small indeed, this little creature does an
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infinity of harm to wheat, oats and barley plants in some seasons and in t<ome

localities. Being so tiny its action upon cereals is frequently unnoticed, and the
results are attributed to other than insect agencies or they are frequently called

blight, or supposed to be due to an abnormal state of the plants.

''Upon close examination of aflected plants, it will be found that the Thrips
have taken up positions under the coverings or case or corolla, of the seed of corn*
wilhin the slits of the seeds, and are sucking the juices from them with their shoit,

stout beakri. It has been supposed that they are attracted by the pollen, but it is

certain thai their chief attraction is the sweet fluid of developing seeds.

In 18h6, Prof. Oh. Lindeman published a very complete article upon "Species
of Thrips living on cereals in Middle Rus'^ia, which appeared in the Bulletin de la

Soci^te Iraperiale aes Naturalistes de Moscou. In this the author states that his

investigations have convinced him tha'. only two, of five species he mentions, have
an agricultural importance. These are

T. secalina. Of ibis the first generation appears in May aid lasts till June, the
larvse living upon the ears of rye. The second generation appears at the end of

June and lasts until the beginning of August, living U])on the stems and oars of
summer wheat and barley. The third generation appears at the beginning of August
upon the stems, the same as the last.

The winged females lay no eggs in the autumn, but hibernate under stones, in

hollow straws, &c. The eggs are large, J mm. long, and are laid separately at some
distance from each other. The larvm remain on the same stem where they batch

from 5 to 15 together beneath the same leaf-sheath. Pupas as well as the larvfe live

only on the sap of cereals. A microscopical examination of the contents of the

crop levealed no trace of cells or of vegetable tissue, only a thickish liquid with
chlorophyll granules. Prof. Lindeman considers the species distinct from T. cerea-

liuvx, which is the one referred to above by Mr. Whitehead.
The damage by T. secalina is much less than that caused by Palceothripsfrumen-

taria, Bd., the other species which ho mentions. This causes great dama^je by pnnc-

turiLg the ovaries of rye, wheat, barley and timothy. The females lay eggs in May
and June, in heaps sometimes as many as 27 together between the paleas or on the

rachis of rye. Larvae appear at the end of May, and like the adults feed upon the

ovaries, destroying from 80 to 90 per cent, of them on the ears attacked. Pup» were
first seen on iih July. The second and last generation appeared on lOth July. The
grains of rye were then ripe, so the insects migrated to the ears of summer wheat.

The larvse were observed by 17th July, and the adults by the end of August, when
they went into hibernation.

Dr. Lindeman recommends as remedies for these grain eating species, fall plough-

ing, hurting of the stubble and heavy rolling.

Eemedies.—A fact which has been generally noticed amongst my correspon-

dents, who have reported this attack, has been that it was most noticeable upon old

and exhausted meadows. This naturally suggests breaking these up and laying them
down to some other crop. An old timothy field upon the Experimental Farm was
found to be badly attacked by what for the present I prefer still to speak of indefi-

nitely as "Silver-top." When no cause lor this injury could be discovered, it was
ploughed up, and the result will be noticed during the coming year. This is the

only remedy which can be suggested, until i-omeihing more definite is discovered.

The cause of the injury must be looked for immediately the heads of grasses begin to

vurn while, and the description given above should enable a careful observer to detect

whether it is a Thrips or not.

• Thia word ia naed ia England in the-same way that we use "grain."



Locusts—" Grasshoppers" {^Acrididce.),

h

Fig. 4.

—

Melanoplus femur-rubrum, Bnrm.

One of the remarkable occurrences of injarious insects during; the past season

was the appearance of vast numbers of locusts of several species. This is frequently

the case in dry seasons, not only these conditions check the growth of vegeta-

tion, bat also are very favourable to the development of insects. They are usually

spoken of as "grasshoppers," but all the short-horned species are generally designated
" Locusts " by Entomologists. In the eastern part of Ontario they were very abun-

dant, and during the month of August attacked every green plant that came in their

path, even going into the woods and attacking the forest trees. Upon the Experi-
mental Farm they were extremely troublesome. In Western Ontario they were re-

ported as attacking clover and timothy. In Manitoba and the North-West Territo-

ries there was no excessive superabundance complained of; but in British Columbia,
I am informed by Eev. G, W. Taylor, the Provincial Entomologist, that they occur-

red in large numbers and were very injurious. He writes " possibly the names of

our Victorian species may be of interest to you. The specimens were identified

for me by Mr. Lawrence Bruner, which is a guarantee of the correctness of the
determinations.

L CircoteWx undulatus, Thos.

2. Arphia tenehrosa, Scud.

3. Melanoplus scnptus, Walk.
These three, particularly the last two, are to be found until late into November,

the last named is one of our most abundant species, and is much like your eastern

M. femur-rubrum.

4. Melanoplus bivittatus. Say. Abundant.
5. Trimerotropis vinculatus, Scud. This is a rare species which I have only col-

lected in one place.

5. Camnula pellucida, Scud. Abundant.
6. Dissosteira Carolina, L. Not injuriously abundant.
7. Tetlix granutatus, Kirby. O^-'Cnsionally taken.
8. Grylius neglectus. Scud Very abundant.
9. Ceutophilus castaneus, Thos. Not uncommon.

10. Myrmecophila oregoaensis, Bruner.
This last, scientifically, is an extremely interesting little species, but has no

economic importaoce."
In some parts of the Province of Quebec locusts appeared in large numbers and

enquiries concerning them wore frequent. Their numbers gave rise to the impres-
sion that they were the Rocky Mountain Locusi. The occurrence of this last species
in that Province is however extremely improbable, if not impossible, although during
the last few years the Lesser Locust, M. atlanis, Riley, has boon one of the most
abundant species as far east as Ottawt*. The specimens sent to me for identification

from the Province of Quebec were, M. femur-rubrum, M. bivittatus, and D. Carolina,

in the neighbourhood of Ottawa, the hay fields were noticed to be swarming with
young locusts in the beginning of June, and trouble was feared from their numbers.
By the beginning of Juiy the first specimens of the perfect winged locusts were
taken, and from that time on, until the frosts of autumn, countless myriads com-
mitted serious depredations upon almost every green plant. Hay was cut in the
beginning of July, and they then forsook the meadows and went to the fields of grain
and other produce. The foliage of bushes, fruit trees, and even forest trees was de-
voured by them ; nothing seemed to escape. Their numbers were so great that ordinary
remedies were useless. In an effort to protect the experimental grass plots and a
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large patch of tobacco, the mixture of bran, sugar and arsenic, as proposed by Prof.

Eiley, was used. It was readily eaten, and certainly killed large numbers, but the

dead bodies were soon disposed of by the survivors, and when one was killed a
thousand took its pace. Mechanical apparatus for catching and destroying the per-

fect locusts would have been the only way to deal with them. ' I am, however,
strongly of the opinion, that, if the hay fields had been cut about the 20th June, in-

stead of in the beginning of July, that the hay would have been just as good and
enormous numbers of these locusts would have been destroyed. At that time they
were in a condition when they require shade, and, moreover, have no wings with
which to move from one field to another. In a close-growing crop, like hay which
covers the ground thickly, there is very little active vegetation at the roots, and a
great deal of moisture is kept from evaporating. As soon as the hay is cut, all that
is left on the field, above the surface, is at once dried up by the action of the air and
the sun, and the plant does not shoot up again for some weeks. In wet seasons, of
course, this is a little sooner than in dry ones. The latter part of last Jane and the
month of July were excessively hot and dry in this section, and what grass was left upon
the fields after the hay was cat, could not possibly have supported the largo num-
bers of locusts which afterwards devastated our crops. By leaving the hay standing
until the Ist July, they had reached the final stage in which they can fly, and they
were thus enabled to migrate from field to field, which they could not possibly have
done in their earlier stages by hopping. It must be remembered that their wings do
not grow gradually until they reach their full size, but appear suddenly after the test

pupal moultin the same way as those of plant-bugs or butterflies. Amongst the Orthop-
tera the successive stages of development from the egg to the imago are somewhat dif-

ferent from what we see in other orders of insects. Locusts pass through seven stages.

The egg, two larval stages, three pupal stages and the perfect form. In the larval

stages there is no appearance of wings ; after the second moult, however, small

wing pads appear, which increase gradually during the two succeeding moults, but

when the pupal life is completed, and just before the insect moults the last time and
becomes a perfect locust, the wing pads, even in the large species, are only about a
•quarter of an inch long. When the last moult takes place, however, and this only
lakes a few moments when the time comes, from these short wing-jiads are unfolded
copious gauzy wings, over an inch in length. In a few hours these harden, and are

ready to transport their bearer from place to place upon its mission of destruction.

CLOVEE.

In the November bulletin of the Ontario Bureau of Industries Mr. Blue writes

as follows :
" The winter and spring were trying on fields already thinned by drought

and the second dry summer left the crop in a very unsatisfactory condition, so far

as any prospect of seed was concerned. The ilidge was almost everj'where, and
while a few correspondents in the Lake Erie and Lake Ontario Counties speak of a

fair quantity of seed, the majority of returns describe the crop as a complete fnilure.

Where any seed was obtained it was generally where fields were pastured until the
middle ofJune."

The Clover-Seed Midge (Cecidomyia leguminicola, Lintner).

Attack.—Small footless, orange Maggots which eat out the contents of the clover
pods and thus destroy the seed.

It is somewhat disappointing to find that the Clover-seed Midge instead of being
reduced to the place of a second class pest by the concerted action of the growers of
clover seed, has actually made headway during the past summer. This is the more
remarkable because its life history is so well understood, and although it is well
known by all that to secure a crop of clover-seed, the crop must be cut or fed off

before the Maggots are full grown, yet farmers do not adopt this simple method.
There are two broods of this midge in the season, corresponding with the two crops
of clover-seed. The eggs are laid in the forming flower heads of the clover ; when
they hatch the maggots eat their way into the seed-pod and destroy the seed. When
full grown, which here is about the end of June, they leave the heads of clover and
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penetrate a short distance into the grornd. Here after a time they change to pupae

and the perfect flies emerge in August, just at the time the clover is heading out

again, and therefore just in the condition to serve their progeny as food. Now it is

manifest that if the first brood can be destroyed in any district by the systematic

and concorted action of all the growers, the second crop of clover-seed must be to a

large measure exempt from the attacks of the Midge. It has been proved conclusive-

ly that if clover be either cut or fed off before the middle of June the young larvse of

the Midges are destroyed.

Mr, T. Farrow, of Bluevale, Ont., who has tried many experiments, in observing

this insect for a succession of years, has written as follows :
—" I am the only one in

this section who has any clover-seed. I have 30 acres. Twenty acres I pastured

until the middle of June. The other ten acres I left for crop. The hay on this was
cut about the first week in July and then left for a crop of seed. The summer, as

you know, tarned out very dry, in consequence of which there was not as much
growth as there would have been had the season been damper. However, the seed

on the pastured 20 acres was very good and fine. No Midge at all."

Again Mr. Sobart Wilkie writing from Blenheim, Oat., on the 4th Januai-y,

1889, says :
" Very little seed has been threshed here as yet. I have heard of only

two lots, one was pastured until early in June, when the stock was turned off and
the crop allowed lo go to seed. Thirty acres produced 50 bushels of seed ; bat another

piece of ten or twelve acres which was cut for hay the first time produced about the

same quantity of seed."

Now these are only two of a great many letters which might be cited to prove
that by the adoption of this simple and inexpensive method one of our most remu-
nerative crops may bo saved. It is true that occasionally, even without taking this

precaution, good crops of seed may be raised but they cannot be relied on.

FIELD CROPS AND VEGETABLES.
ROOTS.

Eoot crops in most districts are reported as good, and no new attacks of impor-

tance by iojurious insects have been complained of. In some places potatoes were
injuriously afiEected by rains in September and October, but as a general thing there

was very little Potato Eot, and root crops were saved in good order.

TURNIPS.

Turnips were affected by the drought in June and July and the Turnip Flea.

Beetle in many places destroyed the young pl'ints so that they had to be sown again-

After the middle of June dry weather set in and the plants could not get well

started. Towards the middle of June a phenomenal appearance of Cut-worms occur

red and it was only with the greatest difficulty that enough plants could be saved
for a crop. These Cut-worms were chiefly of three species, Agrotis subgothica, Hadena
arctica and Agrotis volubilis. Their attacks were most severe here on the farm in a
sandy field, and turnips, mangold wurtzel, cabbage and cereals were most attacked,

Paris green and finely ground apatite, 1 to 50 and later 1 to -5, were sown along the

J.OWS, but with no appreciable effect upon the Cut- worms.

Striped Flea beetle, "Turnip Fly" {Phyilotreta vittata, Fab.).

Attack.—Small active shining black beetles, with yellow markings on the wing-
covers, which eat the seed-leaves of turnips and all other cruciferous plants directly

they appear above the ground. When disturbed they hop from the leaves ;o some
distance. As is always the case in dry seasons many complaints have come in of the
depredations of flea-beetles upon the turnips. These are not, probably, all by the
Striped Flea-Beetle (P. vittata,) but as this is the commonest species, and the most
successful treatment will apply for all, the description given above will serve to

identify the attack,

Dr, J. T. Steeves, Superintendent of the Provincial Lunatic Asylum, St. John,
N.B., writes in July last: " I enclose with this specimens of flies, millions of which
have invaded our turnip field this summer and desti'oyel nearly all our young
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turnips, and also the mangolds and beets. We have sown early and late, in the

game field three times ; all were eaten up excepting our garden patch, a large patch

which was sown very early, these were not touched. From these we obtained

several barrels of plants, which we transplanted, and these a huge grub devoured.
" Is there any remedy that we can use against these enemies, they are very

numerous and hop off like fleas when disturbed. Of course we shall lose our crop

this year ; but what can be done to prevent disaster next year ? I have advised our

farmer to prepare his drills this autumn and have them all ready to receive the seed

as soon as the frost is fairly out of the ground in the spring, and sow early. Most, if

not all, the farmers in Lancaster parish, situated on the west side of the St. John
Eiver, near its mouth, have suffered from the same foe."

In the Ottawa district the species which attacked the turnips was P. viiiata, the

same as was sent by Dr. Sleeves, but I am under the impression it must have been

some other insect which destroyed the mangolds and beets. The grub mentioned by
him was undoubtedly one of the many species of Cut-worms. These are very partial

to mangolds and may have been the culprits.

In the far west the same or a similar beetle occurred followed also by a Cut-

worm. Mr. T. H. Fullerton, writing from Calgary, N. W. T., says :
" The farmers

in this vicinity have been greatly annoyed by flies this year on field turnips as well

as on all garden stuff. What the fly left, a sort of grub took, eating the plant off

close to the ground, I have some turnips four times sown and would be glad to hear

of any remedy you may know of for another year." The life history of these Flea

Beetles seems to be as follows:—The perfect insects pass the winter beneath rubbish

or clods of earth in the fields. In the early spring they come forth and feed upon
some of the many cruciferous plants which then have foliage, as various biennial

weeds. The eggs are laid soon after and as stated by Dr. Thomas (Illinois, Kep. VI,

p. 159) the larva feeds upon the roots of cruciferous plants and when full-fed makes a

small earthen cocoon near its feeding place. From the time the egg is laid until

the perfect beetle emerges, it takes about a month, and there are probably three or

four broods in the season, for perfect beetles were taken upon cruciferte in the seed

beds at the farm right through the summer. The European Turnip Flea-Beetle (P.

nemorum, Chev., is stated by Mr. C. Whitehead (Rep. on In. Inj. to Eoots and other

crops, 1887) to lay its eggs beneath the leaf, and he says that the young larva3 mine
the leaves, when full-fed dropping to the ground and pupating in the earth close to

the turnip plants. It is further stated thut the beetles " arrive in a rapid succession

of generations throughout the summer, if it is hot and dry and if other circumstances

are favourable, when it is believed that there are as many as six generations."

Bemedies.—-ln England agricultural methods of prevention are relied upon al-

most entirely. The land is ploughed and manured in the autumn so as to produce a

good seedbed. In the spring it is merely cultivated ; this destroys weeds but does

not open up the land, which would allow too much moisture to evaporate and would
also make shelters for the insects after they had been attracted to the fields. Beneath
the wing-covers of the beetles are fo'ded-np ample gauzy wings with which they can

fly long distances, and they are doubtless attracted to their food by the sense of

smell. Mr. Whitehead advises that " rolling down the land immediately after the

drill should be adopted, as it tends to keep in the moisture and to level the earth in

the drills, so that the seed may come away as rapidly as possible." He also advises

that " plenty of seed of the preceding year's harvest should be used, carefully ex-

amined as to its germinating powers, and as to its freedom from other and worthless

seeds. From three to four pounds per acre may be put in. The importance of hav-

ing geed of full germinating* power cannot be too strongly insisted upon."

*I draw particular notice to this statement of Mr. Whitehead's with regard to the value of seed-

testing Mr. Whitehead is an extensive and successful farmer, who has been all his life a practical

larmer. Canadian farmers who can send seed of all kinds to the Exper mental Farm to be tested, free

of all charge, even postage, have no excuse whatever tor sowing or even buying bad seed. There-
turns as to the germinating quality of se^ds can generally be sent back in about a week.
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As the beetles pass the winter in the perfect state, early sowing in a district

where they have been abundant the previous season is not alw:iys successfnl, although

some of the ^ova Scotian farmers have great faith in it.

In the Ottawa district the most successful crops have usually been grown from
seed sown from 15lh to 20th June. Judicious management in the time of sowing so

as to get the young plant into the rough leaf, in between the broods of the beetle is

one of the best methods of prevention. The great injury to the young plants is done
by the beetles attacking the seed-leaves, which are stores of nourishment laid up in

the seed for the use of the young plant. What an important office they fill can be

easily seen by cutting them away from any young seedling. As soon as the rough

leaves or true leaves are formed, in all ordinary seasons, the plants will grow more
quickly than the beetles can destroy them. For this reason, as soon as the tur-

nips appear above the ground some quick-acting fertilizer such as superphos-

phate should be applied so as to push on the young plants past the state when they

can be destroyed by the beetles. A most satisfactory result followed the mixing of

1 lb. of Paris green with 50 of plaster and sowing it along the rows. Dusting with

lime or dust when the dew is on the leaves is largely practised ; but if Paris green

is added in the above proportion all the beetles are killed which attack the crop.

The time of appearance of the different broods will vary in different localities, and

this can only he learned by observation in each locality. -

The Turnip Aphis (^A. brassicce, L.) abundant upon Swede turnips last autumn,
was only reported as injurious once ; this was in Victoria, British Columbia, where,

however, it confined itself to the Swedes, and did not touch other varieties,

POTATOES.

Potatoes in the west are reported to have suffered severely from the

attacks of a Flea-beetle, but no specimens have been sent in. Crepidodera

cucumeris, flar. (Fig. 5) a small black floa-beetle with yellowish antennse

_ and legs, frequently attacks potatoes in the way described, i.e., by eating

Fig. 5. small holes in the foliage. Tliis same beetle has been sent to me by Mr. E.

D. Arnaud, of Annapolis, N.S., who found it in numbers upon his young tomatoes

as soon as they were set out. He had tried a weak solution of carbolic acid, but

without much effect. The Colorado Potato Beetle wae very destructive in many
districts. A correspondent writing from the Eastern Townships of Quebec in the

beginning of June, says: "I never anywhere saw the potato beetles so thick. The
beetles are upon every plant and the eggs are abundant on the other side of the

leaves. Unless something is done there will be a total destruction of the potato

crop." Upon receipt of this letter 1 at once wrote a letter for the St, John's News
urging upon agriculturists the importance of destroying the first brood and recom-

mending the application of Paris green in the proportion of a teaspoonful to a pail

of water. There should be no trouble with this pest, the liquid Paris green mixture
meeting all requirements of the most exacting practical farmer. The time required

for applying it is short, the cost is small, the results are certain, and there is no in-

jury to the plant, The potato beetle has been mentioned in reports from all the east-

ern Provinces of Canada and from Manitoba. One correspondent, writing from Lake
Temiscaming, says : ''The Colorado potato beetle has played groat havoc with my
potatoes ; out of nine bags of seed sowed last spring I shall not have five bags of

crop ; this is too bad, but not expecting them to turn up here I had no Paris green

by me. I have it now, though, and shall be ready for them next spring." Specimens
of the grey blister beetle (Epicauta cinerea, Forst) have been sent for identification

on several occasions, and Messrs. Thomson & Fraser, florists, of Winnipeg, sent me
specimens of the black blister beetle (£. Pennsylvanica, De G.) as the perpetrators of
" considerable damage amongst potatoes,"

" Black-worms," Thousand-legged worms

—

{Julidce).

A small species of Julus has been sent in twice during the season as injuring

potatoes. This is the same species as in my 1885 report I indentified as J. coeruleo-
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cinctus, Wood. It ia a rather small species, scarcely an inch in length, and banded

alternately with dark brown and bluish rings. It was stated that it had injured the

surface of growing potatoes in August by eating out shallow farrows on the surface

of the tubers, and Mr. R. Brodie, of St. Hecry of Montreal, writes that he has had

several different plants attacked by it. Ho writes :
" Another thing which is getting

to be a serious matter with us is the injury done by the ' black worm ' mentioned in

your 1885 Report Our rotten manure heaps are full of them ;
they begin with our

early potato sets in spring after they are planted, and the corn in the hills. We
have to put shingles under the melons or they will eat into them when they are

barely ripe. They also attack tomatoes and windfalls under our apple trees. I hope

we will soon got a remedy for this troublesome pest. Some talk of using salt, bai I

am afraid the quantity of salt it would take to kill them would destroy the growth

of plants also."

In June I received specimens of the same Julus from Principal A. H. Mackay, of

the Pictou Academy, N.S. He writes: " I send you today a speciea of Julus found

eating tbe seed corn of the young growing plants. They are very abundant in this

particular corn patch in agarden^here. 1 do not know whether ihoy do much dam-

ago or are likely to do so;, perhaps ihey only destroy the old exhausted grain of

corn."

Prom what is known of the habits of those creatures I fear there is no doubt that

they TOU-t bo concidoiod as injurious. After detailing several attacks, Miss E. A.

Ormerod in h> r report for the year 1885, says :
" From reports sent in during tho

last three yearo it appears that millipedes live on most of our oommon root crops,

such as mangolds, potatoes, carrots, onions, &.C., likewise on young wheat and on

various crops, on which they feed as the case may be— at the roots, as of peas; or at

what they can reach, as celery; or on ground-fruit as strawberries. The face of their

feeding on wheat was observed more than forty years ago in the case of Julus Lon-

diniensis, and without entering at too groat length on details, everything confirms the

fact that they are general feeders, consuming living and decayed vegetable and

animal substances."

Mr. Whitehead, in his report upon hop insects (1885), says: " It is commonly
held that these thousand-legs are merely attendants upon decay and do not them-

selves create it ; but the formation of their jaws adapted for gnawing and biting

proves clearly that thej- are active sources of injury to plants."

These creatures are not insects but belong to the myriapods. They have no

wings, and although so well provided with legs cannot walk fast nor for long dis-

tances. When Ihevefore their habits are better understood a remedy should be forth-

coming. It is quite exceptional their occurring in large numbers. It is stated in

Nova Scotia that they are always abundant where sawdust has been used as a vehicle

for liquid manure; this then should bo discarded as much as possible. They are

nearly always found in damp places which would point to the advantage of draining

low lands. Frequent cultivating during the summer would also be beneficial.

Miss Ormerod found that salt and water killed Julidce in a short time, and she

therefore advises the treatment of land or manure heaps with salt, nitrate of soda,

caustic lime or gas lime. Traps are also suggested, made by placing slices of man-

golds, carrots or vegetable marrow upon the ground, an expedient which is tried

with good results in Germany.
The large species of Julus, two inches and a-half in length by nearly a quarter of

an inch in width which is sometimes found under rotten logs is ramed Julus Canadensis.

It has never so far been found injuring vegetation.

CABBAGE.

Cabbage insects during the past season, with the exception of tho work of cut-

worms in the spring, have not been so troublesome as usual.

The Anthomyian root maggots were decidedly lees destructive in every locality

reported from, not only in cabbages but also in onion beds. Where the earth was
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kept well hoed up to the collar much better crops of cabbage were grown than

where planted in the ordinary way. The most serious pest daring the past year in

Eastern Canada has been
" The Cabbage Worm." The Imported White Cabbage Butterfly {Pieris Bapa', L.)

Pis. 6. F.g. 7.

Attack.—Velvety green caterpillars, about an inch in length, with a broken
yellow line along each side and an unbroken one down the middle of the back. At
first eating the outside leaves, but eventually boring right into the heart of the cab-

bage. These, after three or four weeks produce the white butterflies so common in

gardens. Fig. 6 male, fig. 7 female.
Kenewed experiments with pyrethrum insect powder mixed with four times its

weight of common flour, have proved to be most successful, and I consider this to be

undoubtedly the best remedy for this insect. Cabbages treated three times were
perfectly free from worms The applications were made by puffing a small quantity
of the powder into the heads in the middle of July and at the beginning and end of

August. Mr. E. B. Why te, of Ottawa, writes :
" Last spring, on your recommendation,

I tried the elTects of insect powder as a remedy for the ravages of the cabbage-worm.
For several years previously I had great difliculty in growing cabbage, and always
lost a large part of the crop. A few days after the first appearance of the worm I

applied the powder by means of a small bellows, such as druggists sell for 15 cents. I

walked along the rows compressing the bellows once and sometimes twice about 8
inches above each plant. One ounce of powder, costing less than 10 cents, entirely

cleared 150 plants. On esaminicg the plants three d.iys afterwards, not a single

living worm could be found. Three or four week.* afterwards I noticed that another
brood was beginning to batch out, so I applied the powder again, with the same
results."

"When attending a meeting of the Frontenac Farmers' Institute, held last June in

Kingston, the statement was made that gardeners were giving up growing cabbages
owing to the trouble they experienced with this insect. I etrvngly advised ihem to

try the pyrethrum remedy, aad some of those present said that they would do so. In a
late letter from Mr. Alexander Ritchie, the Secretary of the Institute, the following
encouraging words appear: "We have more cabbage this year than we ever had
before, and scores of others say the same, all due to your remedy for the cabbage-
worm."

A satisfactory discovery I have made during the past season is that the small
parasite which is so useful in the United States, Pteromalus puparutii. is present in

many parls of Canada and at Ottawa in very large numbers. Mr. W. H.Harrington
took it at Sydney, Cape Breton, Professor A. H. Mackay sent it to me from Pictou,

Nova Scotia, and I found it in very large numbers in the conservatory of the Experi-
mental Farm at Ottawa, infesting chrysalids of P. Rapce which had fed upon
mignonette. J was unable to detect the females in the act of stinging the larvae;

bot frequently found them perched upon the newly formed papre, and I now have
about 41) infested purse for distribution to localities where as yet the parasite has not
been observed.

Club-root of the Cabbage {Plasmodiophora brassicce, Wor.)

A disease of cabbages which is very little understood by farmers is Club-root. I

have received three communications concerning it. It is usually supposed to be the
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work of injects, but this is not the case. It is a distortion of the tissues of the cab-

bage root owing to the presence of a parasitic fungus. In Mr. Worthington G.

Smith's " Diseases of Field and Garden Crops," (1884) is given an elaborate account of

this pest. In this he says : " until the last six or seven years no one knew the cause

of Clnbroot; but in 1876, after three years constant attention, Mr. Woronin, a Rus-

sian botanist, as completely explained the nature of the Club-ront in turnips and

cabbages as the Rev. M. J. Berkeley expoauded the murrain of potatoes in 1846."

" The observations made by Mr. Woronin, which have several times been con-

firmed by others as well as ourselves, seem to place the fact beyond all doubt that

clubbing is caused by a fungus (p. 94). The family to which this fungus belongs is

known by the name of slime-fungi (^Myxovujcetes) which are most remarkable from

the fact that they do not form cells, tisfues, nor mycelium, during the time of active

growth ; but the protoplasm remains during that time free and collected into small

airceba-like masses. When mature, however, small pieces are separated from the

mass, a cell- wall is formed and the small pieces become spores for the re-production of

the plant." Fungi, it must be remembered, even the microscopic species, are plants.

Spores of fungi are analogous to seeds in higher vegetables. I received from Rev.

Mere Marie St. Augustin, of Sillory, P.Q., some roots of young cabbage badly in-

fested with this fungus—the roots and the galls of the fungus were also attacked by

the Cabbage Root-maggot, and these had naturally been accredited with all the injury.

In the letter which accompanied the specimen is the following :
" I send you in a small

box a specimen which is commonly called ' potato of the cabbage ' without doubt on

account of the resemblance in the form of thii excresence on the root ot the cabbage

to the tuber of a potato. It appears to be due to the presence of small white Jaryre

which are nourished on the juice of the plant stopping its growth and killing it.

vVe shall be much obliged if you can suggest some means of destroying the injurious

insect. If it is too late this season to stop its ravages, we shall be pleased to know

its name and any remedy for its attack."

Mr. R. Brodio, of St. Henry of Montreal, who is considered one of the best

growers of cabbage on the Island of Montreal wrote to me in 1887: " On some of our

land we cannot grow cabbage or cauliflower two years in succession on account of

the worm (?) which causes Club-root. I am doubtful if it really is, as supposed, a

worm which causes this big root. I have cut the root away witu my knife piece by

piece and could never find one. Mr. Peter Henderson, in one of his books says it is

the want of lime in the soil that partly causes the Club-root. Four years ago I used

a quantity of hardwood ashes on a four-acre field of cabbage, but i had to leave twelve

drills without ashes as I ran short cf them; these twelve rows were almost a total

failurti, being Club rooted, while the others were a splendid crop averaging ten

pounds per head. I find there are far more fertilising qualities in ashes than in lime

and it is a wonder to me that farmers do not use more of them when they are so

cheap."
Again Mr. Brodie writes this year :

—

"You afk me if my treatment to prevent Club root in cabbage was again

successful. In our 9 acres of cabbage and cauliflower I do not think that we found

one that was Club-rooted. We gave the land a heavy coat of ashes that we had

gathered round the country. I suppose they would be mixed hard and soft wood

ashes. These we mixed well with the soil. We had a man following the plough

with a cart-load of ashes. In scattering them he stood in the cart and held a coal-

shovel full of ashes over the side shaking them off as evenly as he could into the

furrows as the horse moved on. The land was heavily manured the previous year.

After the plants had started to grow I applied to each plant a small handful of a

complete fertilizer I procured from the Standard Fertilizing Company, Smith's Falls.

This gave them a vigorous growth. We very seldom plant cabbage two years in

succession on the same soil, but one of the best gardeners in this neigbbourbood, who
pays a high rent for a small piece of land, has planted cabbage I am sure 20 years

in succession. He uses large quantities of quick-lime, and also gas-lime from the

gas-works, otherwise he could not grow them at all, for the nature of his soil is mor»
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as lor their prevention of club-root, bat quick lime has hardly any fertilizing quali-

ties that I am aware of."

This experience of Mr. Brodie's is very valuable, because it can be tried by
everyone.

Mr. Worthington Smith recommends such an alternation of crops for two or three

years, that the spores of the fungus may be exhausted before a cruciferous crop is

again cultivated on the same land. He says :
—" Beyond all other things it is neces-

sary that old club-root should not be allowed to remain on the ground where turnips

or cabbages are to be grown. All the diseased material should be gathered into a

heap and, if possible, burnt. No sane healthy person would remain in a place

tainted with contagia of dead and diseased animals, and it is equally unsafe to place

sound plants, tubers, or seeds amongst dead or diseased vegetable refuse. In one

case, as in the other, certain individuals may, perchacce, escape; but the general

result is \he healthy organisms are at length destroyed by the dead or diseased ones."

Cat-worms.

Of all the injuries committed year after year upon field and garden crops, there

are none concerning which more enquiries are made, than of the various caterpillars

known as Cut-worms. During the past season, however, possibly owing to the

exceptional climatic conditions during the autumn of 1887 and the spring of 1888,

varioas species of these caterpillars appeared in overwhelming numbers, in all direc-

tions. Daring the month of June letters and specimens poured in. There was no
province in the Dominion from which complaints of their depredations were not

received. From British Columbia I received the variegated Cut-worm {Agrotis

saucia), and some chrysalids which turned to Ag. obeliscoides,Gaen. From Manitoba,

the W-marked Cut-worm {Ag. clandestina,S&r.) and Ag. dectarata, Mor. From New
Brunswick, the Gothic Dart moth (Ag. subgothica, Haw.) From Nova Scotia came
the last named and the Lance Rustic (Agrotis ypsilon, Ratt.), and from Cape Breton,

the caterpillars of a moth, which has been kindly identified by Prof. Riley as Ag.
iurris, Grote, In addition to these, various letters described their r.ivages without
sending specimens.

Rev. J. B. Hammeon, of Wolfville, N.S., says :
" The Cut-worm is very preva-

lent this year, destroying acres of cucumbers and other things planted for pickling

factories."

Prof. J. Burwasb, of Mt. Allison University, Sackville, N.B., sent specimens of

two species of larvfc which, he writes :
" Have been doing considerable damage in

this neighbourhood and generally throughout the county of Westmoreland, N.B.
They work under the ground at a short distance from the surface, and bite off the

plants at the beginning of the stem. They prefer beets, mangolds, or carrots ; but
have also cut down peas, corn and onions. The beets have, in some place, been
completely destroyed by them."

Dr. R. A. H, McKean, writing from Cow Bay, Cape Breton, N.S., says :
" I send

you a few specimens of a grub* which has been, for years, playing a great deal of

mischief incur gardens in this county, and which is likely to ruin not only our
gardens, but grain fields as well. When my peas, beans and mangolds were well up
I noticed the peas cut off near the ground ; examination showed the work to have
been done by a grub similar to the specimen forwarded. One or two were found
round some of the stocks, but in a day or two they increased in number, extending
their operations to the beans, beets, squash, spinach, &c,, and now I find a small

piece of southern corn, put in as an experiment, also receiving attention. As it

looks at present, gardens will be stripped of everything green and succulent. In the

country districts, I hoar that oat fields are suffering in the same way, and will have
to be resowed. I tried a strong decoction of tobacco round my peas and beans ; but

I cannot say that the grubs objected to ' the weed.' Others have experimented with
hellebore, but to no purpose. The fertilizar I used was a mixture of horse and cow

•These produced the moth Agrotis turris, Grote.
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manure in some places, and well-rotted compost of the above with black bog-mud in

otbors ; but I conld see no difference in the numbor of grubs or their activity. In
one instance kelp has been tried ; bat with, if anything, more grubs in that garden
than in others."

Mr. C. W. C. Bate also says: "My father writes me from Eillarney, Manitoba,
that his kitchen garden is being ruined by the attacks of what he takes to be the
Cut-worm."

These are samples of a large number of similar letters, and in this district the
same state of affairs occurred as is described above. In May and June the fields

simply swarmed with these injurious caterpillars, and great injury was done to field

crops. When Cut-worms only appear in their ordinary numbers, there are certain

remedies by which their ravages can be kept within bounds; but when they sud-

denly occur in the countless myriads, as our fields were overrun by last spring, all

ordinary methods of meeting their attacks prove entirely inadequate. Cut-worms
ure the caterpillars of dull-colored active moths belonging for the mo-'t part to three
genera, namely, Agrotis, Hadena and Mamestra. Now, these three genera alone con-

tain more than 340 described species. Of course the different species vary somewbat
in their habits, but taken as a class they are very similar, and in the present state of
our knowledge, it will be more convenient to treat them as a class, at any rate in a
report like this, which is prepared particularly with the hope of helping farmers to

overcome their insect foes. As Cutworms are the caterpillars of so many different

species of moths, the inaccuracy of speaking of them as the Cutrworm is apparent.
Moreover, many other insects are sent in and reported upon as Cat-worms which do
not belong to this class at all. Of these the White Grubs, the larval state of the June
Beetles (^LacJinosterva) are most often referred to. There is some reason in this, from
their occasional habit of biting off plants in the manner of the true Cut-worms, which
are the caterpillars of the moths referred to above, and may bo described in a
general way as smooth, almost naked, greasy-looking caterpillars of some dull shade
of colour similar to the ground in which they hide during the day. The head is

smooth and shining, and sometimes of a different colour from the rest of the body.
On the top of the segment next to the head, is a smooth chitinous plate known as

the thoracic shield. There are generally about six series of bristle-bearing

tubercles along each side of the body, and when disturbed the caterpillars curl up
into a ring.

Their habits are almost always nocturnal, lying hid by day just beneath the
sui'faco of the soil ; they come out at night to feed. When, however, they develop
in large numbers they frequently change their habits and feed by dr;y, owing pro-

bably to the reduced food supply consequent upon their ravages. The liabits of most
Cut-worms are probably as follows:—The egg is laid in the spring, summer or
autumn, and the insects may pass the winter either in the perfect moth state, as a
young half-grown caterpillar or as a chrysalis. Those which hibernate as moths lay

the spring eggs and moths are produced again beforo winter sots in. The eggs which
are laid in the summer or autumn hatch soon after and the caterpillars either

become full fed the same season and pass the winter underground in the chrysalis

state or after feeding for a short time become torpid and pass the winter as half-

grown caterpillars. In this condition they may ha found late in the autumn under
stones, logs or heaps of dead vegetation, in the roots of grasses, or in cells beneath
the surface of the ground. The ravages of the young caterpillars which hatch in the
sumrcer and autumn, are seldom noticed then, on account of the aburidant vegetation

at those seasons. In the spring, however, not only are the caterpillars much larger

and capable of more mischief but the land is cleared of all weeds and vegetation,

other than the crop which is to be grown, and when the Cut-worms, revived by the

warmth of the sun and the opening of spring, come from their winter retreats, there

is nothing for them to cat but the farmer's early crops. They are particularly

troublesome in gardens, cutting off young cabbages, tomatoes and other plants as
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Fig. 8.

soon as pricked out. When the caterpillars are full-fed they
burrow into the ground to a depth ol a few inches and turn
to brown chrysalids inside a smooth cell or a light cocoon
(Fig. 8). From these after a few weeks the perfect moths
emerge. They are very active at night, and when disturbed

have the same habit as their caterpillars of dropping to the

_ ground and remaining perfectly still as if dead. From their

dull colour they are then difficult to find. When at rest their wings lie horizDntally

over their backs and the upper ones entirely cover the lower pair. The upper winga
are generally crossed with one or more waved lines and always bear two character-

istic marks, one about half way down the wing, orbicular in shape, the other, nearer

the tip, reniform or kidney-shaped.

Fig. 9 shows a common and very injurious species,

the Lance Rustic Moth (Agrotis Ypsilon) and its cater-

pillar, the Greasy Cut-worm.
From their nocturnal habits Cut-worms frequently

do a great deal of harm to vegetation without being re-

cognized as the cause. It is important in the view of

discovering useful remedies to ascertain as soon as pos-

sible the habits of all these caterpillars.

Those of which the preparatory stages are known
may be divided into three classes : 1. Climbing Cut-

worms, or those which climb trees and destroy the buds.

2. Surface Cut-worms, or those which live on the surface
^ of the ground and cut off herbaceous plants just beneath

^'S- 9' the level of the soil. 3. Those which combine both of

these habits. •

"^Z^Of the first class we cannot have a better example than the Common Climbing

Cut-worm {Agrofis scandens, Riley). This species was abundant last spring, but as a

rule is rather a rare species here, although I have specimens from several localities

in Western Canada. The caterpillar attacks the apple, and is sometimes very in-

jurious, eating out the buds just as they are expanding. " It is of a light yellowish

gray colour variegated with dull green, with a dark line down the back, and fainter

lines along the sides ; the spiracles or breathing pores are black. When full grown
it is nearly an inch and a-half long." (Saunders, W. Insects Inj.'to Fruits, p. 108.)

Of ihe second class or Cut-worma proper,

C tchore are many specie?, perhaps the best

known of which is the Dingy Cut-worm, the

aterpillar of the Gothic Dart Moth {Agrotis

subgothica, Haw.) There are, however, several

species almost identical in general appearance
and habits. Frequently observers collect seve-

ral specimens, supposing them all to belong

to the same species ; but when the moths ap-

pear they find that they have been dealing
with four or five different kinds. This was my
own experience during the past season. From

cages suDposed only to contain one species I obtained spocimens of Agrotis campes-

tris, A. Ypsilon, A. volubilis and A. subgothica. I unluckily omitted to take exact

descriptions of the larvte and their colorational differences; but their habits were all

similar and the same remedies would apply for all. The Dingy Cut-worm is found
over a very large area. From the Atlantic to the Pacific in Canadq and it also occurs
in Europe. The colours are very varii ble but may be described as follows: Head
grey, shiny and epeckled. Thoracic shield on first segment bearing three white
stripes. General colour of the body groy with a wide brownish stripe down the
back and three indistinct stripes along the sides. The bristle-bearing tubercles

black and conspicuous. When full grown it is about an inch in length.

Of the third class which boiL destroy low vegetation and climb up trees and bushes
and destroy the buds, no better example can be cited than the Variegated Cat-worm,

Fig. 10

—

A. subgothica showing
wings expanded and folded.
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the caterpillar of the Un-Armed Rustic Moth QAgrotis saucia, Treit.) This was a very
abundant species last spring. Mr. E. Hutcherson, writing from Ladner's Landing,
British Columbia, sent in June last specimens of this species, in both the larval and
pupal stages. It is a large and most voracious species. Dr. Thomas in the Seventh
Illinois Report says: " This is widely distributed and it is probable that we have no
other species that is more voracious or is a more general feeder. While some kinds
of Cut-worms are not found much out of certain situations, this may be sought in
any place during its season, with a good prospect of finding it. There seems to be
no cultivated crop that are free from its attacks, and when these are not at hand it

feeds readily upon weeds that are found in the fields and by the roadsides."
I have taken this species also in Victoria, B. C., where it was most troublesome,

attacking all kinds of vegetables in market gardens.
Mr. Hutcherson writes: " I send you several grubs which are doing great des-

truction hero at the present time. As you will see they are ground grubs burrowing in
the ground in the day time and working at night. I am eager to know the best remedy
for destroying them as well as their history. Would gas-lime destroy them ? If so
how should 1 employ it and what danger would there be to vegetation?" And again
later he writes :

" I send you to-day a packet containing grubs in the chrysalis stage
as I expect those sent before would reach you in such damaged condition as to be
useless, I might say the ground is full of them, scarcely a square foot without a
grub in it. They have damaged my grafts and one year old trees pretty badly by
eating off the tips."

The caterpillar is large, nearly two inches in length when walking, of a light
slate colour mottled or marbled with irregular pinkish, grey, and deep black elon-

gated marks which make two broken and indistinct lines along the sides. Beneath
the breathing pores a pale stripo; Head, grey, mottled. The moth is a large species
of very variable appearance, expafiding one inch and three-quarters, usually of a
pale brown colour with a lew indistinct black marks on the upper wings, the lower
wings whitish in the centre and brown outside.

Another species with the same habit as the above, of occasionally climbing
up trees and bushes is called the Yellow-headed Cutworm, the caterpillar of the
Amputating Brocade Moth {Radena arctica, Bois.) Fig. 11.

This was remarkably abundant in the perfect

slate during the months of July and August flying

into rooms at night by hundreds. The larva was
not recognized aniongst the injurious Cut-worms col-

lected. It is described as "of a smoky or livid

brown colour, with a yellow or chestnut coloured

'its ,,•
''

•
. ^ ,, bead, and a horny shield of the same colour on the
w^ firf-t and last segments of the body. It grows to a

^'S- ll- larger size than most of the other Cut-worms, and

is peculiarly destructive, because it severs the plant about an inch below the surface

of the ground, thus destroying it irremediably. They also attack the corn till a later

period than some others." (G. J. Bowles in An. Rep. But. Soc, Oat, 1887, p. 39.)

The moth is a very beautiful creature expanding nearly two inches. Tne general

colour is rich reddish brown, mottled with clear grey. In the centre of each of the

upper wings is a bright red V-shaped space containing the ordinary round and

kidney-shaped marks of the family. Exterior to this red space are two irregular

bands, the first grey and a terminal dusky band. These are divided by a white line

shaded with brown within. The thorax and the body are ornamented with reddish

tufts.

Eemedies—There are many remedies which may be tried for Cut-worms, some of

which will usually answer the required purposes. When, however, as stated above,

the caterpillars appear in enormous numbers and materially reduce their own food

supply, no remedies except killing them will prevent them from attacking plants.

There are a great many beneficial insects which help to keep these pests in check.

Various Hymenopterous four-winged flies attack them as well as the parasitic Tachina

flies and true Bugs. In addition to these, however, there are some large ground
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beetles known by the name of Calosoma, Those should be known by sight by every

gardener and farmer ; they are amongst his best friends ; but being usually found

amongst the injured plants where they are hunting for the injurious Cut-worms
their mission is misunderstood and they are frequently destroyed.

Fig. 12 thews the Fiery Ground Beetle (^Calosoma calidum, Fab.) a

common and very useful species, the grab of which has been styled

the " Cutrworm Lion."

Artificial remedies will, of course, vary with the habits of the

caterpillars to be guarded against.

For the Climbing Cut-worms the best remedy ia to place round

/ VM^'!^^'?^ V *^® stem of the tree or bush to be protected a strip of tin six inches

1 ^ra^S / 1 wide ; the lower edge can be pressed into the ground and the tubu-
k^^gSS

jg^j, ^]jape ig easily preserved by securing it above with a piece of

Jr " \ twine. This will effectually keep all Cut-worms from the tree, for

V these heavy-bodied caterpillars are unable to crawl over the smooth
Fig. 12. surface. A similar expedient is to tie a band of cotton batting

round the stem. The caterpillars being unable to crawl over this yielding material.

For Surface Cut-worms the most efficient remedies are the following :

—

1. Keeping down all weeds in the late summer and autumn months, so as to

deprive those species which hatch in the autumn of their food supply and winter
shelter.

2. Late ploughing in autumn or winter so as to disturb them after they have
gone into winter quarters. The value of this treatment lies chiefly in breaking the

cell they have made as a protection from the cold of winter, at a time of the year
when they will be unable to make another.

3. Burning off all stubble and rubbish as late as possible in the spring when
many of the caterpillars and the eggs of some species will be destroyed.

4. Placing some substance with an obnoxious odour around young plants when
first set out, as fresh gas lime, sand or sawdust saturated with coal oil or carbolic

acid.

5. Traps.— Prof. Riley has found that they may be destroyed in large numbers
by setting poisoned traps between the rows of the crop to be protected. These are

made as follows, having procured a supply of some succulent plant as grass, clover,

or " lamb's quarters," (Chenopodium album, L.), tie them in loose bundles and sprinkle

them heavily, or dip them in Paris Green and water. These are placed between the

rows. Tying the plants in bundles has the effect of keeping the traps green and fresh

for a longer time. " Lamb's quarters " is a favourite plant with many kinds of Cut-

worms and it will be noticed that where this weed grows, it is much more attractive

than most plants grown as crops. This plant springs up everywhere in cultivated

land. I believe that if strips of it were left at intervals in the fiolds, they would
draw off the attack from the crops. A noticeable feature with this weed is the ease

with which it can be destroyed. From the habit Cut-worms have of cutting off the

stem of an attacked plant and remaining close to its root in the day time, and from the

fact that when this plant is injured it fades quickly and turns to a whitish tint, the

presence of Cut-worms in these rows can be detected at a glance, after a couple of

hours of sunshine. The caterpillars should then of course be dugout and destroyed.

After the season for the Cut-worros has passed by, these strips can be run over with

the cultivator and will be of no further trouble.

6. Wrapping.—Young tomatoes and cabbages may generally be protected in a

large measure from the attacks of Cut-worms, by simply wrapping a piece of paper
around the stems at the time of planting, care being taken that it reaches above the

ground for about an inch. This remedy usually answers well ; but last spring not

even paper saturated with a mixture of coal oil and linseed oil kept the hungry
myriads from the young tomatoes and cabbages. The same remedy is sometimes
used in a modified form by making a cornucopia of paper and after putting some
earth in it, put in the plant and sink it in the ground and fill up, leaving two inches

above the ground. In short the plant is planted in the cone of paper. By the time

the roots have reached the paper it is decayed and forms no barrier to root growth.
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A similar expedient ia to place tomato tins, with the tops and bottoms cut out,
over young plants, the caterpillars being unable to crawl over the smooth tin.

7. Ditching.—It must be remembered that Gut-worms are essentially vagrants.
They never stay long in any one place, but crawl long distances at night from place
to place. In years of very bad attack, it usually happens that certain fields are free
from attack, whilst most of the others are badly infested. To prevent Gut-worms
from leaving a certain field or to keep them oat of another, ploughing a deep furrow
has been found useful in confining their ravages.

All the above named remedies have been tried and found useful, but in years of
great abundance they fail to protect the crop entirely. This fact is illustrated by
our Ottawa experience of last season and by the following letter from Mr. G. A,
Knight, of Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B. C. As I have received many enquiries as to
the value of gas-lime, I insert the letter in full :

—

" With regard to Cut-worms I am afraid gas-lime is a failure. In January I put
it on very thick—1,500 lbs. on I of an acre. I was afraid I had it too thick ; but I
ploughed it in, and in March I ploughed the land again. I then saw that the land
was thick with the larvm of a Tipula, and even where the lime was dumped they
were there as well by the thousand. In some places I also saw earth-worms, but no
signs of Cut-worms I sowed part with beet-root, carrots, and peas. Everything
went sploodidly until all the seeds were up about one or two inches high. The peas
were sown sometime after the other seeds, so they all came up about the same time.
I may say that before this we had had a lot of cold, nasty weather and things made
scarcely any growth. All at once it cleared up and the sun came out hot for a week,
and then as if by magic, the Cut-worms made their appearance. They were very
small at first, but soon grew to be half an inch and one inch long. I had a lively
time with them. In some places they cleai-ed off everything. I sowed carrots three
times, but the last lot did not come up until the middle of July, which is too late for

them to do anything as it is too hot and dry then. My onions were all taken of the
first sowing, and they served my nursery stock veiy badly. They would cut the
plum and apple buds clean out. I mixed Paris Green with lime and put it on so
thick that I killed the foliage and bark; but no dead Cut-worms could I find, f tried

saltpetre and ashes, but that was no good. As for the traps you speak of they were
no good with me either. What is to become of the cabbage plants when there are
no leaves or clover for traps, and other things that are sown in March and are up
and taken before there is anything to make traps with ? The traps, too, soon wilt
with the Bun and wind, and Cutworms, here at any rate, will not eat that stuff when
they can get a carrot or an onion an inch high.

"I cannot altogether condemn the gas-lime, although I have no faith in it, be-

cause it did not kill the Tipulis nor the weeds. Chickweed came up by the millions

before anything else, and 1 put no manure on the land. The Cut-worms might have
come from the land on both sides, but I believe not, because they wore so small At
any rate it is a splendid fertiliser, whatever plants were left by the grubs grew very
rank and strong."

III. Specimens of Cut-worms sent to me by Mr. Knight, produced
r«\ Agrotis saucia and A. obelifscoides. With regard to the first of these

I it was discovei-ed by Prof. Eiley, tbat the eggs (Fig. 13) were
L.J laid upon the twigs of trees, and bethinks it probable th.-it the
^rj moth hibernates in the perfect state, so that while Mr. Knight

#?W?^''\i " - may-have destroyed many larvaj by the use of the gas-lime, those
which attacked his crop might have been produced in the spring
liora eggs laid upon trees growing in his garden, after the gas-

lime had lost its effect. A light sprinkling of fresh gas-lime
'•- amongst cabbages and onions has the effect of keeping off the

llies which are the progenitors of the Root Maggots, and it seems
jjrobable that Cut-worms might have been kept from attacking
these beds had they been treated with one or two light sprink-
lings in the spring.

Fig. 13.
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Empusa {JEntomophthora) virescens, Thaxter, A beneficial parasitic fungus.

In 1884, fields and gardens were over-run by vast hordes of a black velvety
Cut-worm, with white lateral stripes and a red head. Thete turned out to be the
larvre of Agrotis fennica, Tausch. About the 22nd May, it was noticed that many of

these larvffi were attacked by a fungous disease with such viralence, that but a small
proportion could become pupas. In certain fields they were to be feen in large cum-
bers on stones, fences, stems of grasses and other plants up which they had crawled,

and to which they were fixed by the fungus. This seemed in nearly all cases to

emerge from the body just below the head, in the shape of a small tuft of white downy
matter. Alter a short time the bodies dried up. Specimens of this fungus were sent

to Mr. Eolund Thaxter, Cambridge, Mass., who has just published a monogi-aph of

the Entomophthoreas of the United States. " These are minute fungi possessed of an
individuality of their own that renders them susceptible of consideration apart from
all other form.s of plant life. This peculiarity consists in an obligatory parasitism

upon insects, which, although in some instances it exists without apparent injury to

the insect host, is usually of such a nature as to cause its death ; often resulting, espe-

cially amongst noxious insects, in widespread mortality."

A well known instance of these fungi is the Empusa -nmscce, Cohn, which causes

the death of hou^e fiie^ in the autumn, when they may be found attached to walls

or windows by their tongues and surrounded by a white cloud of the spores of the

fungus which had destroyed them.
Although so abundant at Ottawa in 1884, and notwithstanding that close search

was made constantly since that time, no further specimens could be foand until this

spring, when a few specimens were discovered upon stems of grass in a hay field in

Jane. When the specimens were sent to Mr. Thaxter he recognized them as belong-

ing to an undeecribed species and in the monograph referred to he describes it as

follows :

—

Empusa (Enicrnxophthora') virescens, Nov. Sp.

Conidia, ovoid to oblong, of irregular shape; with bluntly rounded base and apex,
the former often hardly papillate and not well distinguished from the apes ; colour

greenish yellow in dried material ; containing numerous small, irregular, often rod-

like fat bodies; measurements, 10 by 20 m.— 16 by 36 m., average 14 by 30 m.
Conidiophores digitate, arising indirectly from spherical hyphal bodies which germinate
in all directions, giving rise to very numerous hyphse which subsequently become
conidiophores, Cystidia not observed. Secondary conidia like the primary. Eesting
spores unknown. Host attached to substratum by rhizoids.

Hosts. Lepidoptera : Larva of Agrotis fennica.

Habitat, Ottawa. Ontario.

I
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REPORT OF THE HORTICULTURIST-

(W. W. HlLBJRN.)

Prof, Wm. Saunders,
Director of the Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith a report on the progress made in

the horticultural department of the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, during the

past year. I have also added a list of the varieties of fruit trees planted on the farm.

As stated in my last report 216 apple trees, out of a collection of 903, were trans-

planted from the nu rsery rows in the autumn of 1887, to an orchard, with the view of

testing the relative merits of fall and spring planting. Most of these wore standard

sorts such as are in general cultivation in Ontario, with a few Eussian varieties. The
summer and autumn were both unusually dry and unfavourable for newly planted

trees and the lack of moisture in the soil at the time of planting was very unusual.

The winter was severe, the thermometer having gone as low as 40 below zero.

When the snow disa))peared in the spring it was found that nearly all these

autumn planted trees were more or less injured, many of them killed down to the

snow line. The fact that such varieties as Duchess of Oldenburg, Tetofsky and
Fameuse, of which there are healthy bearing trees growing unharmed within a short

distance of the farm suffered equally with the tender sorts, showed clearly that these

failures wore due to the unfavourable season for planting rather than to lack of hardi-

ness in some of the sorts tested.

In the autumn of 1887, 200 apple trees were procured of the following varieties:

100 Wealthy, 50 Duchess, and 50 Tetofsky. These were got with the intention of

planting them in the spring for top grafting with new varieties as soon as they
should become established These trees were obtained from Fonthill where the soil

had been more moist, they arrived in good condition, were " healed in " for the

winter and in the spring were found in excellent order alive to the tops of the

branches.

The trees left in the nursery rows did not suffer to nearly the same extent as

those in orchard. Many of the larger trees were injured, but most of the smaller
ones, among which were nearly all the Eussian sorts, came through the winter in

very fair order. These smaller trees, however, had the advantage of being more
protected with snow than the larger ones.

The orchard of standard apples was replanted and enlarged, and it now contains
390 trees, most of which have made a fair growth. The trees have been banked up
with earth in the same manner as last year to a height of 12 to 15 inches and good
results are hoped for. It contains the following varieties :

American Pippin. Nonpareil.
Baldwin. Nodhead.
Blenheim Orange. Orange Winter.
Bombarger. Peck's Pleasant.

Belle de Boskoop. Pewaukee.



Brewington.
Beauty of the World.
Bottle Greening.
Chenango Strawberry.
Canada Baldwin.
Cooper's Market.
Cranberry Pippin.

Duchess of Oldenburg,
Duke of Connaught.
Early Strawberry.
Fameuse.
Fall Pippin.

Fallawater.

Fall Jennetting.

Fanny.
Grimes Golden.
Gravenstein.

Hurlbut.
Haas.
King of Tomkins.
Keswick Codlin.
Lady.
Lord Suffield.

Lawyer.
Lady Henniker.
Maiden's Blush.
Mann.
McMahon's White.
Mcintosh Red.
Magog Eed Streak.

Northern Spy.
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Pomme Grise.

Peach of Montreal,

Plums Cider.

Primate.
Eichard's Graft.

Eed Astrachan.
Eoxbury Eusset.

Eibston Pippin.

E. I. Greening.
Eed Beitigheimer.
Eed Utters.

Shannon.
Sweet Bough.
Sutton Beauty.
Salome.
St. Lawrence.
Snyder.
Saxton.
Stump.
Scott's Winter.
Swayzie Pomme Grise.

Spitzenburg.

Tetofsky.
Talman Sweet.
Wagener.
Walbridge.
Warner's King.
Wealthy.
Winesap.
Winter St. Lawrence.
Yellow Bellefleur.

The following collection of Eussian Apples was procured from various sources,

most of them in the spring of 1S87 ; they were grown one year in nursery row, and
then flanted out in orchard twenty feet apart each way.
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No. Adopted American Name

236 AntoDovka.
240 Lejanka.
242 Broadcheek,
245 Borovinka.
252 Aport.
261 Eepka Aport.
262 Charlamoff.
264 Scented.
26.T Gorke Pipka.
267 Pear.
268 Zakoritnoo.
274 Eosy.
277 Vargul.
282 Voronesh Reinette.
284 Kremer's Glass.

290 Ukraine.
304 Switzer.

313 Muscatel.
315 Herren.
316 Red Reinette.

317 White Pigeon.
342 Cinnamon.
324 German Calvillo.

(327) Yellow Arcad (188)
33-i Early Prolific.

334 Yellow Transparent.
337 Serinkia.

338 Eevel Pear.
342 Thaler.

344 Saltan.
352 Resonant.
361 Poiutod Pipka.
362 Lead.
367 Red Streak.
36rf Sugar Miron.
371 German Skrute.
S75 Cinnamon Pine.

378 Hibernal.
382 Green Bntskaya.
387 Good Peasant.
393 Imperial Citron.

il93 Enormous.
406 Sweet Pipka.
407 Blackwood.
413 Cross.

428 Eonaric.

441 Rattle.

442 l''ellow Calvillo.

447 Keiv Reinette.

453 Beautiful Arcad.
469 Grandmother.
470 Lapouchoe.
47 L Prolific Anis.

472 Ostrokoflf.

477 Christmas,

Rassian Name.

Antonovka.
Lejanka.
Schirokolitchiko.

Borovinka.
Aport.
Rieptchatui aport.

Charlamovskoe.
Dochovoe.
Pipka Gorkaya.
Gruochevka.
Zakoritnoe.

Eosovoe.
Vargul.
Eenet Voroneshskui.
Steklianka Kremera.
Ukrainskoe.
Suifilepper.

Muscataptel (Livlander Egl.)
Herrenapfel.
Eoinelte rothe.

Golubinoo (bieloe not Egl.)
Koritchnevoe.
Niometskui kalvil.

Joltni arkad,
Plodovitka rannaya.
Skvosnoe jeltui.

Sierianka.

Gruschevka Revelekaya.
Charlottenthaler gelber.

Sultanapfel.

Svonkoe.
Pipka ostrokonotchnaya.
Svintsovka.

Polosatoe.

Miron sacharnui.

Skrute Niemetskui.
Kontchnevoe ananasnoe.
Osimui.
Butskaya zelenka.

Dobrui krestianin.

Tsitronnoe Tsarskoe.

Krupneena.
Pipka sacharnaya.

Tchernoe derevo.

Skrijapel.

Focarik Nalivnni.

Gromuschka.
Kalvil jeltui.

Eenet Kievskui.

Arkad krasivui.

Babuschkino.
Lapouchoe.
Anisovaya plodovitka.

Ostrokosvkays steklianka.

Eoshdestvenskoe.
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No.
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Citronat.

Foundling, of ^S. S.

Red Aport.
Red Sweedish,
Crimea.
Wiiiter Citronen Apfel.

This orchard contains in addition to the 184 sorts of Russian apples given above.
16 varieties of crab apples, while adjoining orchards contain 68 sorts of pears, tJ7 of
plums, 70 of cherries, 5 of apricots and two of peaches. Many of these are from
Rassia and other parts of northern Europe and are believed to be among the hardiest

varieties obtainable.

These combined form a total of 362 named varieties to which must bo added a
number of seedlings, making 1,020 trees in all.

They have been planted 20 feet apart each way, well cultivated during the
tiummer and earth drawn up around the base of them for protection through the
winter. They consist of the following varieties :—
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396
418
439
508
513
516
520
4M.
9M.
12 M.
13 M.
15 M.

107 Vor.

109 Yor.

Orel, No. 16

Adopted Americaa name.

Fiat Bergamol.
Early Bergamot.
Double Beorre,

Seedless.

Thin Twig,
Lemon.
Sapieganka.
Dula.

Winter.
Saccharine.

Strawberry.
Czar.

Bear.
Scented.
Waxen.
Large Sugar.
Green Wine.
Junfer.

Pound.
White Livland.
Vinograd.

AMERICAN

Admiral.
Adirondack

.

Beauty of Naples
Botan.
Biiton.

Belmore.
Brad ^haw.
Bryanston's G.ige.

Communa.
^oe's Golden Drop.
De Soto.

Early Eed.
Forest Eoee.
Gueii.

Golden Cluster.

General Hand.
German Piune.
Grand Duke.
Glass Seedling.

Hungary.
Imperial Gage.
Kenyon (No. 1).

Kansas Dwarf.
Luscomb's -\onsuch.

Lombard.
Langford.
Masters,

Moreman.
Maquoketa.
Mariana.
Moldavka, Xo. 44 Vor,

Niagara.
Noia Bene.

Rassiaa or foreiga name.

Bergamot ploskni.

Bergamot rannaya.
Maslitchnaya dvoicay .,

Bessemianka.
Tockovietka.
Limonnaya.
Bergamot Sapiegacka.
Dala.

Osimaya.
Sachamaya.
Semiianitchnaya.
Tsarskaya.
Medviedevka.
Duchovaya.
Voskovaya.
Zncherbirne grosae.

Weinbirne, grune.

Junferbirne.

Pfnndbirne.
Botterbine weisse Livlandescho.

Vinogradnui.

AND FOEEia.V PLUMS.

Newman.
Orel, No. 21.

Ogden.
Orange.
Prince Englebert.

Prune of Agen.
Pond's Seedling.

Qoackenboss.
Eeine Claude.

KolRngston.
Eed Efig.

Eed Winter.
Eobinaon.
Eichlacd.
Shropshire Damson.
Speer.

Sweet Water.
Smith's Orleans.

St. Lawrence.
Wolf.

White Winter.
White Oischakofi.

White Nicolas.

Washington.
Weaver.
Wangenheim.
Yellow Egg.
Yellow Aubert, No. 115 Vor.
Yellow Gage.

5. Eussian.

U. do
85. do

102. Yoronesh.

o6-ei
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Amarelle Hatiire.

do Aboyet.
Abreendo Beigaura.

Abbosee d'Oitjcios.

Amarelle a Bauquot
Belle Maguitique.

Browii'a Bost.

Bender, Mo.
Biassels.

Carnation.

Cerise d'Odtheim
Common red.

Dyebouso.
Double Natte.

Doppelto giaskirsch -

.

Early Richmond.
Empress Eugenie.
French.
Fiiihes Amarelle.
Formige Hess WeicheL
Frauecdorf.

Gros Gobet.
Grotto da Nova.
Grotto Moul.
Griotte do Buttner.

Gronor Snath Kirk.
Glaskuk-Kinorm.
Githam *Odtbeim).
Griotto Precose.

Giiotte du Isoid.

Kiischen Amarelle,
Louise.

Lutovka.
Leib.

Montmorency Largo.

Montmorency.
do Agne.
do Ordinaire,

do Longue queue.

Minn. Ostheim. •

Oatheim.
Olivet.

Eoyal Duke.
Eeino Hortcnse. •

Bed Morcllo.

Schatten Amarelle.
Spate Amarelle
Sieklianka (Glaskir^cbu).

Susso Fruhe Weicbsel.

Silhaari Weichel.

Vistula.

Voronesb, 27.

Vladimir.
Windsor.
Wragg.
Wiers, No. 2.

do 12.

do 13.

do 18.

23 Orel.

24 do
25 do
26 do
27 do
2l7 Iia--i-ian.

18 tiii^u.. ^
6:i M.
6'J Kussian.

20d Eubbiaa.

SMALL PaUITS.

The plantations of small fruits contain all of the loading varieties in ceneral cuU
tivalion and most of the now sorts catalogued in America. No pains will ko Kpn:tfd

in testing all ndw kinds worthy of trial as early as ihey can bo cbt.sined. This por-

tion of tbo experimental work has already become of great interest and will be ot

much value to all who grow those fruits either for home use or market. It is

impraciicable lor a private individual to test all varieties as they are introduced, but

such work can be successfully done at a public institution such as this, where carctul

records are kept of the relative merits of the different sorts and reliable iniormaiion

given to those interested.

SEEDLINGS.

Many new seedling small fruits have been brought together from various localities

throughout Canada and the United States. Among the former may be mentioned a

large collection of strawberries, raspberries, currants, gooseberries and grapes origin-

ated by Prof. Wm. Saunders at London and brought here for trial, among which aie

some very promising sorts which will be propagated and sent to the other espeii-

mental farms for lurther testing.
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A number of the strawberries are very productive, of fine quality acd size, with

strong healthy foliage. A new plantation has been made frona these, whica will

give a better opportunity to study their characteristics both with one and two year
old plants. Theri>pberry seedlings number about ;iSO, most of these have fruited,

Bome being remarkably productive and of good quality.

Some seedlings of Davison's Thornless appear to be quite an improvement on
their parent, particularly so in vigour and productiv'eness. A number of seedlings

from other varieties have many valuable points.

Some hybrjna between Gregg and Cathbert were eepeciaHy promising, they
were of the Shaffer type ; some were thought to be of better quality and equal to

that valuable variety iA every other respect. The weather being unusually dry at

the time of ripening, all the raspberries were injured to such an extent that it was
difficult to make comparisons of these new seedlings with named varieties which
would be accurate and just, hence the experience of another season will be required

to fully determine their respective merits.

Among the 140 black currant seedlings are several well worthy of an extendea
trial. One with very long racemes was shown at a meeting of the Ontario Fruit

Growers Association, held at Picton, Ont.,in July and was thought well of by those best

qualified to judge These currants wore also affected by the drought to such an ex-

tent as to render comparisons difficult until more experience is obtained.

In the spring of 1887 a vineyard was planted, containing 127 varieties of grapes.

last spring 31 more were added, making a total of 158 sorts. The greater portion of

these have made satisfactory progress. A large number of new and rare varieties

are contained in this collection which will make it of great interest and very in-

structive to grape-growers generally. This locality is noted for the fine quality of

grapes grown. During favourable seasons the crop is large and ripens well.

CURRANTS.

It was found necessary to remove the currant plantation last spring to auccher

part of the farm, hence, no fruit of any consequence was produced during the past

summer. There are in this collection 20 varieties, planted in rows six feet apart,

and four feet apart in the rows.

They made a good growth daring the summer and will be in condition to give

a partial crop next season.

OOCSEBERRIES.

The plantations of this fruit contain 36 named varieties, and about 50 unnamed
seedlings. These have been planted the same distance apart as the currants, and most

of them have made fair growth.

BASPBERRIES.

The raspberry plants came through the winter in good condition and promised

an abundant yield early in the season, but just before they began to ripen the weather

turned hot and a dry scorching wind which prevailed for some lime had the efiect of

drying up the fruit to such an extent that the crop was a partial failure.

A new plantation was put out in June, by transplanting from the older plants

young shoots as soon as they had reached a height of twelve to fifteen inches, these

subsequently made a good stocky growth.
Where such plants are near at hand this method will be found advantageous and

if carefully done the plants will make a stronger growth by autumn than shoots of

the previous year's growth put out in early spring.

This collection is made up of 43 named varieties and a lai'ge number of unnamed
seedlings.
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BLACKBERRIES.

Of the 26 varietiee. planted, Snyder appears to stand beet, with Stones hardy next.
Agawam and Taylor's Prolific not lar in the rear ; more time will be required, how-
ever, before any definite information can be given regarding the hardiness of these
fruits for this locality.

STRAWBERRIES.

The plantation of 90 varieties referred to in my last report contained most of the
standard and many new sorts. They came through the winter in good shape,
blossomed freely and set a large quantity of fruit. The fruit began to lipen the
latter part of June, the first being gattiered on the 25th. The weather turned very
hot and dry before the crop was half matured, not only was the fruit injured but in

many places the plants were injured by the scorching winds that prevailed for some
type ; on this account the crop was materially lessened. There were 2,049 quart
boxes of fruit gathered which were sold at good prices.

A new plantation has been made in which are planted 115 named varieties and
many seedlings. These have been put in rows three and a-half feet apart and about
one foot apart in the rows in the same manner as the old plantation. The land for

this plot had been well manured. Thoy were carefully cultivated during the sum-
mer and made a strong healthy growth. When cold weather set in alight covering
of straw was given to protect them through the winter.

The seeds of many varieties of fruits were gathered during the season of 1887
from choice specimens, and Irom these a large number of seedlings have been grown.
A similar course has been pursued during the past year and it is hoped that some
vdluablo new varieties may be thus produced.

Some attention was given to artificially crossing and hybridizing small fruits

with partial success. The dry weather affected this work considerably, still a num-
ber of crosses were obtained. The seeds will be sown in season and the results

reported on hereafter.

'"espeotfuUy submitted,

W. W. HILBOEN,
Horticulturist, Central Experimental Farm.
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REPORT OF THE POULTRY MANAGER.
(A. G. Gilbert.)

To Professor William Saumdkrs,
Director Ezperimeotal Farms.

Sir,—I have great pleasure in submitting the first report of the Poultry Depr.rt-
ment of the Central Experimental Farm. Although the operations thus far have
been on a comparatively limited scale yet eome results have been ascertained which,
it is hoped, will be of interest and benefit to the farming community and especially
to those desirous of obtaining eggs and poultry for market or home use.

In the early part of the month of May last it was deemed advisable, in order to
have a number of fowls ready for the occupation of the poultry building abont to be
erected on the Farm, to procure eggs of the most useful varieties and hatch taem by
means of sitting hens, a number of which had been secured. Accordingly 30 sittinga

representing 388 eggs, were purchased from the leading breeders of Canada, Great
Britain and the United States. Eggs from the latter country were obtained for the
purpose of securing dilferant strains for breeding purposes in the forthcoming spring.

The following table will show the number of eggs purchased and the results there-

from :

—

Eggs Purchased and Chickens Hatched.

i

o



It will bo seen from the above that 209 chickens were hatched, which was satis-

factory, when the very unfavourable sea-on and the long distance the greater number
of the egxa travelled, are taken inio consideration. It is worthy of notice that from
twelve Indian game eggs, shipped by Messrs. Abbott Bros., of Norwich, England,
seven chickens were hatched, and from twelve Red Cap eggs, shipped by the same
firm, five chickens were the result. The eggs were sent from Norwich, England, to

the agent of the firm in Toronto, and were by him re-shipped to Ottawa, so making
a long journey by ocean steamer and railway, yet yielding a return of 50 per cent,
thus proving that fertile eggs, properly packed, can be shipped a long distance and
hatch well. In this case the eggs were packed in cut straw.

EGGS FROM CANADIAN BREEDERS HATCH BEST.

It will also be seen that the eggs supplied by Canadian breeders hatched better
than tho-e from the United States. The eggs furnished by our home breeders were
wrapped in paper and packed in bran, while the eggs from the United States breeders
were tightly packed in sawdust, a method strongly condemned by Canadian poultry-
men, who a-seri that the turpentine contained in pine sawdust lessens the fertility of
the eggs. There is room for interesting experiment here.

NEW BREEDS IMPORTED—INDIAN GAMES.

The Indian Game eggs were the first of the kind imported into Canada. It was
tboilght best 10 give them a trial, as the Indian Game had earned a great reputation
in Cornwall and Devonshire, England, as a market fowl, the male birds attaining to
a weight of 9, 10, and 1 1 pounds. The cockerels are also highly spoken of for cross-

ing purposes with the Plymouth Rock and Dorking. It was the 4th of July before

the eggs were hatched, and that month being unusually chilly and raw, four of the
chiskens succumbed, notwithstanding the greatest of care, leaving three which never
made much headway and died on the approach of wintry weather. These chickens
were slow to feather, displayed no hardiness, and were content to brood when four

months old. I would suggest another trial of this breed, the chickens to be hatched
at an early period, so as to have ample opportunity to mature before the fall months.

BED CAPS.

The Red Caps, another late arrival from England, were also tried but with
nnsatislactory results. Up to the age of two months the chickens grew rapidly and
appeared hardy, but did not stand the cold and extremely wet weather of October,

although well housed. As with the Indian Games, I would recommend another trial

of early hatched chickens. A Black Spanish and Red Cap cross is recommended as

producing a hardy fowl and great layer.

THE STANDARD VARIETIES.

The chickens of the other breeds made rapid progress, the Plymouth Rocks
showing the earliest and greatest development, followed by the Wyandottes, Buff
Cochins and Houdans in the order named. Two methods of feeding the chickens
were adopted. Part were fed with bread and milk from time of leaving nest up to

ten days, and after that with crushed corn, wheat and other grain. Another part

were fed with hard boiled eggs and bread crumbs in the early stages and soft feed

afterwards, with a liberal supply of grain to all in the evening. The two methods
seemed to have equally good results. All the chickens were frequently and liber-

ally fed and had one of the best grass runs it was possible for them to get access to

anJ where. Shade and insects were abundant.

THE FOLLOWING RECORD

of the weights of four of the leading varieties will instance the progress made.

On the 5th of July a Plymouth Eock cockerel, hatched on the 9th of the pre-

ceding month of May, weighed I lb. 15 ozs. ; a Wyandotte cockerel hatched on {he
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>tb of ihe same monih (May) weighed 1 lb. 5 oz3. ; a Butf Ooehin hatched on the
ISlh ol biirasi month (May), 1 lb. 1 (z.

0'4 the 30Lh of July, twenty-five days later, the same chickens wei£;hed as fol-

lows :

—

Lbs. Oz.
Plymouth Eock S Os^
W^-andotie .'

, 2 ()4l-

iiuti Cochin iJ Ou
Houdan (hatched 25th May) 1 14^

On September 4th the Plymouth Eock weighed 5 lbs. 13 ozs., and the Wyandotte
3 lbs. 13 (zi.

On the '12th of Xovember the weights cf the same chickens were as follows :

—

Lbs. Oz.

Plymouth Eock , 7 05
Wyandotte 5 12

Buff Cochin 5 02
Houdan (hatched 25th May) 5 00

At dale of writing (January 20th, 1889) the same chickens weighel in breed-

ing condition :
—

Lbs. Oz.
Plymouth Eock , 9 05
Wvandotte 7 00
Butf Cochm ."

7 12
Houdan « 02

IN0UBAT3R TRIAI,,

On the 10th of May last a Basaey Incubator of 100 egg capacity was pat into
operation with a small number of eggs for a first attempt. Twenty-eight chickens
were the result. Three died 603n after being hatched. The remaining twenty -five

were transferred at the proper time to the brooder and made rapid headway.

CROSSES,

Among the chicken so hatched were five male birds of a cross between a Brahma
cockerel and Plymouth Eock hens. This cross was made with the view of ascer-

taining what sort of market fowl it would produce, and was successful. A cockerel

of this cross (hatched on the 3l8t of May) weighed 6 lbs. 2 oz. on the 17th of October
following, showing a gain of nearly 1^ lbs. per month.

Another trial was made of a cross between a Brahma cockerel and Black Minorca
hens and resulted in the production of several very fine, large, dark pullets, which
ought to make an excellent fowl for the farmer, embracing as they should the egg
laying properties of the Minorca with the hardiness and size of the Brahma. Tlio

pullets will lay in a lew days.

NBW POULTRY HOUSE COJIPLETKD.

By the middle of November the new poultry house was completed and the

chickens were removed into it. Briefly sketched the building is 100 feet long,

running north and south, with a middle compartment 20x20 feet, from which extend
on either side two wings 40 feet each in length, each wing containing five pens 8x14
feet and capable of accommodating 20 or 25 fowls if required. There are four windows
on the east (coldest) side of each wing and one window in each of the 10 pens to tho

west. The pens are t-eparated by wooden partitions 2J feet in height, and wire netting

of 2i inch mesh from this to the ceiling, giving the interior a light and cheerful

appearame. Entrance to tho pens is had from a roomy passage way four feet in

width and through neat wire doors which swing inwards or outwards. The pens

are furnished with platforms and roosis (which fold away in day time and are let

into place again at dusk), nests of neat design, dust bath, box for oyster shells, gravel
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&c. A slide operated from the passage way opens the way to the runs in the rear
of the bailding. Two large ventilators in each wing are also controlled from the
passage way. Above the wings are roomy lofts containing straw and chaff, which
are let down to the pens beneath for the poultry to scratch in. A medium size base
burner coal stove placed in the centre compartment heats the building as well as the
water for soft feed, &c. The central room is also used as an office and for keeping
feed. The upper room of the compartment is utilized for storage purposes and a
portion is set apart for an hospital for sick fowls. A good dry cellar contains
vegetables, gravel and other necessaries for the chickens, as well as coal for the stove.

The building is substantially constructed, is fitted with double windows and storm
doors, and answers the purpose admirably.

POULTRY LIST.

There are at present in the building birds of the different sorts as per following
list:

—

Left Wing.

Pen 1.—Black Minorca pullets, 10 ; White Leghorn do, 9 19
2.—Hondan pullets 11
3.—Black Hamburgh pullets, 6 ; Black breasted Bed Game do, 3; Silver

Pencilled Hamburgh do, 2; tVyandoite do, 2: Golden B. Polands do,

3; Dorking do, 3 ; Andalusian do, 2 21
4—White Leghorn hens, 10; Plymouth Rock pullets, 6 ; Dirigo do, 1

;

Black Java do, 2 ; 1 mixed hen 20
5.—Buff Cochin pullets, 6 ; Brahma do, 2 ; Langsham do, 2 ; Brahma-

Minorca pullets, 5 15

Right Wing.

Pen 1.—White Leghorn cockerels, 8 ; Ardalusian do, 8; Black Minorca do,

7; Brown Leghorn do, 2 ; B. B. R Game, 1 26
2.—Wyandotte cockerels, 4 ; Buflf Cochin do, 5; Houdan do, 5 ; Silver

P. Hamburgh do, 3 ; Black Java do, 2 ; Black Hamburgh do, 1

;

Dorking do 1 ; Dirigo do, 2 ., 23
3.—Brahma hens, 7 ; Dirigo do, 6 ; Black Minorca do, 1 ; Black Russian

do, 3; Plymouth Rock do, 6 23
4.—Plymouth Rock cockerels, 5 ; Brahma-Plymouth Rock cross, 4; 1

Single Comb Wyandotte 10

168
1 Dirigo cock; 1 Black Minorca do <:

Pen 6.—Wild Geese 6

175
In hospital , ft

180

WET AND COLD WEATHER.

The fall was marked by continuous rain, the month of October was anusnally

cold and both combined proved fatal to many of the tender varieties, which pending
the completion of the new house, were rather crowded in limited house room. !Next

to the Indian Games a ad Red Caps, the Black-breasted Red Game, Bearded Golden
Poland, and Dorking cockerels proved the most susceptible to the fall weather.
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Among the varietiea enumerated the Dirigos are yet new to Canada breeders.

This comparative stranger, which owes its origin to the enterprise of Mr. Snmner
Beale, New Hampshire, U. S , is the result of crossing a Canada Game Cock and
"White Plymouth Eock pullet (a sport) the progeny again crossed with a Light
Brahma cock. The Dirigos make a large fowl, are hardy and excellent layers. In
the new American Standard of Excellence they are classed as the Dirigo Strain of

White Plymouth Books.

WILD GEESE.

The Wild Geese which occupy No. 6 pen have exhibited their characteristic

hardiness in all seasons. They have been lively and have grown well in confinement.
It remains to be seen whether they will breed in captivity mated to one of their own
species, and with common geese, or others.

THB BEGINNING OF WINTER LAYING.

On the 12th of December the first ega: in the new building was layed by a Wyan-
dotte pallet hatched on the 29th May. The first hen to lay was a Dirigo on the 17th

of December. The Wyandotte pullet, which first layed on the 12th December, layed

a^ain on the 15th and was followed on the 16th by the first egg from the second
Wyandotte pallet hatched on the same date as the first layer. Other pullets layed

first eggs in the folloAving order :

—

Houdan, hatched 25th May, first egg 23rd December, 1888.

Silver P. Hamburgh, hatched 25th May, first egg 24th December.
Jilack Minorca
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NUMBEK ijY eggs LAYED PROM liSxH DECEMBEa TO 20TH JANCTART.

The following table will show the number of eggs layed by the different breeds

from the time of laying first egg in December, 1888, co 2(ith January, 18>-9 :

—
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METHOD OF FEEDING.

The conditioDB as to temperature, feed, &c!., were the same with the exception
of the Brahma hens, which were given more oats than the others. The morning
ioed was varied, but always warm and known as " soft." It was composed of two
pares shorts, one part cornmeal, and one part boiled wheat. The hot water the wheat
was boiled in was used for mixing the feed. To the mixture was added, almost
every morning, a small quantity ot Cayenne pepper and bonemeal. Twice or three
times a week meat scraps were substituted for the bonemoal and boiled wheat. At
other times small potatoes and scraps of cabbage formed the greater part of the
morning meal. On this variety the layers were fed barely enough to satisfy and
never enough to gorge. Soon after, when the water was given for drink, a few
handsful of small wheat or ground meat wore thrown into the chaff, always on the
floor for the fowls to scratch in, every effort to keep them in activity being or par-

amount importance. The noon meal was light and scattered in the chaff. The ia:;

.

feed of grain, also thrown on the floor, was liberally given, and the layers sent to

roost with a fall crop to carry them over the loog night fast. A cabbage suspended
from the centre of the pen was also used as an incentive to exercise. Oyster shells

(ground) and gravel were also supplied.

The temperature varied from 30 to 45 and 50. On reaching the two latte:

figures the morning feed was greatly reduced and more dry grain given. At th.

lower figure the chill was taken off the water given to the layers.

MALE BIRDS SEPARATE.

The male birds, in all cases, have been, and are kept from the laying stock, for

the reason that an impregnated egg is not so good in flavour, nor will it keep as

well, as one from hens with which no mfele bird has been allowed to associate. The
cocks and cockerels are also kept away from the breeding stock, and will be so kopc

until the breeding pens are made up. Their feed is oats and wheat with green food,

gravel, ko., &c,

SICKNESS.

Several cases of sickness have occurred, among them five or sir cases of viruien ^

roup. The birds were most likely affected before comiug into the cew building.

The sick were at once separated from the others, and the roup cases with the excep-

tion of two, were quickly cured. The exceptions, two cockerels, were so bad that had
a cure been possible, they would have -been useicss for breeding purposes. Under
the circumstances the birds were killed and the remains burned. Experiments as to

the best remedies for the diseases of poultry are being made, as opportunity permits.

1 will be most hajipy, on enquiry, to give tho^e desirous of knowing what nas been

loui.d the- most effective treatment iu the different cases met with so far.

IS HOSPITAL.

There are at present in hospital one Black Breasted Ked Game pullet; one

Biarded Golden Poland pullet ; one Black Kussian hen, and two Black Minorca

cockerels. Their ailment is cold, sometimes called catarrh.

PALL EXHIBITION.

According to your instructions 125 chickens of the different varieties were

placed on exhibition at the Canada Central Fall Show in the month of September

last, a space lor the purpose having been allotted in the poultry shed.

PRACTICAL VISITORS.

Since the occupation of the poultry house there have been numerous visitors,

amontr them several farmers who oxpre.ised their intention of establishing poultry

doijjitments in connection with their larms. Two of their number had already 75
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to 85 hens, and one is making preparation for the housing of 500 winter layers. All

the information desired as to the best methods of care, feeding, &o., was given.

PROPOSED CROSSES.

Among the crosses proposed for experiment, some of which it is intended to

undertake in the spring, are the following :

—

Dirigo—White Leghorn.
Brahma—Black Eussian.
Plymoath Rock—White Leghorn.
White Leghorn—Brahma.
Plymouth Eock—Dorking.

do Wyandotte,
Brahma—Black Minorca.
Black Minorco—Black Leghorn.
Blown Leghorn—Buff Cochin.
Wild Goose—Common Goose.

The results from some of these crosses %vill no doubt prove of value and interest

to all those concerned.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

A. G. GILBERT,

ManagtT Poultry Departmtnt.

Central Experimental Farm,
20lh January, 18s9.
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Notwithstanding these precautions the nnusually high tides of 5th December
broke through in several places, carrying away in all 15 rods of dyke and flooding

the entire marsh. The dykes of the adjoining marshes were also broken and the

lands flooded. Fortunately, however, the soil was saturated with water from iho

jecent heavy rains, also slightly frozen, and would not readily absorb the salt wster;
and the new drains lately opened enabled the water to run off quickly when the

tides receded, thereby preventing much damage from the salt water, while the laind

will recGive some benefit from the deposit oi mud left on the surface from the alwa} s

muddy tide waters. These tides overflowed the mareh for three days, and as hood a-

ihe water had sufficiently subsided the dykes were repaired in as substantial a

manner as the weather would permit, and we trust they will be lound sufficient to

withstand the spring tides next year. The crop of hay cut during the past season

from the marsh land, now being got in order, was from 60 to 70 tons.

UPLANDS.

About six acres of the upland were cultivated and in crop last year and ten acres

in hay ; 104 acres which had previously been cultivated and cropped have for many
vears been in pasture. These lands were divided into several fields by fences, which
as far as practicable, have been removed and the rubbish from about them, together

with some scattered stumps taken out, piled and burned. One or two u-^eless Innld-

ings have also been taken down.

PLOUGHING.

Ploughing was begun on the 16th of May and continued as opportunity offered

and the land and weather would permit until I6th November; during that time

about 100 acres were turned over. Of this 40 acres were ploughed a second time

alter the crop of the season was removed. Five acres of the unbroken land were
cleared by taking out the small second growth and stumps. These were piled ani
burned and the land ploughed.

' MANURE.

Manure being greatly needed on this land 30 cords were purchased at Amherst
and drawn up, a distance of eeven miles. Besides this 700 loads of marsh niud,

which is found to be an excellent fertilizer, were diawn from the adjoining unie-

claimcd flats which are accessible at low tides. A number of young cattle were pijr-

chased in the autumn for the double purpose of disposing profitably of the bay and

biraw produced on the farm and of making manure for next year's crop. These

auimals are making fair progress and when ready for the butcher in the spring will,

it is hoped, realize good prices.

oaAiN.

Twenty-six acres of oats and three acres of barley were sown. Of the cats two
acres were sown on the site afterwards selected for tbe new farm buildings and had

to be cut out of season, as the land was needed lor building purposes. The date of

sowing these grains, viz., the " Biack Prince Edward Island Oats," " Cream Egyptian

Oats " and " Prince Edward Island Barley " ranged from 24th May to 7th June.

Fiom the 27 acres were tbre.shed 830 bushels.

Two acres were fown in plots embracing four varieties of wheat, five of barley

and ten of oats. The date of sowing, names of the different varieties and the time of

ripening was as follows :

—

WHE.AT.
Sown. Name. Time of Ripening.

May 18. Onega..; 101 days.

do Ladoga, O.E.F 105 do
do Ladoga (2nd i in pot cation) 108 do

do Colonist or Sasonk.-i 113 do
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BARLEY.
Sown. Name. Time of BipeQiog.

May 18, Poplar 98 days.
do Petschora 9.^ do
do Thanet 108 do
do Chevalier lib do
do Beardless 113 do

OATS.
Sown. Name. Time of Ripening.

June 1. Lincolnshire Poland White 86 days.
do Victoria Prize 88 do
do Flying Scotchman 91 do
do Early Kacehorse 92 do
do Waterloo 95 do
do Black Tartarian 96 do
do Early Blossom 96 do
do Onega 96 do
do English Red 100 do
do White Tartarian 100 do

The Cream Egyptian oats ripened in 100 days, while the Prince Edward Island
Black took 113 days, both of these were sown on the 24th May. From the 24 acres
there were threshed 765 bushels.

The season in the Maritime Provinces was most unfavourable for the ripening
.ofgrain, and it is quite probable that another year with more favourable weather all

of these varieties would mature earlier. The samples of grain grown were very
good, but accurate returns as to their relative yield cannot bo given this season.

POTATO BS.

A few plots of potatoes were planted, in all about one acre. One of the varieties

viz., " Dorman's Seedling " which was grown from seed by Mr. Dorman in this county,
gave 120 lbs. from 3 lbs. planted ; another variety, the " Black Elephant," said to be
a native of Montana, gave 3,600 lbs, Irom 120 lbs. of tubers.

In addition to these, other varieties were planted, which yielded in all 150 bushels.

TERTILISERS.

Not having any barnyard manure it was not thought desirable to sow many
turnips, but with the aid of some special fertilisers, about half an acre was grown,
which yielded fully 400 bushels. Some fertiliters were also used on part of the
buckwheat and on two acres of oats ; a statement of the results is given below :—

1

acre without fertiliser produced 23 bashels^of oats, 1 acre with $4.00 worth of bone
meal produced 28^ bushels, a gain of 5J bushels, which at 40 cents per bushel=
$2.10, or an apparent loss of $1.90 per acre ; 1 acre with 87.32 worth of Bowker's
Fertiliser produced -11^ bushels, a gain of 18J bushels, which at 40 centi-^87.40, or
a gain oi 8 cents per acre. The effect of these fertilisers especially the bone dust
will no doubt be seen on future crops. Twenty acres of buckwheat were sown for

the purpose of enriching the land. Of this 13 acres gave a heavy crop, and when
the seed was just beginning to form, the buckwheat was rolled with a heavy roller

and turned under with a jointer-plough which covered it completely. The remain-
ing 7 acres were sown later without any fertiliser, and the crop was not sufficiently

advanced to plough under when the frost of 5th September cut it down.

FRSIT CULTURE.

About 2 acres were planted with fruit trees and vines, part of which were
obtained in New Brunswick and part in Ontario.

56—7
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Oq 24th and 25tb May the large fruits were set out in roreery rows 4 feet

apart, allowing two feet between each tree, the*e were well c-alliralod during the

early part of the summer, and late in the fall they wore banked uj) with 4 or 5 inches

of earth tirmly pressed down with the foot.

On 21st and iJlind May the grape vines and strawberries were planted. The
former being set in rows 10 feet apart, with 10 feet between each viuo ; two rows
of potatoes were planted between these rows of vine's and frequently cultivated. Of
the 70 vines, consisting of 2iJ varieties, the largest proportion grew w^il.

The Btrawberries were planted in rows 4 feet apart with I fool between the
plants, and were well cultivatoi and kept clean. The vines were allowed to run and
in some places completely covered the ground with strong healthy plants before the

close of the season. As boon as the ground WiS frozen th''ywere covered lightly

with coarse horse manure. Of the 1,000 plants, of 10 v:ii ietios, nearly all grew.
The Wilson and Captain Jack were the mo-t healthy and vigorous giowcrs.

On 22nd and 2.ird May the gooseberries and currants were Set out. These wore
placed in rows 6 feet apart with 4 feet between each bush, and were also kept well

cultivated during the summer. Of the 325 bushes, consisting of 12 varieties, all but

three or four made a healthy growth. The date of setting out the raspberries and
blackberries ranged from the 21st to the 25th of May. Those were planted in rows
6 feet apart, with 2 feet between the plants, and cultivated in the same manner as

the other small fruits. Of the 450 plants, of 10 varieties, only about 25 par cent,

grew. The collection of fruit trees and vines consisted of the following:

—

Varieties.

160 Apples 54
12 Crab Apples 4
46 Pear 21

5 Cherry 2
30 Plum 14

70 Grape 20
loO Gooseberry 4
150 Bed Currant 6

75 Black Currant 2

75 Blackberry 3

375 Raspberry •.... 7

1,000 Strawberries 10

Of the 253 trees referred to all with a single exce])tion made a strong healthy

growth.

FOREST TREES.

Oa the last day of May 2,800 young seedling forest trees, of 28 varieties, wore
set out. These wore placed in rows 4 feet apairt allowing from 9 to 18 inches of

space between them, and received the same treatment as the fruit trees. A large

proportion of these young trees grew.
Three varieties of rhubarb were also set out and made a rapid growth. The

land on which the large and small fruits, forest trees and plots of grain were planted

was under cultivation and had a dressing of manure last year.

DRAINING.

Much of the land on this farm requires draining to admit of early planting ; a

portion of this necessary work has been accomplished during the summer, and some
live and a-half miles of tiles were laid on 24 acres of land. The land thus drained

was afterwards well ploughed, and is now in good condition for spring planting.

BUILDINQS.

Building operations commenced on 15th August, but the work has been delayed

by the almost continuous wet weather. The barn and horse stables are, however,
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now partially completed, and will be ready for occupation next Beason. The barn is

111 feet long and 50 feet wide, with posts 18 feet long; this frame rests on a
stone basomect, the walls of which are 2 feet thick and ill feet high m the clear.

The stable which it attached to the barn is 65 feet long and 32 feet wide, with posts
15 feet loug acd re.-is on a substantial stoLe foundation. A collage for the stableman
is also in course of erection.

HORSES.

Our teams consist of 6 young horses, 4 and 5 years old, purchased in Prince
Edward Island on the first of May last, and when landed here weighed respectively

(i) 14S0, (ii) 1350, (lii) 1300, (iv; 1320, (v) 1250, and (vi) 1130 lbs., and now weigh
(i; lo35, (ii) 1335, (lii) 1325, (iv) 14:^5, (v) 1340, and (vi) 1250 lbs. In the inter-

val these horses have been kept busy with heavy farm work, having ploughed
140 acres, cultivated, harrowed acd drilled 58 acres of crop, besides cutting and
drawing in 80 loads of hay and 27 acres of grain, drawing tiles from the station,

carting manure and marsh mud, and doing all other farm work.

ATTENDANCE AT AOBICtJLTlJEAL EXHIBITIONS AND FABJIEEs' INSTITDTE MEETINGS.

Some of the products of this farm were shown at the Exhibition held in Truro on
the 24lh and 27th ofSeptember last, including lei varieties of grain both in straw and in

glass bottles- These, being new varieties in this district, were closely examined and
favourably commented upon by the farmei-s. The Exhibition held at Charlottetown
in Prince EJward Island, on 4lh October, was also visited. The weather was very
unfavoarablo; bat the show of horses was remarkably line; there were some good
cattle, a large show of fine sheep, a few nice hogs, and a good exhibit of grain, fruit,

butter and vegetables. The subject of reclaiming large tracts of salt marsh was en-
gagitg the attention of the farmers on the Island, and was dwelt on at some length
by Lieut.-Gov. McDonald in his opening address at the Exhibition.

The Exhibition held in Sackville, N.B., on the 17lb October was also attended.
At this show there were some good horses and cattle, but on the whole, it was below
the average on account of the unfavourable weather."

1 attended the sessions of the Farmers' Institute of Colchester County, held in
Truro, N.S. on the 28lh and 29th of November, when addresses were made and papers
read on the following subjects :

—
•' Eoad Making," by. Prof. H. VV. Smith, Truro.
" The Necessity for a More General Knowledge of Veterinary Science among

Farmers," by Dr. Jakeman, YS, Halifax.
" Hints to Farmers," by Howard Trueman, Pointe de Bute, JSI.B.
*' Dairying," by C. P. Blanchurd, Truro. N.S.
" Winter Dairying," by P. C. Black, Windsor, N.S.
" Bee Keeping," by J. W. Black, Truro, N.S.
" The Wheat Midge or Weevil," by J. Fletcher, Entomologist and Botanist to

the Dominion Experimental Farms.
" Experimental Farms," by W. M. Blair, Superintendent Experimental Farm,

Nappan, N.S.
These subjects were all freely discussed and the meeting throughout was very

interesting and instructive.

A meeting of the New Glasgow Farmers' Institute, held in New Glasgow, N.S.,
on the 4lh January, was also attended. The foUowinfr papers wore read :

—

" Horse Training," by J. A. Eraser, M.P.P., New Glasgow.
" The Standard bred Trotting-horse," by Harry Townshend, New Glasgow.
" Thorough-bred Cattle," by A. C. Bell, New Glasgow.
" Grasses," by Prof. H. W. Smith, Truro.
" Ensilage," by Mr. McNaughton, Hopewell.
" Agricultural Education," by J. B. McKay, Pictou.
" Experimental Farm, Nappan," by W. M. Blair, Nappan.

I have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
Nappan, N.S., 31sl December, 1888. W. M. BLAIE, Superintendent.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR THE NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

EEPORT OF A. MACKAY, SUPERINTENDENT.

Indian Hrad,
NorthWest Territories,

December 31, 1888.
Profeseor William Saunders,

Director Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit to you my report on the North-West Experi-
mental Farm, the work done, and the improvements made on it, siLce it has been
established.

This iarm contains 682 ncres. comprising the whole of section 19, and an angle
made by the Canadian Pacific Railway of section 18 in Township 18, Range 12, West
2nd Meridian, and lies immediately ea<t of ihc Indian Head town site, and less than
half a mile from the Canadian Paci tic Railway station. Indian Head is situated in

Eastern Assiniboia, forty miles oast of Regina, the capital of that province. The
Canadian Pacific Railway forms the southern boundary of the Experimental Farm^
from which a good view of the whole of it can be obiaintd. Along tbe^east, west
and north boundaries are publicroads, from any of which the farm can bo approached
or seen equally well.

BOIL.

The soil varies from a sandy loam to a clay lo<jm, with a porous clay subsoil.

While the greater portion of the farm is a black clay loam, a coiisideiablo part is of
a lighter nature and very suitable lor testing fruit and forest trees.

STRKAJVIS OR COULEES.

Two streams or coulees pass through the farm in a north-easlerly direction, in

which there is running water in the spring and early summtr, but which dry up
later in the season. One of them is the outlet for Deep Lake, six miles south. The
other IS fed by flowing springs seven miles south-west. One ent rs the farm on the
south and the other on the west, and after leaving it joins the Qu'Appelle river a few
miles to the north.

These coulees, besides imparting beauty to the farm, are inva uable in supply-
ing an abundance of water for stock, and affording desi'able slopes for orchards,
nurseries, <fcc., and should it ever be necessary to do so, almost the entire farm can
be thoroughly drained into them.

In lbb3 the Bell Farming Co. broke up nearly 600 acres out of the 682 acres-

now comprising the Espeiimenlal Form, and since then that portion has been in

crop each year, except a small area which in 18So was fallowed.

The spring of 1888 was verj- backward, being at least two weeks later than any
since 1882, and on account of there being a good deal of snow last winter, and it

being retained by the stubble, work did not commtnce on the farm until the 24tb
of April, on which day ploughing was begun. A few days prior to this some Ladoga,
Saxonka and Talavera wheats were sown on potato land, rented from Major Bell.

This, with two acres, also rented, and afterwards sown with new varieties of barley

and oats, were obtained in order that whatever grain might be grown, it would not
be injured by a mixtiu-e of the volunteer crop, which would sure to hive been the case
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bad any portion of the Experimental Farm been uped for this purpose. Forty acres

of oats for f od were sown on the Farm, which, though light in the straw, gave a

yield of 50 bushels to the acre. Ontario gang ploughs were used, the grain being first

sown on the stubbie and then ploughed in. Two acres of peas were also sown on the

stubble^ and thougb the return was only small, good samples have been obtained

which will be put in next spring undec more favourable eouditions.

SPRING WHEAT.

. The diiferent varieties of wheat sown were : Ladoga, Saxonka, Talavera, S- otch,

Defianie Red, and Scotch Square Head. The Ladoga, Saxonka and Scotch wheats
ripened and were not injured by frost. The Talavera being later in maturing was
-considerably hurt, while Defiance Red was so badly frozen as to be useless. The
Scotch Square Head never beaded out. The following are dates of seeaing, harvest

and yield :

—

Ladoga— Sown, 20th April; harvest, 21st August; yield, 29 bushels per acre
;

weight. 62 lbs. to the bushel. This wheat ripened from a week to ten days earlier

than Rod Fife sown at the same time on adjoining lands.

Saxonka—Sown, 20th April; harvest, :i7th August; yield, 30 bushels per acre;
62 lbs to the bushel. »

Talavera—Sown, 21st April; harvest, 10th September; yield, 15 bushels;

Tveight, 57 lbs. to the bushel.

Scotch—Sown, Ist May; harvest, 27lh August; yield, 28^* per acre; weight, 62
lbs. to the bushel.

Defiance Red—Sown, 21st April ; not cut.

Scotch Square Head—Sown, Ist May ; did not head out.

Six varielies of barley were sown, five of which were two rowed. Golden Melon,
Peerless White, Thanet, Chevalier, Polar and Common Two Rowea. The Polar
ripened very early, but was a poor sample. All the varieties were very heavy in

the straw.

Golden Melon, two rowed, sown 1st May, harvest 52nd August, yield 34 bushels
per acre, weight 54 lbs. to the hushel ; Peerless, two rowed, sown Ist M.ay, harvest
22Dd August, yield 33L| bushels per acre, weight 53 lbs to the bushel ; Chevalier,
two rowed, sown 1st May, harvest i;2Dd August, yield 24 bushels per acre, weight
53 lbs. to the bushel ; Thanet, two rowed, sown ist May, harvest 22Dd August, yield

56ff bui-hels per acre, weight 54 lbs. to the bushel ; Polar, six rowed, sown Ist May,
harvest 7ih August, yield 33 bushels per acre, weight 41 lbs. to the bushel; Com-
mon Two Rowed, sown 10th May, harvest 17th August, yield 36^ bushels per acre,
•weight 52 lbs. to the bushel.

OATS.

Seven varieties of oats were tested—Tartarain, Early Blossom, Victoria Prize,
Improved Waterloo, Lincolnshire Poland, Early Race Horse and Flying Scotchman.
On account of horses and fowls injuring the oats, and having no buildings for the
grain, the yields given are not accurate, but are the number of bushels per acie
saved. The oats were sown on beet land, ploughed and drilled in at the r.ate of two
bushels per acre

•
_
Tartarian, sown Ist May. harvest 24th August, yield 47fJ bushels per acre,

weight 35 lbs. to the bushel ; Early Blossom, sown Ist May, hui vest 2olh August,
yield 55^ bushels per acre, weight 40 lbs. to the bushel ; Victoria Prize, sown lat
May, harvest 17th August, yield 49 bushels per acre, weight 42 lbs. to the bushel

;

Improved Waterloo, sown Ist May, harvest l'7th August, yield 4t bushels per acre,
weight a6 lbs. to the bushel ; Lincolnshire Poland, sown Ist May, harvest 17lh
August, yield S-'i bushels per acre, weight 41 lbs to the bushel; iiarly Race Horse,
flown Ist May, harvested 17th August, yield 49 bushels per acre, weight 43i lbs. to
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the bushel ; Flying Scotchman, sown 1st May, harvest 17th August, yield 56^|-

bushels per acre, weight 42 lbs. to the bushel.

PEAS.

Three varieties were sown on stnbble land, but wild buckwheat coming up very
rank smothered a great many of the vines and jednced the yield.

Blackeyes, sown 2nd May, harvest 3(ith August, yield 12 bushels per acre,

weigh^j 6i!^ lbs. to the bu^hel ; Crown, sown 2nd M.-»y, harvest i2nd August, yield 16
bushels per aero, weight 65 lbs. to the bushel; Extra Early, sown luih May, har-

vested 4th August, yield 18|8 bushels per acre, weight 61 lbs. to the bushel.

POT.^TOES AND FIELD ROOTS.

Twenty-three varic-ties of potatoes were obtained in Manitoba and the North "

West and planted on btubble land, and though ihe yield was not large; snfScient

good seed has been secured for next year. Other varieties will be added ne.^t spring.

The followinir jire the ijames of the ditfereni kinds grown :— Early Rose, Surprise,

Beauty of Hebron, Moining Star, Lee's Extra Early, Lizzie's Piide, Brownell's

Beauty, Cirlo's Matcble.-s, Dakota Red, Snow Flake, Genessee Seedling, Early Sun-
rise, Burliank's Seedling, Viek's Pride, Boston Market, Garnett Chili, Stonewall
Beauty, Spray'^ Bjauty. Ba^bee^ Kmpire State, Queaa of ;ho Vdlley, Early Con-
queror, White Star and Emprei-s Bell.

Several varieties of turnips and mangolds were sown early in June. Three
methals of sovring were followed— hro.idcast, in raised drills and in rows on the flat,

and in every case the roots on the flat did the best. A Turnip Flea-beetle was very
numerous and did considerable injury to the young plants, especially to those first

sown.

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES.

As it was deemed very important that something be done in fruit and forest tree

culture without delay, some eight or ten acres of land was prepared as early and as

well as posf-ible, and during May and June 23,(IUU trevs and plants were put out.

The large fruits, as well as all the forest trees, were planted in nursery rows 3 feet

apart so as to permit of cultivation with horse cultivators.

APPLES.

Two hundred trees of HO varieties of apples were put out, in nursery rows, and
received thorough cultivation. Every tree made a good growth thouuh some were
late in starting. Before winter set in the trees wore wrapped with .^traw or tarred

paper and earth heaped up around the base 10 inches high.

CRAB APPLES.

Of this fruit 12 trees of 4 varieties were planted ; all did well and received the

same treatment before the frost came as the apples did.

PLUMS.

Thirty trees of 8 varieties were planted ; all lived, made a healthy growth
during the season, and received the same attention at its close as the apples and crabs»

Thirfyfonr trees of 7 varieties of cherries were planted, and though they did
not make as much growth as either the apples or plums, they made fair progre-s.

PEARS AND PEACHES.

In pears 20 trees of 7 varieties and 3 trees of peaches were put out. The pears
made a very vigorous growth. Starting earlier than any other of the large fruit
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trees they did extra well during the entire seasoD, Like all tho preceding claeses,

the pears and peaches were protected by straw or paper and the earth heaped up
around the base before winter set in.

CURRANTS.

Of this fruit 178 bushes of 8 varieties were planted in rows 6 feet apart and 4

feet apart in tne rows. With the exception of two bushes every O! e lived and did

well. Before wicter set in earth was heaped well up among the branches and around

the stalks, more to protect the bushes from rabbits than from the winter.

aOOSEBERRIES.

Seventy-four bushes of .3 variet'os of this fruit were planted the pame as the

currants. JFour bushes never made a start; all the others made rapid growth.

RASPBBRKIES.

In this fruit 411 plants of 6 varieties were set out in rows 6 feet apart. Ten per

cent, died, or never made a start, the remainder made only fair progress, but were

healthy looking when winter set in. Some of the plants were laid down and covered

with manure or earth beroie (he f/ost became too severe, others were only covered

on the tips.

BLACKBERRIES.

Seventy-four plants of .'^ varieties of blackberries were put out in the same man-
ner as the raspberries and similarly treated, Nearly 20 per cent, failed to grow,

the lest doing fairly well.

STRAWBERRIES.

The bed of this fruit consisted of 1,,S00 plants of 13 varieties. A severe frost

occurred two days after they were put oat, which killed two-thirds of the plants,

some varieties having only a few plant** left, while the "Wilson" had only one

killed. During October nearly all the blanks were filled in from runners. After

the gvound became frozen the plants were lightly covered with manure and straw,

GRAPE-VINES.

Sixty four vines of 18 varieties were plant-ed in rows 6 feet apart and 6 and 10

feet apart in the rows. Some of the varieties made an early start and good growth,

while others only began to grow late in the season—one vine alone failed to grow.

Before winter set in the vines wore covered with eirth.

WILD OR NATIVE FRUITS.

In addition to the cultivated fruits a collection of native currants, gooseberries,

raspberries, cranberries, strawberries, cheiTien, Saskatoon berries and grapes were
obtained and pi inted. Every bush or plant pat out did well.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, &C.

Twenty thousand of the following varieties were planted in nursery rows three

feet apart, and during the season received thorough cultivation :

—

Five varieties of elm, 6 of a>h, 5 of maple, 6 of pine, 4 of spruce, 2 of locust,

2 of birch, 2 of alder, 2 of cedar, 2 of catalpa, and 1 variety each of butternut, walnut,

hickory, oak, beech, ba^swood, laich, fir, juniper, wild cherry, hornbeam, Eussian,

mulberry, hackberry, hawthorn, cranberry, Kentucky coffee trpo, sycamore, ailanthus

and wahoo. Among the elms, ashes, locusts, soft maples, X'uway spruce, larch,

cherry, ailanthus, catalpas, Russian mulberry and cranberry hardly a blank occurred.

Among the cedar, butternut, walnut, oak, beech, basswood and sycamore 20 per

cent, were failures, while of all the other varieties put out from -0 to 40 per cent,

died; the greatest failures being in Austrian pine and Douglas spruce, but most of
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these were injured on the way up by delay in transit and being overheated. The
black locust, butternut, walnut, catalpa and ailanthus were badly nipped by the first

fall frost, while all the other kinds were none the worse even after repeated

visitations.

TREE SEEDS.

Daring the latter part of May, seeds of native or ash leaved maple, sugar maple,

ash and basswood were sown in rows three feet apart. Between forty and forty-

five thousand native maple came up and before their growth was checked had

attaited a height of from 10 to 20 inches. A large number of the ash also came up,

but made slow progress. The sugar-maple and basswood failed to appear
;
possibly

these may germinate next season. Four bushels of native maple seed were sown in

October last. Before winter came several thousand maple trees, and a more or less

number of all the varieties planted were taken up and placed in a cool cellar, to be

set out again early next spring.

FALL WHEAT.

During the first week in August, three varieties of fall wheat were sown followed

two weeks later by six more. The land havirg been fallowed and the weather very

favourable, the grain came up in a few days, and before cold checked its growth it was
covering the ground. In addition to the nine varieties which were drilled in, 165

other sorts were planted in rows, 50 grains of each variety set one foot apart. These
were obtained too late to make much headway, and small birds, after they did come
np, injured all the lots by eating off the green blades.

Two varieties of fall rye were sown by drill early in August, and like the wheat
covered the ground before the winter set in. Nineteen varieties were added by
planting in rows 50 grains of each kind one foot apart.

GRASSES AND CLOVEE.

The land being in an unfit condition, nothing was done towards testing forage

plants until August, when some timothy and lucerne clpver were sown by drill and
88 other varieties of grasses and clovers sown in small plots. None of these appeared

above ground though a few varieties started to grow. Many additions of new, and
especially all old ard well-knowa grasses and clovers will be sown next spring, A
collection of Nortb-West grasses has also been gathered, the seed of which will be

sown, and from which it is hoped good results will be obtained.

IMPROVEMENTS, &C.

During the summer a competent Dominion Land Surveyor, Mr. Wm. Thompson,
of Qu'Appelle station, defined the limits of the farm, laid it out in fields, roads and
plo's, i^nd p'tpared a plan of the whole section, including course of coulees, dams,
building siie.-—number of acres in each field—number taken up by roads—coulees and
water. E;ich field or plot being numbered on the plan, a record of all future opera-

tions van be conveniently kejit.

FENCING.

Op nccount of scarcity of men, and it being impossible to obtain suitable posts

dui ii g the summer, nothing was done towards enclosing the farm, until frost put a

stop to other work, when the regular statl' was used, and something over one mile was
put i;p. Sawn posts fiom Biilish Columbia are being used, which, with 4 strands of

wire, make a substantial and at the same time a creditable looking fence. The
en i ire farm will be enclosed eaily next spring as nearly all the material is on hand

tc complete the work.
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BUILDINGS.

There bcncr co erections on the farm suitable for farming purposes, stabling and
warehouse accommodations were obtained in Indian Head, which althongh the best

that could be done, has been very inconvenient on account of the distance from the

work. This will be remedied early next spring, when it is expected that all the

buildings now under way will be completed. These comprise superiniendent's, hor-

ticulturists and foreman's dwelling-., a large stone basement barn, and horse stable.

ROADS— GRADING AND DAMS.

The farm having been laid out in fields, those on that portion summer fallowed,

have been made accessible by roads. Two avenues to the buildings have been

graded and planted and the grounds around the superintendent's house, laid out,

graded and the roads made. Two dams, one on each of the coulees were widened

and made higher, and new sluice-ways made to carry oiT all surplus water, should

sufficient snow fall this winter, or water flow in the spring, lakes of 12i acres and

3 acres in extent will beautify the farm next year. Be-ides this a good well has

been gunk which yields a bountiful supply of excellent water.

LAND READY FOR CROP.

Two hundred and fifteen acres were thoroughly worked during the past sum-
mer, the greater portion being twice ploughed and several times harrowed and culti-

vated, 'ZO acres were only ploughed once, but all weeds were kept down by harrowing,

so as to test the relative merits of the different ways of cultivatior. Wild buckwheat,

which had attained considerable hold of the ground, and the volunteer crop which
grew very luxuriantly on the land fallowed, caused a Isrge amount of extra work,

but no doub: next year's crop will be all the better for the work done.

A space 100 feet in width, of the prepared land, along the western boundary of

the farm, has been reserved for forest tree planting, and a strip aroucd the entire

farm for a like purpose.

TREE PLANTING.

In the beginning of October 700 fine ash-leaved maple frees were obtained in

Brandon (Manitoba) anj most of them plante<i along the weftern and part of the

northern boundary and along the avenues leading to the buildings. The trees, which
are from 5 to 6 years old, and have attained » height of 5 to 10 feet, were placed 20

feet apart on the boundaries, and 25 feet on the avenues.

EXHIBIT OP FARM PRODUOTS AT FAIRS.

During October many of the municipalities in the Ncrth-West held their annual

fall exhibitions. It was thought advisable to exhibit the result of the first year's

work on the farm, at as many of these :!S possible—accordingly, samples of wheat,

barley, peas, oats in the straw, as well as the grain, native grasses, and the different

varietien of potatoes and roots were prepared and wore shown at Wolseley, Indian

Head, Qo'Appelle station and Fort Qu'Appelle, where they received warm praise

from farmers and others, while the press were unanimous in their approval. His

Honour Lieutenant Governor Eoyal, on opening the North-West Assembly, referred to

the exhibit as proof of the advantage the Experimental Farm will be to the North-

West Territories.

On account of the harvest being backward, fairs held prior to those mentioned,

could not be attended; but it is hoped that in the coming year many others will be

reached,

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

ANGUS MACKAY,
Superintendent,
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR MANITOBA.

REPORT OF S. A. BEDFORD, SUPERINTENDENT.

To Professor Wm Saundbrs,
Dirccior Ex^ieri mental Fiirmp,

Oiiawa.

Sir,- I h.'ive the honour to (^ulmit herewith a report of the work accomplished

on the Manitoba Experimental Farm daring iho past five months.

DESCKIPTION OF THE FABM.

The Manitoba Exj^erimental Farm corrpripes portions of Sections 27 and 34,

Township 10, Rans'e M), west 1st Meridian, 65:i acres in all, abont two-thirds of it is

in the As^iniboine VaiUy, the remaininfj one-third is upland prairie, the greater por-

tion of it is dilightfolly situated, ihe higher portions overlooking the Assiniboine

Valley, one and a half miles from Brandon station and in full view of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, it is in the centre of a thickly settled farming district, and is easy of

access from all parts of the Province.

SOIL.

The soil is of a variable character, euit&ble for the purposes of an experimental

farm, and consists of stiff clay and river sediment on the river flats, clay loam and

rich sandy loam, from two to six feet deep on the higher portions of the valley, and

light sandy and gravelly loam on the uplands.

WAITBR SUPPLY.

The Farm has an abundant supply of excellent water, the Assiniboine River, a

navigable stream, forms a portion of its southern boundary, ab-'^ut the centre of the

valley there is a lake of good wafer, three-quarters of a mile long and several feet

deep, four spring creeks traverse the northern jiortions ot the property, ard i-everal

wells have been dug, which yield an abundance of good water at a depth of from 15

to 30 feet.

SHELTEa.

On the borders of the lake and on the side hills and ravines of the northern por-

tions of the Farm, there is a quantity of small timber and bushes which can be utilised

for the protection of more tender shrubs and trees.

HAT LAND.

In the flats bordering on the Assiniboine River there is abont "..^0 acres of excel-

lent native hay meadow. In favourable seatons this will supply a large quantity of

feed for stock and furnish land very suitable lor carrying on a series of experiments

with the view of determining the value of our naive presses for feeding purposes.

On my arrival here in the beginning of July Ihst about 110 acres had been

brought under cultivation, 100 of which was sown to grain. As no satisfactory

arrangements could be made for the purchase of this crop, the owners were allowed

to remove it. A large proportion of the cultivated land had been badly ploughed,

and in the lower portions couch grass had taken a firm hold. On arrival the men
and teams were at once started to plough the unsown portions, and before frost set

in 110 acres were prepared for spring towing. Owing, however, to my late arrival
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and to the condition tho land was in, there was not sufficient time to give portions of
it that thorough cultivation it required, henco about thirty acres will bo better left

for summer fallow, to Le thoroughly cultivated daring the coming season.

FALL GRAIN.

As the season was far advanced when I reached the farm, only a limited area of
land could be prepared for fall grp.in, about the first week of September fifty grains,

each of 184 vansiies of fall wheat and rye were sown one foot apart for comparative
test, but owing to the extreme dryne-s of the season only a portion of these germi-
nattd and their growth was slow. When winter set in the plants were only about
three inches high and not aa strong as I could have wished, the autumn here being
generally cool and dry, better results are likely to bo obtained by sowing early in

August. »

GKASSES.

Owing to the increasing scarcity of natural hay in most parts of the Province
the (luestion of suitable fodder plauts is becomint: an important one and my atten-

tion has been repeatedly called to tho desirability of introducintr some variety of
grac>*i suited to our soil and climate, with that end in view 37 varieties of cihivated
gr;l8^e8 were sown during the month of September, an acre of timothy seed was also

sown on the river flats, the seeds of some twenty varieties of native grasses were
also collected, these will be sown early in the spring and tbeir suitability for culti-

vation noted.

SOWING SPRING WHEAT IN THE FALL.

During the past season many volunteer crops of grain in this district were found
to have entirely escaped tho frost, while fields of spring sown grain in clo^e proxim-
ity wre itijured ; for the purpose of throwing further light on this subject an acre of

Ked Fyte spring wheat was sown on the 3rd of November just before the ground
froze up.

FOREST TREE CTTLTURE,

Early in November f of an acre of nafivo ash, basswood and maple seeds were
sown, and a number of other varieties will be sown in the spring, P50 native ash-

leaved maples from 8 to 10 feet high have been procured and a portion of them
planted, the balance will bo set out next season.

SMALL PUUITS.

Tho demand for all kinds of fruit in this Province is very large arid yearly in-

creasing. Judging from the number and variety of native small fruits found grow-
ing on tfiis farm, its soil and situation promises to be well adapted to this branch of

horticulture.

Just before the ground frcze up 425 currant bushes, embracing 5 varieties, were
received from the Central Expei-imentid Farm, tho?o were healed in ready for spring

planting. A number of cuttings from native fruit trees were also set out and tho

effect of cultivation on them will be noted.

CLEARING OF SCRUB.

On taking possession of the Farm about 70 acres of tho hay land bordering on
the river was badly over-grown with roses, willow and ash scrub from four to nine

feet high ; during tho pa^t summer and fall this has all been cleared off, making an
excellent meadow, tire has been run over a portion of this meadow and its effect on
next season's crop will be watched and reported on.

DRAINING.

In former years the water from two of tho springs risins? in tho uplai)ds was
allowed to spread itself over the lower land preventing early seeding and in wet
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reasons completely flooding portions of it; during the autumn 1,114 yards of open
-ditch has been dug conveying the water directly through ihe Farm and no further
difficulty is expected from this source.

ROAD MAKING AND FENCINO.

As the regular road allowances on both the north and south boundaries are im-
passable owing to the river and river banks, a public road, a chain wide and one mile
long, has been laid out across the Farm from east to wept ; 507 yards of this road has
been graded and well gravelled, the grade is 30 feet wide, leaving a sidewalk of 18
feet On each side which it is proposed to sow with permanent grasses. A row of
native maple trees has also been planted on each side of this road giving it a finished

appearance; during the coming season an effort will be made to complete this road
and avenue, thus making a good ap{)ioach to the Farm and greatly adding to its

appearance.

FENCING.

A little over threo miles of fencing has been erected, this is composed of round
cedar posts from 5 to 10 inches in diameter placed 8 feet apart, 4 strands of barbless
•wire, and a 2 by 4 scantling^ mortised into the posts 4^ feet from the ground, this
makes a substantial and at the same time an attractive fence.

A. quantity of surface stone has been removed from the cultivated land, some of
which has been used in repairing the temporary buildings, the balance will, no doubt,
•be found useful when the permanent buildings are erected.

TEMPORARY BUILDINGS.

When taken over by the Government there was a frame house 20 by 26 feet and
a basement barn 26 by 36 on the property, both were in an unfinished condition and
unfit for occupation ; they have been thoroughly repaired and will serve a good pur-
pose for a number of years to come ; two temporary implement sheds 14 by 26 have
also been built.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

S. A. BEDFORD,
Superintendent Manitoba Experimental Farm.

Brandon, Manitoba, December 31, 1888.
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CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FARM, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE, OTTAWA, CANADA.

Bdlletin No. 4.

March, 1889.

To the Honorable
The Minister of Agriculture

:

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewith the fourth Bulletin from the Cen-
trsl Experimental Farm. This relates to the Ladoga wheat which was fil-st imported
under your instruction from Northern flussia in IcbT, with the object of securing an
early ripening variety of hard wheat, of such quality as would compare favourably
with the best bard wheats now in cultivation in the North-West of Canada. The
results submitted in the accompanying Bulletin indicate a gratifying measure of
success obtained in this undertaking.

The first part prepared by myself treat-, of the earliness, fertility and quality of
the wheat; the second part, which has been prepared at my request by Mr. Frank
T. Shult, Chemist of the Dominion Experimental Farms, relates to the chemical con-
stituents and physical characters of wheat, and gives the results of the chemical
analyses conducted by him of a number of samplea of Ladoga, Bed Fife and other
varieties ot wheat.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Tour obedient servant,

WM. SAUNDEKS,
Director.

Ottawa, 22nd March, 1889.

LADOGA WHEAT.

PART I.

By Wm. Saunders, F.R.S.C., F.L.S., F.C.S., Director of the Dominion
Experimental Farms.

Importance of obtaining early ripening varieties.

The question of early ripening varieties of grain and especially of wheat, is one
of the utmost importance to the future ol Canada. The Provinces of Prince Edward
Island and New Brunswick, the northern portions of Quebec and Ontario, and the
great plains of the North-West, all have a short season, and the immense advantages
which would accrue to the farmers in all these sections of our country from the

introduction and dissemination of early ripening sorts of wheat, barley and oats,

and the annual saving this would effect would be difficult to over-estimate. But the

wheat problem is the subject of the present Bulletin, and it is to the needs of the>
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North West settlers that we woald at this time direct special attention. The soil of
the great i)laiD8 of Manitoba and ihe North-West Territories is stored with such an
abundance of fertility that the capacity for production can scarcely be estimated
provided that the difficulties associated with a short season can be partially or wholly
overcome by the introduction of early ripening sorts. To meet the requirements in

this case, Jjot only mast the variety of wheat be early in ripening, but it must also

possess such superior qualities as will command for it a relatively high price in the
markets of the world ; otherwise the cost of transporting *o bulky a product over
long distances would leave but little profit to the grower. It is a singular fact that
the northern countries of the world, where the difficulties surrounding agriculture
are greatest, both in the way of production and access to markets, are the only
countries producing M'heat of the highest qu:ility, and it is found to be a necessity

by millers everywhere, who aim to produce first-class flour, to add to the softer

wheats produced in temperate and southern latitudes a large proportion of the hard
wheats grown in northern countries, and it is said that the larger the proportion of
hard wheat used the stronger and batter will be the flour. While India produces
some hard wtieat iu limited quantities, most of the hard wheats which find their way
to the markets of the world are the growth of the northern plains of Bussia, the
northern United States, and the North-West Provinces of Canada.

Fife Wheat.

The varieties of wheal known as Eod and White Fife, grown in the Canadian
North-West, deservedly rank among the best wheats in the world, and the high
grades of flour produced from them command the best prices obtained for this

product, and were the Fife wheats a little earlier in ripening, nothing better need
be desired. In the northern parts of the United States the same or similar wheats
are grown under the names of Fife, Saskatchewan Fife, and Well man's Fife. The
following account of the origin of Eed Fife Wheat is given in the Canadian Agricul-

turist for 18tj I : " About the year 184'^ Mj', David Fife, of the Township of Otonabee,
Canada West, now Ontario, procured through a friend in Glasgow, Scotland, a

quantity of wheat which had beea obtained from a cargo direct from Daulzic. As
it came to hand just before spring seed time, and not knowing whether it was a
fall or spring variety, Mr. Fife concluded to sow a part of it that spring and wait
for the results. It proved to be a fall wheat as it never ripened, except three ears,

which grew apparently from a single grain. These were preserved, and although
sown the nest jear under very unfavourable circumstances, being quite late and in a
shady place, it proved at harvest to be entirely free from rust when all wheat in the

neighborhood was badly rusted. The produae of this was carefully preserved, and
from it sprung the variety of wheat known over Canada and the Northern States by
the different names of Fife, Scotch and Glasgow."

Russian Wheats,

In Russia a number of different sorts are grown, but in the northern provinces

the Saxonka and Kubanka varieties form a large proportion of the shipments. The
Saxonka wheat is known also under the name of Colonist wheat, and it is alleged that

it is the identical wheat which was distributed by Peter the Great among the colo-

nists whom he forcibly placed on the groat plains of Kussia. It is rather small in

grain, but hard in texture, and is held in esteem by millers in Great JBrilain as a

mixing wheat, but does not command the high price which the best qualities of hard
wheats from Canada and the United Slates readily bring. The Kubanka appears to

be identical with what is known in Canada as Goose wheat, a variety of a hard ricy

structure more or less transparent, which is regarded with much disfavour by millers

in Canada who pronounce it to be one of the poorest varieties grown. In Eussia it is

highly esteemed and in the wheat markets of Europe it usually commands a price

about equal to the Saxonka, which is usually about tliree-fourths the price of the best
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American hard wheats. It is a variety held in some favour by Canadian farmers in

localities where the wheat midge prevails, a^ a midge proof wheat, for the rpason that

the kernel hardens so early that the midga is not able to injure it much. The outer

covering of this wheat is thick, and the proportion of bran to flour is greater than in

most other varieties, and notwithstanding that it is fairly rich in gluten its growth
should not be encouraged where wheats of better quality can be matured.

The Ladoga.

In Ballotin No. 2 reference was made to the importation of an early ripening

spring wheat from one of the northern Provinces of Russia. The object sought in its

introduction was to obtain a hard wheat of good quality which would lipen early

enough to escape the autumn frosts which sometimes injure the crops in some parts

of the north-west of Canada. This wheat was selected by a seed dealer in Riga who
had made a special study of the cereals of northern Russia, but the exact locality of

its growth, and the name under which it is known had not been ascertained at the

time Bulletin No. 2 was issued.

It was grown in la\itude 6u° near Lake Ladoga, north of St. Petersburg, and is

known under the name of Ladoga. The locality referred to is by latitude 840 miles north

of the city of Ottawa, 600 miles north of Winnipeg and north of the northern boundary
of Lake Athabasca, in the Peace River country. The Ladoga wheat is eaid to bo

highly esteemed in those parts of Russia where it is grown, and is in favour as an
early ripening sort. The first consignment was brought to Canada in the spring of

1887, when 667 sample bags were distributed foi tost, from which 275 returns were
received, and from these reports the average period of ripaning was estimated from
ten to fifteen days earlier than Red Fife, a gain in time of maturing which would if

maintained materially lessen the risk of injury from frost. In the spring of 1888 a
second distribution of this wheat was made, when 1,529 sample bags of 3 pounds
each, were sent out, from which 301 reports have been received. These place the

period of ripening, taking the entire Dominion, at 10 days earlier than the Red Fife.

Its Fertility.

The relative fertility of this wheat is also an important feature, and in this par-

ticular it will be seen from the following table that the Ladoga makes a very fair

Eeturns Receiyed tor 1887.
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The returns for 1888, as indicated by the reports received, may be thus sum-
marized :

—

Returns Received for 1888.
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Winnipeg, to Mr. W. W. Ogilvie of Montreal, and to Mr. Frank E. Gibb, Dominion
Grain Inspector at Port Arthur, for inspection, and to the Chemist of the Kxpeiimen-
tal Farms, Mr. F. T. Shutt, for analysis. The several Boards of Trade matiifested a
deep interest in the subject, and referred the samples in each case to a select com-
mittee of experts. Mr. W. W, Ogilvie kindly gave bis personal attention to the sub-
ject, and Mr. F. E. Gibb reported fully on the first lot of average samples sent him,
but through illness was prevented from reporting on the last and best samples.

The list of samples and the reports thereon are herewith submitted, with the
numbers under which they were sent.

Weight per .

bushel.

7 Ladoga— Original importation 6i lbs.

1 do grown at Leth bridge, JS.W.T fOf
2 do do Edmonton, N.W T 61^
3 do do Plum Creek, Souris, Man riOJ

4 do do Brandon Hills, Man 60
5 do do Tatamagouche, N. S 60
6 ao do Guysboro', N. S 61;^

8 Kubanka—grown in Manitoba.
9 Saxonka do do

10 Ladoga—grown at Wolseley, N.W.T 63
11 do do Touchwood Hills, N.W.T 64
12 do do Bioscarth, Man 65
13 do do Mowbray, Man 64f
14 do do St. Mary's, New Brunswick 64

A letter was forwarded with each set of samples similar to the following, which
was addressed

—

" To the Secretary of the Board of Trade, Montreal.

" Dear Sib,—I desire to get the opinion of your Board of Trade regarding a
wheat which was distributed last spring from the Experimental Farm in Ottawa for
test in different parts of the Dominion. It is well known that farmers in the northern
parts of Manitoba and the Territories have in the past suffered much loss from frozen
wheat, an4 they are very anxious to obtain some variety which will ripen a few
days earlier than the Eed Fife, so as to admit of its being harvested before the early
frosts occur. So strong is this feeling that farmers are willing to grow interior
varieties rather than suffer such losses as they have experienced in the past.

" in view of this condition of things, efforts are being made under instruction of
the Mioitter of Agriculture, to endeavour to secure an earlier ripening wheat of good
quality as nearly up to the standard of the Eed Fife as possible. You will bear in mind
that the object of this introduction is not by any means to displace the Eed File; i
think the growth of that variety should bo encouraged in every practicable way, but
the Minister desires that an earlier wheat of good quality should be secured to be-

grown where the Eed Fife does not succeed, and thus discourage and prevent as far as
is practicable the introduction of soft and inferior varieties of wheat, so that thcv
present high standard of our North-West grain may be generally maintained and at
the same time the necessities of the farmers met and the settlement cf the country
stimulated.

'• After much correspondence and enquiry, it was decided to order a supply for
the first experiment from Eiga, Eussia. This wheat arrived late last spring, and not
having been advised of its correct name, it was distributed provisionally under the
name of ' Northern Euseian Wheat.' I have since learned that it is known in Northern
Eussia under the name of Ladoga.

" I eend you a sample of the original importation under No. 7 and the samples
from 1 to 6 and 10 and 11 inclusive, have all been grown from this seed. In con-
sidering these samples it should be borne in mind that the seed was not rooeived by
the growers until from two to three weeks after the usual time of seeding hence the

56-8
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aiders that should any diflference in favour of Eed Fife be established, the advantage
would be trifling as compared with the importance of securing to the farmer a

wheat that would ripen from two to three weeks earlier.
" That the exception made by the Board regarding sample No 3, is because that

wheat would not grade above ordinary spring wheat ; and it would appear either

that some mistake must have been made respecting the original seed, or in the

product sent to the Director, for it seems scarcely possible that the samples of

Ladoga wheat submitted could have so deteriorated in one sowing as to produce so

inferior a grain.
" That with regard to the samples of Kubanka and Saxonka wheats, the Board

condemns both as being very inferior grain, and quite unsuitable for seeding

purposes.

"Signed on behalf of the Board of Examiners for wheat and other grain.

"HUGH McLennan,
" Chairman."

"Toronto Bott.ED of Trade.

"Eeport of the Committee of Millers, Grain Dealers, Grain Exporters and Grain
Inspectors, to whom was referred the communications and samples sent to the
Secretary of the Board by Prof. Wm. Saunders, Director of the Central Experimental
Farm.
"To the President and Council of the Board of Tradp.

" Your Committee sat on the afternoon of the 4th February, 1888, examined the

samples and discussed the subject, which, in their opinion, is one of very great

importance.
" The conclusions to which they arrived are as follows: —
"The most important test of commercial merit in a spring wheat sample is the

percentage and quality of gluten it contains.
" The examination made by the committee of sample 7, the original importa-

tion, and of samples 3 and 4 (those grown at Plum Creek and Brandon Hills), shows
*hat all three are very deficient in ginten, or strength, being not superior to the

present standard of No. 2 spring ot Ontario growth.
" No. 2 spring is at present worth '^O cents per 60 lbs. here; No. 1 Manitoba

hard, which contains 85 per cent, of Bed Fife, is wocth 90 cents. Tho answer to the

enquiry as to how these wheats would compare in value with Red Fife would there-

fore be: Pure Eed Fife is worth 11 to 12 cents per bushel more than samples 7, 3

and 4.

"The committee selected samples 7, 3 and 4 for comparison for the reason that

they were grown in the same section of Manitoba from wiiich comes the bulk of the

Eed Fife with which they are familiar."
" Sample 8, Kubanka, is the wheat grown to some extent in Ontario, under the

different names of Arnecla, Rice or Goose Wheat. The demand for this wheat is

limited, and when the quantity grown in Oniario was large compared with the quan-
tity grown in Ontario now, the price was 20 to 'i3 cents below the price of No. 2

spring, say 35 cents Delow the price of No, 1 harJ Manitoba. This wheat is also a
later wheat to ripen than Fife wheat."

"Sample 9, Saxonka, is a poor, thin sample, containing a small mixture of
Kubanka or Arnecta. If free from this it would inspect No. 3 spring, worth 77 cents

as against. 90 cents for No. 1 hard,"
" The Ladoga would be a fair marketable wheat of the soft variety and prefer-

able to badly frosted Red Fife."
" If it is a fact that any section of the wheat-growing North-West cannot be

made to produce unfrosted Red Fife Dy proper farming, we would recommend that
the Ladoga be tried in such localities, if by further experiments yon fail to find a
more glutinous wheat, possessing all the early ripening quality of the Ladoga."

56-8J
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" In the interests of the North- West, however, it is to be hoped that every
experiment will be exhausted in the direction of retaining pure Red Fife sowing be
fore sealing down to Hoft wheats of any variety."

"An exception; lly bountifal crop of Red Fife, and an exceptionally poor crop of

winter wheat, in the f.ame year might result in the price of the latter approximating
the price ot the Fife, because the flours from the two varieties are nvt interchange-

able for many purposes. But no surplus of Red Fife and scarcity of such wheals as

samples submitted, could bring iho value of the latter to, or nearly to, the value of

Red Fife. The Red Fife flour will answer in every cise where flours from your
samples will answer, and with greater satisfaction and economy."

" Int-taiiCes are known to some members of the committee of No, 1 hard and No.

2 frosted, being ripened side by side, from the same field in Manitoba, the soil and
seed the same; the only diflerence being, in the first cai-o the ground was ploughed
and harrowed in the fall, thereby admitting ot a few da5'8 earlier seeding, than in the

eecond case where the ploughing was done in the spring."
'' In view of the great importance of keeping up the growth of hard wheat, im-

portant to all interests, but most important of all to the Norlh-Wcst farmers, the

committee report that in their opinion the greatest cffoits should bo made to extend

its giow'h, and if other varieties than Red Fife must be used, such varieties as con-

tain the largest percentage and best quality of gluten should be given preference."

'For determining the percentage and quality of gluten, the committee would
recommend chemical analysis of all samples proposed to be experimented with, thi&

being the one reliable toot for a small nample."
' The samples last received (12, 13 ;ind 1-1), are excellent in their plumpness

and weight, but are quite as soft and deficient in strength as the former samples, and
in value would bring about 2 cents per bushel more if oflTered for sale in quantity^

than the samples first received."

(Signed,) H. McLAUGHLIN,
Chairman of Committee.

Committee.

H. McLaughlin, R J. Stark. J. L. Spink,

J'lhn Reed, H. N. Baird, J. Carruthers,

Thomas Flynn, S. A. Chapman, R. C. Steele,

Joseph Harris, W. Taylor, W. D. Matthews, Jr.

WINNIPEG BOARD OF TRADE.

Secretakt's Office, Civic Buildings,
Winnipeg, Man, Itith February, 188S.

The Council Winnipeg Board of Trade.

Gentlemen,—Your Board of Grain Examiners have to report that they have
carefully examined the samples of Russian wheat forwarded to the Board by Prof.

Saunders, Director of the Government Experimental Farm at Ottawa, and which he
requests the Board will express an opinion on.

After viewing the samples your grain examiners find as follows :

The original sample of Ladoga wheat, and some of its best matured products

grown in Manitoba, would value with grades of the " Northern " classes.

We find that most of the samples submitted are not fully matured, and they are

all lacking in good colour.

Sample No. i (grown at Souris, Man.), would seem not to belong to the Ladoga
variety of wheat, being a wholly soft specimen which would grade as " No. 3
spring."

Nos. 1 and 11 (grown at Lethbridge, N. W.T., and Touchwood Hills, N. W.T.,
respectively), show the effects of frost action.
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No. 2 Cgrown at Edmonton, N.W.T.), has a bleached look, which might arise

from a very slight touch of frost or the effects of hot winds.

For seeding purposes we would recommend the original sample from Rns-iia in

preference to any of the others submitted.

The best sample, No. 13 (from Mowbray, Man.), and the originol from Enssia

•would be worth five cents less thtn No. 1 Manitoba Hard (containing 85 per cent,

of Ked Fife), for milling purposes. Necessarily this opinion must be subject to a
milling te-t, or chemical analysis.

None of the eleven samples of the products of the Ladoga variety, bear any
close resemblance to the original sample forw-irded, and are, for the most parr, un-

like one another. This may be owing to the lateness in sowing or other unfavour-

able conditions, and wo are of the opinion that a test, during another year or two,

must be made before its value for this country could be positively ascertained.

Prof. Saunders has asked, also, for the Board's opinion as to the relative value

borne by certain samples of Kdbanka and Saxonka wheat (forward- d by him) to the

Red Fife and Lai:loga varieties.

In the Opinion of this Board of Grain Examiners the millers and grain dealers

of Manitoba would nut purchase Knb:inka wheat at any price, though it mit;ht, how-
ever, be useful for feed purposes. We understand that this variety of wheat is being
sold in Manitoba this soa^on for seed. In the opinion of your Examiners the sample
tubmitted by Prof. Saunders is none other than "goose" or "rice" wheat and of
little value.

The Saxonka variety belongs to the spring or soft class of wheats. The sample
examined, however, is so poor that it would only grade as " rejected."

Your Grain Examiners are firmly of the opinion that the cnlcivation of Red Fife

wheat should be persevered in, and that farmers will speedily discover the system of

soil preparation by which they can insure early seeding with the early and safe

maturing of this invaluable variety.

All of which is respeciluUy submitted.
(Signed) GEO. J. MOULSON,

Chairman.
CHAS. W. BELL,

Secretary, Board of Grain Examiners,

REPORT OP \V. W. OGILVIB, ESQ.

Montreal, 3rd February, 1888.
Prof. W. Saunders,

Director Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa.

Dear Sir,—Your favour of the 30th ult., with 11 samples of wheat, came duly to
hand. I have examined ihem carefully and beg to submit the following report:

—

The (-ample of Kubanka wheat grown in Manitoba is what is known as G^ose
wheat. Its growth should be discouraged as much as possible, as its value is fully
15 cents per bushel less than Red Fife wheat.

The sample of Saxonka wheat grown in Manitoba is also poor wheat that should
not be encouraged for seed.

Sample No. 7, Ladoga wheat, being the original importation from Eiga, is not
pure hard wheat, having a mixture of soft wheat in it.

Sample No. 10, grown at VVolseley, shows the best result of last year's growth,
and would inspect Extra Hard.

Samples No. 1, No. 2, No. 6 and No. 11 would inspect No. 1 Hard, and sample
No. 5, grown in Nova Scotia, would inspect No 2 Hard.

Sample No. 3, grown at Plum Creek would inspect No. 1 Spring, being the
fourth grade of wheat. From th^ way this sample has degenerated in one year,
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would lead me to infer that the Ladoga wheat would not long maintain its hardness
but will degenerate into ordinary Spring wheat.

I have had a good deal of experience in the growing of Russian wheat in

Canada, my father having been among the first to import it. I have also visited the

wheat fields of Russia and experimented upon its growth in thin country. The
Mennonites in Southern Manitoba aho brought Russian wheat with them. My
experience has proved that these wheats soon degenerate into ordinary Springr wheat
in this ojualry, and at best never had the briaht shining gloss that you find on Red
Fife wheat. The Russian wheat also grinds harsh, and the flour is not equal to Red
Fife.

Notwithstanding all that has been said and written about early ripening wheat.,

after many experiments, my experieme has been ttiHt Rtd Fife wheal will ripen as

early and yield as well as softer wheats, and is worth 10 cents per but^hel more than

soft wheat. Many of these tesis have been in Manitoba. The complaints from Red
Fife wheat in Manitoba have been caused by late sowing, the richness of the soil,

weather and cool nights in August ; but I am of opinion that with early sowing and
favourable August weather, these complaints will disappear.

We mast also bear in mind that Manitoba and the North-West Territories are

among the few countries that can grow har.l wheat, and therefore we should dis-

courage the growth of soft wheat that can bo griwn in more than three-fourths of

the wheat fields of the world, while hard wheat can only be grown in Hungary,
Russia, Dakota and Minnesota, the farmers in Dakota sow entirely Red Fife wheat,,

and its flour has attained a world wide reputa'ion. The soil of Manitoba is better

than Dakota and Minnesota and will grow Red Fife wheat better than any country

in the world, so I hope you will realize the necessity of encouraging the growth of

Red Fife as much as possible and discouraging all other varieties of wheat.

I have had many tests made of the value of flour ground from Red Fife wheat

grown in Manitoba, and they have always been satisfactory. 1 enclose you a few
copies of the last test tijken in London, Eng., with other prominent brands of flour.

Many farmers who have i<one from Ontario to Manitoba, have taken seed wheats

of soft varieties with them, which afi'ect many samples of Manitoba wheat and caus-

ing so much of it to inspect Northern. The complaint that has been made against

Red Fife not ripening as early as any other wheat, I think is altogether a mistake

and can be attnbuioJ largely to the farmers or cold nights in August, that would

have had the same effect on soft wheat.
Yours truly,

W. W. OGILVIE.

Montreal, 7th February, 1888.

Prof. W. Saunders,
Experimental Farm, Ottawa.

Dear Sir,—Tour esteemed favour of the 2nd instant to hand, with 3 samples of

wheat. The 3 are splendid wheat, beipg brighter than those previously received,

but still have not the gloss of Fife wheat, and would not make so saleable a flour.

Sample No. 13 is the best. No. 12 nearly as good ; both would inspect Extra No. 1

Hard. No. 14 shows too many soft grains for first sowing and gives indication that

it would soon degenerate into soft wheat. Notwithstanding what Mr. Smellie

reports, I am inclined to think that the weather between the 8ih and 26th April,

must not have been good sprouting weather, or the Fife wheat would have ripened as-

early as the Russian. 1 am very strong upon this point, after my past experience,,

and my anxiety to have Red Fife wheat sown for Manitoba, and no others, as 1 am
satisfied it is the best wheat for the country.

Yours truly,

W, W. OGILVIE.
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Port Arthur, 24th December, 1887.

Prof. W. Saunders,
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.

Dear Sir,—Tours to hand with samples of wheat grown at different points in the

Dominion from seed purporting to have been imported from Russia. I do not express

any opinion as to the milling qualities as compared with Red Fife as grown at present

in Manitoba, as you say you are to have that from the best millers. Judging from

the samples I have from you I should think this Russian wheat is not likely to

improve on any light soils, it will run into soft wheat. It is more adapted to heavy
clay land, and I think whf'n grown there will be found to produce a very hard berry,

grading equal to the besi Red Fife.

A comparison of No. 3 with No. ^ shows such extreme points that it is difficult

to believe they were both grown from the same seed. I have seen the same thing

occur when the points were only seven miles apart but diff'erent soils.

If the millers pronounce this Rassian wheat equal in milling properties to the

Eed Fife, and the testimony as to its ripening from 10 to 15 days earlier, undoubted,

there will be no question about its being the wheat for Manitoba to grow. The Red
Fife was so good in quality for the crop of 1886, and both in quality and yield for

1887, that I doubt very much the advisability of trying anything else until that fails

entirely. The Russian, however, if not the Red Fife itself, bears a very strong

resemblance to it.

The " Kubanka " and " Saxonka " had better be left in their original fields, being

simply " Goose" or "Rice " wheat. Herewith I append Inspection Grades on the

different samples.

Yours truly,

FilANK E. GIBB.

INSPECTIONS OF NINE SAMPLES OF WHEAT RECEIVED FROM WM.
SAUNDERS, CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FARM, OTTAWA.

7. Ladoga, from Riga, Russia, would grade No. 1 Northern. Resembles much
of this year's crop in Manitoba

1. Ladoga, grown at Lethbridge, N.W.T.,^grade No. 1, frosted, all hard, outside

bran bliHtered, bright kernel, fair milling sample.
2. Ladoga, grown at Edmonton, N.W.T., grade No. 2, Manitoba hard wheat, all

hard, bleached.

3. Ladoga, grown at Souris, Man., grade No. 1, spring, over 50 per cent. soft.

4. Ladoga, grown at Brandon Hills, Manitoba, grade No. 2, Manitoba hard

wheat, nearly all hard, bleached.

5. Ladoga, grown at Tatamagouche, N.S., grade No. 3 Northern, much bleached.

6. Ladoga, grown at Guysboro', N.S., grade No. 2, Canada hard wheat, bleached.

8. Kubanka, grown in Manitoba, grade No. 1, Goose.
9. Saxonka, grown in Manitoba, no grade, much bleached, thin, and principally

" Goose" wheat.
FRANK B. GIBB,

Grain Inspector.

Port Arthur, 24th December, 1887.

A sample of Ladoga, grown at Moo.somin, N.W.T., was also sent to Mr, Gibb
with the others, which, through an oversight, was not included in the subsequent
distribution. This was graded by Mr. Gibb as " No. 1 Manitoba hard wheat, good."

Another sample of Lad.jga wheat, which was grown on one of the Indian
Reserves from seed sent from the Experimental Farm at Ottawa, of the Iir^t importa-
tion, was sent by Mr Wm. McGirr, of the Indian Department, Regina, to Mr. S. A.
McGaw, of Ogilvie's Royal Mill, Winnipeg, which was submitted for examination by
Mr. McGaw to the analyst employed by Messrs. Ogilvie in testing wheats. In a letter
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from S. A. McGaw to Mr. Wm. McGirr, dated 4th December, 1887 (which I am per-

mitted to publish) he says :
" Oar analyst in Montreal reports very lavoarably of the

Russian wheat, and states that it contains a large amount of gluten, and being in

most respects nearly if not equal to Rod Fife."

The suggestions of the Toronto Board of Trade regarding the importance of

determining tbe proportion of gluten by chemical analyi-os has been acted on, and a

full account of a cnre'ui series of analyses will be found in the appended report of

the Chemist of the Experimental Farms, Mr. P. T. Shutt. Those of the Boards of

Trade of Montreal and Winnipeg have also been carried out, by providing a miller

with a sufficient quantity of the w^heat to be ground into flour, and having this flour

made into bread.

All the samples which have been referred to ae submitted for inspection were

carefully ))ut up by myself, taken from the same bags, and wtre all exactly alike,

but the s^everal reports of the experts to whom they were sent are of a very contra-

dictory character. The Montreal Board of Trade grade all the samples of Ladoga,

excepting one, as haid wheats. The Toronto Board of Trade grade every ore of

them as soft wheats. The Winnipeg Board of Trauo give a definite opinion on three

only. One of them, No. 3 (the fame lot as was graded soft by ibe Montreal Board),

is pronounced soft ; Nns. 7 and 12 are graded hard wheats, worth 5 c^nts less than

No. 1 hard. Mr. W. W. Ogilvie gives an opinion on ton out of the twelve samples

submitted to him. Of the original Ladoga as imported (No. 7), bo says this " is not

a pure h:ad wheat, having a mixture of soft grains in it," This opinion would pro

bably entitle No. 7 to a place among the lower grades of hard wheat, but of the other

nine samples No. 3 is the only one pronounced soft, and it is graded No. 2 Spring.

Two of the others are sa'd to be extra No. I hard, one extra hard, four No. 1 hard

and one No. 2 bard. Mr. F. E. Gibb pronounces the original sample of Ladoga as

rebembling much of the Manitoba crop of 18&7, and grades it as No. 1 Northern ; of

the other seven t-amples grown from this grain, which Mr. Gibb reported on, live

were relnrned as hard wheat, and two as solt.

As one of the more striking examples of diffeieuco of opinion, the sample grown
at Mowbray, Man., maj' be cited. This the Montreal Board of Trade pronounced to be

hard ; the Toronto Board of Trade, soft ; the Winnipeg Board of Tiade as a hard wheat,

worth 5 cents a bushel less than No. 1 hard ; and Mr. W. W. Ogilvie as extra No. 1

hard. It cannot be said that Mr. Ogilvie is in any sense unduly in favour of Ladoga

wheat, for while he practically pronounces eight out of the nine samples on which he

gives an opinion as marked improvements on the original, he argues from the one

soft sample that this wheat is degenerating, and likely to degenerate to a soft wheat,

apparently forgetting that the contrary argument could be sustained with an eight-

fold force.

A better idea will perhaps be given of the differences of opinion throughout by
placing the results in a tabulated form.
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The only sample that all the authorities agree on as being a soft wheat is No. 4,

and this is so unlike the other samples that there is good reason for believing that

some accidental foreign mixture has occurred either in the seed sent out or the
sample returned.

CHEMICAL ANALYSES.

We shall next consider the chemical analyses which, in the opinion of the
Toronto Board of Trade, is the one reliable test for determining the percentage of

gluten. In order to haee good samples of Red Fife to compare with the Ladoga,
the Boards of Trade were asked to send authenticate<i samples of No. 1 hard,
of the best character, and a similar request was made to Mr. W. W. 0,'ilvie. Those
solicitalionh' were kindly responded to, and among the six samples ot Bed Fife referred

to in Mr. Sbutt's report ore was s-ent from the Toronto Board of Trade, one from the
Winnipeg Board of Trade, and one from the mill-* of Ogilvie & Co., Winnipeg,
all of them graded as No. 1 hard. Of the other three, one was from Indian Head,
N.W.T., a sample from a bag of Red Fife which had been awarded a first prize at

several of the North-West agricultural exhibitions; one was obtained from Whyte's
mills, Galetta, Ont., which had been purchased as Manitoba No. 1 hard in 1886; the
sixth being a sample of Red Fife grown near Galetta from the last named imported
Manitoba wheat.

It is singular that the sample of No. 1 Red Fife from the Toronto Board of

Trade shows a fraction less of gluten than any of the other five samples, one of
which was grown in Ontario, and that both the specimens from the Winnipeg board
of Trade and the first-prize specimen from Indian Head should yield a fraction less

of gluten than the Ontario sample grown at Galetta from Manitoba t^eed.

In Mr. Shutt's report, appended, the average proportion of albuminoids (a term
held as synODyraous with gluten) in 11 samples of Ladoga is 1-131, while that from
the six samples of Red. Fife is 14 00. Bat if the comparison is restricted tj

the samples of Ladoga and Red Fife grown in Manitoba and the North-West Terri-

tories the proportion would be as follows: Ladoga, 14-57; Red Fife, l.d 98— an
appreciable difference in favor of tbe Ladoga variety. No chemical tests have yet
been devised for determining the quality of gluten in floor. That which possesses

the greatest elasticity is most esteemed in bread-making, and flour in which this

quality of gluten predominates is designated " strong; " while that containing gluten,

which is more of a ductile or pliable character withouc much elasticity is not
esteemed by bakers, but is sought for by the manufacturers of maccaroci, and some
forms of pastry. Tt would appear that the gluten in wheats having a ricy structure,

such as the Kubanka or Goose wheat, the Polonian wheat and others of the same
nature, while existing in fair proportion in their composition, lacks that elasticity

in its character which is necessary to make " strong" flour. This difl'erence in the

quality of the gluten may be recognized by chewing a few grains of these different

sorts of wheat, and noting the relative character and volume of the plastic mass
which remains in the mouth. The reports of the bakers who have tested the flcjur

of the Ladoga wheat, show thst the gluten it contains is not lacking in this desirable

elastic or " strong " quality. Full particulars of tbe analyses of the Ladoga, Red
Fife, and other varieties of wheat will be found in Mr. Shutt's report.

TESTS OF THE FLOUR.

On the 16th of November, T8o8, sixteen bushels of Ladoga wheat, which had
been grown ou the Exoerimontal Farm at Indian Head, wa^ taken to the Qu'Appeile
Valley Roller Mill at Fort Qu'Appeile, with a similar quantity of Red Fife, of the
best quality, which had been grown in an adjoining field. The proportion of bran,

shorts and middlings to the flour obtained could not be accurately ascertained, as

there was much waste in grinding so small a quantity. The flour of the Ladoga,
when compared with the Red Fife, had a slight yellow shade. Bread from both
these flours was carefully made under my own supervision, all the ingredients

weighed, and it was found that the Ladoga flour absorbed more water and produced
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a little over 2 ponDds of bread more from each 100 pounds of flonr than conld be
made Irom the same qnantity of Eed Fife. This had been anticipated by Mr. Shntt
from the the smaller proportion of water found in the grain. The bread from both

samples had a yellowish tint, but there was a more decided yellow shade in that made
from the Ladoga.

A sack of each sort of flour was sent to two of the leading bakers in Ottawa to

be made into bread, and samples from each lot examined, compared and tested, and
it was found that the only disadvantage that the Ladoga flour had was in point of

colour. With larger quantities available for milling, better results will no doubt be

obtained, and by skilful admixture of some of the whiter soft wheats with this strong

gluunous vaiieiy tbero is every reason to believe that this j ellowieh lint can be suc-

cessfully overcome and a highly satisfactory flour produced.

The following letters were received from the bakeis to whom the flour was
sent :

—

Ottawa, 27th December, 1888.

Prof. Wm. Saunders,
Central Experimental Farm.

Dear Sir,—Having made bread from the two samples of flour sent me, I beg to
say that the Red Fife is the weaker flour of the two, but it is a little better in

colour than the Ladoga brar^d.

The Ladoga would, in my opinion, make a good flour if properly dressed, with
a per cent, of low grade taken out. It is a strong flour, and would make more
bread to the barrel than Red Fife.

Tours respectfully,

S. S. SLINN,

Palace Bakery, Ottawa.

Ottawa, 18th February, 1889.
Prof. Wm. Saunders,

Central Experimental Farm.

Dear Sir,—We have baked at your request two samples of flour, one made of

Red Fife wheat and the other called Ladoga. We are ot opinion that the Eed Fife

would command the highest price, as it has the better colour, although neither of the
samples are up to the mark in that respect. As to strength, Ladoga has more than
the other, hut the flour being darker, we consider the Red Fife the flour suited for

our trade. Yours truly,

E. E. & J. C. JAMIESON.
It would be unreasonable to expect that any variety of grain would succeed

equally well on all the different soils and in all the varied climates of the Dominion,
yet it is interesting to compare the reports of tests of the same wheat grown under
so many different conditions. Both rust and smut have been much more common
in If 88 than they were in 18o7, and the Ladoga seems to have suffered more than
some other varietie-

;
yet the total number of unfavourable reports among the 301 re-

turns is but 45, ot which 26 were from Ontario. 1 from Quebec, 1 from iSova Scotia,

9 from Manitoba and 8 from the NorthWest Territories. The best results obtained
with the Ladoga wheat have been on soils of medium character, not too rich and
heavy, but on mixed sandy and clay loams, associated with more or less gravel. The
Ladoga is very vigorous in its growth, and when sown on very rich soil it has
rusted in some instances very badly. This, however, has been the case with Eed
Fife also during 1888; indeed rust has been very general and very injurious. The
Lidoga seems to be much more affected with loose smut than the Red Fife i", but iu

many localities the Red Fife is seriously afflicted with the " bunt " smut, which is

much th3 more objectionable of the two, and from this the Ladoga appears thus far

to be free. In BulUtin No. 3, Mr, James Fletcher, Entomologist and Botanist to the
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Experimental Farms, gives a very instrnctive account of the life history of these
parasitic growths which every farmer shonld read. It is believed that both can be
subdued, if not entirely got rid of, by soaking the seed for ten or fifteen minutes in

etrODg brine shortly before sowing, draining off, and drying the seed with lime,

plaster or ashes. Solution of blue vitriol (Sulphate of Copper) has also been found
useful for this purpose, while immersing the grain in hot water at a temperature of
135 ° is said to have been entirely successful.

Mr. C. Montgomery, of Hilton, Ontario, uses salt very successfully for prevent-
ing smut, but in a different way. In a letter dated 12th December, 188:^, he says: " I

give you with pleasure my method of treatment for smut. I place my wheat on
the barn floor and mix one bushel of salt to five bushels of wheat, mixing thoroughly
with a scoop. Then moisten with sufficient water to dissolve the salt, after which
add fresh air-slacked lime until no more will adhere to the wheat

;
put up into a

snug pile and let it stand for a couple of hours, after which I put it in bags and
allow it to stand one day before sowing. Grain so prepared can only be sown by
hand." Mr. Montgomery says that ho has used this remedy for many yoais past.

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS AND OPINIONS.

The following individual opinions are given as examples of the most successful

results with the Ladoga wheat in the North-West Territories and Manitoba. Many
more of the same character have been received, not only from the North-West but
also from other Provinces in the Dominion :

Mr. Wm. Gibson, of Wolseley, N. W. T., a practical Scotch farmer, has the
greatest record of success with the Ladoga of any person in tbe Dominion. From the
3 pounds sent him in the spring of 1887 be harvested 236 pounds, and from the second
sowing has a few pounds over 150 bushels of clean seed. Another 3-pound bag was
sent him in the spring of 1888 of the second importation from Russia. He says :

" I

sowed the same quantity of Bed Fite, on the same day, 16th April, alongside of the
Ladoga. Tbe Ladoga was harvested on the 31st of August, the Ked Fife on the 13th
of September."

Mr. Wra. Sammerton, of Moosomin, N. W. T., who received 3 pounds in 1^87
has over 30 bushels this year. He sowed the Ladoga on the same day as the Eed
Fife, and alongside of it. The Eed Fife w^ frozen, and brought 65 cents only on the
Moosomin market, while the Ladoga wa>< graded by the bayers as No. 1 hard, and
il.05 was offered for it for milling purposes. Mr. John Day, of Fleming, N. W. T.,

received the same quantity in 1887, and has also over 30 bushels this yeai', of excellent
quality.

Mr. G. L. Smellie, of Binscarth, Manitoba, received a S-pound sample in 1887. In
his report he says the Russian (Ladoga) wheat was sown on the 26th of April, while
our Eed Fife was sown on the 8th of April. The former was cut dead ripe on the

17th of August, the latter from the 23rd August to 3rd September. The sample sent

by Mr Smellie wys one of those submitted to the experts for inspection under No. 12.

E. B Chappell, of Moosomin, who raised 170 pounds from the 3 pounds sent,

says :
" I sowed the Ladoga on the 2&th of April and sowed Red Fife alongside of it

on the tame day. The Ladoga was cut on the 18th of August, the Eed Fife on the
26th of Augu.st." T. D. Stewart, of Carman^, Manitoba, harvested yO pounds from
the 3 pounds sown in the spring of 1887. He sowed the Ladoga three and a-half

weekN later than his earliest sowing of Eed Fife, and the Ladoga was cut a week
earlier, and was so ripe at that time that nearly one-third of the crop was lost by
shelling.

David Ciaig. of Edmonton, N. W. T,, threshed 105 pounds from 3 pounds of
seed, found it to be from seven to ten days earlier than Eed Fife. Duncan McGuaig,
of Portage la Prairie, harvested 100 pounds from the same quantity of seed, and says
it is ten days earlier than Eed Fife. Bugh Munro, of Calgary, N. W. T., hai vested

160 pounds from 3 pounds of seed, and says it WiiS ten days earlier than Eed Fif«

sown in the same field. Geo. D. Long, of Edmonton, harvested 100 pounds from a
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like quantity, and says that with him it is more productive than Eed Fife, and ten
days earlier. Thos. Miller, of Kirkpatrick, N. W. T., had a yield of 141 pounds, and
says: "I am favourably impressed with the wheat; it is eight days earlier than Eed
Fife." Chas. Bjweriog, of Fleming, N. W". T., had a yield of 93 pounds, and says it

is ten days earlier. Eev. L. Gaelz, of Eed Deer, >i. W. T., had 93 pounds <rom the S
pounds sent him, and says it is ten to fourteen days earlier than Eed Fife, and is more
prolific.

Summary.

The Ladoga wheat has been subjected to a searching criticism, tables of the entire

results of its growth have been given, the public have been advised of such defects

as have been noted during the progress of the two years' tests, and making the most
liberal allowance for these defects, it seems not too much to say that the evidooce

thus far obtained is sufficient to show : That the Ladoga is a produotive and valuable

variety of hard wheat, which has thus far ripened over the whole Dominion ten days
earlier on the average than the Eed Fife. That the better samples obtained are fully as

rich in gluten as the best Eed Fife, and while the cultivation of the Eed Fife t-hould be

recommended in every section of the North- West, whore it is likely, with early sow-
ing, to escape the autumn frosts, the growth of the Ladoga may be safely encourai,'ed

wherever the ripening of the Eed Fife is uncertain, without incurring the ri.-k of
materially lowering tbe reputation or the general quality of Canadian hard wheats.
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PART II.

Beport on the Chemical Composition and Physical Characters of Ladoga, Eed Fife and
other Varieties of Wheat by Frank T. Shutt, M.A., F.G.S., F.I. C, Chemist,

Dominion Experimental Farms.

Objects of the Investigation.

This series of analyses was undertaken with a view (1) to ascertain the compo-
sition, and hence the relative value, from a chemical standpoint, of the different

varieties of wheat hereinafter enumerated, and more particularly those of Red Fife

and Ladoga
; (2) to determine what improvement or deterioration, if any, had taken

place in the Ladoga grain by its culture in the various Provinces of Canada
; (3) to

find out what such alterations in composition, if any, were due to, i. e., what influence,

soil, climate and cultivation had exerted upon the grain.

To answer all thepe questions fully and satisfactorily will necessitate, first, the

analysis of a larger number of samples and an investigation extending over several

years, with a full and accurate knowledge of all the conditions of growth. It is

therefore proposed to continue this inquiry in the future as time permits; and as

the Experimental Farms are now established throughout the Dominion we shall be

enabled to do so with all the reliable information regarding the nature of soil, the

extent of cultivation and the climatic changes necessary to the solution of such

difficult problems. In most caRes where farmers have grown the Ladoga wheat and
font back sample-, only incomplete daM as to soil, &'?., have been furnishe'l, and

thus I am not in a position to draw conclusions, which I might otherwise have been

able to draw.
While, therefore, at the present juncture and with such limited knowledge, it is

impossible to oiler a satisfactory solution to the third question, it will be my object

in the present bulletin to indicate such cooclnsions as can be safely drawn from the

analytical data for the elucidation of the first and second objects of this investigation.

From the results of the analyses satisfactory answers can, I believe, be given as

to the relative values of the wheats, and also as to the effect on the composition of

the Ladoga grain when grown in Canada.

Varieties Analysed.

Twenty-eight different samples of wheat have been analysed, including twelve

of Ladoga, six of Eed Fife, three of Saxonka, two of Kubanka, one of Onega, one of

Eed Fern, one of Clawson, one of Wellmans Fife and one of Blue Stem.
The specimens of Ladoga wheat are from the following localities: One from

Eiga, Russia, imported by the Central Experimental Farm in 1837, from which seed

all the other specimens ol this grain have been grown ; four from the North-West
Territories; four from Manitoba; two from Nova Scotia, and one from New
Brunswick.

Of the Eed Fife, one sample was grown in the North-West Territories; four,

presumably, in Manitoba (two of these being graded as No. I Hard by the Boards of

Trade at Toronto and Winnipeg, respectively, and a third as '• No. 1 Hard " by the

Ogilvie Milling Company, Winnipeg,) and one was grown in Ontario.

The Saxonka specimens include one imported direct from Russia, and one grown
from this seed in the North-West Territories. The third was furnished by J. G. V.
Field Johnson, Esq., of Manitoba.

The two samples of Kubanka comprise one grown by J. G. Y. Field Johnson,

Esq., in Manitoba, and one grown at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.
The Onega grain was imported from Easaia in the spring of 1888.

The Eed Fern variety was furnished by the Citizens Milling Company,
Toronto, and was raised within five miles of that city.

The ClawBOn, the only winter wheat of the series, was obtained from Gaietta,

Ontario.
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The Wellman's Fife and Blue Stem were kindly sent by Prof. Porter, of St.
Anthony's Park, Minn., and were grown in that State. Prof. Porter reports these
as the two best varieties in that district.

Detailed Analyses of the Wheats.

The following table shows in detail, and in percentage quantities, the component
parts of the grains analysed. The results in all the columns, save those headed Carbo-
hydrates and Albuminoids, have been found by direct determination. The amount
ot albuminoids is obtained by multiplying the quantity of nitrogen by the factor 6'25,

and that of carbo-hydrates (principally starch) by subtracting the sum of the other
constituents from 100, Besides indicating the chemical composition, I have thought
it well to insert in tabular form certain other data of a physical character which must
be taken into consideration, together with the chemical results, when endeavouring to

find the solution of the problems for which this investigation was undertaken. These
data consist of the weight of 100 grains ia grams, the colour, hardness or consistency,
weight per bushel, together with some additional explanatory remarks upon the nature
of soil, &c.

The numbers under which the wheats are designated in the table are not the
same as those which were used with them when they were sent to the experts for

inspection.

In the following table, No. 1 is identical with No. 7 of Part I.

2 " 1

3 " 2
4 " 10
5 " 11
6 " ^
7 " 4
8 " 12
9 " 13

10 " 5
11 " e

12 " 14
21 " 9

23 " 8
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Albuminoids {Gluten).

The most important constituent of wheat is gluten, the amount of which in the

diflferent grains is found in the column headed albuminoids, I therefore propose to

discuss, first, the relative qualities of the wheats from the quantity of this constituent

.

they possess.

For practical purposes, the terms gluten and albuminoids may be considered

synonymous. Scientifically speaking, however, gluten is regarded as a mixture of

several albuminoids which behave differently to various solvents. Chemical analysis,

however, has demonstrated that, though differing in physical properties these albu-

minoids are almost if not entirely identical in composition, and therefore may be

viewed as one, under the generic term albuminoids. As already stated, the quantity

of such is ascertained by the multiplication of the amount of the contained nitrogen

(directly determined) by 6-25.

Government inspectors and milling experts grade wheats principally by the con-

sistency or relative hardness of the grain, a character which depends almost directly

upon the percentage of gluten— it being true, as a rule, that the greater the percentr-

age of gluten the harder the wheat
To compare these wheats among themselves from this standpoint I have prepared

the following table of averages. It shows the average percentage quantity of gluten

in the different wheats, and also the percentage of this constituent in the same wheat
when grown in the various Provinces, which latter is intended to bring out the effect

of locality in increasing or diminishing the amount of gluten. Another column gives

the weight of 100 average grains in grams, aj>6 the relation which this has to the

quantity of gluten, will be discussed in a succeeding paragraph.

TABLE II.

Average Composition of the Wheats with respect to Gluten—Weight of 100

grains in grams. •

Name of Wheat.
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The average for the eleven Canadian grown Ladoga specimens id : Albuminoids,
14'3l per cent,, the same for ihe six Red Fife being 14'()0 per cent. These figures

clearly demonstrate that the Canadian grown Ladoga fally equals the Bed Fife var-

iety, as far as gluten is concerned—in fact, slightly surpasses it. Although the samples
of fled Fife do rot number as many as those of the Ladoga, yet those examined are
believed to be typical examples of the best grain—three of them being graded as
*' No. 1 Hard," by experts. We may therefore state that chemical analysis shows
the Ladoga and JRed Fife wheats to be almost equal and identical in value.

The Saxonka and Kubanka are both Russian varieties, though four out of the
five samples analysed were grown in Canada. Like most of the Russian wheats
they show a very fair proportion of abluminoids. As the number of specimens of
these grains examined is much smaller than of those of the Ladoga and Red Fife, the
averages of the former cannot be viewed in exactly the same light as those of the latter.

A further mention of the comparative value of these wheats will be made, however,
when speaking of the relation existing between the gluten and the weight of the grain.

Of the remaining varieties, but one sample of each has been analysed. They are
all, however, believed to be typical specimens.

The Onega, recently imported from Russia, would appear to be a grain very
similar in composition to the Saxonka obtained from that country.

The Red Fern sample was sent by the Citizen's Milling Company, of Toronto,
and was spoken of very highly as worthy of growth and encouragement. Judging
alone from the percentage of gluten, it appears to be a very desirable wheat, and one
that compares favourably, from a chemical standpoint, with Ladoga and Red Fife. .

The Clawt^on is the only winter variety in the series. It is known as a soft

wheat, and was analysed in order to show a comparison between hard and soft wheat
in the percentage of albuminoids. By its low percentage of nitrogen it lakes a rank
much below that of any of the varieties hitherto discussed.

Wellman's Fife and Blue Stem are two wheats furnished through the courtesy
of Professor Porter, Director of the Minnesota Experimental Station, St. Anthony's
Park, Minnesota. They are said by him to be typical samples of the best varieties
grown there. Having analysed but one specimen of each it would be unwise to pro-
nounce judgment upon them in emphatic terms, or to draw a close comparison
between them and the Ladoga and Red Fife. Suffice it to say, therefore, that the
Wellman's Fife equals in composition several of the Red Fife specimens, and that in
other respects it bears a strong resemblance to that grain. The Blue Stem, if we
may judge from a single analysis, is a much less valuable sort.

Effect of environment upon the percentage of Albuminoids.

The term environment is intended to embrace all the varying conditions of
climate, soil and cultivation. Professor Clifford Richardson, of the Department of
Agriculture, Washington, has shown that wheat is the most susceptible of all grains
to the influences of environment. After an investigation extending over several
years, he says :

" The quality of the grain produced in any locality is dependent on
several conditions, namely, climate, soil and cultivation. Each of these is made up
of several elements." Having made analyses of grain from all parts of the United
States he has been able, from the results of the same, to map out that country into
divisions—each division having in its own peculiar effect upon the composition and
physical characters of the grain. The influences which modify the wheat in each of
these divisions are discussed, and satisfactory explanations offered to account for
such modifications.

Following up this line of enquiry, let us see what the effect h^s been upon the
Ladoga wheat by growing it in the various Provinces of Canada. An inspection of
Table 1 shows us that in seven instances out of eleven there has been a well marked
increase in the percentage of albuminoids ; one specimen remains practically the
same, and throe have receded from the amount contained in the imported sample, the
probable cause of which will be discussed later on. Taking all the Canadian-grown
Ladoga specimens, we obtain an average of 14'31 per cent, albuminoids, as against

56-9*

i
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12-75 in the imported seed—indicating a well marked increase. Examining the effect

produced in the different Provinces we perceive that of the four specimens grown in

the North-West Territories only one (JSo. 3) falls below the imported seed in the pro-

portion of albuminoids. This falling off is, I think, eatisfactorily explained by the

fact that the wheat was laid by a storm during its growth in August Prof. Kichard-

son has shown that the composition of a wheat may be greatly modified and its albu-

minoids diminished by such an interruption in its development. Notwithstanding

this sample (No, 3) the aveiage for albuminoids of those grown in the North-West
Territories is lorger than tiiat of any other Province (vide Table II.) Nos. 2, 4 and

5 all show high percentages of albuminoids, ei-pecially No. 5, which was grown on
Poor Man's Eeserve, Touchwood Hills, JN.W.T. This sample contains the largest

amount of gluten of any of the series.

The average for the Manitoba samples stands about midway between that of the

North-West Territories and the quantity possessed by the Euesian seed—though two
of the samples fall below the latter. Untortunatety no data have been received res-

pecting the conditions of growth of these two samples (Nos. 6 and 7), and conse-

quently it is impoBsible to advance reasons why the albuminoids should have decreased

to such an extent in them. Leaving these two exceptionally low samples oat, the

Manitoba grain stands equal to that of the North-West Territories.

The albuminoids of the Nova Scotia samples also show an increase over the

quantity possessed by the original importation, and are a little higher than the

average of the four Manitoba specimens. The conditions of growth during

last beason in that Province, or, at all events, in the districts where these were raised

were evidently favourable to an improved development ot the Ladoga grain.

The sample grown in New Brunswick is practically identical in its percentage

of albuminoids with that of the imported seed.

The effect of environment on the Eed Fife cannot be as well studied as in the

case of the Ladoga, as we have np imported seed to compare it with. The cases of

Nos. 13 and 14 are, however, of particular interest in this connection. No. 13 is a

sample from Manitoba, and No. 14 is seed grown from it in Ontario. In the cource

of one year's growth it is seen that in this instance the albuminoids have diminished

when grown in Ontario. Whether this would still further continue by successive

croppings in this Province remains yet to be proved. It indicates, however, that in

the Norlh-West the conditions are more favourable to the perfecting of this grain,

and that like all wheats it is susceptible to change of conditioris. As might be ex-

pected, the samples of Ked Fife show smaller fluctuations in their albuminoids than

do those of the Ladoga, having had many years in which to adapt itself to its envir-

onment, and the average of 14'00 per cent, for albuminoids no doubt represenis fairly

its quality.

The Saxonka also shows improvement when grown in the North-West. No. 20,

grown at Crooked Lake Eeserve, Broadview, N.W.T., is the seed of No. 19, imported

from Russia.

The same remarks, though in a modified manner, apply to the Kubanka. Though
Nos. 22 and 23 bear no relation to one another, yet the sample grown in Manitoba

possesses a larger proportion of albuminoids than that raised in Ontario. We have

thus seen that in every case examined a decided improvoment has occurred when the

grain is grown in Manitoba and the North- Webt Territories, and particularly in the

latter. Gi-anting that the cultivation in these Provinces 'is about the same as in the

older one—Ontario—and in Bussia, we have to look for the explanation of such an

increased absorption of nitrogen in either the peculiarities of the climate or the com-
position of the soil. As yet suflScient data are not to hand to justify one in drawing
conclusions as to which of these causes affect the wheat moat, though undoubtedly

both contribute towards that end. The prairie soil of the North-West has long been

noted for its exceptional fertility and its almost inexhaustible store of available plant

food. But this of itself is not sufficient to account for the uniform difference obser-

vable between the wheats of Ontario and the North-West, and it is quite probable

that Prof. Eichardson is correct in his deduction when he says of the United States
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grain, that a high ripening temperature together with a short period of growth pro-

duces a grain with a relatively hischer percentage of albuminoids than a long period

of growth and moist climate —which latter condace to the development of a plumper
gram with a greater abundance of starch.

Rdations hetiveen the weight of one hundred average grains and Albuminoids.

The weight of a grain of wheat depends on its size and its specific gravity, or

density. Thus, it is easy to imagine that wo might have a small grain of a close,

hard texture that would equal, or perhaps surpass, in weight a much larger grain of

a less density. The main difference between a hard and a soft wheat is that the

former is richer in albuminoids while the latter contains more starch. This larger

percentase of starch would lower the specific gravity of the grain,* and we should

expect to find, bulk for bulk, the b-oft wheat the lighter grain. Let us go one step

further. From what has already been said it is apparent that if we were comparing
a hard and a soft wheat, both having grains of an equal size, the weight of 100 grains

of the former would exceed that of 100 grains of the latter ; but if, as is often the
case, the soft wheat possessed the larger grain, then it might happen that the excess

of starch made up for the difference of albuminoids, and the softer wheat per grain

prove heavier.

From the foregoing we should predict that a ratio would be found to exist, when
comparing different samples of the same wheat among themselves, between the
weight of the grain, (or 100 grains) and the albuminoids, and that the greater the

weight the larger the percentage of albuminoids and vice versa. That this law—if

80 it might be called— would not hold good when comparing wheats o) different

varieties is obvious from the fact that the normal size and composition of all wheats
are not alike. In discussing the relative values of any two or more kinds, even if

they be all hard wheats, cognizance must bo taken of this fact. One more point has
to bo noticed in this connection. Suppose that two wheats, the one small and the

other large in gruin, are identical in composition, the larger wheat would be the

more valuable, because measure for measure it would yield more flour and less bran
than the smaller grain.

Having made this preliminary explanation, let us first see if any ratio exists

bet flToen the weight of the average grain and the percentage of albuminoids in the

Ladoga wheat. An inspection of Table I shows that there is a well marked tendency
for the albuminoids to increase with the weisrht of the grain. Thus Nos. 2, 4, 5, 8
and 9 contain a percentage of albuminoids over 15"00 per cent, and the weight of 100
of their average grains is equal to or exfeeds .3-450 grams ; while the remaining six

have less albuminoids than lf)-00 per cent, and the weight of 100 of their grains falls

below in everj case 3-450 grams. The original seed, which is not included in the
above comparison, also shows this rule to be true.

Comparing the Bod Fife samples among themselves, we notice, first, that there

is more uniformity both in the weight of the grain and the percentage of albuminoids,
and the differences being but small it is not a matter of surprise that this principle

should not be so strikingly exhibited among them. The greatest difference between
the two extremes in the weights of 100 of their average grains is but "4 of a gram,
while in the Ladoga the same difference is over -8 of a gram. It is more than pro-

bable that if as many samples of Red Fife had been examined as of the Ladoga, this

relation of weight of grain to gluten would have been more apparent.
In the case of the Saxonka and Kubanka, both recently imported grains, we see

this ratio well exemplified, though with an exception in the Saxonka.
The four averages at the foot of Table II are very instructive. The Ladoga

racks first, both as to albuminoids and the weight of the grain, the Red Fife taking
a second place, for the reason that it is slightly lower in its albuminoids and some-
what less in the relative weight of the grain. The Kubanka, of which unfortunately

This has been eiperimentally provid. Thaa, the specific gravity of No. 2 is 1-333, while that of
No. 26 is 1-269.
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we have only two examples to average from, is slightly lower in its albuminoids ; bat

one of the samples being an exceptionally fine one as to size, the weischt of its aver-

age grain is a trifle higher than that of the Red Fife. The Saxonka presents the

smallest weight for 100 of its average grains, while its albuminoids are almost
identical with the Bed Fife. This may be readily explained, that like the other three

of this series it is a hard wheat, but has a very small grain. The albuminoids in a

wheat grain exist in a greater percentage in the ouier coats. While, therefore,

measure for measure, or weight for weight, the smaller grain yields more bran and

less flour than the larger, the percentage of albuminoids in the whole grain may bo

equal in both cases. And further, where a variety of whe;it has a very thick skin,

such as the Kubanka (which produces less flour and more bran from a given weigkt
than most other sorts), the percentage of albuminoids which would be found in the

flour may be materially less than that shown to be contained in the whole grain.

Water.

T. king an averaere of the water contained in the twelve Ladoga samples we
obtain the figure 8-09 ; the six samples of Eed Fife in like manner give 9'27.

In Bulletin No. 4, Department of Agriculture, Washington, Prof. C. Bichardson
has shown a special feature of spring wheats to be their dryness. Thus, on page 57

of the above bulletin he gives the average water contained by eight Eastern States

flours as 12*49 per cent , while the same for Minnesota and Dakota flours is 8-96 per

cent. From these figures he rightly deduces that " other things being equal, a barrel

of Western flour would make more bread than a barrel of Eastern." This is certainly

an important factor in the consideration of the value of flours.

Arguing from the same premises, we conclude that a given weight of the Ladoga
flour will make more bread than the same weight of Red Fife. It remains to be

seen by an actual test of the bread-making powers of these two wheats whether this

conclusion is borne out. The difference, however, between these two cannot be so

great as between fall and spring flours, as the percentages of water more closely

approximate each other in Ladoga and Red Fife than in the case of wheats known
as fall and spring varieties.

Direct Estimation of Gluten in the Flour of Red Fife and Ladoga Wheats.

This operation consists in washing away the starch, the cohesive residue being

dried in a water-oven until thoroughly dry, and weijjhed. This crude gluten consists

of several closely allied albominoids, chitfly gluten fibrin, gliadin and mucedin, be-

sides small quantities of fat and mineral matter.

It has been shown by M. Bertrand (Comp. rend, xcvii, 496) that the same floar

will yield different proportions of this j^luten according to the method of operation

and amount of washing. I shall therefore outline the process which I have used.

Ten grams of the flour were weighed out and kneaded into a dough with 5 cubic

centimetres of water. This dough was then washed with successife portions ot 50

cubic centimetres of water until the wash water was free from 'starch. The crude

gluten so obtained was spread out on a watch glass and dried in the water-oven until

the weight was constant. To get figures as nearly correct as possible, four deter-

minations of the gluten of each flour were made, and the mean of the resultant

figures taken. They are as follows :

Dry Gluten.

Ladoga 15-26 per cent.

Red Fife 15-35

From the nature of the operation, this direct determination of gluten must not

be considered as accurate an estimation as that of the " albtiminoids " obtained by

multiplying the percentage of nitrogen by 6-25. For, as already stated, the propor-

tion of gluten thus found varies according to the mode and time of procedure.

Nevertheless, it forms confirmatory evidence as to the similarity in composition of

these wheats, and together with the analytical data before given, bears out what I

have said when discussing the relative value of Red Fife and Ladoga wheats in re-
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spect to the amount of albaminoids or gluten they possess, as determined by chemi-
cal analysis.

The flour UFcd for this direct determination of gluten was not in either case

made from wheat which had been analysed. The Ladoga flour is from grain grown
on the Experimental Farm, at Indian Head, during the summer of 1888. The flour

of the Eed Fife was furnished by grain grown on an adjoining field, yielding a crop
of 40 bushels to the acre, the wheat being of excellent quality, and graded " Xo. 1."

Ash,

The mineral constituents of the wheats are denoted under the term ash. Time
did not allow of the detailed analysis of such; but as Prof. Richardson has shown
that among the chief constituents, viz., phosphoric scid, potath and magnesia, there

is but little variation for different wheats, this is not a matter of vital importance.

The average of the ash of the four principal varieties analysed is here tabu-

lated :—
AVERAGES OF ASH.

Name.
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both red wheats, the former the larger of the two. Neither is free from opaque

spots, the Blue Stem predominating in this respect.

Comparison of Ladoga and Red Fife with some American Wheats, as Analysed by

Professor 0. Richardson.

In BuHetins Nos. \, 4 and 9 of the Department of Agriculture, Washington, CO.,
Professor Richardson gives the results of a large number of analyses which have

been made of wheats grown in many States of the Union. The series extends over

several years, and both the analyses and the deductions drawn from them prove the

exhaustive manner in which the whole question of the physical properties and chemi-

cal composition of wheat, as grown in the United States, has been treated by the

author.

In concluding this bulletin, therefore, I think it will be of interest to compare
some of these results with those of the present investigation.

The following are abstracted from the table on page 30, Bulletin No. 4, Division

of Chemistry, Department of Agriculture, Washington, 188i-84.

Locality.

United Stateii »nd British America
Atlantic and Gulf .'tateg. -.

Middle Staii-a

We.-tern States

Pacific States .-.

Canaiia
Minnesota -

Dakota
Manitoba

The following are from Table II of this Bulletin, and inserted for comparison

with the above :
—

I
Number | Weight |

Albumin-

1

Locality. I of | of oids, I

Analyset.llOO Graina N x6-25.

Canada Ladoga |
U I 3-420 i 14-31

|

Red Fife - 6 I 2-931 H'OO I

1-81
1-62

By reference to the table on page 20, Bulletin 1, we see of the six varieties of

Canadian wheat analysed five were soft winter wheats, the remaining being Imperial

Fife. I have already pointed out that the soft wheats contain very much less gluten

than the hard, and thus we see how it comes about that the average of 10*87 per

cent, albuminoids is here given for Canadian wheat.

If the quantity of soft wheat raised in Canada in 1883 was in excess of hard

grain, and this average fairly represented Canadian wheat at that time, it certainly

does not do so now ; for of late years the growth of Eed Fife has greatly increased in

Manitoba and the North-West Territories.

The two samples of Manitoba wheat analysed by Prof. Richardson give an aver-

age in albuminoids slightly in excess of our results for Red Fife. Taking the Minne-

sota and the Dakota samples together, we obtain an average of 14-07 per cent,

albuminoids—practically identical with our determinations for Red Fife. The grain
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grown in Minnesota and Dakota is the richest in gluten of that raised in the United
States.

Conclusions.

1. That as far as gluten is concerned (as determined by chemical analysis) the
Eed Fife and the Ladoga are almost equal in value, with a small balance in favour of
the latter wheat.

2. That a very well marked improvement has taken place in the Ladoga wheat
by its growth in Canada, and particularly in tbo North-West, and that the same ap-
pears to be true of other Russian varieties.

3. That there appears to be a direct relation between the percentage of
albuminoids and the weight of the grain, viz., the heavier the individual grain the
greater the proportion of albuminoids.

4. That with respect to size, weight and hardness of the grain the Ladoga com-
pares very favourably with the Eed Fife, and judging 4rom the samples analysed,
ranks above this grain in these features.

a. That the Manitoba hard wheats (Red File and Ladoga) most certainly equal
in value the best grown in the States of Minnesota and Dakota, and this deduction is

made bo'.h from ray own and Prof. Richardson's results.

6. That from a mechanical estimation of gluten in the Ladoga and Red Fife
flours, the conclusion may be drawn that in the possession of this valuable constitu-
ent these flours are almost equal.
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A-PPEISTDIX

REPORT OF THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE

EXPERIMENTAL, FARMS.

Ottawa, 29th January, 1890.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith for your approval the following

report relatius to the work accomplished at the Central Expei-imental Farm in

Ottawa, as well as that carried on at the Experimental Farms in the Maritime Pro-

vinces, Manitoba, the JS'orth-West Territories and British Columbia.

Appended you will also find reports from the following oflScers of the Centi-al

Farm: from the Chemist, Mr. Frank T. Shutt: from the Entomologist and Botanist,

Mr. James Fletcher; from the late Horticulturist, Mr. W. W. Hilborn; and from the

Poultry Manager, Mr. A. G. Gilbert. There are also presented reports of progress

from Mr. Wm. M. Blair, Superintendent of the Expei-imental Farm for the Maritime

Provinces at Nappan, Nova Scotia; from Mr. S. A. Bedford, Superintendent of the

Experimental Farm for Manitoba at Brandon; from Mr. A. Mackay, Superintendent

of the Experimental Farm for the North-West Territories at Indian Head
; and from

Mr. Thos. A. Sharpe, Superintendent of the Experimental Farm for British Columbia

at Agassiz. In all of these there will, I trust, be found much information which will

prove useful to the farmers of the Dominion and helpful to them in the work in

which they are engaged, and which will aid in advancing the great agricultui-al

interests of this country, of which you are the honoured head.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

WM. SAUNDEES.
The Honourable,

The Minister of Agriculture,

Ottawa.

6c-l^





ANNUAL REPORT
ON THE

The progress made during the past year at the several Experimental Farms has

been such as to attract the general attention of the agricultural community. The
Central Experimental Farm, at Ottawa, on which work was begun in the spring of

1887, the fiirm for the Maritime Provinces, at Nappan, ZSTova Scotia, and that for the

North-West Territories, at Indian Head, both of which were taken possession of in the

spring of 1888, the Manitoba farm, at Brandon, on which work commenced during the

summer of 1888, and the British Columbia farm at Agassiz, organized in August,

1889, have all been much visited by farmers, who have expressed themselves inter-

ested and gratified with what is being accomplished. Many useful experiments have

been carried on, especially in those departments of farm work where reliable and
positive information is most needed, and those expei-iments have been watched with

much interest, especially by parties residing in the neighbourhood of the farms, many
of whom have promptly taken advantage of the information which these tests have
afforded.

Oorresjwndence between the farmers of Canada and the Experimental Farms has

greatly increased, and as it was intended from the outset to endeavour to make these

institutions bureaus of information, where farmers should feel free to seek such advice

as would aid them in carrying on their work, this gratifying increase in correspon-

dence has been encouraged and the best effort* of the staff devoted to meet the

demands for information. At the Central Experimental Farm alone there has been

received during the year 6,86-1 letters, of which 3,653 have come to the Director, 1,700

to the Entomologist and Botanist, 359 to the Chemist, 247 to the Horticulturist, 195

to the Poultry Manager and 710 to the Accountant. The total number of letters des-

patched has been 5,428, and of pamphlets including reports and bulletins, 41,584, to

which must be added 3,062 packages of grain and seeds, making a formidable total

of mail matter. In the letters received, questions of the most varied character have

been presented, some of them so difficult as to occupy much time in careful enquiry

for their solution.

In addition to the work of organization on the several Experimental Fai-ms, it

has been my pleasure to visit many of the more important agricultural districts from
the Atlantic to the Pacific for the purpose of ascertaining more fully the needs of

farmei's everywhere, noting the progress they are making and studying the advan-

tages and disadvantages pei-taining to the different climates and varied conditions of

soil and situation under which iarming operations are conducted in different parts

of the Dominion. Invitations also have been freely extended to the officers of the

Experimental Farms to attend the meetings of Farmers Institutes in the several

Provinces and other gatherings of farmers, for the purpose of addressing them on
agricultural topics and giving information I'egarding the work of the Experimental
Farms. While I regret that it has been impossible for the members of the staff' to

meet all such demands upon their time, as many meetings have been attended in

different parts of the country as could be reached in the time available for this pur-

pose. Canadian farmers are making careful enquiries for more full and accurate

information regarding the numerous and varied operations pertaining to their calling
;

they desire to have the mysteries which surround some of the operations of nature

explained as far as this is practicable, and it is our object to foster and stimulate

Buch a spirit of enquiry which will, it is believed, result in the speedy advancement
of agriculture, and thus in material and lasting benefit to the country.



VISIT TO NEW BRUNSWICK.

Tn Jaiiuaiy I visited the Province of New Brunswick, with the object of meeting
with some of the more progressive farmers of that Province, assembled under the
auspices of the Local Government at the meeting of the "Provincial Farmers Asso-
ciation," held at Fredericton, on the 16th, Hth and 18th of that month. The
meeting was attended by repi'esentative farmers from almost every county in the
Province, nd much interest was taken in the proceedings. It was convened in the
City Hall where the visitors were welcomed by the Mayoi' and aldermen. Lieutenant
Governor Tilley was also jJresent with other prominent citizens. During the afternoon,

on invitation of the city authorities, a drive was taken to Maiysville where an oppor-

tunity was afforded of inspecting the large cotton mill of Mr. Gibson and of seeing

the town which his industries have built up. On returning to the city the address
of the President of the Association, Mr. S.L.Peters, was delivered, which was full of

practical suggestions and useful information, after which the Lieutenants-Governor,

speaking not only for himself, but on behalf of the Government and citizens, warmly
welcomed the visitors.

During the meetings much time was given to the consideration of dairying,

sheep husbandry and fruit culture. Many practical papers were read, and the dis-

cussions which followed showed the keen interest which New Brunswick farmers are

taking in these important subjects, while the facts brought out i-egarding the resources

of the Province audits capabilities plainly indicated that there was plenty of room
for extension in almost every department of farm industry. The farmers of that

Province are evidently convinced of the fact that their climate and other conditions

are such as to favor the production of excellent butter, and that by the introduction

of improved dairy stock and the establishment of creameries theii- hay may be profi-

tably consumed at home, and their lands enriched by the animal manures jjroduced

on their farms. Co-operation in tho establishment of creameries was urged with
much force as the only plan by which butter of uniformly good quality could be pro-

duced. The last census credits the Province with 103,905 milch cows, and allowing

the average return from a cow to be |20, this produces the sum of $2,079,300. With
good breeding and careful management this income might be greatly increased. The
farmers were ui'ged to keep more cows, to sell less hay and to combine together to

make the best butter, such as would command high prices in the English and Ameri-
can markets. It was remarked that England imports annually more than $40,000,000

worth of butter, ofwhich Canada furnishes about $700,000, whi le Denmark, with about

half the population, supplies more than $13,000,000 worth. If Canadian butter was
brought up uniformlj' to the high standard which has been gained by Canadian
cheese, thei'e would be no difficulty in disposing of any quantity of it. The rich

pastures and cool moist climate ofNew Brunswick afford facilities for much progress

in this direction.

In fruit growing New Brunswick has made considerable progress, there are

many localities where aj)ples can be grown to advantage, while small fruits,

especially strawberries, do remai-kably well, and on account of the cool summer
climate, the later sorts ripen there after the glut of berries coming in from other dis-

tricts is ovei", when good prices are usually obtained for them. Considerable quan-

tities of fruit are now sent from this Province to the Boston market. Opportunities

were given at the meetings of the Association both to Col. W. M. Blair, superinten-

dent of the Experimental Farm at Napjjan and myself, for explaining the objects

for which the experimental farms were established and the progress which had been

made in the work ; a deep interest was manifested in this subject by those present

and resolutions were adopted expressing appreciation of the immediate and future

benefits which the farmers of Canada are likely to derive from these institutions.

VISIT TO NOVA SCOTIA.

During the following week the farmers of Nova Scotia were met at an Institute

meeting, held at Amherst, N. S., where topics similar to those which had been taken



up at Fredericton were discussed with much enthusiasm. Improved dairying is

making progress in Nova Scotia, where a Dairymen's Association has been organized
and some fine herds of dairy cattle established. In addition to the butter and cheese

made in this Province there is a condensed milk factory in Truro, where a large

quantity of that useful product is made and canned. Much of it is supplied to sea-

going vessels, and a considerable business in this line is carried on with the other

Provinces in the Dominion. The trade in fat cattle is also on the increase, a good
demand being found both in the local and foreign markets. The farmers hei-e are

more than ever awakened to >:h.e importance of feeding a large proportion of the hay
produced on their fertile marsh lands to stock and with the manure thus obtained
fertilizing the uplands, and by this means increasing their crops of grain, roots and
fruit. Winter dairying and the subject of winter food for stock was warmly discussed,

and the experience of some of the more advanced farmers with ensilage was given.

Expensive silos ai'e here no longer considered necessary ; one farmer claimed that

with forty dollars worth of lumber he could build a silo in his barn, which would
hold enough ensilage to feed ten cows during the winter. Here also the importance
of experimental farming and the action of the Government in establishing farms for

the carrying on of systematic experimental work was warmly endorsed, and the

hope expressed that as soon as possible after the farm buildings, then in course of

erection at the Experimental Farm at Nappan, were completed, some first-class

stock would be sent there, of such a character as would aid in impi-oving the general
dairy cattle of the Province.

I next visited the far-famed fruit regions in the Annaj^olis valley and attended
a meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association of Xova Scotia, held in WolfvillCj on the

16th, 17th and 18th of January, There was a very good attendance of the fruit

growers of the district, and the time was profitably 8j)ent in discussing the results

of the fruit crop of the past year, the most profitable varieties of fruit to grow in

Nova Scotia, the capabilities of the province for the production of fruit, methods of
storing, packing and shipping, the best markets for fruit and many other practical

topics. The fruit interests in Nova Scotia are yearly becoming more important, and
the area devoted to orchard is rapidly increasing, not only in the Annapolis valley

but in many other parts of the province ; for it is fast being demonstrated that good
fruit can be profitably grown over large sections of Nova Scotia, while the facilities

for reaching the European and Ameiican markets are unsurpassed. The associa-

tion has done much to encourage fruit growing in the province, and by disseminating
useful and reliable information to direct the efforts of those engaged in this work
into profitable channels. -Fruit growing here will admit of almost indefinite exten-
sion, and there seems no reason why apples, pears, plums, cherries and small fruits

should not be more generally cultivated. "'il '

The relation of the Experimental Farms to horticulture was explained and
some details given of the varieties of fruit now undergoing test at the Experimental
Farm at Nappan. The importance of this work was promptly recognised and reso-

lutions relating thereto unanimously passed.

MEETINGS ATTENDED IN ONTARIO.

During the first week in February the annual meeting of the Central Farmers
Institute of Ontario was attended in Toronto. This is, without doubt, the most im-
portant and influential annual gathering of farmers in the province, where a large
proportion of the Farmers Institutes scattered over the country are represented by
some of their leading men. This meeting was largely attended, was continued for

several days and the interest was maintained in the subjects under discussion to the last.

A number of practical papers on topics of interest to farmers were read and ably
discussed, the speakers generally showing by the way they handled the subjects that
they possessed practical knowledge and a keen appreciation for information likely

to be useful to them in their calling. An invitation was extended to the writer to

explain to the meeting the progress being made in connection with the Canadian
Experimental Farms, when some account was given of the work which was listened



to with much attention, and met with the hearty approval and endorsation of those
present.

The following week the opportunity was afforded of attending the winter
meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, held in Hamilton. The fruit

growei's of the western part of the Province were well represented and two days
wore profitably spent in the reading of papers and discussing the subjects provided
on the programme, bearing mainly on the fruit industries of Ontario. This asso-
ciation has been largely instrumental in developing fruit growing in Ontario by
holding meetings in different parts of the Province to discuss fruit topics, by the
publication of lists of such varieties of fruit as are known to be profitable in the
thirteen agricultural districts into which the Province has been divided, by encou-
raging 1 he growing of the best varieties of fruit, so as to gain for Ontario fruit a
leading place for quality in the markets of the world, and by distributing among its

members every year some promising variety of new fruit for test. It also publishes
an excellent monthly periodical, the Canadian Horticultuiist, which is sent to its

members free of cost. Twenty-one years ago when this association began its work
almost every farmer growing fruit in Ontario had what might be called an experi-
mental orchard with a large number of varieties, many of them late summer or
autumn apples, which because they would not keep were rushed into the market and
sold for what they would bring, no matter how small the price. Xow all this is

changed, farmers have become careful in planting their orchards and endeavour
to so select the varieties as to have the great bulk of them long keepers ; fall

varieties have been top gi'afted with winter sorts and now the crop of early apples
iu a good year is not much in excess of the needs of the community, and ifunusually
abundant, the excess is readily disposed of inmost fruit districts tothemanufEicturers
of evaporated fruit, iluch of this change has been wrought through the influence of
the Fruit Growers Association of Ontario whose discussions and deliberations have
been widely circulated among the people. The association combines with its

practical discussions on fruit-growing the consideration of other horticultural topics,

the creation of shelter belts and wind breaks for orchards, the cultivation of orna-
mental trees, shrubs and plants, and the occasional papers presented on the rose, the
dahlia, the chiysanthemum, or some other favorite flower or on some group of orna-
mental shrubs or desirable ornamental trees, and the animated discussions which
sometimes follow give a pleasing variety to the meetings and help to encourage and
direct that love of the beautiful in nature which is shared to a greater or lesser

extent by almost every human mind. At the winter meeting in Hamilton the
discussions, while mainly relating to the commercial a.spects of fruit-growing, had a
pleasing and instructive diversity. The Exjierimental Farm work there also was
awarded a due measure of commendation.

During the subsequent winter and early spring months many meetings of Farm-
ers' Institutes were attended by the officers of the Central Experimental Farm, and
in this way all the time whicla could be spared from other duties was turned to

good account.

VISIT TO PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.
Early in July a visit was jjaid to Prince Edward Island, at the request of several

of the agricultural societies there. During the seven days spent on the island, I had
the privilege of addressing five gatherings of farmers, the places of meeting being so

distributed as to cover the greater part of the island. Tignish, Summerside, ]Srew

Glasgow, Charlottetown and Montague Bridge being the points selected. Audiences
varying from 150 to 500 were in attendance, and much interest was manifested in
the subjects under discussion. The land on the island is generally fertile, but having
been under cultivation for a long period, most of it under a system of seven yeai-s'

rotation, evidences are common of its fertility becoming more or less exhausted, and
the farmers are much exercised on this important question. How best to maintain
the fertility of the soil, was one of the subjects of discussion at almost every meet-
ing, and the best methods of preserving and storing barn-yard manure so as to pre-
vent any waste of its fertilizing constituents were carefully considered. The seven



years' rotation of ci'ops, which is almost Tiniversally followed in Prince Edward
Island, is as follows :—The land is well manured previous to a root crop, either pota-

toes or turnips, following which a crop of wheat is grown, the land at the same
time being seeded down to timothj^ and clover; hay is harvested for two years,

then the land left in pasture for two years, when it is broken up and a crop of oats

grown on the sod, completes the rotation.

It would aj)pear that manuring once in seven years is not suflScient, and there

is good reason to believe that the general adoption of a five years' system of rotation,

in place of the seven years' course, would greatly improve the crops, and give the

farmer better returns for his labour. It has often been a matter of surprise that the

wheat-midge should be found invariably common, and more or less destructive, every
year in Prince Edward Island, while in most of the other Provinces its occurrence

is only occasional. A portion of this system of rotation has, I believe, much to do
with this result. Many of the orange-coloured larvis of the wheat-midge mature
befoie the grain is harvested, and. escaping, fall to the ground, where they penetrate

a short distance below the surface, and change to chrysalids, in which condition

they remain during the winter. By the almost universal system of seeding down
with wheat, the ground, which has been occupied by wheat this year, is left undis-

turbed by the plough the following season, thus atfording this insect the most favour-

able opportunity for maturing, and appearing in full force to attack the neighbouring
fields the next year. Were the wheat followed by a crop which would necessitate

ploughing, a very large proportion of these insects would be buried deep enough to

destroy them. By adopting such a course, and also burning the refuse from the

threshing-machines, the great bulk of these insects would be destroyed and the

annual loss arising fi-om this destructive pest be greatly diminished.

There are not many farmers on the island who keep sufficient stock to produce
manure in the quantity required to througlily fertilize their fields, hence substitutes

for barn-yard manure are in much demand, and artificial fertilizers are probably
more largely used on the island in proportion to the population than in any other

part of the Dominion. In some localities there are large deposits of what is called

mussel mud, which contains a considerable proportion of ground oyster and other

shells, which have been pulverized by the action of water, together with a small

prpportion of decayed animal matter. A number of samples of this deposit have been
analysed by Mr. F. T. Shutt Chemist of the Experimental Farms, who reports that

some of them contain a good proportion of fertilizing material. Most of them,
however, contain a large proportion of lime, which, when too fjeely used, unduly
stimulates the soil by converting the store of plant food laid up there into available

form, which is then rapidly taken up by growing plants ; and on this account after

i-ealizing a few good crops, the former frequently finds that his land is left in a verj^

exhausted condition, and particularly so in the case of light soil. But by using the

mussel mud more sparingly in conjunction with swamp muck and barn-yard manure
it serves a very useful purpose. With an increase of dairying on the island, the

ploughing under of occasional crops of green clover : careful management of barn

yard manure and the judicious use of special fertilzers the condition of the land

might be greatly improved.
The growing of fruit is not so general on the island as it should be. The

orchards found there are fairly successful. The trees are thriftj- and promise well

and there seems no reason why the farmers of this province should not become expor-

ters of fruit. An enormous business is transacted in eggs, almost every farmer keeping
a considerable number of fowls, and the merchants send out teams which go trom
house to house to collect them, paying cash for the eggs on delivery. They are then
packed in cases and shipped to market. The quantity exported during the last year
was 1,947,963 dozens which returned to the province in cash §261,845.

EXPERIMENTAL FARM, NAPPAN.

The Experimental Farm for the Maritime Provinces was also visited on this

occasion, where the work was found to be progressing satisfactiorily. During the
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past yeai-, the farm buildings have been completed, which ai-e conveniently arranged
and commodious, a substantial fence has been erected, and a large area of land broken
up and brought under cultivation. The hay crop on the marsh land was excellent, but
on account of the cold wet spring, the grain crops were not so forward as they usually
ai'e in July, but they wore thrifty and the subsequent warmer weather brought
them along rapidl3\ The young fruit trees had made excellent growth, and some of
the small fruits were bearing well. Particulars of the progress made on this farm,
will be found in the Superintendent's annual rej)ort appended.

VISIT TO QUEBEC.

Soon after returning from the Maritime Provinces, a visit was made, to the
Province of Quebec. A few days were spent in the neighbourhood of Les Eboule-
ments and Murray Bay, many farms were visited, as well as several cheese factories

in this district. It was a source of much gratiiication to find the dairy intei'est so

flourishing in that Province, where the exports of cheese are becoming larger from
year to year. Most of the factories were small, but well kept ; the quality of the

product was generally good, and the prices received by the makers encouraging.
The milch cows are being improved in some districts by the introduction of new
blood, but this is not so general as could be desired. The countr}- in the neigh-

bourhood of Chicoutimi was also visited. Many good crops were seen, but in some
localities evidence was apparent of the partial exhaustion of the soil, and the need
of more manuring and a proper rotation of crops. The usefulness of the work of the

Exj^erimental Farms is also being felt in Quebec; where a considerable distribution

has been made of samples of seed grain for fest, a sj)ecial agent employed to visit the

farmers and discuss agricultural topics with them, and a lai-ge circulation etfected of

the bulletins and reports of the tarm. both in French and English.

VISIT TO MANITOBA AND THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

On the 16th of September I left Ottawa for the West. Many improvements
were noticed along the loute between Ottawa and Winnipeg ; new towns are building

up, and ill those localities where the land is fit for agricultural purposes many new
settlers have located within the past year. Winnipeg itself is making satisfactory

and solid progress and the farming lands about the city are being gradually taken
up. In the journey from Winnipeg to Brandon the traveller jjasses through some of

the finest wheat lauds in the country and although the crops during the past year
have in many parts been unusually light the land which has been prepared for next
yeai-'s sowing seems to much exceed that of any previous year, showing that the

settlers themselves have strong faith in the country.

EXPERIMENTAL FARM, BRANDON.

The Experimental Farm at Brandon, which is situated about a mile and a-half

from the centre of the town, can be seen from every commanding point in the vicinity.

All that part which lies in the valley of the Assiniboine and up its sloping sides

being very distinctly in view. The changes which have been efiectod on this farm
in a single season are very manifest. The pasture land adjacent to the river has

been cleared of its unsightly' scrub of willow, rose, and other bushes, and now
appears as a smooth and even meadow, sufficiently capacious to furnish abundant
food for a large herd of cattle. The farm has been entirely fenced with a neat and
substantial post and v.-ire fence, which extends for about six miles. The old trail

which followed a winding course leading to the farms up the valley has disappeared

and in its place is a straight and ample roadway, planted on either side with Manitoba
maples, the centre of which was being gravelled with good material from a neigh-

bouring hill. A large part of the higher valley land has either been brought under
crop or is in summer-fallow, and a large field of about SO acres lies fallowed on the

higher part of the farm beyond the bluffs. The straight lines of stubble with regular

divisions between them were all that was left of the experimental plots of grain,
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which must have looked very attractive during the summer when their green lines

could be seen stretching up the hill slope.

On close examination it was gratifying to find tRat nearly all the Manitoba
maples with which the avenues are planted were doing well, and that most of the young
trees which compose the large shelter belt across the west side of the farm are

living, notwithstanding the unfavourable conditions to which they have been exposed
on account of the very dry season. Only a small percentage of the fruit trees have
died even on the open prairie, while in the plantation which has been made in the

scrub on the side of one of the blutfs there is not a single failure to record, and most
of the trees have made vigorous growth. So encouraging a result is a stimulus to

further etfort in the same direction ; hence other patches of scrub are being

cleared so as to make room for several squares of about half an acre each, so

arranged as to provide all around them a wide border of this low protecting growth
of hazel, oak, &c.

With favourable conditions given, the prospects for fruit-growing in Manitoba
are encouraging. The first desire of the new settler who wishes to grow fruit is

generally to see about him some of the trees he has been accustomed to grow in less

rigorous climates and a supply of tliese procured at considerable cost frequently

constitutes his first experiment which is almost sure to be an entire failure. Too
much t<tress cannot be laid on the importance of procuring hardy trees as one of the

conditions necessary, and next a light or gravelly soil, where this is practicable,

and some shelter. Piiiit trees in a normal condition make what is known as a

determinate growth each year offrom one to thiee feet in length, this growth is usually

completed early in the season, after which a gradual process of rij)ening or harden-

ing of the wood takes place, and if these newly made branches can be

thoroughly ripened before winter sets in, they are well prepared to endure severe

cold. If, as is too often the case, the rich soil of the prairies stimulates the tree

so that its growing period is unnaturally protracted, it makes a quantity of vigorous

but succulent wood, which is too soft to endure the cold to which it must be exposed,

and it frequently happens that in a rich soil, fruit trees start a second growth late in

the season when there is not time for the wood to mature before cold weather comes.

In most instances trees so situated kill down to the snow line every year. K grown
on a comparatively poor soil the pi-oduction of wood is limited, the growth early

completed and the new wood becomes compact and well ripened before the summer
is ended.

On the Experimental farm at Brandon, there are locations on the blufts rising

from the river valley which combine to some extent the conditions named. The
soil is rather light and gravelly, with sufficient fertility to give reasonable growth.

The scrub aft'ords some shelter from prevailing winds and with hardy varieties selected

for test the experiment promises well. An inspection of these trees after they have
stood the test of a winter will be interesting.

While wheat will probably long continue to be the chief crop on the great

western plains of Canada, a large majority of the farmers there are no longer content

to depend solely on any one crop for their yearh^ returns, and mixed farming and the

keeping of cattle for daii-ying and beef-producing is becoming ver}' general. The
production of butter is rapidly increasing and a vast number of cattle is now owned
by the settlers; hence in any year when there is a partial failure in their grain crops

they have something else to depend on for support. With this rapid increase of

stock a very important question is looming up, that is the growing of winter food

for stock. With a limited number of cattle in the country and an immense ai'ea of

grass land unoccupied the settlers had fine pasturage for their herds, and at a trifling

expense could lay up a store of hay from neighbouring meadow lands with which to

to sustain their stock during winter. This condition of things is now rapidly chan-

ging and in many localities much of the unoccupied land is taken up and settlers are
obliged to drive long distances, often as much as 30 or 40 miles to obtain the hay
necessary for the winter sustenance of their cattle. In a very short time in the

more thickly settled districts native hay will be no longer available in the quan-
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tities required and farmers must then grow on their own land such crops as will

sustain the animals they keen. Experiments in growing grasses and clovers for the

production of hay have not *et met with much general success, and while these will

he continued on the Experimental Farms until all the varieties, both native and

foreign, likely to be useful have been thoroughly tested, the main hope for the

present is in the cultivation of those annual plants which produce a heavy weight

of crop and mature-in a short season. Among these ai'e the different varieties of

fodder corn, millet, Hungarian grass, and mixed crops of vetches, peas, oats, barley,

&c, and cutting these while in a green state and drying theinoi- packing them green

into silos where they may be preserved in a succulent condition. A large quan-

tity of such material can be grown on a few acres of land and when supplemented

by the oat straw which is usually abundant, and a small quantity of bran or crushed

grain, animals may be wintered in good condition at a moderate cost. The results

of the past year's experiments with corn and fodder crops will be found in the report

of the superintendent of the Brandon farm and although the season has been unfavour-

able a considerable measure of success has been achieved. The results of similar

experiments are given in the report of the superintendent of the Experimental Farm
at Indian Head, and it is proposed to continue these on a larger scale on both farms

during the coming season.

EXPERIMENTAL FAR.M, INDIAN HEAD.

On th is farm the grain crops have been better than at Brandon, but the forest and

fruit trees have not succeeded so well, owing mainly to the very strong drying winds

which prevailed during most of the growing period, and the lack of suflScient rain.

Some very instructive experiments have been conducted in order to demonstrate

the best methods of treating the soil in preparing for crop. Grain grown on large

pieces of summer-fallowed land has been compared with that grown on fall and

spring ploughed land, and the results are greatly in favour of the summer-fallow. By
this thorough method of preparation the soil is made capable of retaining moisture,

and also of absorbing moisture from the air during cool nights, which carries the

crop through even in the absence of rain in a remarkable manner. At the time of

my visit the grain was all harvested, but the difference in the stubble was most

marked, so that one could tell instantly when he stepped off the fallow land, the

stubble on the fall and spring-ploughing being so much thinner.

A close examination was made of both fruit and forest trees, especially of those

varieties which were planted in the spring of 1888, and hence had stood the test of

two summers and one winter. There was obtained from Prof. Budd, of the Agri-

•cultural College, of Ames, Iowa, in the spring of 1888, a collection of Eussian apple

trees, numbering eighty-sis in all, of twenty-six varieties, of these fifty-four are

alive, and some of them are doing remarkably well, seven have died at the top, but

have sent up shoots from near the base, and twenty-five have died entirely. Ten pear

trees were obtained of two varieties, these have all died. The collection of plums
included thirty-four trees of seven varieties ; of these there are eighteen living, seven

have died at the top and sent up shoots from the bottom, and ten died outright.

Fifteen cherry trees wei'e obtained of three varieties, two died at the top, but sent

up shoots from the bottom, while eleven died entirely. These trees were nearly all

of Russian origin.

Another collection of Eussian trees was purchased from Stone, Wellington &
Morris of Fonthill, Ontario, and consisted of 39 trees of 16 varieties ; 31 of these are

alive and 8 have died. A selection was also made from among the hardiest of the

named varieties in general cultivation in the Eastern Provinces as follows : Apples,

65 ti'ees of 18 varieties, of which 41 are alive and 24 dead ;
crab-apples, 12 trees of 4

va7-ieties, 9 are living and 3 dead
;
plums, 10 ti-ees of 5 varieties, 1 living and 9 dead;

pears, 10 trees of 5 varieties, 1 living and 9 dead ;
cherries, 14 trees of 4 varieties, 3

living and 11 dead. Hence out of a total of 202 apple trees planted of 64 varieties,

135 are living, 7 have died at the top, and sent up shoots fiom the bottom and 60

liave died outright. Pears, 20 trees of 7 varieties, 1 living, 19 dead
;
plums, 44 trees
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of 12 varieties, 22 living, 7 dead at top with shoots from bottom, while 16 died
entirely ; cherries, 29 trees of 7 varieties, 3 living and 22 dead. The pi'oportion of
deaths among the iliissian trees was less than one-third, while among the hardy
named sorts grown in the east it was nearly one-half

Further collections have been secured and planted duiing the past season, some
of which have been gi-own in Minnesota, some in the Province of Quebec and some
at the Central Experimental Farm, these include a number of varieties not before

tested.

The gooseberries and currants, numbering between two and three hundred of
the planting of1888, have made fine healthy bushes with vigorous shoots, and plenty
of them, from 1 to 2 feet long. The raspberries have also made f;iir progress. Of
the strawben-ies many have died, but those that have survived look healthy and
have made a quantity of runners, but not many of these have rooted on account of
the very dry condition of the soil. Of 64 grape vines of 17 of the hardiest varieties,

none have survived.

In ISSS, nearly twenty thousand young forest trees and shrubs were planted,

and during the past season over thirteen thousand more have been sent from the
Centi-al Farm at Ottawa, besides which there have been planted a considerable
number of seedlings of native trees raised on the spot. Some of the trees have suc-

ceeded very well, while others have failed almost entirely. From the experience
thus far gained, the following are among the most promising sorts for the Indian Head
district. Of deciduous trees, Manitoba maple, American or white elm, rock elm,
white ash, green ash, European and American mountain ash, wild black cherry,
yellow birch, canoe birch, Eussian mulberry European white birch, European alder,

Xorway maple and black ash. There are also several species of Eussian poplars
which may be safely added to this list. Of evergreens, Eiga pine, Scotch pine,

dwarf mountain pine, bull pine and white spruce. There are several ornamental
shrubs which have done remarkably well, such as the Siberian pea, Caragana
arborescens, Eussian olive, Eleacjnus angustifolia, several varieties of lilac, and the
barberry. The farm buildings, now nearly completed, will atford excellent accom-
modation for stock, and it is expected that a sufficient number of animals will be
forwarded in the spring to lay the foundation of useful herds of cattle, which will in

future prove an important element in the general improvement of stock in the
Xorth-West.

VISIT TO BRITISH COLUMBIA.

The Experimental Farm at Agassiz, Bi'itish Columbia, has also been organized
and partially equipj)ed. The work of clearing the brush and breaking up the land
is being pushed vigourously forward. Some experimental j)lots of fall grain have
been planted. A large number of different varieties of fruit trees have been secured,
pai't of them from the nurseries in British Columbia and part from Ontario. A large
orchard has been planned and partly planted and will be completed as early as
practicable in the spring. Many straw bei'ries, raspberries and blackberries have also

been forwarded from the Central Experimental Farm, with a collection of grape
vines. About 7,000 young forest trees, chiefly of the most valuable hardwoods, of
the east have also been forwarded to test their usefulness in that country where hard-
woods are almost entirely wanting. There is no reason to doubt that hickory, elm,
ash, oak, walnut, cherry and other valuable hardwood timber trees will thrive and
make rapid growth in British Columbia, and since there is much land on hill and
mountain sides unsuitable for agriculture, but well suited for timber-growing, this

line of work will be at once taken up at the Experimental Farm, young plantations
made, the relative growth of the ditierent varieties noted so that reliable information
may be had as soon as possible for the guidance of those who maj^ desire to engage
in such tree planting. A beginning has been made with stock at the Agassiz Farm
by the introduction of a well bred Bui-ham bull and an excellent cow, both from good
milking strains of that valuable breed of cattle. As soon as suitable buildings can
be erected this department of the farm work will be considerably extended. In the
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meantime the introduction of a good bull will greatly aid the farmers in that district

in theii' efforts to improve their stock. Sevei-al useful breeds of poultry have also

been inti'oduced and others will be shortly added.

While in British Columbia the opportunity was afforded of attending the Pro-

vincial Exhibition at New Westminster, where a large sum was offered in prizes. The
fair was a very successful one and afforded convincing evidence of the progress

which has been made during the past few years in that country. The exhibition of

stock was much better than I expected to see, and included some excellent animals.

Short-horns of milking stjains, Holsteins and Jerseys appear to be the favourite

breeds. Some very good hoi-ses were also shown for heavy draft and carriage pur-

poses.

Some good samples of wheat, barley and oats were exhibited, and an excellent

display made of hops, which were of unusually fine quality, large and fragrant.

Among the vegetable products were some very fine roots, enormous mangels
and turnips from the delta lands on the Fraser, grown in the rich alluvial soil of

that district without fertilizers. There were also very large potatoes, cabbage, cauli-

flower, squash, carrots, &c., and a fine display of plants and flowers.

The fruit display was perhaps the most attractive feature in the exhibition,

although it might have been made much more instructive to the visitors had greater

attention been paid to naming the varieties shown. Among the apples specimens of

the Gloria Muudi were enormous, Eibston Pippin and Blue Pearmain very large,

Gravenstein large and of wonderful colour, Northern Spy of grand size. The Spit-

zenburg, Fameuse, Golden Eusset, Pomme Gris and many othei- sorts were first-class.

Among the pears the Duchesse d'Angouleme, Bartlett and Beurre Diel attracted

attention from their size, while Seckel, Beurre Hardy and Winter Nelis were larger

than those usually shown at exhibitions in Ontario. The quinces were good, and
peaches, although few in number, were very fine. Opportunity was attbrded of

testing the quality of some of the higher flavoui-ed fruits and they were yery good,

but whether the iiavor was quite as high as it is in Ontario fruit of the same variety

could only be determined by careful comparison.

A few days later I had the privilege of visiting the exhibition of the British

Columbia Inland Agricultural Association held at Ashci-oft on the 10th and 11th of

October, this was the first exhibition of agricultural products which had been held

within the dry district of the Province east of the coast range of mountains and
visitors living within the inland territory- flocked to the town from all quarters,

some of them from a distance of 200 miles. Here opportunity was given to inspect

the products grown with the aid of irrigation. In the absence of a water supply

much of the land is occupied largely bj' sage brush and cactus, with areas here and
there of bunch grass and bull pine, (Pinusponderosa), distributed with more or less

frequency over the hill sides, but in the vicinity of the mountain streams, which are

numerous, the water is ingeniously directed into many channels so distributed over

the laud as to aftbrd desirable conditions of moisture, and the ettect is most striking,

the apparent barrenness is transformed into wonderful fertility, and the results as

seen in the crops exhibited were quite a revelation.

There was a large assortment of squashes and cucumbers, good celery, very fine

Swedish turnips fi'om 26 to 33 inches in circumference and very solid, large cabbages
with solid heads weighing from 15 to 25 pounds each, handsome solid white cauli-

flower from 14 to 15 inches across. Large mangels, long red, and round, excellent

carrots in great variety', some specimens of intermediates measured 15 inches around
;

the parsnijjs also were unusually fine. Of potatoes, the samples were magnificent.

There were tubers of St. Patrick, Early Eose, and several other varieties weighing
from 2 to 3 pounds each. A seedling raised in the district by Mr. Walker, of Cach6
Creek, shown under the name of Blue Bell, attracted special attention on account of

its regularity of form and fine appearance, several of these weighed 3 pounds each;

there were tomatoes also which weighed from half pound to a pound each.

Of fruit there was a ver^' good display and a few measurements were taken of

some varieties. Gloria Mundi measured fifteen inches in circumference. Blue Pear-
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main 13 inches. Twenty Ounce 13 inches, Golden Eusset, handsome clean specimens
9 inches, Blenheim orange 12i inches, Greenings IH inches, Spitzenburg 11 inches,

Weathy 11 inches, Eoxbury Eusset 12 inches. The examples of Northern Spy were
very handsome and highly colored, Vanderere fine. Belle Angevinc pears weighed
from one to two pounds each. Swans Orange weie veiy laige and Vicar of Winkfield
measured ten inches around at the widest part. There were fine luscious peaches,
some of them 8 inches in circumference; excellent Concord grapes well ripened; also
one of Eogers Hybrids, large Yellow Egg plums and some Eed currants in good
condition.

Excellent field corn was shown of the varietj- known as Canada Yellow with,
ears well ripened and fully eleven inches long, also Horse Tooth corn with ears nine
inches long well filled and fairly well ripened. Stalks of fodder corn were also shown
measuring from 10 to 12 feet high. Some excellent grain was exhibited of Eed Fife
and Ladoga wheat grown from seed sent from the Central Exjjerimental Farm also
"White Eussian, Black Bearded and Centennial wheats. Good examples of both six-

rowed and two-rowed barleys, the latter specially bright and plump. One of the
finest of these was grown by Mr. E. Dougherty, ofClintoii^B. C, from a chance ear found
three years ago growing with other barlej', this yielded the second year a " milk-
pan-ful" and this season three sacks. Alfalfa has done well in this district; bales of
good alfalfa hay were shown bj' Mr. Pennie, of Savona, who has cut three
crops a year, yielding him about 4 tons ofdry hay to the acre. He has 22 acres giving
this average, and finds the alfalfa to be excellent feed for his stock. Mr. Chas. A.
Semlim, of Cach^ Creek, has 25 acres under the same croj), and has had very similar
results.

There were a few entries of stock, but nothing deserving of special mention ; a
few good horses, and some fine poultry; some excellent butter both in tubs and rolls,

and a good show of hops of very fine quality.

FAIR AT MEDICINE HAT.

Eeturuing eastward the fair at Medicine Hat was visited. One of the chief
features here was a large display of vegetables from the g&rdeu at the Canadian
Pacific Eailway Station. Among these wei-e some very well grown cabbages weigh-
ing from six to ten pounds each; very good potatoes, some of the tubers weighing a
pound or more each ; Lima beans, and a great variety of «ther vegetable products. lu
the

;

general exhibit there were cabbages from 12 to 16 pounds each; mangels,
9 pounds each, solid, well grown specimens; and fair-sized turnips from 6 to 7
pounds each. There were good examples also of carrots, parsnips, vegetable marrow,
beets, onions, celery and citrons, with other products of the garden and field. There
were samples of Squaw corn, well rijjened, excellent peas, both Black-Eyed Marrow-
fat and Golden Vine; also, good examples of white beans and flaxseed. Mr.
J. H. Hawk, a farmer residing near the town, exhibited a bag of very fine two-rowed
bai-ley, of the variety known as "Danish Chevalier," which weighed 5G|- pounds to
the bushel, and was very bright and plump, also one of Carter'sPrize Cluster Oats
which weighed 46i pounds to the bushel ; both of these were raised from samples
of grain which had been sent to Mr. Hawk, for test, from the Central Experimental
Farm. These were the finest specimens of grain on exhibition.

Some very good butter was shown, also a fair collection of potatoes and other
vegetables of garden and field growth, and a good display of poultry including Ply-
mouth Eoeks, Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins and "White Leghorns. There was no
exhibit of cultivated fruits, but, in their place, samples of the preserved wild fruits
of the country, including wild black currant, choke cherry, buffalo berry, and pre-
served cactus pods; this last makes a very agreeable preserve, reminding one
of gooseberry.

FOREST TREES ON THE GRE.\T WESTERN PLAINS.

A wise policy has recently been adopted by the Canadian Pacific Eailway of
setting apart, at each of the more important railway stations through the sparsely
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settled portions of the western plains, about an acre of land for garden purposes in

which are grown a number of different kinds of vegetables, small plots of grain and
other products, the whole being brightened by a few flower beds. At the request of

the Canadian Pacific Eailway officers, a distribution of trees was made from the

Central Experimental Farni to 25 of these experimental gardens located at principal

points along the line between Moose Jaw and Calgary, a distance of about 440 miles,

with the view of testing their relative hardiness and adaptability to this region.

Twenty-five bundles were put up and forwarded, each containing 175 trees consist-

ing of the following varieties :

Deciduous Trees.

10 Manitoba Maple.

—

Negundo aceroides.

10 American Elm.— Ulmxts Americana.
10 Green Ash.

—

Fraxinus viridis.

10 White Ash.

—

Fraxinus Americana.

10 Locust.

—

Robinia pseudacacia.

10 European Larch.

—

Larix Europea.

10 Sugar Maple.

—

Acer saccharinam.

5 Eed Maple.

—

Acer rubrum.

5 Soft ]\Iaple.

—

Acer dasycarpum.

5 Norway .Maple.

—

Acer platanoides.

5 Black Walnut.

—

Juglans nigra.

5 Butternut.

—

Juglans cinerea.

5 American Beech.

—

Fagus ferruginea.

2 Wild Black Cherry.— Prunus serotina.

2 American Mountain Ash.

—

Fyrus Americana.

2 European Mountain Ash.

—

Fyrus acuparia.

2 Yellow Birch.

—

Betula lutea.

2 Canoe Birch.

—

Betula papyracea.

2 Eock Elm.— Ulmus racemosa.

2 European Alder.

—

Abuts glutinosa.

2 American Sycamoi-e.

—

Flatanus occidentalis.

2 Honey Locust.

—

Gleditschia triacanthos.

5 Eussian Mulberry.

—

Morus hybrida.

2 Hai'dy Catalpa.

—

Catalpa speciosa.

2 Horse Chestnut.

—

^Esculus hippocastaneum.

1 Kentucky Coffee tree.

—

Gymnocladus Canadensis.

1 Ailanthus.

—

Ailanthus glandulosus.

1 Yellow '\N\\\o^.—Salix.— l

1 Wisconsin Weeping Willow.

—

Salix Wisconsiana.

1 Tree Cranberry.— Viburnum opulus.

4 Barberry.

—

Berberis vulgaris.

Evergreen Trees.

10 Scotch Pine.

—

Pinus sylvestris.

10 Norway Spruce.

—

Abies excelsa.

5 Austrian Pine.

—

Finus Austriaca.

5 Amer. Arbor Yitie.—Thuya occidentalis.

5 White Spruce.

—

Abies alba.

4 White Pine.

—

Finns strobus.

To these were added ten currant birshcs in five varieties, four raspberry bushes in

two varieties, and fift\- assorted strawberry plants.

The trees and plants sent were all grown on the Central Farm, they were of me-

dium size, well rooted and carefully packed, and they reached their destination in

good order. During my journey, going and returning, I had the opportunity of seeing

some of these trees and was gratified to find that in many instances they were doing

well. A careful inspection was made of the trees sent to the garden at Medicine
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Hut which is cared for under the direction of Mr. J. Niblock, superintendent of the
"Western Division of the line, who is an enthusiastic lover of trees and has met with
encouraging success in his work. Eepoi'ts are promised as to the results of these
tests which will be watched with much interest.

CEXTEAL EXPERBIENTAL FARM.

SEED TESTING.

The usefulness of the seed testing department at the Central Farm to the fiii-mers

of Canada is indicated by the incieasing interest felt in that work, as shown bj- the
number of samples sent for test. During the year, 933 samples have been received
for this purpose. The results aie given in the following summary .

Kind of Seed.
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other side and few farmers cai'e to run the risk which always attends the sowing of
injured seed. In testing frozen grain not only was the percentage of germinating
power returned, but information was also given regarding the vigour or weakness
of the growth. It was often observed that where trozen grain had a tair percentage
of germinating power its vitality was so fjir injured that a very weakly growth was
made. These weaker plants sometimes gain strength and vigour rapidly in the

rich soil of the prairies when the weather is favourable, but if unfavourable con-

ditions prevail, their growth, is usually slow and stuuted, and the crop uneven in

ripening. /

During the season of 1889, rust has prevailed to an alarming extent in Ontario
and to some extent in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. This parasitic attack
has resulted in a shrivelling of the grain and a Weakening of its vitality, which is

especially the case with oats. The importance of sowing good seed is now generally
recognised, and as there is no way short of actual test by which the value of a
doubtful sample can be accurately ascertained, farmers should send such as they
desire to have tested at an early date so that the needed information may be had in

good season. An ounce or two is sufficient for the purpose, unless it is desired that

the weight per bushel be ascertained when not less than one pound should be for-

warded
;
packages may be sent to the Experimental Farm fj-ee through the mail, the

information is given to the sender free of cost, and the time occupied in each test is

usually about two weeks. The new building recently completed for this purpose
gives almost unlimited capacity for the work, so that none need remain in uncer-
tainty as to the vitality of the seed they are proposing to use.

SEED DISTRIBUTION.

There have been distributed during 1889 for test among the farmersof the
Dominion 2,760 three-pound^bags of seed grain of the following varieties :

—

Wheat Ladoga 1,279

Barleys Two-roived.

English Malting 204
Carter's Prize Prolitic 230
Beardless 165
Danish Chevalier 178
Danish Printice Chevalier 110
Peerless White 33
Thanet '

27

Oats.

Carter's Prize Cluster 179

Welcome 33

1

Early Blossom 24

2,760

LADOGA WHEAT.

One hundred bushels of the Ladoga wheat was sold to the Quebec Government for

distribution among the farmers in that Province, forty bushels was sold to farmers in

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, a like quantity to those in Prince Edward Island

and sixty bushels to those residing in Manitoba and the North-West Territories.

Up to the time of the date of this report there have been received 142 reports

of the results of the tests of this wheat for 1889; of these 117 are favourable and 25

unfavourable. The unfavourable reports are chiefly from Ontario and .Quebec, where
rust has been very general on all varieties of wheat, and it would appear that in

these Provinces the Ladoga has suffered more from this cause than some other sorts.

These returns give the average yield from the 3 lbs. samples sent as 46 lbs. The largest
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yield yet reported is from M. Saunby of Inderby, British Columbia, in which case
139|^ lbs. was harvested. The average weight per busbel of the samples which have
been sent of tbe grain produced is 60i lbs. jier bushel-. The heaviest sample comes
from 3Ir. Groat, of Edmonton, North-West TerritorieSj weight 64i lbs. per bushel.
The Ladoga wheat continues to maintain its character for early ripening; the average
experience from the returns made gives it 9J days of an advantage over Eed Fife

in this respect, and in the Maritime Provinces, where White Russian is principally
grown it is reported as being on an average 8 days earlier there than that variety.
The following extracts are given as exomples from the more favourable reports
received from the several Provinces :

Daniel Collins, ilink River Road, Prince Edward Island, harvested 122 lbs. from
the 3 lbs. sent him. He says : "The Ladoga is ten to fifteen days earlier than other
varieties, and does not require such strong land."

James Corcoi'an, Piusville, Prince Edward Island, had 74 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed,

and says: "It is twelve days earlier than White Russian sown side by side, and
about double the weight of grain, both getting the same chance, ily opinion is that

this country has been supplied with a long felt want."
Eli Thompson, of Whim Road Cross, Pi-ince Edward Island, got 90 lbs. from

3 lbs. sown ; he says there was " no rust, straw bright and clean, about ten days
earlier than ordinary wheat ; my other wheat showed signs of rust." Weight of
grain 61^ lbs. to the bushel.

John Jennings, Newburgh, New Brunswick, had a yield of 102 lbs. from 3 lbs.

2 oz. of seed. He says :
" The Ladoga is as early as the earliest grown here, say ten

days earlier than the Manitoba Fife. If it does not rust, I think, it is a valuable
addition to our wheat."

M. Rideout, of Mount Pleasant, Carleton County, New Brunswick, had 91 !bs.

from 3 lbs. of seed, and says :
" It was the best wheat I ever sowed. Weight ofgrain

621 tbs. to the bushel.

Robert Smith, of Pugwash, Nova Scotia, got 59J tbs. from 3 lbs., and says :
" It

is about ten days earlier than other sorts. I am veiy much pleased with the wheat,
it has a good hard appearance." Weight 59i lbs. to the bushel.

William Andrews, of Stewiacke, Nova Scotia, who got 46 lbs. from 3 lbs.

says: "It ripened ten days earlier than White Russian, which was sown on same
day and under same conditions. I consider it a valuable wheat."

Joseph .Seguin, of Point Fortune, Quebec, had 63 lbs. from 3 tbs. sown, and says:
" It ripened about ten days earlier than other varieties ; will sow crop next spring

;

much satisfied.

'

T. Lyster of Melbourne, Quebec, harvested 60 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown and says " it

ripened one week sooner than White Russian."
Lazare Deniers, of St. Julie, Megantic County, Quebec, got 40 lbs. of fine wheat

which weighed 62h lbs. to the bushel from 3 lbs. of seed. He says it is " about 10
days earlier than other wheat, the quantity obtained is about 33 per cent, better."

John C. Gurney, of Rockingham, Renfrew,. Ontario, got 114 lbs. from 3 lbs. of
seed. He says " I believe it to be 10 to 14 days earlier than any other kind that I am
acquainted with, and believe the yield would be very large under favourable circum-
stances

;
yielded about 40 bushels to the acre, would have yielded 60 bushels if it had

not been for rast." Weight 59|- lbs. per bushel.

Henry Jennings, Victoria Square, Markham, Ontario, got 83 lbs. from 3 lbs. of
seed and says :

' It is a few days earlier than other varieties, no rust, but badly
midged."

John Fitzgerald, Motmt St. Louis, Simcoe, Ontario, had 61 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown.
He says ;

" It ripened 10 days earlier than Russian or other spring wheats, yields
equally as well, but grain is small, a little rusted, spring wheat very much rusted
this year."

£. H. Dewart, Milford, Manitoba, got 63 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed, and says: "It
ripens about five days earlier than Red Fife, sown same day and place. I think it

stood the test well."

6c—2J
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J. E. Pattersoti, Pilot Mound, Manitoba, who got a yield of 60 lbs. from 3 lbs.

says :
" It is about eight days earlier than Eed Fife. This was a very diy season, but

if all grain had done as well as this I should have been well pleased."

Andrew Johnson, of Mowbray, Manitoba, got a sample two years ago from which

he has now plenty of seed, he thinks very well of it and says: "I sowed 20 acres in

same field as Red Fife."

A. Lennie, of Edmonton, N'orth-West Territories, got 30 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown.

He says :
" It is 10 days earlier than other sorts."

A very fine sample has also been received from the Eev. A. C. Garrioch, of Dun-

vegan, Peace Eiver, which weighs 64lbs. to the bushel ; in this instance the yield is

not given.

M. Saunby, of Inderby, Briti.sh Columbia, had a sample of 3 lbs. Ladoga sent him

in the spiing of 1888, from this he got 80 lbs. which he used as seed this year and

harvested 3/720 lbs. equal to 139i lbs., from 3 lbs. lie says: ' It is one week earlier

than other wheats, yield 62 bushels to the acre."

D.\i\ISH CUEVALIEE BARLEY.

Two sacks of this very fine varietj^ of two-rowed barley were obtained in the

spring of 188S from Copenhagen, Denmark, through the kindness of the presiaent

of the Danish Eoj-al Agricultural Society, and was a fine sample of the celebrated

barley which commands so ready a market in Great Britain at high prices. It

weighed 57 lbs. to the bushel. This barley grown on the Central Farm this season

weighs 50^ lbs. to the bushel, but the yield has been over 31 bushels to the acre. The
same grain grown on the Experimental Farm at Indian Head, North-West Terri-

tories, weighs 55 lbs. to the bushel, and at Brandon, Manitoba, 54 lbs. The number
of returns received to date is 19, all of which are favourable. The average yield is

63 lbs.

Fred. E. Mellish, Union Eoad, Montague Bridge, Prince Edward Island, got 42

lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He saj-s: "it will compare favourably with any other as to

weight of crop, and it ripens in same period as other varieties sown here, am well

pleased." The weight of this sample was 49^ lbs. to the bushel.

James Kerr, Summer Hill, Queen's County, New Brunswick, had 130 lbs. from

3 lbs. sown. He says: "The yield is great. I intend sowing all the barley I have next

spring." Weight of sample, 47^ lbs. to the bushel.

John Mui'phy, of Dalling, Quebec, who had 45 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown, says: "The
crop was very heavy, but later than the common barley." Weight 48 lbs. per bushel.

Geo. Fisher, Freeman, Ontario, got 125 lbs. from 2 lbs. 13 oz. of seed. He says :

" It ripened about ton days later- than, common six-rowed, and is much heavier." The
weight of the sample was 54J- lbs. to the bushel.

Daniel Baxter, Belmont, Ontario, had 115 lbs. from 3 lbs., and says: "That the

straw was bright and of reasonable length, earlier than other barlejs and heavier

than other sorts."

J. J. Coyne, of Chesterville, Ontario, got 96 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He says:

" Straw excellent, tall and long headed grain, best I have ever seen in this line. I

expect I would have had better grain and more of it but rain and wind destroyed it

and left it coloured." Weight, 46i lbs. per bushel.

A. W. Peart, of Freeman, Ontario, had 94 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed. He says:
" Sown 15th Api'il. harvested 3rd August, no rust whatever, straw long, bright,

jjliable, tendencj' to lodge; compared with ordinary six rowed barley the two-rowed

ripened two weeks later, compared with Eussian a week later. Pound for pound in

sowing, the two-rowed gave 31 for 1, the sis-rowed 23 for 1. I sowed two-rowed at

the ra'te of 1^ bushels per acre and six-rowed at IJ bushels. As you see by sample

the two-rowed is very fine barlej', much larger than the six-rowed. The two-rowed

was sown side by side with the six-rowed and I noticed it was several days longer in

coming up. I am very much pleased with it. My six-rowed barley yielded 41

bushels per acre." The sample sent by Mr. Peai-t weighed 53 lbs. to the bushel.
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Thomas Manderson, of Myrtle, Ontario, who had 75 fts. from 3 lbs., says :
" It

ripened about ten days' later than common six-rowed." Sample weighed 53 lbs. per
bushel.

J. L. Hawk, of Medicine Hat, North-West Territories, sends in the handsomest
sample yet received, very bright and plump, weighing 56^ lb.-?, to the bushel. This
barley took first prize at the Medicine Hat Fair. Mr. Hawk got 57 lbs. from 3 lbs.

of seed. He says: " Sti'aw a good length and veiy bright. I had no other bai-ley

sown, but think it not quite so early as the old kind."

Reports from the other Piovinces are not yet received.

DANISH PEINTICE CHEVALIER.

This variety was also obtained from the Danish Eoyal Agricultural Society.

Grown at the Centi-al Farm this year it yielded 36^ bushels to the aci e and weighed
50 lbs. to the bushel. At Indian Head it weighed 53i lbs., and at Brandon 53 lbs.

C. Newcomb, Wej'mouth, Xova Scotia, got 122 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed. He
says :

" It is two weeks later than other barley sowed alongside. It took first prize

at our County Exhibition."

Thomas Manderson, of Mj-rtle, Ontario, had 83 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed. He
says :

" The straw is weak, rather on the short side ; all blew down. Cut same day
as other samples ; too weak in the straw for this section of country." Weighed 53

lbs. per bushel.

J. Baxter, Pickering, Ontai-io, had 48 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He says :
" vStiaw

rather weak; broken down with a rain storm at time of ripening; later than the

six-rowed varieties." Weighed 52 lbs. to the bushel.

Other Provinces not yet heaid from.

ENGLISH MALTING BARLEY.

This was a very fine and bright sample of barley, which was purchased at the

Corn Exchange, London, England, and weighed 54^ lbs. to the bushel. Grown at

the Central Farm this season it has yielded 34^ bushels to the acre, weighing 50i
lbs. per bushel. The same variety, grown at Indian Head, weighs 53i lbs., and at

Brandon 53 lbs.

John McDonald, St. Petei''s Lake, Prince Edward Island, had 50 lbs. fiom 2f lbs.

of seed. He says :
" No rust ; straw fairly good ; light growth ; no other barley sown.''

The sample sent by Mr. McDonald is very fine, and weighs 54f lbs. per bushel.

Donald McLennan, Indian Brook, Nova Scotia, who had 3 pecks from 2f lbs.

sown, sends also a good sample, weighing 52J lbs. per bushel. He says: "Straw very
brittle. I think our ordinary barley does here just as well."

Wallace Oliver, Magog, Quebec, had 45 lbs. from 2f lbs. sown. He says :
" Straw

fair length, soft and limber. I think it is fully ten days later than the si.K-rowed.

Weighed 51 lbs. per bushel.

Joseph Dubrieul, La Patrie, Quebec, harvested 30 lbs. fiom 2f lbs. of seed, and
says :

" Straw 2i feet long
;
grain early and fine."

A. W. Brown, Eebecca, Ontario, had 130 lbs. fi'om 2f lbs. sown. He says:

"Sown 25th May; harvested 1st August ; sti'aw bright and good. I think it is a little

later than the four-rowed barley, but think it would beat it in weight per acie. Some
of it lodged and injured the sample." Weight 52^ lbs. per bushel.

Mr. McNaughton, of Gourock, Guelph, had 102 lbs. from 2f lbs. of seed, and says:

"Sown 18th April; harvested 3rd August. No rust observable; straw good, bright,

clean; from ten days to two weeks later in ripening than our Canadian barley. The
plot of ground was shaded by trees, and it did not have such a good chance to

mature. As far as this sample of two-rowed English is concerned, the only drawback
is its lateness of ripening." Weight 53J lbs. per bushel.

Major Boulton, of Shellraouth, Manitoba, sends a very good sample of this

barley, weighing 52h lbs. per bushel, grown by Denmark & Martin, of Russell, Mani-
toba. He says : "Straw short; rather coarse ; no i-ust; about the same as other barley

as to ripening ; no means of ascertaining weight."
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Donald Graham, of Spillamacheen, British Columbia, harvested 174 lbs. from 2f
fts. ofseed. He saj's : "Sowed 19th April ; harvested 29th July. No rust; straw very-

fair, but somewhat inclined to lodge. About as early as six-rowed, but yields better."

W. A. Johnson, Quesnelle, British Columbia, had 64 fts. from 2f fts. sown, and
says: " Sown 30th April ; harvested 25th August. No rust; straw short and weak

;

ripens later than other kinds
;
grain plump, bright and of good weight." Weighed

50f fts. per bushel.

BEARDLESS BARLEY.

The seed of this variety was purchased fiom Oakshott & Millard, seedsmen,
Reading, England. As imported in 1888, it weighed 56 fts. to the bushel and was
handsome and plump. Grown in the field at the Central Farm the past season, it has
yielded a little over 50 bushels to the acre, weighing 51f fts. to the bushel. The
sfime grain grown on the Indian Head Farm weighs 55 fts. per bushel, and at Bran-
don 52 fts. This barley cannot correctly be called beardless, as it is bearded like

other varieties, but sometimes sheds its beard when mature. The beard di'ops

from it when touclied if full}- ripe, which is an advantage in thieshing ; 1G5 samples
were sent out, but only seven reports av't yet received, and in most ofthese the yield

is not given.

J. DearnessGranton, Middlesex, Ontario, got 55 fts. from 3 fts. ofseed. He says:

"There is no noticeable diifereuce as to the earliness; sample is unusually large,

bright and good."
Joseph Lang, of St. Marys, Ontario, had 50 fts. from 3 fts. ofseed. It was sown

20th April and harvested 16th July. He says :
" It is not so early as the six-rowed."

Peerless White and Thanet barleys arc not yet reported on.

carter's prize prolific b.\rley.

This new strain of two-rowed barley, recently introduced by James Carter & Co.,

Seedsmen, London, England, is claimed to be the most prolific barley in cultivation

and one of the very best for malting. Seed was obtained fi'om Carter & Co. in time
for last springs sowing, and the weight of the grain as imported was a-l^ fts. per
bushel. From the character of the reports received from all parts of the Dominion
where samples were sent for test, and the universal fiivor in ivhich it is held, it must
be I'egarded as very jiromising. The ci'op on the Central Farm was not particularly

heavy, 31^^ bushels to the acre, but the season was not favorable, and the piece of land
on Avhich it was sown not in as good condition for a barley crop as were some other
fields. It weighs 50J fts. to the bushel. Through an error in shipping, the bag of Carter's
barley, which should have gone to Indian Head for test, was sent to Brandon. On this

account there is no report from Indian Head. The croj) at Brandon weighed 54 lbs.

per bushel.

Benjamin Cole, of Centreville, Prince Edward Island, got 95 lbs. from 3 lbs. seed,

which weighed 56 fts. to the bushel. He says: "Sowed 27th May; harvested 27th
August; noiust; straw bright ; heads long, but somewhat thin. Was late matui'ing

;

will sow earlier next year ; am well satisfied with result."

H. T. Hall, Gagetown, Queen's Co., New Bi-unswick, got 47 fts. from 3 fts. ofseed.

Hesays: "Sown 21st May ; harvested 21st August ; no rust ; straw not strong enough
;

lodged badly. Like the grain well ; I'ipeus about same time as our other barle}^ ; weighs
2i fts. more." Sample weighs 4SJ fts. to bushel.

Duncan Stewart, ofIverness, Quebec, who had 60 fts. from 3 fts. seed, says :
" Sowed

6th May ; harvested 2nd September. No rust ; straw long and coarse ; ripens about same
time as other barley, but far heavier crop. If it will turn out as well in future as

the sample did, it will be a great boon." Sample weighed 53Jfts. per bushel.

Henry Jennings, Victoria Square, Mai'kham, Ontario, harvested 176 fts. from 3 fts.

seed. He says :
" Sowed 12th April ; harvested 5th August. No rust or smut ; straw

heavj-, coarse, and lodged badly
;
grain a great deal heavier than other kinds and 3 or

4 daj's later. I think this barley will be a great success ; the heads were very long.
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I have given it a fair trial, without any artificial manures." Sample weighed 53 lbs.

per bushel.

Henry R. Wilson, Winona, Ontario, got 147 lbs. from 3 lbs. seed. He states that

he " Sowed 15th April ; harvested 1st August. No rust or smut ; straw clean and
bright ; ripened about the same time as the six-rowed barley. The principal gain is

its great weight, as it over-runs 6 or 7 lbs. to the bushel. The long continued cold

rains iu the spring and the dry hot weather at time of ripening was unfavorable."
This sample was a very fine one, plump and bright, and weighed

55:J- lbs. to the bushel.

Duncan McDonald, of Cxlen Uobertson, Glengarry, Ontario, who had 120 lbs. from
3 lbs. seed, says :

" Sowed 2nd May ; harvested 8th August. No rust or smut ; straw
very white. It took from 10 to 14 days longer to ripen than our common barley."

Sample weighed 52^^ lbs. per bushel.

Colin Phillips, ofBrougham, Ontario, had 110 lbs. from 3 lbs. seed and writes as

follows: "Sowed 24th April; harvested 8th August; yield 110 lbs. clean, besides

part lost in threshing. No rust or smut; straw long, bright, medium stiff; from 10
to 15 days later than other sorts in ripening. I took a sample to Pickering Harbor
and had it tested for weight by ill-. Sparks, Inspector of Barley there. He made it

54 lbs. per bushel." The sample received was rather dark in color. The weight as
tested by us was 54 lbs. to the bushel.

McKee Bros., of Heaslip, Manitoba, saved 67 lbs. from 3 lbs. seed, but they
say "gophers and cattle destroyed about one-third, " which would make the yield

about 89 lbs. They report as follows :
" Sowed 31st April ; harvested 20th August.

No rust or smut ; straw strong, and about IS inches high. In earliness. is about the same
as other barley." Sample weighed 51 lbs. per bushel.

Duncan McCuaig, of Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, got 68 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown,
and says :

" Sowed 29th April ; harvested 21st August. No rust or smut ; straw good
and long. It was a few days later than other bai-ley, probably on account of its

being thinner sown." Sample weighed 52f lbs. per bushel.

L. A. Agassiz, of Agassiz, British Columbia, reports the extraordinary yield of
365 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed. He says : "Sowed 30th April ; harvested 20th August.
No rust or smut ; straw light medium. Owing to wet weather at harvest it was
discolored."

carter's prize cluster oats.

This new variety of white oat was also sent out by Carter & Co. It is claimed
to be the heaviest, earliest and most prolific white oat in cultivation. The seed as

received weighed 42 lbs. per bushel, and was very bright and handsome. Grown
on the Central Farm it produced 50 bushels to the acre, but the weight, on account
of rust, was deficient, being 34]^ lbs. pei- bushel. At Indian Head the yield was
over 34 bushels to the acre, and the weight 45J lbs. to the bushel. At Brandon the
weight was 42 lbs. per bushel. The reports thus far received are very encouraging,
and indicate that the intioduction of this new oat will be of great advantage to the
farmers of the Dominion.

Geo. Baird, of Bairdsville, New Brunswick, harvested 115 lbs. from 2f lbs. of
seed. He rej)orts: " No rust or smut; straw bright and yellow. It is the heaviest oat
I have raised, and as early as any except the White Russian. These oats are going
to make a great improvement in regard to change of seed." Sample verj"^ fine;

weighed 42 lbs. per bushel.

Robert H. Goggin, Elgin, N. B.. had 90 lbs. from 2| lbs. sown. He says :
" Sowed

10th May; harvested 16th August. The straw was tall and stout. This oat compares
very fiivorably with other kinds." Sample weighed 38f lbs. per bushel.

H. H. Blois, of Gore. Nova Scotia, got 57 lbs. from 2f lbs. seed, and says :
" Sowed

4th May; harvested 20th August. No rust to speak of; no smut; straw fairly good
;

lodged some with rain storms ; not stiff enough to stand much top dressing ; lipens
about the same as our common black oats. The oats throughout this section of
country were affected with ru.st thisseason—nearly ruined in some instances." Weight,
39 lbs. per bushel.
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John Fleetwood, St. Ann's, N. S., had 34 lbs. from 2f lbs. sown. He says :
" sowed,

25th May; harvested 28th August. There was some rust ; no smut; straw was tall and
tui-ned ot' a reddish brown colour. It is a good deal earlier than other soi-ts, except the

Welcome. This year was not favourable for testing any grain in this country, as

there was a great failure in all grains." Weight of sample, 35 lbs. per bushel.

John Middleton, Point Fortune, Quebec, got 40 lbs. from 2f lbs. seed, and says

:

Sowed last of April; harvested last of July. No rust; nor smut; straw good ; 6 feet

loni;
; earlier than other sorts, also a better yielder ; was sown in a corner ot a field

where it was much eaten by squirrels, or would have yielded 5 or 10 lbs. more.

Samuel Lee, of Stoney Creek, Ontario, had 115 lbs. from 2| lbs. sown, and says:
" Sowed 8th May ; harvested 12th August. Some rust ; some smut ; straw very good, 6

days earlier than the rest of the oats on the farm. " Sample weighed 39 lbs. per

bushel.

Geo. E. Fisher, of Freeman, Ontario, got 112 lbs. from 2J lbs. seed. He says .

"sowed 15th April; harvested 5th August. Considerable rust and a little smut; straw

remarkablj- tall and quite soft ; much inclined to go down ; ripens with Welcome ;
grain

quite as heavy as the Welcome oats." The sample received was very good, and weighed

43 lbs. per bushel.

Thos. Manderson, ofMyrtle, Ontario, got 72 lbs. from 2| lbs. sown. He says :
" Sowed

15th April ; harvested 2nd August. No rust or smut ; straw very good ; stood up fine

;

they ripened same time as my other white oats. I think these oats will answer this

country very well." Weight of sample, 41^ lbs. per bushel.

Duncan McCuaig, Portage la Prairie, "had 40 lbs. from 2| lbs. seed. He says:
" Sowed 29th April ; harvested 15th August. Some rust

;
good straw ;

has done well.

The season being so dry our general oat crop was a failure this year with drought

and rust." Weight of sample, 38^ lbs. to the bushel.

A. S. Harding, of Whitewood" North West Territories, had 45 lbs. from 2| lbs.

sown, and says :
" Sowed 9th April ; harvested 6th August. No rust or smut

;
straw

tall and strong ; valuable for feed purposes. This is evidently a superior kind in early

maturing and size of heads and grain; have a very good opinion of it
;
very dry

season here this year." Weight of sample, 33^ lbs. to the bushel.

J. L. Hawk', Medicine Hat, North-West "Terriioiies, got 59 lbs. from 2| lbs.

sown, and says: "Sowed 7th April; harvested 7th August; no rust, but a few heads

of smut ; sti-aw long and bright ; is about two weeks earlier than any other oats, and

gives a better yield/' This is the heaviest sample yet received. Weight, 46J lbs.

per bushel.

L. A. Agassiz, of Agassiz, British Columbia, had 223 lbs. from 2^ lbs. of

seed. Hewrttes: "Sowed 30th April; harvested loth August ; no rust; no smut

;

straw rather stiff; medium height
;
grain early and good. Owing to wet weather at

harvest a great aeal was lost; it was also discoloi-ed."

W. A. Johnson, Quesnelle, British Columbia, harvested 87 lbs. from 2f lbs. of

seed. He reports as follows: "Sowed 30th April; harvested 18th August; no

rust; no smut ; straw long, apparenth' of sufBcient strength to prevent lodging; com-

pares favourably with other sorts, being ripe ten days earlier than any other oat on

the farm." Sample very fine, weighing 43 lbs. to the bushel.

EARLT BLOSSOM OATS.

A few samples of this variety have been distributed, and in some districts it has

given good results. On the Central Farm the yield was 30^ bushels to the acre, but

owing to rust the weight of the grain did not exceed 31 lbs. to the bushel. At

Indian Head the weight was 42 lbs. to the bushel, and at Brandon 34 lbs.

John Corbett, of Summerhill, New Brunswick, got 41 lbs. from 2J lbs. of seed,

and says: 'Sowed 13th May; harvested 24th Augiist ; no rust; no smut; straw

coarse, and bright in color. It is two or three days earlier than other oats sown on

the same day, and compares very favorably with them." Sample weighed 37^ lbs.

per bushel.
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B. Frechette, St. Julie, Megantic, Quebec, had 89 lbs. from 2f lbs. sown. He
says: "There was no rust; no smut; straw stout and long; grain much better than
any other varieties on the same ground." Weighs 39J lbs. per bushel.

John Leader, Mcintosh Mills, Ontario, had 74 lbs. from 2j lbs. of seed, and
says: "No rust; no smut; straw coarse and heavy; ripens six or seven days earlier

than other oats. Is superior to any I have grown on my farm; ripens earliei' and
yields better, and the straw is very good." Weighs 33|- lbs. per bushel.

Adolph Lundgrew, Scandinavia. Manitoba, had 5*7 lbs. from 2f lbs. seed. He
says: " Sowed -Ith May ; harvested 3rd September; no rust; very little smut; straw
3 to 4 feet long, and up to f inch in diameter; yield nearly double the quan-
tity of othei" oats sown at the same time. A frost about the end of May, when the
-grain was 3 inches high, destroyed it. Otherwise, the result would have been
better." Weighed 37i lbs. to the bushel.

A few reports on the test of Welcome oats have been j^eceived, some of them
quite favourable ; but as this is now a well known variety in most districts, it is

.scarcely necessary to occupy space here with the details.

TREE SEEDS.

A limited number of tree seeds have also been distributed, including many
packages of Manitoba maple, or box elder, with some elm and white ash. There
were also sent out 440 bags containing from 1 to 2 lbs. each of black walnuts and
117 bags of butternuts. Some interesting reports have already been received
regarding these nuts and tree seeds, and many more to whom they were sent will no
doubt yet be heard from.

STOCK.

During the months of June and July some purchases of cattle were made for
the Experimental Farm of the following breeds: Shorthorns, Ayrshires, Holsteius,
Jerseys and Polled Angus. Of the Shorthorns, two bulls, four cows and six heifers
of milking strains, and three heifers of special beef strains. Ayi'shires, one bull,

five cows and one heifer; Holsteins, three bulls, two cows and five heifers; Jerseys,
one bull, four cows and one heifer ; and Polled Angus, one bull and five heifers-making
in all forty-four animals—eight bulls, fifteen cows and twenty-one heifers. In making a
purchase of three Holstein bulls these have been bought wiih the intention ofsending
two of them to the other Experimental Farms in the spring ; the second Durham bull
was also bought for a like pui-pose. Since these were purchased there has been the
following increase by births. One Shorthorn bull calf, three Ayrshire bull calves, one
Jersey bull calf, one Ayrshire heifer calf, one Shorthoi'n heifer, and one Jersey heifer.

Hence there are in all fifty pui-e bred animals, to which may be added three grade
cows and one grade heifer, making a total of flfty-fonr. On the other hand we have lost

two Jersey cows from acute inflammation of the stomach. Much care has been taken
in selecting these animals, and the endeavour made to combine as far as was prac-
ticable the most desirable strains in each herd, so that a good foundation might be
laid from which surplus animals could be drafted to meet the i-equirements of the
other Experimental Farms. All these animals have been bought within the Dominion,
excepting two bulls and five heifers of the Holstein breed, which were selected from
the celebrated herd of Smith, Powell & Lamb, of Sj'racuse, New York. The
following particulars relating to the pedigrees of the individual members of the
several herds will, it is hoped, be of interest, and enable anyone who desires to
pursue the enquiry further to trace back in the several herd books the entire
pedigree of each animal :

—

SHORTHORN BULLS.

Eosy Prince 8th, No. 9,198, C. H. B. Date of birth 6th November, 1886 ; colour
red, with a little white; bred by Richard Gibson, Delaware, Ontario; sire Wild Eyes
Laddie, No. 67,992, E. H. B.

; dam Rosy Princess 7th, by 7th Lord of Oxford, No.
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17,586, E. H. B ; 2nil Dam Eosy Princess 6th, by 22nd Duke of Airdrie, No. 16695,
E. H. B.

Duke of Belvoir. Date of birth, 20th April, 1889 ; colour roan ; bred by Gibson
&Burch, Delawai'e, Ontario ; sire 8th Duke of Leicester (Imp.), No. 9279, C. H. B

;

dam Watei'loo 48th, by Duke of Oxford, No. .39770, E. H. B ; 2nd Dam 43rd Waterloo
by Oxfords Baron, No. 32,030, E. H. B.

cows AND SHORTHORN HEIFERS.

Milking Strains.

Countess of Darlingtun 12th, No. 14,193, C. H. B. Date of birth, July 19, 1885;
colour red and white; bred by Eichard Gibson, Delaware, Ontario ; sire Marquis of
Kirklevin,s;ton, No. 52,664 ; Dam Countess of Darlington 8th, No. 14,190 : by Oxford
Duke, 45,297, E. H. B.

;
2nd dam Countess of Darlington, by 14th Duke of Airdrie,

41,348, E. n. B.

Elmwood Garland 3rd, No. 14,327 C.H.B., date of birth, August Ist, 1885,
colour red : bred by T. D. Hodgins, London, Ont. sire (Imp.) Belooch ; dam Lady
Garland 4th, by Earl of Ulster, No. 29,488, E. H. B. : 2nd dam Glosters Garland 2nd,

by 17th Duke of Airdrie, No. 6629 E. H. B.

Cherry Constance 3rd, date of birth, 7th November, 1887; colour red and
white; bred by Gibson & Burch, Dalaware ; sire "Wild Eyes Laddie, No. 67992, E.
H. B., dam 4th, Constance of Springbrook ; 2nd dam. Lady Constance 5th, by Lord
Mayor, No. 6969 C. H. B.

Flower of Berkeley, No. 14197 ; date of birth, 22nd September, 1886 ; colour
roan ; bred by Eichard Gibson, Delaware, Ont ; sire, Lord Kirklevington, of Erie 2nd

;

dam Fuchsia, by Cambridge Duke ; 2nd dam Fidessa, by Eed Duke.
Guelder Duchess, No. 14,360 ; date of birth, 2nd June ; 1887, colour roan ; bred

by T. D. Hodgins, London Ont. ; sire, Duke of Guelders, No. 47,740, E. H. B. ; dam,
Elmwood Duchess, by Buckhurst ; 2nd dam Seraphina Duchess 5th ; by 7th Lord of
Oxford.

Wild Flower No. 14206.—Date of birth, 3rd Api'il, 1886 ; colour red and white

;

bred by Eichard Gibson, Delaware, Ontario; sire "Wild Eyes Laddie No. 9192 C.H.B;
dam Hermosa by Prince 3344 ; 2nd dam Eose by Viceroy of Eichmond.

Columbine No. —Date of birth, 24th November, 1888; colour red ; with a
little white; bred bv Eichard Gibson, Delaware; sire Duke of Wellington; dam Wild
Flower 14206 by "Wild Eyes Laddie 9192 C.H.B. ; 2nd dam Hermosa by Prince 3344.

Miss EJgins 5th No. 16647.—Date of birth, 23rd April, 1886; colour red; with a
little white; brsd by James Graham, Port Perry, Ontai'io; sire jVIinna Duke No. 2108
C.H.B; dam Miss Elgins 2nd No. 4018 by Eoyal Buck 2374; 2nd dam Miss Elgins
4017 by Fairfax 1779.

Cowslip 3rd No. 16646.—Date of birth, 13th October, 1886 ; colour red ; bred by
James Graham, Port Perry, Ontario; sire Prince Victor 5th ;

dam Cowslip 2nd, by
Eoyal Buck 2374; 2nd dam Cowslip 797 by Senator 1058.

Wildame 2nd, No. 1G648.—Date of birth, 8th November, 1886; colour, red
;
bred

by James Graham, Port Perrv, Ontario; sire. Prince Victor 5th; dam, Wildame,
8186, by Oakwood Duke, 3593 , 2nd dam Blossom, 2521, by Eoyal Prince, 1041.

BEEP STRAINS

Maggie Bly 11th, No. 16917.—Date of birth, 2Sth January, 1887; colour, roan;

bred by John Miller & Sons, Brougham, Ontario ; sire. Vice Consul (Imp.), 4132;
dam, Maggie Bly 5th, 7024, by Young Mayflower, 1197 ; 2nd dam, Maggie Bly, 7023,

by Canadian Prince, 43.

Eed Eosebud 2nd, No. 16918.—Date of birth, 14th November, 1887; colour, red

and white; bred by John Miller & Sons, Brougham, Ontario; sire, Vice Consul
(Imp.), 4132; dam, Eosebud (Imp.), 5205, by Gladstone, 43286; 2nd dam, Eosebud
6th, by Sir Christopher, 22895.
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TJry 22nd, Xo. 16919.—Date of birth, 12th June, 1888; colour, red; bred by
John Miller & Sons, Bi'ougham, Ontario; sire, Vice Consul (Imp.), 4132; dam, Ury
20th by Boyal Booth, 3817; 2nd dam, Victoria, by High Sheriff 2nd, 702.

HOLSTEIN FRIESIAXS—BULLS.

Euth Artis 2nd Xetherland, Xo. 9451.—Date of birth, 29th July. 1888; colour

two-thirds black, strip in face: bred by Smiths, Powell & Lamb, Syracuse. N.T.

;

sire, Netherland Statesman, N.II.B. 3280, A.E. 38; dam, Ruth Artis 2nd, KH.B.,
10385, A.R. 487. by Netherland Prince, X.H.B. 716, A.E. 8. This cow has a three

year old butter record of 13 lbs. 9i ozs. in a week, and a milk record of 9,356 lbs. in

ll months and 1 day; 2ud dam Euth Artis, N.H.B. 4517, A.E. 143 ; who has a two-

vear- old milk record of 11.016 lbs. in a year.

IS'etherland Pythias, Xo. 9.167.—Date of birth, 11th June, 1888; colour, white
predominating, black spots and patches on head and body ; bred by Smiths, Powell
& Lamb, Syracuse. N.T ; sire, Netherland Prince, N.H.B. 716, A.E. 8; dam, Aaggie
Conielia 4tb. X.H.B. 4443, A.E. 43, by Alexander XH.B. 83. She has a three-year-

old milk record of 13,818 lbs. in a year, and a butter record of 19 lbs. J oz. in a week
;

2nd dam Aaggie Cornelia, N.H.B."4410, A.E. 40, by Eooker. She gave in Holland
73 lbs. 3 oz. milk in one daj-, and first year after importation 14,562 lbs. in one year

;

butter record, 19 lbs. 1 oz. in a week.
"Onnetta'sEdgely," No. 11308.-Date of birth, 8th October, 1888 ; colour, black,

with white markings; bred by Smith Bros., Churchville, Ontario; sire, Duke of
Edgely, H. F. 552 ; dam, Onetta, D.F. 1816.

HOLSTEIN FRIESIAN COWS AND HEIFERS.

Netherland Dorinda 2nd, H.F.H.B. 2604, A.E. 489.—Date of birth, 8th August,

1885 ; colour, two-thirds white, with black markings ; bred by Smiths, Powell &
Lamb. Syracuse, N.Y.; sire. Sir Henry 2nd of Aaggie N.H.B. 1451, A.E. 5; dam,
Netherland Dorinda. H.H.B. 6894, A.E. 199, by Schreuder; milk record, 13,659 lbs.

in a year; butter record, 24 lbs. 9 oz. in a week, 96 lbs. 2;^ oz. in thirty days—16j%\plbs.

of milk making 1 pound of butter; 2nd dam, Bontje, a very fine cow in Holland.

Netherland Dorinda 3rd, H.F.H.B. 4560.—Date of birth, 21st October, 1886 ;

colour, mo.stly black, with small star; bred by Smiths, Powell <fc Lamb, Syracuse, N,T.

;

sire, Netherland Prince, H.H.B. 716, A.E. 8; dam. Netherland Dorinda, H.H.B.
6894, A E. 199 ; 2nd dam, Bontje. Xetherland Dorinda 3rd gave as a two year-old

in 3 months and 17 days to the time of sale. 3,106 lbs. of milk, and made 11 lbs.

12i- oz. butter in a week.
Abi, H.F.H.B. 9831.—Date of birth, 5th July, 1887; colour, black, with white

patches ; bred by C. F. Sweezey, Marion, N.T. ; sire, Oatka 3rd Neptune, jr., H.H.B.
4531; dam, .Snowie, H.F.H.B. 3114, by Empire Bov, H.H.B. 2615; 2nd dam, Eosa-

lind, H.H.B. 577.

Aaggie Cornelia 2nd Netherland, H.F.H.B. 12217.—Date of birth, 4th July 1888

;

colour, two-thirds black, strip in face; bred by Smiths, Powell & Lamb, Svracuse,

NY.; sire, Netherland Prince, H.H.B. 716, A.E. S; dam, Aaggie Cornelia 2nd', H.H.B.
4341, A.E. 41. Milk record, 14,610 lbs. in a year; butter record, 19 lbs. 6 oz. in a

week— 21Jj^ lbs. of milk making 1 lb of butter. She is by Alexander N.H.B. 83,

2nd dam, Aaggie Cornelia, H.H.B. 4410, A.E. 40. She gave in Holland 73 lbs. of
milk in one day. In 1885 she gave 16,794 lbs. of milk in one year ; butter record,

19 lbs. 1 oz. in a week. She is bv Eooker, the sire of Aaggie H.H.B. 901.

Louverse 2nd Clothilde H.F.H.B. 13539.—Date of birth, 29th November, 1888
;

colour, three-fourths black, strip in f:ice ; bred by Smiths, Powell & Lamb, Syracuse,

N.T.; sire, Clothilde 4th Artis, H.F.H.B. 5488; dam. Louverse 2nd, H.F.H.B. 6710,

A.E. 510. Butter record as a two-year-old, 11 lbs. 1^ oz. in a week ; milk record,

6.381 lbs. in 8 months and 20 days, to 1st September; 2ud dam, Louverse, H.H.B.
6754. Two-year-old milk record, 477 lbs. in 10 days ;

three-year-old record, 402 lbs.

in 7 davs, which made 12 lbs. 4 oz. butter.
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Bonnie Ethel's Mercedes, H.F.H.B. 11243.—Date of birth, 5th April, 1888; colour,

hlack, with white markins^s; bred by Thoe. E.Wales, jr., Iowa City, Towa ; sire,

Mercedes Prince, H.H.B. 2^50 ; dam, Bonnie Ethel, H.H.B. 9510.

Siepkje 3rd Queen.—Date of birth, 11th September, 1888; colour, black, with
v.'bite markings ; bred by W. A. Rowley, Mount Clemens, Mich. ; sire, Macomb Boy,
H.F.H.B. 8734; dam, Siepkje 3rd, H.F.H.B. 2387.

ATKSHIRE BULL.

MacDuff, No. 479.—Date of birth, 5th October, 1888 ; colour, red and white ; bred

by David Nicol, Cataraqui ; sire, Norseman, 478 ; dam, Dora, 244, by Douglas 148

;

2nd dam, Moss, 242. by Parker 144.

AYRSHIRE cows AND HEIFERS.

Clara, No. 3590.—Date of birth, 6th February 1884 ; colour, red, with white on
Hank; bred by James Drummond, Petite Cote, Que.; sire. Promotion 3212, im-

ported ; dam, Maud 2356, by Sir Eoger 2200 ; 2nd dam, Maggie 3rd, 1332, by Lord
Douglas 2nd, 814.

Gipsy, No. 3979.—Dateof birth, 15th August, 1886 ; colour, red, with white spots;

bred by James Drummond, Petite Cote, Quebec; sire. Promotion, 3212, imported;

dam Victoria, 2931, by Lome, 2227 ; 2nd dam Etfie 579, by Gordie, 26.

Countess No. 3838.—Date of birth, September 19, 1885; colour, white, spotted red,

bred by James Drummond, Petite Cote, Quebec; sire Promotion, 3212, imported;

dam Victoria, 2931, by Lome, 2227 ; 2nd dam, Effie, 579, by Gordie, 26.

Eva No. 3828.—Date of birth, 15 September, 1884; colour, red, with white spots;

bred by James Drummond, Petite Cote, Quebec ; sire Promotion, 3213 ; imported;
dam Bel), 3131, by Lome, 2227 ; 2nd dam, Juno, 1,214, by Duke of Athole, 575,

imported.
May, No. 3633.—Date of birth 25th July, 1883 ; colour, brown, with white spots

;

bred by James Drummond, Petite Cote, Quebec ; sire Promotion, 3,212, imported

;

dam Ida, 1181 ; by Duke ofAthole (Imp.) 575 ; 2nd dam Maggie, 32 ; by Gaiibaldi, 25.

Viola, No. 943.—Date of birth," 1st November, 1888 ; colour, white and red ; bred

by David Nicol, Cataraqui, Ontario; sire, Norseman, 478; dam. Dido, 942, by
General, 155 ; 2nd dam, Dora, 244, by Douglas, 148.

JERSEY BULL.

Actor of Glen Duart, No. 18033.—Date of birth, 15th November, 1886 ; colour,

solid fawn ; from A. McLean Howard, Toronto, Ont. ; ""sire. Actor of Hillhurst,

10454 ; dam. Rose of Hillhurst, 22806, by Browny ; 2nd dam. Lady Mary, imported.

JERSEY cows AND HEIFERS.

Oriondo's Girl, No. 40376.—Date of birth, 7th May, 1886 ; coloui-, mulberry fawn

;

from A. McLean Howard, Toronto, Ont.; sire, Oriondo, 10791; dam, Judy's Girl,

25189, bv Judy's Prince, 5713 ; 2nd dam, April Girl 3rd, 16141.

Clenna Rex 2nd, No. 38999. Date of birth, 16th April, 1886 ; colour, dark grey

fawn : from A. McLean Howard, Toronto, Ont. ; sire. Pride's Orient, 15887 ; dam,

Clenna Rex, 27741, by Queen's Rex, 4943 ; 2nd dam, Belinda 2nd, 9426.

Clenna Rex of Glen Duart. Date of birth, 11th April 1888; colour, dark grey

fawn ; bred by A. McLean Howard. Toronto Ont. ; sire, Canada's John Morgan No.

16853; dam, Clenna Rex, 2nd 38999 ,by Pride's Orient 15857; 2nd dam Clenna

Rex, 27444, by Queen's Rex, 4943.

POLLED ANGUS BULL.

King of Eastview, No. 8780.—Date of birth 3rd January, 1888 ;
colour, black

;

bred by Late Hon. J. H. Pope, Cookshire, Quebec, sire. Piper of East\-iew, 5612 ; dam.

Queen of Eastview 3rd, 5587.
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POLLED ANGUS HEIFERS.

Dolly Varden of Eastview, jS[o. 6'792.—Date of birth, 11th June, 1886 ; colour,

black ; bred bv late Hon. J. H. Pope, Cookshire, Quebec ; sire. Knight of Canada,
5622; dam, Dollv Yarden 3rd. 3458.

Pride of Eastview, Xo. 6809.—Date of birth, 3rd October, 1886 ; colour, black,

bred bv late Hon. J. H. Pope, Cookshire, Quebec ; sire, Knight of Canada, 5622 : dam,
Pride of Montbletton 3rd, 3473.

Stella of Eastview, No. 7638.—date of birth, 14th June, 1887 ; colour, black ; bred
by late Hon. J. H. Pope, Cookshire, Quebec ; sire, Knight of Canada, 5622 ; dam,
Stella of Ardconnon, 4929.

Gratitude of Eastview 4th, No. 7635.—Date of birth, 25th May, 1887 ; colour,

black ; bred by late Hon. J. H. Pope, Cookshire, Quebec; sire. Knight of Canada,
5622 ; dam, Gratitude, 1824.

Daisy of Eaton 4th, No. 8783.—Date of birth, 8th January, 1888; colour, black;

bred bv late Hon. J. H. Pope, Cookshire, Quebec; sire, Arminius, 6797; dam,
Daisy of Skene, 2258.

The following are the births since the above animals were purchased :

—

SHORTHORNS.

Bull calf from Elmwood Garland 3rd, by Eosy Prince 8th.—Date of bii-th, 30th
July, 1889.

Heifer calf from Miss Elgins 5th, by Mazurka Duke 5th.—Date of birth, 31st

December, 1889.

AYHSHIRES.

Bull calf from Clara, by Eob Eoy 3971. Date of birth, 3rd August, 1889.

Bull calf from Maj-, by Eob Eoy 3971. Date of birth, 13th August, 1889.

Bull calf from Countess, by Eob Eoy 3971. Date of birth, 23rd December,
1889

Heifer calf, from Eva, by Eob Eoy 3971. Date of birth, 2nd October, 1889.

Bull calf fi-om Clenna Eex 2nd, by Canada's John Morgan.—Date of birth. 15th
November, 1889.

Heifer calf, from Oriondo's Girl, by Canada's John Morgan, date of birth, 14th
June, 1889.
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EXPEEIMBNTS WITH WHEAT.

One hundred and seven varieties of wheat have been tested during the past year,

eight of fall or winter wheat and ninety-nine of spring wheat—many of them in

small quantities, others in larger plots. The details connected with the special

tests made in small plots are too voluminous to permit of their being published in

this summary report; hence, the results only of the field tests will be given here,

reserving the fuller details for a bulletin.

The following table gives the dates of sowing and harvesting, j'ield per acre and
weight per bushel of each variety.
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from filling so well." N"o. 2 :
" A white chaff variety, with a large head, well filled to

the top. These wheals both originated on my farm from one variety of seed."

As will be seen from the table, the Triumph did not do very well with us, but
No. 2 yielded the largest crop of any variety we have tested this year. It must not
be forgotten that the rust, which atfected almost all varieties of grain at the Central
Farm last season, materially lessened both the quantity and the quality of the crops,

and that these field experiments were carried on under ordinary farming conditions.

EXPERIMENTS WITH BARLEY.

The field experiments with barley have been carried on mainly with two-rowed
varieties, such as are in favour in Great Britain for malting purposes. Along with
these, a few sorts of the six-rowed have been tried :

—

Two-roKed Barlcii.

Selected Chevalier, O. & M Maj; 6
Beardless April 23
California Ms
Danish Chevalier do
Danish Printice Chevalier do
Early Minting do
English Malting April 25
Golden Melon Improved May 6

.

Carter's Prize Prolific . . . do 3.
New Zealand di

Saale do 17..
Peerless White lApril 23
Large Two-rowed HuUess May 9

Date
of

Sowing

Date
of

Harvesting.

Six-rowed Barley.

Mensury .

.

Polar
Petschora

.

Russian . .

.

May
do
do
do

Aug.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Aug.
do
do
do

Yield
per Acre.

22
3«
30'

25i

Weight

51

51f
49J
504
50

mi
50i
48|
50|
51
.51

51

55^

46i

43J

48i

These field crops were grown without special fertilizers. The Beardless, Peer-
less White and English Malting barleys were sown on clay loam which was in hay
in 1888, was ploughed soon after the crop was taken off", and well stirred by the cul-

tivator in the spring, but received no manure. The Selected Chevalier and Early
Minting were sown on a sandy loam similarly ti'eated, also without manure. The
Danish Chevalier and Danish Printice Chevalier were sown on mixed clay and sandy
loam, after a crop of spring wheat, ploughed immediately after harvest, cultivated
later in the season, which received a coating of barnyard manure, about 18 tons to
the acre, in the spring, the laud being lightlj^ ploughed before sowing. The field in
which Carter's Prize Prolific and Golden Melon barlej^s were grown, also had a crop
of spring wheat in 1888, was ploughed soon after harvest, and lightly j^loughed again
in the spi-ing of 1889 before sowing, these also had no manure.

RELATIVE TEST OF TWO-ROWED AND SIX-ROWED BARLEY FOR MALTING PURPOSES.

During the year an important test was made to ascertain the intrinsic value of
two-rowed barley of good quality, such as is in demand for malting purposes in Great
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Britain, as compared with a good sample of six-rowed barley of Canadian growth,

the experiment being undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining how far the pefer-

ence foi- two-rowed barley was founded on its actual worth. Five hundred bushels

of best malting barley was imported from Scotland and malted ; a like quantity of
best Canadian barley was similarly treated, and the product in each case brewed.

The test was made by a careful and competent maltster and brewer, and the result

shows that the preference is well founded, and that the two-rowed barley yielded

about 13 per cent, more of extract than the six-rowed. The following report was
received :

—

" Carling Brewing and Malting Company,
" London, Ont., 14th September, 1888.

" W.M. Saunders, Esq.,
" Director Experimental Farms,

" Ottawa.

"Dear Sir,—In compliance with your request, we beg to enclose statement of

results obtained from the two-rowed chevalier barley received from Scotland, and

mailed by us m April last.

" The extract obtained from it exceeds that of the best Canadian barley grown in

this district by 13 per cent., or, in other words. 320 bushels of malt of 36 pounds

to the bushel (=11,520 pounds) produced 584 imperial gallons more of ale (say

gravity 22) than was made from the same quantity of the best Canadian six-rowed

barley

One fault with some of the barley grown here, is the want of allowing it to get ,

fully ripened before harvesting, consequently some of the grain is green when grown
on the floor which is detrimental to the keeping quality of beer.

"Yours respectfully,

THOS. M. HEATHORN,
" Brewer and Maltster for the Carling Brewing and Malting Co."
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EXPEEIilENTS WITH OATS.

Thirty-six varieties of oats have beea grown as field crops, and fifty other
sorts tested in smaller plots. In field culture the following results have been;

obtained :

—

Weight

Black Tartarian
Black Champion
Carter's Prize Cluster
Canadian Triumph
Cream Egyptian
Clydesdale
Canadian \\Tiiti-

Egyptian Whit.
Early Calder.
Early Racehorse .

Early Blossom
Glen Rothern
Flying Scotchman
Georgia Early White
Giant Yellow French
Hungarian White
Lincolnshire Poland White
Longfellow
Onega Black
Potato, Scotch

do English
Pringle's Progre.-ss

Rennies Prize White.

.

Red Oats
Siberian
Small Black Naked .

.

Tartarian White
Scotch Hopetown
Victoria Prize White . , .

Waterloo
Winter <rrev .

White Bonanza
WJiite Wonder
Welcome
\\llite Ru^iali
Early English.

May
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other variety tested, exceeding the best of the other sorts by nearly 3 tons per
acre. The root is regular in form, projects well above the surface, is of a deep

purplish colour outside, with creamy yellow flesh. Grown on sandy loam; sown
29th June ; was up 4th July, and harvested 26th Octobet"

;
yield per acre, 16 tons

266 lbs.

Steele Bro.'s New Giant Swede.—On sandy loam ; sown 29th June; up 3rd July;

harvested 26th October
;
yield per acre, 13 tons 759 lbs.

The above two plots had no barnyard manui'e. but a dressing of about 400 lbs.

to the acre of a mixture of superphosphate of lime and nitrate of soda.

Steele Bi-o.'s Purple Top Swede.—Grown on sandy land, to which had been

applied barnyard manure in the proportion of about 18 tons to the acre ; sown 6th

June; up 11th June; harvested 23r(J October; yield per acre, 12 tons 1,096 lbs.

A second lot of Steele Bro.'s Purple Top Swede was sown on new land of a peaty

character, without m.-inure or other fertilizei-. This was sown 14th June ; up 18th

June, and harvested 2.5th October
;
yield, 12J tons to the acre.

Eeuuie's Purple Top Swede.—Was grown on similar soil, also without manure
;

sown 14th June ; up 18th June; harvested 24th October; yield per acre, 13 tons

440 lbs.

Skirving's Swede.—Sown on mixed sandy and clay loam, which was dressed

with a fertilizing mixture similar in quantity and composition to that used for

Carter's Elephant Swede ; sown 27th June; up 3rd July; harvested 28th October

;

yield per acre, 12 tons.

Mangels.

Carter's Golden Intermediate—Sown 16th May ; up 22nd May
;
harvested 13th

October ;
vield per acre, 10 tons 85 lbs.

Carter's Yellow-fleshed New Tankard.—Sown 16th May; up 22nd May;
harvested 13th October

;
yield per acre, 8J tons.

Pearce's Mammoth Long Eed.—Sown 25th May ; up 2nd June
;
harvested 13th

October
;
yield per acre, 14 tons 200 lbs. These were sown on sandy loam, which

had received a top dressing of about 18 tons of barnyard manure to the acre.

CaiTots.

Steele Bro.s Improved Shoi't White.—This carrot has succeeded much better on

the Central Farm than any other sort exceeding in crop the best of the others tested

by 4i- tons per aci-e. It has proven very regular in form, of good size, and is easily

lifted". The seed was sown 15th May; came up 22nd May, and was harvested 18th

October. The yield was 20J tons per acre.

Carter's Orange Giant.—Sown 15th May ; up 25th May ; harvested ISth Octo-

tober
;
yield per acre, 16^ tons.

Carter's Scarlet Perfection.—Sown 15th May; up 24th May; harvested 18th

October
;
yield, 10 tons, 536 lbs. per acre.

Carter's White Belgian Improved.—Sown 15th May; up 25th May; harvested

19th October; yield per acre, 15 tons 1,160 lbs.

Carter's Giant Wiltshire White.—Sown 15th May; up 25th May; harvested

19th October
;
yield per acre, 12 tons, 1,262 lbs. These were all sown on sandy

loam, which had received a dressing of about 18 tons of barn yard manure to the

acre.

s Sugar Beets.

White Sugar Beet.—Sown 30th May; up 9th June; harvested 14th October:

yield per acre, 9 tons 600 lbs.

Vilmorin's Improved.-Sown 30th May; up 9th June; harvested 14th October;

yield per acre, 9 tons 240 lbs.

Lane's Sugar Beet.—Sown 20th May; up 7th June; harvested 14th October;

yield per acre, 11 tons 660 lbs.
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Sugar Beet from Central Germany (seed imported by "W. Skaife, Esq., Berthier-

ville, Quebec).—Sown 25th May ; up 3rd June; harvested 14th October; yield per
acre. lOJ tons.

Bohemian Sugar Beet (seed imported by W. Skaife, Esq., Berthierville, Quebec).
—Sown 25th May; up 3rd June; harvested 14th October; yield per acre, 8 tons
856 lbs.

The percentage of sugar contained in these several varieties has been determined
by analyses made by the Chemist ofthe Experimental Farms, full particulars of which
will be found in his rejDOrt.

EXPERIMENTS WITH PEAS.

Golden Yine peas wei'e sown in the proportion of 1 bushel to the acre on 25th
April ; were up 4th May ; harvested 6th August. Total yield of straw and grain,
when dry enough to stack, 1,275 lbs. from two-ninths of an acre. When threshed
the weight of peas was 480 lbs. ; straw 795 lbs.

;
yield per acre, 36^ bushels.

Golden Vine peas sown on the same day at the rale of 2 bushels per acre was
also harvested 6th August. Total yield of straw and grain, 1,402 lbs. from two-
ninths of an acre. When threshed peas weighed 497 lbs., straw 905 lbs.

;
yield

per acre, 37|^ bushels.

Golden Vine peas sown on same day, 3 bushels to the acre, harvested also 6th
August, gave a total yield of .straw and grain, 1,621 lbs. from two-ninths of an
aci-e. When threshed peas weighed 539 lbs., straw 1,082 lbs.

;
yield per acre, 40|

bushels.

Golden Vine peas in ordinary field crop, 2J bushels to the acre, was sown 20th
April; harvested 6th August; yield, 30^ bushels to the acre; weight, 63 lbs. per
bushel.

Multiplier peas, in field crop, 2i bushels to the acre; sown 26th April, and har-
vested 20th August

;
gave a yield of 50^ bushels to the acre ; weight 63J lbs. per

bushel.

Black Eyed Marrowfat Peas.—3 bushels to the acre.—Sown 20th April

;

harvested 11th August
;
(the pods were fit for table use 9th July). Weight of peas

per bushel, 60J lbs.

GRASSES AND CLOVERS FOR PER5IANENT PASTURE.

Two plots of about two acres each were sown with the following mixtures of
grasses and clovers without any grain or other protecting crop.

Plot No. 1.—6 lbs. Cocksfoot or Orchard Grass, 21bs. Timothy 4 lbs. Meadow
Fescue, 2 lbs. Perennial Eye Grass, 2 lbs. Crested Dogstail, J lb. Sweet Veinal, 2^
lbs. Italian Eye Grass, 2 lbs. Kentucky Blue Grass, 2 lbs. Eed Top (Agrostis Vul-
garis), 1 lb. White Clover, 5 lbs. Eed Clover, 1 Alsike clover,—total, 30 lbs.

Plot No. 2.-4 lbs. Cocksfoot or Orchard Grass, 3 lbs. Timothy, 2 lbs. Meadow
Fescue, 3 lbs. Perennial Eye Grass, 2 lbs. Crested Dogstail, J lb. Sweet Vernal, 4 lbs.

Meadow Foxtail, 2 lbs. Eough Meadow Grass, U ft. Hard Fescue, 1 ft. Tall Fescue, 1

ft. White Clover, 4 fts. Eed Clover, 2 fts. Alsike clover—total, 30 fts.

No. 1 was sown on the 29th of May, on peaty land, and by the 3rd of September,
had made a closely matted growth from 2 to 2J feet high, when it was cut and dried,
and weighed 7,430 fts., which was equal to a little more than li tons tothe acre.

No. 2 was sown on the 29th of May, on soil partly peaty and partly sandy loam
;

by the 31st of August it had reached a height of about 2 feet, and had become
thicklj- matted. It was cut on that date, and when dried weighed 6,590 fts., equal to

nearly 1^ tons per acre.

MIXED CROP.

A mixture of grain, consisting of 1 bushel each of oats, peas and barley per acre
was sown for the purjDose of furnishinggreen food for cattle. It was sown on the 27th
May, and was fit to cut on the 10th July. The first was cut on this date, and the

6c—3^
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cutting; lasted twelve days. The yield was lOi tons per acre. After this crop was
taken off the land was ploughed, and an early maturing variety of white turnip
sown, which produced a crop of 7f tons per acre.

SPRING RTE.

This was sown Yth May, was up 12th May; on the 21st of June it was headed
out, and from 3 to 3^ feet high, when a part of the field was cut to furnish green food

for cattle. From this there was a second growth, which was cut on the 12th August,
when it was from 2 to 2i feet high. Through an omission, these crops were not

weighed. The remaining part of the field was allowed to ripen, and yielded 21f
bushels per acre.

FODDER PLANTS.

Eleven varieties of fodder plants were sown in plots of one-tenth of an acre each,

with a view of testing from year to year the j'ield of green or cured fodder they will

give. One cutting was made late in the autumn from several of them, but the result

was not weighed.
Trefoil.—Sown 25th May; came up 2nd June. When examined for comparison

on the 15th October it was from 3 to 4 inches high.

White Clover.—Sown 25th May ; came up 2nd June. Was from 4 to 5 inches high
15th October.

Extra Choice Eed Clover.—Sown 25th of May ; up 2nd June. By 15th October it

had reached a height of from 1 to 2 feet, when it was cut.

Lucerne.—Sown 25th May ; came up 2nd June. First crop was cut 15th October,

when it was from 1 foot to 18 inches high.

Alsike.—Sown 2'7th May; came up 2nd June. First crop was cut 15th October,

when it was from 1 to 2 feet high.

Scarlet Clover.—Sown 27th May ; came up 3rd June. By 15th October, it had
reached a height of from 1 to 2 feet when it was cut.

Bokhara Clover.—This was sown 27th May; came up 3rd June. First crop wa&
cut on the 15th of October, when it had reached a height of fiom 8 to 3^ feet.

Serradella.—Sown 28th May ; was up 3rd June ; and the first crop was cut

15th October, when it had reached a height of from 1 to 2 feet.

Mammoth Bed Clover.—Sown 2Sth May ; up 2nd June. By 15th October it had
reached a height of from 1 to li feet, when the first crop was cut.

Broad-leaved Eed Clover.—Sown 28th May ; came up 2nd June
; and the first

crop was cut 15th October, when it was from 1 to 2 feet high.

Sainfoin.—This was sown 28th May ; came up 5th June, and by the 15th Octo-

ber had reached an average of about 1 foot in height, when it was cut.

POTATOES.

During the season of 1889 a large number of tests were made with the

leading varieties of potatoes, both American and European. Many of those grown
in 1888 were discarded, either on account of their being poor yielders or for

the reason that they have been unsatisfactory as to quality. In this way the 251

varieties in cultivation in 1888 were reduced to 116, to which were added 31

new sorts and a large number of seedlings, which have been raised on the Central

Experimental Farm, so that the number of varieties of which records have been
kept during the past year is in all 384. Among the newer potatoes the following

deserve mention on account of their productiveness, Halton's Seedling, Dakota Red,

Stray Beauty, Rosy Morn, Rural Blush, Lee's Favorite, Burpee's Superior, Early
Albino and Carter's King of Russetts.

Among the seedlings there are quite a number of very promising sorts, both as

to productiveness and quality; but the experience of another season will be needed
before any compai'ative statement as to their relative merits can be given. The
exhibits made of the new seedlings at several of the leading exhibitions last autumn
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attracted much attention, and numerous applications have been received for samples
for test in different parts of the Dominion

;
but as these seedlings are only two years

from seed, the quantity available is not in any instance sufficient yet to admit of any
distribution outside of the Experimental Farms. The details relating to these tests

will be reserved for a special bulletin, which will be prepared as soon as sufficient

facts have been accumulated to make it useful.

SEED GRAIX, &C., FKOII INDIA.

In the rej)ort for 1888 some particulars were given regarding a variety ofcereals

and other products which had been received from the Government of India for test

on the Experimental Farms iu Canada. Most of these products had been grown at

considei-able altitudes iu the Himalayan !Mountains,varying from 420 to 11,000 feetT

At some ofthe higher altitudes the climate much resembles that of some portions of

the Canadian Dominion, and the results of tests with important agricultural products
from similar climates in a country so distant, and which have been so long under
cultivation there, are of very great interest. Reference has already been made in

Bulletin 6 to some of the results of tests of barley from India, and as the past season
has been an unfavourable one, and some of the seeds were not received iu time for

early seeding—considering, also, that all of them are new to this climate—it has been
thought best to have the experience of another year with them before submitting a
full report.

FOREST TREES

Mam* additions have been made during the year to the experimental plots of

forest trees. The planting has been continued on the belt across the rear end of the

farm, which contains now the following clumps. Beginning on the north side of the

central avenue on the farm, known as Elm avenue, they will be found in the following

order :

—

179 Scotch Pine

—

Finns sylvestris.

21 Eed Oak

—

Quercus rubra.

630 Black Walnut

—

Juglans nigra.

247 Scotch Pine

—

Pinus sylvestris.

288 Butternut

—

Juglans cinerea.

275 European Larch

—

Larix Europea.
38 White Elm from Manitoba

—

Ulnvas Americana.
87 Hickory

—

Carya alba.

90 European Alder

—

Alnus glutinosa.

240 Sugar Maple

—

Acer saccharinum.

150 Soft Maple

—

Acer dasycarpum.
90 White Birch (European)

—

Betula alba.

120 Canoe Birch

—

Betula jMpyracea.
180 White Spruce

—

Abies alba.

150 Yellow Birch

—

Betula lutea.

120 White Oak—Quercus alba.

120 ^edElm—Ulmusfulva.
150 Eock Elm

—

Ulmus racemosa.
19h" White Elm

—

Ulmus Americana.
198 Arbor Vitae

—

Thuja occidentalis.

115 Black Ash

—

Fraxinus sambucifolia.

120 Green Ash

—

Fraxinus viridis.

120 Eed Ash

—

Fraxinus pubescens.

266 White Ash

—

Fraxinus Americana.
214 Austrian Pine

—

Pinus Austriaca.

30 Tea's Catalpa

—

Catalpa hybrida.

30 Japan Catalpa

—

Catalpa kaempferi.

158 Hardy Catalpa

—

Catalpu speciosa.
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195 Black Walnut

—

Juglans nigra.

300 Norway Spruce

—

Abies excelsa.

83 Eussian Mulberry

—

Morus hyhrida.

206 Locust

—

Eobinia pseudacacia.
219 Wild Black Cherry

—

Prunus serofina.

298 White Fine—Finus strobus.

261 Box Elder

—

Negundo aceroides.

On the south side of Elm avenue the following have been planted :

—

170 Red Maple

—

Acer rubrum.
110 Norway Maple

—

Acer platanoides.

100 European Mountain Ash

—

Pyrusaeuparia.
50 European Ash

—

-Fraxinus excelsior.

30 Hemlock Spruce

—

Abies Canadensis.

50 American Mountain Ash

—

Pyrus Americana.
120 American Sycamore

—

Platanus occidentalis.

150 American Beech

—

Fagus ferruginea.

240 Butternut

—

Juglans cinerea.

30 Riga Pine

—

Pimis sylvestris rigensis.

90 Horse Chestnut

—

uiCsculus hippocastaneum.
210 White Ash

—

Fraxinus Americana.
189 Rock Elm

—

Ulmus racemosa.

7,723

Many of these plots are irregular in form, and have been so arranged as to

overlap each other, and thus relieve the stiff appearance which a number of square
blocks of trees would present. The width of this tree belt is about 150 feet, ten
rows of ti'ees at the west end being planted 5 feet apart each way, and at the east

end ten rows at a distance of ten feet apart. This has been done to ascertain the
relative advantages of jilanting at ditferent distances. The age of the trees from
seed is recorded, the annual growth will be ascertained and other particulars regard-
ing the progress of the ditferent varieties noted, and thus there will be accumulated
in a very few years much reliable information, which will bo useful to future tree

planters.

There has also been planted in mixed clumps, where ten or twelve ditferent

sorts of trees are irregularly distributed throughout, about 560 trees. These have
been placed along the north boundary of the farm, where they will serve as an
excellent wind-break and also attbrd material for comparing the growth and
developemeut of those in mixed clunips, with trees planted in groups of one sort only.

In addition to the twenty-five bundles of forest trees already referred to as for-

warded to the experimental gardens of the Canadian Pacific Railway on the western
plains, more than 20,000 were sent from the Central Earm to the other Experimental
Farms, besides a considei-able number of mail packages ofyoung trees and plants which
have been forwarded to farmers, especially in newly settled districts in distant parts of

the Dominion, where it has been thought desirable that certain sorts of trees should
be introduced for test.

AVENUES AND HEDGES.

The trees on Elm avenue have grown very well, without a single failure, and on
the avenue on the road approaching the entrance gate one tree only needs replacing.

The other trees have not done so well. Of the sugar maples and soft maples about
15 per cent, have ftiiled to grow, and of the lindens a still larger proportion. The
hedges have done remarkably well ; scarcely a tree has failed. The spruce hedge on
the south boundary has been extended from the public road to the canal, 4:10 trees

having been required for this purpose. Arbor vitae hedges have also been planted

around the large poultry runs in front of the poultry building, for which 412 trees
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have been used, and some smaller pieces of the same have been planted near some
of the other buildings.

Sample hedges in sections of 50 feet in length have also been put out of the fol-

lowing :

—

Caragana or Siberian Pea

—

Caragana arborescens.

White Elm

—

Ulmus Americana.
Eussian Mulberry

—

Moms hybrida.

Norway Spruce

—

Abies excelsa.

Honey Locust

—

Gkditschia triacanthos.

White Spruce

—

Abies alba.

Common Barberry

—

Berberis vulgaris.

Hemlock Spruce

—

Abies Canadensis.

Purple Barberry

—

Berberis vulgaris var. purpurea.

Prickly Ash

—

Zanthoxylum Americanum.

In addition to the above, it is proposed to test the value of a number of other

shrubs and trees for this purpose. These hedges will serve as sj^ecimens, and be very

useful for comparison.

DRAINING.

During the past year this useful work has been continued, and six and a-quarter

miles of tile drains have been laid, the drains varying in depth from 2J to 5 feet or

more. More than two-thirds of this has been laid with 3-inch tiles ; the remainder 4

and 6-inch. This, added to the draining previously done, makes a total of 15f
miles and 235 yards of tile drains and 489 yards, of box and open drains, or IG miles

284 yards in all. A sufficient fixll has been secured in all the drains to allow the

surplus water which falls from time to time to find its way promptly otf through
the five eight-inch drains which form the main outlets. As results of this work,

the land will all admit of eai-ly planting, and can all be usefully employed ;
whei-eas,

at the outset much of it was too wet and cold to permit of successful cropping

in rainy seasons.

GRADING AND ROAD-JIAKING.

Much necessary grading has been done around the office building, seed-testing

and propagating houses, poultry house and implement shed, which has greatly

improved the apjjearance of the grounds about these buildings.

The making of roads around and through the farm was continued during

the summer, more than four miles having been finished. The roads now com-
pleted on the farm affoid a drive within the grounds of nearly five miles, and are so

arranged as to enable visitors to see from them most of the more interesting

features connected with the experimental field work.

BUILDINGS.

The new office building and laboratory mentioned in the repoi't for 1888 as then

approaching completion has been finished. The chemical laboratory, as will be seen

from the report of the Chemist, is large, commodious and well fitted with such appa-

ratus and appliances as are needed for carrying on the work efficiently. The four

offices in the central pai-t form convenient quarters for the other officers, and the

museum loom, which covers the second flat, is I'eady to receive the requisite fittings

for storing and preserving samples of farm products.

The houses for carrj'ing on the distribution of seeds and for seed testing and
propagating are also completed. These have been conveniently arranged and afford

ample facilities for seed distribution, for testing the vitality of seed grain, and for

propagating trees and plants. Collections of economic plants, the sources of

important articles of food and other products useful to man, are being made, to -.vhich

will be added from time to time other interesting and curious plants, with the view
of making this department both attractive and instructive to visitors.
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A silo has been built, attached to the west end of the barn, in which was
stored in good season about 200 tons of fodder corn, which is now being used as

ensilage. A commodious implement house and granary has also been erected, where
grain for distribution and farm use can be conveniently stored, and with sufficient space
on the ground floor for storing all the farm implements. A work-room has Ijcen

provided in this part, sujjplied with a blacksmith's forge and other tools, where
needed repairs can be conveniently made. Two lodges have also been erected,

one at each of the main gates, for the better protection of the entrances, and also to

aiford accommodation for those workmen whose duties require their residence on the
farm.

A dairj^ building for experimental work in dair^'ing is urgently needed,
and additional accommodation in the poultry department; also, a small engine house
near one end of the barn for the steam engine, and necessary shafting through the
barn to run the machinery required in connection with threshing, the crushing and
cutting of food fo?' stock, &c. A building will also be required for sheep, and another
for jjigs, as with both these classes of animals there is much exj)erimental work
of a useful character which should be undertaken.

EXCHANGES AND DONATIONS.

Exchanges of publications are now effected with the Experiment Stations in the

United States, with some of those in Europe, arid with the agricultural college at

Tokio, Japan. During the year several packages of interesting seeds have been
received from the Eoyal Gardens at Kew. From the Horticultural Division of the

United States Department of Agriculture at Washington a number of very useful

economic plants have been obtained, through the liberality of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, the Honorable J. M. Eusk. Further thanks are" due to Mr. Chas. Gibb, of

Abbottstbrd, who, in the course of his recent travels through Japan and China, has
sent us manj- seeds and scions of promising vines and fruit trees from both these

countries, among which are some which are likely to be both useful and interesting;

also to the Fiuit Growers Association of Ontario, through their secretary, Mr. L.

"Woolverton, of Grimsby, from whom we have received young plants of a very
promising Hussian cherry, known as the " Koslov Bush Morello." This is a new
seedling cherry, of which some account is given in the Canadian Horticulturist for

1889, page 217. It is very hardy, and is held in high esteem in the colder parts of

Hussia, and jiromises to be a valuable acquisition especially for the colder districts

of this country.

EXHIBITS OF PRODUCE OF EXPERIMENTAL FARMS.

Large collections of products grown at the Central Experimental Farm were
shown at the exhibitions held in Toronto, Ottawa and Belleville, where they attracted

much notice. Among the prominent features in these exhibits was a collection of

seventj- ditferenl varieties of Indian corn, grown under the same conditions, showing
the ditfei'ent heights of the plants and stages ofmaturity reached at Ottawa ;

also, a

large collection of seedling potatoes. A display was made of the products of the

Experimental Farm of Xappan, Nova Scotia, at the exhibition for the Maritime
Provinces held in Moncton. New Brunswick, also at the exhibition held in Amherst,
Nova Scotia. Those of the Manitoba Farm of Brandon were shown at the exhibi-

tions held at Tirden, Oak Lake, Brandon, Eapid City and Minnedosa, while those

of the Experimental Farm for the North-West Territories were displayed at the

exhibitions held in Eegina, Qu'Appelle, Indian Head and Moosomin. All these

exhibits were arranged so as to make them instructive, and they were everywhere
much appreciated by visiting farmers.

FRENCH INSTRUCTOR IN QUEBEC.

During the greater part of the year Mr. J. A. Chicoyne, of Sherbrooke, Quebec,

lias been employed as a special agent to visit difterent portions of the Pro\ince of
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Quebec; hold meetings among the farmers, and to deliver lectures to them in the

French language on agricultural subjects. This has been done with the view of

instructing them in regard to farm work and of encouraging them in the improve-
ment of their farms. From the reports which have been received it would appear
that the services rendered have been appreciated by the people.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

During the vear meteorological stations have been established at each of the
Experimental Farms, where careful records are now being taken of temperature,
rainfall, &c. The instruments have been supplied by the Meteorological Service of

Canada, and the observations are being taken in accordance with instructions

received from the Director of that Service, to whom regular returns are made. It is

expected that some extension of the work will be made during the coming season in

recording the hours of sunshine, and at some points in taking observations with
pressure instruments. The question of weather is all-imj)ortant in its bearing on
agricultural operations, and accurate observations are much needed in association

with experimental work.
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REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

(Frank T. Shutt, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.)

To Wm. Saunders, F.E.S.C, F.L.S., F.C.S.,

Director, Experimental Farms.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit to you herewith the thiid annual report of
the work done in the Chemical Department of the Experimental Farms.

A great part of my time dui'iug the early months of the j'ear, was occupied in

the personal supei'vision of the manufacture of the interior fittings, (work-tables,

fume cupboards, &c.,) and of the gas and water ari-angements for the new Labora-
tories, the designs for which I drew last year. Though this work was pushed on as

rapidly as work of such a nature could be, it was June before the Laboratories were
ready for occupation. The room we were using as a temporary laboratory in

Ottawa was then vacated and the chemical work transferred to the more commodious
accommodation afforded at the Farm. The apparatus previouslj' ordered from Ger-
many having arrived in good order, we have since been able to prosecute the analytical

work to a greater advantage than heretofore with our limited space and apjwratus.

After having occupied our new Laboratories for six months, I am pleased to be
able to report that for convenience of arrangement, light, and all those other access-

ories necessary to good and quick work, they leave nothing to be desired. Since
their completion, many chemists of note who have visited us, have commented highly
upon them and their fittings, and already the plans have been copied more than once
by those fitting up laboratories. As there have been many inquiries from chemists
in the United States and other countries regarding tnem, 1 have thought it well to

write an outline account of the details of the Laboratories in the accompanying
report, trusting at the same time that such may not be altogether uninteresting to

the non-professional reader.

During the past year much anal^^tical work has been accomplished, and in the

following pages will be found the results of such analyses as have been thought to be
of general interest to the agriculturists of the Dominion. Notable among these are

the " muds " from Prince Edward Island, of which a comparatively lai-ge number of

samples have been chemically examined.
As these muds are the chief natural fertilizei-s available to the farmer of that

island, the benefit to be derived from a correct knowledge of their composition, iheir

value, use and mode of action in the soil will at once be obvious. Other analyses
comprise those of wood ashes,— the worth of which as a fei-tilizer can hardly be
said to be realized in this country as yet— swamp and black mucks, marls, soils,

superphosphates, and other artificial fertilizers, potable waters, etc.

Among agricultural products analysed has been a number of samples of sugar-

beets grown in vai-ious parts of the Province of Ontario. These analyses were made
with a view of ascertaining the richness of the beet in saccharine matter when grown
here from imported seed. A series of analyses of native grasses grown at the Central
Farm and in the North-West has been commenced. Samples, at the Central Farm,
were taken at two stages in their growth. The results of this work, when finished,will

be published in Bulletin form, and it is confidently hoped that trom them we shall be

able to point out the more nuti-itious of our Canadian grasses, as well as to indicate

the best time for cutting them. Analyses are also in progress of Indian coins, grown for
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ensilage at the Central Experimental Farm, The composition of the ensilage will

also be ascertainod.

Explanatory notes of the analyses are given to afford further information

regarding the materials examined.
I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

FEANK T. SHUTT,
Chemist to the Dominion Experimental Farms.

SOILS.

The composition of three samples of soil, analysed during the past year, is givea

in the following table. All of them are clay loams. No. 1 is from lot 39, 5th range,

tp. of Ditton, Province of Quebec. Nos. 2 and 3 from the south-east quarter and
the south-east half, respectively, of section 16, tp. 11, range 26, west 3rd, North-West
Territories :

—

ANALYSES OF SOILS.
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FERTILIZEES—NATUEAL AND ARTIFICIAL.

THE M0DS OP PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Continuing the work begun last year, several specimens of these raaterials have
been analysed since the issue of the last annual report, in which, on pages 32 and 33,

will be found remarks upon the chief uses of such substances as fertilizers and the
best mode of their application. They are known as swamp, river, marsh and oyster

muds, according to their source or the locality whence obtained, and are found to

differ materially in their composition.
The swamp muds ai-e essentially nitrogenous manures, holding the greater part

of their nitrogen in a form not immediately available to plants, but rendered so by
composting with some substance that assists the decomposition of their humus by
setting up a process analogous to fermentation. Of these substances barnyard
manure, wood ashes and lime stand out as the most easily obtainable and the cheapest.

The continued use of these muds, without previous composting, cannot bo of great

value except to lands well manured otherwise, excepting, of course, their well-known
mechanical effect on heavy clay and sandy soils. The river muds, as a rule, do not

contain as much organic matter and nitrogen as the swamp muds. The marsh muds
are very variable in their composition, sometimes approaching swamp muds in the

amount of nitrogen they contain, and at other times largely composed of oyster and
other shells mixed with greater or less quantities of clay, sand and organic matter.

The chief fertilizing constituent of the oyster muds is lime, present chiefly in the

foi'm of carbonate. Several specimens received consist almost entirely of oyster

shells in an almost unbroken condition. Unless such were broken fine or the mud
composted, many years of exposure to atmospheric agencies would be necessary to

make it valuable as a manure. By these means the notable quantitj- of phosphoric
acid these shells contain would be rendered assimilable by plants. The debris of

marine plants and the remains of marine animals supply the nitrogen-holding organic

matter of these muds.
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'No. 1 is a sample of river mud from Lot 8, Prince Edward Island, received May
10th. 1889. Although it contains a large amount of cla.y and saud, the percentage of
nitrogen it possesses renders it of great agricultural value.

No. 2 is also a sample of river mud. Its jjei-centage of nitrogen is very close to

that of No. 1, and the value of both these samples may be considered about equal.

No. 3 is from a fresh water pond and corresponds to a swamp mud. As a sup-

plier of nitrogen it is worth twice as much as No. 2. Mr. Dillon, who sent samples
2 and 3, asked which would be the better of the two for composting purposes. An
estimation of their nitrogen was sufficient to answer this important question.

No. 4 is a specimen of oyster mud, and consists lai-gely of the undecomposed
shells of these and other bivalves in a niatri."i of clay. Its value as a fertilizer depends
almost entirely upon the lime it contains. As nearly all the shells were entire, ex-

posure to air, or, as it contains but little nitrogen, burning, would improve it. In its

present condition it is of little value as a supplier of plant food.

No. 5 is a swamp mud, of which it is an excellent sample. Its value closely

approximates that of No. 8.

No. 6, from Lot 3, Prince Edward Island, is a marsh mud, and we accordingly
find it low in nitrogen compared with No. 5, also sent by Mr. Hunt.

No. 7 is described as burnt swamp mud. It is only valuable for its inorganic
constituents, the nitrogen being destroyed in the process of burning. Its insoluble

matter (clay and sand) amounts to one-third of the whole, and as potash and phosphoric
acid are not present in large quantities, its principal value is as an agent for the

supply of lime. This analysis goes far to prove what has already been said, that

burning swamp mud is not an economical process.

No. 8, a swamp mud very rich in nitrogen, and hence exceedingly valuable as

a nitrogenous manure. Burning this mud would have the effect of destroying almost
its whole value.

Nos. 9 and 10, are marsh muds, between which the analyses show there is no
practical difference in value. Mr. Brennan reports them as " doing good work in the

raw state, but they are specially productive when composted." This is owing to the

nitrogen during composting being converted into forms assimilable by vegetation.

BLACK MUCKS OF ONTARIO.

These are very lich in organic matter, containing a comparatively large percent-

age of nitrogen, which constitutes their principal value as a manure. To a great

extent they are similar in thcii- composition to the swamp muds of Prince Edward
Island, and what has already been stated with regard to the benefit to be derived

from composting them is specially applicable to these mucks. Several correspond-

ents have lately askedfor advice as to the treatment of land covered to a depth of afoot

or more with peat or black muck, for crops on such soils make a good start but seldom
attain to mature growth. It has been the practice with some farmers to burn off

the peat for several inches, the result being that the small amount of ashes formed
supplies mineral constituents for a year or two, when burning is again resorted to.

Where the muck or peat exists for a depth of several feet this may be theonly practic

able method for increasing the productiveness of the land, at the same time it must be

remembered that such a process is a wasteful one, as the nitrogen—the valuable

ingredient of these materials—is entirely lost without a permanent advantage being

ettected. The great difficulty in putting out the fire when once it has got a headway
in dry peat, and hence the danger accompanying this mode of treatment, render

this plan, in addition to the reasons just urged, one that cannot be recommended and

which should only be resoi'ted to with the greatest caution. The more rational mode of

treatment appears to be one by which the value of the muck would be retained. This

might be effected by deep subsoil ploughing, especially if it is underlaid by clay, or

by spreading a heavy dressing of lime or wood ashes. By these means a manure is

formed in the soil capable of furnishing to the growing crops the food they require,

while the tilth of the soil will be much improved. Peat soils are often too sour for
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vegetation, from the presence of humic and other acids; this sourness is corrected

by the lime or -wood ashes.

ilr. David Gascho, of ilusselbui'g, Ont., for-warded three samples of black muck
for analysis and report as to their relative value for agricultural purposes. Their
composition is shown in the following table :—

ANALYSES OP BLACK MTICKS FROM MUSSELBURG, ONT.

Water, dried at 212'' Fah
Volatile and organic matter
Mineral matter (inorganic)

Kitrogen
Phosphoric acid
Potash
Mineral matter insohible in acids

"
soluble

**

yitrogen calculated on dry substance

Regarding nitrogen, the most important fertilizing ingredient of these mucks,
ITo. 3 is the richest, while No. 2 is the poorest. As, however, Mr. Gascho had N'o. 1
on his own farm, and as this sample closely approximates in value No. 3, which had
to be bought and teamed three miles, I concluded that Xo. 1 would be quite as valu-
able

, if not more so, to him for composting purposes.
Of the following samples of black muck. No. 1 is from Mr. H. R. Macdonald,

Alexandria, Glengarry County, Ont., and Xo. 2 from Geo. H. Cornell, Carleton Place,
Ont.

ANALYSES OF BLACK MUCKS FROM ALEXANDRIA AND CARLETON PLACE, ONT.

—
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Three samples of this natural fei-tilizer have been received for analysis. Their

composition is tabulated in the following table:

—

.,

ANALYSES of MARLS.

Moisture
Organic matter
Clay and sand
Oxide of iron and alumina (Al ,Oa,l;"e.>Oa)

Lime(CaO)
Mapiesia (MgO)
Soda(Xa„0)
Putas]i(K.,0)
Sc.hibk siirca(SiO„)
Carbonic acid (CO.. )

Phosphoric acid (P.,0J

Carbonate of lime, corresponding to lime.

•70

7-93

4 94
•85

45-45
1-30
•37

Traces.
81

37 22
Traces.

99 57

•42

10 33
•62

17 51
311
•25

50
43-61

•23

•39
•06

•04

33 73
•03

No. 1 is a specimen of shell marl from Mr. Aj^lsmith, Dorchester, Ont., 5th May,

1889.

No. 2 is from John Lennox, Boucesville P. O., Ont.

No. 3 is from the farm of J. D. Edgar, Esq., M.P., at Etobicoke, -where it occurs

in large quantities.

Nos. 1 and 2 are almost equal in value, and worth slightly more than No. 3.

The texture of all was good, being such as to allow them to easily disintegrate on

exposure to atmospheric agencies.

The application of marl supplies lime to the soil, and its value as a fertilizer

depends principally upon the quantity of this element—which is present as carbon-

ate of lime—that it contains. All plants require lime, and hence many clay, sandy

and peaty soils are benefited by a liberal dressing of marl. Besides supplying lime

and some other ingredients of plant food in small quantities, marl acts beneficially

both chemically and mechanically, on many soils, liberating the locked-up store of

plant food and effecting a better tilth or condition of the land for the spread of the

plant roots and the retention of moisture.

Its use after burning is strongly recommended on peaty soils. The acid of the

huinus by this treatment is neutralized and the nitrogen of the decayed vegetable

matter set free in a foi-m available for crops ; while at the same time, lime and

other inorganic constituents, in which such soils are generally lacking, are supplied.

Burned lime must, however, be sparingly used on ordinary soils, as it is much more

powerful than marl. Its excessive use may destroy much valuable nitrogen-holding

material.

The eftect of marl on soils and its best mode of application have been treated at

length in previous reports. It will therefore be unnecessary to repeat in exienso what

has already been said on this subject.

FLXIE DUST OR ASHES.

This sample was forwarded by Mr. John Croil, of Aultsville, who writes that

" it is gathered in considerable quantities behind the furnace of a factory where
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hard and soft coal is used, being the lighter particles but too heavy to be carried up
the chimney. Please say of what value, if any, you consider it for agriculturaL

purposes."

ANALYSIS OP FLUK DUST.

Soluble in water , 2-77

Soluble in acid, 1074
Residue insoluble in acid. 86-49'

l(iO;00

Potash. (KjO) -16

Phosphoiic acid. (PjOgj -76

Only traces of the phosphoric acid are soluble in water.
This sample may be considered one of coal ashes in a very fine state of division.

In potash and phosphoric acid it is scarcely richer than many good loams. As a fer-

tilizer, therefore, it cannot have any commercial value. From its mechanical con-
dition, however, good results are often obtained upon its application to stiff clay and
peaty soils.

WOOD-ASHES.

Of the three materials indispensable for plant growth—nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash—Canada finds within her own bounds ample supplies of the two
latter in the vast phosphatic deposits of Ontario and Quebec, and in the wood-ashes
produced in the clearing up of new country, while nitrogen is supplied by the
swamp and marsh mucks already referred to.

Wood-ashes are the mineral or inorganic constituents of plants which they,

during their growth, have absorbed from the earth. If, therefore, we return to the
soil such ashes, we are supplying future crops with the mineral food necessary for

their development in the proportions that they require for the building up of their

tissues.

The essential fertilizing ingredient of wood-ashes is potash—the secondary
elements of value being lime and phosphoric acid. The crops specially benefitted by
an application of potash, are clover, peas and other leguminous plants, potatoes,

cabbages, beets and other leafy plants. Hence it is that wood-ashes are strongly
recommended for these crops.

On account of the alkalinity of wood-ashes their use is also recommended for

making comjjosts with black muck and such like substances, for by this treatment
the nitrogen of the latter is set free in a form readily assimilable by plants. Thus it

is that wood-ashes act both directly and indirectly as a fertilizer. By their use the
tilth of sandy soils maybe much improved, for by virtue of their contained potash
the particles of the soil be come more closely cemented, thus ensuring a greater reten-

tion of moisture.

As a potash fertilizer, wood-ashes in Canada take & front rank, yet it seems neces-

sary to impress the value of their use for home consumption upon our agriculturists.

Canadian ashes are sold and eagerly bought in the New England States for

three times the price they can be purchased for in the home market. Notwithstand-
ing this fact, the sale of ashes for agricultural purposes in Canada is very limited.

It is to the lighter soils, in the older sections of this country, where cultivation for

many years has exhausted considerably the original store of potash, that the benefit

from a dressing of wood-ashes will be reaped.

Through the courtesy of the Honourable the Minister of Public Works, the
Central Farm has the privilege of drawing the wood-ashes from the furnaces of the
Parliament buildings. In Older to arrive at a knowledge of their composition,
samples for analysis were taken at different dates and submitted to chemical examin-
ation. As the woods from which they are produced are the ordinary hardwoods
of this countrv, and as these ashes must represent a fair average of those made in

6c—4
"
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Canada, it is deemed that the publication of the results of these analyses, though
j)rimai-ily intended foi- our own guidance in experiment, will be of value to Canadian
agriculturists.

ANALYSES OF CANADIAN WOOD-ASHES.

No.
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FISH WASTE OR REFUSE.

In June last C. F. Green, Esq., Fishery Guardiau of Ladner's Landing, British

Columbia, forwarded for analysis a sample of fish manure made from the refuse of

the salmon canneries of that place. With regard to its manufacture, Mr. Green writes

:

"As soon as the oil is boiled out of the offal the residue is simplj^ put into heaps for

a few days to allow it to heat and sweat; after that it is spread out and allowed to

dry in the sun, being turned over, but nothing is added to it." He also adds that

several people in that locality have used it, and report it as a strong manure :

Water 5-19
Organic matter 46 • 99

Ash or mineral matter 47-82

100^00

Nitrogen in organic m after 3 • 47
Pota.sh (K2O) -69

Phosphoric acid, soluble in water (PjOj) '12

Phosphoric acid, reverted (P2O5) 9-29

Phosphoric acid, insoluble (P„0,) S-19
Total phosphoric acid 17'60

Mineral matter, soluble in water 1-14
Mineral matter, soluble in acids 40-98
Clay, sand, &c 5-70

These figures show most conclusively that in this material we have a most valu-

able fertilizer, as a supplier of both phosphoric acid and nitrogen. The addition of
wood-ashes or some other form of potash would make this a, complete manure.

The f)rocess of fermentation to which it has been subjected in its preparation
has converted to a large extent its fertilizing ingredients into forms readily avail-

able for plant nutrition. Further fermentation would no doubt improve it in this

respect, and in order to afiect this, moisture, warmth and air are required. Its most
economical use would be as a manure for light, warm soils, where it might be
harrowed in either alone, with barn-yard manure or wood-ashes.

GAS LIME.

A sample of this material was sent by Mr. John Croil, Aultsville, Ont., in

November last. He writes :
" Be kind enough to let me know of what value it is

for manuring purposes, and if of any value, how much may be advantageously
applied." On submitting it to analysis its composition was found to be as follows :

—

ANALYSIS OP GAS LIME.

Moisture .• 35-20
Volatile and tarry matter 3-37
Insoluble matter in acids 1 -24

Caustic, and carbonate of, lime 54-21
Sulphate of lime •5I>

Sulphide and suljihite of lime 2-59
Oxide of iron and alumina 2-04
Magnesia -79

lUi»-00

Gas-lime is a bye-product in the purification of illuminating gas. The gas in
passing through or ovei- beds of slaked lime loses the greater quantity of its sulphur

6c—4i
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converting the lime into sulphide of lime. This sulphide, although a good insecticide

and destroyer offungi, is in quantities deleterious to vegetation. If, however, fresh gas-

lime is exposed to the air this sulphide becomes oxidized into sulphite, and finally into

sulphate of lime, or gypsum. The latter is valuable as plant food, as alfording both

sulphuric acid and lime—two essentials for plants, and especially those of clover and

turnips. While, therefore, the application of fresh gas-lime to active vegetation is

harmful, and should be only resorted to as an insecticide—when care should be taken

that it does not come into actual contact with the living plants—the use of it after a

lengthy exposure to air will be attended in most instances—and especially upon the

crops above named and upon land destitute of lime—with beneficial results. To this

end, therefore, it is advised that it be spread upon the fields in the autumn to the

amount of two or more tons per acre and ploughed in the following spring, when it

will have lost the greater portion of its water and the sulphur compounds will be

converted into sulphate. The exact amount to be applied per acre must vary

according to the circumstances. To land naturally deficient in lime five tons is not

considered too much, but on ordinary soils, a dressing of two tons per acre may be

used as above recommended, with perfect safety. Owing to the variation in the

composition of difierent samples of this material, as produced at the gas works, more

definite instructions as to the quantity to be applied cannot be given. For ame-

liorating the condition of stitt" clays and liberating as plant food their inorganic

constituents ; for rendering more compact the texture of sandy loams and for ren-

dering available the nitrogen of peaty soils gas-lime does good service, both chemi-

cally and mechanically.

SUPERPHOSPHATES.

Two samples of this fertilizer have been received for analysis this year :

—

Shirley's soluble Phosphate.
Per cent.

Moisture ' 1'20

Eesidue insoluble in acid (rock matter) 1"80

Calcium sulphate (gypsum) 21-60

Soluble phosphoric acid 9'59

Total phosphoric acid 20-95

The percentages of both soluble and total phosphoric acid are above the aver-

age, and show this to be a valuable fertilizer where phosphoric acid is required.

Plain Superphosphate.

This sample was sent for examination by E.A. Barnard, Esq., Secretary, Council

of Agriculture, Quebec, who reports that excellent resxilts have been obtained from its

use :

—

Moisture 9-13

Hesidue insoluble in acid 6'12

Calcium sulphate (gypsum) 47-27

Soluble phosphoric acid 'i'^^

Eeverted phosphoric acid 1'62

Total phosphoric acid 12-34

This is also a good sample of superphosphate.

The function of superphosphate as a fertilizer is to furnish phosphoric acid. All

viro-in soils, or nearly all, contain a greater or less amount of phosphoric acid, since

the^rocks from which they are primarily formed, possessed a certain, though it maybe

small, percentage ofcalcium phosphate.' Since, however, all plants need this material in

order'to come to mature growth, successive croppings, where the product is sold, have

the effect ofexhausting the land of its valuable plant food, without returning to the soil

phosphoric acid in quantities concomitant to the extent to which it has been consumed.

Such has been the practice in many parts of the older Provinces of the Dominion, and
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as a result we find to-day a very marked decrease in the yield, compared with that
of the land when but newU- cleared up.

The statement has been made before, that of all the constituents of plant food,
it has been found necessary as a rule to supply but three—nitrogen, phosphoric acid
and potash. As a result of experiment, it has been discovered that certain croj)s are
more benfited by the application of.one of tbese substances than by that of either or
both of the other two forms of plant food. Thus, although clover, peas and other
members of the leguminosse contain a large percentage of nitrogen, their growth. is

not increased to any great extent by nitrogenous fertilizers, while the application of
potash benefits such plants most characteristically. Again, the cereals (wheat,
barley &c.), though absorbing but little nitrogen from the soil, find in nitrogenous
manures that element which they need in order to produce remunerative crops. In
like manner phosphates are found to be of special value for root crops, e.g. turnips
beets, &c. Sometimes, however, as in the case of the more or less complete exhaus-
tion of the land, exceedingly sandy soils, &c., a fertilizer containing all three is

required. Hence, in the judicious use of fertilizers a knowlege of their composition
is not only necessary, but also a history of the soil (its nature and previous croppings),
and of the character of the crop which it is sought to benefit.

Plants absorb their food in a soluble form. Superphosphate contains a con-
fiiderable amount of its phosphoric acid in a form soluble in water. This has been
brought about by treating bones—or as is more commonly the case now, apatite (a
mineral phosphate of lime) with sulphuric acid—the result being known as super-
phosphate. It is used most advantageously as a top dressing for turnips and other
roots, and usually applied in quantities from 150 lb to 300 lb per acre. By such an
application the development of the young plant is so stimulated that it is able to
withstand the attack of the turnip-fly to a great extent, and the subsequent yield
is largely augmented. In connection with nitrogenous fertilizers, superphosphate
has also been found to benefit the cereals.

SUGAR BEETS.

The examination into the value of .sugar beets as grown in Canada has been con-
tinued this year. To this end the amount of saccharine matter has been determined
in samples of beets grown in various parts of the Province of Ontario from seed
imported from Germany and Bohemia by Wilfred J. Skaife, Esq., President and
manager of the Berthier beet sugar factory, Berthierville, Que. Most of these
specimens were collected and forwarded by Eobert H. Lawder, of Toronto, who is

amassing data regarding the yield j)er acre &c. of the sugar beet as grown on differ-

ent soils and in different localities. The series also contains samples of the sugar
beet grown at the Central Experimental Farm.

The table subjoined shows that the samples analysed are for the most part rich
in saccharine matter. They compare most favorably in the quantity of sugar-yield
with those grown in France and Germany, where for many years the manufacture
of beet-root sugar has been a staple industry, and where, hy careful selection and
breeding of the beets, the percentage of sugar has been so greatly increased.

In a few instances the beets arrived slightly withered. This would probably
have the effect of concentrating the juice, and so increasing the percentage of sugar.
Such increase, however, would not exceed .1 per cent, to .2 per cent, of the total per-
centage. •
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In all the above, the specific gravity or density of the expressed juice was deter-

mined by the Westphal balance ; the percentage of sugar in the juice was obtained

by mean of a Schmidt and Haench Polariscope.

The average percentage of sugar in juice of beets sent by Mr. Lawder is 14' 25,

that of those grown at Ottawa being 13 -97. Both these figures approximate closely

the average percentage of sugar obtained in Europe from beet roots of the best vari-

eties grown for the factory. |iLj--=
•:

At the request of Mr. Eobt. H. Lawder the following analyses were made'on
beets sent by him in September, 1889 :

—

No. 1.—Grown by Mr. Whitfield, Port Perry, Ontario, without phosphate.

"Water 81-92

Organic matter 16-87

Ash 1-21

100-00

Percentage of sugar in beet root 13-30

Percentage of sugar in juice, calculated, 14-15

No. 2.—Grown by Mr. Forman, Manchester Ont., fertilized by phosphate.

Water 81-04

Organic matter 17-86

Ash 1-10

Percentage of sugar in beet root 12-00

Percentage of sugar in juice, calculated 12.77

The results of these two latter examinations must not in any way be interpreted

as proving that fertilizing by phoshate has the effect of lowering the percentage of

sugar in the beet root. Before any deductions on such an impoi-tant matter could be
made, tests, extending over several seasons, must be carried on, in which all the
factoi-s, e. (/., seed (variety), soil (nature and previous history), ti-eatment or culti-

vation of the root, amount and composition of fertilizer, are known. It is more than
probable that at the date when these two samples were pulled—the middle of

September—they were immature. This may account for the rather low percentage
of sugar, as it is well known that there is a rapid increase of sugar as the beet

approaches maturity.

WATEE ANALYSES.

OTTAWA WATER SUPPLY.

An analysis of this water in December, 1888, gave the following results :

—

Parts
per Million.

Free ammonia -02428

Albuminoid ammonia -1881

Chlorine 1-0

Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes, at 80° Fah 3-164
'' " 4 hours, at 80° Fah 6-986

In my report for 1887 is contained a full account of the chemical and biological

examination of this water, made a year previous. Comparing the above with the

results then obtained, we find that the water has by no means improved during the

year, yet the variation is not so great but what the same general characteristics



may be traced. The figures point now, as they did then, to a large excess of dissolved
vegetable matter.

?}] : The amount of "oxygen absorbed" during a stated interval at a stated temperature
from a given amount of an acid solution of potassium permanganate gives a measure
of the o)-gauic matter present. The more oxygen absorbed the greater the quantity
of the decomposing organic matter. This test of the presence of organic matter
was therefore used in order to ascertain the elHcacy of Dr. Albert E. Leed's method
of purification of water by alum. Dr. Leeds advised the use of J grain of alum per
gallon to peaty waters, which he held should precipitate all the peaty matter, together
with the alumina, leaving the water brilliant, clear and limpid. With a view of try-

ing this process on the Ottawa water the above directions were carried out and the
water allowed to settle for three hours. At the end of this time there was a brown-
ish-white flocculent precipitate at the bottom of the vessel, while the supernatant
water was clear and free from all yellow color. The water was then submitted to
analysis, with the following result :

—

Parts
per million.

Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes, at 80° Fah -732

Oxygen absorbed in 4 hours, at 80° Fah 1-440

Comparing these figures with those obtained from the untreated water, the fact

is made clear that over three-fourths (f) of the organic matter was precipitated and
rendered insoluble by the alum. This result seems to point to a probable means for

the purification of the water supply.

WELL WATER PROM WM. BROWN, RICHMOND, ONT.

This sample had a bad smell, and contained much floating vegetable debris.

Parts
l>er million.

Fi'ee ammonia -753

Albuminoid ammonia '16

Chlorine 50.00

This analysis was made on 7th January 1889. The quantity of water forwarded
was not sufficient for a complete analysis. On 27th February another sample of the
same water was received from Mr. Brown, and was submitted to chemical examina-
tion with the following result :

—

Parts
per million.

Free ammonia 59
Albuminoid ammonia -08 •

Chlorine 48-00
Total solids 390-00
Loss on ignition of total solids 50-00
Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes, at 80° Fah -772

4 hours, at 80° Fah 1-296
Xitrogen in nitrites and nitrates -24

This water evidently varies in its quality, and the analysis shows that an
improvement had taken place between the two dates above mentioned. I condemned
this water on account of the large quantities of free and albuminoid ammonia asso-

ciated with an excess of chlorine, which point unmistakably to contamination by
sewage. To use such a water as this, either for the family or live stock, must be
attended with a ti-emendous risk. The well acts, no doubt, to some extent, as a
cess-pool for the barnyard or outbuildings. The importance of pure water for man
and stock has been dwelt upon in a previous report. It is, therefore, only necessary
for me to reiterate that great care should be exercised when deciding upon the loca-

tion of a well, in order that no risk may be incurred from the drainage of barnyard,
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stables, privies, &c. Besides this, the condition of the well itself and its surroundings
should be examined from time to time, and if any doubt be entertained as to the
quality of the water a chemical analysis of it should be made. The latter must be
insisted upon as the means for ascertaining the relative purity of a water. Sight, taste
and smell are only of value in a confirmatory sense when pronouncing upon the
quality of a drinking water. Farmers desiring an analysis of their well water should
write for directions as to its collection, &c.

WELL WATER FROM TORONTO ISLAND.

{Forwarded 6th July, 1889.)

Api^earance through 2-ft. tube.—Clear ; very pale greenish yellow. Smell at
100" Fah., not marked.

Parts
per million.

Chlorine T'OO
Phosphoric acid—very slight traces

Free ammonia -03

Albuminoid ammonia -042

Nitrogen in Nitrates and Nitrites -235

Oxvgen absorbed in 15 minutes at 80° Fah -168

4 hours, at 80" Fah -280

Total solid matter 295-00
" " after ignition 220-00

Judging by the standards laid down by water analysts, this water is one of great
purity, and one which can be strongly recommended as a drinking water. The
amounts of free and albuminoid ammonia, and of the oxygen absorbed in fifteen

minutes and four hours, all fall within the limits of a first-class water.

Compared with the water of Lake Ontario, however, this water takes a second
place, though the quantity of organic matter is yet very small. The total solid

matter and chlorine exceed largely those present in the lake water. This points to

a larger quantity of inorganic matter, which, however, is not present in such an
amount as to detract from the purity of the water for drinking purposes.

THE NEW CHEMICAL LABOEATOEIES.

The laboratories occupy the eastern half of the main building, the suite con-
sisting of thi-ee rooms. The western half comprises offices for the Director, Entomo-
logist, Horticulturist and Accountant, with a museum above for agricultural products.

Admittance is gained to the main building by a central door, opening into a spacious
hall, on the left hand of which are the double doors of the principal laboratory.

This is 36 feet long and 24 feet wide, and amply lighted on the north and east sides

by five large windows. Work-benches are arranged along the two walls under the
windows, while two double work-tables occupy the central space. The southern
wall divides the principal laboratorj^ fiom the balance i-oom (which also serves as

the office for the Chemist) and the private laboratory. Along this wall are arranged
the blast and blow-pipe table, the fume cupboard, and the large sink.

By a door on the right of the main laboratory the balance room and office is

entered. This room is 12 feet wide and 16 feet long, and lighted by two windows
from the south. Perfect rigidity is secured for the balances by the bench which
supports them being fixed to the wall. Glass cases and shelving for specimens and
instruments find a place here.

Passing from this room we find the private laboratory, which also has an entrance
from the principal room. Here also are work-benches arranged along two sides

under the windows. Its fume-cuj^board is connected with a companion flue to that
of the large one—thus the fume-cupboards stand back to back on either side of the
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partition wall. The dimensions of this room are as follows : 12 feet wide by 20 feet

long.

The height of the suite is 11 feet 6 inches. The floors are of maple, the walls
and ceilings of matched pine—the latter being worked out in panels.

AVORK-BENCHES AND TABLES.

These are throughout of pine, with cherry tops, and stand at the uniform height
of 3 feet from the floor. The width of the work-benches is 2 feet 6 inches, that ofthe
central tables being 5 feet. The lower part of both consist ofcupboards, above which,
and projecting some 3 inches, are drawers of various depths, the table top sur-

mounting these and projecting 2 inches. By this arrangement the unsightly toe-

space has been rendered unnecessary. At intervals in the work-benches and tables

are knee-spaces, the arched toj)s of which support the gas and water taps.

FUME-CUPBOAKDS.

These are 8 feet long, 8 feet high and 2 feet deep. The lower portions are
enclosed by cupboards and drawers, which support the base of the fume-cupboard pro-
per, the latter lined with lead. Sliding glass doors with panels of glass above form
the front and sides. The gas and water supplies ai-e regulated by taps outside.

GAS SUPPLY.

The expense incumbent upon bringing the gas supply from the city of Ottawa
would have been so great that it was deemed expedient to manufacture it upon the
premises from gasolene. For this purpose a Springfield machine was put in, which
furnishes illuminating gas for the whole building, as well as for heating purposes in
connection with laboratory work. As this gas is very rich in hydro-carbons it does
not draw in suflScient air when using the Bunsen burner to produce complete com-
bustion, a sme 5'«a nwi in chemical operations. A blast of air, blown by the same
machine, and conducted to the tables, where it connects with the gas-pipes about 6
inches from the nozzles, was therefore devised. The nozzles issue from the table tops
at the back, the supplies both of gas and air being regulated by taps in front imme-
diately over the knee-spaces mentioned before. By this system perfect combustion
has been obtained, while it allows the gas to be turned off and on without disturbing
apparatus already set uj).

WATER SUPPLY.

Water is supplied to the work-benches along the sides of the laboratory by
goose-necks set on the table tops at the back opposite the knee-spaces—the water
being turned off and on in front, as in the case of the gas. These work-benches have
no sinks, but the waste water is carried off by means of waste pipes immediately
beneath the goose-necks (the waters supplied being used only for distillation and
the like purposes). The central tables have sinks at both ends, half their width being
let into the tables. Over the large sink adjoining the fume-cupboard are arranged
the following pieces of apparatus : an automatic still and condenser for making dis-

tilled water, a hot water generator and a blast and exhaust pump. A vacuum for

rapid filtration is procured on the end table by means of a pipe carried from this

pump, while a tube conducting a blast of air j)roduced by the same machine is taken
to the blast table. All three pieces ofapparatus are connected directly with the water
supply.
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REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGIST AND BOTANIST.

(James Fletcher, F.E.S.C, F.L.S.)

To Wm. Saunders, Esq., F.E.S.C, F.L.S., F.C.S.

Director, Experimeatal Farms.

Sir,—1 have the honour to submit heiewith a report iipon the work carried on in

the Department of Entomology and JBotany during the past season. In the division

of Entomology this has consisted chiefly of field investigation of such pests as have
occurred upon the Experimental Farm, including the trial of various insecticides and
methods of agricultural treatment with a view of controlling insect ravages ; of de-

livering addresses at Farmers' Institute meetings; of writing articles for the local

press in such districts as any particular outbreak of injurious insects may have ren-

dered it advisable
; of naming specimens and of answering correspondence concern-

ing insect injuries and advising remedies. In the division of Botany there has been
a considerable amount of correspondence concerning fodder plants, particularly our
native grasses. Much intei'cst is shown in this subject by settlers in the North-West
Territories and various species havo been sent in for identification and report as to

their probable value.

The experimental grass plots laid out by yourselfprevious to my appointment have
been carefully watched and notes have been taken of the behaviour of various species
under cultivation. There are in this collection, which has been very much increased
during the past season, many species of promising appearance which have been
grown at Ottawa from seed procured in different parts of the world, but particularly
from our own North-West Territories. Several species not yet in cultivation as farm
crops, give evidence of being worthy of that attention. In the Arboretum and Botanic
Garden, work has been begun by locating and grouping some of the more important
natural orders. About 200 species of trees and shrubs, two specimens of each, have
been set out where they are intended to be grown. These are made up as follows :

—

Species.

Coniferir 19
Eosacea; 79
01eacea> 23
Juglandacea- 3
Cupulifera' 7
TJrticaceaj 2
Caprifoliaceie 22
Leguminosio 14
CornaceiB 8
Saxifragacca' 15
Berberidacca' 11

EliEagnacei« 7

Next spring this number will be largely increased from stock already in hand,
either in the nur.sery rows or in the botanical seed beds, which have been grown
from seed procured from various sources.

Since 1 took possession ofmy office in the new Museum building, my own hortus
siccus presented to the farm two years ago, has been unpacked and is now accessible
to any students who may wish to consult it. This collection contains a complete
representation of the phanerogamic flora of the Ottawa District and a large propor-
tion of the wild plants of the rest of the Dominion. Valuable additions have been
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made to the collection during the past autumn, through the courtesy of the Director
of the Geological Survey and by the kindness of Prof. Macoun, the Naturalist of the
Geological Survey. A collection of the seeds of the wild plants and agricultural seeds
of the Dominion has been begun, which will be preserved in small glass phials and
placed in the Museum for refei'ence.

Collections of seeds and living plants have been received from the following :

—

Dr. G. M. Dawson, Ottawa.—A collection of seeds aud roots of rare western
plants from the Rocky Mountains and British Columbia.

Prof John Macoun.—Seed o? Ferula dissolufa from British Columbia.
Eev. C. J. Young, Lansdowne, Ont.—Living roots o{ the t'evn Asjilenium eheneum.
Mr. James Goldie, Guelph.—Seed and living roots oHLithospermum canesce/is and

Asclepias tuherosa.

Mrs. Chamberlin, Ottawa.—Seed of English and Canadian plants.

Mr. L. A. Woolvertoii, Grimsby.—Roots oi Hainamelis virginica.

Mr. Donald Kennedy, Bird's Hill, Man.—Seed ofMuhlenberg grass {Muhlenbergia
glomerata).

Miss Alice Williams and Miss Woods, Victoria, V.I.—A collection of British

Columbian bulbs and seeds from the interior of British Columbia.
In the month of July last with the consent of the Hon. Minister of Agriculture

I visited Washington for the purpose of examining the apparatus and collections in

the Division of Entomology of the United States Department of Agriculture. In
this Division, under the direction of the eminent United States Entomologist, Prof.

C. V. Riley, particular attention has been given for many years towards the develop-

ment aud improvement of apparatus and methods for the successful treatment of
injurious insects. The continuous study of these important subjects has resulted in

the invention of many useful and simple machines for counteracting the attacks of
our insect enemies. Prof. Riley was himself absent from Washington, attending the
Paris Exposition ; but I was most courteously received by Mr. L. O. Howard, the
Assistant United States Entomologist and by the rest of the staff of the Division,

who showed me every kindness and attention in exhibiting the machinery and
explaining the uses thereof, as well as in throwing open for my examination the
magnificent collections which have been brought together in the National Museum.

Nor was less courtesy shown me by the officers of the Division of Botany, and
by request of the Hon. Edwin Willits, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, arrange-

ments were entered into during my visit for the mutual exchange of seeds of native

grasses and fibre plants.

In conclusion, I beg gratefully to acknowledge the great assistance I have
received in my work from Prof Riley, the United States Entomologist, and his able

staff at Washington. 3Iy thanks are specially due for specimens and identifications

of insects, a set of three samples of the Riley cyclone nozzle aud a Kutzner New Zea-

land triplet nozzle,which the United States Entomologist was good enough to present

me with ; from Miss E. A. Ormerod, Entomologist of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England, for valuable advice, and from my many correspondents in all parts of

Canada, who are too numerous to mention by name.
The subjects treated of in the following pages, are those which have been

most prominently^ brought before my notice during the past season, or concern
ing which information has been specially requested. A great many subjects which
have been dealt with in the large correspondence of the office are held over for future

use in bulletins, or when the occasion may be more opportune.
For the use of some of the excellent figures which add materially to the value

of this I'cport, my thanks are especially due. For Nos. 1, 2 and 3, I am indebted to

the kindness of Miss E. A. Ormerod ; for Nos. 8 and 9 to Prof Riley ; and for No. 10

to Messrs. Blackie & Son, of Edinburgh.
I have the honour to be. Sir,

Yours obediently.

JAMES FLETCHER,
Entomologist and Botanist.
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THE HESSIAN FLY.

(Cecidomyia destructor, Say.)

Fig. 1.—The Hessian Fly enlarged and natural size.

Attack.—In autumn two or three small whitish maggots, generally showing a
green strip in the centre, may be found embedded in the crown of the root-shoots, of
winter wheat, or in summer just above the first or second joint of the stems of
barley, rye and wheat, where they lie beneath the sheath of the leaf, but outside

the stem from which they suck the sap, causing it to become weak and fall over (Fig.

3). When full grown these maggots harden and turn brown, when they resemble
small tlax-seeds (Fig. 2). They eventually turn to small blackish midges, with smoky
wings, which appear in Canada in April and May, and again in August and the begin-

ning ofSeptember. The females lay small scarlet eggs upon the inside crease of the
leaves of barley, rye, and wheat plants.

Fi£ 2.—Hessian Fly puparia or " flax seeds,'

natural size and enlarged.

Fig. 3.—Attacked barley stem. 1,

elbowed down ; 2, showing " flax seeds."

It is many years since the Hessian Fly committed serious injuries in our Canadian
wheat and barley fields, a fact largely due to farmers having become acquainted with
the life history of this pest, and in consequence taking the necessary precautions
to avoid its attacks. During the pabt summei', howevei-, specimens and enquiries
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Lave been sent in from different districts, which indicate that it has increased con-

siderably in some places. In the neighbourhood of Ottawa it was noticed in a few
fields, and it is mentioned as troublesome in some parts of the counties of Grey and
Simcoe. Two of the packets of specimens whicli have been sent to me, are %vorthy

of attention, on account of their containing large numbers of parasites. On 11th

August Mr. G-. F. Marsh writes from Thornbui-y, Ontario :
" I sendyou some speci-

mens of barley injured by a small brown maggot. From the description given in

your reports, I would suppose that it is the larva of the Hessian Fly in

the flax-seed stage, but I did not know that it ever attacked barley. I do not know
of its having caused any damage to croj)s here before ; but this year I should think
that 1 or 2 per cent, of the barley crop is destroyed, and wheat to a less extent.

Are they likely to increase next year, and what means would you advise for destroy-

ing them? " Mr. Marsh was written to, that the specimens sent were the true Hessian
Fly, and he was requested to send a further supply of injured sti-aws, so that parasites

might be bred. The usual remedies of late sowing of winter-wheat, the destruction

of rubbish and tailings at the time of threshing, the use of plenty of manure, and, if

practicable, the burning of stubble, were suggested. The cultivation of certain

varieties of wheat, such as Lancaster, Fultz, Clawson, Diehl and Underbill Mediter-

ranean, which are reported to be less attacked than others, was also recommended.
On 3rd September Mr. Marsh writes further :

" I have been making enquiries

amongst ' the farmers of this neighbourhood, and find the extent of the injui-ies

of the Hessian Fly much lai'ger than I expected. Some say the wheat is

almost a total loss ; others not so much, and a few I have spoken to say that a great

deal is lying down, but they do not know the reason. Most likely it is the same
cause—the Hessian Fly. With regard to what you say about some of the varieties

of wheat being more liable to attack than others, I may mention that the sample of

Ladoga wheat i-eceived from the Experimental Farm, seemed nearly free from the

Hessian Fly, while a small patch of Magyar wheat was nearly all destroyed. I send,

as desired, a number of injured straws. I am a farmer and fruit grower, and wish to

make a collection of insects for study, especially those injurious to orchard and f;irm

produce. Will you kindly advise me what I need to begin, or recommend me some
book on the subject."

In reply to the above, the following letter was sent :
" I am very much obliged

to you for sending the infested straws, and am pleased to tell you that I have bred
from them, already, a large number of benefieial parasites. The presence of these

parasites is a most important matter, as the diminution in the numbers of this pest

from what they were some years ago is supposed to be due, for the most part, to

these beneficial parasites. I am much pleased to hear of your determination to make
a collection of injurious and beneficial insects, for I am confident that this is the only
way to learn about them. The large amount of injury which can be prevented by
even an elementary knowledge of economic entomology makes it most important
that farmers should know something of the lives of the insects from the depredations
of which they annually suffer so much. I shall alwaj's be glad to help you in any
way in my power. There is an excellent small work lately published, which I think
will give you all the information you ask for, about ftirm insects and the best way to

collect and study them. It is ' Packard's Entomology for Beginners,' New York, 1888,

published by Henry Holt & Co." The other parcel referred to above as having con-

tained parasites came from Prince Edward Island, from the ofSce of the Pioneer and
Island Farmer, with the following letter :

" Herewith I enclose you the joints of some
wheat stalks. You will find on opening them that there is the larva of some insect

which has destroyed many fields of wheat in the vicinity of Summerside. Would you
kindly let us know what insect it is, and what means might be adopted to prevent

its ravages. The gentleman from' whose fields thes talks were taken, says that the

stalks which missed being punctured by the fly came to maturity all right, but with

the others—about three-fourths of the field—all vitality was destroyed. The joint

where the larva mostly is, is the first from the ground, although sometimes they are

found in the second as well."
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The stems sent from Prince Edward Island produced only a few parasites

;

but these were sufficient to indicate that these valuable allies were present. The
straws sent from Thornbury, however, produced large numbers. In fact, it is prob-
able that not a single Hessian Fly larva was left unmolested in the sti'aws sent.

' The
contents of some of the " tlax-seeds " have not yet emerged; but so far nothing but
parasites have appeared. These have been kindly identified by Prof. Eiley as
Jleristis destructor, and a winged form of M. subapterus.

The life-history of this pest has been studied very carefully by many observers,
but particularly by Dr. Packard, Prof. Forbes and Prof Webster in America, and by
Miss Ormerod in Europe, all of whom have published valuable articles upon its

habits.

In reply to the letter sent by the Island Farmer, the following answer was sent
and was published in their issue of 26th September ;

—

" I beg to inform you that the wheat stalks enclosed in your letter have
been injured by the Hessian Fly, a very injurious insect which some years
ago committed enormous ravages upon the wheat crops of North America.
Of late years, however, although reports come in annually of its depredations
in some parts of Canada, the injury to the wheat crop of the Dominion fi-om
this cause is comparatively small. This diminution in the numbers of this

pest, is due mainly to the operations of minute parasitic insects which destroy the
insect before it reaches the mature state. I am glad to infoim you that in
the small packet of infested straw forwarded by you I have found several of these
beneficial parasites. This, however, only shows that the parasites are present in the
field from which the straw was taken, and it is very desirable that farmers should
take the usual precautions to prevent the sjjread and increase of this dangerous
insect. The life history is briefly as follows : The perfect insect appears in the
spring and autumn, the exact time varying in diflferent localities ; but it is usually
in the months of April and May in the spring, and August and September in the
autumn. It is a small black gnat, about one-third the size of the ordinary mosquito.
The body is black and the wings are smoky. Each female lays about twenty eggs.
The eggs are laid in the crease of a leaf of the young wheat plant. They hatch in
a few days into small maggots, which work their way down into the sheathing base
of the leaf and remain between the base of the leaf and the stem, causing the stem
to swell and become weak, so that ib'breaks very easily (Fig. 3). The spring brood
from eggs laid in April and May, comes to maturity and a large proportion of the
tiies appear in August, although a few of them may not come out until the following
spring. The brood which appears in August and September lays eggs upon volun-
teer wheat, young fall wheat and perhaps some grasses. When the maggots hatch
they work their way down to the bases of the leaves and feed upon the juices of the
plant. They become full grown before the winter sets in, and pass the winter either
in the state of a naked larva or in the 'flax-seed ' state, in which they may be found
on removing the lower leaves, as little brown, smooth, oval and pointed bodies,
somewhat resembling the seeds of flax. Inside these " flax-seeds" the larvffi remain
unchanged until the following spring; on the return of warm weather they change
to chrysalides, and the perfect flies appear in April, May and June."

In reference to the above, Prof. S. A. Forbes writes—Bulletin 3 :
" The Hessian

Fly,'" 1887. "It was especially to test, for the latitude of southern Illinois, the
details of the current biography of the Hessian Fly in America, that I commenced
observations on the subject in southern Illinois in 1883. The results thus far

established show that in that latitude a large percentage, at least, of the flies emerge
as images before wheat harvest or immediately thereafter (2Sth May to 28th June);
that, if opportunity oft'ers, the fly will breed freely in volunteer wheat at a date
earlier than its usual breeding season in wheat tkf the regular sowing ; and that the
greater part of this midsummer generation emerge as winged flies befoi-e winter and
laj- their eggs immediately, thus giving origin to a third brood which hibernates
chiefly in the puparium."
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The usual life history of the Hessian Fly in Canada is, I think, that which I

sent to the Island Farmer, for I have never been able, so far, to find the larvas or
" flax-seeds" in volunteer vrheat or barley. There is, however, a possibility of its

occuri-ing in Canada, for where the Hessian Fly and the Wheat-stem Maggot
{Meromyza Americana) occur together, the life histories of the two insects agree
closely.

If it were found to be the case here with the Hessian Fly, as it has with the Wheat-
stem Maggot, that there is an intermediate brood which matures in volunteer wheat,

which springs up in the stubble after the grain is cut, it would give a further oppor-
tunity of keeping this pest in check by treating the stubble, first by harrowing it

directly the grain was cut to make the volunteer crop start, and then by ploughing
this in before the larvffi were mature. With regard to the general impression cur-

rent amongst farmers of infested wheat turning yellow, this is probably a mistake.

Prof Webster, who has studied the matter carefully, writes: " Infested wheat does
not turn yellow in the fall, but the leaves are darker in colour than those of a healthy
plant, and proportionately bi'oader. The central spindle-shaped leaf is missing, and
the whole plant is only a bunch of rank-gi-owing leaves. Dr. Lindeman, of Moscow,
Eussia, in his recent work on the Hessian Fly, uses this language :

' All the leaves of

the plant wither at the same time, commonly changing but little of their green
colour.' So you see that a yellow colour is a poor indication of flj^ even in Russia.

I am confident that 50 per cent, of what is known here as winter-killed grain is due
to the attack of the fly. I am certain of this. Wheat will go into winter looking
thrifty and even rank, though seriously infested, but so far as I have observed it is.

killed before spring. &j explaining the diflerence between healthy and injured

plants I hope to enable our farmers to detect the injury, possibly in time to re-sow,,

if the first sowing was done quite early."

Remedies.—The i-emedies for the Hessian fly are the following :

—

1. Late sowing.—The postponement of sowing winter wheat until after the

third week in September usuallj' has the effect of delaying the appearance of the

young wheat plant above the ground until after the Hessian Fly is flying.

2. Burning refuse.—Of great importance is the burning of all rtibbish and
" tailings " or fine screenings from the threshing mill, wherever barley or wheat
have been known to be infested. A proportion, sometimes large, of the " flax-seeds"

is carried with the grain, and in the threshing they are thrown down amongst the rub-

bish and broken straw beneath the machine. By burning this, not only will the

Hessian Fly "flax-seeds" orpuparia bedestroyed, but also the seeds of many injurious

weeds.
3. Treatment of stubbles.—As soon as the crop is cut, a harrow may be run over

the surface of the fields, so as to make the volunteer crop, from grain which has

dropped in harvesting, begin to grow quickly. If there be an intermediate brood
of the Hessian Fly this will be easily destroyed by ploughing in the volunteer crop

before the insects are full grown, and at any rate will attract the early flies of the

autumn brood to lay their eggs, and will also be very beneficial in destroying the

summer brood of the Wheat«tem Maggot. Another adaptation of this remedy is the

sowing of a strip of wheat in August, which will attract the females to lay their

eggs, and which can afterwards be ploughed under. The btirning of stubble has

sometimes been practised with good results. If fields are conveniently situated,

away from barns, houses and stacks, stubble can be easily burnt over, in summer, as

it stands in the fields, if a day be chosen when there is a gentle breeze. This should

of course be done as soon after the crop is carried as possible. The " flax-seeds " being

situated as a rule in the first or second joint of the stem, are all destroyed by this

burning process.

4. Rotation of crops.—Neither wheat, barley, nor rye should be sown again the

next season in fields where the crop has been infested this year.

A point of great interest in the life-history of this insect is the discovery made
by Dr. C. Lindeman, of Moscow, of two of the varieties of grass which are sometimes

attacked by the Hessian Fly. Miss Ormerod records (Rep. XII, p. 51) :
" Observa»
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tions with which I have been favoured by Dr. C. Lindeman, of Moscow, during the
past season, point to the importance of clearing the surface rubbish of infested fields

as thoroughly as can be done. There has been doubt and difference of opinion as to

the kinds of wild grasses which were liable to infestation by Hessian Fly, but during
the past season Dr. C. Lindeman has been good enough to send me information of
" Timothy Grass," Phleum pratense, having been found during 1887, in one of the
Eussian Governments (that of Tambor) to be severely attacked by Hessian Fly, in

corroboration of which many specimens of Hessian Fly puparia were sent to him. In
1887 also, Dr. Lindeman received specimens of stems of Couch grass, Triticumrepens,

sent from the Government of Tambor and that of Woronetz, which were elbowed
down by and infested by puparia of the Hessian Fly; and communication was made
to him at the same time that the couch grass was so severely attacked that in whole
districts covered with this grass it was destroyed."

When winter wheat is found to have been only moderately attacked by the
autumn brood of the Hessian Fly, good results have still been secured by the use of
special fertilisers in the spring, by which weak plants and uninjured shoots, even on
infested plants, were strengthened sufficiently to give a fair crop.

THE GRAIN A:PKlS—(Sipkonophora avence. Fab.)

Attack.—Green, yellow, red or black, plant lice with the antennfe, or horn-like

feelers in front of the head, the knees and the tips of the shanks, as well as the feet,

black. These insects may be found in clusters upon oats, wheat, barley and rye, and
probably also upon some grasses— in the spring, upon the leaves, which turn first

red and then yellow around and above where the clusters are situated— later in the
summer they crawl up the stems and attack the flowers and forming grain, sucking
out the juices by means of their beaks. They leave the fields of grain about harvest
time and are not again found until September, in which month a few were found on
volunteer barley at Ottawa this season. Dr. Thomas found an aphis on wheat in the
winter of 1875, which he had no doubt was this species. Speaking of their autumn
operations he says :

" They work upon the leaves and stalks singly, while the weather
is not too cold, but when winter appears they move downwards towards the ground,
some of them entering the soil and feeding on the sap of the roots."

The Life-histor\- ofthis insect is not yet completely worked out. The usual cycle of
life in this order is for them to pass the winter as eggs, from which wingless viviparous
females hatch in the spring; these by a process ofbudding and without the sexes pairing
(there are no males at this season) give birth to fully-formed young, which in a few days
mature and themselves bear young plant lice. There are several successive broods of

females, until a certain time in the year (varying slightly in different species),when per-

fect females and also males are produced. This is the only time of the year when males
appear. Some species ofplant lice migrate at certain times of their development to some
other plant than that upon which they had passed the summer months. Pairing now
takes place, and as a result eggs are laid, which remain uuhatched until the followiug
spring. This is a general statement, only, of the life-history of plant lice, to which
there are exceptions—a notable one of these being the Hojj-Aphis (Phorodon huniuli),

the remarkable life-history of which has been so carefully worked out by Prof. Eiley
and recorded in his report of 1888 as follows : Of this species the winter eggs are laid

by the perfect female upon plum trees in autumn; from these hatch the next spring
wingless females, which have been called " stem-mothers;" these produce young plant
lice by a process analagous to budding in plants, and known as parthenogenesis (from
the QvQek parthenos a virgin and genesis production), which means the production of
young from imperfect and unimpregnated females, without the intervention of a male.
There are three broods of these parthenogenetic females produced on various kinds
of plum trees, the third becoming winged. This last is known as a " migrant," and
it instinctively flies to the hop plant which has been free from attack up to this time.
A number of generations of wingless females are produced upon the hop, until in
autumn winged females, known as the " return migrants," again appear. These return
to the plum and produce some three or more young. These have no wings, but a:e

6c—

5
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true sexual females. Somewhat later upon the hop the true winged males, the only
males of the whole series, are developed. These fly to the plum, and towards the end
of the season may be found pairing with the wingless females, which afterwards stock
the twigs with winter eggs. The above life-history will show how complex and diffi-

cult to understand are the habits of some of our injurious insects. The importance,
however, of this knowledge, cannot bo over-estimated. By the treatment of plum
trees near hop gardens, with a kerosene emulsion late in the winter or very early in

spring, one of the most injurious insects which harass the English farmer can now, to

a large measure, be kept in check. As stated above, there are still gaps in the life-

history of the Grain Aphis ; the male and egg-laying female are as yet unknown, as
also the exact knowledge of how the species passes the winter in Canada.

It is recognised as being one of the mostprolific of plant-lice, and although always
present every year, to a greater or less degree, it seldom increases to such an extent
as to cause an appreciable diminution in the cereal crops. Occasionally, however,
this is the case, and last season was one of these exceptions, more particularly in the
United States than in the Dominion, but still in some parts of Canada considerable
alarm was caused by its appearance in vast numbers. Enquiries as to the habits
and probable extent of the injury were received during July and August from many
parts of Ontario and from the Hon. Col. Ehodes, Minister of Agriculture for the Pro-
vince of Quebec. In the United States tales of its injuries went the rounds of the
press, which were copied and exaggerated, until neither the insect nor the injury were
recognizable. Its abundance demanded the attention of official entomologists in

most of the Northern States.

Quite as frequent as enquiries concerning the habits of the Grain Aphis were
others with regard to insects which were found associated with them ; these were
parasitic species, which were performing the useful work of destroying the injurious

plant lice, but whose good offices were, without exception, misunderstood. These
beneficial insects were in most of the instances reported : the larvfE or perfect beetles

of lady-bird beetles (Coccinellidai), of which Hippodamia convergens was the one
most frequently sent in, the larvas of the Syrj)hus flies and minute parasitic

four-winged flies belonging to the genus Aphidius. Although least often noticed,

owing to their small size, these last named are perhajjs the most efficient helpers the
fiirmer has, in ridding his crop of these insects. The egg is laid by the female in the
body of the young plant-louse, and the grub grows to maturity inside its body,
entirely consuming the liquid contents, and leaving it as a dry shell, which serves

the pupa of the parasite as a cocoon. When mature the perfect insect, a small
four-winged, dark-bodied fly, eats its way out of its host through a round hole in the
back. The flies of this, genus are all parasitic ujjon plant lice, and although so small,
J|j of an inch in length, are frequently the most important factor in reducing the
numbers of these prolific plant^lice, which attack almost every crop that is grown.
As yet no practical artificial remedy has been discovered for the grain plant-louse, a
fact which makes it impoi-tant that its full life-history should be worked out as soon
as possible.

THE WHEAT-STEM MAGGOT.

"Wheat Bulb Worm," " Silver-top of Wheat." (^Meromyza Americana. Fitch.)

Attack.—Some time before wheat, barley and some grasses should be ripe, the
ear and top portion of the stem turn white. UjDon examination the stem will be
found to be severed and consumed just above the top joint, by a slender transparent
green maggot, J of an inch in length, pointed at one end and having black, horny
mouth-parts. When full-fed it works up to the upper portion of the sheath and turns
to a slightly flattened green pupa, from which the fly emerges about the end of July
and during August. The perfect insects are active little greenish-yellow flies, \ of
an inch in length, with shining green eyes, and three dark stripes extending down
the back. The hind thighs are much thickened, and when the fly is at rest the tore

part of the body is raised. Very soon after emerging the sexes pair and the eggs
for a second brood are laid upon volunteer grain growing on stubble and in the root-
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shoots of various grasses. The flies of this second brood emerge late in September
and the eggs of an autumn or third brood are laid on young winter wheat and on the
shoots of grasses. The flies from this,brood do not appear until the end of May and
in June of the next year.

Close observation of the operations of this insect during the past season settled
conclusively, for this district, one or two questions concerning which there was
pi-eviously some doubt. The three broods were plainly traced. Perfect flies of the
first brood, in considerable numbers, beins; taken in the beginnino- of June- of the
^econd brood at the end of July, and of the third brood at the mid of September
They were found in small numbers of the first brood until the end of June and of
the second, flies continued emerging in the breeding cages from infested 'straws
almost to the end of August. The larvaj from this brood were also found half o-,-own
in large numbers, in the bases of volunteer barley, on the 10th of September!" The
empty egg shells from which the larvaj had hatched were also found adherino-'to the
first leaf of the infested plants and the central leaf was dead, making it an easy
matter to detect the injured plants. Larvae were also at this time found in the root
shoots of several grasses on the experimental grass plots, and upon some fine days
at the end of September the flies were taken in large numbers upon the same o-rass
plots. *

Notes were taken of the varieties of wheat which were most attacked and it
will be seen from the appended list, that there was a decided preference shown for
some of the vaneties, whilst others were almost unmolested. This was also the case
with the diflerent species of grasses which were attacked. In addition to wheat
some varieties of barley also suflered, and a single instance only of attack on Welcome
oats was observed. Prof A. J. Cook, of Michigan, however, informs me that in his
btate oats of several varieties are severely attacKed. With regard to the attacks of
this insect upon grasses, it was found that while early flowering species as Poa sero-
ttna, Agropyrum caninum, A. glaucum, &c., were injured in the flowerino-'stems in the
same manner as wheat and barley, the late flowering species or perennial grasses of
the first year's growth, which had no flowering stems, were injured in the root-
shoots, after the same fashion as the attack of the later broods upon volunteer and
winter wheat. The injuries to grasses were also lai-gely augmented bv another

r^i"?**"
^'^^^ species of fly belonging to the same familv (Oscinida;) as yet uuiden-

tibed. Ihis was not detected until the flies had nearlv all" emerged when the empty
brown puparia were found in large numbers in the" dead shoots and between the
sheaths of the grasses.

Bemedies.—The discovery of the freedom with which this insect breeds in o-rasses
which occur everywhere, complicates very much the problem of securino- a satisfac-'
tory remedy. Those which should be tried, however, are the following :—
• .T."^','^^.®

collection (hand-picking) of the conspicuous " silver-tons " or injured stemsm the beginning of Julv.
2. For the second "brood, which attacks volunteer wheat and grasses a strip ofWheat or barley sown near infested fields early in July, will act as a bait' to attract

the temales, to lay their eggs, as soon as they emerge. These succulent young plantswould probably be more attractive, than grasses at that time, and would also be in
advance of the volunteer crop. This strip should be ploughed under in August toaestroy the half-grown larvse.

ft ^o-"^u^^
Sowing.—Prom what I have seen of this insect, winter wheat sown late

alter Joth September, would, I believe, be free from attack. The remarkable simi'-lanty between the habits of the Wheat-stem Maggot and the Hessian Ply render thesame remedies applicable for both. The following dates mav be of interest and willperhaps explain some points in the foregoing :
" Spearing " of grain is the term usedTO indicate the time the flowering head appears above the sheath. Winter wheat isgeneral y sown in this section about the first week of September—the third week of

oeptemt)er is considered late sowing. Winter wheat sown 11th September 1888appeared above the ground 21st September. Winter wheat at Ottawa this vear spearedum J^neand was ripe on 21st July. Volunteer wheat was up on the stubble by 3rd



August. Spring wheat sown on 1st May speared Ist July, and was hai-vested from
2nd to 30th August. Barley sown 19th April speared 3rd July, and was cut 1st
August. Volunteer crop on stubble was well up on 15th August.

Parasites.—In my last report I mentioned breeding large numbers of a Coelinius,

a small four-winged parasite of the Wheat-stem maggot. This year the same insect,

which is probably a local variety of Cwlinius nieromyzce, Forbes, was particularly
abundant, and destroyed large numbers of the larvfe. It differs from the type in hav-
ing the head and shoulders (prothorax) reddish yellow. It attacks all the broods of
the Wheat-stem maggot.

The following is a list of the different varieties of grain and grasses attacked by
the Wheat Bulb Worm. Eecords were taken of the large fields on the farm, and the
varieties grown were found to be attacked in the same ratio as in some plots of
which the following is a record.

These plots wei'e sown from the crop of fifty grains of each variety of wheat,
sown separately, 1 foot apart, in the season of 1888, and the average size of each
plot was about 22f feet wide by 36 feet in length. In addition to these plots there
was one of Ladoga wheat, 195 feet by 22f, and one of Judket wheat, 411 feet by

22f . All of these varieties were grown together upon similar soil, and were only
separated from each other by a 3-foot path.

List A.- -Yarieties of Wheat which were decidedly more severely attacked than
the varieties mentioned in List B.

Judket
Indian Club, Calcutta
Pringle's Champlaiu
Bearded, from Peace River . . .

.

Bearded Summer
Red and White (Campbell's). .

.

White Tuscan
Indian Red, Calcutta
Naples
White Chaff..
French Imperial
Greek Summer from Andros . .

.

do from Russia . .

.

Indian Hard, Karachi
Indian Red do
Bearded March
Russian Hard Tag
Beardless, from Peace River . .

.

Californian March
do White

Indian Hard, Calcutta
Medea
Victoria de Mars
White Delhi
Algiers Summer
Torentino
Bearded Trimenia Sicilian

Greek Summer, from Atalanta
do from Missogen
do from Paros ...

Polonian

July 1
June 18
July 1

do 2
do 6
do 1

do 5
June 18
July 6
June 30
July 3
June 29
July 1

June 22
do 20
July 1

do 2
do 2
June 30
do 30
do 20
do 27
July 2
June 21
Julv 4
do" 1

do 4
June 29
do 30
July 3
do 8

iof 1

iof 1

Jof 1
1

1
1
1
li
l|
14
2
2
2
2
2

2i
2i
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
5
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List B.—Varieties of Wheat which were very little injured, only showing a few
heads of " Silver-top."

Wheat.
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CUT-WOEMS.

Fig. 4.

Agrotis Clandestina, Harr.
The W marked the moth of the W marked

Cut-worm. Cutworm.

The attacks of these injurious caterpillars were very severe in many parts of the
Dominion. Most of the complaints were received from central Ontario. From
British Columbia only three reports have come in, all recording a diminution
in the amount of injury. Mr. G. A. Knight, of the Mount Tolmie Xurseries, writes

:

"Taking it all through, we have been freer this year from cut-worms than we have
been before for ten years past."

In the vicinity of Arnprior, Ont., some species were extremely abundant and
destruclive,the worst depredators beingtheDingyCut-worm(A(7rofis subgothica, Hciw.),

and a grey cut-worm with a brown stripe down the back, from which Agrotis campestris
was bred. Upon the farm of Mr. Charles Mohr, of Mohi-'s Corners, I was shown, in
the beginning of Julj', a field of 15 acres, which was jDlanted with corn, potatoes and
turnips. Along the side of the field was a strip of wheat. The appearance of the field

was remarkable. The corn was untouched, as also was the wheat, with the exception
of the lower leaves on the outside edge of the plot which was towards the centre
of the field. The potatoes showed an occasional stem cut off, but no serious injury.

The turnips, however, except in one corner of the field, where there was a patch of
about 50 feet square, were so entirely consumed as not to show a vestige of green
foliage all over the rest of the field. Cut-worms were found in countless numbers.
The ground was a rich, well-manured sandy loam, and had always required consider-
able labour to keep down the weeds. This year, however, Mr. Mohr assured me that

not a weed had been touched. All through the corn and potatoes and all over the
turnip field every weed had been eaten off directly it appeared above the ground.
In the strip of wheat, likewise, the weeds were all destroyed on the side nearest the
infested field for a distance of 12 or 14 feet from the outside. There is no doubt that
this clearance of the weeds was done by the cut-worms which, luckily for Mr. Mohr,
did not happen to be cereal-feeding species. At the time of my visit the turnips had
been sown the third time, and were just beginning in places to appear above the
ground. The poisoned trap remedy was recommended, and about 20 loose bundles
were made of pepper-grass {Lepidium virginimm) and other weeds, by tying
together some of these plants from a neighbouring field. After dripping them
in a strong mixture of Paris green they were laid along the rows of turnips
about 20 feet apart. Upon visiting the field the next morning an average of about
SO cut-worms was found under or near each trap. Most of these caterpillars were
alive at the time ; but from the intensity of the green colour of Paris green, its

presence inside the alimentary canal was easily perceptible through the delicate

skins. The specimens were put inside a large bottle and exhibited at the meeting
of the Fitzroy Agricultural Society later in the day, when they were all found to be
dead. Mr. Mohr afterwards made several more of these traps, and placed them at
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intei-vais along the rows of his turnip field. Mi*. Mohr wrote to me on July 29th

:

" The turnips are all right now and look remarkably well. In the portion of the
field which I sowed without disturbing the drills there has never been the slightest

sign of vegetation, except the turnips, but in all the lest of the field the weeds have
grown where I upset the drills. The corn is as high as my head now, but no weeds
ever started. I put out a good number of traps and they did well." The reason the
weeds did not grow where the ground was not disturbed, was probably due to the fact

that all the seeds of weeds which were near enough to the surface to germinate, had
grown at first and had been destroyed by the cutworms. Those brought to the sur-

face later, in hoeing or cultivating the turnips, would be destroyed by the repetition

of those operations. After very careful trial of this remedy during the past season,

I consider it one of the most satisfactory for these injurious caterpillars, where the
nature of the crop is such as will allow of easy access to all parts of the field. Almost
any succulent plant answers for the traps, and the one mentioned above was only
used because it was the easiest obtained. I would suggest the advisability of always
placing a few poisoned bundles in gardens in the spring, a day or two before sowing
seeds and after the ground is cleared. The labour is very small, and the benefits

derived are decidedly great.

Cut-worms very similar to those found in Mr. Mohr's fields were sent to me by
Mr. J. Armour, of Victoria Eoad, Ontario, who reported that the ground was lite-

rally alive with them, and that they were doing a great deal ot harm to garden
vegetables.

All eflbrts to breed the perfect insects from these caterpillars failed owing to the
attacks of parasites; the caterpillars resembled closely those from which I have
bred Agrotis turris Grote.

The Glassy Cut-worm, Pig. 6, the caterpillar of the Devastating Dart moth,
Hadena devastatrix, Brace, Fig. 7 proved to be very destructive, and particularly so

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

to fall wheat in some localities, notablyJic the Ottawa district and near Creemore,
Ontario. Early in June ilr. J. B. Spurr, the editor of the Creemore Star, sent me
specimens of the caterpillar, from which the moths were afterwards bred. He
described their injuiies as so severe that it had been necessary to plough up several
fields of winter wheat. An ai-ticle descriptive of the habits of the insect, and the
best remedies, was sent, which appeared in the issues of 13th and 20th June, with some
additions by the editor.

This species frequently attacks plants of different natural orders : but from what
I have seen of its habits, I think it should be considered as being normal! j- a grass-feed-
ing species. The caterpillar is white, with a reddish head, and the body has several small
bristle-bearing warts arranged over the surface in the position usually found in this
family of insects. It is a subterranean feeder, sometimes doing much harm by lying at
the heart of clumps of grasses and destroying the bases of the stems. The moth is

extremely common, and but for the abundance of grasses of all kinds and their rapid
growth, would be one of our most injurious insect enemies. The season of the appea;-
ance of this insect in the perfect state was last summer very prolonged. The first mot hs
were taken on 27th June, and they la company with Agrotis clandestina, flew to the
light in my study in large numbers until the middle of September.
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THE TUENIP FLEA BEETLE, "Turnip Fly" {Phyllotreta vittata, Fab.)

Attack.—Small active, shining black beetles, with yellow marking on the wing
covers, which eat the seed-leaves of turnips and all other cruciferous plants directly

they appear above the ground. When disturbed they hop to some distance.

For the treatment of field crops of turnips I have nothing of importance to add
to what I said in my last report. The application of Paris green in land plaster in

the proportion of 1 to 50 or in flour 1 to 20 by weight, gives perfect satisfaction. The
only precautions necessary are that the powder must be perfectly dry, so as to be
easily distributed in an even manner and to throw it upon the turnips when the dew
is on them.

The most difiicult attacks to meet, of this insect, are those upon such vegetables

as are to be eaten at once, as the radish, or of which the foliage is the part for which
the plant is cultivated, as garden cress of several varieties. For radishes air-slacked

lime, or road-dust or ashes, give a partial immunity ; but these were never quite satis-

factory. For garden cress the most successful treatment tried was covering the rows
with strips of tine gauze stretched on light frames. This, however, is a somewhat
clumsy remedj'^, and requires a good deal of attention. However, I have grown very
superior cress in this way, but the plants were uncovered about 6 o'clock in the
evening and left uncovered until 8 o'clock the next morning. Frequent watering
and good soil of course help by producing a strong growth. The attacks, too, of

the insects, are not equally severe all through the season. There will be times be-

tween the broods when the" frames can be left off altogether.

A remedy which I have not tested, but which is well attested, is that mentioned
by Prof. Cook on p. 32, Eep. X, Society for Promotion of Agricultural Science. It is

a decoction of tobacco. He says :
" The past season we tried ten different insecticides,

both on the Striated or Eadish Flea Beetle and on the Cucumber Flea Beetle (C. cucum-
eris), We found two remedies which seemed effective. The first is ashes. We tried

these with and without London purple, and could not see that the poison was of any
value. The ashes seemed to drive the beetles away. Yet to secure satisfactory

results we had to fairly cover the plants. In some cases it seemed that the ashes

did considerable injury to the vegetables. The other remedj^, and a better one, was
a strong decoction of tobacco. We took tobacco dust, which we got at a factory for

little more than the expense of the sack and labour in filling it up. The decoction

was made by pouring two gallons of hot water on a pound of the dust. This was
applied to the plants with a force pump. In every case the beetles were driven off

and we could see no harm to the plants. Indeed, from the dispersion of the beetles

the 2)lants at once put on new vigor. We used this on cabbages and radishes for the
Striated beetle, and on potatoes for the Cucumber Flea Beetle, and with like favour-

able results in both cases."

If this remedy should prove, generally, as satisfactory as this first trial of Prof.

Cook's, it will be a most useful addition to our knowledge of simple remedies, and
will be very applicable for such plants as cress, of which the leaves are eaten. All

taste, of the tobacco would, of course, be easily removed by a good washing in water.
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THE MEDITEEEAXEAN FLOUE-MOTH {Ephestia kuhniella, Zeller).

Fig. 8.—The Mediterranean Flour-Moth (Ephestia kuhniella) : a, larva; b, pupa; c, adult enlarged ;

d, head and thoracic joints of larva ; e, abdominal joints of same—still more enlarged ; /, moth from side,

resting
; g, front wing, sho«Tng more imiwrtant marking ; A, venation of fore-wing ; i, venation of hind

wing—somewhat enlarged (a. I. c. and c. (RUey) d. f. ij. h. i. (Snellen).

Attack.—Slender white or pinkish, cylindrical, caterpillars. When full-grown,

from i to f of an inch in length, with reddish-brown heads, and having four conspicu-
ous, and two smaller, dark bristle-bearing dots on each side of every segment. These
caterpillars are found feeding in flour and manufactured foods prepared from wheat,
rice, and Indian corn, through which they burrow, spinning silken tunnels and
threads wherever they go. They also infest the mills where these grains are ground,
doing much harm by clogging the apparatus and by destroying the fine silk gauze of
the machines. When full-grown, the caterpillars spin close silken cocoons, about half
an inch in length, inside which they turn to honey-yellow chrysalises, and from these

again, in about three weeks' time, the perfect moths emerge. They are long, narrow
moths, about half an inch in length, of a leaden-grey colour. When at rest they raise

the front part of the body, andTlraw the wings close into the sides. They are rather
sluggish insects, and will remain still in the above position for hours. Sometimes
the females assume a position something like that in which the moth of the ileal

^ovm (Asopia farinalis) may generally beobserved when at rest (Fig—
f
). The wings

are slightly parted, and the abdomen is bent backwards, so as to point upwards between
them. Theanteunffi are folded back and, as a rule, crossed over the thorax, the first

pair of legs being generally at the same time folded to the breast, and not used. The
upper wings are deep grey, more or less spi-inkled with black scales, and are crossed
near the tip by a couple of waved angular blackish lines; about one-third of the way
from the base there is another W-shaped transverse line. In the centre of the upper
wings there is a black dot, which is sometimes double, as in (Fig.—c). The under
wings are large and semi-transparent, of a pale drab colour, bordered by a dark line.

All the wings are heavily fringed.
During the past summer a serious outbreak of this insect, which has been

described as " the scourge of the Mediterranean ports," has occurred in one of our
Canadian cities. On 7th August I received from the owners of a large mill some
specimens of caterpillars and moths which were stated to be at that time in vast
numbers upon their premises. Directly my attention was called to the matter, I

feared that it might be the Mediterranean Flour Moth, and upon forwarding speci-

mens to Prof. C. H. Fernald my suspicions were confirmed. Through the kindness
of Miss E. A. Ormerod and Mr. O. E. Janson, of London, England, I have lately

received typical specimens of E. kuhniella from Germany, which Mr. Janson had
carefully compared with ZeJler's types in the British Museum, and these I find are
identical with our Canadian-bred specimens. Immediately I received the first speci-

mens! notitied the ownei'S of the mill of the serious nature of the visitation, and urged
them to adopt extreme measures for the extermination of the pest. Later in the
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month the manager wrote to me as follows :
" I send you some more specimens of

the flies and worms. They have conquered us, and we have shut down. It is a great
loss to us.'"

The matter was then brought ofiScially before the notice of the Ontario Govern-
ment, and under instructions from the Hon. Charles Drury, the Provincial Minister
of Agriculture, prompt and vigorous steps were taken for the extermination of the

pest. The investigation was placed in the hands of Dr. P. H. Bryce, Secretary of
the Provincial Board of Health of Ontario, who made careful enquiries as to the
introduction and possible spread of the insects from the infested mill to other similar

establishments in the neighbourhood. Dr. Bryce subsequently published the results

of these Investigations and enquiries in a Bulletin, which was issued by the Pro-
vincial Board of Health on 19th October. This pamphlet, which is written in a

clear, intelligible manner, and illustrated with figures of the insect in its various

stages, will certainly be of great use to the miller, for whose use it was prepared.
The history of the habits and extent of the depredations of this insect in the past are

given, as to its European occurrence, fi-ora Miss Ormerod's Twelfth Report (1888),
and in this country from statements made by the manager of the mill above referred

to. A detailed account is then given of the habits and appearance of the insect in

the different stages of caterpillar, chrysalis and moth, and of the steps which were
taken to destroy the pest in the infested mill. Further measures, preventive and
remedial, are suggested in case the moths should at any time appear again in other
mills or feed stores.

During part of this investigation I accompanied Dr. Bryce to the infested

district, and together we visited several mills and feed stores, as it was important to

find out whether the insects had spread from the first mill, either by flying from the

open windows or by being sent out in produce sold from the mill. We were pleased

to find that it had not appeared in any of the other large mills, and that the smaller

firms appreciated keenly the necessity of not keeping a large stock of farinaceous

goods, and of not keeping on hand that which they handled for any length of time. It

was only in one of these smaller businesses that we found any trace of the moth, and
here the principal of the firm assured us that he only_kept in stock such quantities

of farinaceous foods as would be sold out week by week to consumers.
There was a general opinion amongst all those we visited that this insect

was only the ordinary Meal-Worm (Asopia farinalis, L.) which may generally be
found in small numbers in neglected meal or flour barrels, but which -seldom does
sufiicient harm to be classed as an injurious insect. The present species, however, is

a much more formidable enemy, and if, by the negligence of millers, it should be
allowed to multiply and spread through our large American flour mills, it will

be a calamity of enormous magnitude. The very facts connected with the single

case which has occurred this year should be sufiicient to put on their guard, all

who are concerned in the milling industry. I sincerely trust that the prompt and
highly commendable action taken by the Ontario Grovernmcnt may be attended with
the success it deserves. That it may be fully understood how necessary these

decisive steps were in the interests of the whole country, I give below some of the

salient facts concerning this outbreak. Towards the end of August and in September I

visited the mill four or five times and found the state of affairs very serious. Work
had been stojjped and the machines were being pulled to pieces and cleaned. The
whole building, a large warehouse 25 feet wide by 75 feet deep, and four stories

high, was completely overrun by the insects. Myriads of the cocoons were found
adhering to the walls, joists, shelves and ceilings. Every nail-hole, crack or crevice

of the woodwork, machinery and furniture throughout the whole building was found
to contain one or moie of the cocoons or caterpillars, and the moths were flying about

in thousands. All the flour and prepared food in the establishment was tound to be

injured, being clotted and matted together by the webs of the caterpillars.

The following statement made by the manager of the mill, and taken from Dr.

-Bryce's pamphlet, gives a concise history of this outbreak, and is materially the same
as was reported to me from time to time in corresj)ondence : .

-
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'' The first appearance of the Ephestia kuhniella, or Flour Moth, that we remember
seeing was daring the month of March last, 1889. The moth was seen flying about
near a steam pipe in the basement of the mill and near the w. c. Little attention

was paid to it, as from appearance it did not indicate any danger. In April there

was an apj)earauce of a few moths on the different floors of the mill, even at the top,

but still there was nothing suspicious. In the month of Ma}- we were troubled with
a few worms in some of our- goods, and in June more of them appeared. In July
they increased rapidly, and then we began to suspect they were from the fly which
we had seen in the mill during the jjrevious months, and which was steadily increas-

ing in numbers. About the middle of July we shut down for a day or so, took the
clothing from our bolting reels and cleaned it, and washed the inside thoroughly with
soft lye soap and lime. We did the same with the elevators. When we started up
again every corner and part of the mill had been thoroughly cleaned, as we sup-

posed, and we commenced to work again ; but after about four days we found our
bolting reels, elevators, etc., worse than before. They were literally swarming with
webs, moths and worms, even inside the dark chambers of the reels. We shut down
again and made a more thorough cleaning by washing, etc. While this was going
on we found there was no use to try and clear ourselves of the pest as the mill, walls,

ceilings, cracks, ci-evices and every machine was completely infested with moths,
cocoons and caterpillars, and thei'e was no use going on. It then occurred to us that

a plague like one of the plagues ofEgypt was upon us. The moth was different to any of

which we had had any knowledge or experience, and we decided to apply to the Dom-
inion Government for relief and assistance. We addressed the Government Entomo-
logist, Mr. Fletcher, and sent him samples of the moth, caterpillars, webs, etc., and
received a prompt answer, which considerably alarmed us. This letter was followed

by others almost daily fi-om Mr. Fletcher and a visit from Prof. Saunders on the I7th
of August. Mr. Fletcher visited us also on the 27th of August ; but in the meantime
Mr. Blue, the Assistant iliuister of Agriculture for Ontario, visited us and took in the

whole situation. It was explained to Mr. Blue that the Dominion Government had
been appealed to by us, through Mr. Fletcher, the Dominion Government Entomo-
logist, for assistance and remuneration for the loss we had sustained. Mr. Blue, con-

sidering it to be a matter with which the Local Govei-nment had to do, brought Dr.

Bryce, the Provincial Medical Inspector, and submitted the matter to the Govern-
ment for action. Afterwards Dr. Bryce anil Mr. Fletcher came together, and finally

the whole matter was left in charge of Dr. Bryce and the Provincial Board of

Health.

"In the mean time we took down our machinery and subjected it to steaming.
Every part was thoroughly steamed. The mill was swept down, and subjected to

sulphur fumes. The walls, ceilings, etc., were cleaned, and elevator spouts and
loose wooden work burnt up. Paper bags and hundreds of dollars worth of goods
were burnt in the furnace, while the other bags, elevator belts and cups were boiled

for hours in a cauldron of water. The machines and all parts that were not
destroyed were then burnt by means of a kerosene torch, which flamed and smoked
through and around every part of them until we considered we had everything
clean and ready for putting together again.

"But on the 19th of September the Local Government passed an Order in Council
compelling us to take more stringent steps, and on the 20th September we received
an order from Dr. Bryce, which stated that before placing our machinery in position

we should subject it to a thorough disinfecting process in a strong room, so arranged
that steam under pressure might be drawn or driven into it.

"In compliance with this order we at once constructed a tight steam box 6 feet

wide, 6 feet high and 12 feet long, and attached a steam pipe to it from the boiler. In
this box we put every machine, and even our mill stones and iron rollers. This pro-
cess was very expensive, and took up considerable time, as we were over a week at

the process and were delayed in the placing of our machinery. The Board of Health
visited us in a body during the time this process was going on and pronounced it a
success. This was all done, not only in our own interests, as was pointed out in the
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letter of the 20th September from Dr. Bryce, but in the interests ofthe public health
and commerce of the country.

" Having now got to the position which enables us to go to work again after

two months loss of time and the loss of machinery, fixtures, stock and expense, we
have arranged for remedial measures to prevent the reappearance or destruction of

the pest should we ever be again attacked. We have erected a steam stand-pipe with
hose or other connection on each flat of the mill building. By shutting up all doors
and windows of each flat and turning on the steam simultaneously to each floor the
whole building can be filled with hot live steam suflicient to kill anything. This
vrill rust all bright parts of the machineiy, but to remedy this we intend using oil

on them, should we ever be under the necessity of resorting to the measure.
" Another purpose of this steam stand-pipe will be in cold weather to let on

suflScient steam to moisten everything and part of the building at night, and then
throw open the windows for the night and let the frost penetrate so as to kill any
eggs or insects that may have become lodged in unseen p.arts.

" By these measures, with plenty of light, thorough cleanliness, a cold mill, and
caution in taking in stock and old bags, we hope to keep free of a pest which has
given us bo much trouble and loss."

On the 11th December the manager of this mill writes :
" I would say that we

are absolutely clear of the moth, but cannot tell what the spring may reveal."

Notwithstanding all that has been done, as above mentioned, and the probable
success in the mill treated, great vigilance must still be maintained, in case the pest
should again start operations from another centre. Although the moths were only
noticed six months before the time that they had increased in such numbers as to

necessitate the closing down of the mill, there is, I think, no doubt but that they had
been in the mill, but unnoticed, for some time previously. There seems to be some
doubt as to the date and place whence the first specimens were introduced into

Canada; but evidence seems to point strongly to a consignment of goods imported
into Canada from Mediterranean ports, in 1887, consisting of " Indian cassava,"
" Italian semolina," Brazilian farina," tapioca and rice.

Upon enquiring if any particular kind of flour were more attacked than others,

the 7nanager of the mill writes :
" If this insect strikes a mill where there is a

variety of cereal products manufactured, it will work its way into every cereal

product, though it likes glutenous substances best. It attacked everything we made,
from pof>barley to fine farina, and milk food in tins. You ask about semolina, it is

a product of Russian wheat, and is a very choice article, full of gluten."

The question as to the true origin of a new insect pest is one of some import-

ance, because if an indigenous species which has suddenly increased in undue num-
bers; it is probable that this increase is due to some unusual cause, the removal of

which will again bring the numbers down to the usual occurrence. If, however, the

intruder be a foreign species, which has increased in numbers after introduction,

ovring to suitable environment, it is frequently more difficult to eradicate; but, at

the same time, there is the satisfactory feature about such a visitation, that if the

first occurrence be stamped out before it spreads, the injury ceases there.

Upon the appearance of Dr. Bryce's pamphlet a copy was forwarded to Washing-
ton, and the United States Entomologist was requested to insert a warning to Ameri-
can millers in the organ of his Department, "Insect Life." This he has done, and
has published (Vol. II., j). 166) some interesting additions tr> the history of the insect

in question. At the time of the outbreak of Ephestia kuhniella in Canada, the only
available literature of a practical nature was Miss Ormei-od's excellent article in her
Twelfth Eeport, 1888. Perhaps half a dozen articles had appeared in difterent publi-

cations, mostly, like the original description, in German. In publishing the note as

requested in " Insect Life," Prof. Ei ley has added a valuable article of his own,
" bringing together, in condensed form, a summary of the known facts concerning
this pest," and a few points suggested by his notes and collections. With regard to

its previous occurrence in America, he continues : "We had had in the National
Museum collection, for some time, specimens of a moth indistinguishable from this
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species, ft'om A. "W. Latimer, of Eufaula, Alabama. On referring to our notes we
find also that we had seen specimens fi'om North Carolina in the collection of M.
Eagonot, in Paris. These facts undoubtedly prove the occurrence of the insect in

North America for at least some years back. Up to the present time the species

seems to have been rare here, for every case of serious damage to grain by Lepido-
pterous larvae, which has been carefully investigated, has shown that the author of

the damage was either the Angoumois Moth (Gelechia cerealelld) , the Grain Moth
(Tinea granella), or Ephestiain(erpuncteUa(=zece. Fitch), a congeneric insect, which
was treated by Dr. Fitch under the common name of the ' Indian Meal Moth.'

"

The Mediterranean Flour Moth seems not to have been known previous to the
year 1877, when specimens were sent to Dr. Kiihn, Director of the Agricultural Insti-

tute of the University of Halle, Germany, with the complaint that they had been
very troublesome in the bolting cloths during the grinding of a quantity of American
flour. These specimens were sent to Prof. P. C. Zeller, of Gruuhof. and found to belong
to an undescribed species of Ephestia. which was then named kuhniella after its

observer, Dr. Kiihn.

In Februaiy, 1883, Prof Zeller wrote to Dr. Eiley :
'•' This predaceous domestic

insect appears to have died out here at Griinhof."

In 1884 and 1SS5 E. kuhniella attracted much attention in Europe, and several

papers were written concerning its ravages. There were five articles jjublished in

English periodicals in 1887. In one of these, by Mr. Sydney Klein, whose observa-

tions were made from May to September, 1887, on an immense colony of larvfe which
had overrun some large warehouses in London, and of which fumigating with sul-

phur, and hot-liming the fioors, did not prevent the spread—the interesting informa-

tion is given that "a small ichneumom fly destroyed the pest by September." In
speaking of the source whence the English outbreak was introduced into the London
wai-ehouses, Mr. Klein writes in the Mark Lane Express, 14th November, 1887 :

" Now,
with regard to the origin of E. kuhniella, I found that the larvae originated in some
meal shipped from Fiume, on the Adriatic, over two years ago"—that is in 1885.

At the end of his article Prof. Riley gives a list of the materials from which he has
bred Ephestia interpunctella (Fig. 9), a species which
might be confounded with kuhniella, and which, indeed,

was found in small numbers with it in the infested Cana-
dian mill. To show the omnivorous nature of this insect

I give Prof Eiley's list of substances from which it has
been reared : Wheat, meal, corn, dandelion roots, Chicka-
saw plums, sugar, dry opuntia, old books, pecan nuts,

cinnamon bark, English walnuts. Prof. A. J. Cook also

mentions it as a pest in bee-hives, and I have myself bred
it in numbers from European almonds, of which the larvse

had eaten both the soft shells and the kernels. With
ct~ regard to the ILfe-history of E. kuhniella, although the

Fig. 9. perfect insects might probably be found at any time of
the year in heated mills, most authorities speak of two broods—one in spring, the
other in autumn. This would probably be the case in mills and warehouses not
artificially heated. Judging from caterpillars collected in September, which were then
full grown, this insect hibernates as a caterpillar and turns to a chrysalis about three
weeks before the moths emerge the following spring. Of a large number of cater
pillars collected in the beginning of September nearly all spun cocoons at once;
but although most of the specimens have pupated and given the moths, a few are
still caterpillars and seem to be in a semi-torpid condition. Miss Ormerod writes,
Rep. XII, p. 69 :

" The attack may be considered as going on constantly where tem-
perature is suitable, for we have notes of appearance ofthe moths in May, June, July,
November and December; and intermediate observations of larval or pupal presence
point to this, which, when once established, is indeed a mill or flour scourge as being
a year-round pest." And later on the same lady writes: "In answer to your en-
quiry regarding winter conditioi. and number of broods, I should say that I gather
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from reports sent in that where there is warmth (as inside a mill) that there is no
definite succession of broods, but that the pests are present constantly in all stages."

In the month of September hist, moths were found flying in large numbers in the

infested mill, as wfeli as caterpillars of all sizes, and in my study moths have con-

tinued to emerge and lay eggs until the present time (December 15).* The eggs arc

very small, ^^ of an inch in length, twice as long as broad, elongated and somewhat
kidney-shaped ; when first laid of a semi-translucent greenish white tint, which
changes to a pinkish hue as the young caterpillar takes form within. The cater-

pillars emerge (at this time of the year and in a warm office) about 19 days after

the eggs are laid, and are very slender, active little creatures, not more than
Jj- of an inch in length, when first hatched of a pinkish brown colour, with dark heads,

and are covered with long, slender hairs. The eggs are laid singly or in strings

of from 3 to 15. They are supposed to be laid on the outside of sacks, through

the meshes of which the young larvaj work their way as soon as hatched.

They crawl about quickly until they find a place in their food which suits them.

They then spin a few silken threads round them, and begin their life of destruction.

The general appearance of the full-grown larva is given above, at the head of this

article. Its habit of spinning a silken thread wherever it goes, and also of spinning

silken tunnels to live in are characters which make this insect even more obnoxious

than the injury it does by destroying produce. By these webs the grain-products

are rendered unfit for sale, and the machinery of the mills is clogged up so as to

cause a constant loss of time as well as a direct expense in cleaning the different

apparatus. Pi-of Eiley in his paper in " Insect Life," already referi-ed to, figures

the stages of H. interpunctella in comparison with those of E. kiihniella in order

that both may be recognized. The excellent figures (No. 8 and 9), used herewith,

have been lent to me by Prof Eiley for the illustration of this article. Speaking

of the similarity of these insects, he says: "The early stages are rather similar, but

the larvse may be distinguished hy the following characters: the larvte of kiihniella

are more slender and of a more uniform diameter than those of the other species; the

abdominal legs are longer, cylindrical, with a circular fringe of booklets at the

crown ; in interirunctella the legs are short, conical, with the fringe of booklets at

the crown oval. All piliferous warts in Mhniella, most of which are rather minute,

are still rather prominent, readily observed, and of a black or brown colour; those

most conspicuous are, the lateral ones each side in front of the first spiracle, the

sub-dorsal one each side of the meso-thorax, almost completely encircled by a narrow

black ring, interrupted only at its upper margin. In interpunctella all the warts

while present, are con-coloi-ous with the rest of the body, and can be distinguished

only with great difiSculty. The surface of the body of kiihniella is almost perfectly

smooth, while that of interpunctella is somewhat granulate."

The moths of the two species are quite diff'erent, interpunctella being slightly

smaller, but having the wings yellowish fawn colour at the base and red mottled with

purple at the tips, the two colours being separated by an abrupt line across the wings.

(Fig. 9).

Remedies.—The remedies which were adopted in the outbreak recorded above

have already been given. In addition to these some others were tried. Spray-

ing gasoline was not found to be practicable. Fumigating with sulphur, to be suc-

cessful, requires to be very thorough and often repeated. Bisulphide of Carbon was

suggested, but was not tried. A kerosene emulsion was recommended, and would

probably have been useful; but it does not appear to have been tested. The experi-

ence and final conclusion of all who have had the misfortune of being visited by this

pest is, that, the only safeguard is scrupulous cleanliness. In Canada, where we have

severel months consecutivelyof winter weather, when no insects breed, there should

not be much diflaculty in keeping this pest down, if millers will only recognise the

danger of being inditferent. I do not think that any degree of cold will kill the

insects if left undisturbed in their silken tunnels, but if by constant sweeping these

Larvse from these eggs are now (Mar 21) full grown.
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are broken and the caterpillars left exposed, cold will certainly injui-e them. Four
full-grov.'n caterpillars were taken from their silken galleries and placed out of

doors in a small phial when the thermometer was standing at 5 degrees above
zero (Fah.), they were left there for half an hour, and when taken in again rattled

like glass beads against the sides of the bottle. Of these, two never recovered at all,

and the other two, although they retained their natural appearance for about a fort-

night and moved their bodies a little, they never recovered.

The great diflSculty, as shown above, of eradicating this moth when once it

establishes itself, will, I trust, induce millers to pay attention to this matter and put
a stop to its operations, before it becomes too numerous to manage. From the mill

manager's re^jort on the results of the above treatment, I believe it is not too
much to say that the prompt and thorough measures undertaken by the Ontario
Government and the owners of the mills which were infested by Ephestia kuhniella,

have succeeded in extei'minating what threatened to be a national calamity.
Scrupulous cleanliness in every way seems to be most important, the moths

preferring old, stale flour to lay their eggs upon. This, of course, will sift and blow
into all cracks and corners, but every efibrt should be made to keep mills clean.

Miss Ormerod, upon being informed of the state of affairs in our Canadian mill,

very kindly sent all recent information at her disposal concerning remedies which
had been tried in England, and has sent a letter from the owner of mills in England,
which were badly infested in 1888. Her correspondent writes :

" Unfortunately,
thej' are still here, but as I took measures in the spring, and in fact all along, to

keep them under, I have not been troubled this year anything like what I was
last. The measures I adopted were : in the spring, just before the moths begin to

appear in any quantity, to have tho mill and all machines thoroughly cleaned, and
have since made it a rule to stove the place every Saturday night, or as often as

necessary, with sulphur, burning 1 cwt. each time. This kills all the moths and acts

as a great check on them, so much so that I am again hoping to get clear of them,
by carefully watching for their appearance next spring and stoving them as they
come out. I have not been ti-oubled with the grubs this year, and were it not that
I know from sad exjjerience the damage they do, should not now trouble about
them." Miss Ormerod, commenting on this, says :

" I think, on the whole, you will

consider the letter satisfactory. When the attack first came under my notice the
caterpillars were absolutely clogging the machinery, and the steady improvement in
the state of affaii-s also points to the benefit of great cleanliness."

GEANAEY WEEVILS.

(Calandra (Sitophilus) granaria, L. and C. oryzce, L.)

Fig. 10. The Common Granary Weevil, 6 natural size, 7 enlarged. The Eice
or Spotted Granary Weevil 8, 9.

Attack.—Small, dark-coloured, narrow beetles, rather more than J of an inch in
length, with their heads prolonged into a slender snout. These insects, both in the
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grub state and as perfect beetles, sometimes destroy large quantities of grain when
stored in granaries.

Several enquiries are received every year concerning the habits of the " grain
weevil". Many of these do not refer to the true granary weevil, the word "weevil
being as a rule very inaccurately applied to almost any insect which attacks crops.

Its use, should properly be limited to a class of beetles which have "their heads
elongated into a snout, at the end of which the mouth parts are situated. This
inaccurate use of terms is frequently the cause of much loss of time. Information
is asked concerning insects of which no description is given, except perhaps the
name of the crop it feeds upon. The following are specimens of some of the

descriptions which have been sent in to me :
" A loathsome bug on my grapes ;

" "a
nasty insect on my turnip crop, of a greenish colour ;

" " like the common slug, which
hangs on a thread from shade trees." Now, such descriptions as the above simply
mean that great loss of time is necessitated. First of all, a fuller description has to

be written for, and then by the time this is received, the injurious insect is identified,

and the proper remedy sent off, it is more than probable that it will be too late to

save the injured crop. Above all things, it is necessary, when asking for information
and remedies for injurious insects, to send specimens whenever possible.

The power of the granary weevils to destroy grain, when held for any length
of time in warehouses, is enormous. These insects are not natives ofNorth America,
nor is it at all likely that that they will ever increase sufficiently in Canada, where
we have such cold winters, to be rated higher than third-class pests. It is true they
occasionally destroy samples or small quantities of grain kept in heated offices or

stores, but this injury cannot compare with their ravages in hot climates. In the

Southern States and in South America they have occasionally done considerable

harm, but their ravages are most serious in India and the south of Europe. In the

old times of long passages from the East the injuries to cargoes of grain were much
heavier than at jjresent, but even now care is necessaiy in the grain warehouses of
England, lost stored grain should be destroyed by weevils introduced from an infested

cargo.

The most extensive article upon these weevils, has lately been published by the
Government of India, as "Notes on Economic Entomology." No. 1, "A Preliminary
Account of the Wheat and Eice "Weevil in India, " by B. 0. Cotes, in 1888. In this

pamphlet not only is much valuable information given concerning' the occui-rence of

the Eico Weevil in India, but full notes and extracts are given from the literature

of the two species in all parts of the world. Mr. Cotes says: "The amount of loss

occasioned by weevil (in India) every year is estimated by Messrs. Eallie Bros, at

an average of 2^ per cent., the maximum being 5 per cent., and the mininum 1

per cent. Taking the value of wheat exported at £6,000,000 sterling, the annual
loss occasioned by weevil in exported wheat alone is £150,000 sterling. This sum,
however, in reality represents but a fraction of the real loss, as it does not take into

account the damage done to wheat consumed in the country, or any of the loss

occasioned to rice, which is also attacked by the same weevil, besides the loss indi-

rectly occasioned owing to the difficulty of storing the grain."

" In the Transactions of the Entomological Society, London, 1870, Proceedings,

p. 15, is an account of Spanish wheat attacked by C. oryzce; also of American maize

attacked by the same insect. From 74 tons of the former 10 cwt. of weevils had
been screened ; from 145 tons of the latter 6 cwt. and afterwards 79 cwt. of weevils

were screened." {Cotes, Indian Wheat and Rice Weevil. P. 23.)

The insects which caused the loss above referred to, belong to two distinct

species. In general appearance, size and habits they are very similar, but may
always be easily separated. Calandra granaria, the common " Granary Weevil,"

is slightly the larger of the two, the whole body is of a deep brown, sometimes
almost black, and it has no wings beneath the hard wing-cases ; while G. oryzce, the

Eice Weevil is paler in colour, bas two yellowish blotches on each wing-case, and
also possesses well developed wings.
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Although their legs are short, they are very active little creatures, especially in

warm weather or when the grain which they are infesting is disturbed. They will

then come to the surface and run rapidly about in all directions. They seem very
fond ot warmth, and a high temperature is necessary for them to breed freel}'.

"As warmth is requisite to their breeding freely, everything which will keep down
the temperature of the infested corn is useful, more particularly as where they are

in great numbers, considerable heat is engendered (as is well known in the case of
infested corn-ships), by the results of their accumulations of frass or workings. This-

is so well known that I have received enquiries from shippers as to whether the heat
generated the beetles. This is certainly not the case. It is the beetles and maggots
which generate the heat ; but at the same time, the heat is so favourable to their re-

production that under such circumstances they multiply the quickest. In Germany
" air-dj-ains " are used to cool the heaps, and this is considered the surest way to-

prevent damage. Drain pipes are laid in various directions through the heaps, and
the temperature of the heaps and the surrounding atmosphere is thus considerably
lowered. {Ormerod, E. A. Rep. XI., p. 14:.)

Samples ofwheat, barley, pot-barley, malt and maize have been sent to me which had
been injured by these insects, and in most cases contained the perfect beetles. The
life-history is as follows : The eggs are laid by the females inside minute holes which
she drills into stored grain of various kinds. This, however, always takes place inside
granaries or storehouses, and never in this country, as has been supposed by some of
my correspondents, in the grain as it stands in the fields. Even in India, where the
Rice Weevil is indigenous, all the evidence is in favour of the view that it only attacks
dry stored grain. As a rule, there is only one egg deposited in each kernel ; this
soon hatches into a fleshy, white, legless grub, with a brown head, which feeds upon
the inside of the grain, and by the time it is full grown has usually reduced the seed
to a mere shell. It passes through all its stages, from the egg to the grub, and from
the grub to the chrysalis, and from the chiysalis to the perfect beetle, inside the
grain in which it hatched. The minute holes which the female bores for the recep-
tion of the eggs are generally on the concave side of the grain, at the end occupied
by the germ, where the outside is softest. In a colony of C. oryzce, however, which I
have now before me in a glass jar and which was imported from India last spring, I
find that a few grains of Amei-ican maize which were placed in the jar about Septem-
ber have been punctured indiscriminately all over the surface, but most of the grains
are only bored at the soft germ-end. With i-egard to the deposition of the eggs,
Prof. Riley as quoted by Miss Ormerod. (The Entomologist XII, page 2U7, 1879), says

:

The puncture is somewhat curved, rather less than -^^ inch deep, and rather nar-
rower at the bottom than at the opening; the egg, which is 0. 5. mm. long, elongate,
ovoid, and translucent, is pushed to the bottom, and the whole space above it is then
filled in with particles of grain gnawed into fine powder-like flour, the orifice being
pasted over with a little saliva."

As stated above, I do not think that we shall ever be seriously troubled in Canada
by the attacks of granary weevils. This is mainly owing to our cold winters, for I

have found that these insects, which are in other ways possessed of a most marvellous
tenacity of life, are very susceptible to cold. With regard to their powers of vitality,
I have now before me some specimens of both granaria and oryzce which were taken
out for examination and comparison. They were placed in methylated alcohol and
left for two hours; I then took them out, dried them and mounted them, by sticking
them with shellac varnish to slips of card-boai d. In an hour's time time they were all

seen to be moving their legs. They were then placed for two hours in an excep-
tionally strong cyanide of potassium bottle prepared in the ordinary way for killing
insects, and which killed specimens of the Mediterranean Flour Moth in 30 seconds.
They were left in this bottle for two hours and then removed to a cabinet. An hour
afterwards, to my amazement, they were again movingtheir legs about, as if nothing
had happened to them. Low temperature, however, seems not only to prevent their
breeding but actually to kill them. Of the two species, the Rice Weevil appears to be
the more sensitive to cold. Miss Ormtrod records (Rep. XI, 1887) that even in the cl

6c—

6
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mate of England, and in the temperature of a living room constantly used, very few spe-

cimens came to maturity, and of those which did, after fourteen months there had been
only one small brood, of which many were dwarfed or imperfect. In cold climates,

therefoie, it would seem that there should be no great difficulty in kecjiing these
weevils in check ; but in India, from data given by Mr. Cotes, it seems almost an
impossibility to keep grain for anj' length of time unless it be buried beneath the
ground.

Remedies.—Owing to the fact that the granary weevils hibernate in the perfect
state, and that they are easily killed by intense cold, the only remedies which need
be considered in this country are those by which infested granaries are well venti-

lated, anil thrown open to the frosts of winter.

Miss Ormerod quotes a correspondent as follows : "We unfortunately have had
a great deal of experience of the mischief done by these animals. They breed very
j-apidly, we find, in warm weather, particularly in wheat fi'om Eussia, but can
usually be got rid of by turning the wheat in frosty weather, if the warehouse is in

an open situation with a good through draught. Sometimes during a mild winter
it is impossible to get rid of them. This was the case in the winter of 1884-85; we
lost between £1,000 and £2,000 on a single cargo of Eussian wheat from this cause.

As a rule, weevils are imported every year in Eussian and Indian wheats, and do
more or less harm in the autumn, but are got rid of in the first severe frost."

Last spring a consignment of various kinds of Indian grain was received

at the Experimental Farm direct from India. Upon opening the samples many of
them were found to be swarming with the two kinds of granary weevils. The parcels

were exposed in an open barn for a week or two, during which time the thermometer
several times went below zero (Pahtenheit). When the samples were afterwards
examined eveiy beetle was dead. For feai-, however, that there might be eggs or
larvae in the grain, the samples were placed in large glass jars and subjected to the
vapour of bisulphide of carbon. Not a weevil has been seen in samples of those

grains which have been kept for the Museum.
The bisulphide of carbon treatment of seed grain of various kinds is now largely

used by seed merchants on this continent, and with decidedly good results. It is

probably due to the careful treatment of seed peas, more than any other cause, that

the ravages of the Pea Weevil {Bruchus jii&i, L.) have been brought down to almost
nothing within the past few years.

The following is from Mr. Cotes's pamjjhlet : "Professor Church, in a memoran-
dum issued by the Eevenue and Agricultural Department, recommends the use of

bisulphide of carbon. This would appear to be deserving of careful experiment, bisul-

phide of carbon having been utilized in a somewhat similar way against the Grain
Moth (Gelechia cerealella) in America. He writes: 'The only cheap and perfect

application for the prevention of the attack of weevil upon corn and grain consists in

the enaployment of bisulphide of carbon. The quantity required, provided the grain

is kept in closed vessels, is very minute, not more than li lbs. to each ton of grain,

so that 8d. is the cost of preserving a ton of wheat. The bisulphide leaves no dis-

agreeable taste or smell behind, but the quality of the grain remains unimpaired.' "

A letter is also published from Mr. L. O. Howard, Assistant United States Ento-

mologist, which gives the best method of using this substance:

—

" In the absence of Prof. Eiley, I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter

transmitting specimens of ... 0. oryzw. Clearing up and disinfecting granaries,

filling up cracks and crannies, and ti-appiug the beetles in rags and wool, are all very
well as methods of i-idding the granary from these creatures. It is, however, con-

sidered a very good idea here, in Ameiica, to establish a large quarantine bin, into

which all grain is put after receipt, and disinfected by means of a little bisulphide

of carbon. It is then removed and stored away. The bin in question must be made
as tight as is possible, and the method of using the bisulphide is to place a pound or

so in a shallow vessel on top of the grain. The vapour of this rapidly volatilizing

substance is heavier than air, and sinks through the mass, destroying all contained

insects. Care should be taken in its use, on account of its extreme infiammabilitv.
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The airing which the grain will get in removing it from the bin will probably be
sufficiently to rid it of the odour. This remedy was first proposed by Prof. Eiley
in 1879."

For the treatment of infested peas, lai-ge sheet-iron cylinders are specially made
for the purpose, with close-fitting caps.

SPEAYIXG WITH ARSEXITES.

Fig. 11. The Codling Moth. Fig. 12. The Plum Curcuho.

The Codling Moth (Carpocapsa pomonella, L.) Fig. 11.

Attack. — A white or pinkish caterpillar, about f of an inch in length,

boring into the centres of apples, and injuring them considerably. These worms
spin up and change to chrysalises inside close cocoons, in the crevices of bark, or
when barrelled with the apples, in any crack or crevice of the barrel. The moth is ,

a beautiful little insect, easily distinguished by a bronze mark towards the end of
€aeh of its upper wings.
The Plum Cui'culio (Conotrachelm nenuphar, Herbst.) Fig. 12.

Attack.—A small crescent-shaped mark, with a single hole in the centre, upon
the sides of plums, apples, cherries and peaches. This injury is caused by the female
beetle (Kg. 12 c), which makes these marks in the operation of egg-laying. An egg
is laid in the central spot, from which hatches a.white grub (Fig. 12 a). This soon
destroys the fruit. Plums drop xerj soon, apples become distorted, and peaches
either drop or become distorted and disfigured by large blotches of gum.

The injuries by the two above-named insects (Figs. 11 and 12) are amongst the
most serious from which the fruit grower has to suiFer. The remedies which are
most satisfactor}' come under the head of " Spraying with Arsenites."

Undoubtedly one of the most important discoveries which has ever been made
in economic entomology is that of the utility of the arsenites as insecticides.

Although, of course, it is perfectly true that materials containing arsenic must
necessarily be, not only poisonous to all animals which may eat them, but also, if

unskilfully used, injurious to vegetation as well, these points cannot be, I think, suc-
cessfully urged against their use when we consider the great benefits which are to be
derived by the farmer and fjuit grower, when he uses them with due care and in
accordance with the instructions given by entomologists who have tried them. There
is much available literature upon this subject. No one will to-day question the
efficacy of Paris green as a useful remedy for the attacks ofthe Colorado Potato Beetle—and it has been lately proved that spraying the arsenites upon apple trees for the
Codling Moth larva, which is commonly called the " Apple-Worm," and upon plum
and cherry trees for the Plum Curculio, are practical and satisfactory remedies.
My own opportunities for extensive experimenting with these substances have been
somewhat limited. Although our orchard at the Central Experimental Farm contains

6c—6^
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now 1,300 trees, none of these are old enough as yet to bear fruit, but the subject is one
of such importance, and such good results have attended my own and the careful

experimenis of other entomologists who have studied the matter, that I consider it

my duty to draw the attention of our Canadian fruit growers to the subject: The
advantage of spraying plum trees, &c., for the Curculio is not so pronounced as it is

with the Codling Moth, for which insect 1 consider it the best remedy. In the
report of the United States Entomologist for 1888 is a fujl article upon the Plum
Curculio by Prof. Eiley and Mr. Howard. In this report we tind the following:

—

" There can be no doubt but practical use has demonsti-ated that the jarring

method is the most effective way yet proposed ior destroying these insects (Plum
Curculios)."

" Spraying with Arsenical Mixtures.—Testimony as to the efficacy ofthis remedy
is variable, but theoreticallj' it is a sound one, and such experiments as have been
made indicate that it will pay to spray trees for this purpose.

"The testimony which we have so far given is all favourable, in a greater or less

degree, to the use of the arsenical sprays against the curculio. The remedy has had
to make its way to popular favour against great odds, and so many people have
taken part in placing it before the public that it is useless to attempt to give any one
individual particular credit. The successful use of arsenical mixtures against the

Canker Worm and the Codling Moth has done away with a great part of whatever
fear of the poisonous nature of these substances existed, and the objectors to its use

have been, for the most part, those who were more or less familiar with the habits of

the insects, and who decried the use of this remedy as inconsistent with what they
knew of their habits.

" On the whole, the remedy is one which is a desirable addition to our list,

although it will nevei' become so great a success as the application of these poisons

for the Codling Moth."
Since the above was written, several careful experiments have been made

by leading entomologists, and the conclusions they have come to are all in

favoui- of the treatment. Prof. A. J. Cook, of Michigan, has published a paper in

the Proceedings of the Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science (Meet-

ing X), held at Toronto, August, 1889, in which he says: "I believe I am warranted
in the following conclusions : The arsenites and carbolized plaster will protect

against the Plum Curculio, if they can be kept on the tree or fiuit ; but in case

of very frequent rains the jarring method will not only be cheaper, but much
more effective. Again, as our wild fruits are more cleared away we must have
plums in our orchards to protect the apples from the Curculio. When apples are

seriously stung they become so gnarled and deformed as to be worthless. It will pay
then to set plum trees near by or among the apple trees. Then we shall escape mischief

among our apples from the Curculio, and shall only need to spray our apples once to

destroy the Codling Moth, and can treat the plum trees three or four times with

Paris green or carbolated lime in case we have only occasional showers, or can jar the

trees when the rains are very frequent. For the apples, we can use London purple,

1 lb. to 200 gallons of water. For the plums we must use Paris green, 1 lb. to 200 or

300 gallons of water. If the carbolated plaster is preferi'ed, we use 1 pint of crude car-

bolic acid to 50 lbs. of land plaster. This is thrown freely over the trees, so as to

strike every plum on the tree which is being treated." " London purple is more injuri-

ous to foliage than Paris green. This is doubtless owing to the soluble arsenic which

is quite abundant in London purple, and almost absent in Paris green. The coloured

water after Loudon purple fully settles is very destructive to foliage." London purple

may be used on apple, plum, cherry, pear and most ornamental trees, but on these

should never be stronger than 1 lb. to 200 gallons of water. If the application is to

be repeated, as it must be for the Curculio, to prove effective, or if it is to be used in

June or July, Paris green should be used in the same propoi'tion as above, or else

we should only use 1 lb. of London purple to 300 gallons of water. If the arsenites

are to be used on the jjeach for the curculio, Paris green only should be used, and that

not stronger than 1 lb. to 300 gallons of water."

I
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In the same number of the Proceedings of the Society for the Promotion of Agri-

cultural Science is a paper detailing some very careful experiments made by Prof.

Clarence M. "Weed, Entomologist and Botanist to the Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station. The following are his conclusions: "This series of experiments, carried

on through two seasons upon two varieties of cherries and four varieties of plum
trees, during which a grand total of 65,500 have been individully examined, seems to

me to coutirm the conclusions provisionally announced one year ago, which may now
be put in the following form :

—

" 1. That about three-fourths of the cherries liable to injury by the plum curculio

•can be saved by two or three applications of London purple in a water spray, in the
proportion of 1 oz. to 10 gallons of water.

" 2. That a sufficiently large proportion of the plum crop can be saved by the

same treatment to insure a good yield when a fair amount of fruit is set.

'• 3. That if an interval of a month or more occur between the last application

and the ripening of the fruit, no danger to health need be apprehended from its use.
" 4. That spraying with the arsenites is cheaper and more practical than any

other known method of preventing the injuries of this insect."

In Bulletin 7, of the Iowa Agricultural E.'cperiment Station, (Nov., 1889), Mr. C. P.

Gillette gives an account of careful experiments carried on during the past season
for making tests and comparisons of remedies for the destruction of the larvae of the

Codling Moth. Trees were treated with carbolizcd plaster, 1 pint of crude carbolic

acid mixed thoroughly with 100 lbs. of land plaster. The application was made by
throwing the powder over the trees early in the morning, when the dew was on
the leaves. This treatment was the least successful, and the author wisely
remarks :

" This remedy could hardly be recommended, even if very good results

were obtained, as it does not kill the insects in any of its stages, but simply repels

the moths, which seek the fruit of neighboring trees on which to lay their eggs."

One tree which was treated with London purple, 1 ft. in 100 gallons, sprayed on
it once upon 14th June, the time that the young worms hatched in Iowa, was about
as well protected as any of those experimented with.

The experiment with Paris green and plaster proved very successful. Two
trees were used (numbered 12 and 13). "Xumber 13, which was treated once, and
which having a smaller number of apples is less valuable in the experiment, had
"02 of its fruit wormy, or an apparent saving of '62 of would-be wormy fruit; while
tree 12, which was well loaded and which received three applications, had but '00^

of its fruit infested, an apparent saving of '94 of fruit that without treatment would
have been wormy. I think that in the above case two applications would have done
nearly or quite as well as the three. Poisons cannot be applied by this method as

rapidly or easilj- as by means of a force pump, but it has the advantage of costing
nothing for apparatus, and the trees can be dusted quite rapidly from a waggon by
driving on the windward side of a row. This method of applying the poisons would
be specially useful where only a few trees were to be treated, and when it is thought
that a pump cannot be afforded."

In addition to the above, 1 have received several letters from fruit growers in

different parts of Canada, who have sprayed their trees to protect them from insect

enemies. Mr. Alex. McD. Allan, President of the Fi-uit Growers' Association of
Ontario, wrote to me on 12th January, 1889 :

" My experience has been most
undoubtedly that judicious spraying with Paris green saved the plum crop from the
Curculio. For some time I was strongly under the impression that the remedy did
not kill the insect, but that possibly there was some odour which was so obnoxious that
it left without further trouble. Lately, however, after closer observation, I am more
inclined to think that the poison applied in proper season destroys the insect, which,
I feel satisfied, feeds liberally upon the fruit, not of the plum alone, but other fruits

as well, notably the cherry and apple. I know there are those who say they have
no faith in the remedy, but I cannot help this. It is possible such are merely asser-

tions based on some theory ; but wheT> we have practical results from practical experi-
ence we are apt to abide by the results rather than trust to theory." And later, on 17th
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December, 1889, Mr. Allan writes :
" I prefer Paris green to London purple, as it is

generally more reliable in quality. I would specially urge growers never to use the

poison when the bloom is on the trees, as it then accomplishes little if anything, and
injures our interests liy destroying our good friends, the bees. It should be used as

soon as the fruit is fairly formed. The quantity to use depends on the quality. If

good, I use a teaspoonful—not heaped—to a common patent pail of water."

Mr. Linus Woolverton, Secretary of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario,

writes: "Spraying with Pai-is green is more or less done by all our best orchardists

in an irregular manner, but not with the regularity and system which its importance

demands. London purple is used very little indeed. I have used it for experiment

in my orchard, but see no special advantage in it over Paris green. With regard to

spraying with Paris green for Curculio, I am a strong advocate for it, both from my
own experience and that of my neighbours. But to be effective it must be done very

early, as it is the parent beetles we have to poison before eggs are laid. I have suc-

ceeded in growing fine crops of plums where the poison is applied immediately after

the petals fall, but when neglected longer I have little success. I find that much
caution is necessary in making the mixture, as the pliim will not stand as much
poison as the apple, and very often botli plums and foliage will fall, as the result of

spraying with a little too strong a mixture. One ounce of green to twelve gallons

of water is strong enough for the plum foliage. The application will have to bo

repeated if followed very soon by a rain storm. I have hesitated about applying

Paris green to my peach trees, for the foliage is still more tender than that of the

plum, and is very easily affected. I would not like to apply more than 1 ounce in

'20 gallons of water, but have no experinco to offer. Even with the apple and
plum I have caused all the fruit and foliage to fall when more than 1 ounce to 10

gallons of water was applied."

On the 5th July, 1888, Mr. Woolverton sent me some apples badly infested by
the larvit' of the Codling Moth. " These," he said, '• are from trees not sprayed ; from
those sprayed I cannot get any with worms, but those left without are worse than

usual. Notice that the worm has not entered the calyx end, but on the side. I

think this is the case in at least half the apples affected. I also send you samples of

peaches, showing the alarming condition of the crop just now, a very large per-

centage being stung (by the Curculio), and dropping off."

Mr. W. H. Moore, of Peterborough, also writes: "Spraying plum trees with

Paris green for killing the Curculio pest answered well on the trees upon which I

tried it."

Mr. E. D. Arnaud, of Annapolis, Nova Scotia, found that one sjiraying was not

sufficient, as, late in the season he found plums under his trees containing the grubs

of the beetle. This is in accord with the usual experience of other observers. It is

necessary to spray at least twice, owing to the known lengthened pei-iod during

which the Curculio lays its eggs.

From the foregoing it can be plainly seen, that it decidedly pays to spray fruit

trees as a protection against the various enemies which attack them. This should

be done as soon as the petals have dropped, which in most varieties will be before

there is a very large surface of foliage. This will not only destroy the young cater-

pillars of the Codling Moth but the larvas of many other leaf-feeding insects, as the

Canker Worm and the Leaf Eollers, although it is true these last are protected for some
time by being supplied with food inside the leaves they have curled up before the spray-

ing; but when these are consumed, fresh leaves, which have been poisoned, will have

to be consumed. The Lesser Apple-leafFolder, Terasminuta, Eobs. (Teras inalivorana,

Le Baron) was sent to me from Abbotsford Que., by Mr. W. M. Fisk, where it was
stated to have done " considerable damage in orchards for three j-ears past. In some
orchards they are so bad as to completely defoliate the trees, which now (28th Maj')

have the appearance of having been badly scorched. This is particularly the case

in a neighbour's orchard, where the trees have not been sprayed with London
purple. "They are most difficult to reach with poison, as they are so well protected

by being rolled up in the leaf, that they feed for some time without coming to grief;
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still, where prevalent, trees that have been sprayed are much freer from them than
those which have not." For spraying the arsenites over ti-ees some kind of force

pump and spray-nozzle is necessai-y ; but the saving in the crops saved in anything
but a very small garden will much more than pay for the original cost in a single

season. It is necessary that these arsenical mixtures shonld be thrown on to the
trees in a fine spray, and only sufficient of the mixture to thoroughly dampen the

leaves. As soon as the liquid begins to drip from the leaves the spraying must be

stopped. If the operator does not possess a proper spraying-nozzle, for a small num-
ber of trees or for a short time, a spray may be made by holding the thumb or a
finger over the outlet, this however soon becomes very tiresome, and is at best a
clumsy substitute for a cheap instrument.

Of the materials mentioned, I think there is no doubt that the best results will

be secured by using Paris green, and I do not think that it ever need be used
stronger than 1 lb. to 200 gallons of water. I have used it much weaker than this with
good results. It must not be forgotten that this material is very heavy, and must be
constantly stirred to keep the particles in suspension when mixed with water.

'BLACK KNOT" OF THE GEAPE.

In May, 1888, I i-eceived from Mi'. L. A. Woolverton the following letter and the

specimen mentioned therein, which he considered the woi-k of some parasitic fungus :

•'Find enclosed a small portion of diseased bark from one of my Salem grape vines.

It first made its appearance last spring. I cut it off, and thought nothing moie of it.

Last fall when 1 was covering my grapes I found that it had spread on the two
branches of the vine to the extent of 16 or 18 inches. It peals off with the old

bark, and leaves the wood quite healthy. The vine is othei'wise in good condition,

and I would like to know what this is.— T. Keelam. Fori Hope. Ont."

The specimen enclosed was a solid soft excrescence, about an inch long by half an
inch high. The tissues of the bark seemed to be torn asunder and the spaces filled

up with a powdery corky growth. Being unable to detect any fungous cause for this

injury I forwarded it to Prof. W. G. Farlow, of Harvard University, for an authorita-

tive opinion. His answer was as follows. "The ti'ouble is not due to a fungus.

This peculiar kind of excrescence has in Germany generally been attributed to cold

and severe weather in winter. How well that may apply to your case I do not
Ivnow. The trouble, however, is climatic rather than fungous."

During the past autumn further specimens of this same disease have been
received fi-om Mr. G. E. Fisher of Freeman, Ont. who had found it in some abundance
upon his Champion grape vines. He writes: "The Champion is the only variety I

found it upon. It extends along the whole of the old wood from about four inches

above the ground ; the roots are quite clean, at all events I could not discover any
traces of it on them. My Champion suftered more than any other variety from the
late frost last spring, and had very little fruit."

This disease has been studied both in Europe and in this country. In Bulletin

8 of the Botanical Division of the United States Department of Agriculture, Mr. B.

T. Galloway gives a concise account of the disease, which is known by the French
under the name of Broussins and by the Germans as Krehs or Schorf. Mr. Galloway
says under the action of the frosts of autumn and wintei', and especially those of
spring, peculiar malformations are developed upon the roots, the root-crown, the side

branches and the shoots left after pruning."

The appearance and nature of the galls is then described and as a remedy cutting

off the branches down to the healthy part is advised, which is the only means of
arresting the growth of unhealthy tissue.

THE LAEGE EED-HEADED FLEA-BEETLE, {Systena frontalis Fab.)

A very ti-oublesome pest in the shrubbery and on the seed beds of the Botanic

Garden, at the Experimental Farm dui-ing the past summer,was the Large Eed-headed
Flea-Beetle. Young plants ana lOW shrubs of a great many orders were attacked.



Their i-avages were particularly noticeable upon some species of Althea, Hibiscus and

Weigelia, and upon some young grape vines. Few plants, however, seemed to come
amiss to them. This injury was all done by the perfect beetles, which are black, with

a red patch on the top of the head in front. The body is slender and elongated, about

i of an inch in length by -^ in width at the widest part. The jumping legs are well

developed, and when at rest stick out conspicuously from the sides. This beetle

belongs to the Chrysomelidce a large family of injurious beetles, including also the

much smaller Cucumber and Turnip Flea Beetles.

THE MARGINED FLEA-BEETLE, {Systcna marginalis, 111.)

In the month of August the leaves of the Service Berry (Amelanchier Canadensis,

T. and G.) upon the Experimental Farm were badly attacked by the above named
species, the parenchyma being eaten and the ribs only left, giving the bushes a rusty

and seared appearance. Oaks, and to a less degree, elms and hickories, also showed

their ravages. This species is smaller than the last mentioned, and not so slender.

Specimens varied from i to ^ of an inch in length. The mature beetle is honey-

yellow in color, with a narrow black stripe running down the outside edges of the

thorax and wing-cases.

Dusting the foliage with a mixture of 1 part of Paris green to 20 of flour was

found to be a successful i-emedy.

FULLER'S ROSE-BEETLE, {Aramigus Fulleri, Horn.)

Attack.—Larva—A thick white legless grub, when full grown ^ of an inch in

length, the body curved, wrinkled above and flattened below, covered with short

tawny bristles. Head yellow with dark, black-tipped, sharp mandibles, with which

it consumes the young rootlets of various greenhouse plants.

Beetle—The peitSct beetle is a brown weevil, a little moi-e that J of an inch in

length, with a short thick snout, and long slender antennse or feelers, bent abruptly

in "the middle. The wing-cases are indistinctly striate, and bear ]-ows of large

punctures and minute hairs. A whitish stripe runs along the sides of the thorax

and half way down the sides where it terminates as an oblique white dash, reaching

to the middle of each wing-case. These beetles lie hid during the daytime, but come

out at night and feed upon the foliage of various plants.

On 12th December I received word from Alderman Charles Scrim, florist, of

Ottawa, that he had discovered this insect in his extensive greenhouses at Stewarton.

I immediately went to investigate the matter and found that in a large house, 150 feet

long by 20 feet wide, where plants of various kinds wei-e grown for winter flowers,

thefoliageof a great many species had been very much disfigured and eaten. There

was in this house a collection of 1,700 rose bus"hes. These had been imported from

a florist in the United States. Ever since they had been in Mr. Scrim's hands they

had been sicklv looking, and had never thriven as they ought to have tor the

attention they had received. The beetles had not been noticed until the present

autumn, when their attacks upon the rose bushes as well as upon the foliage of some

lilies which were being grown in pots attracted Mr. Scrim's attention. About the

same time he discovered that the roots of the ro.ses before mentioned and of some

Begonias which had been planted in soil from which some roses had been removed,

were being destroyed by large numbers of the larvaj.

Previous to my visit, a large quantity of white hellebore had been sprinkled

over the plants in the house. This had been partly effective only, for of the perfect

beetles which were found hidden only about 10 per cent, were dead. The beetles

had been very destructive to a collection of lilies, as many as three or four being

sometimes found in the heart of the terminal cluster of leaves. The roses in this

house are planted in long wooden beds, and the soil is about 6 inches deep.

An experiment was tried with bisulphide of carbon for the destruction of

the larvK, but owing possibly to the small depth of earth and openings for drain-

age in the bottom of the beds, this was found to be quite useless. The only
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remedy then was to remove entirely the soil from the infested beds, and re-plant in

fresh soil such of the plants as were found to be sufficiently uninjured to make this

worth while. At the same time, the plants frequented by the mature beetles for

feeding were syringed with a weak mixture of Paris green. The beetle is nocturnal

in its habits and hides during the day. Several were found hidden beneath leaves or

against the sticks to which me stems of the roses were tied. The sticks were the

small b^iiiboos used for this purpose by florists. The open top joints of these bam-
boos proved convenient traps for catching the beetles, for in each ofthem there were
usually from one to five specimens. As yet this troublesome insect only infests one

of Mr. Scrim's greenhouses, but there are traces of its presence in one end of another.

There is no doubt that it must have been present and gradually increasing for some
time, although unobserved. It is a troublesome insect to eradicate, but if the above
treatment of regularly poisoning the mature beetles is persevered in, so as to prevent

eggs being laid, it must succumb before long.

This insect has been treated at some length in the report of the United States

Entomologist for 1878, and by the State Entomologist of New York in 1885.

Its history is an interesting one. It was brought to the notice of entomologists

about 1874, when it was found by Mr. A. S. Fuller and others in the State of New
Jersey, where it was injuring the foliage of Camellias and other plants in conserva-

tories. In 1876 it was decided by Dr. Horn that it was a new species, and was
named after the gentleman, who had first brought it to his notice. Since that time

it has been found to occur in greenhouses from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Prof.

Lintner says : (Eep. 2, p. 143) : "Its greatest injury is committed upon roses grown
under glass, by the larvae feeding upon the tender rootlets, at first merely checking
their growth, but finally, when their numbers have increased, destroying the plant.

It has also been observed upon the roots of Geranium and Hibiscus, and in California,

is rejiorted as '•vary destructive to Braccenas (and palms lightly), oranges. Cape
Jessamine {Gardenia) and Achyrantlius, in the oi-der named. In Brantford, Canada,
it has been found upon Ahutilon and Plumbago in hot houses. From Massachusetts,

it is reported upon the Azalea, " Cissus," and " Inch-plant." The best method by
which to meet the depredations of this insect, so far as known at the present, is to hunt
for the beetles upon their food plants and to destroy them. If this be persistently

•done the evil can be arrested." Until quite lately the only mention of this insect in

entomological literature, has been as a greenhouse pest; but in '' Insect Life" (Vol.2,

p. 90, Sept., 1889) there is a note of its having been found to be very destructive in

the vicinity of Los Angeles, California, to the leaves of evergreen oaks, camellias,

palms (Washingtonia filifera), Canna indica and sevei-al other plants growing out

of doors. The experience of all those who have suffered from this pest, seems to be

that destroj'ing the mature beetles is the surest way of stopping its ravages. Prof
Hiley quotes in his 1878 I'eport from an account written by Mr. Peter Henderson, of

N'ew York, of the work of this beetle. After stating his belief that the failure of so

many to grow roses is due to the unknown presence of the larvse at the roots, he
says as follows :

—" Mr. John May, the gardener in charge of Mr. Slaughter's rose-

growing establishment at Madison, New Jersey, which is probably the largest in the

vicinity of New York, has given great attention to the rose bug, his roses for four or

five years being much injured by it, but by persistent efforts in destroying the per-

fect insect, he has now got entirely clear of it. The symptoms of the grub being at the

roots are a partial stagnation of gi-owth, weak, pale shoots, and generally barrenness
of flower-buds."

In the greenhouses where this insect has appeared at Ottawa, the plants in the
house are of such a nature that Paris green can be used without injury or danger.
The plants most resorted to for food appear to be some lilies which are just throwing
op their stems, and some rose bushes which have no buds upon them. The use of
only a very weak mixture (J oz. to 3 gallons of water) has been advised, but every
beetle that eats leaves sprayed with it must soon die.

Prof. Eiley discovered that the eggs were laid close to the ground, at the collar

of the rose bushes, and were secreted beneath any roughness in the bark, or other
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material placed there. He therefore suggested the value of placing traps, composed
of rags, tape or paper, tied either round the stem or around pieces of stick, and
placed close to the roots. In these the females would lay their eggs, which he-

describes as laid in flattened batches, consisting of several contiguous rows, and each
batch containing from ten to sixty. The individual egg is smooth, yellow, ovoid,

and about one millimetre in length. The female shows a confirmed habit of secreting her
eggs. The eggs take about a month from the time they are laid until they hatch,

so that if these traps are taken up every three weeks, and thrown into boiling water,

all the eggs must be destroyed. If the plan of tying rags to sticks be adopted these-

need not be untied each time, but after being scalded can at once be placed back
again at the roots of the plants.

INSECTS TNJUEING A WOODEN WATER-PIPE {Macronychus glabratus ?)

In the autiimn of 1889 it was discovered that a large wooden pipe which was
used to bring water from the Ottawa River to the Ottawa water-works was full of

large holes. Upon examination it was found that there were innumerable larv»
of vai'ious kinds upon the surface of the pipe, and it became necessary to consider

whether it would not be advisable to go to the great expense of laying a metal pip&
in lieti of this wooden one, which was found to have been rendered useless, in a much
shorter time than was anticipated. Specimens of the injured wood were submitted
to me by the City Council, and I also visited the water works and consulted with the-

engineer. After careful examination, the following letter was written, which
explains itself :

—

" Central Experimental Farm.
"Ottawa, 18th December, 1889.

'E. SURTEES, Esq.,

Engineer, City Water Works,
Ottawa, Ont.

Sir,—I beg to report that I have carefully examined the specimens submitted to

me by you— 1. Pine staves taken from the clear-water pipe of the Ottawa water
works system.

2. Samples of oak slats taken from a rack through which the water passes before

entering the water turbines.

The condition of these specimens is, briefly, as follows :

—

1. The wood of the pine staves is almost uniformly Ih inch in thickness, in a.

lew places possibly ^ of an inch less, and perhaps a little thicker where knots occur.

At the original point of contact, where the staves touched on each side those next to

them, the edges, particularly of the inner surface of the pipe (but also to a much less

extent of the outside as well), are much eroded between the staves for some distance

towards the exterior of the pipe, causing a deep groove, varying between ^ and f of

an inch across at its greatest width. In depth this groove varies in most places

between ^ of an inch and 1 inch; but at many jjoints it has extended right through

the wood to the outside, causing large holes from 4 to 6 inches in length, by 1 wide,

thus entirely defeating the ends for which this pipe was originally intended.

If these staves were as stated, 2 inches in thickness when put down, it is

evident that by some means about half an inch of the wood has been removed during

the fifteen years which have elapsed since the pipe was laid down in the aqueduct.

In answer to your enquiry as to the probable cause of this diminution in the sub-

stance of the pipe and the probability of its being due to the operations of aquatic

insects, I take the liberty of drawing your attention to the following points :—The
condition of the wood of the staves is as follows:—The wot)d itself below the surface,

and between the staves where these were in close contact, is perfectlj' sound, ofgood
colour, and not injured in any way. On the other hand, all surfaces which have been

exposed to the action of water, whether inside or outside the pipe, or in the grooves

eroded between the staves, are discoloured and in a semi-decaj-ed condition, i.e., the

wood is so soft and rotten that it can be easily removed with the finger-nail to a depth
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of at least Jg- of an inch. In and upon this thin layer of half-decayed wood the larva)

of various kinds of aquatic insects have taken up their abode, and some have made use

of it as food, as is plainly seen by the numerous tracks which have been eaten out all

over the surface. These tracks are irregular and winding in their course, going in

all directions, as often across the grain of the wood as with it. They do not pene-

trate the solid wood but frequently reach down to it and run along on the surface.

The same track sometimes runs in one direction for some di.stance and then doubles

back on itself and runs the other waj', a fact which entirely disproves the sugges-

tions which have been ottered by some that the whole of the injuries to the j)ipe, as

well as these tracks, are the effects of friction, current or suction. One particular

track was observed to start on the inside of the waterpipe and work its way through
one of the large holes out onto the outside surface. It is a notable fact that these tracks

run over the whole surface of the wood, even to the bottom of every little depression.

I believe that the softened condition of the surface of the wood is due to the

action of the river water, and I find that in some places, where the eroded groove
stretches out in points from the inside towards the outer surface of the pipe, there

is generally a discolouration of the wood beyond the point where the surface is

actually eaten away, as if decay had already begun, although the tissues of the wood
are still unbroken, but showing plainly that the water had effected an entrance
between these discoloured surfaces. It is generally perceptible that there is in such
spots a slight inequality of the exposed surfaces of the two contiguous staves, which
may have been caused either by some slight unevenness in the planing of the wood
at the time of building the pipe, or possibly from the wood having swollen unequally
when it was placed in the water.

I am informed that at the time the pipe was constructed the edges of the
staves were flush both inside and outside this pipe, which was built like a barrel,

with the staves slightly bevelled at the edges, so as to procure the tubular shape,

and that the whole was held together by iron hoops. This being the case, I cau
only suggest as a reason for the eroded groove being so much wider and deeper on
the inside of the pipe, that unless the angles of the bevelling were perfectly true the

outer edges of the staves would be much more tightly clamped together than the
inner by reason of the iron hoops outside.

I would suggest then, as the cause of the destruction of the clear-water pipe

—

first of all—the decaying of a very thin layer of the surface of the wood through the

chemical action of the river water ; and, secondly, the breaking up and removal of

this decayed sui-face by aquatic insects, so as to constantly expose a new surface of
the wood to the action of the water.

It is probable that both of these operations were assisted by the strong current
in which the pipe was situated-—in the first place, by forcing the water into every
minute crack or crevice, and then by carrying away fragments of the surface loosened
or undermined by insects.

I am aware that it is held by many that sound pine wood, kept constantly sub-

merged beneath the surface of water, is practically indestructible ; and I have no
doubt that under some circumstances, and for some purposes, this might be the case.

It must, however, be remembered that more or less air, varying with the circum-
stances, is always dissolved in water. I am under the impression that water contain-

ing a large quantity of air, as the water of the Ottawa Eiver necessarily does, after

passing down the Deschenes Eapids, would be more destructive to wood submerged
in it than water containing less oxygen.

With regard to the insects found upon the staves submitted to me, they were for

the most part predaceous lai'vas of Beetles and Dragon Flies or allied insects. Many
of these live in silken cases, which they spin upon the surface of objects in the water,
but into which they also weave fragments of the substance upon which their cases
are fixed—as small pieces of stone, sand or wood. Upon portions of the wood sub-

mitted to me were vast numbers of these cases, which, when placed under the
microscope, showed plainly that they contained fragments of coniferous wood. The
time of year is not opportune for the exact identification of the many larva; which
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occurred upon the injured wood, nor am I able to say with certainty which is the

species that has eaten the tortuous tracks in the decayed surface of the pipe. This,

however, is a point of no practical importance ; but I think it probable that it belongs

to the Parnidce, a family of aquatic beetles of which very little is known of the life-

history. To this family belong some small beetles, of which several were found on
the injured wood, belonging to the closely allied genera Dryops and Macronychus,

as well as some larvas which I refer provisionally to these beetles.

As to the wood-eating habits of these beetles which live exclusively in water,

Prof. Westwood, in his "Modern Classification of Insects," says of the genus
Macronychus, as follows :

" They are found in running water, appearing to prefer

the under sides of stones, and especially on floating wood, burrowing beneath the

bark. Their movements are very slow. When taken out of the water they do not

survive more than two or three hours." I might mention that none of these insects

have ever been known to bore into sound wood, but feed exclusively upon decaying
vegetable tissues in water, and their appearing in large numbers upon the clear-

water pipe may possibly be due to the unusual quantity' of decaying bark which, I

am informed, lies in the Ottawa Eiver, near the inlet of this pipe, and which would
attract these insects as a suitable breeding ground. They are in no way related to

the ordinary timber-boring beetles which are so destructive to standing timber and
manufactured lumber in all parts of the world.

I shall endeavour to breed those I have to maturity, so as to settle this question

of identity, but there is great difficulty in breeding in confinement those insects

which live in running water, on account of it being almost impossible to give them
the same conditions as thej' have in nature.

2. The oak slats taken from the rack near the pump house, and which had only

been in the rack for ten years, were proportionately much more destroyed than the

pine staves. The slats were ^ an inch in thickness by 4 inches in width when
put in the rack ; but many of them are now so seriously injured that it is necessary

to replace them. In most of the slats the greater part of the wood has been entirely

consumed.

"
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REPORT OF THE HORTICULTURIST.

(W. W. HiLBORN.)

Wm. Saunders, P.R.S.C, F.L.S., F.C.S.,

Director Experimental Farms.

Sir,—I have the honoar to submit herewith a report on the progress made in the
Horticultural Department of the Ceutral Experimental Farm, Ottawa, during the
year 1889. The winter of 1888-89 was unusually mild, which was favourable to the
orchards, the greater portion of the trees coming through in^good condition and
making a satisfactory growth during the summer. Small fruits, with few exceptions,
wintered well, grew strong and vigorous in the spring, and produced abundant crops.

The trees in the apple orchards passed through the winter with but little injury
to most sorts. Many trees were added to the orchards, some of them of the same
varieties as those already planted, but grown farthei- north, so that their relative
hardiness might be tested. Some of the older sorts not already in the collection,

together with some new varieties, have also been added, most of which have made
good growth and promise well for the future.

A number of pear trees were injured by the winter, some of them either killed
outright or down to the snow line. A few of the standard sorts survived, and may
recover sufficiently to form good trees. The Eussian varieties escaped with but
little injury and give evidence of being hardy. These have made a good growth,
but more experience is required with them before a list of hardy kinds could be
given that would be valuable to the planter in northern localities. Some pear trees
were obtained that had been grown in northern districts with the hope that they
would possess greater hardiness. A collection was also planted that had been o-rown
from scions kindly donated by Chas. Gibb, Esq., of Abbottsford, Que., selected from
his most promising hardy Eussian sorts. These have made a satisfactory growth,
and the outlook for establishing a pear orchard in Ottawa is more favourable than
at fii'st.

PLDMS.

Plum trees have suffered more from the winter than most other fruits, a large
percentage of the trees being killed. A portion of this injury was probably due to
the fact that the trees were transplanted from the nursery rows to the orchard rather
late the preceding spring, and did not get sufficiently well established to withstand
the winter. The vacancies have been tilled in this orchard also by trees grown
farther north, with the hope that they may prove more hardy.

Very few of the cherry trees were injured by the winter
; most of them came

through in excellent condition. They have made a good growth, and strong hopes
are entertained for their future success.
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Grape vines succeed well in this locality when proper protection is given to

them during the winter. All varieties require to be laid down and covered with
earth before the ground freezes in the autumn. Care must be taken not to remove
the covering too early in the spring. They will be better to remain covered until the

buds begin to swell.

In the spring of 1887, 320 vines were planted on what may be called the
"French system," in rows 4 feet apart, and 2 feet apart in the rows. These were
trained to short stakes and pruned closely. They made strong, healthy plants, and
some fine fruit was produced the past season. This plantation consists of the

following varieties: Bacchus, Brighton, Concord, Clinton, Champion, Delaware,
Early Victor, Niagara and Wilder. All the vines have succeeded nicely. Present
indications would warrant further experiments in this direction, especially in the

colder localities.

CURRANTS.

This plantation has not been out a sufficient length of time to produce much
fruit. ,K slight frost which occurred at the time they were in bloom did some injury

to the red and white sorts. Black varieties were but little hurt by the frost and pro-

duced a fair crop. Lee's Prolitic, Black Champion, Black English and Prince Albert
were nearly equal in productiveness. Black Naples was not nearly so productive as

the others. Black Champion gave the largest fruit, and appears to be a desii'able

variety in every respect. Some of Mi'. Saunders' seedling black currants proved
quite productive, of good size, and are well worthy of a more extended trial.

RASPBERRIES.

The past season was a favorable one for the raspberrj' crop. The first plantation

was put out in the spring of 1887, and consisted of the following vai-ieties : Black
Caps— Tyler, Souhegan, Chapman, Doolittle, Hilborn, Johnson's Sweet, Ohio,

Centennial, Mammoth Cluster, Nemaha and Gregg; Shaft'ei-'s, a purple cap, and
Caroline, a yellow cap. Red Jiaspberries—Eancocas, Hansell, Highland Hardy,
Eeider, Marlboro', Tui-ner, Clarke, Herstine, Parnell, Hudson River Antwerp,Niagara,
Cuthbert, Brandywine and Golden Queen. These ripen about in the order named. In
making a selection of Black Caps, either for home use or market, the following will

i-ipen at intervals during the season and give very satisfactory results : Tyler for

fiist early, Hilborn for medium and late crop. Gregg is a fine, large, late sort, not

as hai dy as the others, but where it succeeds it is a valuable market berry, on account

of its large size and firmness for shipping. Shaffer's is very much prized for home
use, being of a dark purple colour, but they are not regarded as very attractive for

market. Where they can be grown near the market in which they are to be sold, so

as to reach the consumer in good condition, little difficulty will arise on account of

colour. On the Ottawa market they were much sought after, and by many were pre-

ferrd to any other variety. Among the red raspberries thei-e is more difficulty in

making a selection. None of the early sorts fully meet the requirements either, for

market or home use. Eancocas is the earliest, but no larger than Highland Hardy
or Hansell. Marlboro' is large and quite early, but does not succeed in all localities.

Turner is of first quality, but too soft, and not productive enough for market ; but it

is the hardiest variety yet tested. Cuthbert is the best late-ripening sort, either for

home use or market. Golden Queen, the best yellow, somewhat hardier than Cuthbert
which it much resembles, except in colour.

SEEDLING RASPBERRIES.

Among the seedling raspberries of the Director, Mr. Saunders, which were
referred to in my last report, there are some very fine Black Caps of large size, good
quality and very productive, worthy of further trial. But probably the most
valuable berries in the collection were a number of red sorts. Some of these gave
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promise of being early, larger and more productive than any of the early standard

sorts. These will be propagated and further tested at the several Experimental
Farms. From present indications it is likely that some of them will be an improve-
ment on any of the varieties now in cultivation.

BLACKBERRIES.

This fruit has succeeded well on the Central Experimental Farm. The hardy
sorts passed through the winter in good condition and produced a tine crop of fruit.

Snyder is perhaps the Tuost hardy and reliable—strong, vigoi'ous and very produc-
tive, with fruit ofmedium size and good quality. It ripens early and is valuable for

market or home use. Agawam is larger than Snyder, of better quality, very pro-

ductive, and worthy of more general cultivation for both home use and market.
Taylor's Prolific, Gainor, Minnewaski, "Western Triumph, Stone's Hardy and Wachu-
setts Thornless all came through the winter in comparatively good condition. Stone's

Hardy and Western Triumph are productive, but too small in size for profitable

culture ; Wachusetts Thornless is not productive enough to be of value ; Gainor and
Minnewaski are large and productive, but not sufficiently hardy for this vicinity

;

Erie, Early Harvest, Early Cluster, Wilson Jr., and Knox, were all killed back nearly or
quite to the ground.

STRAWBERRIES.

About 115 named varieties were in full fruiting this season, and the weather
being favourable a large crop was gathered. All came through the winter in good
condition, except a few which were planted in low places, where ice was formed on
the plants. Most of these were killed, but the aiea thus destroyed was not large.

All of the leading vai'ieties were described in Bulletin No. 5 of the Central Experi-
mental Farm, with methods of culture, etc.

SEEDLING VARIETIES.

A large number of seedlings were in bearing. Some of those brought to the
farm by the Director, which were mentioned in my last rej)ort, produced fruit which
was large and proved productive. Most of them were not tirm enough for mai'ket,

but a few were thought to be valuable for that purpose, and of these a number of
young plants were put out for further trial.

VEGETABLES.

Some experiments were made in vegetables, principally with radish, lettuce,

asparagus, and rhubarb.
RADISH.

Sutton's Rosj^Gem, a round turnip radish, was the best of its class in the collec-

tion tested on the farm. It is very early tender, crisp, and seldom becomes hollow
or pithy, as many varieties do when left standing a short time after they have
become large enough for use. Early Oval, Dark Eed and Early Scarlet Short Top,
with the above, will give, perhaps, the best satisfaction of any of the earlier varieties.

In addition to the above, the following sorts were tested :—Early Carmine Short
Top, Arlington Early Long Scarlet, Improved Chartier, Wood's Early Frame,
Market Gardeners' Early Long Scarlet, French Breakfast, New Early Oval Dark
Red, Eed Rocket and Garnet Turnip.

LETTUCE.

The following sorts were grown for trial :—Boston Market, Black Seeded
Simpson, Black Seeded Tennis Ball, Boston Fine Curled, Buttercup, Burpee's Hard
Head, Grand Rapids Forcing, Gold Nugget, Henderson's New York, Lai'ge Hanson,
Landreth's Forcing, Marble Head Mammoth, New Premium, Gem and Salamander.
Where it is desired to grow only one variety for family use, Black Seeded Simpson
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will give good satisfaction. It is of fine flavour, and remains a long time fit for use.

Grand Eapids Forcing, Landreth's Forcing and Boston Fine Curled are valuable for

early forcing. Buttercup and Salamander are good in quality and fine for summer
use, as they withstand the hot sun at that season better than most kinds. Hender-

son's New York, forms the largest heads, but is rather too dark a green to sell well in

the markets.
ASPARAGUS.

In the spring of 1888 strong two-year old plants of Conover's Colossal, Palmetto,

Le Normandy and Early Purple Argenteuil, were obtained and planted in a rich

sandy loam. They made a very strong growth the season they were planted, and

little difference could be detected in the varieties. The past spring thej' were tested

on the table, and the diflTerence between them was so slight that there seems to^be

but little choice, they are all much alike.

Seven varieties were planted in the spring of 1888 in rich, sandy loam, in rows

6 feet apart and 4 feet apart in the rows, and good cultivation given them. In the

past spring thej^ made such a growth that the ground was nearly covered with their

foliage. This plot consisted of the following sorts :—Egyptian Queen, CarletonClub,

Li)inffiU8, Paragon, Stott's Mammoth, St. Martin and Victoria. Carleton Club is

the largest kind, producing very long and large stalks of good quality. Stott's

Mammoth is equally large, but much shorter in length of stalk. A single leaf

of this variety measured 31 by 38 inches. The quality is not of the best, and as

it is one of the latest to start in the spring it would not be a profitable market sort.

Egyptian Queen is of the finest flavor, stalks of medium size and freely produced;

good for home use or market. Linnajus is one of the best for market or home use.

It is of good quality, a strong grower, and remains fit for use a long time. Paragon

starts into gi-owth later than Linnaius, is not as good in quality, and the foliage sun-

burns badly during early summer. St. Martin is a very strong, rank grower, but

the quality is poor, and hence not desirable.

All of which is respectfulh^ submitted.

W. W. HILBOEN,
Horticulturist, Central Experimental Farm.
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REPOUT

POULTRY ISl^N^^aEIl.

(A. G. Gilbert.)

To William Saunders, F.E.S.C, F.L.S., F.C.S.,

Director Experimental Farms.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit to yon the second annual report of the Poultry
Department of the Central Experimental Farm. My first report included operations
to the 20th of January last, at which date winter laying was going on satisfactorily,

and so continued until such time as it was necessary to give the laying stock a rest,

prior to making up the breeding pens. It is desirable, when practicable, to keep
the breeding stock, male and female, apart, in compartments away from those con-
taining the layers, and treated in such a manner that, while robust health is secured,

the hens are not stimulated to lay until mated at the proper season. Chickens from
hens which have been actively laying all winter, are not likely to be possessed of
that vitality so necessary to vigorous growth. Again, the shells of the eggs from
winter layers are apt to be so thin by springtime as to be unfit to put under early
sitters. When the winter laying stock have to be used as breeders, they should be
given a rest and ran outside, if the weather permits, before the eggs to be used for

hatching are laid. As the poultry building did not afford space for separate pens of
breeders and layers, the hens were given the necessary rest, and in all cases the
breeders were mated with a male bird of a difl'erent strain. It may be mentioned
that it is, I believe, intended to provide such addition to the present poultry house
as to allow of the laying and breeding stock being kept in different compartments.
The male birds were not placed with the hens during the winter season, and should
under no circumstances be permitted in their company. Apart from the fact that
impregnated eggs lose their finer flavour, the male birds will not be in the desired
condition when mated in early spring, besides the risk that no breeder would care to

run of having fertilized eggs, from his best birds, sold promiscuously at the price of
eggs for eating.

THE BENEFIT OP NEW BLOOD,

The benefit of having, at the fii-st establishment of the poultry department,
procured eggs from different strains with a view to future breeding, was particularly
instanced in the case of the Buff Cochins, which, after laying during the winter
months, were only eleven months old when mated, after a short rest and I'un, to a
cockerel of the same breed and age, but of a different strain. The result was patent
in a lai-ge percentage of the eggs protiucing hardy chickens of large size.

6c—

7
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BREEDING PENS MADE UP.

Breeding pens were made up of the descriptions, numbers and at dates as

follows :

—

Plymouth Rocks 1 cockerel and 9 hens February 15.

Bu£E Cochins 1 do 6 pullets do 18.

Brahmas 1 do 7 hens March 15.

White Leghorns 1 do lido , do 15.

Houdans 1 do 11 pullets do 15.

Black Minorcas 1 cock and 10 pullets
1

do 25.

do Hamburgs 1 cockerel and 6 pullets jApril 6.

White Leghorns 1 do 5 hens [do G.

Dirigos 1 do 6 do do 17.

S. P. Hamburgs 1 do 2 do
1
do 13.

B-B.R.G.{J-jJ-f„';--;:}l cockerel and 7 hens April 17.

, 7 do March 30.P. Rock. . . . -! W. Leghorns.
(.Wyandottes.

oms.. J-i:

tes ... J

I
P. Rocks

1 11 cock and 7 hens April 15.
\W. Leghorns. .J

In all cases, when possible, a yearling cock was mated with two year old hens, and

males of two j'ears of age with pullets. A few days after being placed with the hens

the Silver Pencilled Hamburg Cockerel died suddenly and the pen was broken up.

The Dirigo Cockerel became ill a week after being mated and continued so until late

in the season. Few eggs were, in consequence, used.

SITTING HENS AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.

The fii'st two hens to become broody were Wyandottes. One was set as early as

the 2nd March, but the egg shells being thin broke frequently, and although the

remaining eggs were carefully washed in lukewarm water and reset, only one
chicken was hatched. The other Wyandotte was given eight Plymouth Rock eggs

on the 17th of the same month (March) and the result was fairly satisfactory in the

shape of four fine chickens, the remarkable progress of which is noted elsewhere.

As other hens became broody they were given eggs as soon as possible. Every effort

was made to rid the broody hens of any vermin that might be on their bodies before

putting them on eggs. To effect this the nest, which was made of straw, in boxes
specially arranged, was well dusted with carbolic powder. China eggs were placed

in the nests and the sitter put on them for 24 or 36 hours. The china eggs were
then taken awaj^ and the real eggs substituted for them. All lice meanwhile were
most probably driven from the hen and she could then sit in ease for the remaining

period of incubation. The nest boxes were made without bottoms so as to be placed

on the floor of the building in early spring, or on the ground in the warmer weather.

At another season it is intended to set a number of hens on the dry floor and others

in nests on the damp ground in order to thoroughly test both methods, each of which
have their enthusiastic advocates. In the early sea.son it is beyond question that the

dry floor is preferable to the cold ground. As the weather becomes warmer the

cooler earth may be best. In order to arrive at a satisfiictory conclusion, the eggs

must be thoroughly tested and the unfertile ones removed. Unless the eggs are so

tested, no definite result can possibly be arrived at, for some nests will be sure to con-
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tain a greater number of fertile eggs than others. The conditions must be the same
in both cases. We have no statement from the advocates of either of the methods
mentioned to show that any conclusive trials were even attempted. Corn in a trough,
water and a dust-bath were always kept near the sitters. Some of the hens were
confined to their nests and allowed out a*, a certain hour every morning to feed, drink
and enjoy a dust bath. Others were kept in open nests and allowed to come off and
return at pleasure. The former is the better way in the early season when the
weather is cold and it is an object to get the hen on the eggs again before the latter

are chilled. In the dust bath a small quantity of sulphur was mixed to aid in the
prevention of lice. As previously stated, when eggs were broken under a sitter the
remaining ones were carefully washed in lukewarm water and replaced in the nest.

The following table will show the number of eggs jjut under hens and the results

therefrom.
EGGS sot and chickens hatched.

P5

Mar. 17.

April 10.

do 11.

do 30.

do 30.
do .30.

do 30.

May 1.

do 2.

do 7.

do 0.

do 9.

do 15.

do 15.

do 17.

do 17.

do 20.

do 23.

do 2.«.

June 3.

do 4.

do 8.

do 11.

do 22.

do 26.

July 6.

May 26.

Description of Egg.s.

8 ,
Plymouth Rock

9 j5 White Leghorns, 4 Houdans
11 jBr.ahmas (from London, Ont)
11 (Houdans
11 iBrahmas
9 [White Leghorns (hen got sick on nest).

11 5 Wyandottes, 6 Buff Cochins
9 Game-Cross

11 7 Plymouth Rocks, 4 Buffs
11 6 Game-Cross, 5 Buffs
11 IPlymouth Rocks
13

1
7 Buffs, 6 Game-Cross

11 jBlack Hamburgs
13 I do jNIinorcas

13 [Redcaps (from London, Ont)
11 Andalusians
11 Houdans -

9 IWyandottes (purchased in Ottawa)
11 6 Houdans, 5 Mixed
11 jBlack Hamburgs
9 Mi.xed

11 9 Andalusians, 2 Wliite Leghorns
11 7 Plymouth Rocks, 4 White Leghorns.
13 Wyandottes (purchased in Ottawa)

6 Leghorns, 5 Black Hamburgs
11 Pekin Bantams (purchased in Ottawa) ,

Incubator Chickens

0-5

April
May
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
June
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
July
do
do
do
June

"With the exception of the eggs obtained from outside sources as stated above,
all were furnished by the farm stock. A feature of the early breeding season was
the scarcity of sitters, as much as one dollar being offered on the market for a sit-

ting hen.

DEJIAND FOR STOCK AND EGGS.

As spring advanced the demand for stock and eggs became brisk. It was decided
after due consideration to sell eggs to farmers for hatching at a reasonable price, also
spare cockerels for breeding purposes. This is done with the view of inducing them

6c—7^
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to cultivate a better class of poultry for eggs and sale on the market, care being taken
that the interests of regular poultry breeders were not interfered with. In several

cases thoroughbred cockerels were exchanged with farmers, in order to afford them
opportunity to introduce new and better blood into their much inbred stock. A
taste for a superior class of poultry once disseminated, it must result in a greater

demand for thoroughbred stock, and the business of the high class poultry breeder

cannot fail to be correspondingly enhanced.

EGGS SENT TO DIFFERENT POINTS.

Eggs and stock were shipped to different places in the Provinces of Ontario,

Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, the North-West and Biitish Columbia, and
the branch experimental farms at Indian Head, N. W. T., and British Columbia. It

is to be regretted that in some cases the eggs sent to a distance did not hatch well,

although packed according to the most approved method. There is always a certain

amount of risk and disappointment attending the despatch or reception of eggs for

hatching. So much so, indeed, that several breeders of note prefer to send live stock

rather than eggs to their customers. The whole matter of egg carriage is likely to

receive the serious consideration of the American Poultry Association at its next

annual meeting. It may be remembered that in June of last year, eggs received

from England, for the poultry department of this Central Farm hatched out fifty

per cent., and the eggs sent by express to the branch expecimental farm at Indian

Head, in May last, did very well. In many cases eggs are not fertile when sent, and
the carriage is blamed for disastrous results that would have been the same at home.

All that can be done is to use every means to have the eggs fertile; pack according

to best plan in a light basket with handle; apprise the carriers by conspicuous

letters on package of the care required in handling and give the consignee to under-

stand that he is to share a certain amount of the risk.

THE CHICKENS, THEIR GROWTH AND TRE.iTMENT.

On the chickens hatching, they were allowed to remain for 24 or 2() hours under

the hen until they were completely " nest-ripe." With the mother they were then

placed in coops of improved pattern specially designed for the poultry department.

The mothers were confined to the coops, but the chickens could run at large or return

to brood at pleasure. The coops became the homes of the chickens until they were

removed in the fall to winter quarters. On the chickens feathering sufficiently to

keep themselves warm by nestling together at night (generally at the age of four or

five weeks), the mother was removed to her quarters in the poultry house to resume

laying, and each colony of chicks returned to their own coop without hesitation.

The coops were so arranged that on being closed for the night the inmates were
secure against all enemies in the shape of rats, weasels, skunks, &c., while proper

ventilation was not lost sight of In rainy weather a double roof on each coop was
drawn forward and made an excellent shelter. It could also be used as a shade in

the hot season Care was taken to prevent lice on the chickens. These pests are

insidious and deadly foes to the young chicks and cannot be too energetically guarded

against. A great deal of this precaution can be well observed at the time of setting

the hen, by ridding her body of all such tenants. (See setting hens, above). In the

early summer of the year 1888, two methods of feeding newly hatched chickens

were tried, viz., the dry (hard boiled eggs and bread crumbs) and the wet (bread

and milk), but with one or two exceptions in the past year the bread and milk system

was adopted, and with excellent results. This method is particularly adapted to

farms where large quantities of butter are made and there is plenty of curdled milk

to feed. The bread was put into milk, squeezed nearly dry and so fed. It contained

moisture enough to do for drink, and in consequence, water was not given to the

chicks until they were several days old. Sour milk was left for them to take when
desired and was always enjoyed with great relish. Feed was given as frequently as
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they would eat and as much as they would take. Too iriuch importance cannot be
attached to the fact that the first few weeks of the chicken make the future fowl.

A chicken half starved, or stinted from any cause in the first five weeks of its exist-

ence never regains the loss afterwards. Chickens for table use should be pushed
from the first day they are able to eat. As the chickens grew up the last feed in the

evening was gradually changed to wheat and crushed coru, and pains were taken to

see that every chicken went to its coop with a crop full. The bread and milk gave
way to shorts, cornmeal, ground oats, bran, and other suitable materials mixed in

boiling water with a handful or two of ground meat to the chickens which could not
get grasshoppers or other form of insect life. The mortality among the earlier

chickens did not reach beyond 5 per cent.

The growth made bj- the chickens ofthe different breeds is shown by the follow-

ing table :

WEIGHT OP CHICKENS.

Plymouth Bocks—A cockerel hatched on lib. April, weighed, on Yth May (one
month afterwards), 1 lb. 6 ozs.; on 7th June, 2 lbs. 15 ozs.; on 12th July, 4 lbs.

12 ozs. (making 4f lbs. in 3 months). On 24th of the same month (July) the
same bird weighed .5 lbs. 8 ozs. ; on 15th August, 7 lbs. 1 oz., andon 18th October,

8f lbs. Another Plj-mouth Eock, hatched on 30th May, made equally rapid
growth, showing a weight of 8 lbs. 4 ozs. on the 30th October (5 months from
date of hatching), thus making weight of nearly one and three quarter pounds
per month.

Brahmas—Four chickens, hatched on 2ud May, from a setting of eggs from London,
Ont., turned out pullets, so in this case we have to take the female; one, grew at

the rate of 1 lb. 2 ozs. per month, weighing at the end of October, 7 lbs. ; another,

at same date, weighed 6 lbs. 8 ozs. A Brahma cockerel, hatched on 21st May,
weighed, on 21st August (3 mouths later) 2 lbs. 15 ozs., showing a gain of a
little over 15 ozs. per month.

Buff Cochins—Two cockerels, hatched on 21st May, weighed, on 2l8t August
(3 months afterwards) 3 lbs. 6 ozs. and 3 lbs. 4 ozs., making progress at

rate of 1 lb. 2 ozs. per month.

Wyandottes—Chickens hatched on 21st May, weighed 3 lbs. 7 ozs., on 21st August,
(three months later), gaining a little over 1 lb. 2 ozs. per month. A White
Wyandotte made the same gain during the same period. Eleven Wyandottes
hatched on 13th July, did not make quite such rapid progress during the hot
term, showing, on 20th August following, only 13 ozs., but on 23rd September,
cooler weather, reaching 1 lb. 5 ozs., and, on 23rd October, 2 lbs. 14 ozs.

Soudans—Hatched on the 1st May, showed a gain of 1 lb. per month.

Game-Cross—Two cockerels of a cross between a Black Breasted Red Game male and
Black Minorca hen, and hatched on the 22nd and 28th of May respectively,
weighed, on 22nd August (three months), 3 lbs. 7 ozs. and 3 lbs. 4 ozs., making
almost 1 lb. 3 ozs. per month.

Incubator Chickens—The chickens hatched in incubator on 16th June, and reared in
the brooder made 1 lb. and 1 lb. 2 ozs. per month. The majority of these
chickens were crosses between the Plj'mouth Rock and Wyandotte, except one,
a White Plymouth Rock, which made 1 lb. 6 ozs. per month.

From the above it will be seen that the Plymouth Rocks made the greatest
headway, reaching a development, in some instances of nearly one and three-quarter
pounds per month, far distancing all others. The difference in progress made can
be more easily seen by the following figures :

—
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COMPAEATIVE RATE OP PROGRESS PER MONTH.
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The result aimed at was to have the hens lay when eggs were high in price and the
sitting breeds hatch chickens when the price was below eighteen cents per dozen.

The early pullets should begin to lay when the older hens are in moult and new laid

eggs are becoming scarce and high in price, as was done in the case of the three
Plymouth Eock pullets hatched on the 7th April, 1889. (See sub-head Early Layers.)

A point to be considered is, that all the laying stock had limited runs compared with
what one or two breeds could enjoy on a farm where a poultry department is made
a source of revenue.

WEIGHT OF EGGS.

From time to time the eggs laid by the different breeds were weighed singly

and in dozens, as follows :

—

Plymouth Rock hens
do puUets

Wyandottes, hens
do pullets

White Leghorns, hens
do pullets

Brahmas, hens
do pullets

Buff Cochins, hens
do pullets

Black Minorcas, hens
do pullets

Black Hamburghs, hens
do pullets

Dirigos, hens
do pullets

Brahma-Minorcas, hens (not lajring yet)
do pullets

Single Per
Dozen.

It will be noticed from the above that the pullets of the Brahma-Minorca cro-ss

laid exceptionally large eggs. The hens have turned out larger than either the
average Brahma or Minorca hen. The eggs were mostly weighed in February and
March of last year (1889). Some of the eggs from White Leghorn hens, laid in the
beginning of March, were remarkably large, as those who saw them on exhibition in

the poultry house may remember. Taking two of the largest of these Leghorn
eggs, one weighed 2^ ozs. and the other 2J. The lesser weight has been put down,
as best representing the weight of the majority.

MISHAP TO INCUBATOR.

On the 26th May last one hundred eggs were put into the Bessey Incubator.
The hatching went on successfully until the sixth day when the lamp of the incuba-
tor .burst into flames and was injured beyond immediate repair. The eggs were
removed to another machine operated on the hot water principle without lamp, but
in so doing several hours' delay unavoidably occurred and what eggs were not spoiled
before were chilled by the long waiting. The machine was, however, attended to

for the full period but only ten chickens came out. Four died within a week and
the remainder were placed in the brooder where they grew rapidly. Examination
of the unhatched eggs showed chickens in the first stages of development in most of
the eggs, thus proving that the mishap to the incubator at the end of the
first week had been fatal to the embryo chick. As enquiries by letter, and from
visitors, are becoming more and more frequent, I would recommend more ex-
tended experiments in the way of arriving at the simplest and safest manner
of artificial incubation. From what has been attempted in this way in the
past two years, the hot water incubator without a lamp has been found the
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most reliable. If the eggs are properly tested at the proper time and the unfertile

ones removed there can be no doubt, with proper attention, the incubator will hatch
as great a percentage of chickens as hens set on the same number of eggs. Beyond
doubt the chickens grow as well in the brooder as those brought uj) by hens.

HOW THE CEOSSES DID.

Several crosses were tried with gratifjdng success in most cases. A cockerel of

a cross, between a Black-breasted Red Game cock and Brahma hen, made a very
handsome large bird. Hatched on the 30th May it weighed, when killed on the

19th December, 7J lbs. The cross between the same Black-breasted Bed Game cock
and Black Minorca and White Ijeghorn hens resulted in plump birds, game-shaped,
and showing the markings and many of the characteristics of the male parent. One
cockerel is so well marked as to be easily mistaken for a brown red. Several of the

pullets of the White Leghorn cross, with same male bird, are very little different

from the pure Black-breasted Eed Game. All the Game cross pullets ought to make
excellent layers, and when they begin to lay their record will be carefully noted.

The cross between a Plymouth Eock male and Wyandotte and Houdan hens did not

make as large birds as anticipated. The four Plymouth Eock Brahma crosses (males)

of the year Defore, (May, 1888), turned out suitable market fowls, weighing, when
killed, 8 lbs. 7 oz., 8 lbs. 3 oz., 7 lbs. 15 oz., and 7 lbs. 6 oz., respectively. The females

of this cross matured into goodly proportioned fowls, laying large eggs. In the

experiments made so far (two seasons) no cross has rivalled the pure Plymouth
Eock, the nearest approach being the Plymouth Eock-Brahma cross of 8 lbs. 7 oz.

and the Game-Brahma cross of 7 lbs. 4 oz. It is important that experiments in the

way of crossing ditferent varieties, calculated to make superior market fowls, should

continue. The results cannot fail to be of interest to all who are desirous of having
fowls of larger size and better quality of flesh placed on the market.

LIST OP POULTRY.

The number of fowls of both sexes on hand at present is as per list :

—

Males. Females.

Plymouth Eocks 6 18

Brahmas 2 10

White Leghorns 11 23

Houdans 6 15

Wyandottes 9 9

Andalusians 6 6

Buff Cochins 6 9

Crosses 9 21

White Plymouth Eocks 1 6

Black Hamburghs 4 15

do Minorcas 4 12

do Eussians 2

do Spanish 1

do Javas 1 1

Coloured Dorkings 2

G. B. Polands 1 2

Eedcaps 1 2

B. B. E. Game 1

Silver Pencilled Hamburghs 1

Brown Leghorns 1

Wild Geese 3 2

71 1(51

71

232
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A DISEASE WHICH WAS GENERAL IN THE CITT AND VICINITY.

Fowls in the city and vicinity were attacked during the summer months by a
disease which appears to have been general in the locality, and which was the cause
of many losses. A dairy farmer in the neighborhood reported the loss of forty fowls
in a short period. Not far distant fi'om him a farmer stated his loss at thirty-live,

and many others were losers to an equal or less extent. Enquiries as to the nature
of the disease and for treatment were frequent. Fifteen fatal cases occurred among
the farm fowls. As soon as the fii'st cases were noticed, and others in the neighbour-
hood were reported, particular attention was given to the phases presented by the
disease. The fowls atfected did not show any outward diiierence from the others,
until they were noticed slow in coming to feed or refusing to eat and then it was too
late to save them. On handling the ailing ones they were found to be mere skeletons,

the breastbone sticking out with the sharpness of a knife. As quickly as noticed
the sick fowl were separated from the others and given bread and milk with a few
drops ofPain Killer in the drinking water. In some cases a condition pill was given,
but despite every effort the invalids wilted away as in a rapid decline until death,
generally attended by convulsions, followed. There was no dischai'ge as in cholera,

nor was the ailment caused by lice. The fowls had a fair run, and the premises and
grounds were quite new. In two cases the fowls had become so weak from emaciation
as to choke to death from inability to swallow the bread and milk they attempted to
eat. One gentleman, well known in the city, besides writing for information, brought
two of his sick fowls to the poultry house to show the condition they were in after

being ill for some days. They were too far gone to benefit from the stimulating
treatment given and died during the night. The whole of the farm poultry, although
in the month of July, were at once given a generous allowance of soft feed—seasoned
with cayenne pepper or ground ginger—in the morning in lieu of grain. A small
quantity of tincture of iron was put in the water for drink. While this treatment
did not cure any of the sick it certainly seemed to prevent others from being attacked.
It may be stated that at first cholera was suspected, but in no case were there any
symptoms to j)rove a case, nor was there any cause in the case of the farm fowls for
an outbreak, the premises being new and the runs used for the first time. Any in-

formation from any quarter near or at a distance (not heard froni) with an experi-
ence of this disease, will be gladly received with a view to further investigation.

BEGINNING OF WINTER LAYING.

"Winier laying commenced about the 10th of December. One or two hens began
to lay earlier, having got over their moult. The Plymouth Eock pullets, as already
mentioned, laid through the fall, with a short stoppage, from time of first laying on
28th August. Other pullets laid as follows :

—

Brahma, hatched 2nd ilay, laid first egg 22nd December, 1SS9.
Game Cross do 30th do
Buff Cochin do- 2l8t do
White Leghorn do 21st do
Black Hamburgh do 24th June

Other pullets are expected to lay soon.

THE WILD GEESE.

The wild geese have grown to large size in captivity. They did not breed last

season, but will probably do so next season, when thej' will be in their third year.
In October last the largest gander weighed 15^ lbs., and the next in size was within
short weight of being as heavy. During the hot weather water tanks were provided
for them, and added much to their good condition.

ORDERS FOR EGGS.

During the exhibition of the Central Canada Association in September, 1889,
among the farmer visitors to the city many seized the opportunity to visit the Cen-

do
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tral Farm, and while in the poultry department left orders for eggs for hatching, to

be forwarded in early spring.

LETTERS OF ENQUIRY.

Numerous letters have been received since last report from different parts of the

Dominion, enquiring as to the best breeds of fowls for egg-production and market,
incubators, diseases of poultry, &c., &c. All the desired information was given in

reply.

PACKING EGGS.

Several enqui lies have been made as to the best manner for packing away eggs,

in summer, when the price is cheap, and keeping them until the winter season. I

would suggest, in view of the importance of the matter, that experiments should be
made of certain well recommended methods, in order to ascertain the best and
simplest.

ENQUIRING FARMERS—INFORMATION THAT WILL BE USEFUL TO THEM AND OTHERS.

During the past year numerous farmers from the locality and a greater distance,

have visited the poultry department, with evident desire to gain all the information
possible as to the most profitable sorts of poultry and the best methods of caring for

them. It afforded me great pleasure to impart all the information in my power, and
the interest displayed in the different points of merit in each breed was a source of
great gratification. Prom the tenor of the questions asked on the occasion of such
visits the following general information may be found of service and anticipate many
questions others are desirous of having answered. As preliminary', I may state that

the best authorities hold that the poultry department of the farm ought to be one of
the best paj-ing. The same authorities state that a hen will yield a profit of on^ dol-

lar per annum. This result, however, cannot be obtained without a thorough know-
ledge of the best methods. A farmer can no more receive a return from neglected

hens than he can from neglected fields. It is not a whit more unreasonable for him
to expect paying crops from frozen ground than it is to anticipate a crop of eggs at

winter prices from frozen hens. A profit from his fields can only be derived by the
systematic, intelligent and industrious manipulation of the soil. So it is with poul-

try. He must understand what he is about. He knows that his fields must be prop-

erly fed to ensure a paying return. The laying stock must be as equally' well fed.

They must be comfortablj' housed in the cold season. They must be given food best

calculated to furnish egg-forming mateiial and to gently stimulate; material to fur-

nish lime for the shell, meat to make blood. There is a constant drain on the

resources of the regularly laying hen as there is on the fields from which successive

crops are reaped. The farmer supplies the drain on his fields by a liberal supply of

manure. He must supply the di-ain on the resources of the laying hen by similar

generous treatment in food. In summer, when the hen can roam at large, she

supplies herself with all the necessary egg-making material. But when she is confined

to limited space, in winter, she must be furnished with all she has been accustomed
to help herself to when abroad. And this is the whole basis of winter laying. Let
the hens be supplied in the house as nearly as possible with what they can pick up
outside, and what is it ? We will speak about it directly. First, it is absolutely

necessary that the laying stock should have good winter quarters.

A GOOD HOUSE NEEDED.

A comfortable fowl house can be cheaply and expeditiously made in the corner

of a barn, shed or any outbuilding. It should be cheerfully lighted and face the

south or west if convenient. Tarred felt paper makes a good lining and is obnoxious

to vermin. The house should be divided into pens, lage enough to hold 20 fowls, and
no more. Fowls do better in small colonies. The laying stock must not be crowded
or they will not be layers long. The temperature in the coldest weather should be

high enough to keep the water from freezing—at any rate, warm enough to prevent
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the combs of the layers from freezing. A wooden floor is better than any other
kind. In the cold weather the best earthen floors will get damp, and keep so, and
damp is disease and death to poultry.

WHAT SHOULD BE IN THE HOUSE.

The best roost is a 2 by 4 inch scantling, put broadside over two 12-inch
boaids, forming a platform to catch the droppings, which as manure is worth 75
cents to SI per barrel. Heavy fowls should not have to jump more than 18 inches.

Each pen should contain a dust bath, so that the fowls can roll in the dry dust and
keep down lice. A small box to hold broken oyster shells, old mortar, gravel, crock-
ery broken into small pieces, &c., &c. Some of these substances are absolutely
necessary to furnish grit to grind up the food. They are the hen's teeth. A certain
amount goes to furnish lime for the egg shell, but much of the lime for this purpose
can be given in the shape of proper food.

TRE.\TMENT OF LAYING STOCK.

The hens shold be kept in constant activity. A lazy hen is never a laying one.

Cut-straw, hay, chaff or dry leaves should be scattered liberally on the floor of each
compartment, and in this all grain fed should be thrown, so that the hens will be
kept scratching for it. A cabbage suspended from the roof or ceiling high enough
to make the hens jump at it is a capital way o£ keeping them busy. Occasionally
substitute apiece ofcow's liver, lights or any tough sort of meat lor the cabbage. Tn
very cold weather the chill should be taken oft' the water for drink. Laying fowls
requii-e plenty of fi-esh water, hence the importance of having the house warm
enough to prevent water freezing. Take away all the male birds from the laying
hens. The cock bird is a nuisance in the pen of layers. He cot only monopolises
the most of the food, but leaches the hens to break eggs, and so learn to eat them.
Besides, the stimulating diet is too fattening for him, and will ruin him as a breeder.

THE PROPER FOOD FOR LAYING STOCK.

In the cold weather of winter a warm meal in the morning is uecessery to start
and keep up a steady supply of eggs. A good plan is to throw all the waste of tho
kitchen, in the shape ot meat scraps, pieces of bread, uneaten vegetables, &c., into a
pot; heat up in the morning till nearly boiling, and then mix bran, provender, shorts,
or whatever is most abundant or cheap on the farm, into the hot mess, dusting in a
small quantity of red pepper before mixing. Let the mixture stand for a few minutes
until the meal is nearly cooked ; then feed in a clean trough, with laths over it, to
keep the hens from jumping in and fouling or wasting the feed in their eager anxiety.
Feed only enough of this soft stuft' to barely satisfy, never enough to goi-ge. When
a hen has had so much food that she will go into a corner and mope, she has had too
much, and if the overfeeding is continued will soon cease to lay. The laying hens
are the active ones. If food is given at noon, it should be oats, and scattered among
the litter on the floor. This meal should be light. The last feed in the afternoon
should be generous. Each hen should be sent to roost with a full crop to carry her
over the long night. Green food, in the shape of vegetables, usually grown on every
fai-m, will be relished by the layers. Cabbages, turnips, carrots are generally the
most convenient. Small potatoes boiled and mixed with provender or bran is a good
change for the morning meal. Some of the above-named vegetables should always
be in the pens of the layers. There is no danger of their "eating too much. Red
clover hay steamed, chopped and mixed with bran, and given while hot, is one of
the healthiest foods for the morning meal. Meat in some shape must be given at
least twice a week, to furnish blood-making material. Hens fed on meat lay well.
If given no meat the hens will eat their eggs and pick feathers frem one another. In
cold weather warm the grain feeU.
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WHAT QUANTITY TO FEED.

Experience will teach the "happy medium" in feeding. It is desirable to feed

well, but not so much as to make the hens too fat. And here the advantage of having
small colonies of fowls, where different breeds are kept, will be evident, for what
would be generous and stimulating diet for Leghorns, Minorcas and others of the

Spanish family, would be too fattening for Plymouth Eocks or Brahmas. As before

stated, give enough to keep the hens active. When meat is given, it is not necessary

to give so much grain. For instance, if meat is fed at noon it will be only necessary
to scatter a few handsfuU of oats in each pen to keep the inmates at work. When a

hen becomes too fat she will lay soft-shelled eggs. Where jjlenty of meat is to be

had as one of the cheapest aiticles of food a greater quantity of oats may be given.

Wheat is the best all-round food. The waste of the farm in conjunction with meat
and the hot morning meal and exercise will bring plenty of eggs.

WHAT SORT OF FOWLS TO HAVE.

Beyond question, the best all-round fowl for the farmer is the Plymouth Eock.

The best two breeds are the Plymouth Eock and the White Leghorn, for the reason,

as the tables published in a preceding part of the report prove, that the Plymouth
Eock puts on flesh more rapidly, and the White Leghorn lays more eggs than any
other of the standard breeds. Closely following come the Wyandottes as an eai'ly

flesh producer and layer. Then follow the Brahmas, but they are slower in develop-

ment. Another advantage in keeping Plymouth Eocks and Leghorns is, that while

the Plymouth Eock hensare hatching chickens, after laying all winter, the Leghorns
(being' non-sitters) will go on laying, and pay the expense incurred while the other

breedis sitting. The common bai-n door fowl is a good winter layer, when not too

old nor too inbred. Where a fai'mer has a large number of mixed fowls, and he does

not care to get rid of them, he can do a great deal to improve the state of things by
procuring a thoroughbred cock or cockei-el, and breeding from him.

HOW TO BREED.

If his fowls are large he should get hold of a Leghorn, Minorca or Andalusian

male; if small he should place a Plymouth Eock, Brahma or Wyandotte male

among his fowls. It is best to breed from a certain numbei- of his best fowls. By
observation he will soon find out which are his best layers, and those he should breed

from, and so a flock of good layers will be produced. A hen is at her best at two

years of age. She does not lay so many eggs in her third year, and after that should

be disposed of, unless of extraordinaiy worth as a breeder. One of the greatest

drawbacks to a farmer keeping poultry successfully is that he allows his fowls to

inbreed from year to year, until they are so reduced in size as to be unfit for table

use, and their laying qualities are things of the past.

Two of the worst vices which fowls in confinement are given to are egg eating

and feather pulling. The first is caused by being kept in'too great numbers in

limited quarters ; a craving for animal food ; the nests not being dark enough, and

the eggs exposed to view in consequence ; the male bird being among the layers,

and breaking an egg ; hens laying soft-shelled eggs. The second vice is caused by
the absence of blood food, such as meat; fowls being in too great numbers, and not

kept busy enough. Both faults, once acquired, are very difficult to stop. Preven-

tion in both cases is far better than any cure. The nests for the layers should be as

retired as possible, and a little difficult to approach, P^ggs should be gathered as soon

as laid. If the habit becomes general, stop the hens from laying, by ceasing the soft

food, and give nothing but oats. If convenient, move the hens to a strange pen, and

that will aid in stopping the egg-production. If there is an incorrigible egg-eater in

the pen she should be killed, or she will teach every companion to be as vicious as
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herself. In feather-pulling a " bit " is sold by dealers in poultry supplies to go into

the mouth ; another plan is to feed the pullers nothing but feathers, and separate them
from one another. With care to have the layers kejjt in small numbers, with the
proper variety of diet, neither of these habits should be acquired.

SITTING HENS, CHICKENS, &C., &C.

All information necessary for the proper management of sitting hens and the
rearing of chickens will be found under their jiropei- sub-headings in preceding
pages of this report. The benefit of hatching chickens early will also be evident.

The pullets hatched in April and early May should begin to lay when the older stock
are in heavy moult and eggs are becoming scarce and dear. Early hatched Ply-
mouth Eock cockerels will weigh 8 and 9 lbs. by the fall months.

POINTS TO REMEMBER.

A few points to remember are :

—

1. Make hens lay when eggs are dearest.

2. Breed stock when eggs are cheap.
3. Keep a non-sitting breed to lay when sitters are hatching, and pay esiieuses

of latter.

4. Breed as many chickens as possible and as early as possible. They all

represent so much money.
5. Keep all the pullets. They are worth $2 each as prospective eai-ly winter

layers.

6. Kill, or otherwise dispose of, all hens after three years of age.

Y. Breed the best flesh-formers foi- market. Peed them up to as great weight as
possible.

8. Well-fattened, well-dressed poultry will bring the best prices from the best
customers.

9. If not accustomed to poultry, begin with a small number. Learn to make a
success of the few, then go on with a larger number.

10. Do not neglect the little essentials to success, such as lime, gravel, meat,
plenty of clean water, green food, dust bath, &c., &c., regularly supplied to layers.

11. Keep strict account of every cent of expenditure and receipts. Charge the
poultry with all expenses and credit them with all receipts. The droppings at 75 cents,
per barrel will go a long way to pay feed.

12. Market gardeners and dairymen are particularly well situated to permit of
their dealing profitably in poultry. The former has spare time in winter; the latter
is among the best customers in the city every day.

CHARACTERISTICS 5F DIFFERENT BREEDS.

Some of the leading features of the best known breeds, as follows, may be inter-
esting, viz. :

—

Plymouth Rocks.—A hardy, vigorous breed, growing rapidly to large size. Small
bones, great and rapid flesh-form<.M-s. Male birds go up to 10 and 12 lbs.

;

cockerels reach 8 lbs. in early fall. Females good layers, good sitters, good
mothers. A breed well suited to climate. Chickens hardy. The best all-round
fowl for farmers. Pullets lay from 4^ to 6 months of age.

Wyandottes.^A comparative new breed, of great merit. Cross of dark Brahma and
Silver Spangled Hamburg. Matures rapidly, having small bones and putting
on flesh easily. Males go up to 7, 8 and 9 lbs. Females are good layers, good
sitters, good mothers; apt to become broody, but easily broken up and lay soon
after. Chickens hardy. A good fowl for farmers. Pullets lay when 5 months
old.
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Brahmas.—A well-known and old-established breed, with many friends and admirers.

(Trow to large size and heavy weight, but take time to do so. Have large

frames, and a good deal offeed is required to put flesh on them. Are very hardy,
both as chickens and fowls. Are quiet, and bear confinement well. Females are

fair layers of eggs of good size, but rather heavy for early sitters (when egg-

shells arc likely to be thin), and apt to be clumsy as mothers. After "7 or

8 months of age males make good table fowls. Pullets lay at 7 months of

age.

Buff Cochins.—Another of the Asiatic family that has many friends. Like the

Brahma, they grow to large size, but take time to do so. Are very quiet, and
stand limited quarters well. The females are good sitters and careful mothers,

fair layers of a large egg (when hens) of rich colour. Pullets lay when 7

mouths old ; males grow to heavy weight ; chickens and fowls hardy.

Soudans.—A breed of French fowls of some merit as layers, but do not grow to the

same weight in this as they do in the country of their origin. Are non-sitters,

and lay a white egg of rather more than average size. Chickens are hardy,

mature rapidly and are great foragers. Are not so suitable to farmers as either

Plymouth Eocks or White Leghorns. Owing to heavy crest on top of head are

apt to fall easy prey to hawks and other enemies of the poultry yard. Crest

will freeze and become solid with ice where water is not kept from freezing or

fountain with narrow lip is not used. A good table fowl.

WIdte Leghorns.—One of the best layers at all seasons, when properly handled and
cared for, as all fowls should be. Are non-sitters, hardy, and mature rapidly.

Will lay well in winter, in a moderately comfortable house. Chickens thrive

well and leather quickly. Hens lay a white egg of large size (see table of

weight of eggs). Pullets lay at 5 or 6 months, sooner if hatched early. The
Brown and Black Leghorns are also great layers. They are good fowls for

farmers when kept with a breed of sitters. Great flyers, like all the Spanish
family.

Black Minorcas—An old English breed, comparatively new to this country, and fast

taking the place of the Black Spanish. They are as good layers as the Black
Spanish, and grow to much heavier weight, the males making fair table fowls.

They are given weight allowance in the new standard of excellence (American).

They lay well in winter, properly housed. Both fowl and chickens are hardy
;

the latter grow rapidly. The males have large and high combs, which must be

kept from fieezing. Pullets lay at 5 or 6 months of age.

Andalusians.—Another comparativelj^ new-comer—to this side of the water—of the

Spanish type, and as a breed of layers rivalling the Leghorns. They are likely

to occupy a high position among poultry fanciers on their superior laying

merits. They lay well in winter, when looked after, and are hardy, quick-

growing chickens. They do not breed true to colour or markings in every

case ; but that is a matter of secondary importance to those who wish to keep
them for their laying properties. Like the Black Spanish, they are not heavy-

weights, and in consequence are not so good for table use as the heavier breeds.

Pullets lay when 6 months old. Hens lay large white eggs.

Black SamMirghs.—Small tightly-feathered fowls. They lay small eggs, but a great

many of them. Chickens grow fairly well, but all the family seem liable to

cold and roup in the f;ill. There are other breeds of greater merit for farmers

to choose from.

Silver-Pencilled Hamhurghs.—Beautifully marked small fowls. Lay a large number
of small eggs. Eequire great care, as they are subject to roup iu rainy, cold

weather.

Dorkings.—A breed very much prized in England for its table qualities. In this

country they are sensitive, when chickens, to the fall weather, and are harder
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to rear than Plymouth Eocks or White Leghoi'ns. The coloured are the best

suited to this part of the Dominion. While a breed ofgreat merit, they are not
hard}' enough for the farmers to take hold of. Crossed with the Plymouth
Eock, an excellent result is attained.

Black Javas.—Grow to large size when in second year. They are not remarkable
as layers, but are good table fowls. The eggs are large and of a rich colour. If

better known would perhaps be better appreciated. They are fairly hardy as

chickens and fowls.

Black Russians.—Have not been found to possess the hardiness nor winter-laying
qualities claimed for them. They are predisposed to colds and roujj in the
cold wet weather of the fall months. The females make good, kind mothers.
They do not possess the merits that other breeds do to make them suitable to

farmers.

Games.—Are of many varieties. Some are more suited to the cold winter of this

country than others. Black-breasted Eed Games have been found rather hard
to get over the first year, but are hardy and vigorous afterwards. As table

fowls their reputation is world wide. Hens are fair layers. They are tight-

feathered and weigh much more than they look.

There are several new breeds yet on their trial, and nothing decided can yet be
said for or against them. A breed may have a reputation for laying qualities in a
mild climate which on removal to a colder one they may not be found to display.

Several crosses have been found to result satisfactorily, such as the Plymouth Eock
male and White Leghorn female and vice versa ; Brahma and Black Minorca hen

;

White Leghorn male and Brahma female.

Poultry like all other animals are subject to disease. But with a run such as

they should have on a farm, and proper care in the cold, wet weather, of a certain por-
tion of the fall, disease should be rare. The disease most common to poultry in this

portion of Canada is roup in its different phases of cold, catarrh and throat affections.

The first symptoms are running at the nostrils and sneezing. In its moie virulent
form it is attended with swollen head and closed eyes, and a most offensive

discharge. It is better on detecting a case to kill the bird at once and burn it. If

neglected it will contaminate all the others in the pen by dipping its nostrils into the
drink water, and so disseminate the virus. It is very contagious. A simple cold if

neglected will develop into roup. Treatment for a cold is to inject with a syringe a
small quantity of coal oil, and if handy a few drops (5 or 6) of carbolic acid added.
Two or three injections ought to effect a cure. Isolate the fowl from the others. The
most frequent causes of disease are keeping too many fowls together and filthy

quarters.

The foregoing information on the most important points in poultry manage-
ment can only be briefly given in the limits of a report. It is to be hoped all who
have the opportunity will visit the Experimental Farm and see the methods and
appliances in operation. There is no food given that the farmer has not in abund-
ance, no treatment adopted nor appliances used that is not within his easy reach.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

A. G. GILBEET,
Manager Poultry Department.

Central Experimental Fabm,
Ottawa, 3rd January, 1890.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR THE MARITIME PROVINCES.

EEPOET OF W. M. BLAIE, SUPEEINTENDENT.

To Prof. "William Saunders, P.E.S.C, F.L.S., F.C.S.,

Director Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sir,—I ha^e the honour to submit herewith the following report of the opei'a-

tions on the Experimental Farm for the Maritime Provinces at Nappan, N.S., during
the year 1889.

WEATHER.

The year has been a fine one for farm work. We had a very mild winter, with
much rain and sleighing only for 15 days. The spring was early. Farm work com-
menced on 6th May. Until 12th June the weather was dry and warm, with occasional
showers, that made vegetation very rapid, after which there was 10 days of cold,

damp weather. During this period much of the grain, especially that sown late,

turned yellow, but whether this was caused by the weather or due to the presence
of the grain Aphis that infested the grain in great numbers, more particularly the
late sown, I am unable to determine. However, as soon as the weather became warmer
the grain partially recovered li-om its sickly appearance and made as fair a growth
as could be expected after being so seriously checked.

I may here say that the " Lady Bug " rendered valuable assistance in, destroying
the Aphis.

During the months of August and September the weather was unusually warm,
the thermometer ranging for several days from 85° to 88° in the shade at 1 o'clock.

The root crops suffered severely from drought during this pei'iod.

The autumn was fine and dry, with occasional showers. The first frost to inter-

fere with farm work was on the 27th November, with 2 inches of snow on the

28th, which soon melted away with a south wind.

MAN0RE.

Owing to the scarcity of snow last winter we only succeeded in hauling 450
loads of marsh mud. This was put on four and a-half acres of sod laud that had
been previously drained and ploughed in the fall, and as soon as the first frost left

the land in the spring, was evenly spread and well worked in with a two horse
cultivator or grubber and a disc harrow, until it was thoroughly mixed with the

top soil, and a good seed bed thus made. It was then sown to wheat with a seed
drill. This wheat made rapid growth ; the straw was free from rust and the grain
well filled.

The manure from the cattle and horse stables was drawn to the fields every
week during winter, and was well mixed together in a pile, and frequently turned
over for a few weeks and then spread on the fields from a cart or sled. By this mode
we succeeded in giving ten acres a fair dressing.

MARSH LANDS.

The high tides of December last that broke the dykes and flooded the marsh
were a benefit to those parts of the marsh that were well drained, as the salt water
ran off quickly but left a deposit of new mud and, as a consequence, a large crop of
hay was cut this year, while on the portions that were not so well drained the

water remained longer and a light crop of hay was the result. Taking it all together
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we secured from ninety to one hundred tons, where we only had from sixty to seventy
last year. We have this year opened 741 rods of surface drains and strengthened
the weak places in the dykes, and trust that they will now withstand the high tides.

WHEAT.

On the ninety acres of. upland in crop this year we had, in addition to other
crops, eighty varieties of wheat ranging in quantities of seed fi'om 100 lbs. to 20
kernels. A statement of some of the most promising sorts is given below.

X
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Of barley there were 60 varieties, ranging from 4 bushels to 20 kernels of seed.

Some of the best are sriven in the followina- table :

—

&&
° 5.

1^

Character of
Grovnh.

Carter's Prize Prolific 4 bush
Scholey'f Imp. Chevalier 4 "

.

Danish Chevalier ! 2
"

.

Danish Printice Chevalier ... 2 "
.

Mensurj- 2 "
.

New Zealand I 1
"

.

Polar 30
Petschora
Peerless White
Early Minting
Selected Chevalier
Barley of Bhagarmany Hills.

Saale Barley

1 bush
3 lbs..

3 "
.

3 "
.

3 "
.

6 " .

May 24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.
" 24.
"

25.
"

25.
"

26.
"

25.
" 25.
"

25.
"

25.
"

25.

Aug. 28.
" 28.

Sept. 2.
" 3.

Aug. 22.
" 28.
" 21.
" 22.
" 27.
" 27.
" 27.

96.

101.
102.

90.

95.

88.

89.

94.

94.

94.

82.

94.

2,6221
1,410
748
644
756
350
310
387
40
41
41
11

.52ilbs

52 "

51i
"

52 "

48 "

52i
"

45 "

48i
"

52" "

52J
"

52 "

55i
"

51i "

Short, bright straw.
Bright straw.
Short straw.
do do
do soft straw.
do do
do poor straw.
do straw.
do bright straw.
do do
do stiff straw.
do soft straw.
do bright, soft straw

This grain was sown on rather poor, wet, land and succeeded well under the cir-

cumstances. Another year the land will, it is hoped, be in better condition. Some
>;rain from several smaller lots were secured for next year's planting.

The total amount of grain grown of all kinds wa.s 1,790 bushels.

BUCKWHEAT.

Several varieties of buckwheat were sown,

ment of yield, etc., were the most promising :—
Those named in the followina; state-
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Self-Kusking.
Canada Yellow.
Angel of Midnight.
Longfellow.
Early Minnesota.
Compton's Early.

Moore's Early Concord.
Egyptian Sweet.
Kew Corey.

One hundred and three varieties were planted. The quantity of seed yield, and
the character of the tubers, &c., is given below.

St. Patrick
iRichter's Elegant
[Prime Minister
Centennial
Gleason's Late
(White Star
Conqueror
[Jackson's Imp
Asparagus
.Schoolmaster
[White Sprout
Paterson's Victoria

I Adirondack
Erfurt Early Kound
Halberstadt

1 William's Early
Sukreta
Early Calico
Six Weeks Round White
[Thorbum
Thorbum
Compton's Surprise
[Prolific

Six Weeks Round Blue..
Rose's New (jJiant

Emperor William
Richter's Gem
Beefsteak
Rotherant
Clark's No. 1
Count Moltke
Burbanks Seedling
Mav Queen Early
Silver Skin
Eye Carpenter
P^nglish Kidney
Erfurt Incomparable. . .

.

Empire State
Frame Early
Paragon
Rosy Morn
Thorbum's Late Rose . .

.

.Tumbo
King of the Earlies
Niagara
Paterson's Albert
Matador
Richter's Schneerose ....

Harrison

6c—Si-

Character of Tubers, &c.

May 24 122 Long white, some rot.

do 24 66 Long flat pink, some rot.

do 24 119 Long white, few eyes, some rot.

do 24 7.S Round while and pink, few eyes, .sound, late,

do 24 48 Blue long round, much rot.

do 24 98 Long rnnnfl \Kliitf, very sound, late.

do 24 90 iLarge "Int. r"HL,'h, few eyes, sound, late.

do 24 116 iSmall r. .1111.1 «hitH, sound, late.

do 24 26 .Small ulnf, irr. -ular, sound.
do 24 102 Largt- ]. .'ui.

I « int. , rough skin, sound.
do 24 83 Roumi V. (III. . Ill,my small, sound.
do 24 76 Sm.all "hit.-, ill -liaped, some rot.

do 24) 62 ;FIat white, many small, few' eyes.
do 24! 33 Small round, ill shaped, much rot.

do 24! 58 Small round white, some rot.

do 24| 53 Small kidney shaped white, sound,
do 24 1(16 Flat oblong white, few eyes, some rot.

do 24 78 .Flat smooth white, early, sound.
do 24 1

60 Small round white, sound.
do 24, 66 Medium size pink, many small, some rot.

do 24 109 'Long flat pink and white, some rot, late.

do 24 73 [Blue, few deep eyes, many small, some rot.

do 24. 46 ,Large flat white, many small, some rot, early,
do 24j 38 Blue and white, femall round, sound,
do 24] 187 .Large long flat white, sound, late.

do 24, .57 iWhite flat, rough skin, medium early, sound.
do 24j 100 [Smooth white, few eyes, some rot.

do 24! 52 Small white long rough, sowid.
do 24 [ 74 [Long rough pink, much rot.

do 24! 249 [Long pink with white eyes, somid, prolific.

do 24| 37 [Small pink, some rot.

do 24[ 90 iLong white rough, sound,
do 24' 56 [Large pink, some rot.

do 24 [ 57 'Large white, some rot, early,

do 24: 100 Smooth white, few eyes, some rot.

do 34| 52 iSmall white long rough, sound.
do 24 74 Long rough pink, much rot.

do 24 249 Long pink with white eyes, sound, prolific.

do 24 37 Small pink, some rot.

do 24 90 Long white rough, sound.
do 24 56 jLaige pink, some rot.

do 24 67 Large white, some rot, early,

do 24 99 Long pink, sound.
do 24 47 [Long white, very small, some rot.

do 24 65 jSmall white round, deep eyes, some rot, early,

do 24 101 (Large white oblong, sound, late.

do 24 46 [Small white, unproductive, some rot.

do 24 35 jSmall kidney shape, white, unproductive.
do 24 93 (Large pink, early, much rot.
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POTATOES

—

Continued.

SI
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
90
97
98
99

100
101
102
103

Beauty of Hebron
Thorbuin's Paragon. ......
Large CaUao
Early Bird
Amylon
Priiie of America . .

.

Price from Holland
White Late Rose
Snowflake
Algiers
Lira
Onion Early
Late Goodrich
Early Ohio ,

White Elephant
lOarly Calico
Prince Bismarck
Richter's Imperator
Brownell's Best
Matchless
Brownell's Beauty
Telephone
Bliss' Triumph
Early Short-topi*d
Aliilia

Sharpe's Seedling
Fidelia
Dalmahoy
(liant Long Dutch .

.

Sugar
Golden Early
Kidney August
Early Rose
Lark's Eye
Great Eastern
Brownell's Superior
ilember of Parliament . . . .

.

Manhattan
Wonder of the World..
Chicago Market
Manunoth Prolific

American Magnum Bonum

.

Montana Elephant
Silver Dollar
Durning Seedling . .'.

Seal Feet
Cro^^^l Jewel
Halton Seedling
Stray Beauty
Rural Blush
Early Sunrise
Dakota Red
Early Ohio
IRosy Morn

do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
de 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24
do 24

May 21
do 21
do 21
do 21
do 21
do 21
do 21!

do 2l|

lbs.

149

Character of Tubers, &c.

330
390
3G0
390
300
300
360
385

Large pink, early, some rot.

Large round white, sound.
Large flat white, pink eyes.

Small ill shaped, pink, sound.
Si.KiU ^^llit., sound.
\'t r\' liiiind white, deep eyes, late, sound.
Ijargf' l"ng white, deep eyes, sound.
Large white, sound.
Large flat white, rough skin, sound.
Very small round white, sound.
Medium size, ivw il.tp > yes. sound.
Medium size, r<'l di i |> i v. s, some rot.

Large round rou^Hi w hitr. suund.

Large pink, very proihictive, some rot.

Lar^e round white, sound.
White oblong with bright red stripes, sound.

Very large productive round white, sound.
Large flat white, rough skin, some rot.

Small, whitr- and pink seed ends, some rot.

T. and pink spotted, sound.
tc, sound.

\. . und.
.~.i,,<., -,,L 1 white, some rot.

Sniall " liitr long flat, early, some rot.

Lnn;,' Hat pink, sound.
Ldiig blue, prolific and sound.
Small ruinid, white, deep eyes, some rot.

Large rough white, sound.
White flat, medium crop, some rot.

Round white, nvimerous but small, sound.
Long white, some rot.

Large light pink, very prolific, some rot.

Small white, early, much rot.

Very large, round white, few eyes, sound.
Long flat, dark pink, some rot.

Long white, sound.
Large round, blue, with some white spots.

Large long light pink, with white eyes.

Large pink.
Round white, few eyes, sound._

Small unproductive, round white, sound.
Black round, sound.
Large white, sound.
Long blue, sound.

Oblong white, pink between eyes, soimd, early.

Lifht color pink blush, oblong, some rot.

Bright red, round, few eyes, sound, early.

Light pink, nearly round, deep eyes, sound, early.

Pink oblong, very early, some rot.

Bright red, hardy, round, sound, late.

Pink oblong, very early, some rot.

Flat pink, very early, some rot.
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The followini; results were obtained from planting whole and different cuts in

plots of thirty hills each.
Yield.

No. 1—Whole potatoes—An even lot, not very large or small 54 lbs.

2—Half do split from seed end—An even lot 32 "

3—Three eyes—.Mostly Muall ones 28i
"

4—Two do S,. Ill- Iar_'' ami some small 27|
"

3—One eye—An mi. . . u h t. ~(>nie very small ISj
"

6—Seed end—A gond round t-ven lot 37 "
7—Butt end—Some large and some very small 33J

"

TURNIPS.

Three and six-tenths acres of turnips were sown, the yield being 3,600 bushels.

Varieties.

Eangholm Swedes produced 1,000 bus. per acre.

Queen of the Swedes produced 950 do
Elephant do do 1,050 do
King of the do do 875 do
Carter's Prize Winner do 1,000 do
Steel Bros'. Purple Top do 1,100 do
Eennie's Prize Winner do 1.025 do

This land was very wet previous to being drained, so much so that, it could not

be cultivated properly.
M.\NGELS.

Two hundred bushels of mangels were grown, and of the three varieties tested,

"Carter's New Golden Intermediate '' was the most productive, " Carter's Mammoth
Long Eed " came second, "Carter's New Tankard Yellow" third.

CARROTS.

About 220 bushels of carrots were also grown. The four kinds tried stood in

the following order for jji-oductiveness :

—

Short White 1st

Carter's Orange Giant 2nd
Giant Wiltshire White 3rd

White Belgian 4th

T0.M.\T0ES.

Seven varieties of tomatoes were planted, all of which did well. In point of

excellence they rank as follows, viz. :

—

Livingston's Favorite Ist

Li vingston's Beauty 2nd
Dwarf Cham pion 3rd
Perfection 4th
Conqueror 5th
Canada Victor 6th
Early Mayflowej- 7th

FERTILIZERS.

In addition to the barnyard manure, several kinds of fertilizers were used on the
diffei-eot crops with apparent good eflect in most cases. In order to ascertain, if

possible, their relative value, a number of tests were resorted to, with the following

results :

—

In one instance a plot of land that had some years ago been ploughed and
cropped but had not received any manure, was taken. This land was rough and
uneven, and had the appearance of being but once ploughed, and was much overgrown
with weeds. After it had been wAl ploughed and cultivated it was divided into
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eleven plots ofJ^ of an acre each, with a space of three feet between each plot. On ten
of these plots ten different kinds of fertilizers were applied, leaving one plot without
any manure for comparison. Then the whole was sown with oats. The statement
below gives the value of the fertilizers used, ihe yield in pounds of grain and weight
per bushel :

—

Plots for testing feitilizers, j\ of an acre each.

No.
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PRICES OP DIFFERENT FERTILIZERS.

Per ton. Per lb.

Special potato fertilizer S36 00 Ifc.

Corn fertilizer 38 00 l^e.
Guano 50 00 2Jc.
mtrate of soda 50 00 2Jc.

Fine groimd phosphate 28 00 l*c.

Superphosphate of lime 26 00 ^tijC.

Bone-meal 40 00 2e.

Peruvian guauo GO 00 3c.

" Ceres " superphosphate 40 00 2c.

Archibald fertilizer 38 00 lyV-

DRAINING.

This necessary work was pushed forward as i-apidly as possible, and 26 aei-es

were drained, at an average of 30 feet between the drains. The statement below
shows the cost of draining per acre, price of tiles, &c. :

—

81,405 ft. 3-in. pipe at $12 00 S 376 86

3,670 ft. 2-in. do 8 00 29 36
39Gft.4-in. do 16 00 6 34
618ft. 6-in. d« 36 00 22 25

36,089 ft. or 2,187 rods $ 434 81

Cost of tiles S 434 81
do labor, draining 713 60

do freight 99 24
do trucking 52 35

$1,300 00

Average cost of draining per acre $50 00

BtHLDINGS.

The buildings commenced last year are now about completed. The barn is

occupied, and is found very convenient for storing hay, grain and roots, and also for

stock. It will hold over 250 tons of ha}- and grain, with stabling for 60 head of
cattle and 11 horses. The granaries are capable of holding 2,000 bushels, and the

root cellars 4,000 bushels There is also a convenient feed room.
The workman's cottage was finished in the spring, and has been occupied during

the summer.
The Superintendent's residence is also nearly completed.
A set of large scales have been placed in a convenient place for weighing bulky

material, such as hay, grain, roots, corn, cattle, etc., which are found to be very
useful in connection with our work.

The cattle fed last winter have been sold at a profit, and others bought this

autumn to consume the hay, straw and roots raised. They are now doing well and
iulding to our stock of fertilizers available for next year's crop.

A well was dug near the barn, and a supply of good water is obtained by
pumping.
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Five hundred and sixty-eight rods offence has been built.this season with cedar

posts 8 feet apart ; 6 inches fiom the top a 2 by 4 scantling was lei in 1 inch and
spiked on. This, with 5 strands of barbless wire on the level, or in some places 4

strands, and a small dyke thi'own up from each side, makes a good, substantial and
handsome fence. The posts on each side of the main road, 414 in number, were
turned, and, when the fence was completed, the posts and rails received two coats of

paint.

FRUIT TREES.

All the fruit trees came through the winter safe!}' and made a vigorous growth
this season. It was intended to plant them out in the spring in orchard, but before

the land was in suitable condition to receive them the trees were in leaf. It was,

therefore, deemed more j)rudent to allow them to remain in the nursery rows
another year. Thirty of the trees were set out in November and the balance will

be jjlanted in the coming spring. This will give us an opportunity to note the diff-

erence between fiill and sjjring setting.

STRAWBERRIES.

All the strawberries wintered well and made rapid growth in eaj-ly spring. But
in order to have a good lot of healthy plants to set another plot, the vines were not

disturbed, but allowed to run until all the new plants required were secured. Not-

withstanding this, a small lot of good fruit was picked. In point of excellence they

appeared to rank as follows, viz. : Crescent, 1st ; Manchester, 2nd
;
"Wilson, 3rd

;

Woodruff, 4th ; Sharpless, 5th ; New Dominion, 6th; Capt. Jack, 7th; May King,
8th; Maggie, 9th; Daniel Boone, 10th.

RASPBERRIES.

All wintered well. New shoots were allowed to grow to produce canes for

extending the area for another j'ear. Some tine fruit was produced, and in jjoint of

excellence would rank about as follows : Turner, 1st; Cai'oHne, 2nd ; Golden Queen,

3rd; Hansel I, 4th ;
Philadelphia, 5th ; Cuthbert, 6th ;

Highland Hardy, 7th.

BLACKBERRIES.

Ttie blackberries wintered well and made a good growth during summer, and
also produced some good fruit. New shoots were allowed to grow, as in the case of

the raspberries. Their quality and excellence of growth would entitle them to i-ank

as follows: Snyder, 1st; Taylor, 2nd; Lucretia Dewberry, 3rd.

GOOSEBERRIES.

The gooseberries grew remarkably well, the Houghton being the most vigorous

and productive. The Downing came next, with the Smith's Improved a good ihiid.

CURRANTS.

The currants made only a fair growth and bore very little fruit. They appeared
to stand in about the following order : White Grape. 1st; Eed Dutch, 2nd; White
Dutch, 3rd; Victoria, 4th ;

Fay's Prolific, 5th
; Ra by Castle, 6th. The black currants

grew healthy and strong, and rank as follows: Black Naples, 1st; Champion, 2nd.

All the grapes that were healthy last year came through the winter safely and
e a fair growth. Thei-e was some fruit on the Concords.made

Eleven varieties of cabbage were planted, some of which grew very large. In

point of excellence they rank as follows : Henderson's Early Summer, 1st ; Win-
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iiingstadt, 2nd; Early Jersey Wakefield, 3rd; French Oxheart, 4th; Large Drum-
head, 5th; Fottler's Drumhead, 6th; Marblehead !Mammoth, 7th ; Late Flat Dutch.
8th; Savoy, 9th ; Extra Blood Eed, 10th ; York, lltb.

CUCUMBERS.

Boston Xarket, Medium Cxreen, Green Prolific, London Long Green, Long Gi-een,

and ^icol's Medium Green, were planted and did well.

GRASSES.

The following grasses and clovers wei-e sown in plots, and so far are doing well

:

Of clovers—Bokhara. Trefoil. Large Late. White Dutch, Alfalfa, and Sainfoin. Of
grasses—Creeping Bent, Eed Top, Meadow Foxtail, Sweet Ternai, Tall Oat, Yellow
Oat, Crested Dog's Tail. Orchard Grass, Tall Fescue. Sheep's Fescue, Hard Fescue,

Meadow Fescue, Eed Fescue, Fine Leaved Fescue, Water Meadow Gi-ass, and Wood
Meadow Grass.

EXHIBITIONS AND FARJIERS' INSTITUTES.

Some of the products of the farm were shown at the Maritime Exhibition, held

at Moncton, X.B., during the third week of September, and at Amherst, N.S., the
following week.

The exhibits consisted of 66 varieties of grain in glass jars, and 82 varieties in

the straw ; 103 varieties of potatoes, 8 of tuinips, 3 of mangels, 12 of cabbage, 8 of

tomatoes, 6 of cucumbers, 3 of buckwheat, 9 of clover and grasses, and 13 varieties

of corn.

The exhibition at Xew Glasgow, X.S., was visited, but we were unable to make
an exhibit at that place, as the time intervening between the one held at Moncton
and Amherst and this one was too short in which to arrange another exhibit.

I attended the " Farmers' Institute " of Xew Brunswick, held at Fredericton,

during the month of January, where addresses were delivered and papers read by
the following gentlemen, viz. :

" Dairying," by Dr, D. M. Twitch ell, associate editor

Maine Farmer; " Buttei' Making," by W. G. Gilbert, Dorchester;" The Dairy
Interest of New Brunswick," by G. E. Baxter, of Perth, X.B. ;

' Winter Dairying."

by P. C. Black, Secretary Dairymens' Association of Xova Scotia ;

'• Experimental
Farms," by Prof Wm. Saunders, Dii'ector of Experimental Farms, and W. M. Blair,

Superintendent of Experimental Farm at Nappan; ''Care and Management of

Sheep," by C. H. Black, Amherst, N.S.; " Ensilage," by J. Baxter, M.D., Chatham, N.B.
These papers were all fullj- discussed, and a great interest was taken in them by

those present.

I also attended the meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association of Nova Scotia,

held at Wolfville, January last. Much enthusiasm was manifested in the proceed-

ings, and fruit growing in all its details was earnestly discussed, as well as the
difficulties encountered b}' the ravages of injurious insects, and how to overcome
them. These discussions were taken part in by many prominent fruit growers of

Kings and Annapolis, as well as by Piof Saunders, Director of the Experimental
Farms, who spoke at some length on the general question of fruit growing, and the

work of the Experimental Farms in connection therewith. He also gave many
valuable hints with a view to the prevention and destruction of insects injurious to

fruits.

I was also present at a meeting of the Nova Scotia Dairymen's Association held
at Tiiiro in March last. The discussions were cai-ried on by many prominent farmers
of Nova Scotia, and Prof Smith, of the School of Agriculture, Truro ; W. F. Geoi-ge,

of Sackville, N. B. ; Howard Trueman, of Point de Bute, N. B. ; W. H. Blanchard, of

Windsor, N.S.. and J. W. McKay, of Stellarton, gave a valuable paper on "Silage
and Silos;" H. F. Page, of Amherst, on the "Holstein as a Dairy Cow;" W. W.
Hubbard, Secretary of the Farmers' Association of New Brunswick, on "How to

Maintain the Fertility ofour Farms; " B. Eaton Paterson, B. S. A., N. B., on "Increas-
ing and Improving our Butter Production; " "Creameries," by W. J. Gilbert, New
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Brunswick ;
" Prevention and Treatment of Milk Fever," by Prof. F. C. Greenside

;

"A Plea for Butter Factories," by H. B. Hall, Nova Scotia; and "Feeding Calves

and Pigs," by Jas. Cheesman, Boston.

A Farmers' Institute was attended at Amherst, on the 22nd January, where
general farm topics were discussed by a number of leading ftirmers of Cumberland,
assisted by Prof. Saunders.

I also attended several meetings of farmers in Colchestei- and Cumberland, and
took part in the discussions, and from what I have seeu and heard I am convinced

that a growing feeling is manifested in ftivor of " Farmers' Institutes," and associa-

tions of a kindred nature, with a view to obtaining further knowledge in the art of

agriculture.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Tour obedient servant,

W. M. BLAIR.
Superintendent.

Nappan, 31st December, 1889.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR MANITOBA.

EEPOET OF S. A. BEDFORD, SUPEEINTENDBISIT.

To Wm. Saunders, F.E.S.C, F.L.S., F.C.S.,

Director Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the following report of the opera-
tions on the Manitoba Experimental Farm for the year 1889.

WEATHER.

The past season has been one of the driest this Province has experienced for a
number of years, and the crops are in consequence generally light. In those districts

tavoured with local showers the yield has been good and in nearly all parts of the
Province the sample has been excellent. On this farm at no time during the grow-
ing season has sufficient rain fallen to thoroughly moisten the roots of the grain.

WHEAT.

Owing to our not getting possession of the farm until late last season very little

of it was in a fit condition for a wheat crop, and the iield originally intended for this

cereal was partly overflowed at seed lime with water from the springs in the bluffs,

and the field finally selected was not suited for a dry season.

Although the yield of wheat was very small, it is deemed advisable to give the
returns and endeavour to throw some light on the suitability of thedifi'erent varieties

for a dry season.

Thirty-eight varieties of wheat were sown, and except in the case of the fall-

sown grain the land was wheat stubble, fall ploughed, and the seed drilled in. The
Eed Fife sown in the fall was grown on fallow land. It did not germinate until some
time after the spring-sown grain, but stooled out well and kej)t up a steady growth
all the season. The experiment has been repeated this season with two varieties of
spring wheat, and the same varieties will be sown next spring on adjoining land,

receiving similar preparation.
Below will be found the results of the several experiments with wheat.

Variety.
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FROZEN VS. UNFROZEN SEED.

These samples ot seed were all graded by the "Winnipeg grain examiner. Plot

No. 1 was located in the valley; soil, rather stitf clay loam. Plot No. 2, on side of

bluffs, about 60 feet above the valley ; soil, light sandy loam, seed drilled in, in every
case.

A'ariety. When Sown.

Plot UTo. 1.

No. 1 Hard Red Fife 'April 11
No.

- "
No.
No.
No,
No,

, 3 do
1 Frosted Red Fife
2 do
3 do

, 4 Frosted or Rejected Red Fife.

Plot No.

No. 3 Hard Red Fife
No. 1 Frosted Red Fife
No. 2 do
No. 3 do
No. 4 Frosted or Rejected Red Fife.

April 5

.

do 5.

do 5.

do .5.

do 5.

When
Harvested.

Aug.
do
do
do
do

Yield
Ijer Acre.

10

8

Lbs.
per Bushel.

GOi
60"

60
60
59*

Twenty-one varieties of oats were tested. The land used for this purpose was
originally intended for wheat, and was in fair condition ; soil, rich loam, with a

southern exposure. The land was fallow in 1888, and a heavy crop of green weeds
and volunteer wheat was ploughed in late in August of that year. Except where a test

of broadcast against drilling was made, the seed was all drilled in. The plots were
side by side, and the soil nearly unifoi-m.

The results of the several tests are as follows :

—

Variety.

Longfellow
Black Champion
do Tartarian (Ont. seed)

.

August White
Early Calder
Red 'Oats

White Poland
English Potato
Early Blossom
Winter Grey
Flying Scotchman
Welcome
A\'hite Russian
Rennie's Prize White
Carter's Prize Cluster
English White (Ont. seed). .

.

Glenrothern
Onega White
Cream Egyptian
White do

^V]len Sown.

April 16 .

.

do 17..
do 16..
do 16..
do 17..
do IS.,

do 16..
do 16..
do 16..

po 16..
do 16 .

do 17..
do 15 .

.

do 17..

do 17..

do 17..
do 16..
do 16..

do 15 .

.

do 15 .

When Harvested.

July 31
Aug. 3
do 3
do 3
do 3
do 5
July 30
Aug. 2
do 3
July 30
do 30
do 29
Aug. 5
July 30
do 29
do 29
Aug. 3
July 30
Aug. 5
do 2

Yield per
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STUBBLE VS. FALLOW.

Variety.

Bl:\ck Tartarian (fallow)

do (wheat stubble)

.

When Harvested.

April 30 |Aug. 14.

do 30 1 do 14.

White English, 8 pecks per acre,

do 9 do
do 10 do
do 11 do
do 12 do

April 19.

do 19.

do 19.

do 19.

do 19

Aug. 6.

.

do 6..

do 6..
do 6.

do 6..

Yield per
Acre.

49JS
30

19A

20ft

26M

Weight ijer

Bushel.

34^
39'

DRILL VS. BROADCAST SOWING.
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FALL AND SPRING PLOUGHING OF STUBBLE.

Variety.
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CULTIVATED GRASSES AND CLOVERS.

Thirty varieties of cultivated grasses and clovers were sown during thepast season,

but owing to the drought only the following germinated :

—

I 1889.

Tall Fescue lApril 15.

Hard Fescue
|

do 15.

Agrostis Disi)ar do 15.

Agrostis Vulgaris do 15.

Tunothy do 15

.

Fiorin
j

do 15

.

Meadow Foxtail i do 15.

Perennial Rye Grass
|

do 15

.

Italian Rye Grass I do 15.

Meadow Fescue do 15.

Orchard Grass June 1

.

aorers.

Lucerne Clover do 1.

Common Red Clover do 1

.

Alsike Clover do 1

.

White Dutch Clover ' do 1.

FODDER PLANTS.

Of fodder plants, 19 varieties were tested ; all were sown in drills. For corn, the
common two-horse wheat drill was used ; the others were sown with a small garden
hand drill. The land was kept free of weeds by means of a horse cultivator, and it

now is in excellent condition for next year's crop.

Variety. iWhen Sown. When Cut.

(iiant P. & S. Ensilage Com
Canada Yellow do ....

Red Cob EnsUage do ....

Horse Tooth do ....

Compton's Early do
Longfellow do
Early Eight-rowed Yellow Com

.

White Flint Com
Angel of Midnight Com
Self-Husking Corn
Kaffir Com

May
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POTATilES.

The collection of potatoes grown this year consists of 9G varieties ; 100 sets of

each sort were planted. They were all ploughed in, in rows—soil, sandy loam.

It is evident from the variable yield under similar conditions that the pro-

ductiveness of this tuber depends largely on the variety of seed used.

The quality of each of these varieties will be ascertained during the present

winter.

Variety.
Yield
from

100 Sets.

Pride of America
Thorbnm
Early Rose
Saint Patrick
Karly Bird
Tliorbuni's Paragon
Rosy Morn
Paterson's Albert. .......
( ireat Kastern
t'liicago Market
White Star
Conqueror
Brownell's Best
Golden Early
Albino Early
Thorbiirn's Paragon
Early Conqueror
May Queen
\'ang'uard
Krfurt Early
Richter's Imperator
Wonder of the World . . .

.

Si.x Weeks, Round Wliite.
Early Calico
Clark's No. 1

Mammoth Prolific

Lark's Eye
.\dir(nidack
M.iiilH-r of Parliament. .

.

Mauliattan
Slui! |«s' Seedling
l]minror William
Burhank's Seedling
Thorhum's Late Rose
Eye ( 'arpenter
White Elephant
Prolific

Telephone
Early Short .

Harrison
Jumbo
Kidney August
Ricliter's Schneerose
Sukreta
Large Callao
Beauty of Hebron
Suowflake

53i
38i
36i
.So'

35

33
324
32

.31

30
30
30

29i
29
28

28
26

25i
25"

244
24i
244
24'

24
24
23

214
21'

Variety.

Erfurt Lieomparable. . .

.

Price from Holland
Prince Bismarck
Bliss' Triumph. . .

Alpha
Williams' Early
Late Goodrich
Silver Skin
Halberstadt
Gleason's Late
Empire State
Brownell's Beauty
King of the Earlies
Amylon
Dalmahoy
Algiers
White Sprout
En rlv Frame

\l,' lit,
I

- i:i,-};rant

K'l^. - N. \v (iiant

Beefsteak
Jackson's Improved . . .

.

Stewart
Giant Long Dutch
Early Callao
Brownell's Superior
Early Calico
Sugar
Richter's Gem
Prime Minister
Matador
Rotherant
Marigold
Matchless
Lira
Gennessee Seedling
Compton's Early
Paterson's Victoria
Morning Star
Six Weeks, Round Blue.
Asparagus
Coxint Moltke
English Kidney
H. &S. late '\Vhite Rose,
Fidelia

Yield
from

100 Sets.

20
194
19J
194
184
18'

18
18
18
174
17
17
17
17
17
16
16
16
154
15"

15
15
15
14
134
13"

13
13
13
124
12"

12
114
11"

11
10
9
84
74
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The following 13 varieties of turnips were sown in flat drills ; 1 variety sown on
ridged drill failed to germinate : Soil, a deep rich sandy loam :

—

Variety.

Early White Stone
Purple Top Strap Leaf , .

.

Extra Early Millan
Golden Ball
Orange Jelly
Early Red Top Strap Leaf
Prize Hardy Swede
Early Purple Top
King of Swedes
Queen of Swedes
Pomerian White
Carter's Elephant Swede .

.

White Stone

June 5
do 5
do 5
do 5
do 5
do 18
do 10
do 18
do 6
do 5
do 18
do G
do ]8

^Vhen Pulled.

October 12
do 12
do 12
do 12
do 12
do 12
do 11
do 12
do 12
do 12
do 12
do 12
do 12

280 bushels
279 do

Yield per Acre.

260
2,54

254
226
213
209
201i
181'

171
1.51

124i

Four varieties of mangels were sown, three in flat drills and one in both flat

and ridged drills. Owing to the extremely dry weather a large proportion of the
seed failed to germinate, hence the yield is small.

Variety.
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Plot No. 1.

Situated on the open prairie, slightly northern exposure, soil deep sandy loam,
subsoil porous. In this plot were planted 130 apple trees, of which 10 died ; 10 crab
apple, all living; 13 pear, all living; 35 plum, all living; 5 cherries, all dead ; 13 grape
vines, 10 living; 1,350 strawberry plants, of which only 178 lived.

Compared with the other plots, the growth was quite small on all kinds of trees,

and the foliage was much injured by hot winds.

Plot No. 2.

Situated on the side of river bluffs, southern exposure, scrub 4 to 9 feet high on
all si<les, soil rich sandy loam mixed with leaf mould.

The following were planted in this plot: 142 apple trees, 10 crab apple, 13 pear,

6 plum, 2 cherry, 22 grape vines, and 1,065 strawberry plants. All of the trees lived

and made good growth ; 442 of the strawberries grew and produced a large number
of new plants.

The growth of everything in this plot was more vigorous than in either of the

other plots, and the hot winds had no appreciable effect on the leaves.

Plot No. 3.

Also on bluff side, but with a northern exposure. Scrub on north-east and
west: planted with 59 apple trees, 1 dead; 4. crab apple trees, all living; 1 pear dead,

2 plum, both living ; 3 cherries, all dead ; 810 strawberry plants, of which 152 lived.

STRAWBERRIES.

Early in May of this year, 3,225 strawberry plants were procured. They were
T)lanted 6th May, in rows 3 feet 6 inches apart and 1 foot between plants.

During the last week in May severe frosts destroyed a large number of plants.

especially on the open prairie. All losses were, however, more than made up by new
runners. A few plants were set out on 18th April, and all were destroyed by the

frost of 2 1st April. "">m DitCo

The results of the tests with this fruit arc as follows :

STRAWBERRIES.

Variety.

Wilson's Albany .

.

Crescent Seedling
Captain Jack ....

Manchester
Daniel Boone ....

Sharpless

Plants
Set Out.

1,200
750
525
300
225
225

Old
Plants living

373
131
183
55

772

1,614
1,528
1,256
203
62
49

4,712

Total Plants,
Sept. 18,

1889.

1,987
1,659
1,439
258
79
62

5,484

Late in April thirty-five vines of nine varieties were planted in rows 8 feet

apart and 9 feet apart in the row. The collection included five vines of each the

following varieties : Champion, Worden and Moore's Early, four each of Early Victor

and Concord, and three each of Ives Seedling, Eogers No. 3, Delaw.are and Lady.

One each of Early Victor, Ives Seedling and Eogera No. 3 have died
;
the others

all lived and made good growth ; one of Moore's Early fruited.

Before winter set in the vines were cut back and covered with earth.
I
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The plantation of this fruit consists of 961 bushes, and includes four varieties of

Black, five of Eed and one of White. They were planted sis feet by four feet; time
of setting out ranged from 6th to 30th April.

The following percentage lived and made a fair growth, 95 per cent, of the
Black, 74 per cent, of the Eed, and 50 per cent, of the White.

Before winter set in 10 inches of earth was drawn around the bushes.

GOOSEBERRIES.

With the exception of one variety the gooseberries have stood the drought
remarkably well.

The following sorts were planted the same distance apart as the currrants

:

26 of Houghton Seedling, 25 Downing, 10 Woodwards Whitesmith. All these

grew. Of 12 native, 11 grew; 10 Industry, only 2 grew.

RASPBERRIES AXD BLACKBERRIES.

Of the 23 varieties of this fruit tested, a number were injured in transit, and
all were seriously affected by the drought.

The Snyder, Hilborn snd Turner, in the order named, were most promising.

FOREST TREES AND SHRUBS.

There is an increased interest manifested in forestry and arboriculture throughout
the Province. Several thousand ash-leaf maples were planted by farmers in this dis-

trict last season, and enquiries for tree seed are received from all parts of theNorth-
West.

Early this spring ,12000 forest trees and shrubs were received from the Central
Experimental Farm at Ottawa. This collection consists of 118 varieties.

A strip of land 100 feet wide on the western limit, and extending the length of

the farm, has been set apart for a permanent shelter belt. During the past season

585 yards of this has been planted with 31 varieties of forest trees, set 9 by 9

feet apart. The remaining trees have been planted in nursery rows, and will be set

out permanently next spring. Of the trees planted this season all the alders, poplars
and willows grew ; of the other varieties the followng proportion were living when
winter set in : 80 per cent, of pine, 60 per cent, of spruce and arbor vitse, 90 per cent,

of elm and maple,. 86 per cent, of ash, 66 per cent, of birch, 60 per cent, of walnut, 34
per cent, of hemlock, and 48 per cent, of black cheny.

A plantation of native trees and shrubs has been started and additions will bo
made as opportunity offers.

SEEDLINGS.

During October of last year several bushels of native ash and maple seeds were
sown in rows 3 feet apart. These came up in early spring, but were all destroyed
by the wind storm of the ITth and the frost of the 20th April. Another sowing was
made the last week of April. The 6,000 ash and 7,000 maples from this sowing have
made good growth and will be available for permanent planting next spring.

AVENITE TREES.

The avenue of large ash-leaf maples commenced last season has been completed
during the year.

Of the 100 trees planted in this avenue during October, 1888, 90 per cent, grew,
of 471 trees set out in April last, 96 per cent, grew, and 66 per cent, of those planted
in July.

Trees having about two-thirds of the length of their branches removed, when
planted, have succeeded best. All the avenue trees, owing to drought, were watered
four times, four pails to a tree each time.

6c-9i
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FALL WHEAT.

One acre of Manchester fall wheat was sown on 26th August, followed by two
other varieties on 2nd September. The seed germinated quickly, and before winter
set in a good growth had been made.

BEES.

In June of this year two hives of Italian bees were procured. Beaching the farm
late, very little surplus honey was obtained. Both hives swarmed in July, and when
placed in the cellar on 1st November all four hives contained a full supply of honey
for winter use.

FENCING.

Three and three-quarter miles of additional fence has been erected during the
year, making a total of 6-^^ miles. This, with the portion protected by the
immediate banks of the river, completes the enclosure of the farm.

EOAD-MAKING.

The remaining three-quarters of a mile of the road crossing the farm from east to

west has been graded and well gravelled. This road is now an excellent one, and
makes a good approach to the farm.

DRAINING.

The open ditches dug last year proving satisfactory, 1,100 additional yards were
opened duiing the past season. Square timber culverts were used where the drains

crossed the roads.

EXHIBITS AT .A.GRICnLTDRAL FAIRS.

Samples of the products of the farm were prepared and shown at the following

fall exhibitions: Brandon, Oak Lake, Virden, Eapid City and Minnedosa. The
exhibits were well spoken of, and much interest shown in the work of the farms.

NEW BREAKING AND SUMMER-FALLOW.

About sixty acres of new land on the higher portions of the form has been
broken, backset and harrowed ready for the seed, and about twenty-five acres of the

valley land summer-fallowed. The fallow land has been ploughed twice and harrowed
several times.

BUILDINGS.

The buildings at present in use on the farm are small and inconvenient, and fur-

nish no accommodation for cattle. During the past year the contract has been
awarded and work commenced on a commodious bank barn, the basement to be used

for horses and cattle, and the upper portion for storing grain, hay, &c. It is

expected to be ready for occujiation by next harvest. Arrangements have also been

made for the erection of a house for the use of the Superintendent.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

S. A. BEDFOED,
Superintendent.

Brandon, Man., 10th Januai-y, 1890.
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eaperimental farm for the north-west territories.

EEPOET OF A. ZUiACKAT, SUPEEDfTENDENT.

Indian Head, X. W. T., 28th December, 1889.

Wm. Saunders, F.E.S.C.,F.L.S.,F.C.S.

Director, Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour herewith to submit to you my report on work done on
the North-West Experimental Farm at Indian Head— the crops sown and the
returns so far as are yet known, the varieties and number of fruit and forest trees
planted, their growth and present condition, and to submit the results of experi-
ments with cereals and other agricultural crops.

The season just past has been one of great severity on all crops grown in the
North-West Territories. It may justly be called a year of extremes. Last winter
was one of almost unknown mildness. March was so very fine that thousands
of acres of grain were sown during the last two weeks, and at no time in the history
of the country was the ground in such favourable condition. No sooner, however,
were the crops sown, than heavy winds commenced, followed all the summer by
exceptionally dry weather. In many places the settler had his good jDrospects
injured by winds, and finally almost ruined by succeeding drought. In some localities

where soil was favourable and the farming done in accordance with the require-
ments of the country the crops did fairly, and considering'the excessive dry weather,
remarkably well.

The Experimental Fai-m suffered in company with every other farm in the
country

;
perhaps very few suftered as much from winds, but dry weather, though

reducing the yields, was not so disastrous as to many. In this portion of the Terri-
tories, at least, every settler knows the importance of properly preparing his land.
For several years after the country became open for settlement everyone imagined
that grain would grow, no matter how put in, but now the man is devoid of reason
that thinks he is sure of a crop without any exertion ou his part. It is true that
we have had one year since 1882 that requii-ed little or no preparation to give a
most abundant crop, but only too many know how little was received in the remain-
ing years by poor cultivation.

Our seasons point to only one way in which we can in all years expect to reap
something. It is quite within the bounds of probabilities that some other and per-
haps more successful method may be found, but at present I submit that fallowing
the land is the best preparation to ensure a crop. Fallowing land in this country is

not required for the purpose of renovating it, as is the case with worn out lands in
the east, and it is a question yet unsettled how much or how little the fallows should
be worked, but as we have only one wet season dui-ing the year, it is found beyond
doubt that the land must be ploughed the first time before this wet season is over,
if we expect to reap a crop the following year. This wet season comes during June
and July, at a time when every farmer has little or nothing else to do, and then this
work should be done. Usually seeding is over by the first of May, and to have the
best results the land for fiiUow should be ploughed from 5 to 7 inches deep as
soon after this as possible. Land ploughed after July is of no use whatever, unless
there is rain in August, which very seldom comes to any great extent. A good har-
rowing should succeed the ploughing, and all weeds or volunteer grain be kept down
by successive cultivation. A good deal of uncertainty is feJt in regard to a second
ploughing, some holding that it is useless ; othei-s maintain that it is an injury, while
others again have found it to give from five to ten bushels per acre more than one
ploughing. So far the result on the Experimental Farm has been that two ploughings
have given by far the best returns. Especially was this the case where the first
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ploughing was done in May or June. There is no doubt but that two ploughings
cause more growth of straw, and consequently in a wet year the grain is longer by
several days in ripening, and that the danger from frost is greatly increased by these

few days delay ; but taking the seasons so far passed, 1884 excepted, it can safely be
recommended to plough twice, with as much surface cultivation between as possible.

Above all, it is of the greatest importance that the first ploughing should be deep
and done in time to receive the June or July rains.

Fall ploughing of stubble land has not given good results, and unless our seasons

change there is no I'eason to expect anything but a poor return from land ploughed
while in such dry c()ndition as it always is in the fall. A much better way is to

allow it to remain until spring, with as long stubble as possible to retain the snow,
then sow on the stubble and plough in 3 inches deep. The seed, if put down on
damp, hard soil, with a loose covering on top, will at once commence to grow and
before dry weather sets in will have considerable top covering.

The foregoing remarks are respectfully submitted to settlers in the North-West
Territories.

LAND IN CROP.

My last report stated that 215 acres had been prepared for crop during the

summei- of 1888. This was utilized as follows : Wheat, 74 acres ; barley, 19 acres ;

feed oats, 40 acres; new varieties of oats, 19 acres; peas, 8 acres; nursery and wind
break, 12 acres; roots, corn and patatoes, 7 acres; roads, 16 acres; around buildings

and divisions between varieties of gi-ain, 13 acres.

WHEAT.

Wheat being the chief and the most important product of this country, a larger

acreage was given to it than any other gi-ain. Thirty-seven varieties were sown,
including 16 from India, the area ranging from a field of 24 acres of Eed Fife down
to plots of one-tenth of an acre. The land being in good condition and the frost out

sufficiently, seeding was begun on the 25th of March.
In order to gain information on the early ripening qualities and difference in

yield of as many of the varieties sown as possible, Red Fife, White Fife, Ladoga and
Saxonka were chosen for the earliest test. These were sown on the 25th and 26th of

March in as large quantities as two drills could overtake. The land had been worked
in the same way ; the same quantity of seed was sown to the acre, and the same
number of aci'es of each variety sown in the two days; but, unfortunately, the winds
did so much injury to the Ladoga and Saxonka plots, from their being on a more
exposed portion of the farm, though alongside the Eed and White Fife, that practi-

cally this test has been of no use.

On the 8th of April, Eed Fife, White Fife, Ladoga, Saxonka, Eureka, Red Pern,

Club and Judket were sown on measured acres, one acre to each variety. The land

was in good order. All had been fallowed, except one-half of the Judket plot, which
had a small crop of Millet the year before, of which the yield was only two bushels.

All the plots were sown by drill, with one and one-half bushels each.

The grain came up very evenly together, and until about a foot high no differ-

ence could be observed. The winds had thinned all the varieties considerably, but
all were treated alike, so far as could be detected, but afterwards the Eureka and Rod
Fern (which I think are the same wheat) pushed ahead, and finally gave the most
straw, though not the most grain, as will be shown further on. In ripening the

Ladoga was fourteen days earlier than Red or White Fife, ten days earlier than
Eureka, Eed Fern, Club or Judket, and four days earlier than Saxonka.

In testing new wheats nine varieties were sown on the 1st April, and eight

varieties on the 6th. All were intended to be sown on the Ist and 2nd, but a snow storm'
delayed the latter lots four days. On the Ist Indian Karachi, Hard Calcutta, Club
Calcutta, Bearded Red, No. 1756, Defiance, Chilian White, Paine's Defiance, and Im-
proved Summer Cob, were sown. On the 6th Magyar, Greek Summer, Russian Hard
Tag, Wright's Wheat, California White, and Onega, as will be seen in table of

yields, &c. Two varieties. White Delhi and Eed Calcutta, matured in four months
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and one day ; three varieties in four months and two days, being the same time as

the Ladoga in the acre plots sown seven days later. These five were very short in

the straw, though extra good in the grain, as will be noticed by comparing weight
per bushel. Future trials can only determine whether the early propensities will

remain, and the deficiency in straw be improved with more favourable seasons.

FROZEN WHEAT.

Three grades of frozen Eed Fife wheat were obtained, and sown by drill on same
day, and under exactly the same conditions. jS"o. 1 grade contained 10 per cent,

frozen grain ; 'No. 2 grade from 50 to 70 per cent, frozen, and No. 3 grade 90 per
cent, frozen—in fact, No. 3 grade was very poor chicken feed. The grain was sown
on the 9th April, on fallowed land, at the rate of two bushels per acre. All the
grades came up together, and at no time could any diflereuce be observed, except
that Nos. 2 and 3 grades had more smut balls than No. 1. Through an error in

drawing in no accurate account could be taken when it came to be threshed, but it

is safe to say that allowing one bushel for smut in favour of No. 1 grade, there was
no difference in, the yield of grain, and none whatever in the quantity of straw.

DRILL AND BROADCAST SEEDING.

Twelve acres of Red Fife wheat were sown by drill and twelve acres broadcast.

Each plot of ground had been prepared in the same way ; IJ bushels were sown by
drill, and If broadcast. The winds were so severe on the broadcast grain that the
result when threshed was useless as a comparison. The only instruction it affords

is, that drilled grain did better last year than broadcast. This applies equally to all

gi'ain sown on the farm, except peas, which were sown by drill entirely. The other

grains were tried both ways, and in every case the drilled grains stood the winds
the best.

As both methods have advocates, and many fine crops grown last year from
broadcast seeding, where somewhat protected from winds, one year's trial on the
Experimental Farm should not be taken as indicating that drilling in grain is better

than broadcast. Could any way be devised that the land could be left in drills in

the fall 3 inches deep and 7 inches wide, broadcast seeding on this would be far pre-

ferable to drilling, on account of the ground being always too wet early in the spring
for the drill to work properly.

INDIAN WHEATS.

Of the sixteen varieties of Indian wheat sown, two matured in four months and one
day, three in four months and two days and two in four months and six days. Two
varieties did not head out : in all probability they were fall wheats.

Eureka wheat gave the largest quantity of straw to the acre of any grain on
the farm. Eussian Hard Tag followed it very close ; both are bearded. The Eureka
being close, compact and long heads, with rather coarse straw. The Eussian Hard
Tag has open and medium-sized heads, with fine straw.

SMUT.

Smut, this year, was very prevalent all over the Territories. On the Experi-
mental Farm several varieties of wheat were very much affected, Judket being so
much so that one-fourth of the heads were entirely smut balls. Club wheat was
also badly injured. Eio Grande, Scotch and Golden Drop were considerably hurt,

while Eed Fife, "White Fife, Ladoga, Saxonka and Eureka were comparatively fi'ee.

In the Indian wheats no smut was obsei-ved. Blue vitrol dissolved in water and mixed
with the seed has been the only remedy so far tried on the Experimental Farm. One
pound dissolved in one pail of water and thoroughly mixed with ten bushels ofgrain
gives good results, though not perfectly efficacious.

CROP ON FALL PLOUGHING.

Two acres of land were ploughed last fall after a crop ofmillet had been taken off

the ground. This spring three bushels of Eed Fife wheat was drilled in on the two
acres. The yield was not more than five bushels per acre. Alongside these two acres
ten were drilled in on fallow land which returned over twenty-five bushels per acre.
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FALL WHEAT.

Nine varieties of fall wheat were sown in August, 1888. Thefall being favorable

most of the grain was covering the ground wheu cold weather set in. There being
very little snow, the wheat was exposed the greater part of the winter ; neverthe-

less it came through fresh and apparently in good condition. As soon, however, as

the frost had left the ground and alternate thawing and freezing took place—which
usually occurs during the tirst two weeks in April—a change for the worse vtas ob-

served, and by the end of Aj)ril all was dead.

This fall three varieties were sown, but the soil was so very dry that they had
only apjjeared above ground when checked by cold weather. One-half of each
variety has been covered with two inches of straw with the object of retaining the
frost above the roots until as late in the spring as possible.

Two varieties of fall rye were sown in August, 1888. Like the wheat, they
apparently came through the winter safely, but in the end shared the same fate.

The following table shows variety, date of seeding, maturity, yield per acre and
weight per bushel. The first eight varieties are the acre lots. The next nine are
those sown on 1st April, and the following eight those sown on 6th. The balance
were sown at various dates.

Variety.
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As it was considered important that English Two-Eowed Barley should be tested
in this country, with a view of ascertaining whether it could be profitably grown for
exportation ; a considerable portion of well worked fallow land was sown with 14
varieties of this grain. All were put in by drill on the 10th of April, If bushels per
acre were sown, except the English Malting Barley, the grain of which was very
large ; 2 bushels per acre of this was used. Four varieties were greatly injured by
winds, namely : Thanel, Peerless, Chevalier and Danish Chevalier. The remainder,
though not seriously affected by winds, were mostly short in the straw from the dry
weather. In looking at weight per bushel, in table below, it will be seen that our
climate is well adapted to their development, though from the yields received per
acre it cannot be said as yet, that they can be grown with profit. Yet the past year
must not be taken as even a fair season for barley

; in all probability it has been the
worst in the last seven years. Twice the blades were split and torn by winds, and the
dry weather was so severe and prolonged that the only wonder is, that barley would
grow at all.

In addition to the above. 14 varieties of English Two-Rowed, 19 others were sown
at various dates, from the 10th April to 2oth May. Twelve of these were new from
India, and arrived rather late to give them a fair test. Two of the Indian varieties
are hulless, weighing 64 and 67 lbs. per bushel, and give promise of being valuable
for feeding purposes.

One variety of six-rowed barley was sown, but th'->ugh fair in straw, and earlier
in maturing than any of the two-rowed, was small and poor in grain.

The following table gives variety, date of seeding, harvest, yield per acre and
weight per bushel.

Golden Melon
Thanet
Peerless
Danish Chevalier
Chevalier
English ilalting
Swedish
Danish Printice Chevalier
New Zealand
Wensurj'
Petschora
Two-rowed, from P. E.- Island..
Beardless
Two-rowed
Black
Six-rowed
Saale
Early Minting
Selected Chevalier
Peerless White ;

Bhagarmauy HiUs
Khagan
Moultan
Sialkot
Mardan
Spiti, 11,000 ft. elevation. .

.

Kulu, 7,000 ft. do
Simla, high do
Kangra, 3,000 ft. do
Seoraj, 7,000 ft. do
Lahoul, 11.000 ft. do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

,
do

vPalampur, 3,000 do 'do

AprU 10.
do 10.

do 10.

do 10.
do 10.
do 10.

do 10.

do 10.

do 10.

do 10.

do 10.
dp 10.

do 10.

do 10.

do 10.
do 10.

May 23.
do 10.

10.

10.

25.
25.
25.

25.

25.
15.

15.

Aug. 22....
do 22....
do 22....
do 22....
do 22....
do 22....
do 12....
do 22....
do 15 ...

do 9....
do 14....
do 14....
do 26....
do 14....

Aug. 31 ..

do 26...
do 26...
do 26...
do 16 ..

do 31...
do 16...
do 16...
do 16...
do 13...
do 13...
do 13...

15....
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The small yield and light weight of Saale, Early Minting, Selected Chevalier and
Peerless White, is no doubt owing to their having been sown so late. The seed was
very fine, and had they been got in early would have made much better returns.

Of all the crops on the farm, oats suffered most from frosts, winds and dry
weather. Three varieties only escaped without much injuiy from winds, while all

the rest were greatly damaged. Four were entirely blown out of the ground, and
though seed was a second time harrowed in, were again so greatly injured, that to

save weeds from going to seed, everything was ploughed under.
Carter's Prize Cluster, Welcome and Tartarian, suffered least from winds, but

dry weather reduced the yields very considerably. The Prize Cluster oat gives
promise of being a valuable grain for our short seasons, maturing in three months
and 18 days.

Five acres of fallow land were sown with oats for feeding purposes, on the 22nd
March. Ten acres of fall ploughing were sown on the 23rd also for feed ; both these
plots were so much injured by spring frosts, that winds soon after completely killed

every blade.

The two plots were resown on the 20th and 10th May respectively. The return
from the fallow is not threshed but will average 20 to 30 bushels per acre; from the
fall ploughing not over two bushels per acre. The failure of the first seeding was
caused mainly fi-om a heavy frost four days after the grain was sown, and after it had
become swollen and partially grown,and from winds baring the alreadj^ enfeebled roots.

Twenty-two varieties in all were sown, 2J bushels per acre broadcast, and two
bushels by drill were used.

As will be noticed, several varieties give promise of being valuable for the
JToi-th-West on account of their early ripening qualities, and good weight per bushel.

Variety.

Black Champion
CI. 111-..them
All^u^t Wliite
V.:.vW Calder
Hrillit's Pedigree Tartarian
Lnli-tVlloW •.

.

W'lnr. Egyptian
Kiiu'lish Potato
W.'l.Muie
t'l i\iiii Egyptian
Early Race Hoi-se
Red
Early English White
Victoria Prize
Poland
Flying Scotchman
Black Tartarian
Lincolnshire Poland
Early Blossom
Carter's Prize Cluster
White Wonder
White Bonanz^

April
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

August 26 . .

.

I

do 26...

do 26..,
Blown out.

August 20 . .

.

do 26 . .

.

do 26...

do 26...

do 10...

do 26...
Blo\vn out.

August 22...

do 22...

Blown out.

do

^o
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The remaining varieties were also greatly damaged, bat were left until ripe

before being cut. The straw in no case being long, but was well podded and the peas
plump and sound.

Several varieties of Indian peas were also sown in small plots. Three of these
matured, while three never podded. Those that ripened are a dark grey color

and small in size. The straw was very short and apparently dwarfed.
Black Eyes yielded 13f^ bushels per acre. Multipliers 21 bushels, Extra Early's

10|^ bushels, and Crown 12 bushels. Golden Vine cut while green.

GRAIN SOWN AS SINGLE PLANTS.

In addition to the grain already mentioned as sown, 71 varieties of wheat, 6G of

barley and T6 of oats, were planted in j-ows two feet apart and one foot in the rows.

Like all other grain these received a full share of the winds and were more or less

injured. While some had ^ to i destroyed others were entirely blown out. On
account also of the thinness of the grain on the ground only very few varieties

ripened before frost came in September. These will be carefully threshed and
counted, and although it is feared that no reliable record can be obtained as to the

relative yield of the different sorts, some valuable seed may be secured for future

trials.

GRASSES AND CLOVERS.

Knowing the great importance of grasses and clovers to the future prosperity

of the i^orth-West Territories, as many varieties as it was jyossible to obtain were
procured and sown on well prepared land. Timothy, Alsike, Lucerne and Eed
Clover were sown with grain, these again with Perennial Eye Grass, Italian Eye
Grass, Kentuckv Blue Grass, Sanfoin, Meadow Fox Tail, Meadow Fescue, Sheep
Fescue, Tall Fescue, Crested Dog Tail, Meadow Oat Grass, Sweet Vernal, Eed Top,
Orchai'd Grass and White Clover were sown in plots without grain.

I am sorry to report that hardly a blade of any of these grasses or clovers ever
came up, being near the surftice the wind swejjt all away.

As soon as possible after the damage was done a fresh supply of seed was
obtained from Ontario, but it was well on in May before they could be sown the

second time and several of the varieties did not germinate.
From the second seeding, Perennial Eye Grass, Italian Eye Grass, Orchard Grass,

Meadow Fescue, Sheep Fescue, Crested Dog Tail, Eed, Alsike, Lucerne, Sanfoin and
White Clovers have done fairly well considering the dry weathei\ The remainder
of the varieties have not appeared.

In addition to the foregoing, 33 varieties of grasses and clovers were sown in

small beds, beside these 12 varieties of North-West native grasses were sown also in

small beds. I regret to say that with the exception of two of the native grasses, all

were entirely destroyed and could not be replaced in time to do any good the same
season.

FODDER PLANTS.

Hay being scarce in many parts of the country, tests were made the past

summer with ditferent plants and grains, with the view of finding substitutes for fall

and winter feeding. On account of the dry weather no great success has been
obtained, though entire fiiilure has not been the result of the trials so far made.

Thirteen varieties of corn were planted from the 24th May to the 1st of June.
Some were planted in rows 4 feet apart and 3 feet in the I'ows, some in rows 2 feet

apart and 1 foot in the rows, while others were sown by drill in rows 14 inches apart.

The corn planted in rows 4 feet anart made the greatest length, that in rows 2 feet

apart the most bulk, while the corn sown by drill was very poor ; Eed Cob Ensilage,

Horse Tooth, Early Minnesota, Giant Prolific and Sweet Ensilage, making the greatest
bulk. These five varieties were in tassle when cut down on the 6th September for

fear of frost, which came two days after.

Early Corey and Early Marblehcad were veiy short but much earlier than any
other sort planted, and with a more favorable year would, no doubt, ripen. The
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remaining varieties planted were Angel ofMidnight, Longfellow, Self-Husking, Eight-
Eowed Yellow, White Flint and Canada Yellow. These were mostly planted in
shelter belt among trees and left to retain snow. All were very poor and very late.

In addition to corn, 5 varieties of Millet were tested. Common, Golden, White,
Yellow and Large African. The common Millet was entirely smothered by dust a
few days after it came up, was sown a second time, making half a ton per acre. The
other varieties did not head out, the best only making a growth of a few inches.

About half an acre of Eape was sown on the 1st of June, and notwithstand-
ing winds and dry weather, made a very lino showing. Without a doubt this plant
will make a most valuable fodder for summer or early fall feeding for sheep, and as

we have little rains and no dews, no danger need be apprehended from cattle

eating it.

Some Indian fodder plants were sown, but arriving late, and the season not being
favorable, they made poor growth.

Spring Rye was also sown for fodder; from the rapid and strong growth made it

will without a doubt make a valuable substitute for hay if cut before the straw
becomes too hard. As it matures long before any frost comes, it is believed with a
good silo, this cereal will make first-class ensilage—sown 9th April, harvest 29th July.

A mixture of oats and peas were also sown for fodder; the oats so completely smotla-

ered out the peas that the field was left for an oat crop—| oats and ^ peas were sown
at the rate of 3 bushels per acre.

FLAX.

A small plot of flax was sown on the ISth April—like the millet it was smothered
with dirt—was a second time sown, but being late, frost injured it before fully ripe.

BUCKWHEAT.

Four varieties of buckwheat were tried—common, Japanese, and two from
India. The common and Japanese were greatly retai-ded in their growth by winds
injuring their tender leaves. The common variety stood the unfavorable weather
best, and though very short in the straw ripened before frost came. The Japanese
was cut down befoie maturing, while the two from India did not head out. AH the

varieties were sown on 13th May.

ROOTS AND VEGETABLES.

The past season has been the worst on roots and vegetables since 1882, and it is

safe to saj' that not one settler in twenty in the North-West has any to use—very
few ever attempt to grow field roots of any kind, j^et they can be raised with as little

trouble and less expense than in Ontario. Settlers generally plant a few potatoes.

If the season is favorable a good crop is raised, if poor, failure is the result, yet in

no country is a crop so sure, if the laud is in proper condition. It is true the yield

may not be large in a year such as just passed, but entire failure need never be ai^pre-

hended. So far we have no bugs. Eot is unknown, and the only danger to be guarded
against is dry weather. By planting on fallow land, and keeping the surface often

stirred this may be greatly avoided, and a fair crop is almost absolutely sure, no
mattei- how dry the season may be.

On the Experimental Farm seven varieties of turnips were tried. The laud had
been fallowed,and ten days before sowing the seed, was ploughed, harrowed and rolled.

A new way of sowing the seed v/as tried, and, proving successful, can be recommended
whereverdry weather is experienced. In making the ordinary turnip drill, the plough
throws fresh soil up, and along this fresh soil—but on the ground not stirred—the

seed was sown, the plough going back to complete the drill covered the seed two
inches deep. When all was done, a heavy roller was used and the new soil packed
firmly on the old. Thi'ee days after the seed was sown the plants were above ground,

and not until their leaves covered the ground did dry weather or anj'thing else retard

their growth.
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Seed was sown in the first week in June, two pounds per acj-e being used—drills

33 inches apart. Once a week the scruffier was used among them and the top soil

kept well loosened. Over 300 bushels per acre were obtained, and but for the dry
weather the crop would have been a heavy one. The vai-ieties sown were Carter's

Hard}' Swede, Carter's King of Swedes, Queen of Swedes, Elephant Swede, Orange
Jelly, Early Milan and Snow Ball. Elephant Swede did the best and Queen of

Swedes the worst of any sown.
Three varieties of mangels were tried : New Golden Intermediate, New

Tankard and Mammoth Long Eed. These were sown in drills 33 inches apart in

the last week in May. Like the turnips, they grew from the start. In the entire

plot there was not a blank, and though, as with the turnips, dry weather lessened

the yield, nearly 400 bushels per acre were secured. Mammoth Long Eed Ist, New
Golden Intermediate 2nd, and New Tankard 3rd, being the order in which the three

sorts yielded.

CAKROTS.

Two sorts were sown : Belgian and Orange Gianl. Although the land was the
same and had been worked in the same way as for turnips and mangels, yet the crop
was a very great failure. As is well known, carrots take a long time to germinate.
No doubt this and dry weather accounts for the poor crop.

POTATOES.

Six pounds each of 108 varieties of this root were planted on the 11th of May.
The land had been fallowed and a few days before planting was ploughed, well

harrowed and rolled. Early in the fall before, 20 loads of well rotted barnyard
manure had been applied. "When i-eady to plant, drills 33 inches apart were opened,
the seed dropped 14 inches apart, then covered with the plough, harrowed and rolled

down. When commencing to appear above ground the harrow was run twice over
them, and once each week afterwards the scruffier was used and the soil kept
loose on top. When nearly covering the ground earth was hilled up to the plants

and then left until they were taken up.

Fourteen out of the 108 varieties ripened by the 25th August; 26 others were
full grown, though not ripe, when frost on the 9th September cut down the vines.

The remainder were in all stages of growth at this date and are evidently not suited

to our season.

Though all the sorts are not yet tested as to their eating qualities, Early Eose,
Beauty of Hebron and Morning Star are found to be as good, if not better, than any.
E.arly Conqueror, which gave the largest yield and also had the greatest number of

large tubers, is not so good a table potato as the three above mentioned.
The names of potatoes full grown at time of frost are given below : the first

fourteen being those that were ripe on the 25th August. Color, size and yield are

also given.

The 40 varieties returned 2,345 lbs. from 240 lbs. planted, an average in round
numbers of 58 lbs. each. Each sort occupied a drill 75 feet long by 33 inches wide,

or the 211th part of an acre, returning an average of 204 bushels per acre, Early
Conqueror leading at the rate of 282 bushels per acre.
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in and finished the destruction of many hundreds of trees set out in the spring, as

well as retarding the growth of all that were planted last year and had survived the

winter.
While no kind of tree was proof against so many enemies, some suffered much

more than othei's. Norway spruce, which last year did remarkably well, is this

year almost a total failure, arbor vita3 also suft'ered greatly. Austrian pine did very
poorly last year, but much worse this. Native maple, (box elder) and native elm
trees have stood by far the best of anything set out. It is worthy of notice that out
of 982 young elm trees which were grown at the Central Experimental Farm, Ot-

tawa, from seed obtained in Manitoba, 955 are living; while out of 600 American
elms, sent also from the Central Experimental Farm, only 350 are alive.

Eleven thousand eight hundred and twelve trees were received from the Central
Experimental Farm and set out in various places on the farm here, and great num-
bers were planted in a wind-break which is being formed along the western boun-
dary, others were set out around Suf)epiutendent's house, while all seedlings and
many entire varieties were planted in nursery rows. In addition to those received
from the Central Farm, several thousands were transplanted from those j)ut out the
year before. The laige majority of these had been taken up the fall previous and
covered with sand in a cellar.

The following varieties of forest trees were received from the Central Experi-
mental Farm and planted ; the amount in each variety and number living when
winter set in ai;e also given :

—

"^^"^'y-
Received. Living.

White Spruce 1,018 602
Norway Spruce 675 100
Hemlock Spruce 153 21
Scotch Pine 421 198
Austrian Pine 400 158
Ptiga Pine 43 28
ArW- Vitaj 650 158
Eed Cedar 50 48
Manitoba Maple 500 450
Norway Maple 875 652
Soft Maple 75 26
Eock Elm 135 125
Manitoba Elm 982 955
American Elm 600 350
Green Ash 95 60
White Ash 140 116
Black Ash 105 98
Mountain Ash 75 64
Yellow Birch 71 61
European Birch 50 43
Canoe Birch 100 80
Black Walnut 53 30
Lociist 374 186
Catalpa 850 559
Black Cherry 114 89
American Beech 200 32
Cotton Wood 2.000 216
Barberry 118 104
European Alder 50 42
American Sycamore 41 34
European Larch 500 100

Note.—The Cotton Woods Tere received from Minnesota, United States, and
were in a very damaged condition on reaching here.
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FOREST TREES PLANTED IN 1888.

In reporting on the trees planted last year, I beg to say that native maple,

mountain f)ine, Norway spruce, red cedar, American arbor vitse, elm, ash, mountain
ash, canoe birch, Eussian mulberry, black cherry, barberiy, cranberry, alder and
wahoo came through the winter in a more or less damaged condition ; mountain
pine, canoe birch and mountain ash standing it the best. Norway spruce and the

cedars apparently came out well, but have done jioorly all summer.
Maples were all cut down and only the native variety and Norway maple mak-

ing a start in the spring. Not a single soft, sugar, red or striped maple grew.
White and black ash were cut down, but made a fair growth during the summer.
Green ash was also cut down to the ground but many grew afterwards. Five

varieties of elms were planted and made a nice growth during the summer of 1888.

These were all greatly injured, only about one-third grew the past se;ison. Eussian
mulberry and black cherry have stood the winter and dry summer well. Barberry,

cranberry, alder and wahoo were damaged very little by the winter, but have done
poorly since.

I regret to say that locusts, butternuts, walnuts, oaks, beech, basswood, hickory,

sycamore, hackberry, hawthorn, hornbeam, ailanthus and catalpas were all dead

when spring opened. Excej)t one locust and four walnuts, not a tree of any of these

varieties stood the winter. I may say that all the last-mentioned trees, hickory,

butternut, &c., were dead before spring frosts visited us, while all the damage done
to the first named varieties was mainly owing to these frosts ; esjpecially was this

the case with Norway spruce, hemlock spruce and the cedars.

Before winter set in last year, I had a number of each of all the above varieties

taken up, numbering in all several thousands, and ^ilaeed in sand in the cellar, and
this spring had them planted in wind-breaks and on banks of coulee. I regret to say

that nearly all have died ; though green and fresh when set out, they soon succumbed
to winds and dry weather.

LARGE 1LA.PLE TREES PLANTED.

Early in October, 1888, 700 maple trees (bos elder) were obtained in Brandon.

Of these, two-thirds were planted as soon as possible after reaching here, and one-

third healed in and left until spring. The trees were planted along boundaries of

farm and on avenues leading to buildings. With the exception of four, every tree

of both fiall and spring planting died down to the ground. At this point I had them
cut ofi" in June, and, without a single exception, all have made a most vigorous

growth since then. The four that did not require to be cut down were entirely healed

in or covered up, the branches being covered the same as the roots.

TREE SEEDS.

In the fall of 1888 some four bushels of ash-leaved maple seed, gathered in the

Qu'Appelle Valley, were sown in drills three feet apart. This spring they appeared
above ground, but before they could take much root were blown completely out of

the ground. The same land with considerate addition was resown, and though late

before this could be done have grown fairly well—though nothing in comparison to

the growth of the same sort of trees the season before. Two bushels of hickory and
walnuts were planted in May, forty-three young trees six inches in height is so far

the result, but a large increase is looked for next spring. In September last several

pounds of elm, and in October a large quantity of maple seeds were sown.
31aple tree seeds sown in spring of 1888 which attained a height of from ten to

twenty inches last summer, were several times early in the season almost covered
with dirt blown in from adjoining land. This considerably retarded their growth at

first but during August and September good headway was made. Many thousands
will be ready for transplanting next year.

Ash seed which was sown in spring of 1888 came up making slow growth that

year, made also very slow this. Sugar maple and basswood seed failed to appear, but

in all probability they were blown away.
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WILLOWS, POPLARS AND SHRUBS.

Nine varieties of willow were planted in the spring in nursery rows. Forty-five

out of the forty-six set out are alive and made good growth, and promise well for

this country.

Twenty-five out of twenty.six poplars set out are living and made a thrifty

g]'owth. Eight varieties of this tree were planted of which Populus Certinensis

Sargeant, and Populus Bolleana are the best. A considerable number of poplar cut-

tings were also set out, the greater part of which, took root and made a good top.

Seventy-one varieties, consisting of 1863 shrubs, were planted. Among these

lilac, caragana, and eleagnus did the best. The two latter shrubs were planted also

in 1888 and of tne trees or shrubs put out, stood the winter and dry summer by
far the best.

Out of all the shrubs planted only 963 are living, of some varieties the entire

number is lost.

LARGE AND SMALL FRUITS.

The failures in fruit trees the past year have been very great. In comparison
with 1888 they are quite noticeable. Last year 200 apple trees were planted ; every
tree was alive when winter set in and 125 are living now. This year 352 trees were
set out, and on the 1st October 92 were dead.

Twelve crab apple trees were planted in 1888, ten were living on 1st October,

1889, while out of 189 trees set out this spring 97 were dead on the same date.

In small fruits the failures are equally great among currants and raspberries,

while strawbeiries were almost an entire loss. As the soil was in far better condi-

tion for trees or small fruits this year than last, and as much care taken in planting
them and afterwaids, there can be no doubt but that the severe winds and dry
weather wholly accounts for the loss sustained.

APPLE TREES, 1889.

The following apple trees were planted last spring in nursery rows three feet

apart. Number of each sort planted and living on 1st November are also given :

—

^

No. No.
Planted. Living.

Arabka Dept 25 20
Longfield 10

Mottled Anis 11 6

Eepka Malenka 9 4
Whitney No. 20 19 IS
Arabka" 10 10
Titovka 10 7
Barlotf 5 4
English Borovinka 4 4
Eed Anis 8 3

G. Duke Constantine 4
Zalotoreff 3 3
Bogdanoff 1 1

Ostrakoff 6 3

Enormous 8 5

Eennet 2 1

Cross 7 5

Antonovka 19 19

Switzor, Dept 9 9

Golden White 9 5
Babushkino 8 5

Herren 4 3
Red Eepka 3 3
Label defaced 2 2

6c-10

No.
Planted.

Hibernal 4
Yellow Anis 7

Vargul 3
Sandy Gla=s 13

Ukraine 3

Liveland 7

Eussian Apple 6

Plikanofl' 10

Eed Anis 11

Autumn Streaked 10

Leiby 10

Yellow Anis 10

Getmans 4
White Borodovka 8

Hibernal 10

Titovka 10

Titus 10

Grandmother 10

Eed Duck 10

43 varieties Eussian apple
trees

No.
Living,

1

5

2
8

3

2

7

11

9

10

10

10

Total. 342 257
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CRAB APPLES, 1889.

Xo. No. No. No.
Planted. Living. Planted. Li^TBg.

Common wild crab 80 44 Orange 30 6

Stanley 22 21 LateHVinter 9 3

Minnesota 8 Welcome 10 9

Briers' Sweet 10 2

Gibb 20 7 Total 189 92

APPLE TREES PLANTED 1888.

Alexander 8 6 Mann 9 4
"Wealthy 3 3 Duchess 5 4
"Walbridge 3 1 Scott's Winter 3 1

Mackintosh Eed 3 2 Grimes' Golden 3 1

Talmans Sweet 3 2 Tetofsky 3 1

Keswick Codling 3 2 Canada Baldwin 3 3

Eed Astrachan 3 2 Fameuse 6 2

Anis 3 3

GoldenEusset 3 1 Total 64 38

CRAB APPLE TREES, 1888.

Hyslop 3 2 Whitney 3 3

Transcendant 3 3

Eed Siberian 3 2 Total 12 10

PEARS.

In 1888, 2 Beurr^ Hardy, 2 Clapp's Favorite, 2 Howell, 2 Flemish Beauty, 2

Seekel, also 5 of No. 392, and 5 of 347 Eussian were planted. At present only one

Flemish Beauty is living. All the other varieties died. No pears were set out this

year.
PLUMS.

Two each of Golden Drop, Moore's Arctic, Lombard, Mariana and German
Prune, and 5 each of Wolf Plum, Speer Plum, and Eollingston and 9 of Early Eed
were planted last year. Of these one each of Moore's Arctic, Lombard, Mariana,

and German Prune, and 7 of the Early Eed, are alive. None were added to the list

this year.

CHERRIES.

Thirty-four cherry trees were jilanted in 1888, consisting of five each of Ostheim,

Morella, Vladimir and Early Eichmond. Two Vladimir and one Early Eichmond
stood the winter.

With a few exceptions, all the large fruit trees put out last year were wrapped
up to the branches with oat straw or tarred paper and banked well up around the

base. It was found in the spring that the few trees left uncovered were completely

dead from the top of the limbs to the ground on the south-west side ; the strip

dead being about one half an inch in width. No tree covered was hurt in this way,
those dying were killed later on after frost had gone from their roots and alternate

thawing and freezing took place.

This year a good deal more straw is being used, the limbs, as well as the

trunks, being covered. More earth is also put about the base and before winter is

over coarse strawy manure will be spread thickly over the ground.

CURRANTS.

This year's plantation consisted of five varieties containing 744 trees. On the 1st

November 555 bushes were alive. Last year 178 bushes of eight varieties were
planted ; of this number 153 were living when winter set in ; with the exception of

two dozen planted in a protected place, none of the bushes this year have done
very well ; many have died and those that have survived seem stunted.
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Those that came through the winter of last year's planting have done very well
thei past season and give good promise for the coming year. Lee's Prolific, Red
Dutch and White Grape, bore a few currants of excellent quality.

The ground was banked up around the trunks slightly last year, this year it is

heaped up to the branches and the branches covered with coarse manure which will

be left on until all danger from spring frosts is over.

The following are the varieties set out, in 1888 and 1889, number planted and
living at present time :

—

1888.

Ko. No.
Planted. Luring.

Victoria 25 24
Champion 12 10

EabyCastle 27 20
White Grape 20 15

1889.

No.
Planted.

Lee's Prolific 24
Fav's Prolific 25
Red Dutch 20
Black Naples 25

Lee's Prolific 325 246
White Grape 165 129
Red Grape 7 6

Rabv Castle 228
Black ISTai^les 19

No.
Living.

20
25
16

23

159
19

KASPBEREIES AND BLACKBERRIES.

Like the currants, great numbers of the raspberries set out in the spring,

succumbed to winds and dry weather ; winds did more harm than dry weather, for in

a small plantation set out, protected from them, though the soil was quite as dry as

any on the Farm, the growth of the vines was very gratifying.

The bushes planted last year were laid down on the approach of winter and
covered with about two inches of earth or coarse manure. A good deal of this earth

or straw was blown from off the vines, and wherever tnis was the case, the vines

were quite dead as far as uncovered ; all that had their covering on up to the 10th

of April were quite green and perfect. Shoi-tly after this, the vines putting forth

leaves under the covering, I had them all stripped except a few vines of the Phila-

delphia variety, but it proved too early, as every vine so stripped was cut down a few
nights after, and only those not uncovered until the 20th of the month bore fruit.

In the fall I had as much earth put over the vines, and in addition a heavy coat-

ing of strawy manure is now being applied over all.

Those of last year's planting have made a good growth this season, except
Taylor and Lucretia Dewberry; Philadelphia making the greatest headway.

1888.

Varieties.
No.

Planted.

Golden Queen 26

Turner 107
Hansel 23
Snyder 28
Lucretia Dewberry 25

Turner 249
Cuthbert 75
Doolittle 22
Taylor 8

Parnell 8
Reider 10
Brandy-wine 20
Hebuer's Cluster 3

No.
Li\'ing.

20

104
10

15

None

No.
Planted.

Caroline 48
Cuthbert 104
Philadelphia 99
Taylor 25

1889.

227 Hilborn 53
22 Mammoth Clustei- 79
3 Rancocas 18

Xone Snyder 10

3 Clarke 11

10 Marlboro' 9

14 Hoinet 9

2

No.
Living.

42
100
96
10

45
48
14
9

8

7

3
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aOOSEBERRIES.

During the spring of 1888 twenty-four Houghton, twenty-four Downing, and
twenty-six Smith's Improved were planted. Four of Smith's Improved died before

winter set in. With this exception all are living at present. Only a few bushes of

the Houghton variety bore fruit the past season, but it is expected from the good
growth made this year they will bear heavily next summer.

None were set out this season.

GRAPES.

Sixty-four vines of eighteen varieties of grapes were planted last year, but none
lived through the winter though all were well protected.

STRAWBERRIES.

If poor success attended last year's planting of strawberries, it was still worse
this year ; out of nearly 3,000 plants only 100 are alive. All or mostly all made a
start, but a very hot wind in May, followed by the dry weather afterwards, killed

them by hundreds.
Last year May King, Wilson, Daniel Boone, Woodruff, Crescent, Manchester,

Sharpless, New Dominion, Maggie, Capt. Jack, Cumberland Triumph and James
Vick were planted. The Wilson made the best growth and was the most promising
when winter set in; this spring, though all the plants were living, they bore no fruit

and have made little or no headway all summer. New Dominion, Capt. Jack and
Crescent stood the winter and spring fairly well, and each variety had a few
imperfect berries this season. New Dominion, both in growth of plant and yield of

berries, doing the best. Excepting these three varieties and the Wilson all were
dead by the first of May.

A slight covering of straw was put over the plants last winter after the ground
had become frozen, and left on until spring frosts were over. This winter the same
course is being followed, btit more straw is being put on.

WILD FRUIT.

In the spring of 1888 a collection of native fruit trees and bushes was obtained

in coulees and other places, and planted on the farm, and though all made a most
vigorous growth during that summer, none bore fruit this year except a few bushes of

black currants. Spring frost, no doubt, was wholly the cause of this, and when we
consider that wild fruit was an entire failure the past year, while other years

thousands of bushels go to waste all over the country, we may easily conclude that

the past season has been a very unfavorable one for all fruit trees.

It is, pei'haps, worthy of notice here that all native fruit trees or bushes grow on
the south bank of streams or in coulees protected from the early spring sun. The
steeper the banks, and the more inaccessible they are to April or May suns, the

more favourable situations they are for fruit.

In many parts of the North-West Territories, these destructive little animals

were very numerous the past season. Wherever crops were light—from whatever
cause—they did great damage, in many cases clearing off entire fields. In light,

sandy soil oi- gravelly subsoil they are found in the greatest numbers, though no
sort of land is exempt.

On the Experimental Farm poison was used to keep them in check, and

except one small plot of black barley on the banks of the coulfe, which was
destroyed, no harm was done to the crops the past year.

Commencing in the spring, as soon as the animals come out of their winter

quarters, strychnine is dissolved in water and wheat soaked in this, and placed

.in their burrows. As usually from eight to ten come at a birth, often more, it is

very important that attention should be paid early to these pests.
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I am sorry to report that digging or drilling for water on the Fai-m has not been
very satisfactory. ' I/ast fall two wells were put down—one at the superintendent's

house, 65 feet, in which a good supply ©f water was obtained, but which cannot be

used until first boiled ; the second well was dug and drilled, to the depth of 108 feet,

at the barn, without finding any water. This fall I have had the Provincial well-

auger testing various places about the buildings, but have not as yet been successful

in finding a sufficient quantity for stock, hence the onlv supply yet available is that

in the dams io the coulees.

BUILDINGS.

All the buildings under waj' when my report was sent in last year have been
completed. The horse stable is commodious and very comfortable. The basement
of the barn is equally commodious, and will no doubt prove comfortable when we
have stock to fill it. The barn is quite large enough for grain, but a storehouse or

granary for the many varieties of grain when threshed, and an implement house,

ai'e greatly needed.

The superintendent's, horticultui-ist's and foreman's houses ai-e comfortable,

though the foreman's is not large enough for the purpose required of it.

Before winter set in last fall a little over one mile of fencing had been completed.
As soon as seeding was over this spring, work was again commenced, and before

harvest came on the entire Farm was enclosed. Sawn cedar posts from British

Columbia, a top rail and four strands of wire compose the fence. Ifecessary gates

for three sides have been provided, and a second coat of paint was being put on when
winter stopped the work.

ROADS AND DAMS.

During the summer considerable additions have been made to the roads on the

farm. Two new dams for retaining water in the coulees have been built, and the

old ones extended and made more secure. The erection of the buildings necessi-

tated a great deal of grading, especially around the barn and stable, where wide
approaches had to be made. This was accomplished as soon as the buildings were
ready for use.

LAND READY FOR CROP.

On account of the great addition to the amount of horse work to do on the Farm
the past summer, such as root crops, harvesting, grading, &c., the teams on the Farm
were not able to overtake the same quantity of fallow as was pi-epared in 1888.

One hundred and fifty acres have, however, been got ready, and twenty acres of

stubble land ploughed for testing purposes.

HORSES.

In the month of September one span of horses was added to the working force,

making now four teams.
METEOROLOGICAL.

During the summer, through the kindness of the Minister of Marine and Fish-

eries, there was sent from the Meteorological Office in Toronto to the Experimental
Farm a set of instruments for taking observations of temperature and rainfall. Since
the first week in September observations have been taken three times daily and
returns sent weekly to head office. During this time on six days it has been SO or

over, 87 being the highest. September 9, 11, 12, lA, 16, 17 and 26th were below
freezing, the lowest being on the 12th, when it stood at 20 below freezing. Eain has
fallen during the time observations iiave been taken to only -61 of an inch : snow
from 4 to 6 inches. Prevailing winds have been south-west and north-west.
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FALL EXHIBITIONS.

Four exhibitions were attended the past fall at which products of the Farm were
shown. Eegina on the west, Moosomin on the east, and Qu'vVppelle and Indian
Head in the centre, were found to be as many as could be overtaken after the grain

and otlier exhibits could be got ready. Nearly 100 varieties of grain, including

wheat, barley, oats and peas, were shown in 5 lb bags—50 varieties of these were
exhibited in the straw ; 104 varieties of potatoes were shown and proved very

attractive to those attending the various fairs. At the close of the exhibitions all of

the potatoes and much of the grain were distributed among the settlers.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

ANGUS MACKAY,
Superintendent.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA.

EEPOET OF THOMAS A. SHAEPE, SUP SEINTENDENT.

Wm. Saunders, F.E.S.C, F.L.S., F.C.S.,

Director Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sir,—I beg to submit the following report of the work done on the British
Columbia Experimental Farm since taking possession, 19th September, 1889.

None of the land having been in crop since it was purchased by the Government,
notwithstanding that much of it was underbrushed last year, it was covered again
with a rank growth of ferns and underbrush. This we started to mow with brush
scythes, and have gone over about one hundred and twenty acres, and the brush on
about seventy acres has been burnt.

The orchard of three acres has been carefully and thoroughly gone over. It has
been ploughed twice, the trees dug about and pruned, and all dead limbs, brush and
grass removed and burned.

Of the land on the farm that had been previously under cultivation, about twenty-
five acres has been ploughed and harrowed; sixteen acres of this has been ploughed
twice and thoroughly worked up. We have also ploughed about twenty-five
acres of land that had not been ploughed betore. This has been a tedious
job, as a considerable number of lai'ge fir- stumps had to be grubbed out and
in many instances the whole tree to remove. iSome of these trees were over 6 feet in
diameter and nearly 200 feet long. This work has been delayed by the rains, render-
ing the burning very difficult. About half of this field, say fifteen acres, has been
thoroughly harrowed and the roots gathered up and taken off, and it is now ready
for cross-ploughing as soon as the frost is out of the land.

It is intended to have this ready for fruit trees and other crops early in the
spring.

We have received from the Central Farm about 1,500 small fruit plants, viz.,

strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, gooseberries, currants, etc., all of which have
been carefully planted. From other sources also a considerable number of fruit trees
and grape vines have been received, as follows :

—

Trees. Varieties.

Apples 277 78
Pears 143 36
Plums 121 36
Peaches 84 26
Chen-ies 121 48
Apricots 21 7
Nectarines 3 1

Quinces 8 3
Grape vines 202 79

All of which have been put in nursery rows, and will be planted out as soon as
the condition of the ground will permit.

About 8,000 forest trees, chiefly of eastern hardivoods,have also come to hand,
which are planted in nursery ro=vs, and as they are mostly of one or two years
growth, will do very well in nursery until they are needed for shelter belts, etc.
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Acting under your instructions, a number of grape vines and a variety of forest

trees will be planted on tbe rocky hillsides on the east side of the farm.

If it can be shown that grapes, or such timber as the black walnut, butternut,

elm, ash and maple can be successfully grown in such places, this will provide for

utilizing a considerable area of land otherwise of no value, and be a source of future

protit to land owners, and a great benefit to the Pi-ovince.

About fifteen hundred young native cedars have been collected and planted in

nursery rows, with the intention of using them for hedges and other ornamental
purposes as soon as they are ready to plant out.

From the Central Farm and other sources there has been received a large num-
ber of ornamental and flowering shrubs, plants and bulbs, which have been put out

in the nursery until land can be got ready tor their permanent location. We also have
a number ot samples of fall wheat and rye, all of which have been sown on land care-

fully pre2mred,and quite a number of them have made a very satisfactory growth.

The live stock on the farm consists of two heavy draft teams and one medium
team, bought in Ontario and brought out here. By working them carefully for a

short time they have become gradually acclimated and have had no sickness as yet.

There was also bought in Manitoba one registered short-horn cow and a bull calf.

From the poultry department of the Central Farm was obtained four coops of different

breeds of fowls of four each. They have grown well, but being young, have not yet

begun to lay.

The old house and stable which were on the farm have been repaired, and
answer a temporary purpose very well—the house for a boarding house for the men,
and the stable for our stock and feed. A temporary poultry house has been built, 24

by 12 feet, divided into compartments, and an implement shed is nearly com-
pleted, 27 by 12 feet. This work has been done during stormy weather and at

very slight expense.

The ground at present is frozen too hard to plough, but as there are a great

number of large stumps to take out and fallen timber to burn, and the frost does not

intei'fere with such work, although the winter is said to be unusually severe,

there is plenty of woik to be done.

As to the farm itself, I think it could scarcely be more suitable for experimental

purposes, as there are all varieties of soil, from a rich clay to a gravel and on the

eastern boundary the mountains rise several hundred feet, with narrow benches and

slopes, giving a good opportunity to test the value of such places for difterent kinds

of fruit aud forest trees.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Tour obedient servant,

THOS. A. SHAEPE,
Su])erintendent.

Agassiz, 10th January, 1890.
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TO THE

REPORT OF THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE
ox

EXPERIMEXTAI. rAR]\IS.

Ottawa, 10th February, 1891.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit for your approval my report relating to some
portions of the work which has been done during the past year at the Central

Experimental Farm in Ottawa, with brief references to that which has been

accomplished at the the branch Experimental Farms in different parts of Canada.

Tou will also find appended Eeports from the following officers of the Central

Experimental Farm : From the Agriculturist, Mr. Jas. W. Eobertson ; fi-om the

Horticulturist, Mr. John Craig; from the Chemist, Mr. Frank T. Shutt, and from
the Entomologist and Botanist, Mr. James Fletcher ; also from the Poultry Manager,

Mr. A. G. Gilbert. Accompanying these are reports of progi-ess from Mr. Wm. M.
Blair, Superintendent of the Experimental Farm for the Maritime Provinces at

Nappan, Nova Scotia ; from S. A. Bedford, Superintendent of the Experimental

Farm for Manitoba, at Brandon ; from Mr. A. Mackay, Superintendent of the Ex-
perimental Farm foi- the Noith-West Territories, at Indian Head ; and from Mr.

Mr. Thos. A. Sharpe, Superintendent of the Experimental Farm for British

Columbia, at Agassiz.

These Reports are very full of information on man}' topics of special interest

to farmers Jtnd fruit growers, since they cover almost all departments of agriculture

and horticulture. They are submitted with the hope that they may be helpful to

all those engaged in cultivating the soil, and that they may contribute towards the

furthering of the great agricultural interests of the Dominion.

A Eeport will also be found attached to that of the Horticulturist, fcom a joint

committee of prominent fruit growers from the Fruit Growers' Association of

Ontario, and the Montreal Horticultural Society, who were invited, under your

instructions, to examine the fruit plantations at the Centj-al Experimental Farm,

and to enquire into the merits of some of the new seedling fruits growing there.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Tour most obedient servant,

WM. SAUNDEES.
The Honourable

The Minister of Agriculture,

Ottawa.
6c—li





ANNUAL REPORT

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS,

EEPOET OF THE DIEECTOE.

The importance of continued experimental work in agriculture is recognized by
thoughtful men in every civilized country, and State and Government aid to carry
on the work is now liberally given, for it is generally admitted that from oft-

repeated experiment the largest part of our most useful and accurate knowledge of
agricultural subjects has been derived. It is also undeniable that many of the best

agricultural products now in cultivation are the result of skilful experiments in the
line of selection or of cross-fertilization, or both combined, and equally true that the
products, thus somewhat artificially raised by unusual care to a position of high
estimation have, when relegated to the hands of the average farmer, gradually
deteriorated. There are but few varieties of grain, roots or other farm produc-
tions that were in general cultivation fifty years ago which still hold their place in

the farmers' estimation ; most of them have enjoyed but a short-lived popularity, and
given place to varieties having greater vigour, greater productiveness or better

quality. A large proportion of agricultural products appear to have a life period,

some sho.rt, some long, after which their vigour or vitalitj' becomes gradually
impaired until their cultivation can no longer be continued with profit. "While

these varietal changes are constantly going ou, the specific forms remain for the

most part unaltered.

The six-rowed barley of to-day (Kordeum hexastichum) has the same general
characteristics as when cultivated by the ancient Egyptians thousands of years ago,

bat the particular varieties of this plant now most in esteem are of recent introduc-

tion. The two-rowed barley (Mordeum distichuni) has also been long in cultivation,

and was largely used as food by mankind from an early period in human history,

but this variety of grain did not attain the position it now holds as one of the most
profitable of crops until, by careful expeiiment and selection, the plump, heavy and
pi-olific varieties of modern times wei'e originated. The potato is the same species

as when introduced into Europe from America more than three centuries ago, but

the varietal forms which have since been produced are past numbering, and so

rapidly do these run their course and become enfeebled as to vigour and fertility

that very few survive a period of twenty or thirty years. Thej "run out" and give
place to their betters.

Cereals hold anj- improvement which may be imparted to them with much
greater tenacity than many other cultivated products. Possibly this may arise from
their being invariably self-fertilized, which may re-ult in a greater sensitiveness to

external conditions, and lead to greater permanence in the changes which altered

conditions sometimes bring about. When we consider how vastly important cereals



are to mankind, and the great value to the agricultural world of every improve
ment, however small it may be, it seems a marvel that more effort has not been

made in this direction by those who are most familiar with the methods by which
such favourable changes are most frequently effected. While a great number of

workers are bringing much intelligence and long experience to bear upon the pro-

duction of new varieties of flowers, fruits and vegetables, by cross-fertilization and

careful selection, those engaged in the same course ofwork among cereals have been

but few; additional observers were needed, and are now being provided, to carry on
promising series of investigations, to carefully watch the changes being brought about

in important food products by varying climatic and other conditions, so that advan-

tage may be taken of such improvements as may be found to occur, and provision

also made to lessen the losses which would arise from continuing the cultivation of

such varieties as have become enfeebled and infertile. By carefully conducted

exjjeriments such observers may ascertain what crops can be produced best and
cheapest, and what new lines of work can be undertaken by the farmer in view of

available markets which will be likely to bring him increased returns.

From the accompaning reports it will be seen that the Experimental Farms of

the Dominion of Canada have already done good service in these advanced methods

of experimental work having so important a bearing on agriculture ; the sphere of

their operations is being rapidly enlarged, and a wide field of usefulness lies before

them in the future.

Every farmer is aware that there are many influences at work every year which
bear on his crops, and which do much to determine the proportion 'of profits which
his labour and skill shall bring. Some of these influences are more or less amenable
to his control, while others are not so. The general character of the season,, whether
favourable or unfavourable, as far as this depends on the weather, it is beyond his

power to influence; but by varying his methods, so as to gain every possible advan-

tage, he may materially mitigate the evils which always accompany unfavourable

seasons. By getting his land into a thorough state of preparation in the autumn the

farmer can sow his seed at the earliest opportunity, and early sowing has a very
important bearing on the yield, and more especially so on grain crops, in an unfavour-

able year. The reason for this is not far to seek. The rapidity of growth and
development in grain depends very much on the quantity of root surface employed in

absorbing the food I'equired for growth. In the early days of spring root develop-

ment goes on very rapidly, even if the weather be so cold and backward as to retard

growth above, recently sprouted grain, under such conditions, will usually be found

to have a vigorous cluster of roots.

EESULTS OF EAELY, MEDIUM AND LATE SEEDING.

Some experience has been gained at the Central Experimental Farm during the

past season on this subject, which shows the importance of more general attention

being paid to early seeding. The particulars connected with the experiments under-
taken have recently been published in Bulletin No. 8, and the results are believed to

be of sufficient importance to be again summarized here. Six varieties of grain were
chosen foi' the tests, two each of barley, oats and wheat, and sufficient land of a uni-

form character provided to allow of six plots ofone-tenth of an acre each being devoted
to each variety. Six of these were sown on the 22nd of April, which was as early

as the ground could be worked, and six more every week until all the plots were
seeded. The following are the names of the varieties selected for the test : Barley

—

Prhe Prtlific and Banish Chevalier (both two-rowed sorts) ; Oats

—

Prize Cluster

and Early Race-horse; Spring wheat— .fletZ Fife and Ladoga.

At the first sowing a new spring wheat, the Anglo-Canadian, was substituted

for the Race-horse oats, because these plots afforded the best opportunity at

command for testing the relative earliness and fertility of this new introduction



alongside of the Red Fife and Ladoga. With this exception, the experiments were
carried out as planned, and the results are given in the following table:



consisted mainly of early-ripening wheat for the Canadian North-West, and the Ladoga
wheat was brought prominently before the farmers of Manitoba and the North-West
Territories. Since then the distribution has become more general, and varieties of

wheat, barley and oats, which promise to be useful in any of the Provinces, have been
introduced and disseminated with the view [of benefiting all parts of the country.

These samples are sent free by mail, in strong cotton bags, containing 3 pounds
each. The first season of distribution, the spring of 188S, they were sent to farmers

in diflFerent parts of the country whose names were submitted to me by persons

acquainted in the several districts as men likely to be interested in the subject. The
number of samples sent that year was 2,150; of these 1,529 were Ladoga wheat, the

remainder consisting of two-rowed and six-rowed barley and oats. In 1889 a ditferent

method of distribution was followed, and samples were sent only to those who applied

for them. That year 2,760 three pound bags were distributed, consisting of 1,279 of

Ladoga wheat, 947 of two-rowed barley and 534 of oats. During the past season, 1890,

the same plan of distribution was followed—that of sending samples only on applica-

tion ; and the fact that requests were received and samples sent to the extent of 12,353,

distributed among 5,896 individuals, will give some idea of the interest which farmers

are taking in this branch of Experimental Farnii work. The object aimed at is to

influence favourably the entire grain crop of the country, by introducing better

varieties than those now in common cultivation, and this, result I believe, can and will

be accomplished within a comparatively short time. A few words will suflSce to show
that this object is worth sti-iving for. The oat crop of Ontario alone for 1890 is esti-

mated by the Ontario Bureau of Industries to have occupied 1,882,366 acres and to

have yielded 52,768,207 bushels, an average of 28 bushels per acre. Every bushel per

acre which can be added to this is a gain to Ontario, reckoning oats at 40 cents per

bushel, of S752,946, while a pound per bushel added to the average weight of thegrain

is a gain of 8620,802. Barley is said to have occupied in the same Province 701,326

acres, yielding 15,600,169 bushels, being an average of 22-2 bushels per acre. Taking
barlev at 50 cents per bushel, a gain of 1 bushel per acre in this crop adds $350,663

to the i-eturns of the Ontario farmers, while a pound added to the weight would be

again of $162,501. Again, spring wheat occupied 601,753 acres, yielding 7,683,905

bushels, or 128 bushels per acre. A gain of 1 bushel per acre in this case at 90 cents

per bushel, adds $541,577 to the returns, while 1 pound per bushel gives on the

short crop of the past year $115,258. Fall wheat has occupied an area of 720,101

acres, giving a crop of '14,267,383 bushels, equal to 19-8 bushels per acre. A gain of

1 bushel per acre here, with fall wheat at $1 per bushel, amounts to $720,101, while

an addition of 1 pound per bushel gives $237,789. Taking into one estimate the

entire acreage and yield of these four leading crops, we find that an addition of 1

bushel per acre all around would give to the farmers of Ontario $2,365,287, while an

average gain of 1 pound per bushel in the weight of the grain would give $1,136,340.

The samples of grain sent out in 1890 were distributed as follows:

—

Prince Edward Island.

Oats 223
Barley 242

Wheat 138

Peas 1

Total 604
Number of applicants supplied, 350.

Nova Scotia.

Oats 436
Barley 586

Wheat 244

Total 1,266

Number of applicants supplied, 584.



New Brunswick.
Oats • 116
Barley -. 165
Wheat 101
Peas 3

Total 385

Number of applicants supplied, 132.

Quebec.

Oats 891
Barley 1,408
Wheat 699
Peas 41

Total 3,039

Number of applicants supplied, 1,457.

Ontario.

Oats 1,782

Barley 2,043
Wheat 766
Peas 51
Corn 2

Total _4.644

Number of applicants supplied, 2,278.

Manitoba.
Oats 481
Barley 478
Wheat 93

Peas 3

Corn 4

Total 1.059

Number of applicants supplied, 511.

North- West Territories.

Oats... 525
Barley 530
Wheat 121

Peas 4
Corn 10

Total US)0
Number of applicants supplied, 532. ^==

British Columbia.

Oats 65

Barley 62

Wheat 38

Rye 1

Total 166

Number of applicants supplied, 52. =^^
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The following shows the total number of packages of the different varieties

distributed :

—

Oats

Prize Cluster 3,251

Victoria Prize 319
Plying Scotchman 204
Black Tartarian 198

Early Eace-horse 143

Banner 21

Canadian Triumph 96

White Russian 277
Bonanza 8

Welcome 1

Hulless 1

Total 4.519

Barley— Two-rowed.

Carter's Prize Prolific 1,125

Danish Chevalier 2,139

Danish Printice Chevalier 793
Beardless 1,194

Encrlish Malting 74

Thanet 3

Saale 9

Peerless White 51

Swedish 1

Large Two-rowed Naked 83

Total 5,472

Barley—Six-rowed.

Eennie's Improved 5

Indian from Spiti Valley 23

Odessa Six-rowed 13

Total 41

Spring Wheat.

Ladoga 909

Eed Fife 568
White Fife 329
Eed Fern 291

Saxouka 53

White Eussian 25

Campbell's White Chaff. 26

Total 2,201

Peas.

Multiplier 99
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Corn.

Mitchell's Early 9

Cinquantine 11

Total 20

Heading Giant E}'e 1

Total number of samples distributed, 12,353.

Number of applicants supplied, 5,89(J.

REPORTS RECEIVED FROM SAMPLES DISTRIBUTED WITH SOME RESULTS OF FIELD CROPS

Prize Cluster Oats.

The results of field experiments with this promising variety of oats during the

past year are as follows :—At the Central Experimental Farm the yield has varied

on different soils (excluding those plots which were purposely sown late) fi-om 37
bushels and 2 lbs. to 28i^ bushels, weighing from 41 to 42 lbs. per bushel. On the

Experimental Farm at JfappanjXova Scotia, the yield has been 22i bushels per acre,

weighing 40 lbs. per bushel, at Brandon, Man., 54 bushels 14 lbs per acre, weighing
42|^ lbs. per bushel, and at Indian Head, in the North-West Territories, 63 bushels

per acre, weighing 45 lbs. per bushel. In time of ripening it has generally proved
fiom two or three days to a week or more earlier than most other sorts. In the fol-

lowing summary of results by Pi ovinces extracts are given from a few of the reports

from those farmers who have had the largest yields from the 3-lb. samples disti'i-

buted last spring.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Number of reports received, 24; average yield, from 3 lbs. 65f lbs. ; average
weight per bushel, 401 lbs. The heaviest sample weighed 43J lbs. per bushel, and
was grown by J. Wismer, of Monagan, P.E.I., who reports a yield of 70 lbs.

James Corcoran of Pm.sville, Lot 4, P. E. I., reports a yield of 180 lbs. from
3 lbs. sown, and says :

" Sown June 3rd, on sandy loam (date of harvesting not given)
;

no rust, no smut, straw bright yellow. I will sow all these oats another season."

The sample sent weighed 37^ lbs. per bushel.

E. T. Wright, of Middleton, P.E.I., had a yield of 110 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed. He
says : "Sown 6th Maj-, harvested 25th August. Though our oats were all, or nearly

all, rusted more or less, this was bright and clean—no rust. Straw medium length,

and stronger an*d stiffer than some other varieties of white oats that I have grown.
This is the earliest ripening variety of oats that we have sown, and is as heavy as any
other white oat grown here. I think this is the very best variety of white oats that

we have tested on our farm ; am well pleased with it." The sample sent weighed

39J lbs. per bushel.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Number of reports received, 16; average yield, 38 lbs.; average weight per

bushel, 38 lbs. The heaviest sample weighed 42;^ lbs. This was grown by R.

McDonald, of Indian Brook, N.S., who reports a j-ielJ of 16 lbs.

Frank Lindsay, of Gay's River, N.S., harvested 83 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He says :

" Sown 14th May, on gravelly loam ; harvested 27th August. There was no rust ; very
little smut; straw medium height, bright and stiff; about eight days earlier than

other varieties, and a better crop. I like this grain very well, and will sow it again

next year. The aphis attacked it some, but 1 don't think much harm was done."

Sample sent weighed 39J lbs. per bushel.

Jacob Weismer, New Germany. N.S., had 66 lbs. He says : "Sown 1st May;
harvested 13th August; no rust or smut; the character of the straw was excellent;
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it compared very favourably with other varieties, ripened earlier and weighed heavier.

I consider it a promising graih." The sample sent weighed 41 lbs. per bushel.

NEW ERONSWICK.

Number of reports received, 6 ; the average yield was 48 lbs; average weight
per bushel, 39§ lbs. The heaviest sample weighed 41f lbs. This was grown by W.
Jenkins, of Nashwaak, IST.B., who had a yield of 40-| lbs.

Hiram H. Vesey, sr., North Lake, N. B., had Y4 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He
reports :

" Sown 9th June on clay loam ; harvested 13th September ; no rust ; a few
heads of smut ; straw tall and stout ; it ripens in about the same time, but is a little

heavief than other sorts that I had sown." Weight of this sample was 38 lbs. per
bushel.

John Thomas, of Green Hill, Stanley, N.B., had 68 lbs. He says : "Sown 26th

May; harvested 6th September; it was badly affected with rust, which was genei-al

all over New Brunswick with all varieties ; straw strong and bright ; stood up well.

I cannot call it early, but would class it as second early ; will be a valuable sort for

New Brunswick, which is pre-eminently an oat growing country." The sample
sent weighed 411- lbs. per bushel.

J. C. Murray, Central Kingsclear, harvested 50 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed, and says:

"Sown 22nd May on clay soil ; harvested 28th August; there was no rust or smut;
straw bright and well headed ; earlier than other sorts. From the samples sent to

me and Mr. Humbel, of Stanley, we took first and second prizes at the Fredericton

Fair." In this case no sample was sent.

Number of reports received, 30 ; average yield, 45^ lbs. ; average weight per
bushel, 35f lbs. The heaviest sample weighed 42 lbs. per bushel, and was grown by
A. E. McCarthy, of Henryville, who also had the heaviest yield.

A. E. McCarthy, Henryville, Que., had 102J lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed. He
leports :

" Sown 23rd May on heavy ' grey ' soil ; harvested 24th August ; no
rust or smut ; straw medium coarse and 4 feet 9 inches long ;

lipens sis to eight

days earlier than other sorts ; heavier than common sorts. I find the Prize Cluster

oats .to be well adapted to thib section of country." Sample weighed 42 lbs. jjer

bushel.

E. Lafierre, of St. Sebastian, had a yield of 90 lbs., and reports : "Sown 17th

May on good sandy soil ; harvested 8th September ; no rust
;
good straw. It

ripens about the same time as other sorts. The season has been unfavourable, and
this grain has suffered." This sample weighed 40J lbs. per bushel.

T. S. Evans, of Trenholmville, reports a yield of 85 lbs., and says : "Sown ITth

May on heavy loam ; harvested 19ih August ; there was no rust or smut ; straw

bright and stiff, 4 feet high ; it was about eight days earlier than our common
white oats. I consider it a valuable variety, and it appears to yield well." Sample
weighed 38f lbs. per bushel.

Number of reports received, 161 ; average yield, 44| lbs.; average weight per

bushel, 38i lbs. The heaviest oample weighed 44J lbs. per bushel, and was grown
by Mr. W. B. Hough, of Sillsville, Ont., who reports a yield of 40 lbs.

J. E. Noxon, of Hillier, Ont., had 156 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He reports :
" Sown

18th April on clay loam mixed with limestone gravel ; harvested 2nd August; no

rust or smut ; straw good length, coarse and strong; ripened early; a good, bright,

heavy oat, which I thought yielded well." Sample weighed 43 lbs. p«r bushel.

Owen Eobertson, of Man.^ewood, Halton County, Ont., had 130 lbs., and says:
" Sown April 1st on clay loam; harvested August 5th; there was slight rust, but no

smut; straw tall, very heavy, inclined to stool ; ripens about same as New Zealand
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oats. A rough storm took them down two weeks before harvesting, otherwise the

yield would have been immense." This samjDle weighed 40J lbs. per bushel.

E. M. Bi-own, of Clarksburg, Ont., reports a jneld of 125 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed,

and says :
" Sown 25th March and Ist April on loam, with a gravel subsoil ; harvested

15th August; rust veiy bad, otherwise there would have been one-third more grain

;

no smut; straw veiy strong and tall, 5 feet, more like rushes than oat straw ; some
heads 17 inches long ; equal, as to earliness, with other varieties, but had more rust."

Sample weighed 38^ lbs. per bushel.

MANITOBA.

Xumber of reports received, 27; average yield, 67^ lbs.; average weight per
bushel, 38^ lbs. The heaviest sample weighed 43f lbs., and was grown by Mr. Steven,
of Virden, Man., who says the blackbirds consumed a large part of the crop and
left him onl}- 49 lbs.

C. E. Porritt, of Tieherne, Man., harvested 154 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He says:

"Sown 29th May on strong black loam with clay subsoil ; harvested 4th Seijtember;
the straw was badly rusted, owing no doubt to the wet, dull weather ; all oats in this

section of the country were the same ; straw very long and stitf. The past season
was not suitable for testing grain as to early ripening, owing to continued cold wet
weather in August. The weight per bushel is about the same as Clydesdale, but I

think our land was too well worked, and that on old land a heavier sample of grain
and less bulk of straw^ would be produced. I hope to have a better sample next
year." The sample sent was very light, weighing only 26 lbs. per bushel.

E. McKeever, of Virden, Man., had 130 lbs., and reports: "Sown 6th May;
on light loam, sandj' subsoil, harvested 14th August, ; there was a little rust ; no smut

;

straw 5 feet 2 inches, very lank. Thej' were the first to cut; the wind laid them
flat to the ground, or I could have cut them a week sooner." The weight of this

sample was 35 lbs. per bushel.

NORTH-WEST TERKITORIES.

Number of reports received, 36 ; avei'age yield, 63f lbs. ; average vreight
per bushel, 38 lbs. The heaviest samjile, which weighed 44^ lbs., was grown by
John Stewart, of Eed Deer, Albei-ta, who also had the heaviest crop.

John Stewart, Eed Deer, X.-W. T. ; repoi-ts a yield of 146 lbs., from 3 lbs., sown.
He says: "Sown 29th April on sandy loam; harvested ISth August; no rust or
smut; straw medium for coarseness, about 4 feet high. Ripened ten days earlier

than Sandwich oats sown same time on same soil ; only tried these two varieties.

Heavy, fine grain ; think very highly of it; shall sow all I have. I don't think the
equal of it was grown in this settlement." "Weight of sample, 44J lbs. per bushel.

W. Tiugej', of Marieton, N.-W. T., had 120 lbs., and says: "Sown 26th April;
harvested 13th August; no rust or smut; straw long, clean and bright, 3^ feet in

height
;
grain plumjj and heavj' ; ripens about same time as Welcome, and about

eight or ten daj^s earlier than Black or White Tartarian ; one half this plot was
eaten off close to the ground by cattle, just as it was heading out. This part was
harvested 1st Sejjtember, from second growth." The weight of this sample was 42
lbs. per bushel.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Number of reports received, 5 ; average yield, 125 lbs. ; average weight per
bushel, 43| lbs. The heaviest sample was gi-own by J. T. Hawks, Soda Creek,
B. C, who reports a yield of 37 lbs. This sample weighed 46|-*']bs. per bushel.

Wm. Tasker, of Ladner's Landing, B. C, had 220 lbs., from 3 lbs. sown. He says:

"Sown 5th May; on sandy loam harvested 5th August; no rust, some smut, strong
straw, was one week earlier than Black Tartarian sown alongside, but do not think
it will yield as well." The sample sent weighed 45f lbs. per bushel.
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Thos. Morgan, of Cache Creek, B. C, had 208 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He says:

"Sown 21st May on sandy virgin soil; harvested 23rd August; no rust or smut;
straw tall, strong and bright; compares well with other varieties. I consider it

exoellent, and intend lieeping it all for seed." Sample sent weighs 45|- lbs. per
bushel.

Victoria Prize.

This recently introduced variety of white oats resembles in many respects the

Prize Cluster, but is a little larger and longer in the kernel, and two or three days

later in ripening. Like the Prize Cluster, it is a branching oat, a vigorous grower,

with a plump and heavy kernel. In field crops on the several Experimental Farms
the record for this variety during the past year is as follows: On the Central Ex-

perimental Farm at Ottawa three different plots have been grown with a yield ranging

from H6| to 38J bushels per acre, weighing 41 to 41J lbs. per bushel ; and at Nap-
pan, N.S., the yield has been 31 bushels per acre, weighing 42f lbs. per bushel.

Mr. Heber Eawlings, of Eavenswood, Ont., had 110 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He
reports :

" Sown 12th April on clay loam ; ripe 4th August ; was rusted (all oats

were rusted here) ; no smut ; straw very good ; about 5 feet high. It was a very

good crop; 1 can tell no difference between these and the Prize Cluster ;
" weight of

sample, 40^ lbs. per bushel. The heaviest sample sent from Ontario was forwarded

by Mr. J. J'ohnston, of Auburn, Ont., and weighed 41f lbs. per bushel. Mr. Johns-

ton reports n 3'ield of 72 lbs.

Mr. Louis Dussault, of Yamachiche, Que., reports a yield of 51| lbs. He says

:

" Sown 8th May on black soil ; ripe 22nd August ; there was a little rust, but less

than ordinary;" straw of fair quality ; ten to twelve days earlier than other varieties

here."

The heaviest sample from this Province weighed 40 lbs. per bushel, it was sent

by Mr. G. Suggett, of Mystic, Que., who reports a yield of 40 lbs.

Eobert Williams, Long Reach, King's Co., New Brunswick, harvested 81 lbs.

from 3 lbs. of seed, and says: " It was sown 26th April on dry, light loam; ripe,

15th August ; there was no rust or smut ; it was affected with red leaf, but not so

bad as other oats; sti-aw strong and bright; grain heavier than other sorts, and ten

days earlier ; other oats very poor as a rule." The sample sent weighed 38J lbs.

per bushel.

John Butcher, Upper Musquodoboit, Nova Scotia, had 60 lbs., and reports:

"Sown on 17th May, on deep loam, with clay bottom ; ripe 2nd September; there

was a little rust but no smut; straw strong and stout, quite long; was better than

some other kinds. I think this seed would be a good change for this Province."

No sample was received from Mr. Butcher. The heaviest specimen i-eceived from

this Province weighed 40 lbs. ; this was from Wm. Horton, of Upper Musquodobit,

who reports a yield of 45 lbs.

Other Provinces not yet heard from.

Flying Scotchman Oats.

This is also a plump, white oat, which has succeeded very well in many
districts. At the Central Experimental Farm it has yielded from 36| to 40J
bushels per acre, weighing 40J lbs. per bushel ; at Nappan, N.S., 39f bushels per acre,

weighing 36^ lbs. pei'bushel ; at Brandon, Man., 71 ^ bushels per acre, weighing

39|lbs. per bushel ; at Indian Head, 53 f| bushels per acre, weighing 42 lbs. per

bushel ; and at Agassiz, B.C., 6 lbs. yielded a crop of 69 lbs., weighing 39| lbs. per

bushel.

W. B. Terry, of Keswick, Ont., had a yield of 100 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown, and

says :
" Sown, 17th Mav, on loamy soil, which had turnips the year before ;

harvested,

1st September ; no rust or smut ; straw good and bright, with reasonably good weight

to support the grain. I think it compares favourably in all respects with other

varieties. It was sown rather late, and the sparrows destroyed some of it, yet the
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yield was good." The sample sent weighed 33J lbs. per bushel. The heaviest speci-

men received from Ontario weighed 37^ lbs. This was sent by A. Stewart, of Kin-
more, Ont., who reports a yield of 56 lbs.

J. B. Gauthier, of St. Ir^n^e, Que., had 55 lbs. He says :
" Sown 19th May, on

Bandy soil ; ripe 22nd August ; no rust nor smut ; straw very good ; fifteen days
earlier than other varieties grown here."

Wm. Fox, of Middle Musquodoboit, Nova Scotia, had a crop of 72 lbs., and says:
"Sown 12th May. on gravelly soil;"—<iate of harvesting not given—"there was a
little rust, no smut ; straw heavy ; ripens about the same as other sorts, with a little

better weight of crop ; sample weighed, 36 lbs. per bushel."

Other Provinces j'et to hear from.

Black Tartarian Oats.

A very fine lot of Black Tartarian was imported from Scotland in the spring of
1890, weighing 42 lbs. per bushel, but they did not succeed, on the whole, so weU as
was expected. At the Central Farm the yield was 26f bushels per acre, weighing 35
lbs. per bushel; at Nappan, N.S., 51 bushels per acre, weighing 33 lbs. per bushel; at
Brandon, Man., the yield was 77 bushels, 14 lbs. per acre, weighing 34 lbs. jjer

bushel ; and at Indian Head, 74 bushels 30 lbs. per acre, weighing 40 lbs. per bushel.
This varietj^ was not tested at Agassiz, B.C.

From Ontario eight reports have been received, with an average yield of 54 lbs.

weighing 31f lbs. per bushel. From Quebec three reports, averaging 52^ lbs., weighing
34rJ^ lbs. per bushel. Xew Brunswick, one report

;
yield, 31 lbs. ; weight, 32i lbs. per

bushel. Prince Edward Island, six reports; average yield, 72^ lbs, weighing 3341b8.
per bushel. From Manitoba, two reports; average yield, 51i lbs.

; weight, 34^ lbs.

per bushel; and from the North-West Territories, one report; yield, 41 lbs. ; weiu-ht
31§ lbs. per bushel.

B. Birch, of Lambeth, Ont., reports a yield of 102 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed and
says: "Sown 1st May, on clay loam; hai-vested 10th August; no rust, no smut

;

straw large, strong and bright ; a little on the late side, but a good heavj^ crop." The
weight of the sample sent was 30i lbs. per bushel. The heaviest specimen from
Ontario weighed 36 lbs. This was from J. Marshall, of Pine Grove, Ont., who does
not give the yield.

J. & C. Black, of Thurso, Que., had 64 lbs., and report as follows :
" Sown 12th

May, on clay soil ; ripe 14th August ; no rust, no smut ; straw coarse, strong and
bright." Sample sent weighed 36 lbs. per bushel.

H. Doney, of Johnston, N.B., had 31 lbs., and says ; "Sown, 26th May, on clay
loam ; harvested, 30th September; leaves turned red, like all the oat crop about here •

straw middling coarse. Oats were almost a total failure in this section of the country
owing to bad weather setting in before they were fit to cut;" sample weighed 32i
lbs. per bushel.

A. E. Dewar. of Southport, P.E.I., had 120 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He says

:

"Sown, 12th May, on clay loam ; harvested 14th September; no rust, no smut, straw
very stout, later than other kinds; Prize Cluster gave 108 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed.
The season was the worst for oats we have had here for many years." This sample
weighed 32 lbs. per bushel.

A. Grant, of Burnbank, Manitoba, reports a yield of 62 lbs., weighing 34^ lbs. per
bushel, and A. S. Harding of Whitewood, N.W.T., 56 lbs., weighing 29 lbs. per bushel.

Banner.

This variety, grown on the Central Farm, gave on one plot a yield of 52f bushels
per acre, weighing 32^ lbs. per bushel, on another plot 22f bushels, weighing 30| lbs.

per bushel. At Nappan the yield was 47J bu.shels, weighing 33 lbs. pei- bushel
; at

Brandon, Man., 73i bushels, weighing 39 lbs. per bushel ; at Indian Head, N.W.T.,
58^ bushels, weighing 40 lbs., and pt Agassiz 68 lbs were harvested from 6 lbs. sown
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Very few reports have yet been received. Mr. Davy of Glendale, Out., had
45 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He says :

" No rust or smut, very stout straw, is the best

oat in straw crop and the cleanest we ever sowed ; will sow them again another
year." The sample sent weighed 35 lbs. per bushel.

J. M. Crindle, of Ellershouse, Hant^, N.S., had 36 lbs. and says :
" Sown l-lth

May on a somewhat slaty soil, harvested 22nd August, badly rusted, a good deal ot

smut. The sample I send is very inferior. I had about an acre of Banner oats sown
ten days later that did much better, not so much rust." The sample sent was very
light, weighing but 24f lbs. per bushel.

L. O. Lemieux, of Oak Lake, Man., from 3 lbs. of the same lot of seed had a
yield of 196 lbs. and says :

" Sown 23rd May, on sandy loam, harvested 30th August,

no rust, very little smut, straw very strong and long 5 ft. 1 inch, not so early as

Prize Cluster, yield would have been bettei- but foi' wet weather and wind which
made it lodge." Weight of this sample, 33 lbs. per bushel,

But very few returns have been received of Bonanza, Early Race Horse, Cana-

dian Triumph and White Russian, and a safe judgment can probably be formed of

these varieties by comparing the yields obtained on the several Experimental Farms.

Two-EowED Barley.

Prize Prolific (Carter's).

The yield per acre and weight per bushel of this promising variety of two-rowed
barley has been as follows :—Central Farm on different plots, from 24 to 40^ bushels,

weighing 52 lbs. ; Napjian, N".S., 25 bushels, weighing 49|- lbs. ; Brandon. Man., 42^
to 59| bushels, weighing from 50^ to 51| lbs., and at Indian Head, KW.T., 49|
bushels, weighing 52|- lbs.

The average yield as given by forty-one reports from Ontario is 49 lbs. ; of nine

from Quebec, 57 lbs. ; five from Nova Scotia. 48^ lbs. ; one from New Brunswick
gives 23 lbs. ; thirteen from Prince Edward Island, 57j lbs. ; nine from Manitoba,

70| lbs. , twelve from the North-West Teriitories, 74^ lbs., and four from British

Columbia, 132^ lbs.

M. Heselwood, of Londesboro', Ont., had a yield of 130 lbs. from 3 lbs of seed,

and says: "Sown 25th April, on clay loam; harvested 4th August; no rust or smut:
straw long and clean ;

not so early as some varieties. Am well satisfied with the

bai-ley." The weight of this sample was 53^ lbs per bushel.

1). Curi'ie, of Queen Hill, Ont., had 108 lbs. He says: "Sown 5th May ; har-

vested 1st August ; no rust or smut : straw clean." Mr. Currie says that this barley

weighs 54 lbs. per bushei, but the sample sent was not sufficient to enable us to

determine the weight.

David Ferguson, of Constance, reports a yield of 5 bushels from 3 lbs. of seed,

and gays :
'• Sown 15th April, on well prepared clay loam ; harvested 8th August

;

no rust or smut; straw bright and coarse; ten days later than other sorts; it is very
good barley." The weight of this sample was 5l|- lbs.

George Ashby, Ste. Marie deMonnoir, Que., had 170 lbs., from 3 lbs. of seed. He
says :

" Sown 12th May on clay soil, harvested 25th August ; no rust, no smut,

straw short." The sample weighed 52J lbs. per bushel.

A. E. McCarthy of Henryville, Que.,, had 67^ lbs. from 3 lbs. sown and reports

as follows :
" Sown 23rd May on heavy grey soil ; harvested 3rd Sept. ; no rust or imut,

straw medium coarse, ripens 15 days later than common sorts, but weighs 3 to 4 lbs.

more per bushel. As this has been an exceptionally poor year for barlej^, I con dder

this a fair yield." The sample sent weighed 48-^ lbs. per bushel.

Eev. M. Le Cur^, St. Joachim, Que., reports a yield of If bushels and says

:

" Sown 15th May on grey gravel soil, harvested 15th August, no rust, no smut, nice

straw." Sample weighed 48 lbs. per bushel.

M. J. B. Alise, St. Marie de Monnoir, Que., had 40 lbs. He says: "Sown 26th

April on clay soil, harvested 8th August, no rust, no smut, straw good; latei '.'lan

other kinds." This sample weighed 50J lbs. per bushel.
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J. B. Lane, of Dorchester, New Brunswick, reports a yield of 75 lbs. from 3 lbs.

of seed, but no sample has been received fiom him.
F. Lind:~ay, '^uj's Eiver, Nova Scotia, had 74 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed, and says

:

" Sown 14th May on gravelly loam, harvested 27th August, no rust, some .smut ; straw
short and bright ; like this barley well and will sow it next year." Samj)le weighed
45 lbs. per bushel.

C. Newcomb, Weymouth, N. S., had a yield of 60 lbs. and reports :
" Sown 10th

May on heavy loam, harvested lOth October, no rust ; no smut; straw bright but
very short, compares favourably with other varieties." Sample weighed 50j lbs.

J. J. Wismer, Monaghan Eoad, P. E. I., reports a yield of 90 lbs. from 3 lbs.

sown. He says :

'" Sown 17th May on clay soil (over rich, as one half of barley lodged
badly); harvested 25lh August, no rust or smut; straw dark on account of being
lodged." Weight of sample, 49^ lbs.

John McDonald, West St. Peters, P.E. I., had SO lbs. and says :
" Sown 16th May

on sandy loam; harvested 20th August ; no rust or smut ; straw good." Weight of
sample, 50-| lbs. per bushel.

T. B. (Jerry, of Souiistbrd, Manitoba, reports a yield of 135 lbs.,and says :
" Sown

10th May on black loam, clay subsoil, harvested 25th August, no rust or smut, straw
3 feet long, stood up well for the year with so much rain ; one week later than six-

lowed sown same time, but gave much more grain, would have had one-third more,
but the birds eat a great deal of it." Weight of sample, 52 lbs. per bushel.

C. Shaw, of Heaslip, Man., had 104 lbs. He says: "Sown 8th May on stiff black
loam, harvested 20th August, no rust or smut, straw rather soft, it went down with
the heavy rains." Sample weighed 51 lbs. per bushel.

Wm. Tingey, Marieton, N. W. T., reports a yield of 200 lbs. from 3 lbs. sow^u,

and says :
" Sown 7th May, on sandy loam, harvested 25th August, no rust or smut,

straw strong and veiy bright; height 3 feet, ripens in about the same time as the
common six-rowed ; is a much heavier cropper

;
grows a larger and plumper grain. I

think the Prize Pnjlitic barley will greatly improve if grown again next year."
Sample weighed 49f lbs. per bushel.

James Eussell, of Louglaketon, N.W.T., had a yield of 130 lbs.,and says : "Sown
5th May on black loam with cla}* subsoil, harvested 20th August, no rust or smut,
straw rank and soft, it may be a few days late, but nothing to hurt. I consider it

far sujjerior to any other sort." Xo sample was received from Mr. Eussell.

Thos. Morgan, of Cache Creek, British Columbia, reports a j-ield of 218 lbs. fi'om
3 lbs. of seed. He says: "Sown 24th April on sandy loam, with some gravel, har-
vested 9th August, no rust or smut, straw bright and tall. I like it very much."
Weight of sample, 52 lbs. per bushel.

D. Graham, of Spillamacheen, B. C, had 160 lbs., and says: " Sown 22ud April
on claj' loam, harvested 9th August, no rust or smut, straw ver^^ fair, stands up
better than English Malting received last year; both verj' similar to Chevalier.
Sowed about 110 lbs. of English Malting barley on two aci'es adjoining and threshed
5,500 lbs." Sample of Prize Prolific weighed 53J lbs. and English Malting 54J lbs.

per bushel.

J. Tolmie, Cloverdale, Victoria, B. C, had a yield of 77 lbs. and saj-s: " Sown
22nd April on red clay soil, harvested 11th August, no rust, 4 heads smut, straw
clean and bright, some lodged, about the same as other barley for earliness." This
sample weighed 55^ lbs.

Danish Chevalier.

The results of field crops of this variety on the Experimental Farms during the
past season are as follows : Central Experimental Farm, from 23^ to 25f bushels per
acre, weighing from 51 to 52 lbs. per bushel; at Brandon, Man., 51^ bushels per
acre, weighing 53 lbs. per bushel; and at Indian Head, N. W. T.,

46"'i-| bushel per
acre, weighing 47f lbs per bushel.

The average yield, as far as given in one hundred reports from Ontario, is 52i
lbs. ; of twenty-two from Quebec, 39f lbs. ; thirteen from Nova Scotia, 52i lbs. ; three

6c—
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from Xew Brunswick, 33^ lbs. ; nine from Prince Edward Island, 68^ lbs.; ten from
Manitoba, GOJlbs. ; twenty-five from the N"orth-West Territories, 77J lbs. ; and one
report from British Columbia, 33 lbs.

Henry Stall, Eob Eoy, Ont., reports a yield of 160 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown, and
says :

'' Sown 6th May on loamy soil in orchard, harvested 8th Sept., no rust or smut,

straw tall and stout. It is later than other kinds, but weighs heavier, is a good

barley to raise in this part of the country." Sample sent weighed 47f lbs., very light,

probably due to late sowing.

E. 'M. Brown, of Clarkesburg, Ont., had 152 from 3 lbs. of seed. He says

:

" Sown Isl April, on loam with gravel subsoil, harvested 14th August, no rust or

smut, straw large, bright but weak, twelve days later than six-rowed sowed same
date. I luiver saw grain stool like it before, some plants had 27 heads." The
weight of this sample was 52 lbs. per bushel.

J. E. :N"oxon, of Hillier, Out., had 131 lbs., weighing 50 lbs. per bushel. E. W.
Bass, of Oxford Centre, 110 lbs., weighing 53 lbs. per bushel, and Eobert Martin, of

Lucknow, 93 lbs, weighing 53J lbs. per bushel.

E. Lafiierre, of St. Sebastien, Que., reports a yield of 100 lbs, and says :
" Sown

31st Maj- on new land, yellow and gi'ey soil, harvested 2Dd Sept., no rust, straw of

good qualit}-. This grain has suffered from bad weather in the autumn." Sample
weighed 47 lbs. per bushel.

"Mr. H. Batchelder, of Hatley, Que., had 62 lbs. He says :
" Sown 20th May on

medium light loam, harvested 20th August, no rust, no smut, straw rather short,

firm and stands well, as early as any other varieties here and extra heavy weight."

"Weight of this sample 51^ lbs. per bushel.

John Foster, of North Kingston, N.S., had 84 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown, and says

:

" Sown 27th May, on deep dark loam ; harvested 10th September ; no rust or smut,

straw good, heads long, well-filled, in every way satisfactory." Sample sent was
very light, weighed only 45f lbs per bushel, due probably to late sowing.

Jacob Weismer, New Germany, N.S., had 76 lbs. He says :
" Sown 10th May,

on light loam ; harvested 19th August ; very slightly rusted, no smut, straw good.

Eipened earlier than other kinds and better weight; consider this a choice grain."

This sample weighed 48 lbs per bushel.

Eobert Williams, of Long Eeach, King's Co., N.B., had 52 lbs., and says :
" Bag

was torn on arrival, did not have 3 lbs to sow. Sown 26th April, on light dry loam

;

harvested 17th August ; no rust or smut, straw rather weak, broke down consider-

ably, earlier and heavier than other varieties; think very much of this grain."

Sample sent weighed 51;^ lbs. jjer bushel.

Wellington Mutch, of Eldon, P.E.I., had 100 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown, and reports :

"Sown 17th May, on light but fairly rich soil; harvested 28th August; no rusl or

smut, straw light and short; very little barle}' sown here, but think this better than

barley generally sown here." The weight of this sample was 50 lbs. f)er bushel.

James Brown, of Stanley Bridge, P.E.I. , had 85 lbs. and says :
'' Sown 5th June, on

heavy soil, summer fallowed; harvested 9th September; no rust or smut; straw

dark with continued wet weather." Weight of sample, 49:| lbs.

T. B. Gerry, of Sourisford, Manitoba, had a j-ield of 130 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown, and
says :

" Sown 10th May, on black loam, with clay subsoil, harvested 25th August

;

no rust or smut ; straw about 3 feet long ; in ordinary years would stand up well,

but this year much rain has partially lodged it ; is a week later than the six-rowed,

but a heavier yielder." Sample weighed 49f lbs per bushel.

L. O. Lerciieux, of Oak Lake, Man., had 68 lbs., and says: "Sown 23rd May, on
sandy loam ; harvested 24th August , no rust or smut

;
good heavy sti'aw ; did not

lodge as badly as some others." Weight of sample 48J lbs per bushel.

Mr. C. H. Macwatt, of Eoyal, Man., sent a sample weighing 50i^ lbs. per bushel,

but did not give the yield, he says, however: " I have two bushels for seed, it made
good growth and is a good bearer, but I prefer Carter's Prize Prolific.

John Dunn, ofEllesboro, N.W.T., had 168 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed, and says:
" Sown 19th April on black sandy loam; harvested 10th August ; no rust or smut

;

J
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stiaw long and coarse ; is hardly as early as other sorts, but bears double the crop."

Weight of saniple, 46 lbs. per bushel.

"Wilfred Wilde, of Grenfell, K W.T., had 144 lbs. aud says: "Sown 20th May
on black sandy loam with clay subsoil ; harvested 24th August ; no rust or smut,
straw, strong, light colour about 3i feet high, not any earlier but much better than
other sorts; am very much pleased with it. I took four first prizes with it at four
difterent Agricultural Exhibitions, and it was much admired by all who saw it."

Weight of sample, 48| lbs. per bushel.

J. F. Hawks, Soda Creek, B.C., leports a yield of 33 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed. He
says: " Sown about 12th May, on gravelly loam, harvested about 1st September; no
rust or smut ; straw bright and of good length ; had no extra care or attention." The
weight of this sample was 54J lbs. per bushel.

Beardless.

This variety has received the name of Beardless for the reason that when fully

ripe many of the heads partly or wholly lose their beards. The yield of this variety
in field plots on the Experimental Farms has been as follows : At the Centi-al Farm,
Ottawa, from 25| to 2GJ bushels per acre, weighing 51| lbs. per bushel ; at Brandon,
Man., 48J bushels per acre, weighing 52^ lbs. per bushel, and at Indian Head 45
bushels per acre, weighing 51J lbs. per bushel.

Special prizes were olfered by the proprietoi-s of the Canadian Live Stock Journal,
Toronto, for the largest yield and best quality of Beardless barley raised from a 3 lb.

sample, which has had the etfect of stimulating efl:brt in this direction and hence
largoi- yields are reported in Ontario for this barley than for any other variety.

The average yield as given in 65 reports from Ontario, is 70f lbs. ; of 26 from
Quebec, 34 lbs. ; three from Nova Scotia, 25§ lbs. ; one from Xew Brunswick, 76 lbs.

;

three from Prince Edward Island. 63 lbs. : four from Manitoba, 60|^ lbs. ; and two from
the North-West Territories, 42 lbs.

J. B. Lawrie, of Mongolia, Ont., reports a yield of 3Y8J lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed
sown on a plot of 420 by 20 feet, in drills about 8 inches apart. He says :

" Sown
24th April on clay loam ; harvested 12th August ; straw bright

;
pretty stiff and of

fair length." Weight of sample, 53 lbs. per bushel.

Eoger Wilson, of Goring, Ont., had 5 bushels and 14 lbs. (say 254 lbs.) from 3 lbs.

of seed. He says: "Sown 3rd and Yth May on limestone loam in drills ; harvested
22nd August ; no rust or smut; straw long and bright, two weeks later than four-

rowed." Sample weighed 50^ lbs. per bushel.

Banwell Foote, of Zephyr, Ont., reports a yield of 228 lbs. ; John Eeuwick, of
Lakenhurst, 155 lbs.; and George S. McKee, of 140 lbs. These very large yields from
the 3 lb. sample bags show what can be done to increase a new variety rapidly by
extra care and attention.

B. McMillan, of Notre Dame du Laus, Que., had a yield of 73 lbs. from 3 lbs. of
seed. He says: " Sown 6th May on loamy soil ; harvested 29th August; no rust or
smut ; straw short, not strong. The season was very wet and unfavourable ; this

barley was later in ripening than other sorts and did not ripen evenly." The sample
weighed 46 lbs. per bushel.

A. F. Bower, of Learned Plain, Que., had 67 lbs. and says: "Sown 14th May
on strong loam; harvested 29th August; there was a little rust, no smut; straw
strong and bright; season very unfavourable." Sample weighed 47^ lbs. per bushel.
The heaviest sample received from the Province of Quebec weighed 53 lbs. per
bushel, this was sent by E. Dupont, of St. Sdv^re, who reports a yield of 22 lbs.

W. J. Symonds, of Linwood, N.S., had 40 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown and says: "Sown
.3rd June on light loam; harvested 20th September; straw bright; as to earliness
ripens about the same as other barley." Sample weighed 48^ lbs. per bushel.

Bayard Williams, of Long Eeach, N.B., had 76 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed and says:
"Sown 27th May on sandy loam; harvested 23rd September; no rust or smut;
straw good and heavy." Sample was light, weighing only 46i lbs. per bushel.

6c—2*
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Hugh McQueen, of Orwell, P.E.T., had a yield of 40 lbs. and reports: " Sown
23i'd May ou a rich mellow soil; harvested 10th September; no rust or smut; straw
white and clean." Sample weighed 49^ lbs. per bushel.

A. E. Cook, of Dundee, Man., had 86 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown :
" Sown 9th May on

black clay loam; harvested 21st August; no rust or smut; straw long and tine,

lodged badly. I think if sown thin on good land it would be a heavy yielder, mine
gave at the rate of 60 bushels per acre, and had 1 made it cover twice as much
ground it would have gone 90 to 100 bushels." Weight of sample 49 lbs. per bushel.

The reports received concerning the other varieties distributed are comparatively
few in number and may be briefly summarized as follows:

—

Danish Printice Chevalier.—From Ontario seven i-eports have been received, the
average yield being 30 lbs.; from Quebec thirteen rej^orts with an average of 25 lbs.,

and from Prince Edward Island one report with a yield of 70 lbs.

Peerless White.— Two reports of tests of this variety were received from
Quebec, the average jdeld being 57J lbs. ; one from Nova Scotia of 13 lbs., and four

from Prince Edward Edward Island, yield 47| lbs.

English Malting.—Concerning this there were seven reports from Ontario with
an average yield of 38 lbs., and one from the North-West Territories with a yield of

20 lbs. With this latter sample the statement is made that " there was much wasted
as the harvest time was verj" wet."

Thanet.—Two reports were received from Ontario regarding this barley, the

average jield being 69 lbs. There was one also from the same Province on the New
Zealand barley, the jdeld reported being 55 lbs.

Large Two-rowed Naked.—The average yield of three reports from Ontario on
this large grained feeding barley was 22^ lbs., and from one test in Manitoba 25 lbs.

Six-roiced Barley.

Pennie's Improved.—One report only has been received on this promising variety,

it comes from Ontario and the yield is given as 62 lbs.

Spiti Valley Barley.—This is a six-rowed, huUess variety, the grain being of ::

bluish colour, and in some districts give.-s promise of being a valuable barley for

feeding purposes. Four reports from Ontario give an average yield of 27J lbs., one
from Nova Scotia 23 lbs. and one from the North-West Territories 60 lbs.

Ladoga Wheat.

This early ripening wheat which was imported from Northern Eussia, under
instructions of the Minister of Agriculture, in the spring of 1888, is rapidly gaining
in favour in the Canadian North-West, and while maintaining its relative earliness

appears to be improving in quality and yield. In most parts of Ontario and
some other localities East this variety seems very liable to rust, but from the north-

ern parts of Ontario and Quebec and from Prince Edward Island the reports are

much more favourable. At the Central Farm nearly all the leading varieties of

spring wheat have given a poor yield, the Ladoga with its crop of 10;|- to lOf bushels

per acre, weighing 56|- lbs. per bnshel, comparing favourable with many others. At
Nappan, N. S., the yield has been 19 bushels per acre, weighing 62 lbs. per bushel,

at Biandon, Man., 21^ bushels, weighing 59J lbs. per bushel, and at Indian Head,
N.W.T., 30 bushels per acre, weighing 59^ lbs. per bushel.

From Ontario twenty-one I'eports have been received, giving an average of 30J
lbs., from Quebec twenty-three, averaging 29J lbs.. Nova Scotia eight, with an aver-

age of 32^ lbs.. New Biuuswick six, averaging 29f lbs., Prince Edward Island five,

giving an average of 59A lbs., Manitoba three, with an average of 31^ lbs.,North-West

Territoiies eleven, ave:aging 68f lbs., and one report fiom British Columbia, where
the yield is said to have been 634 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed.

Jas. Madill, of Dunedin, Ont., had 90 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He says: "Sown
30th April on light clay soil, harvested 20Lh August, there was some rust and some
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smut,"Straw of medium length, lusted; weak, did not ripen earlier than other sorts."

Sample sent was too small to determine weight per bushel.

Thos. Easton, of Acton West, Ont., had a j-ield of 52 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. He
s.iys :

" Sown 18th April on gravelly loam, harvested 31st July. There was a little

rust and some smut, but not much, straw of fair length, a week earlier than other
wheat in this neighbourhood and about the same weight of crop." Sample weighed
58 lbs. per bushel.

Owen Robertson, of Milton, Ont., had 50 lbs. and says: "Sown 17th April on
cl:iy loam, harvested about 18th August, rusted very badly, no smut, straw of good
height, stood up well ; the first spring wheat we have grown here." Weight of
sample, 59 lbs. per bushel.

Edward McMillan, of Xotre Dame du Laus, Que., had 61 lbs. He says; " Sown
6th May on high loamy soil, harvested 29th August ; a little rust and a few heads of
smut, straw long and even, is good for the season." In this instance the sample did
not reach us.^

T. G. Evans, of Trenholmville, reports a yield of 51 lbs. and says; " .Sown I7th
May, harvested 25th August; no rust whatever, no smut, straw good, stiffand b. ight

;

was about a week earlier than the White Russian, weight about 60 !bs. toihe
bushel." No sample received. The heaviest sample sent tVom Quebec was from M.
Floreul Dufour, of Bale St. Paul. This weighed 62f lbs., and the yield was said to

be 20 lbs.

John Butcher, of Upper Musquodoboit, N. S., had 50 lbs., and says :
" Sown 12th

May on clay loam, harvested 2-tth August ; it was rusted, but rust was very prevalent
in the province. There was no smut, straw tall and hard. I think it will do well
in good j-ears." The sample sent was very light, weighing only 55 lbs. per bushel.

S. Landray, of Tracadie, N. S., had 44 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown and says ;
" Sown

24ih May, on dry gravelly soil ; harvested 4th September ; there was no I'ust, but
some smut

;
good straw." Weight of sample, 60|^ lbs.

Joseph de Grace, St. Louis, N. B., had 35^ lbs. He says: "Sown 22nd May,
on strong land ; fairly rich ; harvested 30th August ; there was a little rust ; do
smut ; fine straw ; 8 to 10 days earlier than other varieties ; I find the heads very
short." Sample received weighed 59^ Ihs. per bushel.

W. Jenkin?, of Xashwaak, X. B., had 35 lbs. and says : "Sown 8th May. on a
light clay loam ; harvested 3rd September ; there was some rust, but none to hurt

;

no smut ; straw much like other sorts but coareer ; a heavy grain ; think it is earlier

than othe;- kinds." This sample weighed 62;^ lbs. per bushel.

J. D. Mclsaac, of Clear Spring, P. E. I., had 94 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown and says :

"Sown 19th May, on new land ; harvested 30th August ; no rust, but considerable
smut ; straw not as rank as White Russian. 1 cut it six days earlier than White
Russian and in crop it was far ahead." Sample weighed 57J lbs. per bu.shel, sent just
as threshed, without cleaning.

John McDonald, of West St. Peters, had 90 lbs. He reports :
" Sown 16th May,

in sandy loam ; harvested 29th August ; no rust or smut ; straw fairly good ; heavy
growth ; 5 days earlier than Red Fife." Sample weighed 61 lbs. per bushel.

Wm. Hembroff, of Russell, Manitoba, had 49 lbs. He says :
" Sown 18th April,

on clay loam with a small proportion of sand ; harvested 19th August ; there was
slight rust and some smut

;
straw long and strong, but not so hard as Fife ; it

was 10 days earlier than Red Fife, which was sown on stubble a week sooner. The
yield was fully double the amount given, but the fowls and birds destroyed the
balance. I like it well and think it will suit this country." Weight of sample

58i lbs.

Maurice Wilson, of Pincher Creek, Alberta, N. W. T., had 90J lbs. from 3 lbs.

sown. He says :
" Sown 25th April, on dark sandy loam

; harvested 1st Septem-
ber ; no rust or smut ; straw medium; had no opportunity of comparing it with
other varieties as to earliness. This has been an unfavourable j-ear for all grain, on
account of drought." The sample scat was very light, weighing only 54^ lbs. per
bushel.
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E. Pitzgorald, of Grenfell, Assa., ?f. W. T., had 73 lbs. and sa\-s: " Sown 3)d
May, on light sandj- loam ; harvested 23rd Aiigii.->t ; no rust or smut

; straw long,

tine ; ripened 15 days earlier than my earliest field ofEed Fife ; weight, 62 lbs. to

the bushel ; suits me well ; if you have any to sell I would like to buy some."
H. E. Eichardson, of Balgonie, Assa., had a yield of 60 lbs. He says: "Sown

1st May ; on light sandy soil ; harvested 15th August ; no rust, very little smut
;

straw strong, 4^ feet long. It was ripe when Rod Fife sown on the same day was
still gieen. I think it is the best wheat for this country." This sample weighed
61^ lbs. per bushel.

Thos. Morgan of Cache Creek, British Columbia, reports an extraordinary yield.

634 lbs. (10 bushels 34 lbs) from 3 lbs. of seed. He says :
" Sown 5th May, on rich

sand}- loam, on which potatoes were grown last year ; in a high stale of cultivation
;

sown broadcast on a little less than ^ of an acre ; harvested 20th August ; no rust

or smut; straw tall, over 5 feet high ; very strong ; much earlier than other sorts.

Parties who saw it before it was cut, said they never saw anything like it; all my
grain is grown by irrigation." The sample sent was very fine and weighed 63^ lbs.

per bushel. This is the laigest yield ever reported from a 3 lb. sam))le, it is equal to

nearly- 70 bushels per acre—50 bushels of wheat per acre is not uncommon in that

district on irrigated land.

In consequence ofthe injury done to wheatby early frost in the J^orth-West during
the past autumn more attention has been called to.early ripening varieties, and the
Ladoga has been much sought after for seed for next spring—for the reason that it

has ripened early enough to escape all injury from frost. There must be many far-

mei's now who have more or less of this wheat for sale, and its cultivation from
this time forward promises to be more general. Mr. Samuel Hauna, of Griswold,
Man., has been one of the most successful growers of this variety. He began with a
3-lb. sample the first year of its distribution from the Experimental Farm, and this has
increased so rapidly, that during the season just closed, he has grown fifty acres which
has given him an average yield of 30 bushels to the acre, or 1,500 bushels in all,

most of this he is now olfering for sale for seed. A samjtlo of this grain sent for

inspection weighs 60 lbs per bushel. Mi-. Hanna's Eed Fife yielded him an average of
30 bushels also, but most of that had the advantage of being sown on summer fallow,

while the Ladoga was all i)ut in on fall or spring ploughing. The Ladoga, he says, has
never been injured by frost with him, and in his opinion it is ten days earlier than Eed
Fife. The wheat buyers haye graded his samples as No. 1 hard, but they would pre-

fer Eed Fife if equally sound because it is more plump in the kernel. While Mr.
Ilanna is a strong advocate of Eed Fife, he believes that every farmer in the North-
West should have part of his crop in Ladoga, as it escapes frost, and the farmer can
begin his harvesting of this grain at least a week earlier- than Eed Fife.

In the issue of The Commercial, of Winnipeg, dated 2nd Februarj-, reference is

made to a veiy fine lot of Ladoga wheat giown in Prince Albert. The writer says :

"A representative of The Commercial, vrhen in Prince Albert recently, came
across a sample of wheat which was a surprise to him. He had seen nothing like it

among hundreds of samples examined this season in other parts of the country. A
bag of this wheat was procured by the publisher of The Commercial, and samples of
the grain were forwarded to grain exchanges, milling publications, and leading wheat
and flour dealers and experts in Canada, the United States and Great Britain. Eeplies
have not j-et been received from some who were forwarded samples, but will be pub-
lished when they come to hand. The wheat we refer to was grown bj' William
Plaxton, whose farm is six miles from Pi-ince Albert. The samples sent out were not
hand picked, as is usually the case with such, but just as it came out of the farm
granary. The wheat was grown in 1890, which is generally regarded as the most
unfavourable year experienced for almost a decade so far as producing a fine quality
is concerned. The wheat is of the " Ladoga " variety, which was imported from
Russia by the Dominion Government a few years ago, for testing in Canada. This
wheat it is claimed ripens considerably earlier than Eed Fife, which is an important
factor in the northern region. By cultivation in the hard wheat region of Canada
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this wheat becomes harder and is generally improved iu quality. This was shown
by comparing the wheat grown each year in succession from the original seed. The
sample sent out was a pure hard wheat, bright and clean, weighing 66h pounds to
the imperial bushel and yielded about 35 bushels per acre. We requested a state-
ment from Mr. Plaxlon as to his experience in growing the wheat, and following we
give it in his own words :

—

' ' In 1888 I got three lbs. and sowed it on the 7th May, and harvested it on the
30th of August; thrashed 96 lbs. of good clean grain. In 1889 I sowed 96 lbs. on the
16th April, covering about an acre of land, sowed broadcast. Harvested it on the
6lh of August and threshed l-i bushels 68 lbs. of first-class wheat. The crop was
light this year on account of the drought. In 1890 I sowed five acres on the 22nd
of April, sowed broadcast about two bushels pei- acre and harvested it on the 15th of
August and threshed 172 bushels of which you have a sample. This year (1890) I
had Eed Fife wheat, White Eussian and Ladoga, sown side by side on the same kind
of soil. The Ladoga ripened and was cut five days earlier than White Russian and
ten days earlier than the Eed Fife.

" ' Yours truly, Wji. Plaxton.

"Following are some of the replies received to the samples sent out :

—

" From the Northwestern Miller, of Minneapolis, the leading milling journal of
the United States :

' Truly a remarkable sample.'

" From Daily Business, the grain trade paper of the Chicago Board of Trade :

' The Daily Business has received from the Winnipeg Commercial, a sample of
" Ladoga " wheat, raised in the Prince Albert district, territory of Saskatchewan,
350 miles north of the international boundary line. It is a beautiful wheat, weighs
about sixty-five pounds to the measured bushel, and is said to be equal, for flouring
purposes, to any wheat grown. It was raised on the farm of William Plaxton, and
is the third crop raised from the imported seed. It was sown about 22nd April, and
harvested 15th August. It has many of the qualities of Eed Fife, but ripens ten to
fifteen days earlier. With each year of cultivation the grain improves, growing
thinner in hull and harder.'

•'E. Seckel is, Co., grain commission merchants, Chicago, write: 'Your favor
received, and also sample of wheat, for which accept our thanks. We exhibited same
on 'Change and it attracted quite a good deal of attention. We must say that it is

the finest sample of spring wheat we have laid our eyes on. One of our millers here
would like to know the value of this wheat in your market, and the rate of freight to

Chicago, if you can kindly give us the same.'

'' A. C. Buell & Co., a leading Chicago grain firm, write : 'I have your letter

accompanied by a sample of splendid wheat. A country that can raise such wheat
as that sample will be sought after before many years, as the product of Minnesota
and Dakota is fast deteriorating.'

"Kirkpatrick & Cookson, grain commission merchants, of Montreal, say: ' Your
favor duly i-eceived and noted, as well as the sample of " Ladoga " wheat. It is cer-

tainly a very handsome sample and has been greatly admired. Is the bulk all as
clean as this sample ? At what could a car or two be sold, as an introduction of the
variety ?—We might be able to use a little bye-and-b^'e.'

"From the publisher of the Miller's Review, Philadelphia : 'With reference to

the sample of wheat grown in the Prince Albert district, my people at the office

report it to be something entirely outside of their experience, and thej- know pretty
well what fine wheat and large crops of it are. I desire to show this wheat on our
Exchange, and I will report to you the opinions of some of its members. It seems
to me the wheat matures in a remarkably short time from the date of sowing. I will

be pleased to write you what our dealers have to say about it. Yours very truly,

" ' H. L. EVERELL.'
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' Millers' Beview, PhihidQlphia, Va.: 'Among the samples displayed by Han-
cock & Co., of the Philadelphia Commercial Exchange, recently, was a small one from
the teri-itory of Saskatchewan, nearly three hundred and fifty miles north of the

boundary line between the United States and the British possessions. It excited

considerable attention, partly from the fact that the samples on the tables of Han-
cock & Co. usually are of interest to buyers, and partly, too, from the fact that the

grain in the little blue box was of an exceptionally fine type of red spring wheat.

The letter appended gives the history of our getting it, and as we do not wish to keep
the sight of such beautiful stock from the appreciative gaze of millers and commer-
cial men, we submitted ittoMaj. Hancock, and through his offices it was introduced

to the Chamber and to the notice of the members on 'Change. The Major pronounced
the wheat as handsome as any he had ever seen, and he was sorry that the machina-
tions of freight combines and tariffs so effectuallv kept such stock away from millers

and grain men in this section and prohibited any substantial inveslnient in this fine

product of the far North.'
" These letters speak for themselves. Prince Albert has established its claim,

and further comment is unnecessary."
Ml-. Plaxton has sent a sample of this wheat to the Central Experimental Farm

it is the finest sample we have ever received and weighs 66 lbs. per bushel.

Wm. Gibson, of Wolseley, N W.T., another practical farmer to whom a sample
was sent in the spring of 1888, has also had good success with this wheat. His 3-lb.

sample produced him the first year 236 lbs. and his second crop thinly sown gave him
over 100 bushels. In a letter dated 22nd November, 1890 he says : "My Eed Fife wheat
sown on the 8th of April was frozen and I think will grade No. 1 or No. 2 frozen,

harvested on the 24th of August, this suffered from hail and yielded me only 13

bushels to the acre. The Ladoga wheat sown 10th April and harvested ISth August
has escaped the frost, this also suffered from hail and yielded only 14 bushels per
acre. This season's experience shows the necessity of every farmer sowing a part of

his grain Ladoga. I shipped over 100 bushels to the United States last year for

seed, as farmers here were willing to stick to Eed Fife. This year I have had a lot of

orders foi- Ladoga for seed next spring."

Similar favourable experiences might be multiplied, but enough has perhaps
been said to show that the introduction of the Ladoga wheat has been a good thing

for the North West-Territories, that it is probable ^hat this wheat from its early

ripening properties, will to a great extent afford a solution of the probelm of early

frost, and from its high quality and productiveness in the northern portions of the

great plains, help materially in extending the area for successful wheat culture,

and in building up such a reputation for wheat-growing there as shall aid in the

settlement of the country.

The reports leceived regarding the tests of other varieties of wheat may be

summarized as follows:

Med Fife—Ten reports from Ontario show an average yield of 27 lbs. Sixteen

fi'om Quebec, 25i lbs. One from Nova Scotia, 29 lbs. Two from New Brunswick,

48J lbs, and two from Prince Edward Island, 55 lbs.

White Fife—Eight reports from Ontario give an average yield of 24J lbs. and
four reports from Quebec an average of 31^ lbs.

Red Fern—Three reports from Ontario give an average yield of 20§ lbs. Six

from Quebec, 331 ibs. ; two from Nova Scotia, 24 lbs. ; one from New Brunswick 30

lbs., and two from Prince Edward Island with an average of 88^ lbs.

EXPERIMENTS WITH OATS.

During the past season 28 varieties of oats have been tested in field plots and 28

others in small plots, making 56 in all. Of these, 16 varieties were sown on plots

of one-tenth acre each, alongside of each other, on the same day, on a clay loam of

fairly uniform character. The results obtained from grain grown under such con-

.ditions may be compared, the one with the other, with much less probability of error
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than when comparisons are made between varieties sown at different periods and on
diti'ei'ent soils on the same farm. The field referred to was in hay when the farm was
purchased; it yielded fair ci'ops in 1887 and 1888; thesod was ploughed under early in

the autumn of 1888 and a crop ot oats taken off in 1889. The land was ploughed soon after

the oat crop was harvested and sown with experimental plots of oats, barley and wheat
in the spring of 1890. No manure or other fertilizer has yet been used on this land

since the purchase was made. The results are given in the appended table, following

which particulars will be found relating to larger field plots of these and other vari-

ties. On all the tenth-acre plots the oats were more or le.S8 rusty, and in most
instances they were much injured from this cause.

Date
of

Date Kumberof
of

I

Days
Harvesting. Maturing.

American Triumph
Banner
Black Tartarian
Bonanza
Canadian Triumph
Cream Egyptian
Egyptian •.

Early Blossom
Early Race-horse
Flying Scotchman
Giant Swedish
Poland White
Prize Cluster, imp. 1S89

do do 181)0..

Rennie's Prize White do
Victoria Prize I do
White Russian do

April 25.

do 25.

Aug. U.
do S
do 12.

do 5.

do 2
do 8.

do 8.

do It.

do 5.

do 5.

do 14.

do 5.

do 2.

July 30.

Aug. 4
do 4.

do 16.

lOS
105
109
102
99

105
105
111
102
102
HI
102
99
96
101
101
113

Yield i)er

Acre.

m
25|
.3b|

34i

Weight
per

Bushel.

37i
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Canadian Triumph.—On light, sandy clay; no manure ; 1|^ acres. Sown 26th
April; If bushels per acre; harvested 3rd August; time to mature, 99 days; even
growth; straw bright; very little rust; yield per acre, 25J bushels ; weight per

bushel, 43 lbs;

Canadian White.—On sandy clay soil; no manuie; 1 acre. Sown 24th April;

2J bushels per acre; ripe 5th August; time to mature, 103 days; straw bright;

stands well; height, 3^ to 4 feet not much rust; yield per acre, 28J bushels; weight

per, bushel 36 lbs.

Early Archangel.—On sandy clay soil; no manure; \ acre. Sown 3i-d May; 1\
bushels per acre; ripe 7th August, time to mature, 96 days; uneven growth; straw
bright ; stands well; a little rust and some smut ; height 3 to 3J feet; j'ield per acre,

24j bushels; weight per bushel, 39 lbs.

Early Racehorse.—On sandy loam ; manured in spring of 18s9 ; 4^ acres. Sown
21st April ; If bushels per '^cre ; ripe 2nd August

; time to mature, 103 days
;

straw a little dark, lodged in some spots ; considerably rusted ; height, 4 to 5 feet;

yield per acre, not ascertained ; weight per bushel, 42 lbs.

Egyptian.—On sandy clay ; no manure
; »ne acre. • Sown 24th April ; 2J bushels

per acre ; ripe 5th August ; time to mature, 103 days ; even growth ; veiy little

nist ; height, 3i to 4 feet
;
yield per acre, Sb'i bushels ; weight per bushel, 41f lbs.

Flying Scotchman.—On sandy loam
; manured in spring of 1889 ; 2 acres.

Sown 22nd April ; If bushels per acre ; ripe 2nd August ; time to mature, 102 days;
even growth ; very little rust ; height, 3^ to 4J feet

;
yield per acre, 40|- bushels

;

weight per bushel, 39-| lbs.

Georgia Early White.—On sandy claj^ soil ; no manure ; one acre; Sown 24th
April ; 2j bushels per acre

;
ripe 2nd August ; time to mature, 100 days ; even

growth ;
straw bright ;

stands well ;
very little rust ; height, 3J to 4^ feet

;
yield

\y6v acre, 26J bushels ; weight per bushel, 42 lbs.

Holstein Prolific.—On sandy clay soil, no manure, ^ acre ; sown May 7th ; 1-|

bushels per acre ; ripe August 10th ; time to mature 95 days ; straw weak and con-

siderably rusted ; height 3 to 3J feet
;
yield per acre, 19J bushels ; weight per

bushel oO\ lbs.

Hazlett's Seizure.—On Sandy clay soil ; no manure
; f acre. Sown 7th May; IJ

bushels per acre ; ripe 12th August ; time to mature 97 days, straw dark ; con-

siderably rusted ; height, 3 to 3^ feet
;
yield per acre, 16| bushels ; weight per

bushel, 36 lbs.

Hungarian White.—On sandy clay soil ; no manure ; 1 acre. Sown 24th April

;

2J bushels per acre; ripe 2nd August; time to mature, 100 days; even growth ; con-
siderably rusted ; height, 3i to 4 feet

;
yield per acre, 24f bushels ; weight per bushel,

40| lbs.

Longfellow.—On sandy loam ; no manui-e ; 3|- acres. Sown Ist May; If bushels
])er acre ; ripe 6th August

; time to mature, 97 days ; straw rather dark ; a little

rusted ; height, 2| to 3^ feet
;
yield per acre, 27f bushels; weight per bushel, 36^ lbs.

Poland White.—On light sandy clay ; no manure ; 1J acres. Sown 26th April

;

If bushels per acre ; harvested 4th August; time to mature, 100 days; even giowth

;

straw bright ; very little fust ;
yield per acre, 23 bushels ; weight per bushel, 42f lbs.

Potato English.—On saudj- clay soil ; no manure; 1 acre. Sown 24th Apiil
;

2J bu.shels per acre; ripe 5th August; time to mature, 103 days; straw bright; stands
well ; height, 3i to 4^ feet ; not much rust; yield per acre, 34f bushels ; weight per
bushel. 39 lbs.

"

Prize Cluster.—On sandy loam and partly peaty soil ; no manure ; 8 acres.

Sown 23r(l April ; If bushels per acre; ripe 4th August ; time to mature, 103 days
;

straw bright, rather soft; more inclined to lodge than some other varieties ; but little

rust ; height, 3J to 4^ feet
;
yield per acre, 30|^ bushels; weight per bushel, 42J lbs.

Rennie's Prize White.—On light sandy loam ; no manure ; l^- acres. Sown 9th

Maj-; If bushels per acre ; ripe 9th August ; time to mature, 92 daj'S ; ofeven gi-owth

;

straw very rusty ; height, 3J to 4 feet
;
yield, 31 bushels per acre ; weight, 42J lbs.

per bushel.
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Rosedale.—On sandy clay soil; no manure; J acre. Sown 3rd May; IJ bushels per
acre ; ripe 10th August

; time to mature, 99 days; of uneven growth; straw rather
weak ; height, 3 to 3J feet

;
yield per acre, 30^ bushels ; weight per bushel, 36| lbs.

Siberian—On sandy loam ; 18 to 20 tons manure per acre
; \ acre. Sown

16th May ;
ripe 14th August

; time to mature, 90 days
;
yield per acre, 23^ bushels

;

weight, 28|- lbs per bushel.

Victoria Prize.—On sandy loam mixed with clay ; no manure
; If acres. Sown

22nd April
; If bushels per acie ; ripe 2nd August ; time to mature, 102 days

;

straw stands faiily well ; considerably rusted ; height, 4 to 5 feet
;
yield per acre,

38J bushels
; weight per bushel, 41J lbs.

Waterloo.—On sandy soil ; no manure; 4 acres. Sown, 2nd May; 2 bushels
per acre ; ripe 13th August

; time to mature, 103 days ; straw bright ; stands well
;

not much rust; height, 3 to 4 feet
;

yield per acre, 20-| bushels, weighing 34 lbs. per
bushel. A second plot of 1 acre, on sandy clay soil, no manure, was sown 24th
April ; 2|: bushels per acre ; ripe 4th August ; time to mature, 102 days

;
yield per

acre, 26 bushels ; weight per bushel, 34 lbs.

Welcome.—On sandy clay soil ; no manure ; 4 acres. Sown 28th April ; 2 bushels
per acre ; rij^e 29th July ; time to mature, 92 days ; straw rather dark, but strong

;

a little rust and some smut; height, 3 to 3^ feet
;
yield per acre, 38| bushels

; weight
per bushel, 42J lbs.

White Russian.—On mixed sandy and peaty soil; no manure ; 1-|^ acres. Sown
2nd May ; 2 bushels per acre ; ripe 12th August; time to mature, 102 days

; sti'aw

fiiirly bright and strong ; not much rust ; height, 3J to 4^ feet
;
yield per aci-e, 37f

bushels, weighing 32J lbs. per bushel. A second plot of 1 acre of mixed sandy
and clay soil, no manure, was sown 24th April ; 2 bushels per acre; ripe 5th August

;

time to mature, 103 days
;
yield per acre, 42^ bushels.

A third plot ot 8 acres, on sandy clay soil, with from 18 to 20 tons of manure
per acre, was sown 6th May ; ripe 13th August ; time to mature, 99 days

;
yield per

acre, 36 bushels ; weight per bushel, 32 lbs.

EXPEEIMENTS WITH BAELEY.

TWO-KOWED VARIETIES.

Adjoining the one-tenth acre plots of oats, all sown the same day, was a similar
series of plots of barley, consisting of eleven two-rowed varieties and five six-rowed.
Particulai-s as to the character of the soil, treatment of the land and .preceding crops
will be found under " Experiments with Oats." The grain on all these plots was more
or less rusted, and in most instances it was badly affected. The following table gives
the I'esults of these barley tests.

Beardless April 25

Date
of

Sowing,

Danish Chevalier do
Danish Printice Chevalier do

do
do

Early Minting.
English Malting.
Golden Melon, Imported 1888.

.

do do ISno.
Goldthorpe do 18;»0.

Peerless White do 1888.

do do 1890.
Prize Prolific do 1889.

do do 1890.
Saale do 1889.

Date
of

Harvesting.

Aug. 14.

do 10.

do 10.

do 10.

do 14.

do 14.

do 8.

do 12.

do 10.

do 9.

do 8.

do 5.

do 8.

Number of

Days
Maturing.

Ill
107
107
107
111
111
105
109
107
106
105
102
105

Yield jjer

Acre.

Bush.

26i
233
2(>3

19"

m
20i
16"

Hi
2-21

28

27i

24i

For weight per bushel of these varieties see larger field plots.
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In comparing the results here given it will be observed that in every instance

where the material has been available for comparison, recently imported two-rowed
barley, that of 1890, has pj'oduced a smaller crop than when grown from the same
sort after being under cultivation here for one or two years. In former experi-

ments results confirming this same point were obtained, from which we may gather
that increasing crops may be looked for as these barleys become acclimatized. There
are, however, two exceptions in the other field plots—one of Selected Chevalier,

imported 1890, and one of Golden Melon, imported 1890, both of which gave a much
larger yield. These two plots, however, were sown on an exceptionally good piece

of clay loam, extending to a roadway and along the margin of the road; the land
was manured in the spring to the width of about 10 feet. In point of productiveness

the variety known as Prize Prolific heads the list. There is an unexpected difference

in the time of ripening; the more recent importations mature in from one to

sis days less time, than those samples which have been grown in this climate for a

year or two, which is another evidence of the importance of early seeding. The
varieties named in the table are, from the English standard, all malting barleys, and
most of them very highly esteemed for this purpose. With the exception of the
Goldthorpe they are all of the Chevalier type, with long, pendulous heads. The
Goldthorpe is more erect, and resembles the Duckbill, with a shorter and somewhat
flattened ear.

L.\RGER FIELD PLOTS.

Beardless.—On sandy loam ; no manure ; 3 acres. Sown 23rd April ; 2 bushels
per acre; ripe 8th August; time to mature, 107 days; straw bright, stands well;
very little rust; height, 3 to 3^ feet; yield per acre, 25f busliels ; weight per bushel,

51^ lbs.

Chevalier Selected.—Imported 1890; on good clay loam; a part of this was
manured in spring of 1890, before sowing; \ acre. Sown 26th April; 2 bushels per
acre; ripe 5th August; time to mature, 101 days; straw bright, stands fairly well

;

but little rusted ;
height, 3 to 3i feet

;
yield per acre, 46^ bushels ; weight per bushel,

51i- lbs. A second plot of 2 acres, on a soil of mixed sand and clay, was sown 2nd May,
If bushels per acre; ripe 5th August; time to mature, 95 days ; straw bright, stands
well ; considerably rusted : height, 2\ to 3^ feet

;
yield, 24 bushels per acre ; weight

per bushel, 51J lbs.

Danish Chevalier.—On mixed sandy and clay loam, without manure ; 1|- acres;
Sown 2nd May, 2 bushels per acre; ripe 12th August; time to mature, 102 days;
straw dark

;
considerably rusted; height, 3 to 3^ feet; yield per acre, 25^ bushels;

weight per bushel, 51f lbs. On same soil and adjoining, ^ acre sown at the same time
was fertilized with 200 lbs. (400 lbs. per acre) of a special barley fertilizer

; in this

instance the yield was 25f bushels. Another ^ acre adjoining received an applica-

tion of 200 lbs. of odorless phosphate; this yielded 25 bushels per acre; while in the
case of a fourth plot of ^ of an acre, which had received an application of 66 lbs. of
fish manure, the yield was 23^^ bushels per acre. The land on which these experi-

ments were tried appeared to be very uniform and the results are certainly very
j)uzzling.

Danish Printice Chevalier.—On mixed sandy and clay loam, without manure; f
of an acre. Sown 3rd May, 2 bushels per acre; ripe 12th August; number of days to

mature, 101 ; straw rather dark, but standing well ; height, 3 to 3J feet ; considerably
rusted

;
yield per acre, 30 bushels; weight per bushel, 51| lbs. A second plot was

sown on heavy sandy loam; no mannre ; If acres. Sown 24fh April, 2 bushels per
acre; ripe 9th August ; time to mature, 107 days ; straw bright ; stands fairly well

;

very little rust ; height. 3i to 4 feet
;
yield per acre, 27^ bushels ; weight per bushel,

51f lbs.

Early Minting.—On sandy loam ;
no manure ; 2J acres. Sown 2nd May, If

bushels per aci-e; ripe 5lh August; time to mature, 95 days ; straw b?-ight, but soft

;

breaks easily slightly rusted, height 2 to 2^ feet; yield per acre, 25 bushels; weight
per bushel, 51 lbs.
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Golden Melon.—Importation 1890. On good clay loam, a part of which was
manured in spring of 1890 before sowing, ^ acre. Sown 26th April, 2 bushels per
acre ; ripe 6th August; time to mature, 102 days ; straw bright, stands well ; not much
rust; height, 3 to 3i feet

;
yield per acre, 46f bushels

; weight per bushel, 52 lbs.

Another jDlot of 1 acre was sown with seed grown from importation of 18SS on
sandy loam mixed with clay, without manure. Sown 24th April, two bushels per
acre; ripe 2nd August; time to mature, 100 days; even growth; straw bright ; stands
well ; very little rust ; height, 3^ to 4 feet

;
yield per acre, 35f bushels ; weight per

bushel, 52 lbs.

Peerless White.—Importation 1890. On good clay loam, partly manured
; \

aci-e. Sown 26th April, ripe August 6th; time to mature, 102 days; straw bright

;

stands well ; but little rust ; height, 3 to 3^ feet; yield per acre, 46f bushels ; weight
per bushel, 51 lbs.

Goldthorpe.—On sandy loam ; no manure ; 2^ acres. Sown 26th April, 2

bushels per acre ; ripe 6th August, time to mature, 102 days ; straw bright, and stands
well ; height, 2\ to 3i feet

;
yield per acre, 20J bushels; weighing 52 lbs. pei- bushel.

Prize Prolific.—On soil mostly clay, with some peat ; no manure
; T acres.

iSown 30th April, If bushels per acre; ripe on higher land, 4th August
,
on lower

peaty soil, 12th August ; time to mature, 96 to 104 days : straw bright and strong
;

stands well ; height, 3 to 3J feet ; very even growth
;
yield per acre, 32 bushels

;

weight per bushel, 52 lbs. One-half acre of this plot was measured off and sown
with 200 lbs. of a special barley fertilizer, (400 lbs. per acre) the yield from which was
Sli bushels per acre. A third plot on another part ot the farm, on heavy sandy
loam ; no manure

; If acres
; was sown 26th April, 2 bushels per acre ; ripe 6th

Augu-t
; time to mature, 102 days

;
yield per acre, 24 bushels.

Saale.^On. heavy sandy loam ; no manure; 1| acres. Sown 24th April, 2

bushels per acre ; ripe 9th August ; time to mature, 107 days ; even growth ; straw
bright; stands well; very little rust; height, 3J to 4 feet; yield per acre, 30 bushels

;

weight per bushel, 51 lbs.

Large Two-rowed Naked.—This is a naked barley, not suitable for malting, but
valuable for feed, producing a large, heavj- grain. Grown on sandy loam ; no manure

;

2 acres. Sown 1st May, 2 bushels per acre ; ripe 4th August ; time to mature, 95
days ; straw rather weak; considerably rusted ; breaks down easily; height, 3 to 3^
feet

;
yield per acre, 2Si bu.shels; weight per bushel, CO^ lbs This barley should be

sown thicker, on accoimt of the large size of the grain—not less than 2^ bushels per
acre.

SIX-ROWED VABIETIES.

The following were sown on one-tenth acre plots adjacent to those of the two-
rowed sorts :

—

Baxter's Six-rowed
Indiaji, from Spiti Valley.
ilensurv
Odessa Six-rowed
Petschora
Kennie's Improved

Date
of

Sowing.

Date
of

April 25 .

.

do 25. .

.

do 25. .

.

do 25...
do 25 .

do 25...

Number of

Days
Maturing.

Yield per
Acre.

July 31..
do 25..
do 31..
do 31..
do 29..

do 30..

18i
13i
251

Weight
per

Bushel.

44i
46i

t
These ai'e all of the ordinary type of six-rowed barley, excepting the Indian

from Spiti Yalley. which is a hulless sort, of a dark bluish colour and verj- heavy.
It is one of the varieties of grain which was sent to Canada for test bv the Govei'n-
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ment of India in 1888 ; it is an early ripening sort, rather short in growth, with a

compact, heavy head, and, although it has not yielded heavily here, promises to be a

valuable variety foi' feeding purposes.

LARGER FIELD PLOTS.

Indian from Spiti Valley.—On sandy loam ; no manure ; 2^ acres. Sown 1st

May ; 1;| bushels per acre ; harvested 26th July ; time to mature, 86 days ; straw
rather soft and weak ; many heads bent over ; height, li to 2 feet ; very little rust;

yield per acre, 16^ bushels ; weight per bushel, 54^ lbs.

Guymalaye.—On sandy loam
; no manure ;

Jj- acre. Sown 14th May ; 2 bushels
per acre ; ripe 7th August ; time to mature, 85 days ; straw bright ; stands well

;

very little rust ; height, 3 to Si feet
;
yield per acre, 36|- bushels ; weight per

bushel, 56 lbs. This is also a hulless barley, which seems to be identical with what
is known as " six-rowed wheat barley." It is a very productive variety, and promising
for feed ; the kernel is of a dark amber colour.

Hulless Black.—On sandy loam; no manure; ^ acre. Sown 14th May, 2 bushels
per acre ; ripe 3rd August ; time to mature, 81 days ; straw very dark in colour

;

stands well ; very little rust; height, 2J to 3 feet; yield per acre, 22 bushels ; weight
per bushel, 62 lbs. This is a very heavy hulless barley, with a black kernel, which
is worthy of more extended trial as a feed barley.

Odessa Six-rowed.—On mixed clay and sandy loam ; no manure
; ^ acre. Sown

15th May ; IJ bushels per acre ; ripe 14th August ; time to mature, 91 days ; straw
bright, with very little rust ; height, 2^ to 3^ feet

;
yield per acre, 3l|- bushels

;

weight per bushel, 49|^ lbs.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SPRING WHEAT.

The wheat plots enumerated in the following table, complete the series ofone-tenth
acre plots of grain on similar clay loam, all sown on the same day and without manure.
The season proved to be very unfavourable for spring wheat, almost all varieties

showing a light yield. In most instances the third and l;.st maturing kernel in each
group on the ear was empty, and those clusters forming the top of the ear were in a
similar condition. This has probably resulted from unfavourable hot and dry
weather, occuring just at the time when the floral oi-gans within the husk were in a
soft and critical stage of development, causing them to shrink and wither. In all

these plots the straw was much rusted, in some instances worse than others.

Date
of

Sowing

Number of

Days
Maturing.

Yield per
Acre.

Weight

Campbell's White Chaff
Campbell's Triumph
Carter's Cross-bred I or Anglo-Canadian
Green ilountain
Indian Hard Calcutta
Judket
Ladoga
Red Fern
Rio Grande
Russian Hard Tag
Saxonka
Wliite Delhi
White Russian
White Fife
Red Fife

April 25.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25
do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

Aug. S

.

do 10

do 14
do 16.

do 5.

do 10
do 7.

do 11

do 16
do 8.

do U.
do 12.

105
107
HI
113
102
107
104
108
113
105
108
104
111
109
109

Hi
4

81
lOi
21

lOi
12
17

20J
12
12

is|
12

58
57

54f
57
594m
56i
55*
59"

60i
55*
56j



These plots show awide difference in yield. The most prolific are Judket.Euesian
Hard Tag, Campbell's White Chaff and "White Fife. The Eussian Hard Tag is a
bearded sort, with a ricy kernel of inferior quality, much like goose wheat; the other

varieties named are all of good qualitj^, and beardless. The Campbell's White Chaff

is particularly j)romising, as will be seen from the records of the larger field plots.

It also proved a heavy yielder in 1889, giving 36f bushels per acre, being 3f bushels

more than any other sort tested. At the branch Expeiimental Farms it has done
well during the past season , at Nappan, IST.S., the yield has been 32 bushels per acre

;

at Brandon, Man., 24 bushels 36 lbs. ; at Indian Head, X.W.T., 32 bushels 4 lbs. ; and
at Agassiz, B. C, 3 lbs. gave a return of 48 lbs.

LARGER FIELD PLOTS.

Campbell's White Chaff.—On sandy loam ; no manure; J acre. Sown 23i-d April,

1
J bushels per acre ; harvested August 13th ; time to mature, 112 days ; even growth,
straw bright; stands well ; height, 4 to 4-i- feet; yield per acre, 21f bushels ; weight
per bushel, 57i lbs. One-half acre adjoining, sown at the same time, which was
treated with 200 lbs. of special fertilizer (400 lbs. per acre) yielded 18f bushels per

acre. A third J acre, next adjoining, treated with 200 lbs. of odorless phosphate, gave a

yield of 14 bushels; while a fourth ^ acre in the same series, without fertilizer,

yielded 17 bushels per acre. This soil was of variable character, which may account
for these anomalous results. There is no doubt that had the soil been uniform in

fertility the addition of the fertilizers would have increased the yield.

Campbell's Triumph.—On sandy loam; no manure; IJ acres. Sown 23rd April, IJ
bushels per acre; ripe 13th August; time to mature 112 days; even growth ; straw
bright, and stands well; height, 3 to 4 feet

;
yield per acre, 12|- bushels; weight per

bushel, 59f lbs.

Carter s Cross-bred I or Anglo-Canadian.—On sandy loam ; no manure. Sown
23rd April, 1 bushel per acre; ripe 13th August; time to mature, 112 days; even
growth; straw bright, and stands well; height, 3^ to 4|- feet; yield per acre, 5

bushels, weighing 51 lbs. per bushel. A third plot was that of one-tenth of an acre,

already reported on among the series of plots sown one week apart to test the
advantage of early seeding. This was sown 22nd April; was ripe 13th August;
time to mature, 113 days; yield per acre, 5 bushels 50 lbs.

This new hybrid wheat, originated by James Carter & Co., of London, England,
and which has produced such large crojis in Great Britain, has made but a poor record

here. It is of strong and vigorous growth, with a large bearded ear, which gave
promise of a good yield early in the season, but as the time of harvest approached

a considerable part of each head was found to be empty. The plants themselves
were so promising that I look for much better results another year, when the con-

ditions will probably be more favourable and the grain somewhat acclimatized.

That the yield obtained at Ottawa is not normal is shown by the larger crops at the

branch Experimental Farms. At Nappan, N.S., the yield was 29| bushels

])er acre; at Brandon, Man., 26 bushels; at Indian Head, N.W.T., 16 bushels

28 lbs. ; and at Agassiz, B.C., 35 lbs. were obtained from 1 pound sown. In time
I if ripening it is six or seven days later than Ladoga.

Judket.—On mixed clay and sandy loam ; no manure ; 2 acres. Sown 12th May,

\h bushels per acre ; harvested 16th August ; time to mature, 96 days ; fair growth

;

not much rust; yield per acre, llj bushels ; weight per bushel, 59 lbs.

Rio Grande.—On sandy loam; no manure; 2 acres. Sown 23rd April, li bushels

per acre; harvested 15th August; time to mature, 114 days; straw bright, and
stands well; height, 3^ to 4| feet; yield per acre, 14 bushels, weighing 62 lbs per

bushel.

SPRING WHEAT IN ROWS 2^ FEET APART.

It has been stated that wheat yields large crops when grown in drills 2h feet

apart, the land being kept clean 'Vith a horse cultivator. Nine vai'ieties of wheat
were sown in this manner on sandy loam, which was manured in the spring of 1890,
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with from 18 to 20 tons of stable manure per acre. Each variety occupied six

rows, covering a space of one-twentieth of :in acre. The followins; results were
had :—

Camiibell's Triumph
.ludket
Ladoga
Red Fern
Rio Grande
Red Fife
Saxonka
White Delhi
White Rxissian

Date
of

Sowing.

Date
of

Ripening.

May
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EXPEEIMENT.S WITH EYE.

"WINTER VARIETIES.

Reading Giant.—On light sandy loam ; no manure ; 2|^ acres. Sown 7th September,

1889, 1^ bushels per acre; ripe 30th July, 1890; straw strong and bright
;
very little

rust; height, 5i to 6 feet, of fine appearance, yield per acre, 14f bushels ; weight per

bushel, 55 lbs.

Finnish Wassa.—On light sandy loam; no manure; 2J acres. Sown 7th Septem-
ber, 1889, IJ bushels per ac^-e ; ripe 29th July, 1890 : straw rather soft, breaks down
more than the other varieties, also more rusted; height, 5 to 5J feet; yield per acre,

17J bushels ; weight per bushel, 53 lbs.

Polar.—On light sandy loam ; no manure ; 2^ acres. Sown 7th September, 1889,

\\ bushels per acre; ripe 30th July, 1890 ; straw strong ; 5J to 6 feet high ; consider-

ably rusted; heads well filled; yield per acre, 16 bushels; weight per bushel, 51f lbs.

Common Fall Rye.—Onlight sandy loam; no manure; 1 acre. Sown 7th Septem-
ber, 1889, \\ bushels per acre; ripe 30th July, 1890; straw strong, considerably

ru.sted, yield per acre, 24J bushels ; weight per bushel,
55:J-

lbs.

SPRING VAEIETr.

Spring Rye.—On poor, light sandy soil ; 18 to 20 tons manure per acre two acres.

Sown 22nd April, li bushels per acre; straw bright and strong; height, 4 to 4^ feet;

heads well filled
;
yield per acre, 24-|- bushels ; weight per bushel, 58J lbs.

EXPERIMENTS WITH PEAS.

Blackeyed Marrowfat.—On sandj' loam ; on which was applied 18 to 20 tons of
manure per acre in 1890, J acre. Sown 8th May, 4 bushels per acre ; ripe 9th August;
time to mature, 93 days; yield per acre, 39|- bushels ; weight per bushel, 61 lbs.

Daniel O'Rourke.—On light sandy loam ; no manure
; J acre. Sown 8th May,

2| bushels per acre ; ripe 25th July, time to mature, 78 days
;
yield per acre, 37f

bushels ; weight per bushel 58f lbs.

Golden Vine.—On sandy clay soil ; no manure ; 5 acres. Sown 28th Ajiril, 3
bushels per acre ; ripe 4th August ; time to mature, 98 days

;
yield per acre, 36|^

bushels; weight per bushel, 6.5i lbs.

Multiplier.—On sandy clay loam; no manure; 5J acres. Sown 28th April, 3
bushels per acre, ripe 12th August ; time to mature, 106 days

;
yield per acre, 35f

bushels, weight per bushel, 65-| lbs.

Pride.—On clay loam ; no manure; ^ acre. Sown 19lh May, 2 bushels per
aci-e; ripe 8ih August; time to mature, 81 days; yield per acre, 30i bushels; weight
per bushel, 65^ lbs.

EXPERIilENTS WITH TUENIPS.

Seventeen varieties of turnips were sown in rows 2 feet 4 inches apart, and
the yields per acre given in the following list have been calculated from the produce
of two rows in each case 66 feet long. Estimates based on small plots almost always
show a relatively greater yield than when founded on the results of larger areas, but
since all the varieties were treated alike and the soil very similar thi'oughout
these figures form a fair basis for the comparison of varieties. They were all sown
on the 30th of May and pulled the 21st of October. The soil was a sand}- loam lather

6c—

3
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light in character, which received a coating of from 18 to 20 tons of manure peracr©

in 1888, and a coating of unleached ashes, about 150 bushels to the acre late, in 1889.

Lord Derby Swede (Carter)

Purple Top Swede (Rennie)
Skirving's Improved Purple Top Swede (Steele).

Selected Champion Purple Top Swede
Highland Prize Purple Top Swede (Steele)

Elephant Swede (Carter)

Marquis of Lome Purple Top Swede (Bruce) . .

.

Queen of the Swedes (Carter)

Purple Top Swede (Steele)

Skirving's Swede (Carter)

Skirving's King of Swedes (Steele)

Sutton's Champion (Rennie)
Hartley's Bronze (Pearce)
Bangholm (Carter)

Clyde Swede (Evans)
White Swede (Steele)

Pearce's Invincible (Pearce)

Yield per Acre. Yield per Acre.

Lbs.

1,060
B34
49-2

210
1,098.

1,280

1,280
.i55

168
168

1,744
188

1,804

1,824

1,155
1,601

570

Bush.

1,551

1,310J^
1,.S08JJ

i,.%;H

1,251|«
1,188
1,188

1,180M
1,136^
1,136A
1,129A
1,103^
1,030A
997A
919i
8n3iri

709i

In a second ti-ial wilh 22 variotios on a poorer soil, without manure, latersown,

the following results were had. The j'ield per acre was calculated from the same
sized plots. The seed was sown on tlie 2nd June and the roots pulled 24th October :

—

Yield per Acre. Yield per Acre.

Tons. Lbs.

Improved Purple Top Mammoth (Simmer';)

Hartley's Bronze (Pearce)
Laidlaw's Swede (Pearce)
Skirving's Swede (Carter)

Bangholm Purple Top Swede (Rennie)
Highland Prize Purple Top Swede (Steele)

Hazard's Swede (Evans)
Purple Top Swede (Rennie)
East Lothian Purple Top Swede (Bruce)
Highland Prize Purjile Top Swede (Simmers), .

,

Selected Champion Purple Top Swede
Lord Derby Swede (Carter)
\Vhite Swede (Steele)

Skirving's Improved Purple Top Swede (Steele)

Royal Norfolk Purple Top Swede (Bruce)
Purple Top Swede (Bruce)
Sutton's Ch.amjnon (Rennie)
Purple Top Yellow Aberdeen (Pearce)

Pearce's Invincible (Pearce)
Sutton's Champion Swede (Bruce)
Clyde Swede (Evans)
Skirving's King of Swedes (Steele)

32
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Larger plots were sown on soil similar in character and treatment to that on

which the first series of experimental plots were gi own, with the following results:

—

Bangholm Swede (Carter's).—Size of plot, 300x15 feet; yield per acre, 31 tons

338 lbs., or l,03&f| bushels.

Lord Derbv Swede (Carter's).—Size of plot, 300x15 feet
;
yield per acre, 27 tons

498 lbs., or 908i| bushels.

Skirving's Swede (Carter's).—Size of plot, 400x15 feet; yield per acre, 25 tons

348 lbs., or 839/ij bushels.

EXPERIMENTS WITH MANGELS.

Twenty-one varieties of mangels were sown in rows 16 inches apart, and culti-

vated by hand with a Planet Junior cultivator. The land was a good sandy loam
and well prepared. Part of it was manured in the spring of 1888 and part during

the winter of 1890, from 18 to 20 tons of bainyard manuie being used to the acre.

There were two series of plots. The fii st was sown on the 2nd of May and
pulled loth October, and the second was sown 14th May and pulled 23rd October.

The yield per acre in the first series was calculated from the results from two rows
in each case 140 feet long, and in the second from one row 132 feet long. The
remarks made under turnips, regarding the estimated yields per acre from small

plots, will also apply here.

First Series.

Pearce & Co.'s Giant (Pearoe)
Warden Prize Yellow Globe (Carter)
Yellow Intermediate (Rennie)
Giant Yellow Intermediate (Steele)

New Giant Yellow Intermediate (Bruce)
Chirsk Castle (Buist)
(xiant Half-long Yellow (Rennie)
Mammoth Red or Norberton Giant (Simmers)
Giant YeUow Globe (Rennie)
Manunoth Long Red (Steele)

Golden Fleshed Tankard (Steele)

Mammoth Red (Buist)
Mammoth Lons Red (Evans)
Mammoth Long Red (Carter)
Red Tankard (Steele)

Golden Tankard (Evans) . .

,

Golden Intermediate (Carter)
Slammoth Long Red (Rennie)
Golden Fleshed Tankard (Simmers!
Mammoth Long Red (Brut:e)

Mammoth Long Yellow (Carter)

Second Series.

Golden Fleshed Tankard (Steele). . .

Warden Prize Yellow Globe (Carter
Giant YeUow Globe (Rennie)
Mammoth Long Red (Bruce)
Golden Intermediate (Carter)
Pearce & Co. 's Giant (Pearce)
Mammoth Long Red (Carter)
Mammoth Long Yellow (Carter)
Red Tankard (Steele)

Mammoth Long Red (Evans)
Golden Fle-shed Tankard (Simmers)
Mammoth Long Red (Rennie)
Golden Tankard (Evans)
Mammoth Red or Norberton Giant (Simmers
Mammoth Long Red (Steele)

Yield per Acre. Yield per Acre.

Lbs.

1,366

1,133
696

1,320
6

1,905

1,395
279

1.5.53

282
821
36

1,479

1,586
1,479

1,490
601

27
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EXPERIMENTS WITH SUGAR EEETS.

These were sown with a Planet Junior drill in rows 16 inches apart on land

adjoining that on which the experimental plots of turnips weie grown. The soil

was of the same character, and had received a coating of manure, about 18 to 20

tons per acre, early in the spring of 1890. They were sown on the 13th of May and
pulled on the 18th of October. The yield per acre of the several varieties has been

calculated from the product of two rows 66 feet long, a method of estimation which
is fairlj' reliable for the purpose of comparing varieties, but one which usually figures

up a larger yield than can be got where such roots are grown by the acre. The
proportion of sugar contained in each has been determined bj' the chemist of the

Experimental Farms and the particulars will be found in his report appended. Seed
of three of the varieties was kindly supplied by M. Musy, Esq., of the Beet Sugar
Works at Farnham, Que., and one by Wilfred Skaife, Esq., of Montreal.

Yield per Acre. Yield per Acre.

Seed from M. Musy, Esq., Farnham
Red Top (Rermie)
Seed I.B.I.O. from M. Musy, Esq
Prize Nursery (Carter)
Seed I.B.D. from M. Musy, Esq
White Sugar Beet (Buist)

Seed C.P. 2 P. A. from M. Musy, Esq
White Silesian Green Top (Rennie)
Seed from Wilfred Skaife, Esq., Montreal,
Silesian (Landreth)
Imperial (Bruce)
Vilmorin's Improved (Pearce)
White Silesian (Steele)

Imperial (Landreth)
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TLe first series of 25 varieties yielded as follows, arranged in order of prece-
dence :

—

Yield per Acre. Yield per Acre.

ImproTed Short White (Steele)

Half Long White (Evans)
Orange Giant (Carter)

Large White Vosges (Rennit-i .

,

Large White Belgian (Kennie J

Early Gem (Rennie)
Large Short Thick White Vosge$ iSimmers)

.

Danvers Orange Intermediate (Vavighn)
Half Long Scarlet Luc (Kennie)..

Chantenay (Rennie)
Guerande or Ox Heart (Vaughn)
Danvers Half Long (Pearce) .'

Large White Vosges (Bruce) .

Mitchell's Perfect Perfection (Mitchell)
Green Top Orthe (Pearce)

James Scarlet Intermediate (Vaughn)
James Intermediate (Pearce)

St. Valery (Evans)
Early Scarlet Short Horn (Vaughn)
Long Red St. Valery (Pearce)
Chantenay (Evans)
Half Long Scarlet Xantes (Vaughn)
Short Model (Pearce)

Long Scarlet Altringham (Vaughn)
Chantenay Half Long Scarlet (Vaughn). . . .

706
548

1,301
430

1,539
252

1,579

24
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varieties were Improved Short White (Steele's) : size of plot, 420 x 23 feet
;
yield per

acre, 35 tons 119 lbs., or 1,168|-| bushels; and Oiange Giant (Carter's): size of plot,

360x23 feet; yield per acre, 27 tons 976 lbs., or 916|-§- bushels.

EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES.

Ninety-four named varieties of potatoes have been tested side by side on a light

sandj' loam, which was in oats in 1MS9, and to which was applied a dressing of from
18 to 20 tons per acre of fresh manure in the spring of 1890.

The drills were ploughed out and the manure put into them, after which it was
lightly covered with earth before the potatoes were planted.

The planting was done on the 16th of May. The size of the plots from which
the yield per acre has been calculated varied. The measurements are given in a

separate column. As the soil appeared to be very uniform and all the varieties were
treated exactly alike, planted at the same time and given nothing more than

ordinary field cultivation, the results are fairly comparable.
The Algoraa Seedlings were obtained from Mr. Clifford, of Saulte Ste. Marie.

Algoma Seedling No. .3. . .

.

Thorburn
Lee's Favourite
Rosedale
Delaware
Early Albino
Pearl of Savoy
Crown Jewel
Algoma Seedling Xo. 1 . . .

.

Beauty of Hebron
Late Goodrich
White Star
Chicago Market ,

Sharpe's Seedling
Rosy Mom
Empire State
Wonder of the World
Eichter's Improved
Early Puritan
]SIay Queen Early
Flower of Eden
Compton's Surprise
Rose s Beauty of Beauties
State of Maine
Halton Seedling
Algoma Seedling No. 2 . . .

,

Carter's Delight
Prairie Seedlmg
Ruby
Richter's Shneerose
Rural Blush
Vermont - . .

Early Callao
London
Eye Carpenter
Rose's New Giant
Onion Early
Early Sunrise
Early Ohio
Clarke's No. 1
A'anguard
Ohio Gunner
Stray Beauty
Dakota Red

Feet.
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Early Rose
Holborn Abundance (Carter) ....

St. Patrick
King of the Russets (Carter). . .

.

White Star
Rose's New Invincible
Early Eating
Select Magnum Bonum (Carter).

Dumfries Early White
Early Maine
Corona Beauty
Alexander Prolific

Bliss' Triumph
Six weeks Round White
Charles Downing. ...

Surprise (Carter)

Sukreta (Carter) . .

.

Gleason's Late
Sugar

.

Great Eastern
Mammoth Prolific

Schoolmaster . .

.

Adirondack
^Member of Parliament
White Sprout
Pride of America
Brownell's Winner
Conqueror
Fidelia
Emperor William
Daisy
Thorbum's Paragon
August Kidney
Extra Ruiwr Crane
Scotch Champion
Prime Minister
Frame Early
Manhattan ,

Green Mountain
Cosmopolitan (Carter)

King of the Earlies
Telephone
Snowflake
Burpee's Superior
New Badger State
First Crop Ash Leaf (Carter).

Early Household
Alpha
English Kidney

Size of Plot. Yield per Acre

60
120
126
120
120
192
60

12fi

126
60

222
126
60
60
234
120

126
120
126
60
60
00

120
225
120
60

120
252
60
126
60

126
60
60
60

195
60
60
60
60

120
120
126
126
60

xl2
X 3
X 6
Xl2
X 3
X 3
X 3
X
X 3
X
X

X 3
X 3
X 3
X 3
X27
X 3
X
X 3
Xl2
X 6
X

Bush. Lbs,

217 48
217 00
211 16
210 18
209 20
204 11
204 11
194 56
191
191
187
1S7

185 32
184 5
181 30
181 30
181 14

180 29
178 00
175 44
174 46
173 26
173 26
171 25
107 30
107 14
164 12
163 21
158 30
157 29
154 16
152 41
151 15
149 48
147 13
147 13
147 13
140 14
136 41
136 7
136 7
133 6
130 55
130 7
90 00
94 6
06 33
66 33

INDIAN CORN.

In the report of the Experimental Farms for 1889 brief reference was made to

seventy varietie.s of Indian corn which had been tested that year, and fuller details

were promised in a special bulletin. After the information which had been gained
was brought together it was thought best to continue this work another season
before presenting the results. During the past year nearly eighty varieties were
planted under similar conditions and in plots of uniform size, and the results of the

two years' work on Indian corn will shortly be ready for publication.

SEED TESTING.

This useful branch of work has been actively carried on during the past season
at the Central Experimental Farm, and the timely information afforded has saved
many farmers much disappointmeu;. and loss. In 1889, 541 samples of wheat were
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tested, the growth of 1888, giving an average of 83 per cent, of vitalitj- ; while the

average of 343 samples, the growth of 1889, is 84'3 percent. A similar comparison
with barley gives 84 pei- cent, for 115 samples in 1888, and 84'9 per cent, for 279

samples in 1889, while the average for 174 sample of oats grown in 1888 was 79 per
cent, and for 345 samples in 1889 it was 90-5 per cent, showing but very slight varia-

tions in the results obtained from the tests of the wheat and barley, but a remarkable
increase in the average vitality of oats, and this, notwithstanding the fact that rust

prevailed in 1889 to an unusual degree. The total number of tests completed was
1245 and in the following table the results are given.

Eesdlts of Grain Tests, 1889-90.

Kind of Seed.
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Dominion, on the Experimental Farms and by individual farmers with good results.

This was purchased from the well known seed firm of James Carter & Co., of London,
England, and brought out in 5,000 bags of 112 lbs. each—two English bushels. Arrange-
ments were made for its disposal by the Director of Experimental Farms, and on its

arrival in Montreal a number of bags were opened, the grain carefully examined
and its germinating power tested. The bariey proved to be fairly uniform and
plump, and weighed about 54 lbs. to the bushel, but many of the bags were found to

contain a small percentage of foreign grain and seeds. To separate these and insure
uniformity in the sample the whole of the 5,000 bags were opened and the grain
passed twice through the cleaning machinery belonging to the Montreal Warehou-e
Co., when the bags were re-filled, weighed and prepared for shipment. This work
necessarily caused some delay and entailed expense and loss, towards which Messrs.
Carter & Co. subsequently contributed £50 sterling.

In the meantime, orders had been received from 2,606 farmers in different parts
of the Dominion for 3,200 bags and these were forwarded as rapidly as possible ; but not-

withstanding that the utmost efforts were used to ensure prompt despatch, the grain
in many instances did not reach its destination early enough to produce the be^t
results.

The season proved unfavoni-able for barley in Ontario, Quebec and the Eastern
Provinces, but this crop has been grown with fair success in Manitoba, the North-
West Territories and British Columbia. In the central and eastern Provinces the
six-rowed barley of the crop of 1890 is much lighter than asual, the Ontario crop
being estimated at about 2 lbs lighter than the average of past years, and it

may be fairly presumed that the two-rowed barley has suffered in a like degree.
After harvest,circulars were sent to all those who had been purchasers of the imported
barley, asking information concerning dates of sowing and harvesting, description of
of soil, the preceding crop, manure used, yield per acre and total yield, leaving a
larger space on the sheet for general remarks. A small cotton bag with an addressed
tag was enclosed with each circular, and the parties were requested to forward a
sample by mail of about 1 lb. in weight of the barley grown from the seed
purchased. The number of rejwrts and samples received up to the 30th of January
is as follows : Ontario, 872

;
Quebec, 48 ; Xova Scotia, 13 ; Xew Brunswick, 23

;

Prince Edward Island, 11 ; Manitoba, 62 ; Xorth-West Territories; 22 ; British
Columbia, 1.

The following table shows the results in the yield per acre and total yield, the
average weight of the samples as received and their weight after cleaning, by which
from 12 to 18 per cent, of the lighter grain was separated. This cleaning was neces-
sary, for the reason that many of the samples were forwarded just as they came from
the thresher and hence were not in a marketable condition.

Table showing results of tests of Two-rowed Barley (Prize Prolific), imported by
the Government of Canada for seed.

Ontario
Quebec
Nova Scotia
New Bmnswick
Prince Edward Island
Manitoba
Xorth-West Territories
British Columbia

Number
of Reports

with
Samples.

872
48
13
23
11
62
22

Total, Yield
from

112 Pounds.

Weight per
Bushel as
Received.

in

48
48
46i
oOS

Weight per
Bushel after

51i
504
48
49|
49
50|
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In Bulletin No. 35 of the Bureau of Industries, issued by the Ontario Departmei't

of Agriculture, the statistics of crops in Ontario for 1890 are given. These are coni-

piled from returns made by 1,015 correspondents and the average yield of six-row^-d

barley is there given as 22^ bushels. The average yield in Ontario of the tW'-

ri'Wed, based on the returns made by 872 farmers, is 25^ bushels, showing
that the yield of the two-rowed has been superior to that of the six-rowed by 3-,',

bushels. With such an increase on the whole barley crop of Ontario, taking barley

at 50 cents a bushel, there would be a to(al gain of $ 1,157,187.

With reference to a market for this barley, there is every prospect of its findin,,-

a ready sale in Great Britain at remunerative prices, provided it can be j)roduced lo

weigh"52 lbs. and upwards pei' bushel. Asa rule, the plumper and heavier the sample
the higher the price. It has been shown that 872 samples grown during the past

unfavourable season in all parts of Ontario have weighed on an average when properly

cleaned, 51i lbs. per bushel, and there seems no reason in doubting that in an aver-

age year tworowed barlej' could be grown at least 1 or 2 lbs. heavier than

this, particularly in the better barley districts of the Province. In the report of the

judges at the Brewers Exhibition held last October in the Royal Agricultural Hall,

London, England on the twelve samples of Canadian two-rowed barley shown there

weighing from 51i to 55 lbs. per bushel, these experts say :
'• These samples compaie

very favourably with French, Saale, Danish or other European barleys, and if sent

in good condition could be consumed in this country with great satisfaction to the

brewers and to the consumers of beer." And further in their closing remarks. " The
judges agree in speaking in high terms of niauj' of the samples submitted and in very

high terms indeed of some two or three of the best." Two of the samples specially

commended by them were the Chevalier, which weighed 52i lbs., and the Golden

Melon, which weighed 52 lbs. A shipment of 50 quarters—400 English bushels—of

Prize Prolific barley of this year's growth, weighing about 52 lbs. to the bushel, has

teen forwarded to London, England, to be malted and brewed by one of the leading

brewers in England, so that correct conclusions may be reached as to its commercial

value there. It is altogether probable that the brewers of the United States will

continue to purchase a part of the Canadian barley crop notwithstanding the high

duty imposed ;
and if so, are they not likely to prefer a barley which gives a larger

proportion of extract, and hence, from a given quantity, makes more beer. With
regard to the home market, many of our Canadian brewers would prefer the two-

rowed if it could be had in sufficient quantity for separate malting; and if our

farmers will use a portion of their barlej- crop for feeding purposes, as I believe they

should do, in place of selling so much grain off their farms, then the two-rowed is to

be preferred to the six-rowed, for the reason that it yields a larger number of bushels

to the acre and the grain has a smaller proportion of husk to kernel. Further

information connected with this important subject will be found in Bulletin 9 of the

Central Experimental Farm, in which the individual opinions and experiences of a

large number of farmers living in ditt'eient parts of the country are given.

FORESTRY.

The plantations of belts of forest trees on the Central Experimental Farm have

during the past sea,son been extended. A large numbei' of both trees and shrubs

have also been planted in ornamental clumps along the sides and at the intersecting

points of roadways and in other locations where needed. In a very short time

these groups will add much to the beauty and attractiveness of the Farm. Nearly

all the trees and shrubs hitherto planted have made thrifty growth and are already

beginning to attract much attention from visitors. Within a very few years these

clumps will be very useful for determining the annual growth of timber trees and

the hardiness and adaptability of the many sorts under test for this district.

In the report of the Horticulturist some particulars are given regarding the

distribution of about 1,000 packages of forest-tree seedlings, which were sent

chiefly to farmers on the North-West plains for test. So widespread was the inter-

est manifested in this subject last season that the supply' was not half enough to meet
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the demand, and, under instruction of the Minister, a further and larger supply has
been obtained, more than sufficient to supply all those who were disappoir:ted last

year. By this means it is expected that small plantations will be established at a
large number of different points where, within a few years, the trees will be large
enough to produce a liberal supply of seed wherewith to extend the planting.

The following paper, containing a summary of the work which has been done
in this direction and notes on the trees which have been most successfully grown,
was read at the meeting of the American Forestry Association, held in Quebec, on
the 3rd of September, 1890 :—

" FORESTRY ON THE WESTERN PLAINS OF CANADA.

" By Wm. Saunders,

" Director Experimental Farms, Ottawa.

"The experimental farms which have been established by the Government of
Canada are five in number, located at the following points : Nappan, Nova Scotia;
Ottawa, Ontario ; Brandon, Manitoba

; Indian Head, jSTorth-West Territories, and
Agassiz, British Columbia. Experiments in tree planting were begun at all these
farms as soon as possible after the selection of the sites, but on the farms on the
western plains in Manitoba and the North-West Territories this work has been con-
ducted on a more extensive scale than on the other sites, for the reason that the need
of forest shelter is more keenly felt in the prairie districts. Work was begun on
the fivrm at Indian Head during the summer of 1887, and the first trees were
planted in the spring of 1888, about 20,000 in all, consisting of a large number of
varieties. This farm is a section of bare prairie land of 680 acres, without any
shelter whatever. In the spring of 1889, another consignment of about 12,000 trees was
forwarded, and during the present season a few thousand more have been sent. A
considerable quantity of seed of the box elder, with a smaller proportion of white
ash and American elm has been sown each year, and thus more than 50,000 seed-

lings have been added to the stock. A portion of these seedlings have been dis-

tributed among the settlers in the neighbourhood but the larger part has been
planted in shelter belts and forest clumps on the farm.

" The Brandon farm was selected during the summer of 1888, and tree planting
was begun there in the spring of 1889. About 20,000 trees were sent that year and
ten or twelve thousand more during the present j'ear. A large number of seedlings
of bo.K elder, ash and elm have also been grown on this farm during both seasons
referred to. The Brandon ftxrm is situated partly in the valley of the Assiniboino
Eiver and partly on the bluffs which form the northei'n boundary of that valley.

This farm is mostly prairie, but in the ravines in the bluffs, and also on the face of
the bluff's, there are large patches of .scrub, consisting of small poplars, scrub oak,
hazel, eleagnus and other low bushes, while neai' the river bank there is a small
grove of elm, ash, and box elder trees, with undergrowth of willow, rose, &c. From
this brief description it will be seen that the land on these two farms is varied as

to exposute, while the soil and the climatic conditions by which they are suriounded
are such as to include within their area most of the difficulties which stand in the
way of tree growing in the better farming districts in the Canadian North-West.

" During the spring of 1889 a considerable number of packages of trees were
sent by mail and express to different parts of the North-West plains for test, and this

work has been continued on a larger scale during the past season. The distribution

outside of the Experimental Farms in 1890 consisted of over 100,000 seedling trees of
one and two years' giowth, which were sent b}- mail in about 1,000 packages of 100
each to as many different points, while larger bundles were forwarded by express to

twenty-five of the experimental gardens on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
from Moose Jaw to Calgary, to most of the agencies on the Indian Reserves, and the

chief stations of the Mounted Police. By these several methods trees have been dis-

tributed for test over the whole area from the eastern part of Manitoba to the western
extremity of the great plaiiis of the Territories aud along the foot hills of the Rocky



Mountains. On the Indian Head farm trees have had the test of two winters and
three summers ; on the Brandon Farm and at a few other points, including about
twenty stations on the Canadian Pacitie Eailway, we have the results of one winter
and two summers; while at a very large number of other points the summer drouijht
and heat is the only test the trees have yet been subject to. This latter, however,
is no mean test, for dry weather will often cause the death of more trees than will

the cold weather of winter.

"The results of the tests on the experimental farms have been carefully noted
each year, but the experience gained is too limited as yet to admit of very positive
statements regarding manj' varieties of trees under trial. The following notes are
submitted, with the hope that they may be of some interest to the American Forestry
Association.

"Box Elder, (^Negundo aceroides).—This tree promises to be the most valuable of

all forest trees for the western plains, adapting itself to all conditions of climate and
situation, and making thrifty gi'owth under trying circumstances. No tree is so

universally successful ; but to get the best results the seedlings should be grown from
seed collected from trees growing on the river banks and ravines in Manitoba or the
Territories. If grown from eastern seed the young trees are often partl)^ winter-
killed. In three or four years from the time of sowing the seed this tree will usually
attain a height of from 5 to 7 feet, with a nice bushy head, and after that the growth
is quite rapid.

" Amoug the trees which jaromise to rank next in value are the American elm
and green and white ash, when grown from Manitoba seed, but these often prove more
or less tender when grown from seed produced in Ontario or the western States. The
native poplars and some of the willows also make tine growth, and aid materially in the
formation of shelter belts ; some of the Russian poplars have also succeeded very
well, notably Populus Petroiska, certinensis, bertoUnus and boUeana ; Salix laurifolia

is also valuable. The American mountain ash, European mountain ash, yellow birch,

European white birch and the variety of white birch, known as the cut-leaved, have
also proved hardy, as far as they have been tried. Of the maples, the only ones
which have succeeded thus far are the silver-leaved Acer dasycarpum, and the Norway
maple, Acer platanoides, and these are only partially successful. The Siberian
maple, Acer ginnala, has proven hardy at the Indian Head Farm, but this will rank
rather as a shrub than a tree.

•

" Among the evergreens, the white spruce, transplanted from the sandy plains
near Carberry, Manitoba, or the spruce from the foot-hills of the Eocky Mountains,
succeed best. The Scotch fir and the Euroi^ean mountain pine aie also hardy in

many places, enduring the low temperatures of the winter better than the drying
winds and hot weather of the summer months. The white spruce of the East, Nor-
way spruce, arbor vitse, Austrian pine, red cedar and European larches have failed

in most localities in the Territories, but many of them have survived and made a
little growth in some places in Manitoba. The same may be said of the basswood,
European ash and Eussian mulberry. The attempts to grow the sugar and red
maples, sycamore, black locust, butternut, black walnut and western catalpa have
so far been unsuccessful.

"Among the most valuable shrubs useful for ornamencal purposes and as under-
growth are the several native willows, the wolf willow, Eleagnm argentea, the native
wild cherry. Saskatoon and hazel, to which may be added the Siberian pea, Caragana
arborescens, Eussian olive, Eleagnus, and the several varieties of lilac. The wild rose
also serves a similar purpose, and the Eosa rugosa from Japan, which has proved
hardy and valuable at Indian Head.

By the free use of the trees and shrubs named effective shelter belts and forest
clumps can in a few years be produced on the North-West plains, which will help to
break the force of the winds and give a home-like beauty to the bare f)rairie. When
sufficient time has elapsed to allow of more extended testing many valuable addi-
tions will no doubt be made to the list now given."
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During my journey through Manitoba and the Xorth-West Territories last sum-
mer it was found that the native forest trees were producing seed in great abundance.
As this was an opportunity not often to bo had for a most useful work, prompt
arrangements were made for the collecting of a large quantity. Both the superin-

tendents of the north-west«rn Experimental Farms, Mr. A. Mackay and Mr. S. A.
Bedford, entered heartily into the work, visited the districts where seeds were most
plentiful and, with the help of settlers, Indians and half-breeds succeeded in secui-ing

between two and three tons of tree seeds. They consist chiefly of Manitoba maple,
ash, oak and wild cherry. About seven acres have been sown on the Experi-
mental Farm at Brandon, Man., and enough has been reserved at Indian Head,
K.W.T., to cover a similar area. A few sacks have also been kept at each farm to

supply an}- settlers in the neighbourhood who may apply for them. The remainder
(about a ton and a-half ) has been forwarded to the Experimental Farm for general
distribution. Alreadj' more than 500 packages have been sent out by mail and the
stock on hand will probably be sufficient for two or three thousand more, leaving

sufficient to plant some large plots on the Central Farm. As each of the packages
sent out will contain enough seeds to produce many hundreds of trees while the

large areas sown at the several Experimental Farms will, if successful, be likely to

produce several millions, the results of thisj'ears work in the collecting of tree seeds

will in a short time do much to further tree planting on the western plains of
Canada.

AXXUAL INSPECTIOX OF BRANCH EXPERIMENTAL FARMS.

During the summer the usual annual visits were made to the several Experi-
mental Farms. The farm for the Maritime Provinces at Nappan was inspected
during the latter part of July. Among other features of interest there was a large

and instructive series of grain plots of many different varieties, illustrating the

variations in individuals sorts, the effects of special fertilizers on their growth, also

the influence of draining, which, by prompt removal of superabundant water, admits
of early sowing and thus gives greater vigour to the plants. Useful facts were
also being demonstrated regarding the growth of field roots, Indian corn, fruits and
garden vegetables. This farm has had many visitors from the adjacent districts

who have expressed surprise and gratification at the progress which has been made.

VISIT TO SOUTHERN MANITOBA.

attending several meetings of farmers, especially at Pilot Mound and Glenboro, and
also of driving through a verj- fertile range of country for about 100 miles through
an almost constant succession of wheat fields laden with gi'ain, almost ready for the
reaper. At Glenboro' the opportunity was aftbi'ded of visiting the adjacent Icelandic
settlement where pleasing evidences of thrift, comfort and prosperity were observ-
able on every hand. The mixed farming cariied on by these worthy settlers is evid-
ently the best style of farming for that counti-y and when generallj' adopted will
result in greater prosjierity. Praises of the useful work being carried on at the
Brandon Experimental Farm met me here, and I founil that many of these people
had cheerfully driven the fortj' miles which separates them from this farm in oi'der

to take in some of the useful lessons taught there by the experiments conducted,
especially those with varieties of grain and useful fodder plants.
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Arriving at Brandon on the 15th of August, the Experimental Farm there was
found to possess many interesting features. The new buildings had made fair pro-

gress. These have since been completed. The avenue trees and belts of forest growth
had made rapid advancement and will soon become a prominent feature. The fields

of grain were most promising and the acre plots of different varieties of oats were
the heaviest in crop I had ever seen. The crop of Indian Corn and other fodder

])lants was unexpectedly heavy. The plots of native grasses and some of the foreign

borts had made thrifty growth, and the plantations of small and large fruits which
had been put out in clearings on the bluffs, amid the surrounding shelter of thick

scrub weie most promising. Much of the hay crop on the meadow lands had been

cut and stacked. Heavy winds had partly lodged a few of the earlier sown plots of

grain in the valley, but these were now ready for the reaper. The hardest promised

to be an abundant one.

INDIAN HEAD.

Passing on to Indian Head on the 18th, the grain crops were truly magnificent

and never more full of p!-omise. Miles of waving golden-headed wheat greeted the

eye at almost every point of view. Most of the Ladoga wheat was cut and stacked,

but a portion, now over i ipe, had been left for my inspection—this was cut on the

day of arrival. In the fields the scene was a busy one
;
two binders, with theii- quota

of men, were in constant use from early to late, cutting the early-ripening sorts of

oats, barley and wheat, and good progress was being made. On the afternoon of the

20th a cold wind set in from the north, the temperature fell rapidly, and before night

the possibilities of frost began to be discussed. At the time of the last observation

at night the thermometer still stood above 40, and hopes weie entertained of escape

from impending danger, but the morning revealed the fact that there had been five

degrees of frost. Many of the garden vegetables were moie or less injured, the

tomatoes were gone, the potato vines partially blackened and the foliage of the corn,

which looked so thrifty and vigorous on the previous day, was now rapidly drooping,

and it was feared that serious injury had been done to the standing crops of grain.

The harvesting was pushed on with increased vigour ; while the two binders felled

and bound the golden grain willing hands cut and stacked the corn ere its leaves

should wither and dry, and experiments were devised to make the most of the
opportunity given by cutting plotsof standing grain, which had been purposely sown
late, at different periods, so that information might be had as to the best time to cut

frozen grain in case such fi'Osts should occur again. The conclusions reached will be

found in the reportof the Superintendent of the Indian Head Farm. Many differences

of opinion were expressed as to the probable result of this severe visitation, some of

the hopeful ones claiming that no harm was done ; but subsequent experience has

shown that the injury to all the late wheat, which was then in a soft condition, was
serious, and that the effects on that which was well advanced, but still standing, was
such as to lessen its value. There was no frost at Brandon that night, but it came soon
after. The unfavourable harvest weather which followed, and which prevailed all

over Manitoba and most of the eastern part of the Territories, attentled with a most
unusual fall of rain, caused further injury, and the bright outlook was darkened, and
much of the grain, although in general a heavy crop, has brought very low prices.

The necessity of eai-ly sowing, the selection of some early ripening varieties, so that

the harvesting may begin earlier, and not come on all at once, and of devoting a

larger proportion of the land to other crops than wheat, is forcing itself upon the

minds of all thoughtful farmers, and it is believed that this visitation severe as it wa.s

will be followed by compensating advantages. These wonderful plains so tnarvellous

in their fertility despite occasional drawbacks are being gradually occupied, and
when once the farmers can be brought to fully realize the great importance of adopting
mixed farming, its general practice will do much to lessen the injury caused by early

frosts where wheat is the mainstay of the country.
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VISIT TO SOUTHERN ALBERTA.

Leaving Indian Head on the 22nd, Dunmore was reached the following day, and en
roM^e opportunities were given for inspecting some of the experimental gardens df the
Canadian Pacific Railwaw which had been supplied with bundles of forest trees from
the Central Experimental Farm. The season had been very dry and unfavourable
foi' growth ; still, the results in some localities were very promising. At Dunmore, a
tour through a portion of Southern Alberta was planned, and leaving by a night
train for the south, Lethbridge was reached the following morning. This town is

very prettily situated on an elevated plain 300 feet above the Belly River, a rapid
stream of considerable volume, its waters being clear and cold. The output of coal,

the mining of which is the chief industry here, was then about 500 tons per day from
the Gait coal mines. New shafts were being sunk in anticipation of increased
demands as soon as the lailway then building to Montana, should be opened. By the
courtesy of the Managing Director, Mi'. Wainwright, I was privileged to inspect tho
working of all the different departments and to entei- one of the side shafts where
the coal was being mined. The seam is about 4 feet in thickness, and has been
traced for so many miles that the deposit seems to be practically inexhaustible.
Through the kindness of the Commissioner, Col. L. W. Herchemer, instructions ha^l

been given to place one of the teams of the Mounted Police at my disposal. Tiie
officers commanding at Lethbridge and Fort ilacleod, Capt. R. B. Deane and Major
S. B. Steele, were exceedingly courteous, gave me much information and aided me in

mj- investigations in every way in their power. Journeys were undertaken to Fort
Macleod, a thriving town on the Old Man River ; fi'om thence to the reserve of the
Blood Indians, where an opportunity was given, under the guidance of the obliging
agent, Mr. W. Pocklington, to inspect the agencj^ buildings, examine the fields and
gardens under :^ultivation and to visit some of the Indian camps. A further drive
of from twenty to thirty niiles across the reserve brought me to the Mormon settle-

ment at Lee's Creek, within 14 miles of the Montana boundary 1 found the Mormon
settlement to be a ver}' prosperous one numbering from 400 to 500 souls. The
energ}- and industry of the people are very marked. Late and early, busy hands
were at work bringing in the harvest—which on accoimt of drought, was i-ather light
this j-ear—cutting hay in the neighboring sloughs or in the valley of the creek or
caring for the numerous bands of cattle and horses which roam the plains in the
vicinitj' of the settlement. It is said that no liquor is used in this community and
very little tobacco. I saw no evidence of the use of either. Frugality and industry
seemed to go hand in hand; the settlement has made rapid progi-ess, and, as far as
could be ascertained from those in the neighbourhood who are nol^ Mormons the laws
of (he countiy are being respected. A general store well supplied with goods is one
of tho main features in the settlement, and under their S3'stem of co-operation it seems
to he well supported. The people have gained an excellent reputation for their butter,
and have built a cheese factory, which will be equipped and in running order next
spring. After enjoying for a day the kind hospitality of some of the ])eople in the
settlement the return journey to Fort Macleod and from thence to Lethbridge was
safely accomplished after a ride of about 200 miles in all. Most of the d istrict passed
through is well adapted for ranching and many thousands of cattle and liorses may
be seen in bands on the plains, which stretch to the base of the Roclcv Mountains
which ai'e always in full view. Pleasant weather, an invigoiating atmosphere and
the uniform kindness of many new found friends, aided in making this journey a most
agreeable experience.

A brief slay was made at Medicine Hat where the Experimental Garden of the
Canadian Pacific Railway wa.s inspected and notes taken on the growth and lelative
hardiuessof many varieties of trees and shrubs. This garden is a most attractive
one, and is gay with flowers from an early period in the summer until the time of
fi'ost. Its success is mainly due to the warm interest taken in it by J. Niblock, E-q.,
Superintendent of the Western Division, who is an enthusiastic lover of trees
shrubs and flowers. The remaining journey to Agatsiz was made without a break.
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Quite a change had taken place in the appearance of the Experimental Farm at

Agassiz within the year. About 50 acres of land had been cleared and brought under
cultivation, and about as much more underbrushed. A vast amount of labour has been

expended in removing immense trees and stumps. The clearing of land here and
gelling it into condition for crop is a very laborious undertaking, but under the ener-

geiic management of the Superintendent, Mr. Thos. A. Sharpe, rapid progress has

been made. Sevei-al orchards have been planted and a number of blocks of small

fruits set out. Fruit and forest trees have also been planted on the bench land and
on the slopes of the mountain. The usefulness of large experimental orchards in a

country so eminently adapted for fruit culture can scarcely be over estimated, as these

will furnish in a short time reliable sources of information to the settler concerning
the most suitable and profitable sorts for him to plant. The varieties already

brought together there may be summarized as follows:

—

Apples .
. No. of trees . .

.

Crab apples do
Pears . do
Plums do
Cherries do
Peaches do
Nectarines do
Apricots do
Quinces do
Pigs do
Grapes ~<o. of vines..

.

Gooseberries Xo. of Bushes.
Currants, red and white do
Black currants do
Blackberries do
Raspberries do
Strawberries No. of Plants.
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CHANGES AND ADDITIONS TO THE STAFF.

Since the last report was published the vacancy caused by the resignation of
Mr. W. W. Ililborn as Horticulturist at the Central Experimental Farm has been
filled by the appointment of Mr. John Craig, who has by a long course of training in

Quebec with the late lamented Chas. Gibb, and subsequently with Prof. J. L. Budd,
of the Agricultural College in Iowa, become specially fitted for this work. By the
appointment of Prof J. W. Eobertson as Dairy Commissioner for the Dominion and
Agriculturist at the Central Experimental Farm, and Mr.J. C. Chapais, as an assistant

Dairy Commissioner to labour among the Frencb-speaking communities in Quebec and
the other Provinces, the general agricultural interests of the country will be pro-
moted and the facilities afibrded by the Experimental Farm for experimental work
in dairying can be fully utilized and information gained which will lead to the
advancement of these great commercial departments, which now profitably occupy
the attention of so many in the farming community in Canada.

EXHIBITIONS ATTENDED.

Exhibits of the products of the Central and other Experimental Farms, have
been made at several points during the past season. Much as we should like to

accede lo the wishes of the many friends who extend invitations to make a display of
farm productions at their fairs, it is quite impracticable at that busy season of the year,
when the summing up of the details of all the work ot the season begins, to prepare
for more than two or three exhibitions. A satisfactory exhibit was made at the
Centi-al Fair in Kingston, an excellent display was got up for the Industrial
Exhibition in Toronto, which, supplemented by other late-maturing products, was
subsequent!}- shown at the Western Fair in London. A good exhibit was also made
at the Canada Central Exhibition in Ottawa.

The branch experimental farms have also undertaken similar work in the respec-
tive Provinces in which they are located, and in each case as many of the more impor-
tant fairs as could be reached have been attended. Such opportunities bring many
practical farmers in direct contact with the progressive work of the farms, and by the
display of many useful and interesting products a general feeling of appreciation is

awakened and facilities oftered for giving information to many enquirers.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Probably no better evidence could be given of the increasing interest taken by
the farmers of Canada in the work of the Experimental Farms than a comparison of
the letters received during 1890 as compared with 1889. These letters have come
chiefl}' from farmers sending requests for reports, bulletins or seed grain, or seeking
infoi-mation in reference to some branch of their calling, and the number and variety
of the questions asked have involved much time and labour m answering them. There
is no work more useful than that of stimulating enquiry-, and information never benefits
a man at any time so much as just when he feels the need of it. Farmers have been
invited to correspond freely with the Experimental Fai-ms, and it is hoped that they
will continue to do. so, and pi'ovision will, I trust, be made for the additional oflSci

assistance which will be required to overtake such rapidly increasing work.
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To this must be added :

—

No. of grain circulars sent with grain distributed 12,3(30

do 3-lb. bags of grain distributed 12,360
do pacljages of seedling forest trees and small fruits 1,316

do bags of tree seeds 563
There have also been received 2,152 samples of grain for inspection and report.

In 1889 the number of bulletins and reports sent out was 41,584; in 1890, 218,129.

The total number sent out of letters, reports, bulletins, grain, seeds, trees, &c.,

was 262,267.

The number of formers who have by request been placed on the mailing list to

receive the reports and bulletins of the Farm is 20,600, in addition to which there is a
special daiiy mailing list of 4,009.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE ON THE DOMINION EPERIMENTAL FARMS.

In submitting the following classification of expenditures on the several experi-

mental fiirms established in Canada from the 1st of July, 1889, to the 30th of June,

1890, the object has been to make everythiugas clear as possible, and where a group-
ing of the items seemed necessary, to bring together those of a similar character.

CENTRAL EXPEEIMENTAL FARM.

Expenditures, 1st Jult, 1889, to 30th June, 1890.

Horses, harness
Cattle
Implements, tools, hardware, &€
Draining and drain tUes

Grading, road-making, &c
Cattle and horse feed
Blacksmithing and repairs

Seed grain, trees, shrubs, &c
Stable manure, ashes and fertilizers

Exhibition expenses
Books, periodicals and newspapers
Printing and stationery
Telegrams and telephones
Travelling expenses
Chemical department
Poultry department
Seed testing and care of prop,agating houses

.

Grain distribution

Tree distribution

Salaries

.

Wages, farm work, including experimental work with grain and other farm crops
do care of stock

do horticultural department
do botanical department
do care of grounds, shrubbery and ornamental trees

do office help with correspondence, distributing reports and bulletins and messenger
service

Water account, including excavations
Contingencies

S cts.

380 43
6,922 20
1,519 51
1,727 iO

1,26G 00
693 79
2«1 70

1,333 19
857 30
247 77
161 96

2,790 43
152 88
551 41
475 77
308 92
659 81

1,637 61
968 63

11,238 14
4,573 95
1,104 03
1,223 36
386 78
414 86

1,659 05
386 71
937 67
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EXPERIMi;XTAIi FARM, MARITIME PROVINCES,

Expenditures, 1st July, 1889, to 30th June, 1890.

Harness ,

Cattle
Implements, tools, hardware, &c .

Draining and drain tiles

Grading, road-making, clearing .

.

Land account
Cattle and horse feed
Blacksmithing and repairs

Seed grain, trees, shrubs, kc . . ..

Stable manure and fertilizei-s . . .

.

Exhibition expenses
Travelling expenses
Salaries .

Farm wages, including experimental work with farm crops, fruit tree~. vines, &c.
Care of stock
Office help
Contingencies

S cts.

5 15
780 00
710 68

1,086 47
402 26
230 78
65 03

117 78
37 54
254 84
31 61
153 96

1,200 00
1,256 50
484 50
120 00
56 84

6,093 94

EXPERIMENTAL FARM, MANITOBA.
Expenditures, 1st July, 1889, to 30th June, 1890,

Horses, harness
Cattle
Implements, tools, hardware, &c.
Draining and drain tiles

Grading, road-making, clearing.

.

Land account surveys
Horse and cattle feed
Blacksmithing and repairs

Seed grain, trees, shrubs, &c
Stable manure and fertilizers ....

Exhibition expenses
Travelling expenses
Forestry
Salaries

.

Farm wages, including experimental work with farm crops, fniit trees, vines, &c

.

Contingencies, including rent of dwelling

$ cts.

658 95
35 00

1,438 17
297 35
954 72
18 65

735 24
273 89
390 n
198 5b
103 18
340 00
684 35

1,200 00
2,982 57
168 24

10,478 93

Gn—U



EXPERIMENTAL FARM, NORTH-WEST TERRLTORFES.

Expenditures, 1st July, 1889, to 30th June, 1890.

Horses, harness
Implements, tools, hardware, &c
Grading,road-making
Land account legal expenses
Horse and cattle feed
Blaclcsmithing and repairs

Seed grain, trees, shrubs, &o
Stable manure and fertilizers

Exhibition expenses
Travelling expenses
Forestry
Salaries

Farm wages, including experimental work with farm crops, fruit trees, vines, &c

.

Office help
Contingencies, including rent of stables, $100; sinking wells, S133.4o

By seed grain furnished for grain distribution and charged to that account in Central
Experimental Farm

S cts.

651 70
8fi9 93
144 07
25 00

104 97
182 05
281 87
1G6 75
111 30
105 05
278 37

1,200 00

3,370 94
90 00

302 07

8,072 07

407 00

EXPERIMENTAL FARM, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Expenditures, 1st July, 1889, to 30th June, 1890.

Horses, harness '

Cattle
Implements, tools, hardware, &c
Clearing, grading, &c
Cattle and horse feed

Blacksmithing and repairs. . .

Seed grain, trees, shrubs, &c
Travelling exi>ense3

Salaries -
_

Farm wages, including experimental work with farm crops, planting orchards, &c

.

Office help
Contingencies, including house rent, .S140

$ cts.

1,829 G5
235 50

1,116 02
1,340 89
557 80
35 80

756 10
656 80

1,200 00
1,200 21

20 00
258 10

9,207 47

SUMMARY.

Total Expenditure eor Experimental Far.ms, 1889-1890.

Db.

Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa
Experimental Farm for Maritime Provinces—Nappan, N. S . .

.

do do Manitoba—Brandon
do do North-West Tei-ritories—Indian Head
do do British Columbia—Agassiz

By Experimental Farm Vote 70,000 00
Governor-General's Warrant 9,148 30

$ cts.

44,801 95
0,993 94

10,478 93
7,666 07
9,207 47

79,148 36

I
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lu the estimates for the experimental farms for 1888-S;) no provision was made
for the purchase of stock, and the work which it was desifd lo accomplish could not
be carried on without some expenditure in that direction. Notwithstanding that

the purchases were limited as far as was practicable, the sum required for this pur-

pose was $7,972.70. In consequence of the veiy large demand for bulletins and
leports the printing account amounted to more than the sum provide 1. and the
correspondence having increased moie than three-fold, some additional office help
was necessary. The outlay needed to meet these exigencie-i was SI, 175. 66, making in

all $9,148.36 which was covered by a Governor-General's Wan-ant at the close of the

year.

While the sum of $44,801.95 stands charged against the Central Experimental
Farm as its cost for the year ending 30th June, 1890 for the reason that the money
has been spent there, it should not be forgotten that a large portion of this sum is

expended on items relating to the work in general or the requirements of the four

branch farms. In the matter of salaries, there arc six of the officers of the Central
Farm whose work is of a general character and whose time is devoted about as much
to the branch farms and to the interests of the farmers in the Provinces where those

farms are located as it is to the work of the Central. Tbeir salaries amount in all

to $8,800, one-half of which would be fairly chargeable to the branch farms. The expen-
ditures on each of the following accounts might very properly be divided between
the Central and the other farms, for the reason that the benefits ai'ising from the

outlay incurred on work and material are shared by all. The purchases of seed
grain, trees, shrubs and seeds are for the advantage of the whole Dominion. The
distribution of samples of grain for test, of young forest trees, tree seeds and fruits

as well as much of the regular horticultural work on the Central Farm, is of this same
general character. So also are the outlays connected with the chemical laboratory,
the special experiments on grasses and grain, the testing the vitality of agricultural

seeds, the sum charged for stationery, which includes supplies for all the farms, the

printing of reports and bulletins and their distribution and the office help needed
for the large corresjjondence kept up with the farmers of the Dominion. The sum
expended for stock, which is included in the amount referred to, properly belongs to

capital account and has been purchased with the view of laying the foundation for

good and useful strains of animals, the increase of which will be available for stock-

ing the branch farms. By deducting the amount paid for stock and one-half of the

sums charged to the Central Experimental Farm for the items enumerated, the

expenditures on this farm would be reduced to a little more than half of the sum
which is now placed against it.
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REPORT OF THE AGRICULTURIST.
(Jas. W. Eobektson.)

To Wm. Saunders, Esq.,

Director, Dominion Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Dear Sir,— Thie Order in Council by which I was appointed Dairy CJommissioner
for the Dominion of Canada, also designated me as " Agriculturist" of the Central
Experimental Farm.

The time intervening between the date of my appoiutment, 1st February, 1890,
and the middle of October, was given almost entirely to the discharge of the duties
arising from and pertaining to my position as Dairy Commissioner. By your courtesy
I was relieved from much of the superintendence of the farm work, in order to enable
me to carry out the instructions of the Honourable the Minister of Agriculture, to the
effect that I should visit the several Provinces of the Dominion for the purpose of
delivering a series of lectures in each on ''liiiiry Farming" and kindred topics. My
journeys enabled me at the same time to inform the farmers in the various locali-

ties where the meetings were held, of the nature, variety and extent of the service
which it is the object of the Dominion Experimental Farms to render. The very
full and generally correct reports of the meetings which the local newspapers inserted,

gave a wide publicity to the facts which were mentioned in relation to them and
that through channels that could not be used as fully by the issue of bulletins and
correspondence.

The visits to the several Provinces were times of reaping for me as Agri-
culturist as well as times of sowing as Dairy Commissioner, In all the sections
where I met the farmers and had opportunity for examining into their condition
and the methods of agricultui'e which they followed, no chance was missed where
suggestions could be gained or observations made that could assist further in the
effort to make the work of the Agriculturist as practically helpful to as many of the
farmers as possible, and that as speedily as is practicable. A brief yet fairly com-
plete record of these journeys, lectures, etc., will be found in the report of the Daiiy
Commissioner, a copy of which will be furnished to farmers or others who are
interested in agriculture upon theii- application to me at the Central Experimental
Farm.

EXPERIMENTAL DAIRY BUILDINQ.

To enable investigations to be carried on to completeness into the economical
methods for the production of milk, butter and cheese, an experimental dairy
building was erected on the farm It was planned to be suitable in size and con-
venie nee for the carrying on of such researches as may be undertaken. The nature
and direction of these may be outlined as follows:

—

I. Investigations will be cari-ied on in the feeding of milking cows, to discover
what differences, in the marketable quantities and the commercial value per j)Ound
of milk and butter, result from differences in (a) " breeds," (6) " feeds," (c) " care
and treatment of the animals." In this branch of work it is expected that service
will be given to the farmers, through illustrations of the best practices that may be
followed on any farm, rathei- than through the origination of new theories.

II. The care and handling of milk, from the time it is drawn until the finished

pro(>iict is ready for the market, will receive attention, m order to reveal and demon-
strate the losses or the gains that result from treatments of milk, cream, butter,

ekim-milk and butter-milk.
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III. A curing room for cheese has been provided, wherein lots of cheese, to be
made under the direction ofthe Dairy Commissioner, will be kept and cured, in order
10 obtain further information on the most profitable practices and treatments in the
manufacture and ripening of that article of food.

lY. The keeping properties of butter as affected by different treatments during
the process of making will be tested ; and examinations will be commenced and
continued regarding the suitability of certain packages for the preservation of butter
for the foreign markets.

V. The use of da'ry salt of Canadian manufactuie will be continued, and its

adaptation for the preservation of butter will be compared with other brands.

VI. Dairy appliances and apparatus of different sorts will be used and reported
on, as far as time will permit, and the needs and interests of the public seem to
require.

The following figures illustrate the plan and construction of the building :

—

Fig. I ; Experimental Dairy Building.

Note.—The.fioor of the working room is inclined to the middle and end where the drain is, as shewn
on the plan, but there is no gutter. The floor is finished with two coats of oil applied hot.

The ceilings of the refrigerators are 7' 6" high and the ice is put over them direct from the ice house ;
they are constructed with galvanised iron troughs between the ceiling joists.
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Fig. IT ; Experimental Dairy Building.

lO aH -/o Centre

Buttci7ng Paper

-" f'2fres»ec/ A urn be
-^ Br^lldina Paper
-» y^/ainteiSoardi

t^vGrtattJ ^Torretjya^e
,!P'anH/,e»ca,£'

<Jot!.ta'P-i 16' Cerirr

Note.—All the outside walls of the building ar»* constructed according to the details shown ; the refrige-

rators and the ice boxes over them are finished in a similar m,anner, except that plain dressed lumber has
been used instead of boards and battens.
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The swine-feeding industry of the Dominion is capable of indefinite extension,
with advantage to the farmers. To provide for the accommodation of this class of
live stock on the farm, a piggery was erected during the summer. In the details of

its construction an effort was made to embody those points in the building and
arrangement of the pens which could be copied with advantage by farmers, and also

by those who feed the by-products of dairies upon a large scale in connection with
cheese factories and creameries.

The following figures illustrate the jilan of the pens :

—

Fig. Ill ; Piggery.

Notes.—The feed
room contains 12 bins

;

the flue in the comer
accomodates the
steam-heater. There
are three large venti-

lators up through the
roof. •

The floors of the
Pens are all finished

with two coats of oil

applied hot ; they
have a fall of 2 inches
towards the gutters
on both sides of the
passage. There will

iio a small yard out-
side for each Pen.
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Fig. IV ; Piggery.

Notes.—Both the 1" boarding and the 2" pl.anks of the floor nin from the outside of each Pen towards

the passage. The figure shews a section of one side of the piggery only.

i
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Fig. V ; Piggery.

v^ C nV

Notes.—Thi.« figure shews the details of the placing of the feeding-trongh, the hinged foot-board in
front of the trough, tiie swinging feeding-door over the trough, and the gutter which receives all the liquid
from each Pen. The fall in the floor towards the feeding-trough permits the swine to lie on a drj- bed at
the back of each Pen.
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The line of experimental work to be taken up may be indicated by a statement

of what is being done :

Swine purchased :

—

Berkshiies

—

One sow, from Mr. J. H. Davis, "Woodstock, Ont.
One sow, from Mr. George Green, Fairview, Ont.
One sow, from Messrs. J. G. Snell & Bro., Edmonton, Ont.

Lai'ge Improved Yorkshires

—

One boar, from Mr. E. M. Jarvis, Clarkson, Out.
One sow, from Mr. "Wm. Davies, Markham, Ont.

One sow, from Mr. J. Y. Oi-msbj', Springfield-on-the-CreJit, Ont.

Essex

—

One boar, from Mr. Jas. Main, Boyne, Ont.

One sow, from Mr. Jas. Main, Boyne, Ont.
Other breeds will be represented in the pens during the year.

Besides these, twenty-four young grade pigs were bought. They are now in six

pens, under feeding tests. To some of them the feed is given warm, after being

steamed bj" the use of a small " Royal Steam-heater."
Four pigs are in each of the six Pens.

Description of Pigs.

Pen 1 White—3 barrows and 1 sow. . . IA mixture of equal quantities of ground barley, peas
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whicb will be correct in principle. The individuality of each animal is such a j)Otent

factor, and a definite pereeption and recognition of the nature of the individuality \s

60 elusive of even the most careful and painstaking study, that the lesulls of com-
parisons between breeds must depend ver\- much upon the capacity, constitution and
tendency of the particular animals which are chosen to represent them. The quali-

ties of each animal are not directlj' the expression of the sum of all the antecedent
qualities of the ancestors on both sides, because the inhei-ited capabilities may be

much modified in every case by care, management and feeding during the perioJ of

growth.
Thus, while the feed consumed by every animal every day is duly weighed and

recorded, also the weights of the milk from the milking cows every day, the live

weights of the animals which are under particular feeding tests once a week, and
the live weights of ihe other animals once a month, it is felt that the premature
publication of recoids would leid to no real service for the farmers and might
intensify the rivalries between the advocates of the different breeds without any com-
jiensating advantage. Every one of the breeds has particular adaptation for render-

ing peculiarly valuable service when it is used in the line of production for which
it has been developed. Nobody who has given the meaning of " breeds " any dis-

criminating attention would claim that they are all equal in their power and capacity

for the economical production of milk, butter, cheese, beef or veal, under one
similar and rigid system of keeping ; neither could one assert assuredly that anj-

one ot the recognised breeds is behind the others in profit-making talent when the

particular requirements of its peculiar characteristics have been provided for in the

best way. Ilcnce, fi-om our experimental investigations, farmers may look for guid-

ance as to the ways whereby the animals of the different breeds can be made to yield

the best returns, rather than for competitive comparisons between the breeds.

The breeds of cattle which are now represented on the farm are :

—" Shorthorns,"

^'Polled Angus," "Gallowaj-s," "Holsteins," "Ayrshires," " Devons," "Quebec
Jerseys " or " Canadian " and " Jerseys." These are named in the order in which they

stand in our stable, and not with any reference to meritorious rank. There are also a

number of steers and milch cows, mostly grades of Shorthorn. During the year there

were jiurcbased :

—

Shorthorns.

From Mr. Thos. G Cn-, Oshawa, Ont:
One cow, Eose of Sydenham =10031= ; red; calved 6th February, 1886 ; bred

by Thos. Guy, Oshawa, Ont.; got by Sam8on=:8787=,—dam, Eed Eose,=4450=^i by
Hnterpriso 2nd =1769=;—Sally =4728=.
Krom Mi-. J. N. Hortop, Kinsale, Ont:

One cow, Fashion Book=15918=:; red ; calved 12th January, 1887; bred by
D. Birrell, Greenwood, Ont.

;
got by Eclipse (Imp.) [1251] (49526) ;—dam, Fashion

7th=6091=; by Lancaster=752=; —Fashion of Maple Hall 2nd=61U2=.
From Mr. George Johnston, Ashburn, Ont.

:

One bull Nappan= 14042=; red ; calved 14th May, 1890 ; bred by George
Johnston, Ashbuin, Ont.

;
got by Warfare (lmp.)=:6452^(567l2) ;—dam, Fashion

7th=6091=,by Lancastei=752=;—Fashion of Maple Hall 2nd=6102=.

Gallouays.

From Mr. Thomas McCrae. Guelph, Out.

:

One cow, Violet III of Tarbreoch.

One heifer, Hannah B. of Guelph, Xo. 11080, S.H.B. ; calved 23rd February,
1888; bred by Thomas McCrae, Guelph, Ont.; got by Stanley II, O.E.F., No. 2337,
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A G H.B., No. 4473, S.H.B. ;—dam, Hannah III of Castlemilk, No. 7609, S.H.B. ;
by

Beaconsficld, No. 1344, S.H.B. ;—dam Hannah V., No. 1421, S.H.B.

One bull calf.

Holsieins.

From Messrs. A. C. Hallman & Co., New Dundee, Ont. :

One cow, Mina Rooker, No. 9S93, H.H.B. ; calved 3rd April, 1884; bred by K.

Schagen, Medwoud, North Holland; got by Pieter, No. 209, N.H.B. ;—dam, Mina.

Ayrshires.

From Mr. James McCormick, Eockton, Ont.

:

One cow, Maggie [1783] ; red and white ; calved 29th Mai-ch, 1883 ; bred by
Mr. Janie.s McCormick, Eockton, Ont.

;
gotbyFiank [1330];—ilam. Primrose 4th,

[1305] ; by Indian Chief [1174] ;—g.d. Primrot-e 3rd [400].

From Mr. Thomas Guy, Oshawa, Ont.

:

One cow, Ida [1837] ; white and red; calved 10th March, 1884; bred by Mr.

John Lawrie, Malvern, Ont.
;
got by Lord Lome [1406] ;—clam, Mary [1554] ;

by
Carluke [744] ;

g.d. Martha [546].

Devons.

From Mr. W. J. Rudd, Eden Mills, Ont.:

One bull, Hero [982] ;
calved 10th March, 1889 ; bred by Mr. W. J. Eudd,

Eden Mills, Ont.
;
got by Eo-se's Duke (929), (Imp.) ;—dam, Beauty [800] by

Kempenfelt [719] ;—Cherry Pie, [.578].

One heifer, Ethel [961] ; calved 20th May, 1888 ; bredbv Mr. W.J. Eudd, Eden
Mills, Ont.

;
got by Lord Lansdowne [933] ;—dam, Eose [953] ; by John A. [852] ;

—Beauty [713].
From Mr. Samuel Harper, Cobourg, Ont,

:

One heifer, Fanny B. [960] ;
calved 9th March, 1888 ;

bred by Mr. Samuel
Harper, Cobourg, Ont.

;
got by Mike [920] ;—dam, Eose of Cobourg [897] ; by Gam-

haldi 2nd [717] ;—Cherry [691].

Jersey.

From Mrs. E. M. Jones, Brockvillo, Ont.

:

One cow. Barberry of Dorval, No. 44,816 ; solid light fawn ; calved 13th January,

1887
;
got by Leonard of Dorval, No. 14,393 ;—dam, Mulberry (imported).

Canadians or Quebec Jerseys.

I take the follovring from the report which Mr. J. C. Chapais, Assistant Dairy
Commissioner, St. Denis, Que., made upon the purchase of these.

" I have bought, according to instructions, 4 cows registered in the Herd Book of

Canadian cattle opened by the Government of the Province of Quebec, 4 cows of the

same breed not registered at the moment of the purchase, and 1 bull registered in

the above mentioned Herd Book.
" Here are the notes i expecting each of the registered cows :

—

" Charlotte Noii-," probable age 15 years ; registered under No. 348, L.G.E.B.C.

;

bought from C^'prien Herriault, farmer, of the Parish of St. Jean Port-Joli, L'Islet

County, P.Q. I have bought that cow, old as it is, on account of its individual value as

a milch-cow, but chiefly because of the charactcrof prepot-ency with which it transmits

milking qualities to its offspring. It has given, itself, 30 lbs. of milk a day in a

pasture of moderate quality, in the time of full growth of grass, towards the end of

June, without any extra food. But its first merit is that it has transmitted its milk-

ing qualities to every heifer descendant. That cow has competed in the agricul-

tural exhibitions with the ber.t Ayrshires of the place, and has taken the first prizes.

It can easily give yet 2 or 3 calves, which will, without any doubt, prove to be

valuable stock for the experiments of the Farm, if the cow be bred to the bull I

have bought, which will be mentioned later. Those are the reasons why I bought
that cow.
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"Alice," aged 6 years; registered under No. 358, L.G.E.B.C ; bought from Louis
Blanchet, farmer, of the same parish as Cyprieo Therriault. It is one of the best
cows of the place, giving 30 lbs. of milk a day in a pasture of moderate quality, in

the time of full growth of grass, towards the end of June, without any extra food.

It has the great quality, common, moreover, to all Canadian cows well kept, of
giving a good quantity of very rich milk during eleven months of the year, if

well fed.

"Anna," aged 7 years ; registered undei-No. 359, L.G-.E.B.C; bought from Louis
Blanchet, above mentioned, aud having the same character as its sister "Alice."

"La Lebrun," agedGyears; legistered under ]SIo. 196, L.G.E.B.C. ; boughtfrom
Francois Gagnon, farmer, of the parish of St. Denis, Kamouraska County, P.Q. Mr.
Gagnon has one of the best herds of Canadian cattle in the Province, and that cow
was the best of his herd. It shows all the points of aa excellent milch cow, and has
given 32 lbs. of milk a day in a pasture of moderate quality, in the time of full

growth of grass, towards the end of June, without any extra food. With special
care that cow is apt to give from 38 to 40 lbs. of milk a day. It keeps in milk too,

from calf to calf, if fed for that. It is in calf now, and has been served by
Kamouraska, No. 27, L.G.E.B.C, one of the best bulls of the breed. The calf, male
or female, cannot fail, then, to be an animal of good value.

For the four cows above mentioned were paid $50 each.
I come now to the cows not registered when they were bought. They have ail

been purchased fiom Frangois Gagnon, above mentioned. According to your instruc-
tions, I had to choose these cows from amongst the o-rdinary cattle of French farmers
of good quality.

"Anquetille," aged 6 years. In my opinion that cow is equal, in all respects, to
" La Lebrun " above mentioned. It is remarkable for the richness of its milk in
cream.

" Vell^da," aged 4 years. It is an excellent specimen of Canadian cattle, showimr
prominent points of Jersey.

"La Basque," aged 3 years. That small cow has been reared in the woods, and is

one of the most hardy specimens of the breed. Before it had been bought by Mr.
Gagnon it lived at its owner's, fed on straw in winter and pasturing in the woods in
summer. It proved, however, a good milker, notwithstanding that absence of good
care.

" Belle-du-Lac," aged 4 years. Has much of the character of the last mentioned
but is a little better as a milch cow, judging from the information given to me.

For these last four cows were paid $25 each.
They were all eligible for registration in the Herd Book of Canadian Cattle and

are all registered now as follows:

—

"Anquetille," 6 years ; registered L.G.E.B.C, under No. 373.
"Vell&la," 4 do do do do 374.
"La Basque," 3 do do do do 375.
"Belle-du-Lac," 4 do do do do 37G.
I will now give you the details respecting the bull :

—

"Quintal," aged 18 months
;
registered under No. 30, L.G.E.B.C ; boughtfrom

Odilon Robichaud, farmer, of the Parish of St. Denis, Kamouraska County, P.Q. I
consider that young bull as one of the best of the breed hitherto registered.
Its father, " Kamouraska," No. 27, L.G.E.B.C, is the finest bull of the eastern
part of the Province of Quebec, out of a most remarkable milch-cow. Its
mother, " Ventre-Blanc," No. 171, L.G.E.B.C, was also one of the best milch-cows of
the district. Though rather small, it is very well formed, and shows all the points
of a good bull. For it has been paid $30.

I have to make the remark, before closing the report, that I had to buy that
herd in that season of the year which is the most disadvantageous for such a purchase.
It was impossible to ascertain by myself, otherwise than by the external points and
the assertions of the owners, the mi'idng qualities of the cows purchased. I had to
rely as niuch as possible on my own judgment in making my choice.
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Grades of Shorthorn.

From Mr. Wm. Hinde, Harriston, Ont.

:

Six steers for feeding purposes.

Eight milch cows, for experimental dairy work.
These cows were all expected to calve in December and January, and were pur-

chased to commence a series of investigations into some of the pi-oblems of winter but-

ter-making, combined with the rearing of stock for feeding and fattening purposes.

The following are the rations which are fed to most of the cattle :

—

Ration No. 1.

For Diy (Jows :

Lb.
Corn Ensilage 25
Turnips 25
Straw 12
Chopped Grain (barley and peas) 4

Ration No. 2.

ililking Cows :

Lb.
Corn Ensilage 25
Carrots 25
Straw 12
Chopped grain (barley and peas) 6

AVheat bran 3

Ration No. 3.

First Lot Steers:
Lb.

Hay 20
Turnips 40
I'Straw 5

I
Chopped barley 2
Chopped peas 2
Ground oilcake 1

Cotton seed meal 1

Ration No. 4.

Second Lot Steers

:

Lb.
Corn ensilage 50
rStraw 5
Chopped barley 2

- Chopped peas 2
Ground oilcake 1

[Cotton seed meal 1
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Ration No. 5.

Third lot Steers

:

Lb.
Corn ensilage 20
Turnips.....". 20
Hay 10

fStraw 5

I

Chopped barley 2

I Chopped peas 2
Ground oilcake 1

1^ Cotton-seed meal 1

These rations are not made up quite in accordance with the u.sually accepted
feeding standards, which have been devised from and based upon feeding expei-i-

ments and analyses of feeds that have been conducted mostly in Germany. The
following table sets forth the quantities of "digestible protein," " digestible carbo-
hydrates" and "digestible fat," which have been found on the average, in 1 pound
each of the several feeding materials named, as calculate 1 from the average analyses
of these feeding substances, and the percentage of the several nutritive constituents
which have been found by several experiments to be digestible by ruminants :

—

Quantities of Digestible Protein, Carbo-hydrates and Fat, in each pound of certain
Feeds, from tests with ruminants—(Oxen and Cows.)

\Vheat , 1 lb.

Barley do
Oats do
Peas do
Oilcake do
Cotton-seed meal do
Wheat bran do
Mixed straw, (wheat, barley, oat) do
Mixed hay dc
Com ensilage do
Com stover do
Turnips do
Mangels do
Carrots do
Sugar beets do

Total Dry
Organic
Matter.

Digestible
Protein.

Digestible
Carbo-

hydrates.

Digestible
Fat.

6c— 5.
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By applying this table to the several rations, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, it will be

found that they contain the quantity of nutrients mentioned under the several

headings

:

£<(lion A'o. 1.

Ll)

Com ensilage 25

Turnips 25

Straw 12

Chopped grain, (barley and peas) . . 4

RtlwH No. 2.

Lb.
Com ensilage 25

Carrots 25

Straw 12

Chopped grain, (barley and peas).. 6

Wheat bran 3

litttioii No. 3.

Lb
Hay 20
Turnips 40
Straw 5

Chopped barlrj- 2

Chopped peas 2

Odcake 1

Cotton-seed meal 1

Rntion No. 4.

Lb.
Com ensilage 50
Straw 5

Chopped barley 2

Chopped peas 2
Oilcake 1

Cotton-seed meal 1

Rntion No. o.

Lb.
Com ensilage 20
Turnips 20
Hay 10
Straw 5

Chopped barley 2
Chopped peas 2
Oilcake 1

Cotton-seed meal 1

Total Dry
Organic
Matter.

Lb.

6 250
2 125

10 -200

3 520

22 095

6 -250
3 r)2.-)

10 2tK I

5 280
2-610

27-865

17-20
3 40
4-25
1-78
1-74
92
-92

Digestible
Protein.

-400
-250

-420

-590

Digestible
Carbo-

hydrates.

-400

325
-420

885
351

-800

-175
-188
-402

2S3
-336

320
-200

-510

•175
-188
•402
-283

336

Lb.

5 750
1-875
3 960
2 268

13 853

5-750
2-875
3 -960
3 402
1-359

17-346

8 (100

3 (100

1 (SO
1-200
1 068
-368

264

11-500

1 630
1-200
1-068
-368

264

16 050

Digestible
Fat.

Nutritixe
Hatio.
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starch, sugars, gums, crude fibre and like substantes ; they are sometimes referred

to as " heat-producers." To give to the fat an equitable starch value, the quantity of

it is multiplied 2A times before it is added to the carbo-hydrates proper, for the calcu-

lation of the nutritive ratio.

The dry cows on Ration No. 1 are fed twice a day, and are allowed as

much of the mixture as they will eat up clean. The quantity varies from 40 pounds
to GO pounds per day for different animals.

The milking cows on Eation Xo. 2 are fed twice a day, with the exception ofthe
Shorthorns and Polled Angus, which are fed three times. The cows consume from
40 pounds to SO pounds each per day. To fresh-calved cows and those which respond
to it, 1 pound of ground oilcake and I pound of cotton-seed meal per day aie given
in addition.

The two steers, Nos. 1 and 2, on Eiition No. 3, have been consuming about 50
pound-s each per day of the mixture which composes their ration ; that is equal to
21-2 pounds of dry organic matter per head daily.

The two steers, Nos. 3 and 4, on Eation No. 4, have been consuming about 46
poimds each per day of the mixture which compo.ses their ration ; that is equal to 16'6

pounds of di-y organic matter per head daily.

The two steers, Nos. 5 and 6, on Eation No. 5, have been consuming about 50
pounds each per day of the mixture which composes their ration ; that is equal to
20'4 pounds of dry organic matter per head daily.

As has been mentioned already, it would be unwise to draw any conclusions or
make any further reference to investigations which are only in progress; but this may
be added with safet^^, the economic value of ensilage for cattle feeding is surprisingly
high, and it is not yet appreciated by the masses of Canadian farmers.

For the current year, new investigations along lines for the practical service
and guidance of the farmers are being commenced. Among others, it is considered
expedient to illustrate, by the growth of crops suitable for soiling and the making of
ensilage, how many cattle may be sustained under ordinarj- farming conditions, on
the product from 20 or 40 acres of land. The needs of the farmers for the success-
ful and profitable prosecution of cattle-raising, stock-feeding and dairying, appear
to be in the direction of larger numbers of cattle per 100 acres, rather than for more
acres of land.

Abortions.

During the year, what is commonly known as the disease of epidemic abortion
prevailed in the herd. The unnatural and premature births usually occurred at from
the fifth to the seventh month. Little reliable knowledge of the antecedent or even
immediate causes of the disease or losses is yet in our possession. Ignorance of
the nature of the disease has been hidden by draping the mention of it with the
astutenesss of medical mystery, under the guise of an announcement that it owed its

existence to " a germ."
The treatments which were adopted, might be termed empirical.
I. The stables were thoroughly fumigated by the burning of sulphur, saturated

with alcohol, with the doors and windows closed for three hours. Of course all the
cattle were out.

II. A wash was made up of 1 part of bichloride of mercury to 4,000 parts ofwater,
into which solution were put Bounces ofcommon salt; once a day the bare skin around
the vulva, the anus and the root of the tail of the cows in calf, and also of those which
had aborted, were sponged with the solution.

III. After several weeks of that treatment the following was adopted as being
preferable : 2^ drachms of bichloride of meicury were dissolved in 3J ounces of
glycerine and 3J ounces of alcohol; after these hud united, 4^ gallons of rain water
were added. (The mixture should be kept in a wooden vessel, out of the reach of
irresponsible persons, and animals). The bare skin under the tail and around that
part was moistened once a day with the solution.

6c—

H
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IV. The cows, which formerly has been turned out into a large yard every day for
water, were watered from troughs in front of their stalls.

Y. When a pregnant cow showed any symptoms of approaching abortion,—and
these are, slight relaxation of the muscles surrounding the vulva, i-estlessness and a
continuous slight elevation of the tail,—she was at once put into a box-stall, where she
was free from disturbance or causes of excitement. One-ounce doses of tincture of
oijium were given in the feed—even three times a day for one or two days—until a
quiet and slightly sluggish condition prevailed. Drenching with medicine was
avoided.

The result is—and it is mentioned with hesitation and feai-, lest the dread abor-
tions should occur again—that since the sj'Stei:. of treatment has been adopted, 13
cows have given safe delivery to calves at the nalui-al time, and ouly one case of
abortion has occurred, and that could be accounted for satisfactorilj-. Thsit covers a
period of three and-a-half months. During the preceding ten montlis there were 13
births at the natural time, and 14 prematurely, at from four and-.ihalf to eight
months.

NEW BUILDINGS.

A sheep building is needed for the accommodation of that class of stock. After
it is erected, the three important departments of live stock for experimental farm
work—cattle, swine and sheep—will be in full operation, without the hindering
limitations which are entailed on investigations by the erection of buildings and
])relirainary work.

Permit me to refer farmers and others who may be seeking information on
grain-growing tests and other agricultural work to your own report, as my connec-
tion with the Central Experimental Farm, with the exception ot live stock manage-
ment, has been as yet to a large extent advisory rather than executive.

1 have the honour to be.

Your obedient servant,

JAS. W. ROBERTSON,
Agriculturist, i
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REPORT OF THE HORTICULTURIST.
(John Craig.)

Wm. Saunders, F.R.S.C, F.L.S.. F.C.S.,

Director Dominion Exj)eritnental Farms,

Sir,—I have the honour to bubrait herewith a report on the work carried on in

ihe Department of Horticulture since my appointment, 15th Januaiy, 1890. The
characteristics of the past season were an uiiu.-^uaily late spring—delaying somewhat
outdoor operations—and a remarkably favouiable summer for plant growth ; this

closed with an equally fiivourable autumn for the thorough and essential ripening of
wood made during the season, leaving trees and shrubs in good condition to with-
stand the severity of winter.

I have endeavoured to bring together, as briefly and clearly as possible, in the
following pages, information drawn from the experience of the year in most
instances, and often corroborated by the expei-ience of previous years. For the sake
of clearness, the work has been divided and placed under the following heads:

—

I. L.^^RGE Fruits.—-Bearing upon the number and condition of varieties in

orchard ; touching specially upon the Russian and hardier classes best adapted to

the needs of northern planters, with cultural notes.

II. Small Fruits.—Touching esijecially upon grapes and strawberries, making
the eai'ly varieties a feature of the formei', the most reliable and productive of the
latter ; also summing up the records on other small fruits for three j'ears, with hints
on varieties.

III. Vegetables.— Outlining proposed work and that in hand
;
giving the

names of the most successful varieties of those tested.

IV. Forestry—Tree Distribution—Fruit Distribution.—Touching on the
importance ot the question in Manitoba and the Territories. Giving an outline of

the work of distributing forest-tree seedlings and possible I'esults
; also bearing upon

the distribution of large and small fruits.

V. Fungicides.—Giving formulae for their preparation and results of experi-

ments on the apple scab.

VI. Report on Seedling Sm.\ll Fruits.—Giving opinions of a visiting com-
mittee of experts on seedling raspberries, fruiting at the Expei'imental Farm—with
descriptions of varieties.

I beg gratefully to acknowledge the following donations :

—

Peter Henderson & Co., New York ; a large collection of vegetable seeds.

Mr. S. H. Mitchell, St. Mary's, Ont.; corn and tomato seed.

Mr. M. Crawford, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio ; strawberiy plants.

Mr. Julius Schnadelbach, Grand Bay, Ala.; strawberry plants.

Mr. David Greig, Cainesville, Ont.; strawberry plants.

Mr. P. E. Bucke, Ottawa ; Northern Light grape.

Mr. X. C. Fisk, Abbotsford, Que.; grape cuttings.

Wm. Craig & Son, Abbotsford, Que.; scions of crabs and Russian apples.

Mr, Geo. Mitchell, Abbotsford, Que. , scions of seedling apples
Mr. Abel Bresso, Abbotsford, Que.; scions of seedling apple-^.

Mr. 0. R. H. Starr, Wolfville ; apple scions.

Dr. T. H. Hoskins, Newport, Vt.; apple scions.

Mr. P. C. Dempsey, Trenton, Ont., apjjle trees and scio s

Mr. R. W. Shepherd, jr., Como, Que.; apple scions.

Mr. J. J. Gibb, Como, Que. ; app'.e scions.
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Mr, Chaa. Hardisty, Clarence, Ont. ; seedling iipple scions and fruits.

Eev. Eobt. Hamilton, Grenville, Que.; apple scions, and trees of Populus nigra.

Mr. E. B. White, Oitawa ; collection of seedling plums.

Prof J. L. Budd, Iowa Agricultural College, Ames.; hardy fruits and shrubs, and

many favours.

It was my privilege, during the year, to attend various meetings in agricultural

circles—among them the meeting of the American Forestry Association, held in the

city of Quebec the first week in September last. In a paper read before the Asso-

ciation 1 attempted to give an outline of the experimental work in forestry, in

progress at the Dominion E.^cperi mental Farms. The system and policy of the

Department was highly commended, and seemed to meet with the hearty approval

if the many delegates present.

At the September meeting of the Montreal Horticultural Society a magnificent

display of fruits—notably apples—was shown. Nowhere in the Dominion can a

tiner exhibit of seedlings be seen than at the exhibitions of this Association, many
of which, it is to be hoped, will receive extended trial before long. This society is

also paying careful attention to the merits of the Eussian apples, now beginning to

fruit in many localities about Montreal.

The summer meeting of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association was held during

Jul)^ at Niagara on the Lake, where an opportunity was ati'orded of studying one of

the most favourable peach-growing districts of Ontario. A lively interest was taken

by all present in horticultural advancement, by means of Government experimental

work.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN CEAIG,

Horticulturist.

I.—LAEGE FRUITS.

Nearly all varieties came through the winter without injury and have made a

satisfactory growth the past season. A few have been replaced and several additions

made.

Cultivation.—The trees have been banked up with earth to the height of 12

inches each autumn, which protects them from being girdled by mice, and prevents

the swaying action of the wind. The orchard received a dressing of barnyard

manure last spring, which was jjloughed under, and the soil pi-epaied for a crop of

roots. A space of 4 feet was left clear on each side next the trees, which was
carefully cultivated tilltkc middle of July, or the end ofthegrowing season,afterwards,

care was taken to keep down the weeds, thus preventing any from seeding. Under
the favourable conditions prevailing last autumn, the trees ripened up well and went
into winter quarters in good shape.

As a preventive to scale and other bark insects, the stems and main branches

were washed, early in June, with soft soap, to which was added a sufiicient quantity

of a strong solution of washing soda, which had first been dissolved, to reduce it to

the consistence of a thick paint. This wash has the effect of keeping the bark green

and health}'. It is a practice that should be followed generally by fruit-growers.

From careful notes taken the past two seasons varieties in the following list do
not appear to be hardy enough for this latitude, and cannot be recommended for

general planting: Breivington, Gravenstein, Nonpareil. Peck's Pleasant, Warmfs
King, Yellow, Belle-fleur.



Tho following may be assumed as a doubtful list, having been injured each
wintei- in a greaier or less degree : Baldwin. Bottle Greening, Cooper's Market,
Cranberry Pippin. Chenango Strawberry, Fall Jennetting, Fallawater, Lady Henniker,
Maiden's Blush, Northern Spy, Ribston Fippin, Boxbury Russet, Shannon, Spiizenberg,
Swayzie Pomme Grise, Wagner, Grimes' Golden. There is no doubt that individual
trees of varieties named in this list, and even in the first one, can be found doing fairly

well in this locality ; but they are exceptional cases, and probably under unusually
favourable conditions. It is also doubtless true that we, in the colder sections, can
obtain by top-icorking on hardy stocks a suflBcient quantity of fruit for home use of
many of these choice old varieties. Experiments in this line using different stocks
will be inaugurated as soon as practicable.

RUSSIAN APPLES.

ilost of the varieties, as given by Mr. Hilborn in the annual report of 1888
have made very satisfactory progress up to date. Thirty-five of the later importa-
tions of the Iowa Agricultural College were received from Prof. Budd last spring,
and were added to the original planting, making in all 215 Russian varieties on 1i-ial.

This orchard was the first to fruit on the Experimental grounds,a number of treesgiving

^pecimen apples this year. Some of them are large, and of fair quality, but further ex-

]5erience is needed before a true estimate can be made of their value. In this connection
It may be added that the large and intei-estingcollecticn of Eussian fruit on the farm
of the late Charles Gibb, of Abbotsford, Que. (now owued by Wm. Craig & Son) has
been, by your instructions, under m}- observation during the fruiting season ot this

yeai-. The planting of Russian fiuits was begun by Mr. Gibb about ten years ago.

Many varieties are now coming into bearing, and it is hoped that by careful obser-

vation of the success of the ditterent varieties in that disti'ict, a reliable opinion will

be arrived at in regard to their possiblesuccess and usefulness in the colder parts of the
Dominion. The fruit-growers of the Province of Quebec, especially, had for years
lieen watching with much interest the self-imposed task offruit testing—"for the cold

north "—undertaken by Mr. Gibb, and it will be a source of satisfaction to them, to

know that the results which he came so near attaining, will not be lost to the people in

whose interest he laboured. It is hoped that, with the added experience of another
year, suflBcient information will be acquired to enable such facts to be published in

bulletin form, as will serve as a guide to planters along the northern limits of pre-

sent apple culture ; for this is the region where the Russian apple will be of greatest
service. Another purpose which this race will serve, and which will be developed
later, is that of giving us hardy stocks for top-grafting. Many varieties already
fruited, judging fiom their poor quality, should be condemned, but will be retained,

foi- the purpose just indicated, on account of their great vigour and hardiness. They
will also undoubtedly be the progenitors of a hardier race of apples than we now
have, by crossing with our American sorts, or by seedling production.

The following list is based upon the observation of four years on the grounds of

the Iowa Agricultural College, and the experience of lust summer at Abbotsford.
The vaiieties mentioned are commended to the careful attention of fruit growers.

Zolotoreff.—Lai-ge, conical, rich carmine with light dots and stripes on the shady
side. Calyx open, basin, wrinkled, stem short, cavity, deep, narrow. Flesh yellowish
white, tinged with pink when over-ripe, rather coarse in textui-e, quality medium.
Season early September. A fine handsome apple. The tree is a vigorous upright
grower with lai-ge glossy leaves. Hardy as Duchess. Closely i-esembling this in

tree and fruit. :ire Basil the Great, and Titovka.

Golden White.—Large, oblong, ribbed, yellow ground covered with bright red

towards cavity, calyx open, basin slightly wrinkled,somewhat ribbed,stem short,thick,

cavity small, in some almost closed. Flesh white, crisp, tenler, juicy. Sub-acid
sprightly, very good season, August to September. Keeps better than Duchess.
Claimed by some to keep till mid-winter. Tree a good gvower of upright habit.

Very hardy.
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Arabka (Imported by Ellwanger & Barry).—Large, oblong, irregularly ribbed,

dull red on sunny side, shading to dark green. Calyx closed, basin shallow, deeply

wrinkled. Stem short, thick set, in closed cavity. Flesh greenish, white, rather

coarse, mildly acid. Season November to March. In the west the tree has been

somewhat subject to blight, but it has not been affected this waj^ in the east. In

hardiness it may be graded with Wealthy. This will undoubtedly be valuable in the

colder districts. Trees planted ten years ago at Abbottsford have been bearing

heavily and regularly the last four 3'ears. The Arabka im])oried by the United

States' Dej)artmeut of Agriculture is quite ditferent—an early fall apjjle of the

Duchess type, very vigorous and hardy.

Gipsy Girl.—One of the hardiest and most vigorous of all the Eussians. Speci-

mens were taken this season fi-oni trees planted two years ago on the Experimental

Farm. The fruit is large, highly coloured, of fair quall'.y, and keeps till February.

Wherever this tree has come under my notice, it has been doing welL
Royal Table.—This apple is ofNorth German origin, a later importation by Prof.

Budd. The trees at Abbotsfbid, are compact growers, with round topped heads,

slender twigs and medium sized leaves; they have made vigorous growth, and seeni

perfectly hardy. Fruit medium to lai'ge, conical, ribbed,greenish with dull red stripes

on the sunny side, calyx open, basin wide, wrinkled, stem short thick, cavity wide

shallow, flesh greenish white, inclined to be tough, qualityfair. Season; atthisdate

(January 25) specimens in my cellar ai-e firm and in good eating condition. It should

keep through February. As 'already stated notes were taken on a considerable num-
ber of varieties which fruited at the Experimental Farm and at Abbot^tord the past

year, but it is thought better to reserve such information for future publication.

IMPORTATION AND PROPAGATION.

Arrangements were made last winter by the Fruit-Growers Association of

Ontario, through the Secretary, Mr. Woolverton, for the importation of a large

collection of scions of Russian apples, jjears and ]jlums. By arrangement with Mr.
Woolverton this consignment was placed in my hands to be propagated, for

trial on this and the branch Farms, and for distribution to the members of the associa-

tion. Owing to the length of time in transit, the scions were not in good condition

when received in March. They were root grafted at once, and set out at the proper

time in spring. Last fall it was found, that 44 out of 45 varieties of apples had
grown, giving in round numbers 1,350 trees. Specimen treesof 6 outofT varieties of

the pears were obtained—in all 78 trees ; 15 ti-ees of one variety of plum also made
a satisfactory growth. It is proposed to increase these as rapidly as practicable for

dissemination, and trial at different points in the Dominion. A number will be top

grafted next spiing, with a view to obtaining specimens of the fruit at as early a date

as possible. This work of distribution of rare plants and new fruits, which the

Ontario Fruit-Grower's Association has practiced among its members during a num-
ber of years past, is one highly to be commended, and is productive of valuable

results.

SEEDLINGS, NATIVE AND RUSSIAN.

Of the seedling apples raised from seed imported under your direction from
Eussia, about three thousand have been planted in a special " seedling orchard."'

They have been set 5 feet apart each way and will remain there until some idea of

their probable value can be formed, when the more promising will be transplanted to

permanent positions for more extended trial. Smaller assortments of these have
been sent to the branch Farms for testing in a similar manner.

Efforts have also been directed towards gathering in, all the native seedlings

which have been reported as worthy of propagation, or have come under my notice,

as possessing good points.

Thus far, thirty seedlings have been collected, principally from the older apple

growing districts of the Eastern Townships, from Montreal and Northern Ontario.

-Those received in sjjring were crown grafted, most of which made satisfactory
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growth ; others received during the summer were budded. The whole collection

with additions as received, will constitute an instructive group when contrasted with
the seedlings of Russian origin.

Very few of the cultivated varieties of American and West European pears
prove hardy in this section. Nearly all belonging to this class have been more or

less severely injured by winter since planting in the trial orchard. This injury has
mainly consisted in the loss of part or the whole of the growth of the preceding
year. Others, however, have been killed outright. The orchard has been treated

in the same manner as the apple orchard, and the soil is well sailed to pear culture.

The following varieties have shown least injury from the cold of winter thus
far, indicating that,under favourable circumstances, they might be grown to a limited

extent in this and similar latitudes : Flemish Beauty, Bartlett, Beurre Hardy, Beurre
d'Anjou, Doyenne, Boussock, Goodale, Josephine de MaUnes, Seckel, Vicar of Winkfield.

It is ])robable that other varieties will he noted later, as developing hardiness in an
unex|)ected degree, as the work of testing goes on. Pears have been almost wholly
untested in this vicinity up to the time of planting them on the Experimental Farm.

In this connection, it may be added that interesting results are looked for, when
the work now in hand—that of top-grafting the hardiest Eussian sorts with the best
varieties of the present cultivated pears—has been brought to an issue. This is a
line of experiment that has not yet been entered upon in America, and from which
it is hoped the colder sections will i-eap much benefit.

RUSSIAN PEARS.

Nearly all varieties of this class have come through the last two winters unin-

jured, and strong hopes are entertained for their future usefulness. Through the
kindness of Prof. Budd, I have been able to make a considerable addition to the
collection already in oi'chard, and expect to be able to extend the work in this line

next spi-ing.

The following notes are made on trees planted eight years ago at Abbotsford,
all of which have grown vigorously, and give eveiy indication of perfect hardiness :

Beesemianka (No. 508 and 3 M).^—Tree a strong upright grower, with remark-
ably bright green heaUh\- foliage. It has shown no sign of blighting in the east,

but has been affected to a limited extent by this disease in the west. A few speci-

mens of fruit were borne this year, but dropped before an idea of the quality could
be ascertained.

Sapieganka.—This is even a stronger grower than the last and more spreading in

habit. The twigs are thick, bark a bright olive in colour. This woul<i appear to

be a grade less hardy than the last. It has not come into bearing yet.

Gakovka.—This seems to be the hardiest of the class. From close observation
of its habits in widely separated localities I believe it will succeed wherever the
Duchess apple can be grown. It is a rapid grower of upright habit and strictly

determinate in regard to ripening its wood in the fall. I cannot speak of the fruit.

Prof. Budd saj's :
" The fruit is large and handsome, but is mainly valuable for

culinary use, for which it is not excelled. Though pleasant in flavour the flesh is too
firm for desert use until over ripe."

Lemon.—The characteristic of this tree is the fact of its having almost invari-

ably a central leader from whicn the side branches are thrown. This forms an ideal

head. Annual growth has been strong. Shoots large. It is said to be a cooking
pear. Not fruited yet.

Limber Twig.—Prof Budd says this succeeds best on dry, upland soil. It has
done well at Abbotsford on gravelly soil. The bark is light green, buds peculiarly
long and sharply pointed. Not fruited.

Kurskaya.—This is said to have been first introduced by the Mennonites of

Minnesota. In general appearance and habit of growth it much resembles Besse-
mianka. The fruit has not come under my notice.



Autumn Bergamot (No. 122).—This has been very satisfactory in point of hardi-

ness and vigour at Abbotsford. The fruit is said to be small and hjghly flavoured.

SEEDLING PEARS.

As a product from the pear seed imported from the region of the Volga in

Enssia—a district in which the pear is found growing wild—one hundred and

twenty-five of the most vigoi'ous seedlings were transplanted in the same manner,

and adjacent to the apple seedlings already mentioned. A number of seedlings frora

other sources have also been added and the whole will make a very interesting and,

it is ho])ed a useful collection. The late Chas.Gibb, advocated frequently the wisdom
of growing seedlings from the wild pear of the Volga region, for the purpose of in-

troducing a hardier fruit stock than we now have in the French pear seedlings.

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining seed in quantity, this line of work has not been

attemjjted by fi'uit growers, outside of a few pear specialists.

The majority of the older and finer varieties of this fruit first planted have not

succeeded as well as was expected. The partial failure of this class in the first

planting was no doubt very much increased by the planting as an experiment a

number of varieties in the fall. A severe winter followed, resulting in the death of a

considerable number. These failures have, however, in most cases, been replanted and
all will receive a fair trial. While many may not make long lived trees, yet they
will be useful in furnishing poHen which may be used in the work of crossing with

hardier varieties.

The following list contains those kinds which thus far have stood the test of

winters in this vicinity with least injury. They have all originated from the European
phim, Primus domestica and have been in cultivation for a number of years in the

fruit growing districts of Ontario and the Eastern States : Reine Claude, Magnum
bonum, Yellow Egg, Richland, Glass Seedling, Washington, JVota Bene, Bryanston's

Gage, Newman, Pond's Seedling, Lombard, Bradshaw.
Another class of plums which are more promi-ing in point of hardiness, though

they have not fruited to any extent thus far, belong to the same species as the last,

but are derived mostly from East Europe. The following have come through unin-

jured by winter killing and give promise of vigour and longevity; Early red. Late red,

White Nicholas, Wliite Otschakoff, Trabische, Voronesh, Hungarian, Moldavka. Most
of these have fruited in the Western Stales, in many cases the fruit will be found very
useful, and in some instances of high quality.

For a number of years past, a few experimenters in the Western States, have
been developing selected varieties of the native plum of that region—a fruit which
has too long been neglected

—

Prunus Americana. A number of promising varieties

are now on the market and will be of much service along the northern limits of plum
cultuie. Le Soto, which has so rapidly spiung into popularity of late, is a notable

representative of this class. An effort has been made to secure as large a collection

of these as possible. Among them are the following, which appear to be the most
valuable : Ilaickeye, Speer, Wolf, Wyant, EoUingston, Forest Garden, Forest Rose,

las. VicJt, and Garfield.

Primus Chicasa.—This is native to the south-west, is less hardy than the preced-

ing, and sometimes fails from imperfect fertilization. As a cooking plum it is unsur-

jiassed. Among the prominent representatives on trial, may be mentioned Mariana,
Milton, Weaver, Maquoketa. Moreman and Pottawattamie. The last three, are late

introductions.

Japanese plums.—These have not succeeded here, ami while their usefulness for

the colder sections is doubtful, yet for the milder portions they are at least worthy
of trial in a limited way.

Seedlings.—A seedling plantation has been started wherein tests in this line are

beinff conducted, and to which constant additions will be made.
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Selected seed and plants of the Americana and Chicasa types have been securcil

from the west, both north and south.

Some very interesting seedlings have been collected through Mr. Aug. Dupuis,
Village des Aulnaies, north of the city of Quebec. These are grown from pits of

the Blue Damson and Orleans plums. They have been cultivated in that rigorous

climate by seedling production for years. Judging by samples of fruit received last

fail the}" are well worthy of propagation.

Through the courtesy of Mr. E. B. White, of Ottawa, who has for a number of

years madd a specialty of collecting hardy and promising plum seedlings, I have
obtained a considerable number of specimen trees, which have succeeded well with,

and are thought favourably of, by that gentleman.

It was not expected that varieties derived from the Mazzard stock would succeed
in this locality, but in order to arrive at definite conclusions, a collection of the principal

members of this class as well as those belonging to the Dukes and Moreilos was
planted in orchard. Experience thus far has justified the above opinion in regard to

the Mazzards, and indeed many of the Dukes might be included in the same division

as far as hardiness is concerned.

Of the Duke and Morello varieties the following catalogued varieties have come
through the winters with comparatively little injury thus far:

Dyehouse, Belle Magwfique, Large Montmorency , Royal Duke. Early Richmond,
Late Morello.

It is being generally admitted that as profitable market cherries—except in the
extreme south—the Morello varieties are, on account of their hardiness and produc-
tiveness, growing in popularity. For this and similar sections wc will have to depend
mainly on them for our supply of this much appreciated fruit. There appears at

present no other line in the culture of large fruit so promising in immediate and bene-

ficial results, as will be attained by the propagation and dissemination of members of

the Morello class, which have been imported by the Iowa Agricultural College. A
considerable collection of these varieties were obtained, and have been on trial since

1888. With one or two exceptions they have shown every evidence of hardiness,

growing uniformily with thrift and vigor. Specimens of fruit were had from 12

varieties last season giving indications of early bearing habits. The fruit in all

instances was very good ; in a few cases really excellent. These varieties are also

included in the collection at Abbotsford, where they have fruited the past two or

three years. The following list, with short descriptive notes, includes those which
bore fruit on the Farm last season. The dates ofripening are given as occurring this

year :—
Wragg.—This tree, which is now being distributed from the west, is an onl}-

survivor of a lot of cherry trees sent out there, which were selected from an importa-
tion made by Eliwanger & Bariy from Germany some 18 oi' 20 years ago. The tree

is of the Morello type, round-headed and vigorous. Fruit ripe this year 5th August.
Large, round flattened, colour dark red, stem long, rather acid, slightly astringent,

very juicj". A promising late variety.

Ostheim (of Minnesota).—Size of Kentish, dark-red. roundish obtuse, highly
coloured juice, good quality ; about a vveek earlier than Wragg; differs from the
next in season and quality. Tree is open topped; a free grower.

Ostheim (of Morris).—This is a small dark-coloured cherry, round, compressed,
fair quality, pit large, somewhat lacking in juciness ; ripens with Wragg, about 6th
August. Is not as free a grower as the last.

Lithaur Weichsel.—Small dark-i-ed, when fully ripe almost black, roundish
obtuse, flesh firm, pleasant sub-acid, pit rather large, ripe 31st July; tree close,

round to])ped, quite hardy. Were this a little larger, on account of its earliness,

it would be very valuable.



Voronesh 27.—A promising variety imported under this number ft'om Voronesh,
Russia. Fruit very large, bright red, round, flattish, flesh juicy, sub-acid, pit small,

lipe 4th August; tree hardy, vigorous.

G'runer Glas.—In appearance of tree and fruit resembling the last, but later.

Fruit large, bright-red, slightly more acid than last, ripe 8th August ; very produc-

tive.

Bessarabian (ov Eussian 62).—Tree a spreading grower, twigs slender, with
prominent buds ; very hardy; fruit large, about same size as Wi-agg, round, de-

pressed, stem long, colour, dark-red when fully ripe, good qualit}% ripe 5th August.
Russian 207.—Medium to large, round, flattened above, bright-red, long stem,

lair quality, juicy : tree upright, one of the most vigorous growers; ripe 6th August,
resembles Voronesh 27.

Vladimir.—Here again as in the case of Ostheim there seems to be two
varieties under the same name. This one, imported by Prof. Budd, is a very early

chei-ry, the earliest of all here, ripe 28th July. Fruit medium size, nearly black

when ripe, roundish oblate, mild sub-acid, very pleasant, tree vigorous and hardy.

Vladimir. (Imported by Mr Gibb from Moscow).—Is distinguished by its

slender twigs, and more conservative habit of growth ; shows every sign of perfect

hardiness. I cannot speak of the fruit. Still another Vladimir is on trial hero.

This was introduced by a later importation of the Abbotsford Fruit-Growers'

Association. It differs entirely from the two foregoing, resembling the Mazzanl
family in leaf and habit of growth much more than the Morello. This one has

not yet fruited.

Montmorency Ordinaire.—This is of the Morello type, but is not a late importa-
tion. It is one of the hardiest ofthe catalogued sorts and is worthy of more extended
cultivation than it now receives. Fruit about the size of Early Eichmond, dark-red,

mildly sub-acid, very pleasant. Eipe, 2nd August.
Observations on the behaviour of the above selections and a number of others

growing at Abbotsford on gravelly soil for several years, were made this season.

They had made a most satisfactory growth and, as alreadj^ stated, with one or two
exceptions, had not suffered from the cold of winter. Fuller information will be

published later. Due attention is being given to seedling production in this as well

as the other lines of fruit culture.

RUSSIAN APRICOTS,

In answer to a letter from the editor of American Garden last August, asking for

my experience and opinion on the behaviour and value of these fruits, the following
note was wiitten, which so nearly covers the ground that it is not considered
necessary to add anything further at present

:

" The Eussian Apricots, as a class—and they do not appear to differ much in

variety as far as tested here—seem to rank in hardiness with the Lombard plum.
The trees lost several inches of young wood last winter, and also show evidence of
injuiy to the stems. Alexis and Catherine appear to be most promising. They have
good foliage and are vigorous growers. The soil and treatment depend somewh.at
on the stocks upon which these apricots are worked. They are doing well in many
places on sandy loam, which tends to hasten maturing of the wood in the autumn.

In advance of moie extended tests, it would not be safe to call them " a valu-

able acquisition." I do not think they will be grown to any extent in peach-growing
districts, and it is questionable if they are sufiiciently hard}- to do well north of the
peach line. They bud and graft readily on the myrobolan and American plum {P.
Americana.) The latter, on account of its hardiness, I consider the most desirable
stock. Crown gi-afts on this have made a growth of from two to three feet since
spring, when they were set out."



II.—SMALL FEUITS.

GRAPES.

The importance of giape-growing in the Province of Ontario can hardly be over-

estimated. From small stations in the Niagara district there have been shipped

the past season, in many instances, as much as four or five hundred tons of this

delicious fruit. The season has been a profitable one in the older grape-growing

districts. In Eastern Ontario and Quebec however, the reverse has been the case,

many varieties failing to ripen owing to the unusually late spring, followed by the

cool weather of summer and autumn.
In the Ottawa Valley it has been one of the most unfavourable seasons yet

experienced, the wet and cold weather being very productiveof mildew and fungous

diseases.

The vineyard of the Experimental Farm was planted in greatest part dui'ing

the seasons of 1887 and 1888. Annual additions have since been made till, at the

present time, there are on trial 165 varieties. The soil in which these are planted is a

light sandy loam sloping, with a southern aspect. It has received yearly dressings

of wood ashes till last spring, when a coat of barnyard manure was applied. Eains

during the blossoming period prevented the thorough fertilization of a few vorieties.

Soon after the fruit began to develop downy mildew appeared, and would, doubtless,

have destroyed the greater part of the crop had not preventive measui-es been

prompt!}' instituted. On its appearance the vines were sprayed with the fungicide

known as ammoniacal copper carbonate. This was prepared bj- dissolving 2 ounces

of copper carbonate in a quart of ammonia (20 per cent.), and diluting with water
to 25 gallons. By two applications of this fungicide, and care being taken to remove
and destroy all affected berries, the spread of this disease was finally checked.

In this section as well as in all portions of Quebec, Eastern and Northern Ontario,

it is necessary to lay down the vines and cover with earth after pruning in the fall.

I think it would be profitable for growers in distiicts where vines are not winter
killed, but are often weakened by exposure to the vicissitudes of winter, to at least

pin the canes to the ground covering with sufficient earth to hold them in this position,

as well as to protect the crowns from the trost. A vine, though not actually winter
killed, may be so enfeebled by a long and trying exposure, as to make but little

growth the following season and mature a lessened quantitj^ of fruit of inferior

quality. This principle should always be borne in mind.
Part of the vineyard has been planted after what is known as the " French

system." This is practically a renewal system, having the vines set four feet apart
each way, and trained to stakes. Near cities where land is valuable, and high culture

is given, this method can be practised with success. Results here the past season
show that varieties grown in this way, were from five to eight days later in ripening,

than 1»he same varieties grown eight by ten feet apart, and trained to the trellis on
the fan system.

As already stated there are now on trial 165 varieties. Of these 94 fruited last

season ; many, however, did not ripen. The weather on the whole being so unfavour-
able, the season can fairly be considered as a test one, in regai-d to the important
points in grape culture—of early ripening and immunity from disease.

The following varieties ripened in the order given, beginning 2nd September
and closing 29th September: Florence. Champion, Cottage, Moore's Early, Brant,
Green Mountain, Early Victor, Feabody, Lady, Janesville, Delaware, Berckman's,
Gaertner, Norwood, El Dorado, Wilder. F. B. Hayes, Barry, Herbert, Worden, Lindley,
Potter, Roger's 36, Northern Muscadine, Mary, Vergennes, Dracut Amber. Marion
was the first to colour, but the summer heat seemed insufficient to ripen it fully.

This list contains the most promising varieties for northern growers.
In advance of more extended trial it would not be wise to speak positively as to_

the merits and desirability of many of the newer sorts.

The following did not ripen thoroughly, but are commended for trial in the
more favorable grape growing districts of Ontario :

—

Alma, large white, ripens with
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Concord. Amber, white, medium size, a few days later than Concord. August
Giant, large red, late. Challenge, red, fair quality, late. Etta, white, medium size,

season of Diana. Greln's Golden, large white, good quality, later than Concord,

Grein's No. 4, large white, fine quality, later than Concord. Imperial, pinkish

white, fine quality, season of Isabella. On'enfaZ, lesembJes Catawba. Rogers No. 2,

veiy large black, season of Concord. Roger's No. 30, red, large, fine quality-, later

than Concord. Transparent, large white, juicj', late. Wilding, later than Concord.

Cuttings were taken from those giving evidence of probable future value, which
will be planted next spring with a view to testing them in various parts of the

Dominion—should such a course be deemed advisable.

STRAWBERRIES.

The winter of 1889-90, was unusually severe on small fruits, stiawberries

especially, owing to the repeated freezing and thawing and consequent accumulation

of ice in low places, which characterized the winter. On examination after the dis-

appearance of the snow in the spring, it was found that roughly estimated an average
loss of 50 per cent, of plants, in the strawberry plantation had been sustained. The
relative loss of the different varieties varied widely, as will bo hereafter noted, and in

this respect the experience ofthe season is very instinctive. The injury, too, appeal ed

to he inproportion to the vigor of the plant when it went into winter quailers as in-

dicated by the number of runners made the preceding autumn. Again, the older plants

with weakened vitality, suffered more than the younger plants possessing better roots

and greater vigor. This is an important argument in favour of the frequent renewal of

strawberry beds. With good cultivation, not more than two full crops should be

taken from the same plantation, and many growers advocate a change after each

full crop has been picked. This rule, however, is not generally practised outside of

specialists in the line.

The following selection based upon the experience of the past season, has been

made from those vai'ieties reported on b}' Mr. Hilborn in Bulletin 5, and have been

planted in a new trial plot. The planting was done in August, and will give inter-

esting data as to the relative advantages of fall and spring planting :

—

Bubach, Miller's Seedling, H. 11,

Black Defiance, New Dominion,
Black Giant, Norman,
Belmont, No. 1001,

Crescent, Nicanor,

Capt. Jack, Old Ironclad,

Cohansick, Osceola, (Mitchells early)

Crimson Cluster, Photo,

Daisy, Parker Earle,

Early Canada, Prince of Berries,

Eureka, Pine Apple,
Garibaldi,, Pearl,

Green Prolific, Ruby,
Gaudy, Eoyal Hautbois,

Haverlaud, Shaipless,

Hoffman Seedling, Seneca Queen,
Itasca, Staymau No. 1,

Jersey Queen, Shirts,

Jas. Vick, , Surprise,

John Little, Turner's Beauty,

King of the North, \Yoodrutf,

Logan, Windsor Chief,

Manchester, Wondeiful,
Mrs. Cleveland, Warfield, No. 2,

Miller's Seedling, No. 2, Woodhouse.
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The following varieties, most of them not yet introduced, wuie received and
planted last August :

—

Alabama, Muslcingum,
Beder Wood, ^S'unau Charlston,

Bessie, Parker Earle,

Ivanhoe, Eegina,
Martha, Viola,

Middlefield, Woolverton,
Williams, Yale.

Showing per cent, of injury by the winter to the dijferent varieties:—
Under 10 per cent.

Xew Dominion, Downer's Prolific ,Crvstal City, Excelsior, Pearl, Cohansick, War
Field No. 2, No. 1001, Haverland.

10 to 20 per cent.

Grand Duke, Crawford, Miller'rs Seedling Xo. 2, John Little, -Mrs. Cleveland,
Bordelaise, Crimson Cluster, Logan.

20 to '30 pjer cent.

Seneca Queen, Xicanor, Legal Tendei-, Bubach.

30 to 40 per cent.

Gandy, Hampden, Mammoth.

40 to 50 per cent.

Crescent, Capt. Jack, Covill, Jessie, Jas. Viek, Amateur, Gairetson, Golden
Defiance, Windsor Chief, Fairy, Snowflake, Daisy, Itasca, Monmouth.

50 to 60 per cent.

Old Ironclad, Early Canada, Mount Yeruon, Photo, Jewell, Ontario, Eoyal
Hautbois, Euby, King of the North.

60 to 70 per cent.

Daniel Boone, Jumbo, Woodruff, Cumbei'land, Kentucky, Summit, Pine Apple,
Bancroft, Champion.

70 to 80 per cent.

May King, Emeiald, Chas. Downing, Norman, Sterling, Belmont, Wilson
(selected), Ohio, Shirts, Jersej- Queen, Green Prolific, Lida,Eureka, Turner's Beauty,
Surprise.

80 to 90 per cent.

AYilson, Sharpless, Manchester, Mary Fletcher, Mrs. Garfield, Black Giant. Pariy,
Hoffman's Seedling, Garibaldi, Bright Ida, Henderson, Miller's SeedlingH. 11, Moore's
Prolific, Black Defiance.

90 to 100 per cent.

Maggie, Cornelia, Prince of Berries, Atlantic, Sunapee, Triomphe de Gand, Boy-
deu's No. HO, Anna Forest, Moutreuil, Connecticut Queen.

Among the older varieties the following are the most reliable for general plant-
ing in this locality, given in order of ripening ;

—

Crescent (P), Wilson (B), Capt.
Jack (B), Daniel Boone (P), Sharpless (B). Manchester (P) and on heavy soil, I^ew
Dominion (B).



Of the newer varieties which can be safely recommended for trial in order of

ripenina; are :

—

Michel's Early (B) (Osceola), Haverland (P), Miami (P), Bubach (P),

Crawford (P). Lo,;,m (B), Fearl (B), Cloud (P), Seneca Queen (B) Enhance (B),

Eureka (P), Gaudy (B).

The following varieties do not seem worthy of extended cultivation and can be

profitably omitted except possibly in such localities as they seem specially adapted :

—

Pocahontas, Cohansic, Fine Apple, Surprise, Crimson Cluster, Legal 'Fender, Bordelaise,

Royal Hautbois, Sunapee, Early Canada, Hathaicay, No. 5 ; Bancroft, Cornelia, Ray's

Prolific,, Frince of Berries and Nicanor.

SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.

While with our already extended list of varieties it hardly seems wise to add to

it by seedling production, yet as time goes on the standard of excellence will be con-

stantly rising and there will be always room for a berry with well marked character-

istics. We cannot expect to find in a single berry all the desirable points of excellence.

It is, therefore our aim in this work to develop strong growing varieties having one
or more distinguishing qualities, which shall be superlative in these particulars,

whether this be in point of earliness, lateness, hardiness, vigor, productiveness, size

or quality. This should be the aim ofevery grower. Our strawbei'ry lists are already

ciowded with varieties, many of which are almost indistinguishable, and without any
prominent characteristics.

Prof.Green, Horticulturist ofOhio Experiment Station, says in a recent bulletin :

—

"It will be found that vai'ieties which have failed to become favorites, either have no
pi'onounced characteristics,or have been wanting in qualities required to fit them for

general cultivation. It is commonly believed that a variety may do well in one
locality and yet fail in another, and vice versa. There is some truth in this and also

much error. It is true that varieties vary more or less on different soils, but it is

also true that the most variable sorts are the least valuable. In fact if a variety

varies greatly on different soils, it may be set down as unreliable, sooner or later it

will fail even where it seems most at home. To believe that because a variety exhibits

a defect in one locality it may not in another, is almost always a fatal error. If a
variety lacks vigor, is susceptible to disease, is tender when in bloom, or is unproduc-
tive, there is no ground for hope that even under favourable conditions it will become
generally popular, and remain so. Some such have been favorites in certain localities

foj- a time, but sooner or later have been discarded. To hope to find varieties suited to

certain sections only is a delusion. The only varieties that stand the test in particular

sections are those that succeed over wide areas."

Out of 650 seedlings fruited the past season 40 were selected and replanted for

further trial. The seed from which these plants were grown was selected from
vigorous individuals exhibiting marked characteristics in one or more particulars,

such as earliness or lateness, firmness and fine quality. Others were grown from
the earliest berries of the season's crop and still others from the latest, of the same
variety. It cannot be said that there was a coi-responding genei'al or marked dis-

position on the part of the offspring of either of these classes to imitate the peculiar-

ities of their parents, although in a few cases the variations were striking. All such
were carefully nreserved, for the purpose of carrying on the work of selection.

Manjr were of good size and fine quality but some lacked firmness, or were defective

in foliage.

R.\SPBERRIES.

Comparatively few varieties came through the winter entirely uninjured, and
all the tender sorts suffered more or less severely. With a view to test the advan-

X:\iic. as well as cost of pi-otecting during winter by laying down and covering with
sufficient earth to hold them in position, half of the plants of each variety were
pi uned and treated in this manner. The remaining half were unpruned and allowed
to stand without further protection. The relative returns from the two sections will

be carefully noted next year. For convenience raspberries may be readily divided
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into two classes according to their methods of propagation. 1st, Upright varieties,

increasing by suckers from the roots. This includes mainly om- red and yellow
sorts. 2nd. Drooping canes, rooting from the tips, commonly called " tip varieties."

These with one or two exceptions are all black or purple in colour. Of the iirst class

considering the red ones only; 21 varieties frniied the past season.

The following aie the most reliable, for market purposes, of the older kinds in

order of ripening : Hansel, Turner, Marlboro, Cuthbert. For home use. with winter
])rot€ction and good culture, the following is a desirable list: Turner, Herstine.
Clark. Cuthbert.

Among the yellow caps, Brinekle's Orange is unsurpassed in quality, but is not
a profitable market berry and needs protection, except in the milder portions of the
country.

Golden Queen. A beautiful yellow berry, is earlier than Cuthbert ; like it a strong
i^rower, equal to it in quality and a good bearer. This should be a profitable market
berry, and is also well adapted for home use.

Among the later introductions, the following seem specially worthy of mention :

—

Herstine. Large, bright red, quality good, rather soft, productive, season late,

needs winter protection.

Heehner. Large, dark red, high flavouied ; has the same fault as the last, lacking
firmness, a good bearer, fairly vigorous, might be valuable for near market.

Thompson's Early Prolific.—Ripened with Hansel last season. The fruitis larger
and finer and gives promise of a longer picking season. Plant fairly vigorous and
productive.

Royal Church.—This has not been sufiiciently tested here to speak positively,

but from past behaviour it would seem to be a promising medium early variety,
of good size and qualitj', but not firm enough for distant shipment.

CLASS II—TIP VARIETIES.

Few additions have been made to the general list of black caps, most of which are
under cultivation for a number of years. From the twenty varieties which fruited

last year the following are noted as the most reliable :

Souhegan, Tyler and Doolittle are practically identical, and are the earliest to

ripen. One of these should be included in each planter's list, to connect the straw-
berry and raspberry season.

Hilbom.—A medium early sort, of good quality and a heavy bearer. This is

an excellent berry for near market, t»ut is specially valuable for amateur growers
;

it is also valued for canning.

Shaffer.—Sometimes known as Shaffer's Colossal. Is a fine strong grower, an
immense bearer of large purple berries, which are rich and juicy, putting it at the
head of the list as a canning berry. Its dull colour and lack of firmness prevent it

taking a high place as a market variety, but where well known it is highly aj>pre-

ciated.

Gregg.—Completes the season. It is also vigorous, productive, and ships well.
It does not, however, rank as high in quality as Hilborn, but is indispensable in the
list of the market gardener.

Among those not fully tested here may be mentioned Palmer. If it succeeds,
according to present indications, it will supersede Tyler or Sonhegan, which is its

season of ripening.

Muskingum.—Is of the Shaffer tyf)e, but does not seem to be any improvement;
perhaps a trifle firmer. With j)resent experience positive statements cannot be
made.

Earhart.—Will be of value in the milder portions of Ontario where the season
will admit of a second crop, which, under favourable conditions, is usually borne
befoi-e growth is checked by frost.

Attention is called to the report (inserted at the close of mine) of a visiting
committee on a collection of seedling raspberries, black and red—as the notes have
been made by experienced growers of small fiuit.

6e—
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BLACKBERRIES,

The cultivation of the blackberry in Canada has not received the attention

which the quality and excellence of this fruit demands. Again the varieties which
were first introduced, from lack of hardiness and without winter protection have not

succeeded outside of peach-growing districts. This, coupled with the great abun-

dance in some districts of the native species (R2ibus Canadensis) has hindered the

introduction and cultivation of varieties of more recent origin and gi'eater hardiness.

They should be planted in deep, rich soil, and liberally mulched in dry seasons

;

with a careful selection of varieties and good cultivation, paying crops will be ob-

tained. In the colder fruit-growing districts the practice of laying down the canes

in the fall is generally adopted with profitable results. The canes should be pinched

back occasionally during the growing season to induce a stocky growth and aid the

process of ripening the wood.
Of the 20 sorts on trial—unprotected last winter—the following were badly

injured : Gainor, Tecumseh, Bonanza, Early Cluster, Wilson, Jr., Early Harvest,

Crystal White, Kittatiny.

The following suflered, but in a less degree than the last named:

—

Dorchester,

Taylor's Prolific, Wachusett, Wilson's Early, Minneicaski, Erie, Lucretia Dewberry.

The following came through with slight injury : Snyder, Agawam, Stone's Hardy,
Western Triumph.

For the colder sections this last selection will be generally found most reliable,

ripening in the order named. It is difficult to give a list of the hardier varieties

covering the whole season, as these nearly all ripen early. Agawam and Snyder, are

close competitors in point of earliness, hardiness and productiveness, but the former

has the advantage of greater size and better quality. A good succession for the

milder districts is Early Harvest, Agawam, Wilson, Minnewaski.

The Lucretia Dewberry, a trailing form of the blackberry, has not been produc-

tive on light soil, nor has it sustained its reputation for hardiness. From present

experience it cannot be recommended for other than garden culture.

Twenty-two varieties are on trial, made up of black, red and white sorts. The
season was a favorable one, and a fair crop wasgathered from all varieties, although

they have not been planted long enough to give full returns yet.

The currant worm {Nematus ventricosus) was very troublesome, three broods

appearing. The first was treated eifectually with Paris green, the second and third

when the fruit was larger were destroyed with white hellebore. This was applied very
quickly with the ordinary orchard barrel pump. As a rule the grower does not apply

the insecticide soon enough to save the foliage, and growers forget, too, that defolia-

tion this year means a short crop next ; hence the importance of prompt action as

soon as the presence of the larvse is detected.

Nearly all varieties of the Eed and White Currant suffered from loss of foliage

in August, probably due to fungous ti-oubles : White Dutch, Victoria, Baby Castle

and Prince Albert were partially free from injury of this kind.

The following of the red varieties have been most satisfactory in point of

vigor and productiveness, and ripen in the order given, though there is very little

difference between the earliest and latest:

—

Victoria, Fay, Bed Dutch, Versaillaise,

Prince Albert. Among the newer introductions. Wilder, and Moore's Ruby, seem
promising. The former is large and of good quality; the latter is of good quality,

but somewhat lacking in vigor.

There has been practically no ch;iiige in the list of White Currants, White

<?mpe being rather larger and more productive than White Dutch which is better suited

for market purposes. White Dutch is the richest and finest flavored of all the

currants.
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BLACK CURRANTS.

Lee, though rather small in buncb, was most satisfactory of those tried this

season. It is also the earliest to ripen.

There appears to be little difference between Black JVaples and Champion.
Prince of Wales, a later introductio i, seems worthy of extended trial, though its

foliage has been somewhat defective.

Black English resembles Black iSTaples in habit of growth, quality and size of
fruit, but is later.

Crandall is a variation of the Missouri flowering currant (^Ribes aureum) which
has been extensively advertised and disseminated. Its strong points seem to be
vigor of plant and productiveness ; its weak points, unevenness in size and time of

ripening of fruit, and poor quality. As a crossing stock, it will probably be of
value.

SEEDLING CURRANTS.

The large collection of seedlings brought here by Prof. Saunders from London,
made a fine show of fruit and attracted much attention while in bearing. There are

.ibout 150 seedlings in the collection. A selection of 25 of the most promising was
made, based upon the notes collected by Mr. Hilborn, supplemented by the experi-

ence of last year. Cuttings were taken from those specially noted, and were set out
early in August. They were well rooted before cold weather, and will make suitable

plants for starting trial plantations on the branch Farms next spring. It may be
added that some of these thought well of by Mr. Hilborn were propagated last year,

and have already been distributed.

GOOSEBERRIES.

Owing to the first planting of gooseberries having to be removed from their

original location, on account of unsuitable soil, sufficient time has not elapsed since

in which to arrive at any definite opinions regarding the value of the different

varieties in this section. Last season was a favorable one, all varieties making a fair

growth, though very little fruit was borne. As noted previously the currant worm
was S])ecially active ; this fruit receiving the same attention with Paris green and
white hellebore very little injury was sustained.

A large number of the European varieties are on trial, but owing to unsuitable
soil, unfavorable seasons and theii- natural tendency to be affected with leaf mildew,
they have not yet given evidence of future usefulness. They will hardly prove use-

ful except in favored locations, and with special treatment.
Among the newer varieties which have fruited here and elsewhere are Pearl, a

seedling originated by Prof. Saunders, specially to be commended as an im-
mense bearer and comparatively free from mildew. Smith's Improved, with high
culture and careful pruning, will be generally satisfactory ; it bears well, the fruit

is large and of good quality.

III.—VEGETABLES.

The constantly and rapidly increasing number of varieties in all classes of
vegetables, including many worthless new ones and many old ones re-named, renders
the task of making a satisfactory selection for home use quite a foi'midable one.
Very often a satisfactory selection is not arrived at till after considerable expen-
diture of time and money has taken place in testing the many " best" kinds.

It will be a feature of the work of this branch to make each year in certain
lines such tests of varieties (I) as will tend to eliminate duplicates; (2) give
experience upon which to recommend those sorts which have succeeded best here

; (3)
adding such hints on the methods of cultivation as will be deemed useful to the
gardening public It is beyond all question true that farmers, as a rule, do not grow:
in sufficient quantity and variety these healthful products.

6c—6|
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On account of press of other work consequent upon the inaugural duties of a
new position, the experiments with vegetables wore not as full and comjDlete as I

hope they will be in future.

The soil in which the foWowing varieties wei-e grown was not the ideal soil in

the market gai'dener's opinion, being a, light sand}' loam, thought by many to be of
too light a character to give good results in testing vegetables. A moderate dres-

sing of barn-j\ard manure ploughed in, and a subsequent top dressing of ashes, gave
most satisfactory results with all the vegetables on ti-ial.

Of this vegetable there were tifty varieties on trial last season. As the test was
a comparative, one the seed ofall the varieties was sown in boxes in the propagating
house on the same date, 14th March; after being twice transplanted tliey wei-e set

out 19th Ma3\ Obsei-vations were made on the following points, besides records of

seed-sowing, appearance above ground, transplanting, and setting out, viz. : Date of
heading: lighest head (in lbs.)

; heaviest head; average weight of head; number
of immatuicd heads; also notes on form and solidity.

The subjoined tabulated statement gives the jjeriod of heading, and average
weight of those varieties, which have been most satisftjctory last season. Set out
19 th May.

Variety.
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It is a matter of regret that this wholesome vegetable is not more generally
cultivated by farmers. Indeed, it is diflScult in many districts in the Province of
Quebec to find it in gardens, except in or near the larger towns. The fact of tho
seed germinating slowly, and the extended period of time between seed-sowing and
setting out the plants, proba'^'y deters many from growing it—causing them to look
upon it as a lengthy operation. The usefulness of the product, however, far out-
weighs any trouble incurred in raising it. Sow the seed early, in rich ground. Set
out in July, choosing moist, rich soil (trenching is not necessary). Bank up part of
those set out for early use about middle of September, being careful that the soil is

kept from between the leaves : the remainder towards the end of the month.
The following selection of the thirty varieties tested the past season were most

satisfactory-. Field notes are appended :—
Paris Golden Yellow (Steele Bros.)—A dwarf variety, though resemhling

Golden Self-Blanching was earlier. Heart large for an early sort; very crisp and
fine flavored.

VThite Walnut (Henderson.)—One of the larger-growing kinds ; medium
early ; crisp ; very fine flavour. A gootl market variety. ?3?!ril

Half Dwarf (Henderson.)—Was fit for table soon after White Walnut. Large
hearts; blanches well ; crisp; good flavour. As a medium early variety it was not
excelled.

White Plume.—Introduced by the late Peter Henderson in 1884. It has become
exceedingly popular, and is now more widely grown than any other variety. It is

advocated occasionally by seedsmen that with this as well as other partial self-

blanching kinds earthing up is unnecessary; but the improvement in quality will

always repay the grower for the exti-a labour.

Sandringhani.—Was one of the most satisfactory among the later kinds. It
should be profitable for market. The Dwarf variety of this does not seem to be
as yet well selected.

Giant Golden Heart (Vaughan.)—Very large ; late, but somewhat lacking in
flavor.

Red Giant Solid.—Probably the best red celery for market purposes ; flavour
good ; a little inclined to be stringy.

COEN—SWEET.

Like other plants of this class the early-ripening varieties ot corn were much
retarded by the cool weather of late spring and early summer. Thirty-three sorts
were tested, planted 26th May in small plots containing twenty-four hills of each
kind. Notes were taken on the following points, viz. :—Bate of planting; time of
blossoming ; ready for table ; size of ear

;
productiveness ; smuttiness ; height of

stalk ; when ripe.

Early Varieties.

Xorthern Pedigree (Steele Bros.)—Planted 26 th ilay; ready for table use 10th
August, 75 days from planting ; sweet ; ear medium to small ; well filled ; eight-
rowed; a dwarf variety, about -t feet high

;
productive, and free from smut.

Mitchells Extra Early (Pearce).—As grown here, a small white teu-rowed flint;

quite sweet, and pleasant in flavor ; cob small
;
planted 26th May ; ready for table

11th August.
Burbank's Early Maine (Vaughan).—An eight-rowed sweet corn, with roundish

kernel ; very small cob ; ready for table 10th August.
Early Cory and Early Adams.—Old and well tried sorts; were ready for pullinir

14th August. Where one is grown the other may be omitted.
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Second Early.

Among these may be mentioned

—

Early Minnesota.—Ear medium in size ; usually well filled ; ready for table

2-lth August ; sweet; good flavor.

Perry's Hybrid (Henderson).—Ear medium to large; with ub twelve-rowed;
well filled ; large, sweet kernel

;
grows to a height of 6 feet ; fit for use 2'ith August.

Late Varieties.

Roslyn Hybrid (Henderson).—Ear large ; well filled ; in flavor one of the best

tall-growing and productive ; ready for use Ist September.
Evergreen (Livingston.)—Sweet ; ear lai'ge ; well filled ; one of the most produc-

tive sorts tried here ; table 4th September.
Stowell's Evergreen (Henderson).—Sweet, medium to large ; one of the

standard sorts of the West, probably one of the best for late market. Eeady for use

10th September.
Black Mexican.—Another old and generally satisfactory variety; ear medium;

always well filled ; sweet ;
good.

Mammoth Sugar.—For very late use ; this has some value, but the ears and kernels

are generally not well filled.

LETTUCE.

The collection of this vegetable consisted of forty-four kinds. It was intended to

make a compai'ative test of varieties ; also to compare the effect of transplanting and
sowing, as shown by the size and duration ofthe heads. To determine these points two
sowings of each kind were made on the 2nd of May. Lot No. 1 was sown in a cold

frame, and when of proper size, 18 plants were transplanted to the field plots. Those
of lot No. 2 were sown directly in drills, where they were to remain without further
removal, after being thinned out. The experiment promised interesting results, but

was invalidated by the persistent attacks of cut-worms, chiefly on those sown in

drills.

The main points noted were date of maturity; size ofhead
;
quality ; length of

period of maturitj^—in other words, the period during which the variety was fit for

table use before the seed stalks appeared. No experiments were made in forcing
lettuce, so that the remarks following on the varieties apply particularly to out
door culture :

—

Early Curled Simpson (Henderson).—This was very satisfactory in regard to

size of head and quality; retained its crispness well; early.

Tomhannock (Vaughan).—Was ready for use a few days after the above
;

equally satisfactory in other respects.

Toronto Gem (Steele Bros.)—Follows the last very closely in time of matur-
ing. Fair size

; crisp ; and remarkably free fi'om bitterness.

New York (Henderson).—One of the very largest summer varieties of the
solid heading kind

;
good flavor, remaining a long time in condition for table use.

The Cos Lettuce is quite a striking variation from the ordinary form , heads
elongated, conical and large; often completely blanched. This is a favourite among
European gardeners, but it is said to have a tendency to run to seed.

Paris White Cos—Showed no greater inclination to run to seed than varieties

of the common form
; very strong grower. To obtain the best results the outer leaves

should be drawn in and the whole tied up to ensure blanching.

Among others which showed many points of excellence may be mentioned
Black-seeded Simpson, Boston Curled, Oak-leaved and Deacon.

PEAS.

In the test of peas, was included 56 varieties. They were planted on the 2nd of
May in double rows, 3 inches apart and 32 feet long. They germinated evenly; in

no case was there observed a difference of more than two days : neither trellises nor
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stakes were used, which probably had the effect of diminishing the j-ield of the taller

growing varieties. Careful record was taken of the time of blooming, podding; first

picking; last picking; total yield; character; quality of peas and height of vine. These
tests will be repeated next year as with other vegetables tested, when it is hoped
more complete and accurate imformation can be published. With the experience of

the season, the following are among the most reliable :

—

Early.

Laxton's Earliest of All (Vaughan).—Halfdwarf; smooth ; about 2 feet in height,

bearing short, thick pods, well filled
;
gave the highest yield of the very early kinds

;

picked 30th June.
\

Carter's Lightning (Pearce).—Same season as above; half dwarf; is not a
heavy bearer, but gives nearly the whole crop at one picking.

Dan'l O'Rourke (Henderson).—Tall - growing; 36 inches and over; one of

the earliest of this class
;
picked 1st July.

Philadelphia Extra Early.—Tall-growing ; 36 inches ; smooth. This may be
omitted when the last is in cultivation.

Alaska (Pearce).—An old variety, too well and favourably known to need com-
ment ; very productive.

American Wonder (Henderson).—One of the best dwarf early-wrinkled sorts

;

unequalled in its class for home use
;
pods very large ; not very productive

;
picked

3rd July.

First of All (Henderson).—Half dwarf; smooth
;
gave the largest yield of any of

the earl}- varieties on trial the past season
;
picking beginning 4th July

;
j)od8 me-

dium size ; well filled.

Second Early.

Those giving most satisfactory results of this season were Market Garden,
Stratagem, Advancer and Blue Mohawk.

Among late varieties may be mentioned American Champion, very tall-growing
and productive ; Sanders' Marrow, and Sairs Dwarf Mammoth.

The great number of varieties of this vegetable now offered by the trade is

quite puzzling to the amateur grower when selecting his supply of seed for sprino-
planting. Again, the number of duplicates add to the confusion.

The value of a radish very largely depends : 1. On its earliness ; 2. Its quality,
as denoted by juice, crispness, and freedom from pungency ; and 3. The length of
time it retains this pleasant crispness.

Forty-four varieties were tested last season, particular attention being o-iven
to the points above noted.

The presence in great numbers of what is known as the radish maggot, was no
doubt due in a lai-ge measure to a heavy coat of manure with which the soil was
treated, and which was ploughed under previous to sowing.

Early Varieties.

Sutton's Rosy Gem (Pearce & Co.)—As noted by Mr. Hilborn in the report of
last year, this was again the best early turnip shaped radish of its class and
remained in eating condition longer than any of the early varieties. Owino- to the
unfavourable weather for rapid growth in spring, vegetables of all kinds were much
slower in maturing than is the case generally. This radish was ready for the table
38 days after sowing the seed and 4 days ahead of any other variety.

Early Fireball (Livingston).—A little later than the above, round ; firm, crisp and
tender.

Long Scarlet Short Top (Vaughan).—Proved to be one of the most satisfactory
varieties of this class ; ready for table in 43 days from sowing seed.
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French Breakfast (Henderson).—One of the oldest, andstill one of the best for

forcing or early gardens; oblong scarlet; meduim in size, with white tips; flesh

mild, white and tirm.

Bed Bocket (Henderson).—Olive-shaped, scarlet; with small root ; firm and mild,

but soon becomes spongy. One of the best for forcing.

Late Varieties.

Long White Winter (Vaiighan).—Large, crisp, juicy; one of tl.e best white.

Long White Vienna, or Lady Finger (Pearce).—A summer radish, vigorous

grower; roots long; flesh pure white; crisp; liim, but is liable soon to become
tough and pungent.

Bose China (Ve-AYce).—Skin pinkish; flesh white; is probably the best winter

varietj'.

Long Black Spanish.—An old and well tried sort ; still gives good satisfaction.

Among other varieties which appear to possess desirable qualities, the following

may be mentioned: Wood's Early Frame, Olive-shape Scarlet, Early White Turnip

and Long Purple.

TOMATOES.

There is a common Impression existing in the minds of many truck gardeners that

to get the best results tomatoes should be planted in poor soil. This may be partially

true where earliness alone is desired. Numerous carefully conducted experiments,

notably those on the Experimental grounds of Cornell University, clearly disprove

the fallacy of the above as a general statement. In summing up conclusions at the

close of the season, Prof. Bailey says :
" Liberal and even heavy manuring during

the j)resent season gave great increase in yield over no fertilizing, although the

common notion is to the contrary. Heavy manuring does not appear, therefore, to

produce vine at the expense of fruit."

Among the important points to be remembered in successful tomato culture, the

following are noted : 1. Select seed from the best fruits of the most vigorous

plants ; 2. Sow early, eight to ten weeks before planting ; 3. " Handle " frequently

—transplant two or three times before setting out—by which means strong, stocky

plants are obtained ; 4. Transplant to the open as early as possible, into warm, rich

well drained soil.

A test of forty varieties has been made here during the past season, and it is

intended that the work shall be carried on each year, especially those lines bearing

on the selection and production of new varieties. Notes on varieties on trial this

year have been made on the date of blossoming; first ripe fruit; quality and

character of fruit; and average yield per plant in pounds.

The following varieties, from experience of the past season, appear to be the

most profitable for general cultivation, given in order of ripening :

—

Chemin Market.—A new variety, introduced by Vaughan, of Chicago. Medium ^

sized; round; somewhat cornered and elongated; deep red ; cells well filled ; and
walls thick ; a good shipper ; one of the best early sorts

Ingnotum.—Originated with Prof Bailey at the Michigan Experimental Station.
'

Large; round; regular; bright red, with a large solid core; one of the best table

varieties, though it has not kept as well after picking as some other kinds.

Favorite (Livingston).—One of the oldest, most generally cultivated and one

of the best. Coming in early, it continues fruiting for a long season; a good
market variety.

Potato Leaf.—Of the same type as Mikado and Table Queen. Large ; smooth

;

somewhat irregular; dull pink in colour ; very solid, consequently a good shipper;

very productive.

Mikado.—Introduced by Henderson, of New York, in 188(5. Has rapidly come
to the front as a market variety. Large to very large ; smooth and almost regular

;

purplish pink; the color somewhat detracts from its appear.ance ; very desirable.
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ductive ; a good late variety.

Golden Queen (Liviogston).—This, as its name indicates, is yellow, and very
attractive. Large, even, and regular in form ; very productive. This gave the best

results among the yellow varieties tested.

Many ot the newer varieties give evidence of possessing points of merit which
will place them on a par with most of those named above, but in advance of further

tests, and considering that the present list is a very satisfactory one, descriptions

are in the meantime withheld.

IV.—FOEESTEY—FEEE DISTEIBUTION.

The importance of this branch of horticulture is becoming more appreciated

each year by the settlers of Manitoba and the Xorth-West. This is being empha-
sized in a striking manner in those localities in which fruit-growing has been
attempted, no matter on how limited a scale the beginning may be. The first require-

ment in the prairie region of the Xorth-West is a shelter belt, whether a small fruit

or vegetable gai-den is desired. It is the settler only, who can fully appreciate the

benefit of wind-breaks for the protection of his home and his stock yards.

With a view to encourage tree planting on the plains, and gain information in

regard to the adaptability of different varieties offorest trees to the requirements of the

North-West, under direction of the Honourable Minister of Agricultme a distribution

of 100,000 seedling forest trees from 10 to 15 inches in height, was made through the

mails. During April of last year 1,000 packages, containing 100 seedlings each, made
up in varying numbers of 17 varieties, were sent to applicants who had received notifi-

cation of the intended distribution through their localjournals. About 1,600 applica-

tions were received in excess of the number provided for, showing that to this line of

experiment was accorded the hearty approval of the settlers of Manitoba and the

North-West.
In sending out these trees due care has been taken to distribute them over as

wide an area as possible, so that no part of the North-West might be overlooked.

In Manitoba 98 post offices received 591 packages of trees ; North-West Terri-

tories, 92 post oflices received 389 packages of trees. Total—190 post offices ; 980
packages sent out.

A few varieties running out towards the end of the distribution, the remaining
parcels were completed with small fruits, and are noted in that connection.

The following list gives the names of varieties and the number of each sent out,

and was adhered to as closely as practicable, but in a few cases changes were neces-

sarily made:

—

10 White ash. 5 Eussian mulberry.
10 Green ash. 5 Cottonwood.
25 Box elder. 3 Linden.

5 Soft maple. 1 Black wild cherry,

2 Hard maple. 1 Ky. coffee tree.

20 White elm. 1 Eed cedar.

2 Honey locust. 1 Eussian olive.

5 Black walnut. 2 Butternut.

2 Black locust.

To each variety was attached a wooden label, with the name plainly printed upon
it. The packing was done in a careful and expeditious manner, u>ing sphagnum moss
to preserve the necessary moisture, and covering with two sheets ofpaper—one oiled and
the othei- the common manilla wrapping material. The trees arrived in good con-
dition, though many were on the road from ten to fourteen days. Two parcels were
returned after an absence of seven weeks, the parties to whom they were addressed
having removed. These trees weit then placed in the most favourable condition for
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growth, with the object of finding out how many utill lived after such hard usage. In
one instance 53 ])er cent, recovered and made some growth ; in the other 58 per cent,

gave evidence of life, by throwing out new shoots and rootlets.

With each consignment the following circular of instructions was mailed :

Dominion of Canada,
Department of AaRicrLTURE,

Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, April, 1890.

Dear Sir,—A package containing one hundred forest tree seedlings has been
mailed to you this day, and your attention is specially called to the following
instructions :

—

When the trees are received, unpack at once and wet the roots. If unable to

plant immediately, store them in a cool cellar, or heel them in out of doors, covering
them completely with moist earth. Situation.—When selecting a site for planting,
if possible choose a loamy and friable soil on a northern slope. A piece that has
been summer-fallowed is preferable. Avoid southern exposures, as trees in such
situations are liable to be injured by alternate freezing and thawing in the spring
and by the hot winds in summer. Preparation of soil.—Work the ground from 12
to 15 inches deep and pulverise thoroughly; mark out rows 4 feet apart, running
north and south. Planting.—Cut back to the living wood any tops that may be
withered or otherwise injured. Do not expose the roots to the sun or wind for a
minute, as the tender seedlings are quickly injured by such exposure. A good plan
is to carry the seedlings to the field in a pail of water, from which they are planted.
Set deep, 4 feet apart each way, putting the box elders and cottonwoods in the.

outside rows. If the soil is dry, pour water in the holes when half filled. Press
the earth firmly about the roots in all cases, and leave the tree in a slight basin,

with the top soil loosely laid on; it shoul d be kept in this loosecondition by frequent
stirrings during the growing season. Where practicable plant corn in ihe inter-

spaces of the north and south rows, and leave the stalks standing over winter. The
corn will serve as a summer shade and assist in collecting snow through the winter.
Cultivate at least once a week during the growing season ; afterwards, sufficiently

often to keep the weeds down. This treatment should be continued annually until

the trees are large enough to shade the ground. Mulch heavily each year in the
fall with straw, manure or prairie hay, which is removed in spring when cultivation

begins.

You will be expected to take such notes during the growing period as will

unable j-ou to make a report at the close of the season on the behaviour of each
variety, giving soil and exposure. Eeports will be expected, whether favourable
or unfavourable.

Tours truly,

JOHN CEAIG,
Wm. Saunders, Director. Horticulturist.

This line of experimental work has been so well received and has met with
such hearty suppoi't from those most concerned, that instructions have been given
by the Minister of Agriculture to make another distribution next spring, sending
out double the number distributed last year, and making such changes in regard to
varieties as experience may warrant.

The work of testing larger sized forest trees on the North-Western plains was also
continued. There was sent to twenty-five of the experimental gardens belonging to

Canadian Pacific Euilway a bundle "of 125 trees of the hardiest sorts from 4 to 6

feet in height. These were distributed along the line from Moose Jaw to the Rocky
Mountains. Among the Indian agencies there were also distributed about 3,000
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trees of the same sizes and vai'ieties. The following are the agencies to vrhich trees
were sent :

—

Assiniboine,

Battle Eiver,

Blackfoot,

Piegan,

Edmonton,
File Hills,

MuBCOwpetung Eeservation,

Touchwood Hills,

Stony Reservation,

Duck Lake,

Battlefoi-d,

Birtle,

Blood Eeservation,
Crooked Lakes,
Fort Pelly,

Moose Mountain,
Onion Lake,
Sarcee Reservation,
Saddle Lake,
Carlton.

By request of Fi'ed. White, Esq., Compti-oller of the North-West Mounted
Police, about 3,500 trees of the same size as those sent to the Indian agencies and
Canadian Pacific Eailway gardens were distributed to the oflScers commanding at the
following posts: Eegina, Maple Creek, Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, Macleod, Calgary,
Fort Saskatchewan, Battleford and Prince Albert. The results, showing the lelative
success of these trees as compared with seedlings raised in the districts surround-
ing the above named places, and those planted as yearlings cannot fail to prove ins-

tructive and useful. The subjoined list gives the varieties used in this distribution.

Deciduous Trees.

White ash.

Green ash.

European white ash.

American elm.

White birch.

Canoe birch.

American mountain ash.

European mountain ash.

Norway maple.
Soft maple.
Butternut.
Wild black cherry.

European alder.

European linden.

Eussian mulberrj-.

European larch.

Barberry.
Arteme.^ia.

Spiraea.

Fraxinus viridis.

Fraxinus Americana.
Fraxinus excelsior.

Ulraus Americana.
Betula alba.

Betula papyracea.
Pvrus Americana.
Pyrus aucuparia.
Acer platanoides.

Acei- dasycarpum.
Juglans cinerea.

Prunus sei'otiua.

Alnus glutinosa.

Tilia Europea.
Morus hybrida.
Larix Europea.

Shrubs.

Berbris vulgaris.

Artemesia abrotans var ?

Spiiase opulifolia.

Norway spruce.

White spruce.

Scotch pine.

Austrian pine.

White i>ine.

Arbor vitse.

Evergreen Trees.

Abies excelsa.

Abies alba.

Pinus sylvestris.

Pinus austriaca.

Pinus strobus.

Thuja occidentalis.

DISTRIBUTION OF TREE SEEDS.

Considerable quantities of native tree seeds have been collected by the superin-
tendents of the Brandon and Indian Head Farms, Messrs. Bedford and MacXay.
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These seeds were forwarded to the Central Experimental Farm as earlj as practi-

cable last fall, to be distributed from there in small sacks to Manitoba and Xorth-

West farmers, as a means of arriving at the relative advantages of growing trees

from seed where wanted, and planting seedlings grown elsewhere. ExjXM-imental

work in forestry at the above Branch Farms has already demonstrated the advis-

ability of beginning with the hardiest native trees, and when with these shelter has

been obtained the work will progiess more satisfactorily.

The greater propotion of the seed arrived too late fo. ilie report of the distribu-

tion to be given this year. A part of the seed was sent out through the mails in small

cotton bags. The Burr oak, and Black cherry were put up in packets co-Jtaining about

400 seeds of each. The ash were sent out in sacks holding about 5,000 seeds. The
seeds of the cherry being small were enclosed with those of the ash.

The distribution up to 1st January, 1891, was as follows:

—

Xo. of Packages.

Species. Man. N. W.T.
Manitoba burr oak (Quercus macrocarpa) 60 85

do Green ash (Fraxinus viridis) 219 201

do Black cherry (Prunus demissa) ? 219 201

The subjoined circulars of instructions were mailed to each recipient of the tree

seeds :

—

DoMIN'tO.V OP C.4X.\DA,

Central Experimental Farm,

Ottawa, December, 1890.

Dear Sir,—A small sack, containing seeds of M::nitoba burr oak (Quercus

macrocarpa) has been mailed to your addiess this day.

Mix the acorns with damp sand and store in a cool cellar during the winter,

being careful to guard from mice and rats. Sow after danger of heavy spring frosts

is over, in well-drained mellow loam, sheltered if possible from stiong sunshine and
prevalent winds. Sow 2 inches apart, in drills which may be run 15 to 20 inches

from each other. Cover to a depth of 2 inches, firmly pressing the soil over the

seed. Keep the surface loose and free from weeds during the growing season.

Protect the seedlings the first winter with a mulch of straw or hay. They may be

allowed to remain in the seed bed 2 years, or they may be transplanted as yearling.?

to preinanent positions.

Yours trul}-,

JOHX CRAIG,
"William Sau.nders, Director. Horticulturist.

Dominion of Canada,

Central Experi.mental F.\rm,

Ottawa, December, 1890.

Dear Sir,—A small sack containing seeds of Manitoba black cherry and ash

has been mailed to your address this day.

Mix the the seeds of each with damp sand or soil, and store in a cool cellar

during winter, being careful to guard from mice and rats. Sow after danger of

heavy spring frosts is over, in well-draineil, mellow loam ;
shelter if possible from

string sunshine and prevalent winds. Sow 1 to 2 inches apart in drills, which may
be run from 15 to 20 inches apart. Cover the cherry-pits to a depth of 1^ inches.

The ash seed should have a covering of from f to 1 inch. Press the soil firmly over

the seed in both cases. Keep the surface loose and free from weeds during the

growing season. Protect the seedlings the first winter with a mulch of straw or
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hay. They may be allowed to remain in the seed-bed two years, or they may be
transplanted as yearlings to permanent positions.

Yours truly,

JOHN CEAIG,
William Saunders, Director. Horticulturist.

A quantity of the seed of each variely received, was either planted last full or is

in course of preparation for planting next spring on the Central Farm. The seed-

lings raised will be available for future tests here and elsewhere.

EVERGREEN SEEDLINGS.

The year has been a very favourable one for transplanting these plants—so
sensitive when young to change of position and strong sunshine. About 130,000 two
year seedling Eigi pines were removed from the shaded seed beds and re-set in
nursery rows, also several thousands each of Scotch pine, Norway sjiruce and a
smaller number of Austrian pine. White pine, Arbor vitse, lilue spruce and Douglas
spruce. By setting in rows 15 inches apart and stirring the soil frequently with a
Planet Junior cultivator very slight losses were sustained. These seedlings will
be of suitable size, and available for distributing aft^r another year.

The beds from which these seedlings were remo.-ed, were immediately re-sown
with the following varieties, the seed having been obtained from the north-westein
Rocln- Mountain region, with the exception of Pinus cembra, received from B. E.
Fernow, Esq., Chief of the Forestry Division, Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Douglas fir. Pseudotsuga Douglasii,

White tir. Abies concolor.

Colorado blue spruce. Picea pungens.
Bull or j-ellow pine. Pinus ponderosa.
Stone pine. Pinus cembra.

Douglas fir. White fir, and Colorado blue spruce germinated rapidly and well.
Bull pine germinated more slowly and irregularly, but on the whole made satisfac-
tory growth. The seeds of Stone pine have not j-et germinated, ])robably due to the
fact that they were not planted the same j-ear as collected. Some difficulty was
experienced and loss sustained from what isknown to nursery men and florists as the
"damping ofl^'" of the young plants. No specific remedy has yet been discovered
against this malad}'. It seems to be encouraged by excessive moisture or by sudden
dryness. The best results in growing evergreen seedlings are generally attained by
keeping a partial shade and preserving a moderate but even degree of moisture

DISTRIBUTION OF FRUITS.

In reponse to a large number of requests by farmers in districts remote from
fruit-growers, a number of packages were put up, containing as a rule, the followino-
varieties—though in some cases it was found necessary to substitute other sorts
and sometimes vary the number of plants sent:

1 Apple tree, either Duchess or Whitney crab.

1 CheiTy tree, either Vladimir or Bessarabian.
2 AVhite grape currants.

2 Eed Dutch cun-ants.

2 Houghton gooseberry.
2 .Shaffer raspberry.

2 Mammoth Cluster raspberry. ) t>i i

2 Gregg do j

^'*''*^'^-

2 Hansen do )
2 Turner do -Red.
2 Cuthbert do \
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This selection was sent to 250 applicants. Many reports which have come in

give very satisfactory accounts of the relative success of the different varieties

Those coming fiom Manitoba and the North-West—which sections received the

larger share of the distribution—aie of special interest. Nearly all the varieties

started well, except the blackcap raspberries, of which "tip" plants only, were
available at the time of sending them out. It is much safer and surer in shipping
these varieties long distances to use yearling plants well rooted.

The following circular of instructions accompanied each parcel :

—

DojitNioN OF Canada,
Department of Aqricultttre,

Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, April, 1890.

Dear Sir,—A package containing plants of small and large fruits has been
mailed you this day, and your attention is specially called to the following

instructions:

—

When plants are received unpack at once and wet the roots. If unable to plant

immediately, store them in a cool cellar or heel them out of doors, covering them
completely with moist earth. Situation.—When selecting a site for planting, if pos-

sible choose a loamy and friable soil on a northern slope. A piece that that has

been summer fallowed is preferable ; avoid southern exposures, as trees and plants

in tsuch situations are liable to be injured by alternate freezing aud thawing in the

spring, and hot winds in summer. Work the ground twelve to fifteen inches deep
and pulverize thoroughly. Planting—Raspberries.—Set in rows six feet apart and
four feet in the row ; care should be taken not to plant the tip varieties deeper than

three inches ; the place of old cane on these serves only the purpose of a handle and
is of no use after setting out. Examples of this class are Mammoth Cluster, Shaffer

and Gregg. The upright varieties. Turner, Cuthbert and Hansell, may be planted

deeper. Manure freely and cultivate well. Pinch off the wines when three feet

high, aud prune back lateral branches the following sjjring to within twelve or eigh-

teen inches of the main cane. It is necessary to bend down the canes in the fall and
cover them with earth sufficient to hold them in this position. The apple and cherry
trees we send out are cut back, and should be grown with low bushy heads. Bind the

trnnks and main limbs in the fall with straw or hay to protect from winter cold

and spving sunshine. Currants and Gooseberries need liberal manuring and mulching
in the fail. As two-year old wood bears most fruit it is best to remove annually all

canes three 3-ears and over.

You will be expected to take such notes during the growing period as will enable

you to make a report at the close of the season on the behavior of each variety,

giving soil and exposure. Eeports will be expected whether favorable or unfavor-

able.

Yours truly,

Wm. SAUNDERS, JOHN CEAIG.
Director. Horticulturist

In addition to the above, there were distributsd 110 packages, containing a selec-

tion of strawberry, raspberry plants aud forest tree seedlings, the latter being a

number of incomplete bundles left over at the close of the tree distribution.

Ai'rangements have been made whereby this work can be continued during the

coming season.

PROPAGATION OP TREES AND SHRUBS.

In view of the comparatively limited information we have in regard to the best

and most expeditious methods of increasing many of the rarer and hardier forms of

trees and shrubs, experiments in this direction were inaugurated during the past
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summer. The work thus far has been confined to testing different methods of pro-

pagating from cuttings, using green wood tips under glass and in the open air ; also

spring and fall planting in the open of hardwood cuttings.

Interesting results are being developed, but the work is not sufficiently advanced
to report upon at this date.

v.—EXPEEIMENTS WITH FUNGICIDES.

The annual losses to orchards during the past eight or ten years from the disease

known as apple-scab {Fusicladium dentriticum fckl.) has been so heavy as to

cause some hitherto profitable varieties to be discarded in certain localities, and to

raise the question of their usefulness in future planting. These failures among old

and well-tried varieties have also brought about enquiry and experiment as to the
best means of combating the disease.

A series of experiments along this line were conducted at Abbotsford, Que., dur-

ing the past season, on the farm of Wm. Craig & Son. I am indebted to Mr. Wm.
Craig, jr., for his labour in superintending the work, and furnishing me with some
of the facts upon which the following deductions are based.

I am also indebted to Mr. F. T. Shutt, Chemist to the Experimental Farms, for

valuable assistance in planning the lines of experiments, and for the preparation of

the copper carbonate and other necessary materials.

Thg trees selected were of the Fameuse variety, planted fourteen years ago on
a loose, gravelly soil. During the past four years this orchard has not yielded more
than 25 per cent, of first-class apples.

Five rows in the centre of this orchard were selected, each row, which contained
fourteen trees, being treated with a different mixture. A row of trees untj eated was
allowed to remain on either side of those operated npon. Four applications were
made, one on each of the following dates : 14th and 26ih June, and 17th and 29th
July. At the time of the first application the fiuit was about the size of garden peas.

When the fruit was picked it was divided into three grades, numbered 1, 2,

and 3. The results are given in this way :

—

Eow 1.—Treated with

Copper carbonate 1^ oz.

Ammonia 1 qt.

Water 22 gals.

Result

:

Per cent.

Xo. 1 33
'No. 2 25
No. 3 42

Eow 2.—Treated with

Copper carbonate 3 oz.

Water 22 gale.

Result : Per cent.

No. 1 50
No. 2 25
No. 3 25

Bow 3.—Treated with

Copper sulphate 1 lb.

Ammonia 1^ pts.
Wafer 22" gals.
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This solution was too strong, injuring the leaves to such an extent as to cause

half of them to drop within ten days from time of application. A second and
weaker application had the same effect.

Eow 4.—Treated with

Cepper sulphate 1 lb.

Water 22 gals.

This had practically the same effect as the above, and was discontinued atter a

second application. It would seem in this result before us that the ammonia did

not increase the injurious etiect of the copper sulphate.

Eow 5.—Treated with

Hyposulphite of soda 1 lb.

Water 22 gals.

No beneficial effect was noted, though the experiments on thi>; row werr
rendered useless by severe inroads of the leaf-crumpler.

Eow 6.—Untreated.
Per cent.

No. 1 24

No. 2 2ii

No. 3 50

The time occupied in making each application, covering the 70 trees, was aTjout

3i hours with one man and boj' and a horse. Of course, if the same mixture were
used on the whole lot without any change, the time taken in making the application

would be greatly reduced. As the cost of the application is much increased by the

addition of ammonia in the copper carbonate mixture—while the results in the

expeiiments cited above do not seem to warrant its use—it would appear that the

copper carbonate and water mixture, in the strength as applied above could be

used to advantage, and at a cost of about 1 cent per tree each application, or 5 cent*

for the season. This is an outside estimate even for large trees. It is noteworthy to

mention a fact which has attracted the attention of other investigators, viz., that

the older leaves seem to be more sensitive to injury fi'om mo?<t fungicides and insecti-

cides, than the young and growing leaves. The later applications emphasized this

ob.~^ervation.

OTHER FUNGICIDES.

Bordeaux Mixture.—This remedy for downy mildew and black-rot of the grape,

though only of recent intioduction, has, by reason of its efficacy, become one of our

mostimpoitant fungicides. It is prepared as follows :

—

" Dissolve 6 lbs. of sulphate of copper in 16 gallons of water. In another vessel

slake 4 lbs. fi'esh lime in 6 gallons of water. When the latter mixture has cooled it

is slowly poured into the copper solution, care being taken to mix the fluids

thoroughly by constant stirring. Prepare some days before needed for use. Stir before

appljing. Stronger mixtures were at tirst recommended, but they are not now used. For

downy mildew and black-rot of the grape, blight, and rot of the tomato and potato."

[Bailey, Horticulturist's Eule Book].

Eau Celeste.—'' Dissolve 1 lb. of sulphate of copper in 2 gallons of water. In

another vessel disolve 1 lb. of carbonate of soda (washing s(xia)
;
mix the two solu-

tions. When chemical reaction has ceased, add li pints of ammonia; then dilute to

22 gallons." [Bailey, Horticulturist's Eule Eook]. "Use for treatment of the same
diseases as Bordeaux mixture.

I herewitL append some conclusions arj-ived at bj-Prof. C. P. Gillette of the Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, who conducted last season an extended series of

experiments on this subject :

—
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" The oldest leaves are most susceptible to injury from arsenical applications
;

they ol'Len turn yellow and drop, without showing the burnt spotted appearance."
* * * " London purple, (Paris green and white ai'senic have not yet been tried)

can be used at least eight or ten times as strong without injury to foliage, if applied

in common Bordeaux mixture instead of water." * * * " The arsenites mix
readily in carbonate of copper solutions, and do not seem to do more harm than
when applied in water only." :i= * * "London purple in sulphate of copper
solution, does vastly more harm than when applied in water only."

In the Journal of Mycology, Vol. VI, No. 3, published by Pi-of. Galloway and
assistants, Department of Agriculture, Washington, an account is given of results

of spraying grape vines to prevent black-rot with " Bordeaux mixture ; ammoniacal
copper carbonate solution

; copper carbonate in suspension ; and a mixed
treatment, consisting of three applications of the Bordeaux mixture, followed bj'

live of the ammoniacal solution." The following conclusions were reached :

—

I. " That while the amount of fruit saved by the Bordeaux mixture w.as greater
t han that by the ammoniacal solution, the latter preparation is, after all, the cheapest.

In other words, there was more protit in using the ammoniacal solution than the
Bordeaux mixture."

II. " A mixed treatment consisting of Bordeaux mixture and ammoniacal solu-

tion, is more profitable than a treatment of Bordeaux mixture alone, but not as

profitable as the ammoniacal solution alone."

EFFECT OF FUXGICIDES OX APPLE LEAVES.

(Frank T. Shutt and John Craig.)

The experiments, as set forth in the accompanying table, were instituted witii

the following objects in view:

—

1. To ascertain the greatest strength in which the diflferent fungicides can be
applied without injury to the leaves of apple trees

;

2. To ascertain the effect on the leaves of the copper salts, with or without the

addition of ammonia;
3. Ta ascertain the effect on the leaves of apple trees, of a combined fungicide and

insecticide, using Paris green as the latter.

The trees chosen for the experiment wei-e of the Wealthy variety—a row set

out three years ago, in which all the trees .selected were in an equally vigorous
condition. As shown in the table, a series comprising 14 combinations of fungi-

cides in different strengths was prepared. Each application was pi-epared on the basis

of a 22-gallon mixture, though the quantity used—the trees being small—was in each
case about 1 gallon. A tree was set aside for each preparation, and numbered in

accordance with the number of the mixture used.

Series I, received three applications, notes being taken at short intei-vals after

each application. At the close of this series a new lot of trees was selected ; these
received two applications, and were used as checks on the results of the first experi-
ments.

Cc—l
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Quantities given below are all on the basis of 22 gals, of water, with ammonia
as the solvent:

—

1. Copper carbonate—3 oz. in solution, caused slight injury.

2. Copper carbonate—3 oz. in suspension caused no injury ; 6 oz. in su^^pen-

sion caused slight injury, which did not increase with repeated applications.

3. Copper carbonate—3 oz. in solution, Paris green If oz. (proportion of 1 lb.

to 200 gals, of water), caused slight injury in the later applications.

4. Copper carbonate—li oz. in solution, Paris green If oz., caused very slight

injury after the thiid application.

5. Copper carbonate—IJ oz., in suspension, Paris green If oz., caused no
injury.

6. Cojjper carbonate—3 oz. in suspension, Paris green If oz., caused slight

injury after later ajjplications.

7. Copper sulphate—8 oz. dissolved caused much injury, and proportionately as

the quantity of sulphate waa increased.

8. Copper sulphate—8 oz., with 1^ pints of ammonia, caused much injury.

9. Copper sulphate—8 oz. ; Paris green '93 oz., and If oz. caused much injury.

The more promising lines, as indicated in the above summary, will receive

careful attention another season, and on such a scale as to enable the submitting of

a more complete summary of conclusions.

VI.—EEPOET ON SEEDLING SMALL FEUITS.

To Wm. S.^unders, Esq.,

Director Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir.—The members of the joint committee from the Fruit Growers' Association
of Ontario, and the Montreal Horticultural Society, invited to inspect the fruits of

the Ottawa Esjsei'imental Farm, beg to submit the following report:

—

We met at the farm on the 22nd of July, and in company with yourself and
Mr. John Craig, the Horticulturist, proceeded to examine the various fruits in

cultivation. The results of our observations were very gratifjnng, indeed, having
found success and improvement far beyond our most sanguine expectations.

The raspberry being the principal ft-uit in bearing at the time, our attention

was more particularly drawn to it. We found some twenty-five or more varieties of

the well-known sorts in bearing—most of them doing well and carrying a fair crop
of fruit. But the chief attraction to your committee was a patch of two or thret^

hundred seedlings and hybrids which were originated by the Director, some of which,
in our estimation, bid fair to supersede the best of the standard varieties. These
wei-e carefully compared as to apparent hardiness of plant, quality, and productive-
ness with the standaid sorts grown under the same culture and surroundings, and we
found, not only in those of the red type, but also in the black and yellow sorts,

marked improvements over the leading varieties in general cultivation, from which
these were produced—Some as to time of ripening, others as to flavor, and still

others as t© size, hardiness, productiveness, &c., and it is the opinion of the
committee that if these varieties are propagated and disseminated through the

country that they alone will more than pay the country, the expense already
incurred in connection with the Horticultui'al Department of the Experimental
Farm. These varieties have been gi'own under numbers, and we herewith appenil

oui- observations in regaivi to the most promising of them, and would suggest that

they should all be named an! further tested, and propagated as fast as jjossible, and
disseminated as you may think best.

I
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Wfi also inspected several new seedling black currants and gooseberries, some
of which we consider improvements on our present varieties, and shall expect good
results from these when further tested.

The strawbei-jy season was over, and we had no opportunity of seeing them in

fruit, but a part of your committee saw several seedlings which were brought to the

meeting of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association at Niagara on the 9th of July,

bj- Mr. Craig ;
and from the fruit inspected there and the growth and foliage of the

plants seen on the farm we should pronoance them very promising.

In regard to the other and larger fruits being tested on the farm, they are not

yet far emmgh advanced to form much of an opinion; yet, we have no hesitation in

saying that we believe the experiments being conducted in the Horticultural Depart-
ment will result in producing varieties that will be of great value, particularly

in the colder parte of our Dominion ; and in conclusion, we would express our
regret that the climate at Ottawa will not permit of experiments with some of

the more tender and most valuable fruits, such as the peach, and with many varie-

lies of apples, pears, plums, cherries, apricots, grape^^, &c. In view of the great

advantage it would be to the country to have these fruits tested by disinterested

parties not engaged in the sale of trees or plants, we would express a hope that at no
distant day the Govei-nment will see fit to establish somewhere in western Ontario

—

where the climate is suitable—a branch Horticultural station for this purpose,

similar to those established in some of the neighbouring States.

r P. C. DEMPSEY,
Fruit Growers' Association of the Pi-ovince of Ont. < A. M. SMITH,

( P. E. BUCKE.
,..,., ,, . ,. p,, Tj ,.^ f W. W. DUXLOP,
1- ruit Growers Association of the Provmce ot Que. ! r, npoDIF

SEEDLING RASPBEREIES.
Vt) of ^°" °^

Row. ^]?"i" RED VARIETIES

3 11 A seedling of Biggar's Seedling. Berry above medium size ; fair

quality ; early ; tirm
;
productive promising for market.

o 13 Seedling of Biggar's Seedling. Berry large ; attractive ;
good quality

;

early
;
promising for market.

3 21 Probably from Biggar's Seedling. Berry as large as Cuthbert ; bright

rea ; fine quality ; medium early ; hardy and very productive.

3 24 Origin unknown. Large, dark red
;
good quality ; firm ; very pro

ductive; should be a good market berry.

3 36 Origin unknown. Very large ; light red
;
good quality ; firm

;
pro-

ductive ; hardy and vigorous. (I have noted this as one of the most
promising for market.—J.C.)

3 39 Origin unknown. A duplicate of the last, but a few daj^s earlier.

3 52 Seedling of Philadelphia. Meilium to large
;
purple ; early

;
good

quality ; very productive, of the same type as Philadelphia, but
earlier.

-i 48 Origin doubtful. Medium size ; dark red
;
good quality; enormously

productive, valuable on account of its great productiveness.

5 12 Seedling origin unknown Medium size ; dark red
;
good quality

;

early. This is too nearly like the last to propagate both.

(Either of these should supersede some of our present early

sorts.—J.C.)

6 46 Seedling of Biggar's Seedling. Very large ; bright red ; first quality
;

firm ; somewhat earlier than Cuthbert
;

prolific ; bardy anil

vigorous ; very promising.
6 47 Seedling of Biggar's Seedling. A little earlier, otherwise similar to last.
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SEEDLING EASPBERRIES.
No. of

p^'°-"f

Row. g"„.'" BLACK CAPS.

3 45 Seedling of Hopkins. Large
;
good quality ; as late or later than

Gregg.
3 47 Seedling of Hopkins. Size of Gregg; good quality; firm; medium

early
;
productive. Ti'V for market.

3 7G Seedling of Ohio. Above medium size ; atti'active
;
good quality ; firm :

very early
;
productive. (Yaluable on account of its early

season.—J.C.)

4 57 Doubtful origin. Large
;
purple ; fair qualit^^ ; later than Sh:itfer

;

exceedingly productive.

5 23 Seedling of Tj'ler. Medium to large; fine quality; fairly firm ; early;

season of Tyler ; hardy ;
productive ; very promisinj;.

.") 33 Seedling of Tyler. Large and equal to Gregg; good qualit3- ; medium
early ; very productive; hardy

;
very promising.

'5 41 Hybrid; Gi'egg with Cuthbert. Sh after type ; large; dark purple;
good quality ; early ; a typical cross

;
plant vigorous. (Very

promising, on account of its size and earliness.—J.C.)

7 70 Chance seedling. Medium size ; fine quality ; very sweet ; medium
early

;
promising for home use ; hardy; prolific.

7 SO Chance seedling. Laigest size ; fine qualit}- ; firm
;
productive ; season

just ahead of Hilboru ; hardy ;
prolific. Premising for maiket.

[XoTE.—All varieties described above have been favourably mentioned for three seasons in uotea taken
by Mr. Hilborn, Prof. Saunders or myself. Hardiness and productiveness taken as points of primary im-
portance.

—

John Cu.MG, IfortifiiUiiriM.]
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REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.
(Frank T. Shutt, M.A., F. Inst. Chem., F.C.S.)

Ottawa, 20t.li January. 1S91.

W'm. Sau.vders, Esq.,

Director, Dominion Exjjerimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the fourth annual report on tlie

work of the Chemical Department of the Dominion Experimental Farms.

During the past year much has been accomplished, and the laboratory work,

ever increasing as the E.xperimental Farm system becomes better known and appre-

ciated, has been of a very varied character. Farmers in all parts of the Dominion
ai-e more and more taking advantage of the aid afforded them by the Government in

ihose institutions, and as a result a larger number of samples have been received for

examination and report. The correspondence of the Department has also greatly

increased, and much time is now necessarily expended in answering the enquiries of

agriculturists. This portion of my work, while forming no part of the annual report,

has been found very useful to the individual farmei-.

The samples sent in for analysis comprise principally soils, natural and artificial

feitilizers, waste products of an agricultural value, well waters and feeding materials

of all kinds.

Only such specimens are examined, the knowledge of which is considered to be

of importance and benefit to the farming community of Canada, or at least to a large

portion thereof. Exceptions to this rule are made, as in the case of well watei-s, but

even here the printed reports will prove of great service to all who study them. No
work is done of such a private nature that the report on it would benefit only the

individual. Much of the work has a national interest, as for instance, the analysis of

sugar-beets grown in different sections of the country, the examination of soils repre-

senting large areas, and the like.

That intelligent interest that has been awakened in the value of such knowledge
is practically demonstrated by the fact that many samples of soils, fodders, ferti-

lizers, etc., have now accumulated, and for want of time, aie still awaiting analysis.

Besides this class of work, and, probably of greater importance to the Dominion
at large, is that which has for its object the solution of chemical questions in con-

nection with experiments planned and carried out on the Experimental Farms. These
investigations usually entail a large expenditure of time and work, consisting often of

a long series of analyses. Many of the experiments just referred to may be said to be

wholly chemical, while others require many analyses to make them complete, and,

consequently, more valuable. The chemical examination of different varieties of fodder

corn, native and foreign grasses, roots and cereals, ot animal products, such as milk

of the various breeds, finds its rightful place here.

On account of this large amount of work and the consequent need of skilled

assistance in the laboratorj^ the services of an Assistant Chemist have been secured.

Mr. Adolph Lehmann, B.S.A., late of Guelph Agi-icultural College, was chosen for the

work. By the technical skill and ability he has displayed in chemical analysis, by
his untiring industry and by the warm and intelligent interest he has evinced in the

work, Mr. Lehmann has shown himself well fitted for the position. It is due largely

to his valuable aid that I am enabled to insert many of the analytical results which
appear in the present report.

For convenience of reference, the following classification of the contenis of this

report will be found useful.
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Pakt I, contains the analyses of soils from the Norlh-West Territories and
New Brunswick, with esjDlanatory remarks thereon. Some notes on the general

composition and character of soils are also added, which it is thought may be of

interest and use to our I'eaders.

Part II, includes natural and artificial fertilizers. Among these are to be found
marsh muds, mucks and peats, marl, gj-psum, gas lime, wool waste from a woollen

mill and a report on the value of " lamb's quarter " (Chenopodium album'), as a

fertilizer.

Part III, treats of the products of farm plants and animals, and comprises
analyses and reports on various food stuffs, including fodder corn, ensilage, grasses

and concentrated foods such as oil cake and cotton seed meal. The relative values

of certain varieties of potatoes as grown on the Central Experimental Farm during
the past season are here given. The composition of the sugar-beet is set forth in a

long series of analyses. These roots were grown in different parts of Ontario, and
the results no doubt represent a very fair average of what has been done during
1890 towards bringing this valuable crop to perfection. In view of the probable de-

velopment of the beet-^ug:ir industry in the near future, the present results will be

deemed valuable. The composition of the milk of the cows at the Central Experi-
mental Farm appears in tabular form. These analyses are accompanied by such
other information and deductions as will render them of service to the fiirmer and
dairyman.

Part IV, comprises miscellaneous analyses of substances under experiment or

otherwise connected with the farm. The subjects treated of form separate articles

undei the following titles :
" The composition ofapple tree leaves," being the first of a

series of analyses on the apple, with a view to ascertain a rational mode of fer-

tilizing orchards ;
" A report on the effect of solution of copper and iron sulphates,

alone and togther, on the vitality of the wheat germ;" " Well waters," being a
useful chapter on a very important matter, and containing analyses of water
examined during the past year; "Foundation comb," giving the composition of

three adulterated samples received for examination, to which are added simple
methods for detecting the presence of paraffin.

As in former reports, explanatory^ remarks accompany the analytical data.

These remarks have been made as concise and as free from technical terms as

possible, but are, however, stated in sufficient detail to make the purely scientific

results of value and service to the ordinary reader

In addition to the work set forth in the following pages, there has already been
completed a series of analyses of several varieties of Indian corn as grown for fodder
—only the averages of which appear in this report—(See Fodders). The objects in

view when this task was undertaken were to ascertain the best varieties of corn as

regards composition and j'ield, and to find out the proper time at which to cut the
fodder for the silo. The details of this work and the deductions made from them
have been put into bulletin form, now shortly to be issued.

The analj'ses of fifty-two samples of native grasses have also been completed.
These grasses were grown on the experimental plots of the Central Farm under the

direction of Mr. James Fletcher, the Botanist. The analyses show their comjjosit ion,

and hence their value, at different stages of their growth.

The native grasses of Manitoba and the North-West Territories are now under-
going examination. These have long been favourably known for their nutritious

properties by stock-raisers. Their true and comparative values, as determined by
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chemistry, will be brought out by this work. "When the analyses are finishe the
whole will be published together as a bulletin.

There are also in progress the analyses of a number of barleys, including samples
of the original imjiortation of Carter's Prize Prolific, and of this barley as grown in

the various provinces of Canada. Other 2-rowed, as well as specimens of 6-rowed,
barleys, are also being examined. It is expected that the results, when completed,
will throw additional light on the important question of barley for malting and
export purposes.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

FEANK T. SHUTT,

Chemi&t, Dominion Experimental Farms,
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FART I.

SOILS.

The fertility of a soil is dependent upon its ohemical composition and its

mechanical texture. Soils to be fertile must contain the elements of plant food in

such forms that they can be readily used for the nutrition of vegetation. At the
same time its condition must not be too loose, else a firm hold will not'be afforded
the roots of plants, and there will be too much drainage and evaporation, nor must
it he too heavy and plastic, for then air and water could not fieely permeate it nor
the rrjots extend themselves beyond a very limited area. Generally speaking, light,

li);i.se soils are not as rich in plant food as those in which clay predominates; yet, on
account of their excellent condition of tilth, they often yield in favourable seasons
heavier crops than the latter. Stiff, heavy claj's, though rich in inorganic plant food
(potash and phosphoric acid) are often poor in nitrogen, while their condition is

such as to prevent thorough aeration and the penetration of the roots. It is these
soils especially that are benefited by drainage. By a system of drainage the water
which saturates the surface soil is carried off, air allowed to permeate, the whole
rendered more friable and easily worked, and much plant food is converted into

assimilable forms.

Where sand largely prepondei'ates the soil is not retentive of moisture and
fertilizing material, especially if the subsoil be light, and though easily worked is not
so desirable in dry seasons as a heavier soil.

A proper pi-oportion of sand and clay, therefore, for many reasons, makes the
best soil.

\Yith the clay and sand, varying amounts of peaty matter or humus (derived
from the decomposition of vegetable matter), and of calcareous matter (principalh-
carbonate of lime) are usually associated, and a right proportion of the two latter

exerts a beneficial influence upon the tilth of a soil. From the presence of these
predominating materials soils are known respectiveh' as clay, sandy, peaty and
calcareous, according as one or the other is in excess.

By the slow decomposition of the clay and the peaty and calcai-eous matter,
plant nutrients are liberated in a soluble form, and therefore the function of these
soil fundamentals is NOt onlj- mechanical but chemical.

The constituents of soils may be divided into two classes : inorganic and
organic.

In the first of these is the material fornied by the disintegration of tihe rocks at

the earth's surface by atmospheric agencies. This mineral matter consists principally
of lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, alumina, potash and soda, combined with r-ilica,

phosphoric, sulphuric and carbonic acids.

The actual and relative amounts of these constituents in soils vary according to
the nature and composition of the rocks fi-om which they are derived.

The organic portion of a soil consists largely of semi-decomposed vegetable
matter (roots, underground stems, leaves &c.), otherwise known as humus, peaty
matter, kc. The elements which enter into its comjsosition are carbon, hydrogen,
0X3-gen and nitrogen, but it is the latter only that has an agricultural value.

INORGANIC CONSTITUENTS.

The mo^t important inorganic constituents of a soil are potash and phosphoric
acid. These together with nitrogen, are known as the essential elements of plant
food.
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Potash—derived principally from the decomposition of feldspathic ronkp, e.g.,

ifranite—exists chiefly in combination with silica in a more or less soluble condition.

The limits of potash in a soil lie between a mere trace and about 2 per cent. A
good agriculiural soil contains between .25 per cent, and 1 per cent. Clay soil.-!.

usually, are the richest in jiotash.

Potash, as a fertilizer, is of special value to clover, peas and other leguminous
crops

;
potatoes, beets, cabbage, grasses and leafy plants in general are also benelited

by it.

Phosphoric acid, combined principally with lime, is found in all fertile soils.

Like potash,Jt has been derived from the rock that originated the soil, and conse-

quently is not constant in quantity. It seldom exceeds 1 per cent., even in,the
lichest soils, and the average in good soils would probably be .somewhat under -a per 'A
cent.

It Ijcnefits chiefly root crops, e. g., turnips and beets, and in conjunction with

nitrogenous manures is very effective for the cereals, promoting an early maturity

and an increased yield.

Lime.—Of the inorganic elements ofminor importance, limeis the principal. By its

solution it aflbrds food directly to the plant and liberates in the soil potash and

nitrogen pre-existant in insoluble forms. Many consider that less than 1 per cent.

shows a soil to be deficient in lime.

No special mention need here be made of the other mineral constituents, as mo-t
soils contain sufficient for all the requirements of farm crops.

ORGANIC CON'STITUENT.

Nitrogen is the element of value in the oi-ganic portion ofa soil. It there exists,

for the most part, in forms from which it can be but slowly absorbed b}" plants. By
a process of fermentation, known as nitrification, it is rendered assimilable. The
presence of lime (carbonate of lime) appears to assist in this useful operation, espe-

cially when the ground is sufficiently open for air to permeate it. Moisture and
warmth are also necessary to encourage the growth of this microscopic ferment.

Very rich soils contain from -5 per cent, to 1 per cent, of nitrogen
;
good, fertile

.soils possess on an average from -1 per cent, to '2 per cent.

Nitrogen is essentially the fertilizer for cereals, especially when associated with

potash. An excess of nitrogen, however, promotes a rank growth of straw

Successive croppings, without a concomitant return of plant food, deplete a soil

of these three important substances, and though, as we have seen, a fertile soil requires

but minute quantities of them, they must be replaced in order to obtain lucrative

harvests.

The examination of eight samples of soil has been undertaken since the issue of

niy last report. Six of these i epresent areas in thelNoi-th-West Terriiories, and were
analysed at the inst.ance of L. A. Hamilton, Esq., Land Commissioner, C. P. R., Winni-
peg; the remaining two soils, from the Sackville Mai'sh, Xew BiunMvick, were for-

warded by Josiah Wood, Esq.. M.P.
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SOILS TROM THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Tlie districts from which these soils were taken enjoy but a very limited rainfnll,

and hence have yielded poor crops. It was thought desirous that the composi-

tion of these soils ehould be ascertained to Mnd out if the diminished growth in these

areas was due in part to the lack of any important fertilizing constituent or to the

excess of alkali or other matter deleterious to plant growth. From tliese anah'ses

it is conclusively proven that the soils contain a sufficient quantity of plant food for

good crops, while there is in ever}- case a total absence of free alkali.

Xunibers 1 and 2 are clay loams ; in numbers 3, 4. 5 and 6 sand predominates,
which in 5 and 6 consists l&rgely of undeconi posed rock matter.

The mechanical condition was not of the best, especially in samples 1 and 2.

This may be due to lack of woi-king, and would doubtless improve by thorough
cultivation.

The analyses were made on the air-dried samples.

Water.

The percentage of water is rather low throughout, but especially so in the sandy
specimens, showing that they are apt to "dry out." The small amount of water
may, however, be partly due" to the fact that the samples had had a long exposure
to the air before analysing.

Organic matter and Nitrogen.

In organic matter, Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 6 are comparatively close, ranging from 4'42

to 0-28 per cent. "We accordingly find the nitrogen in these samples corres-

pondingly close, the percentages lying between -135 and -ll^. Nos. 4 and 5 possess

about twice as much organic matter as the foregoing, and their nitrogen is found to

have incieased in the same ratio. All these soils maybe regarded as comparatively
rich in nitrogen—the amounts being quite sufficient for paying yields of farm crop?-.

Potash.

In the clay loams there is a very fair percentage of this element, but, as might
be expected, in some of the more sandy soils it drops below the average quantity.

Nos. 5 and b would certainly be benefited by an application of wood ashes or potash

in some form.

Phosphoric Acid.

The percentage of phosphoric acid is very constant throughout all the samples,

being somewhat lower than what we might expect to find in rich soils.

Lime.

The small quantity of lime in all these soils is particularly noticeable. I am of

the opinion that a liberal dressing of lime in some form would materially improve
them both mechanically and chemically. The amount of available potash would
certainly be increased and the nitrogen be converted into more assimilable com-
pounds.

SOILS FROM NEW BRUNSWICK.

Snniples Xos. 7 and 8 are from the Sackville Marsh. They are both clay loam.-

Tlii-v differ chiefly from Nos. 1 and 2 in containing more water and less sand. In

lime they are equally low with the specimens from the jSTorth-West Territories

—

a plentiful application of lime or marl would benefit them. The potash in

No. 8 is low—wood ashes are to be recommended for it as a lucrative fertilizer.

The amounts of phosphoric acid are similar to those found in the North-West
samples. In nitrogen they are moderately rich, though only equalling in this res-

pect the poorest of the North-West soils examined. The soils are friable and porous,

and though they would not be considered as rich, they contain sufficient plant food

to make them productive of good crops.
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P^RT II.

MUDS, MUCKS AND PEATS.

JN'ine samples in all of these natural fertilizers have been chemically examined
(luring the past year. They comprise two specimens of swamp muck, two of pond
mud, one of mussel mud, two from under mussel beds and one of peat. Four were
from Prince Edward Island, two from Nova Scotia, two from New Brunswick aii'i

one from Ontario.
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The value of these materials as fertilizers depends largely upon the amount of

nitrogen in their organic matter. In very few instances do we tind either the phos-

poric acid or the potash exceeding the quantities pi'esent in good soils.

From the table of analyses it will be seen that those examined contained vary-

ing quantities of water. If we calculate the percentage of nitiogen upon the water-

free substance we obtain the following figures, which show the relative values of

these samples in the dry condition, with respect to this important element of plant

nutrition. They ai'e arranged according to order of merit.

Table showing percentage of Nitrogen ia dry matter of Mucks, Muds and Peats-

i^



ammonia escapes into the atmosphere in stables where absorbents are not used.

Should there not be a very good system in cow-houses and pig-pens for conducting the

liquid 23ortion of the manure to tanks, a loss of fertilizing elements will be sure to

ensue through soakage, unless some material is scattered that will take it up and
retain it. For this puipose, the use of dry peat and muck can be with confidence

advised. In this connection, it must not be forgotten that while the plant food in

manure is thus rendered permanent by such treatment, the fertilizing ingredients of

the absorbent are at the same time made more valuable for immediate use.

MAEL.

One sample of this natural fertilizer was analysed quantitatively during the

past year. It was forwarded by H. Glendinning, Esq., of Manilla, Ont., and upon
analysis was found to have the following composition:

—

Moisture 8-57

Organic and volatile matter 3"24

Clay and sand (insoluble in acid) 2'50

Oxide of iron and alumina "62

=^Lime 47-22

Magnesia :
"74

Potash, (slight traces)
=i= Carbonic acid 37'11

Phosphoric acid, (traces)

100-00

* Carbonate of lime S4.33

Marl owes its fertilizing properties essentially to the carbonate of lime it

possesses. This specimen contains 84'33 per cent., showing it to be somewhat above

the average. In other plant food—nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash—as is

usually the ease, it is not rich, those elements not being present in notable quantities.

The application of marl is especially to be recommended for heavy clay and for

very light soils in which sand and peat predominate. Besides supplying lime—an

ingredient of plant food—it renders the tilth of the former mellower, allowing air

to permeate the soil and the roots to spread more easily
;
;its addition improves

sandy soils, by making them heavier and more retentive of moisture and fertilizing

materials. By the slow oxidation of the organic matter of peaty soils it converts

their nitrogen into forms which can be taken up as food by plants. This beneficial

process is chiefly brought about by a microscopic plant in the soil, known as the

fermentof nitrification— to which allusion has been made in the pieceding chapter

—

the development of which is greatly encouraged by an excess of carbonate of lime.

To all soils deficient in lime it may advantageously be applied, furnishing thereby

not only plant food, but also setting free in the soil the inactive store of materials,

so that they may be assimilable by vegetation. Lime in all its forms has been

proved of special value as a manure for the leguminosae—of which pea.s, beans,

etc., are important members.
A good marl for agricultural purposes should be of a light colour, and not of a

hard or flinty nature. Such will oasilj' disintegrate or break down on exposure to

the weather, allowing it to be easily mi.xed with the soil.

GYPSUM.

One of the most valuable of the fertilizers that occur in natui-e is gypsum, com-
monly known as land plaster. It is the result of the union of sulphuric acid and lime,

both elements of plant food. Thus it is that plaster supplies nourishment directly

to the growing cri)p. It, however, also acts beneficially—and perhaps principally

—
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npon the locked-up food ingredients in the soil, setting free potash, and adding to

the store of readily assimilable plant nutrients. In the third place, it is especially

valuable for its projjerty of "fixing" ammonia in the presence of moisture. The
strong sme". of stables, cow-houses and manure heaps is chiefly owing to an escape of

ammonia—a volatile compound, the essential constituent of which is nitrogen,

one of the three principal elements of plant food.

Its use, therefore, for sprinkling in stables and cow-stalls is to be strongly recom-
mended, for thereby the ammonia is retained, the manure consequently becoming
more valuable.

On rich soils the application of plaster is wont to give an immediate return ; on
])oor soils better results are obtained by the addition of other and more complete
fertilizers.

As a fertilizer for peas, beans, clover and other leguminous plants it has proved
of special value. It has also been advised, owing to its property of liberating potash
in the soil, as a manure for Indian corn and turnips.

A sample of gypsum was received from Col. Chas. N. Snow, of Pictou, N.S., of
which the tollowing is an analysis :

Analysis of Gypsum.
Per cent

.

Insoluble rock matter -48

Lime (CaO) 31-75

Magnesia (ilgO) I'll

Sulphuric acid (SO3) 45'T3

Oxide of iron and alumina Very slight traces

Carbonic acid Small quantity

From the above data I deduce the following percentage compo.sition :

—

Sulphate of lime (gypsum) 97'53

do magnesia '92

Carbonate of magnesia .
'98

Insoluble rock matter '48

Moisture, etc. (undetermined) '09

100-00

As this sample contains but 2'5 per cent, of foreign matter, it must be considered

a very pure specimen of commercial gypsum, and one that is well adapted for all

the purposes for which this substance is used.

GAS-LIME.

The results of my analysis of a sample of gas-lime, forwarded by W. S. Turner,
Esq., Cornwall, Ont., are as follows:

—

Fer cent

.

Water 2231
Volatile and organic matter I2'93

Insoluble rock matter 1'69

Oxide of iron and alumina 2-53

Calcium sulphate (gypsum or plaster) 209
Calcium sulphide and sulphite 1'86

Magnesium carbonate 1'55

Calcium carbonate (chalk) jSmjO

Lime, slaked 1'44

10(1-00

6c—

8

==
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Gas-lime is a bye-product in the purification of illuminating gas. The ^as in

passing through or over beds of slaked lime loses the greater quantity of its sul]ihur,

convening the lime into sulphide of lime. This sulphide, although a good insecticide

and destroyer of fungi, is, in quantities, deleterious to vegetation. If, hcever, fle^h

gas-lime is exposed to the air this sulphide becomes oxidized into sulphite, and finalh-

into sulphate of lime, or gypsum, the properties of which have already been described.

Aftei- a lengthy exposure, which brings about the conversion of the sulphur com-
pounds into the valuable form of sulphate, the use of gas-Hme is attended with profit.

it will be found of particular value to those crops that have been mentioned as being

specially benefited by gypsum, and to soils naturally deficient ia lime. To this end,

thei efore, ii is advised that it be spread upon the fields in the autumn to the amount of

two or more tons per acre and ploughed in the follovring spring, wben it will have

lost the greatei' 7)ortion of its water and the sulphur compounds will be converted

into sulphate. The exact amount to be applied per acre must vaiy according to cir-

I umstances. To land naturally deficient in lime five tons is not considered too much,
but on ordinary soils a dressing of two tons per acre may be used, as above recom-

mended, with perfect safetj-. Owing to the variation in the composition of ditterent

samples ot this material, as produced at the gas-works, more definite instructions as

to the quantity to be applied cannot be given.

Eecent experiments in Germany have gone to show that gas-lime when com-
posted with gaiden refuse or with barn-yard manure is beneficial in helping to

retain the nitrogen of these substances. For composting purpose.*, it is desirous that

the gas-lime be first well exposed, as fresh or caustic lime has a tendency to destroy

the nitrogenous matter. For ameliorating the condition of stilf clays and liberating

as plant food their inorganic constituents, for rendering more compact the texture

of sandy loams and for rendering available the nitrogen of peaty soils, gas-lime does

good service, both chemically and mechanicall}-.

WOOL WASTE OR EFFUSE FE05I AWOLLEX MILL.

At the request of the Hon. Charles P^loquin, of St. Hyacinthe, Que., an analy>is

has been made of a sample of the above meterial, to ascertain its value as a fertilizer.

My results are as follows :

—

Analysis of Wool Waste.

Per cent.

Water 7-86

Organic and volatile matteis 32-24

Clay and sand (insoluble in acids) 42-84

Oxide of iron and alumina 8-17

Lime 1-58

Magnesia "83

Eoiash 3-56

Phosphoi ic aL- ui '21

Soluble silica i"64

Carbonic acid &c. (undetermined) 1-07

100-00

Nitrogen, in organic matter 1-31

The fertilizing elements would therefore be, per ton of 2,000 lb-.

Lbs.

Phosphoric acid -1'2

,
Potash 71-2

Nitrogen 2C-2
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If weassifiCn the following values

—

Per lb.

Pho?;phoric anid 6 cents.

Potash 4^ do
Xitrogeii 8 do

the value of one ton of this wool waste is, $5.55.

This "wool waste," evidenlh', is chietJy valuable for the potash and nitiogen it

conlai'us. The former ingredient may be at once used by plants, but the latter

(nitrogen) is not piesent in a form that can be directly taken up by vegetable
growth. It is, however, rendeied assimilable in the ground, or, still better, bj' com-
posting. If the " waste " is applied at once to the soil its value will not be received
for some time, and consequently the best period for such application would be before
the autumn ploughing. If, however, it were first thoroughly composted and I'Otted

with barn-yard manure or wood ashes its action in the soil would be mere
immediate. The extra woi k entailed by this treatment would in most instances be
amply lepaid.

'• Wool wastes " are ver\- apt to vary in their composition ; hence, from this

single an:il3-sis it would be impossible to state the value of such in general. That
we have in ail of them, however, much fertilizing material, there can be no doubt,
and their judicious use must be attended with profit.

LAMB'S QUAETEE (Chenopodhm Album).

The probable value of this weed, as a cattle food, in places where it is

abundant, is discussed in this report in the chapter on fodders. In the analysis there
given the ash is stated as 17'7-1 per cent, of the dry matter. To ascertain to what
extent the land was exhausted of its mineral ingredients by this plant, its ash h.is

been analysed. The results obtained are here stated :

—

Percentage Composition of Ash.
Percent.

Insoluble residue '55

Soluble silica '17

Alumina, with iiaces of oxide of iron 8-10

Lime 7"o2

Magnesia 4'34

Potash ; 43-28

Phosphoric acid 4-16

The percentage of ash and essential fertilizing constituents in the original suh-
stance, before drying, are as follows:

—

A Per cent

Ash 3-27

Phosphoi'ic acid '14

Potash 1-41

Nitrogen -45

If we assign the following values

—

Per lb.

Phosphoiic acid 5 cents.

Potash 4| do
iS'iirogen 15 do

the value per ton of 2,000 lbs. in its green state as a manui-c is §2.74.
The ash of this plant is seen to consist largely (nearly 50 per cent.) of potash,

and consequently ihis weed must be considred as one that would readily exhaust the
soil of this valuable element of plant food. If the crop is not used as a fodder the
plan of jiloughing it under should be resorted to, in order that this potash—together
with the oihci' constituents—be returned to the soil.
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PA.RT III.

FODDEES.

By a kno^rlcdgo of the composition of cattle foods and of the functions and
lehitive values of their constituents, the economic and profitable feeding of farm
stock is made an intelligent operation.

The term" fodder " may be used to include all plants or parts of plants, e. g., seeds

roots, &c., and all vegetable bye-products, e.g. oil and cotton-seed cake, that are used
as foods for the animals of the farm.

Fodders consist of varying proportions of Water and Dry matter. ^

Water.

The percentage of water present dejjends upon the nature of the fodder. In

root crops there is almost 90 per cent.; in green fodders, e. g., corn and grass, there

is between 70 per cent, and 80 per cent, according to variety, time of year, &c. ;

in hay we find about 14 per cent., and in corn meal, oil cake and similar materials,

between 7 per cent, and 10 per cent.

Although water is as necessary to the animal as it is to the plant, yet on account

of its abundance in nature no value can be assigned to it in fodders. It is, however,
a most essential constituent for the well-being of the animal, acting in the body as a

solvent and aid to the digestion of the solid matter of food, andfoi-ming a vehicle for

conveying such dissolved and digested matter to the various organs and tissues of

the animal.

During the maturing of many foliaceous plants, such as grass, Indian corn,

etc., the withdrawal of water, accompanied by other changes, tends to lower some-
what the digestibility and hence the value of some of the constituents.

Hence, some plants may be more nutritious in their green and succulent state

than they are when ripe and dry, in spite of the fact that in the latter condition the

solid food materials may exceed in amount two or three times that found in the

green and immature fodder.

The importance of a plentiful supply of pure water for cattle is spoken of in

treating of well-waters— Vide page 148

.

Dry Matter.

The dry substance of a fodder consists of an organic, and of an inorganic or

mineral, part
Organic.—The valuable and nutritive constituents of fodders are of this nature.

They fall into two classes, viz. : Nitrogenous and Non-nitrogenous.

The jVrtrof/enoMS compounds contain, in addition to carbon, hydi-ogen and oxygen,

the valuable element nitrogen, often associated with sulphur and phosphorus. In the

following table they are collated under the heading " Albuminoids." Though the

albuminoids in plants and animals may dift'er in physical properties, they all

closely approximate each other in chemical composition—containing in the neigh-

bourhood of 16 percent, nitrogen. Examples of albuminoids in the animal kingdom
are : white of egg, casein (curd) of milk ; in the vegetable kingdom : gluten of

wheat—the tough elastic mass left after washing out the starch, etc., in Sour, and

vegetable casein found largely in the seeds of the leguminosas—peas, beans, &c.
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The nitrogenous matters or albuminoids are considered the most valuable of the

nutritive ingredients of a fodder, and in the animal economy play the part of flesh-

producers. They enter largely into the composition of muscle and cartilage, and are

essential constituent* of the vital fluids, blood and milk. They also assist in pro-

ducing fat and developing heat and energy.

The Non-nitrogeiious matter is made up of (1) fat, (2) fibre and (3) carbo-

hydrates. These are all composed of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, and their chief

function in the animal is the generation of heat and muscular energy necessary for

the contiQuauce of life and the accomplishment of work.

Fat.—Of the non-nitrogenous constituents, fat has the highest nutritive value

;

and this because it contains a larger percentage of carbon than fibre, or the carbo-

hydrates, in the burning of which in the blood much heat is evolved. Its increased

value is largely due, also, to the fact that it can be converted into animal fat much
more readily than the other organic ingredients.

Fibre is the least valuable of the food ingredients. It is the part of plants that
coriesponds in function to thai of the bones of animals, viz., the supporting and
strengthening of the other tissues. By chemical means it can be separated Irom the

other parts of a fodder as akfibrous or woody material. As plants mature, the fibre,

as a rule, becomes less digestible, chiefly owing to the deposition of ligneous or woody
matter.

Carbo-hydrates.—These include starch, sugars and gums, and consist of carbon
united with o.xygen and hydrogen in the proportions in which they exist in water.

They serve, by their oxidation to carbonic acid and water in the animal, to produce
heat and energy.

The Inorganic or mineral part is recorded in the column " Ash." It is that
part left when a fodder is burned, an operation that destroys and dissipates the

organic matter. It is composed chiefly of lime, magnesia, potash and soda, combined
with phosphoric and hydrochloric and silicic acids. The functions of these materials

in the animal are to assist in forming bone (largely composed of phosphate of

lime) and to furnish that small quantity of mineral matter found in all animal
tissues.

Co-efficient of Digestion.

The portion of food digested is assimilated and utilized by the animal either in the
formation of muscle or fat or in the production of heat; the portion undigested passes
out of the animal as solid excreta. The amounts or percentages, of albuminoids, fat

and fibre digested are known as the co-efficients of digestion. Thus, if 75 per cent, of

the total amount of the albuminoids in a grass is digested, the co-efiicient of digestion
of the albuminoids in this fodder is 75.

The digestion co-eflicients of the constituents of a fodder may be all dilferent.

We also find that the co-efficient for the same ingredient varies according to the nature
of the fodder. The two following examples will illustrate these statements.

Digestion Co-efficients.

Xame of Fodder.
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From the analj'sis of a fodder and a knowledge of the digestion co-tfficients of
its ingredients, the digestible matter in a ton can be easily calculated. The following
is worlvod out for peas :

Albuminoids

Fat

Fibre

Carbo-hydrates . .

.

Total

.

E>igestion
Digestible

Percentage
.
Co-efficient

^^^^^^^ j^ j^„ „,
Oomposition. divided by UK) ., nnn iKo

X by 20.
'

22-4 X -88 X 20

30 X -58 X 20

6-4 X -74 X 20

r)2-6 X 07 X 20

Nutritive Ratio. I

The nutritive rrttio of a fodder is the ratio existing between the amount of
digestible albuminoids (nitrogenous matter) on the one Jiand, and the amounts of
the digestible fat, tibre and carbo-hydrates (non-nitrogenous matter) taken togethei-,
on the other hand.

Since, as has already been pointed out, the fat is considered 2J times more
valuable than the other non-nitrogenous ingredients, the per cent, of fat found by
analysis is first multiplied by 2J before adding it to the sum of the fibre and carbo-
hydrates.

The nutritive ratio serves as a read}' means of comparing the relative values of
the dry matter of fodders.

A properlj' balanced food, i. e. one in which the several ingredients are present
m right proportion, is necessaiy if economy in feeding and the health of the animal
are to be considered.

According to the function of the animal fed—whether it be the production of
milk, flesh, wool or work, so there will be the requirement in the animal for differ-
ent proportions of digestible nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous ingredients in the food.
Thus by experiment it has been shown that a milking cow requires daily for every
1,000 lbs. of her live weight, 15J lbs. of digestible matter in which the nutritive ratio
is 1:5-4. In the case of oxen at rest, there is required daily, for 1,000 lbs. of live
weight, 8f lbs. of digestible matter, in which the amount of albuminoids is to the
amount of the non-nitrogenous matter is as 1: 11-9, or, in other words, in which the
nutritive ratio is 1: 1I*9.

During the past year many analyses of food-stuffs have been made. These
fodders comprise samples of oil cake, cotton-seed meal, " germ " (Indian corn) 7«oai,

corn ensilage, various grasses and other materials. The results of these analyses
are set down in tabular form, together with the amounts of the digestible ingredients
lier ton and the nutritive ratio.
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OIL CAKE AND COTTON-SEED MEAL.

These fodders are particularly rich in albuminoids—the nutritive ratio

approaching in some samples to 1:1. They also contain large amounts of fat and
mineral matter, in which latter phosphates are abundant.

For these reasons, they are particularl.y valuable to the stock-raiser and dairy-

man as cattle foods for the production of flesh and milk.

The manure from animals fed with these highly nitrogenous foods is of great

value—a value enhanced in the mateiials under discussion by the presence of a large

amount of phosphates. Such manure returns to the soil the most important of the

fertilizing elements for futuie crops.

As these aie concentrated and expensive foods, their use in small quantities, and
mixed with fodders low in albuminoids and fat (such as straw, roots, corn fodder,

&c.,) must be practised, if profit is to be expected. The amount that can be econo-

mically fed, will depend upon the composition and quantity of the other food ingre-

dients and the age and function of the animal fed.

" GERM MEAL.

This is manufactured from Indian corn. It differs from thefodder just discussed

in containing less albuminoids and more carbo-hydrates. While therefore, compared
with them, it is wanting in muscle or flesh-forming ingredients, it is richer in

those nutrients that develop heat.

Corn-meal has high digestive co-efficients. It contains a large percentage of

fat, and is well and widely known for its fattening qualities when fed to stock.

Roots in general have a low feeding value, being very rich in water and very
poor in albuminoids. Eoots, however, are very easily digested, and therefore are

valuable for their non-nitrogenous constituents. Owing to their large percentage of

water they furnish a succulent food ; and as they are also palatable, they are relished

by cattle.

The sample of Golden Tankard mangel analysed contained somewhat less than
150 lbs. of digestible matter per ton, with a nutritive ratio of nearly 1:9 ; whereas,
oil-cake meal contains about 1,400 lbs. of digestible matter, with a nutritive ratio of
1:1'5. From these figures and the explanations already given, the comparative
values of roots and oil-cake meal as food may be easilj'- ascertained.

l.\mb's quarter (Chenopodium alburn).

Throughout Manitoba and the North-West Territories, this well known weed is

abundantly prevalent, lai-ge tracts of lands often being entirely covered with it.

The higti winds, so common in these districts, serve to scatter the seed over very
wide areas, and, being a vigorous grower, the plant when left alone soon crowds out

other vegetation.

Several enquiries have been received from, farmers residing in such parts con-

cerning the probable value of the weed as a fodder plant, and whether it would be

useful as a crop tor ensilage. To answer these questions, the plant has been analysed

and a determination of its food constituents made. These are found in the table of

fodder analyses. In another place will be found the results of the analysis of the

plant's ash, which show its value as a fertilizer.

The specimen was taken at Ottawa late in autumn, after the first frost. It was
quite green, and had evidently flowered but recently. From its analysis it compares
very favourablj' with good pastui-e grass. The true albuminoids are probably some-
what lower than what is represented in the table, as in plants of this nature a part

of the nitrogen is present in less nutritive compounds. The percentage of fat is

low, that of^he ash high, while the amount of fibre is about equal to that in com
-ensilage. This weed belongs to the same botanical order as the beet, mangel and

I
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spinach, and in its young condition is often used as as a pot-herb. Whether the

continued use of it would affect the digestion remains to be seen ; but judging from
its composition and relationship to other edible plants there seems no reason why it

should not make a nutriti%-e fodder if cut young and in a succulent condition. As
the plant matures there appears to be a considerable deposition of woody fibre or

lignin, which would lower the digestibility of the plant considerably. Iti preserva-

tion iu the silo could be accomplished with the same care as thai given to any
fodder crop.

The fertilizing elements which this weed extracts from the ground are discussed

in another part of this report.

CORN FODDER AND ENSILAGE.

Experiments with fodder corn have been carried on during the past two sea.sous,

both in the field and in the laboratory. The results of these experiments will

shortly be published in detail in bulletin form. For the purpose of comparing the
composition of corn fodder and ensilage with the food-stuffs just discussed, several of

the analyses are here given.

Corn Fodder.—The averages representing the composition at two stages of

growth of the corn plant are given. The average in each case is from the same
seven varieties of Indian corn.

On account of the large yield per acre, and the succulency and easy digestibility,

of the corn plant, it is one of the most valuable of all fodder crops. It is low in albumi-

noids, having a nutritive ratio of about 1:9'5, and consequently requires the judicious-

addition of nitrogenous food to make it a nutritious and well balanced fodder. Accord-
ing to our analyses, corn fodder at the "glazing" condition contains about twice as

much digestible matter as mangels, and about two-thirds as much as timothy and red-

top grass cut at their best. Corn fodder is chiefly valued for its milk-producing
properties, and on this account is used by many dairymen as the staple green fodder

during those summer months when the grass is short and withered.

Corn ensilage is also a fodder very widely known and used. The analyses of
two samples taken 4th December and 5th March respectively, are given in the table.

These prove the ensilage to be fairl}' similar in composition to the corn fodder

from which it was made. Good corn ensilage should contain from 250 lbs. to 300 lbs.

of digestible matter per ton; and its nutritive ratio should lie between 1:9 and 1:10.5.

Further information regarding the composition of the Indian corn and the en-

silage will be found in the bulletin referred to.

A sample of ensilage made from thistles and wheat (about f of the latter to \ of

the former) wa-s sent in for analysis by Messrs. Holland Bros., Ottawa, who reported

it as readily eaten by their cattle. The specimen was very dark in colour and more
distinctly acid than the corn ensilage. It will be observed that the fibre and ash are

very high compared vvith corn ensilage, and that the carbo-hydrates are correspond-

ingly low. Its feeding value would therefore be less than that of corn ensilage.

GRASSES.

Fifty-two samples of grasses, comprising forty-one varieties, have been analysed

during the past year. These were all gr-own on experimental plots at the Central

Experimental Farm. Most of the grasses were analyzed at two stages of their

growth. From the results so obtained the analyses of several have been selected and

inserted in the present table. The work in detail will be published separately, when
the character of the grasses of the North-West will be discussed.

It is 10 be noticed that the percentage of albuminoids is higher in a grass before

flowering or when in flower than when the seed is fully formed. As the seed matures

there is a migration of the albuminoids of the leaf and stalk into the seed. As the

grass ripens the seed is liable to be shed—when there will be also an additional loss

in harvesting—and thus it becomes the most economical plan to cut for hay before

the seed is fully formed. The best time for harvesting will vary for different

gra.sses; but as far as general advice can be given, they should be cut while in
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flower rather than when more mature. The nutritive ratio in the early and late cut

grasses point to this conclusion most emphatically. Although there is a general

increase in the total dry matter of the grass as maturity is I'eached, yet this is more
than counterbalanced in mo»t instances by the decreased albuminoids.

Eed-top (^Agrostis vulgaris), is a valuable grass, and contains a large amount of

digestible matter to the ton. It is useful for moist land, and as a pasture grass is

thought highly of. In albuminoids it is about equal to early cut timothy, but in

this constituent it is exceeded by June grass and tall fescue.

June grass (Poa pratensis) is an exceptionally good grass. It is also known
as Kentucky blue grass. It is held to be one of the most nutritive of the pasture

grasses, doing best on moist, rich soils. From the luxui-iance of its growth and the

excellence of its composition (18 per cent, albuminoids, before flowering) it is

esteemed as a specially valuable grass. If intended for hay, the analysis shows that

it should be cut before the seed is fully mature.

TiMOTHT (^Phleum pratense).—The analyses in the table give the composition of

this well-known gi'ass at two stages of its growth. They emphatically point to the

advisability of cutting while in blossom. It then forms a very valuable hay crop. If

allowed to thoroughly mature, not only do the albuminoids decrease, but the digesti-

bility of the grass is lessened by it becoming hard and fibrous. On good soils and with
favourable seasons the crop of timothy is very heavy.

Tall Fescue {Festuca elatior).—Tall fescue grass. Two analyses of this

grass were made—one just before it flowered, the other whilst the grass was flowering.

The increased albuminoids and total digestible matter in the latter show that the

grass between these two stages of growth had laid up a store of nutrients, and that

if intended fur hay it should be cut not earlier than the blossoming stage.

The conclusion to be drawn from the grass analyses with regard to the time at

which 10 cut for h:iy is, tliat while the grass is in bloom or directly after, the mowing
should be done. Then it is tiiat the albuminoids are in the greatest proportion to the

other nutrients ; that the water has considerably decreased, augmenting the percen-

tage of dry matter and that the fibre is still soft and digestible. Although, when more
mature, the grass contains a greater amount of drj' matter, yet because many of the

seeds have dropped, the albuminoids are proportionatelv less. The fibre has then

increased, both in amount and in indigestibility, and the grass has generally become
less nutritious.

When studying the foregoing table of fodder analyses it will bo well to first

inspect the columnheaded "Total pounds of digestible matter in a ton," then the
" nutritive ratio," and thirdly the "The amount of digestible albuminoids per ton."

By following this order, and then consulting the other columns, the comparison of

the feeding value of ax\y two or more foddei's can easily be made.

POTATOES.

Vhe value of this important crop depends chiefly upon the yield per acre, the
size of the ttiber, with its freedom from scab, and its eveness of contour. These are
largely the factors that determine the market price and the profitableness of anv
variety to the grower.

As a vegetable, however, the value of the potato depends upon its composition.
The larger the percentage of " dry matter " the better the potato. This " dry
matter "—vaiying from 15 per cent, to 25 per cent.—consists largely of starch.

Numerous experiments in Germany and the United States have gone to show that
the quality improves as the percentage of starch increases. The " mealy " potatoes
hre those richest in starch.
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Upon this basis the many varieties of potatoes grown during 1800 at the Central

Experimental Farm have been tested, and an estimation of their contained drj' matter
and starch made. These have been calculated from the specific gravity, using the

table prepared by Holdefleiss. The results b}- this method, while not pietending to

scientific exactness, show undoubtedly the approximate and relative jiiopoitions of

starch possessed by the potatoes examined.
On an aveiage, seven fair specimens of each vai'iety were taken, from which

to determine the " avirage weight of tuber," and the " specific gravity."

The results of this investigation are given in the following table, iu which the

varieties are ari-anged in the order of decreasing merit:

—

Rural Blush
Carter's Magnum Bonum
Early Onion
Fidelia
Richter's Sehnee Rose
Alexander Prolific

White Star
" Large " from British Columbia.
"Blue"
Richter's Improved
Clark's No. 1

Sharpe's Seedling
Glea.son's Late ...

St. Patrick
Early Maine
ICarter's Sukreta
Wonder of the World
Burpee's Superior
Early Eating
WTiite Sprout
Beauty of Hebron
Empire State
Six W^eeks Round \\"

Early Ohio
Snow Flake
Early Albino
Ruby

Average
Weight of
Tuber.

28 'Sugar.
Burpee's Seedling;

Dumfries Early White
May Queen, Early
Late Goodrich
Thorbum's Paragon
Carter's Holborn Abundance .

.

Early Callao
Rosy Mom
Prairie Seedling
Flower of Eden
Corapton's Surprise
White Star
Sukreta
Ohio Gunner
King of the Russets
'• International Seed Co.'*

Holton Seedling
May Queen, Early
Vanguard
Member of Parliament
Pride of America
Crown -Jewel

Lee's Favourite
Schoolmaster

Specific
Gravity.

1099
1097
1095
1095
1095
1093
1091
1091
1090
1090
1089
10S8
1088
1088
1038
1087
1086
1086
1086
1086
1086
1086
1086
1085
1085
1085
1085
1085
1085
1085
1085
1085
1084
ia84
1084
1083
1083
1082
1082
1081
1081
1081
1081
1081
1081
1080
1080
1079
1079
1079
1079
1079

Percentage
of

Starch.

18-56

18 17
17 -78
17-78
17-78
17-41

17 05
17 -05
16-88
16-88
16-71
16 .54

16-54
16-54
16-54
le-.-w
16-22

16 22
16-22
10-22
16-22
16-22

16 22
16 -07
16 -07

16 07
16-07
16 07
16 07
16 -07
16-07

1607
15-92
15-92
15-92
15-77
15-77
15-63
15-63

15 50
15-50
15 -.50

1550
15 50
15-50
15 -.S7

15-37
15-24
15-24
15-24

15 24
15-24

Percentage
of

Dry Matter.

23*25
22 81
22-37
22-37
22-37
21-95
21-53
21-53
21 32
21 -.32

21 12

20 92
20 92
20-92
20 92
20 73
20-54
20-54
20-54
20-54
20-54
20-54
20-54
20-25
20.25
2025
20-25
20-25
20-25
20 25
20-25
20-25
20 17

20 17
20 17

19 99
19 99
19-81

19 81

19 63
19-03
19-63
19 63
19 63
19 63
19-46
19-46

19 30
19-30
19-30
19-30

19 30
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Pearl of Savoy
Emperor William
Great Eastern
Burpee's Early Craiir . .

English Kidney. ..."..

Kidney August
Adirondack
Chicago Market.
Vermont
Eye Carpenter .

.

Rose's New Giant
New Badger Stiit-

Alpha
Manhattan
Frame Early .

.

Carter's Surprise
Early Household
Mammoth Prolific . .

.

Scotch Champion
Carter's Cosmopolitan.
Rennie's Stray Beauty

.

Rennie's Dakota Red .

.

First Crop Ash Leaf . .

King of the Earlies . . .

.

Conqueror
Prime Minister
Bliss' Triumph
Telephone

Weight of

Tuber.

Specific
Gravity.

1079
1078
1078
1078
1078
1077
1077
1077
1076
1076
1075
1075
1075
1075
1074
1073
1072
1072
1070
1070
1069
1069
1069
1069
1008
1067
1067
1059

Percentage
of

Starch.

15-24

15 12
15 12
15 12
15 12
15 00
1500
15 00
14-89
14-89

i4-79
14-79

H-^g
14-79

14 69
14 W
14-51
14-51

14 36
14 36
14 29
14-29
14-29
14-29
14 22
14 15
14-15
13-59

Percentage
of

Dry Matter.

19 30
1914
1914
19 14
19 14
18-98
18-98
18-98
18-83
18-83
18-69

18 69
18-69
18-69
18-54
18-40
18-27
18-27
18 02
18 -02
17-80
17-80
17-80
17-80
17-69
17-58
17-58
46-87

SUGAE BEETS.

The results of the analy.ses of sugar beets examined in the Farm Laboratory
during the past year will be found in the subjoined table. The beets were grown
from seed imported from Germany by Wilfred Skaife, Esq., Pre.sident and Manager
of the Borthier Beet sugar factory, Montreal. The work of distributing the seed

among the farmers of Ontario and of collecting and forwarding the roots fur analysis

was undertaken by Mr. Robt. H. Lawder of Toronto.

The chemical data include the percentage of sugar in the juice and the co-

efiScient of puritj-—the latter representing the percentage of sugar in the total .solids

of the juice. Besides these analytical results there will be found the average weight of
one root in lbs. and ozs., the nature of the soil in which the beets were grown, the

dates of sowing and pulling, and such general remarks as to the manuring, drainage
and method and thoroughness of culture as were thought justifiable from the infor-

mation affoided by the growers.

The hist fourteen of the series are from beets grown on the Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa; the other localities—widely representative of different portions of
Ontario—are indicated in the column provided for that purpose.

The method of analysis was the same as that adopted in 1889, viz., the deter-

mination of the specific gravity of the expi-essed juice by the Westphal balanee,
calculating therefrom the co-efficient of purity, and the estimation of the percentage
of sugar in the clarified juice by a Schmidt and Haensch polariscope.
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Thfi aver:iges of the first 68 samples, as shown by the following table, are :

—

Sugar in juice 12-47 per cent.

Co-efficient of purity 76'70 do
Weight of one root 1 lb. 1-1 ozs.

According to the percentage of sugar they contain, the roots fall into the

following classes :

—

No. of Samples.

Over 17 per cent, .sugar 2

Between 16 and 17 per cent, sugar 1

do 15 and 16 do
do 14andl5 do 10

do 13 and 14 do 12

do 12 and 13 do 15

do 11 and 12 do 13

do 10 and 11 do 12

Under 10 per cent, sugar 3

In other words :

60 per cent, of the samples yielded over 12 per cent, sugar,

and 38 , do 'do 13 do

The average percentage of sugar this year is somewhat lower than that obtained

in 1889—when, however, only 25 samples were examined. This falling off may in

part be due to the difference in the seasons, though it is quite possible that badly
prepared ground and careless cultivation may, in many instances, have been the

cause of the lower sugar-yield.

The averages, however, as they stand, indicate a very fair factory beet, and all

thing's being considered, compare well and favourably with those of other countries

in which beet-sugar is manufactured. Sufficient woi-k has been done to indicate

that both as regards yield per acre and richness in sugar, with a more careful culti-

vation, sugar-beets may be raised in many parts of Ontario fully equal to those of

Europe and the United States,
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AISTALYSES OF

Name of Grower.

Percent-
Coefficient

'^ «f
of

Billing, W. H

Walters, John . . .

.

Hunt, John

Hunt. C. B

Hill, James

McConachie, S

Laing, Geo

Willis, R...

Moody, Thos

Wilson, John

Robson, E. H

Fothergill, Chas . . .

.

Graham, Jas. H . .

Pearson, Wm
Dryden, Hon. John.

Kellett, CO
McGill, Wm
Whitfield, John... .

Coates, Jas

Heard, John

Steele, Geo

Steele, Wm
Grierson, G. H

Lick, Jas

Jeffrey, Wm
Lynde, R

Ballantyne, Thomas.

Tp. Gosfield, Co. Essex

Tp. Maidstone do

London South, Co. Middlesex.

do do

Tp. Trafalgar, Co. Halton. . .

.

Tp. Pickering, Co. Ontario . . .

.

do do .. .

.

Tp. Whithy do

Tp. Pickering do

Oakville, Co. Halton

Waterdown, Co. Wentworth

Appleby, Co. Halton

Tp. Scugog, Co. Ontario

Tp. Reach

Brooklin P.O.

Port Perry

Tp. Reach

Port Perry

Tp. Cartwright, Co Durham.. . ..

Tp. Reach, Co. Ontario

Tp. Cartwright, Co. Durham

Tp. Reach, Co. Ontario

Tp. Whitby do

do do

do do

do do

Stratford, Co. Perth

Bell, Alfred iTp. Hamilton, Co. Northumberland . .

.

Russell, Jas do do

Weaver, Peter Paisley Block, Co. Wellington

Betzner, David i" Paisley German Tract "

Hoskins, Thomas Tp. Haldimand, Co. Northumberland.

10-41
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SUGAE BEETS.

Nature of Soil.

Date
of

Sowing.

Gravelly loam . .

.

Rich loam

Rich garden soil

.

do

Sandy loam

Clay loam

do

do

Heavy clay

Sandy loam

do

Clay loam

do

do

Black loam

Loam

Sandy loam

Clay loam

Sandy loam

Heavy clay loam

.

Sandy loam

dc

Date
•A

Pulling.

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

April

May

do

do

do

Clay loam I do 20.

do do 31.

Clay

Clay loam

Rich black clay

Rich sandy loam . . May 22

do .
.

! do 22

Heavy clay do 10

do 22..

April 27..

Kept well cultivated and covered.

Fairly well cultivated, allowed to grow above ground.

do do

Manured in 1889, undrained, not kept clean nor covered.

Manuied, tile drained, kept partially clean and covered.

Tile drained, manured, kept clean and partly covered.

Natural drainage, kept covered and clean, manured.

Drained, not manured, kept clean and covered.

Manured, not carefully cultivated nor covered.

Manured, kept fairly covered, roots wide apart.

Manured, gro%vn too far apart, kept covered.

Manured, undrained, kept clean and covered.

Manured, tile-drained, kept partially clean and covered.

Unmanured, tile drained, kept clean and partially covered.

do 14

do 8

do 16

Manured
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ANALYSES OF

33 jRiddeU, Walter Tp. Hamilton, Co. Northumberland.

34 iMulhoUand, J. T Tp. Haldimand do

35 jWestington, J..

36
I

Bowman, John.

3" Schumacher, B.

;W Shantz, Aaron..

39 IMemer, Ab

40

41

42

Page, Seth.

Tp. Hamilton

do

" German Block ".
. .

.

Berlin, Co. Waterloo.

Tp. Pelham, Co. Welland

Hilton, H Tp. Trafalgar, Co. H.alton

Barrie, Geo Tp. Dumfries, Co. Waterloo

Todd, Thos Gait do

44 Howland, Sir W. P. . . . Toronto, Co. York

do do do

do ' do do

Leslie & Sons ! do do

Richmond, Wm Tp. South Dumfries, Co. Brant .

Scott, Alex. E JTp. North do Co. Waterlo

Goldie, D Ayr do

Stewart, Erskine, Tp. N. Dumfries do

McEwan, A I
do do

I

McDonald, A Tp. Howard, Co. Elgin

54 iBrabacher, M. E Tp. Woolwich, Co. Waterloo

55 Schmidt, G. B i :.o do 10

56 Carlow, T. B Tp. Percy, Co. Northumberland 13

57 iMurray, B. W Tp. Toronto, Co. Peel 12

58 Ininch, Ogden Napanee, Co. Lenno.\ ' 12

I
-

59 Wordsworth, T. K.-.. Weston, Co. York 13

60 McAllister, T Tp. King do 13

61 Mitchell, J. & .T. W. Tp. Vaughan, Co. York 17

62 Dempsey, W. R S.meliasl>jurgh, Co. Prince Edward 14

G3 do do do 10

(54 do do do . . . .

;

11
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Nature of Soil.
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ANALYSES OF

Name of Grower. Locality.

Percent-
age of
Sugar in
Juice.

Coefficient

of

Puritv.

Average
Weight

Groh, Anson

Goodfellow, W. .

.

Berwick & Co

Rathbun Co

Average

C. E. Fanii " Musy

Preston, Co. Waterloo

Tp. Albion, Co. Peel

Shelbume, Co. Grey

Tp. Kichmond, Co. Lennox.

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

White Silesian " Steele ". .

.

do "Rennie"..

^'ilmo^in's Improved

Eed Top " Rennie "

Carter's "Prize Nursery".

Imperial

Silesian " Landreth "

Imperial do

WMte " Buist "

" JIusy "

do

"C. P. 2."

"Skaife"

Lbs

1

Ozs.

12J

71

5i

lOi

14

9i

8|

9

13J

14i

9J

4

uj

13J

Hi

m
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JSCTGAE BE^TS.-^Concluded.



Cultivation of the sugar-beet.

The sugar-beet i« a vai'iety of the ordinary beet that, by careful and scientific

selection and propagation, has been improved, so that now examples are not wanting
whose juice contains 20 jjer cent, sugar.

It is not intended to describe the many different kinds of sugar-beets developed

of late j'cars and now grown on the continent of Europe for the sugar factory, but

it is necessary to say that the seed ot such varieties as have been proved to be rich

in sugar should only be sown.

The sugar-beet has been fouad to thrive throughout the greater part of Europe
and the United States. As the northern or southern limit of this very extended

area of growth is approached the sugar-beet increases in richness. What the

sugar-cane is to the tropics, the sugar-beet is to the temperate zones. As it has

already been said, there can be no doubt but what the climate of a large portion of

Canada is suitable for the development of beets rich in sugar.

The value of beets for the manufactuie of sugar depends upon their richness in

sugar and the purity of their juice (co-efiicient of purity), and these again in turn

depend upon the kind of seed, the quality and condition of the soil, the extent and
nature of the cultivation and the character of the season. Failure in the past has

often resulted from not recognizing the fact that the sugar-beet requires a different

and more thorough cultivation than beets grown for fodder purposes. A right prepara-

tion of the soil, correct planting, and the keeping of the root well below the surface

of the ground, all exert their influence upon this crop, both as to quality and
quantity.

In view of the probable extension of the beet^sugar industry in the near future

and the consequent growth of these roots in large quantities in this country, it has

been thought advisable to give some information—necessarily in a concise form

—

regarding those methods of culture which have been found advantageous by experi-

enced sugai'-beet growers.

Soil.—The sugar-beet will grow in almost any soil, but its profitable culture

requires a good soil, properly prepared.

Heavy clay and wet soils, rocky and marshy lands, are not desirable. By judicious

drainage the former may be vastly improved. Soils in which clay f)redominate are

often too hard and impenetrable. In a ground full of stones the roots become forked

and unsuited for the factory, and in a wet soil a watery root is produced.
Eich, loose, sandy soils, containing a fair proportion of lime, are the most favour-

able for the growth of beets rich in sugar.

Too much organic matter in the soil is apt to impair the purity of the juice, and
for this reason the soil selected should be well manured the previous autumn, no

application being made in the spring. The manure used should be in a thoroughly

rotted condition.

The soil must not only be fertile, but its mechanical condition must be such that

the roots may easily penetrate it. Soils in suitable condition for grain crops give

excellent results, and a soil in which the in-tui'ned sod is thoroughly rotted is also

good. New soil is not considered the most desirable.

In seasons when it is hot and dry the stronger and heavier soil, if well drained,

will be found more favourable than a loose sandy soil, but the latter, if well manured,
will be the better if the summer is rainy or cold.

The ground should receive a thorough cultivation previous to seeding. If at all

heavy it should not be worked while wet.

Sowing.—The proper time for seeding will depend upon the season and the soil,

but duiing the latter part of April or the beginnint ^f May the soil will in most
localities be sufficiently dry, without having lost tha legree of moisture necessary for

the germination of the seed. The earlier the sowin^ the better, as the beets require

to grow as long as possible. If found desirable, the seed may be soaked from five

to ten hours before sowing.
The seed should be planted from f to 1J inches deep, and in drills 12 to 20 inches
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apart. As it is not the purpose to raise a large beet—from 1 lb. to 2 lb. is a good
Bize for sugar-content—the closer the plants in the row and the nearer together
the drills the larger will be the yield to the acre, other things being equal.

Weeding.—When the weeds appear, if the beets are above ground, this oper-
ation should be commenced. A dry day should be selected for the work, which
may be done by a hoe or suitable cultivator.

ITiinning.—This may be done when the beets have attained a thickness of about

J inch. A damp day should be chosen, the I'oots being be left from 6 to 9 inches apart,
according to the richness of the soil. The richer the soil the closer the beets may
be left. It. is not desirable to raise a very large beet; small beets are the richer in
sugar and have purer juice.

Cultivation.—It is of the utmost importance that the weeds be constantly des-
troyed and the soil kept loose. The number of times necessary to go over the ground
will depend on the nature of the soil and the sea.<on.

Moreover, it is necessary that the beet should not be allowed to grow above
ground ; and consequently, as the summer advances, earthing up will have to be
resorted to. In the part of the beet root developed above ground there is very little

sugar. In the manufacture of the sugar this portion, if present, is always cut off

and discarded—for not only is it poor in sugar, but it contains an excess of other
substances, which makes difficult the extraction of *he sugar. Care should be taken
not to break off the leaves during the early growth of the plant, for it is by them
that the sugar is developed.

Harvesting.—When the leaves turn yellow the beet is approaching maturity.
Although it is desirable to leave the beets in the ground as long as possible, they
should be pulled before the first heavy frost, as such would materially lower the
percentage of sugar.

K not intended at once for the factory they may be kept in a pit.

Secondary Advantages of Sugar-beet Culture.

The indirect benefits to be derived from the sugar-beet culture are not few,
and chief among them is the improvement of the soil.

The thorough state of cultivation necessary for the profitable growth of sugar-
beets vastly increases the soil's fertility for succeeding crops. Land in a perfectly
clean condition, with a proper mechanical texture, and rich in plant food, is the
result.

The pulp from the sugar-beet factory has been largely used as a fodder. Accord-
ing to the richness of the beets and the process by which the sugar is extracted its

composition and value varies. As pait of a ration for milch cows it is highly spoken
of, causing an increased flow of milk without lowering its quality. With straw,
hay and a small quantity of oil cake an excellent ration ma}- be prepared. Pulp
has been successfully preserved as ensilage, in which condition it is much relished
by cattle. In feeding beet pulp the mineral fertilizing elements withdrawn by the
growing erop are for the most part retui-ned to the soil.

MILK.

In order to obtain data that could be used as a basis for future reference in con-
nection with milk experiments, a large number of analyses of the milk of the
thoroughbred cows at the Central Experimental Farm has been made during the
past year.

The analyses comprise 93 samples, and were all made in duplicate—the average
of the closely concordant results being given. The milk was from 31 individuals,

representing the following breeds: Jersey, Holstein, Ayrshire, Aberdeen, Angus and
Shorthorn. Of the Jerseys, there were 5 cows ; of the Holstein, 7 cows ; of the
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Ayrshire, 5 cows; of the Aberdeen Angus, 2 cows; and of the Shorthorns, 9 cows.

In addition to these, the milk of 3 grade cows was examined.
The constituents of milk are water, fat, casein (or curd), milk-sugar and mineial

matter or ash—the four latter being known together as the " total solids."

Prom a commercial standpoint, the element of chief value is the fat—the richer

in percentage of fat, the more valuable the milk becomes. It is thei-efore of the
first importance to ascertain by a separate determination the percentage of fat,

which being substi-acted from that of the total solids (directly determined), leaves

the percentage of "solids not fat." Tliis latter includes the casein, milk-sugar and
ash.

Although the fat is the principal constituent of milk that will command
OUT attention here, it must be remembered that milk as a nutritive food is not

valuable simply fi-om its contained fat. The casein or curd, which separates on
the milk becoming sour or on the addition of acid, is the nitrogenous part of milk,

and therefore the most highly nutritious from a food standpoint. Milk is an excep-
tionally complete food, the nit'-ogenous part being well proportioned to the non-

nitrogenous portion. This, together with the fact that it is very easily digested,

makes milk the most nourishing of all foods for the young.
The fertilizing elements remain in milk after it has been skimmed, so that when

the fat (as butter or cream) is alone sold, and the skimmed milk fed on the farm, the
land is enriched lather than impoverished, for thereb}' is returned to the soil by the

manure much plant food (especidllj'^ nitrogen and phosphoric acid) in an easily

available form.

The quantity and quality of milk of a cow at any given period depend upon
numerous factois, chief am )ng which are nature and quantity offood and water, breed,

state of health, individual characteristics, age, length of time since calving, and dale
when bred.

In the following table, besides the analytical data—comprising specific gravity,

total solids, fat and solids not fat—will be found information regarding many of the

points above mentioned as affecting the quality and flow of milk.

The rations fed during the periods in which the samples analysed were taken
are as follows:

—

Bation 1.

Fed 7 per cent, ot live weight daily,

from 1st December, 1889, till

2nd March, 1890.

Corn ensilage 25 Ibf

Eoots 20 '

Oat straw 7 "

Provender (4 oats, -1^ barley) 4 "

Bran 4 "

Ration 2.

Fed 7 per cent, of live weight fiom
Sid March to 31st March, 1890.

Corn ensilage

Eoots
Oat straw
Provender (as in Pat ion I).

Bran

25 lbs.

20 "

10 "

After 12th January, the milking cows, except Countess of Darlington, and the
grades, weie fed in addition to above 2 lbs. of oil cake daily.

After 31st March, Ration 1 was fed until the cows went out to pasture.
The times of milking were 4 p.m. and 6 a.m.. making the interval between the

evening and morning milking 14 hours, and that between the morning and evening
milkings 10 hours.
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A careful study ofthe foregoing data will reveal : 1st, how individuals ofthe same
breed differ in the quantity and quality of their milk—a difference no doubt partly

due to the varying ages and lengths of time since calving of the individuals tested
;

2nd how the same cow will vary in the richness of her milk within a comparatively

short period of time ;
3rd, how—except in the case of the Aberdeen Angus, ofwhom

only 4 samples were analysed—the evening milk was invariabh' the richer, though

less in quantity, of the two. Further experiments are required to prove if this

difference remains when the intervals between the milkings are more equal.

From the results of these analyses, the following instructive table of averages

has been prepared in which will be found : First, the average composition of the total

number of milks ; next the averages for the whole number of the morning and

evening milks respectively ; next follow the average composition of the milk of the

different breeds—morning and evening milk taken together ; and finally, the averages

of the morning and evening milks separately of the different breeds. The order of

the first table has been preserved.

Table of Milk Averages.

Average composition of 93 samples
do . morning samples
do evening samples
do Jersey.

do Holsteins

do Ayrshire
do Aberdeen Anfn's
do Shorthorn
do Grades
do Jersey (morning)

do do (evening)

do Holstein (morning) . .

,

do do (evening) . .

.

do Ayrshire (momiiig) ..

.

do do (evening) . .

.

do Ab. Angus (morning)

do do (evening)

do Shorthorn (morning)

do do (evening)

.

do Grade (morning)

do do (evening)

Specific
Gravity.

1033
1033
1032
1033
1032
1032
1036
1033
1033
1033
1032
1032
1032
1032
1032
1037
1034
1033
1033
1033
1033

13-20
12-91
13-49
14-80
12-24
12-94
14-17
13 -00
13-95
14 18
15-43
11-88
12 54
13-61
13-18
14-51
13-82
12-70

13 30
13 65
14-36

Solids
not Fat.

9-46

9 54

What has already been said with regard to the richness of the evening milk is

here very apparent. The averages of the total morning and evening milk show that

the percentage of fat in the latter exceeds that of the former by '69 per cent. At the

same time it is to be noticed that the increase in total solids in the evening over the

morning milk is -58 per cent. From this it would seem that the " solids not fat
"

decrease somewhat as the percentage of fat increases, i. e.; that fat is developed at

the expense of one or more of the other constituents.

The averages of the morning and evening milk of the Shorthorns, Ayrshires and

Jerseys are all in accord with this deduction.
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THE COMPOSITION OF APPLE TEEE LEAVES.

At the Dominion Fruit Growers' Convention held in Ottawa, February,

1890, I had the honour of reading the following paper, which is the tirst of

a series on the chemistry of the apple. As time allows, the fruit and the

old and young wood of the tree will be analysed. From the data thus

v'Kissed it is confidently hoped that we shall be able to ascertain with more or
-.-i accuracy the nature and amount of those fertilizing elements withdrawn from

> iie soil by the apple tree in bearing. This will be the first step towards a more
rational mode of applying fertilizers to orchards.

" THE COJrPOSITION OF APPLE TREE LEAVES.

"Agricultural chemists throughout the world are, and have been for some
years, directing their attention towards the solution of questions concerning the

growth and bringing to perfection of plants and animals which serve for the use of

man. With regard to plants—and by that term I include all farm crops—analyses

have been made of all their parts, so that their composition is, to-day, pretty well

knowi).
" Field experiments and experiments in water culture—in which the various

salts required by the plants are dissolved in water—have also been made, enabling
us, at the present time, to state definitely what special fertilizing constituents are
valuable for the growth of certain crops, what classes of soil are most suited to

cereals, the leguminous plants, and so on.
" But as yet it appears that little has been done in this direction for the fi'uit-

growers, and the reason for this is not difficult to find. In all experiments of ihis

nature it is necessary to weigh and analyse an aliquot part of the final product of

vegetable growth in order to arrive at the amount of plant food absorbed from the
soil and other sources, and in this way ascertain the extent to which the soil has been
exhausted and the special inorganic and oiganic elements which enter into the com-
position of plants tissues. In the case of farm crops, which are reaped annually, this

is comparatively an easy task, but it is obvious that in the case of fruit trees—both
small and large—this of necessity cannot easily be done. As, however, it is as highly
important to the fruit-growers to know what kind of food and what class of soils

aie best suited to produce the largest amount of fruit as it is to the farmer to be in

possession of such information respecting his crop, it is but the duty of those engaged
in working out these problems to direct their study, as far as in their power lies,

towards the solution of such difficult questions.
" It was with a view of throwing some light upon this abstruse subject, of pro-

posing some rational mode in the application of fertilizers to orchards, that the
work included in this paper was undei'taken.

"Now, it must not be thought that even ifwe knew the exact composition of all

the parts of the tree (and as long as the fruit is hanging it remains part of the tree),

and tlie total weight of those component parts, and had also a knowledge of the
composition of the soil in which the tree was growing, that the whole question would
be settled. Until a few years ago it was thought that such data were sufficient to

guide the agriculturist in manuring certain fields for certain crops, but later facts,

evolved by patient experiments, conducted most carefully over many years, have
now proved this theory fallacious. I might illustrate this by reference to the cereals
and leguminosffi. The former contain but half the nitrogen of the latter, yet not-

withstanding this fact, and all that ii seems to imply, it is found that the application



ot nitrogen is specially beneficial to the cereuls, but of little or no value to the-

legumiiiosffi, especially af'er a certain stage of tbeii- growth. Without going into

the reasons, or rather theories, which have been advanced to account for this state

of affairs, I will ask you to bear these facts in mind, and at the same time to remem-
ber that ex nihilo nihil fit, thai we have to draw upon the soil, the air and water for

the constituents of plant food, and that the soil, generally speaking, is the only one
of the three we can modify or alter in comj^osition by mechanical or chemical agents.

The climate, including degree of frost, amount of rainfall, snow, sunshine, &c., all

these are important factors in agriculture. But as wo have no control ovei- the

elements the line of experiment seems rather in making choice of and breeding fiom
such varieties, whose qualities, dependent upon hei'cdity and environment, make
them seem especially adapted to the climate immediately under consideration, and
then finding out, by all the means at our command, and applying those elements
of plant food best suited to their growth and development.

" In this series of expciiments five Avell-known and hardy varieties of apple

trees were selected and the leaves gathered at two stages of their growth, viz., 25tli

May and 20th September. The leaves in all cases weie taken frum two or more
trees, so ihat their analysis should reveal the fair average composition of the leaf of

that variety at that jiartieular stage of the tree's growth. Upon the first date some
difficulty was experienced in a few instances in getting sufi&cient leaves for analysis

without seriously denuding the ti-ee of foliage, so that these first specimens i epre-

se-it leaves in a very eai'ly stage of development. On 20th September all the leaves-

were still quite green, and their life apparently unimpaired and vigorous.

" Mr. John Craig, Horticulturist to the Central Experimental Farm, has kindly

furnished me with the following descriptions of the apple trees under discussion :

—

•' Duchess of OUlenbiirgh.—Tiee is vigorous and hardy, forming a roundish, up-

right head. Bears 3'oung, and abundantly. Young shoots, smooth, reddish. Leaves
medium-sized, firm and glo.ssy. September.

" Tetofsky.—Tree upright, very hardy, vigorous. A young and annual bearer.

Young shoots, stout, reddish-lirown. Leaves very large. August.

" Wealthy.—Haulj', vigorous and healthy. Spreading, open head. Bears young;
is an abundant and annual bearer. Shoots, dark, medium. Leaves medium.
Octobci-.

" Fameuse.—Tree moderately vigorous and hardy, round-topped, spreading.

Young shoots, reddish-brown. Fairly 3'oung annual bearer.

"Northern Spy.—Eapid, upright giowth. Tardy und moderate bearer. Young
shoots, large, daik reddish-brown. Winter.

"The following table shows the composition of the leaves, together with such

other data as may help to elucidate the question under consideration. After the

column containing the name of the apple tree and the date when the leaves were
gathered are three columns, representing in percentages the composition of the

leaf—the water, organic matter and mineral constituents. Then follow six columns,

showing the percentages of the chief inorganic components of the ash. The per-

centages of nitrogen in the dry organic matter ai'e then given, followed by columns
depiciiiig the amounts of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash contained in 1,000

lbs. of the green leaf, which serve to illustrate the absolute and relative valiu-s

of the leaves as a fertilizei', as well as to show the quantities of those materials lakvn

Crom the soil for the growth of the leaves.
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"Moisture.—With iho exception of the Fameuse, the percentage of water in all

the specimens taken 25th May lies between 7094 and 72-11—practically, between 71
and 72. The Fameuse is more succulent, and contains 75'45 per cent, water. In
the leaves gathered 20th Septembei' we find a general diminution in the percentage
of water, the loss being in the neighbourhood of 12 per cent. It is interesting, and
perhaps instructive, to note that with regard to the amount of water, the leaves of
25tli May fall into the same order with those of 20th September, the Duchess of

Oldenburgh containing leasf and the Fameuse most water, showing clearly that while
all have followed the general law in loss of moisture, each has retained its own
characteristic individuality.

Average j)erceniage of water in young leaf 72'36

do do matnrei'leaf 60'71

" Organic Matter.—This includes all the combustible material of the leaf, and is

composed of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen. In the leaves of 25th May,
those of the Duchess of Oldenburgh and of the Wealthy, the percentages of organic
matter are almost the same, and head the list. The Tetofsky and Northern Spy also

contain almost identical amounts, or somewhat less than the two first mentioned,
while the Fameuse contains the smallest quantity of organic matter. This order is

preserved in the leaves plucked 20th September. From an inspection of these two
columns it will be observed that there is a general diminution of water and increase
of organic matter as the season advances, and that any special variety preserves its

relative position to other varieties in this respect throughout the season,

Average percentage of organic matter in young leaf. 25"31

do do matuier leaf... 3583
"Ash.—The percentage of all the inorganic or mineral constituents of the leaf

are found in this column. With the exception of the Wealthy we find the
amounts of ash of the leaves of 25th Maj' closely approximating one another. The
leaves of the Wealthy fall about -5 per cent, below the others in ash constituents. In
thoi^e of the 20th September we find a general increase in the percentage of ash,

amounting from -5 to 1-5 per cent, over those of 25th May.

Average percentage of ash in young leaf. 2'33

do ^ do maturer leaf. 3'46

" Phosphoric Acid.—With regard to the composition of the ash as detailed in the

columns following, it is difficult to discover in many cases what principle, if any,
underlies the distribution of the mineral constituents throughout the tissues of the

leaf dui'ing its growth. Without reading too much, however, into the results of a

single analysis, an inspection of this column shows most clearly that the young leaf

contains in its ash a much larger percentage of phosj)horic acid than the maturer
one—in some instances the phosphoric acid in the latter is but one-half, or even less,

than that of the younger leaf This would lead us to suppose that, as the season

advanced, there was a retrograde movement of the phosphoric acid of the leaf to

other parts of the tree. As the seed is well known to contain a relatively large

quantity of this acid we may legitimately be allowed to think that the food

elaborated in the leaf found its \yay finally, in part, at all events, to the fruit and
other portions of the tree. And this undoubtedly expresses a truth (though pro-

bably not the whole truth), for we observe that the average number of pounds of

ph()S])horic acid per 1,000 pounds of the younger leaf is higher than the correspond-
ing number for the maturer leaf, viz. : as 2'45, 1'94, and this in spite of the fact that

the percentage of ash in the latter is considerably higher than the former.

Average percentage of phosphoric acid in the young leaf... 10'47

do do maturer leaf 5'S2

"Potash.—It would not be safe from the results tabulated to advance strongly

any theories regarding the disposition of this important element in the leaf. The
percentage of potash in the young leaf is somewhat lower than that in the maturer
leaf. When we, however, consider the inci'eased amount of ash in the latter, we find
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that per 1,000 lbs. the older leaves contain TS lbs. more potash than the

younger leaves. On comparing the amounts of potash obtained in these analyses

•with the quantity us found in leaves of other trees it is at once apj^arent that the

leaves of the iijiiilo tree are exceptionally rich in this material .

"ime.—Tbe average peiccntage of lime in the ash of the young leaf is lY^O,
while that of the maturer leaf is 27'91, an increase of 10 per cent. This increase

would ajipear also to be regular throughout the varieties examined. Thus, the

Duchess stands first in peicentago of lime in both lists, followed closely by the

Tetofsky. and so on.

"Magnesia.—While the percentage of lime increased during the growth of the

leaf, the anal^-tical data show that the percentage of magnesia decreases during that

period. Thus, in the young leaf we have magnesia 9-77 as the average percentage,

and in the maturer leaf this number is reduced to 4'Sl. This fact is the more
remarkable and interesting when we remember that the percentage of phosphoric
acid diininished in the same ratio during the same period. It seems quite possible

that these two elements of plant f )od are intimately related in the economy of the
plant, and that in the elaboration of the plant food within the tissues and the dis-

tribution of this food to the ditl'erent ]jarts of the tree these two plaj' a very
imjjortant role.

" Oxide of Iron and Silica.—Throughout the whole series the amounts of these

constituents ai'e seen to be \ery similar, and the average in the young and the mature
leaf closely approximate each other. The iron after it has performed its functions in

the clilorophj'll of the leaf appeal's to remain in the leaf, and from the tiijures in

the table it is seen that there is no extra deuositiou of silica in the cells of the leaf

as it grows older.
" Nitrogen.—The only constitutent of great importance that remains to be dis-

cussed is nitrogen. The diiferences in the amounts of nitrogen contained in the

oiganic matter of the leaves of the different varieties examined are so small that one
would not be warranted in drawing a.uy conclusion therefiom as to diffe.ences in this

constituent between the varieties. On taking the averages, howevei", of nitrogen of

the leaves in the two stages of their growth, a considerable difference is at once
ajiparent—a difference that corresponds to 3 per cent, of albuminoids. The figures

are:

—

Nitiogen in young leaf 2'9-4 corresponding to 18'61 percent albuminoids,

do maturer leaf2-48 do ISSO do
" The amount of nitrogen per 1,000 pounds of the maturer leaf is 8-87 pounds,

as against 7"42 pounds in the young leaf. Tiiis is due to the increased percentage of

organic matter in the older leaf. It is evident from these results that changes which
affect the i-elative percentage of nitrogen in the organic matter take place in the leaf

during its development—but what these changes may be is beyond the scope of the
present paper to discuss.

" Phosphoric acid, potash and nitrogen are the three constituents which above all

others must be put back into the soil if we are to preserve its fertility. Plants of
certain orders require more of one or other of these than plants of other orders.

Some soils are specially rich or poor in one or niore of the materials—and con-

sequently in the rational mode of application of fertilizers much intelligence and
patience must be exercised.

" That the leaves of the apple trees draw a large amount of food from the soil

annually has been shown. Tiiis must be replaced in excess for the vigorous growth
of the tree. The leaves of the tree play no unimportant part—I'espi ration and diges-

tion are their two chief functions—which, if they do not perform well, the tree can-

not live and bring to perfection its fruit. Therefore when we feed the leaves we are

indirectly feeding the fruit.

" The lesults of this work seem to point in the direction of mineral fertilizers,

and specially of potash, as being more particularly cquired for the growth of the

leaves, and, therefore, for the vigorous devcloj)mi'iit of the tree, including an
abundant crop of fruit.

6c—10
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" A heavy dressing of wood ashes (which may be procured in many parts of
Canada at a veiy low price), or of kainit or other form of potash, is, therefore, to bo
recommended for orchards.

" The value of the leaves composted—a process to be advised as more economical
than buinini;—is also well established by the data afforded by this work."

EEPORT ON THE EFFECT OF SOLUTIONS OP COPPER SULPHATE
(BLUE VITRIOL), IRON SULPHATE (GREEN VITRIOL), AND

OF "AGRICULTURAL BLUE STONE," ON THE
VITALITY OF SEED WHEAT.

A communication was received in March last from Messrs. Tees and Persee, of
Winnipeg, Man., accompanied by a sample of "agricultural blue stone"—a sub-

stance now in the market for destroying the germs of smut. The following extract

is from their letter :

—

" As you are no doubt aware, it has long been the custom of farmers to soak

their seed grain in a solution of blue vitriol to destroy the 'smut' before sowing.

The sample sent you is cheaper than the regular blue vitriol, but it is claimed that

it is better for destroying smut; while some hold that the sulphate of iron in

sample sent you will destroy the germ in the wheat. As this is a matter of such

great importance to this country, we have taken the liberty of bringing it under
your notice, and would bo glad if you would give us your opinion upon the merits of
this new article at as early a date as possible."

An analysis of this sample of " agricultural blue stone " gave the following

results :

—

Sulphate of iron (green vitriol) G9-30

do copper (blue vitriol) 30-70

10000

A series of experiments was then inaugurated to ascertain the effect of solu-

tions of iron sulphate, copper sulphate and of the "agricultural blue stone" on the

vitality of the wheat germ. The sample of wheat selected to be experimented with
was Red File and yielded 97'5 per cent, of germinating seed.

The first experiment consisted in soaking the grain for 36 hours—the seed being

totally submerged—in (a) a solution of " agiicultural blue stone," and (6) a solu-

tion of sulphate of iron. The strength of the solutions was 1 lb. of the material to 8

gallons of water. The seed, at the exj)iration of the 36 hours, was taken out of the

solutions and allowed to dry in the air at ordinary temperatures. It was then sown
in earth in the conservatory.

The following table gives the number of plants from the grain on the dates

which appear at the head of the columns. Two hundred grains were sown in each

experiment.

Red Fife Whe.it.

Sown 15th March.

Untreated
Treated with sulphate of iron.

Treated with "agricultural blue
stone

.
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From the figures in this table it will be seen that the ffTect of this method of

treatment with sulphate of iron was a reduction of 11 percent, in the vitality of
the seed, while the solution of " agriciiltuial blue stone" diminished the vitality

by 335 per cent. It may fairly be concluded from these results that the Kulpliate

of copper present in the " blue stone " acted more injuriously than did the sulphate

of iron. The following experiment was then made, in order to arrJTe at the action

of the sulphate of copper per se upon the grain. The mode of treatment was the same
as in the previous experiment (submergence for 36 hours, etc.), and the strength i)f ihe

solution in the proportion of 1 lb. of the material to 8 gallons of water, as before.

The seed treated with sulphate of iron and "agricultural blue stone " was pait of

the quantity tested on 15ih March, and consequently had been dry after treatment
13 days.

Red Fife, 200 Grains.

Sown 2Sth March.
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1. That a solution of sulphate of copper of the strength of 1 lb. to 8 gallons of

water has the effect of destroying a number of wheat germs, and that even when
the sulphate of copper is present only to one-third of this amount (as it is in the
" agi-icultural blue stone ") the injurious action is still strongly marked.

2. That a solution of sulphate of iron of the same strength has eventually but

little destroying action on the wheat seed, though at first the plants from seed so

treated have their growth somewhat retarded.

3. That the length of time that the sulphate of copper is in contact with the

seed determines, to a large extent, the amount of damage done to the vitality of the

gei'm. If sprinkling be sufficient to destroy the smut spores the grain should not

be lift in contact with the solution longer than necessary, but dried and sown at once.

In order to supplement this work and to ascertain, if possible, the effect of these

solutions on bunt or h:ird smut, further experiments were undertaken during the

past season at the Central Experimental Faim, Ottawa.

These experiments consisted of two series, in one of which the grain was
Ladoga, in the other Eed Fife. Each series comprised four plots. In the first plot

of each series the grain sown was untreated, in the second it had been previously

treated with sulphate of iron, in the third with solution of " agricultural blue stone,"

and in the fourth sulphate of copper had been used.

The strength of the three solutions was 1 lb. to 8 gallons of water. The
grain in each experiment with treated wheat was thoroughly sprinkled, allowed to

dry by spreading in a thin layer exposed to the atmosphere, and at once sown.

The results of these experiments are as follows :

—

There was no smut of either kind upon any of the Eed Fife plots.

In the case of the Ladoga, loose smut appeared on all of the four plots, the per-

centages of diseased ears from the treated and untreated grain being very close

—

between 3 and 5 per cent. There was no hard smut on any of the Ladoga wheat.

The results of these exjjeriments seem to indicate that none of the solutions tried

are efficacious in preventing the development of loose smut.

In view of the fact that it is the " hard," " stinking smut " or bunt that is chiefly

deleterious in Manitoba and the North-West Territories, and that such rarely occurs

when the wheat is grown here, it seems highly desirable that these experiments

should be repeated in the districts above named, and to this end it is proposed to

conduct the investigation during the coming year upon the Experimental Farms at

Brandon and Indian Head.

WELL WATEES.

Attention was drawn in my last report to the great importance to farmers of a

pure and abundant water supplj^, for use in their own families and for watering

stock. At the same time, an otter was made of a free analysis to those farmers who
suspected the quality of their water, if they wei-o willing to prep.ay the freight on

the sample. In response to this inducement several have asked for the examination

of their drinking waters. To these, instructions weic sent as to the manner of taking

the sample The right collection of the water is a very important matter, and it is

particularly desired that those in the future wishing an analysis should write for

the necessary instructions beforehand.

It is especially to the dairymen that this question of pure water is of interest

and importance. Pure and wholesome milk can only be obtained from cows sup-

plied liberally with pure, fresh water. The general health of the animal must be

impaired by drinking polluted watei-, and many germ diseases in man have had

their origin traced to the milk from cows having access to imjjure and contaminated

water.

From the following table it will be seen that out of ten drinking waters sub-

mitted to analysis only three were returned safe to drink. In many instances gross

contamination'liad taken place by drainage from stables, barn yard or other source

of pollution, thereby rendering the water poisonous and extremely dangerous for use.
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The chief impurities found in drinking waters, as detected by chemical analysis,

arc of an organic nature, and arise from the presence of decomposing animal or

vegetable matter, or both. The former is to be i-egarded as the more deleterious of

the two, and comprises the solid and fluid excreta of animals, decaying animal matter

and the like; vegetable pollution consists of peaty matter—the more or less decom-
posed remains of plants. Although vegetable matter is not as injurious as that of

animal origin, an excessive quantity is very apt to cause diarrhoea and kindred
complaints.

Whether the organic matter itself always acts in the water as a poison or not

is j'et a question open for discussion, though there seems to be ample evidence that

in many instances active oi'ganic poisons are developed by the decomposing matter.

It has, however, been well established that it is the organic matter of a water
that forms the food for the growth of bacteria—microscopic plants, among which are

the disease geims—and cases of typhoid (a germ disease) have been repeatedly tiaced

to drinking water surcharged with oi'ganic matter.

For these reasons we may safely conclude that a water containing much organic
matter must be more dangerous to health than water comparatively organically

pure.

It is of the first importance, therefore, to discover the degree to which any
water may be contaminated by organic matter and to endeavour to establish whether
such be vegetable or animal.

The amounts of free and albuminoid ammonia, of the oxj^gen absorbed in fifteen

minutes and four hours, and of chlorine, are a measure of the organic impurities of a
water.

Large quantities of free ammonia associated with a considerable amount of

chlorine prove contamination with sewage.

Small quantities of free ammonia and chlorine and high amounts of albuminoid
ammonia and "oxygen absorbed " indicate vegetable pollution.

Wlion the ratio of oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes to that absorbed in 4 houi'S is

as 1:2 dissolved vegetable matter is indicated ; when this ratio approaches 1:1'5 the
pi'csence of animal organic matter is shown. A water contaminated with vegetable
matter will absorb or use up more oxj'gen than one polluted with animal matter.

As every water must lie judged according to its source and surroundings, it is

impossible to lay down rules that could be applied rigidly in every case, though it

has been abundantly shown that a good water, wholesome for use, should not contain
more than '08 jiarts per million of free ammonia, nor more than "10 parts per million

of albuminoid ammonia, and the amounts of chlorine and total solids should not
exceed 70 and 570 parts respectively.

Those who are about to dig wells are cautioned against locating them in barn
yards and stables or near any source of pollution—and this is especially ui-ged where
the soil is sandj' or gravellj-. It has been proved beyond dispute that the ^oakage
from such contaminating sources will ti-avel comparatively long distances in light soil,

and it is in such that it will act as a cesspool.

The surroundings of the well should at all times be kept clean, and the well
itself examined from time to time as to its freedom from refuse material. Vegetable
debris and dead animals are often the cause of impure water.

FOUNDATION COMB.

In June last we were requested by the I>. A. Jones Company Limited, of Beeton,
to analyse and rejiort on sevej-al samples of " foundation comb," which they suspected
to be adulterated. As the matter was deemed of great importance to bee-keepers
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throughout the country, this request was complied with. Three samples of sus-
pected comb were received, which, upon analysis, were found to have the followincr
composition :

—

Analysis of Foundation Comb.
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SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.

The following article on the causes an'l preventioa of cases of spontaneous com-
bustion in barns and stables written by me in response to the enquiries of a corres-

pondent, was published in the pages of the Canadian Live Stock and Farm Journal.

The importance of the subject to the farmers throughout the Dominion is such
that no apology will be needed for its insertion here.

" SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION."

" Combustion, as it is ordinarily known and recognized, is the chemical com-
bination of combu.'~tible matter with the oxygen of the air, the union of the two
being accompanied by the giving out of heat and light. When the union take.^

place rapidly the heat evolved is intense, but when slowly, the heat produced may
be almost imperceptible—though the sum total of the heat pi'odueed may be the

same in both cases. Combustion may therefore occur without the phenomenon of

flame—as flame is rcailj' burnitig gas, which, for its generation from ordinary com-
bustible material and ignition, requires a somewhat inten.-e heat. The heat of our
bodies is maintained by a process of slow combution, i.e., evolution of heat unac-

companied by flame, through the union of the organic matter of our food with the

oxygen of the air we breathe.

" Spontaneous combustion (or ignition of inflammable material without contact

with flame) occurs when the union of the oxygen (oxidation) is sufficiently rapid to

I'aise the temperature to the ignition or burning point of the inflammable substa' ce.

The tirst great requisite of combustion is air—or rather the oxygen of the air.

Woollen and cotton rags saturated with oil are capable of absorbing oxygen rapidly,

and in consequence of which have their temperature raised to the ignition point—

a

comparatively low temperature for such material. Very many well-known and
authenticated instances are on record of this character as causing fire in the holds of

vessels and in manufactories. Dust, formed by the deposition of organic matter in

an exceedingly fine state of division, often causes, in like manner, fires in woollen and
grist mills.

"The spontaneous fires which break out in hay-stacks, barns, manure piles, etc.,

are all due to this same process of oxidation, and are caused by the inflammable
material being damp—moistui'e greatly assisting slow combustion. Fermentation
may be considered as one of the many forms of combustion. It is a process in which
the decomposition of the material is brought about by bacteria—microscopic plants

always present in the air—whose development requires moisture and warmth. By
their growth more heat is generated, until that point is reached at which the mate-
rial upon which they feed takes fire. Fermentation is the principal agent in causing
spontaneous ignition in barns, outhouses, etc.

" There are other causes besides those given above for spontaneous combustion.
A not infrequent one is the slaking of lime. Two instances have come under my
notice in which barrels of quicklime, left uncovered in a leaky building, have become
slaked by the rain, the heat generated by the operation of slaking—really a chem-
ical combination of the lime with the water—being sufficient to ignite the surround-
ing woodwork. The prevention in such cases as these it is not necessary to enlarge
Upon. As to those instances in barns, etc., in which the fiie is caused by damp hay
or clover, I would say, if possible, do not store it damp, and see that the roof is

water-tight or the stack well thatched. If, however, circumstances necessitate the
putting away of the hay moist, salt it well. Salt is a preventative of fermentation,
and consequently of heat. If in spite of these precautionary measures, heat begins
to generate in the mow, ventilation should be resorted to, so that the heat as it is

developed may be carried otf, and not allowed to accumulate or become so intense as

to raise the hay to its burning temperature. In the case of manure piles, it is a wise
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practice to mix together in the heap the horse and cow dunsr. Horse manure fer-

ments and heats more readily and rapidly than cow dung. The mixing of the two
prevents the former from becoming fire-fanged, which means, to a large extent,

depreciation in value, and at the same time a fermentation is set up in the colder

cow dung which renders its fertilizing constituents more available for plants.
" With regard to your question respecting the frequent fires ' commonly credited

to unknown causes,' it is quite possible that many of these are true cases of spon-

taneous combustion
;

yet, undoubtedly some are occasioned by the smouldering
embers from the pipe of the farmer, his hired man, or the tramp, or are due to the

carelessness in the use of unprotected lights, or caused by the viciousness of incen-

diaries. Without data, it is impossible to state what percentage of fires is due to

these respective causes."
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REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGIST AND BOTANIST.
(James Fletcher, F.R.S.C, F.L.S.)

W. Saunders, Esq.,

Directoi', Dominion Experimental Farms.

Sir,—I have the honour to hand you herewith a report upon the work carried

on in my Department during the past year. It is of course impossible to report in

full upon the multiplicitj- of subjects which are brought officially under my notice

during the year. I have treated at some length certain of the more important
subjects, so that information as to the nature of the objects discussed, and remedies
when known, might he disseminated as widelj' as possible.

DIVISION OF EST05I0L0GT.

Thei-e has been much correspondence to attend to as well as field work to

prosecute. I have reported fully upon the American' Frit Fly, which has been a

serious pest of wheat, barle}' and grasses for the last three or four j-ears ; the Medi-
terranean Flour Moth, a dangerous imported insect ; the Pea Weevil, which is begin-
ning to increase in numbers; the Diamond-baclc Cabbage Moth, and the Cabbage
Maggot, dire enemies of that wholesome vegetable ; the Strawberry Weevil, and an
injurious caterpillar which peiiodically strips the oak trees on Vancouver Island of

every vestige of foliage.

DIVISION OF BOTANY.

The work in this division has consisted chiefly in looking after the experimental
grass jilots, which are reported on in full herewith, and the arboretum ; in naming
botanical s]iecimens and weeds sent in for identification ; and in giving instructions

in the use of the various remedies which have lately been used with such good effect

against fungous diseases of plants. I regret that the space at my disposal precludes
the possibility of treating of these in this report ; but 1 hope at no vevj distant date
to issue in bulletin form an account of the successful work which has been accom-
plished, particularly in the United States, in fighting these troublesome diseases.

In the meantime, I wish to announce that I shall be glad to send instructions

for the treatment of fungous diseases, where remedies are known, to all who may wish
for them.

These studies are very recent, dating only from about 1885. The good work
which has been done is due largely to the energy and ability of Mr. B. T. Galloway,
the chief of the Division of Vegetable Pathology' at Washington, who, in writing on
this subject in the American Garden for October, 1890, says as follows :

" Let us
now see what have been some of the practical results of this work. In the first place,

gra]ie-growors cver\-\vhere have been made acquainted with the causes of such
diseases as blackrot, downy-mildew and anthracnose. Moreover, it has been proved
to their entire satisfaction that these diseases can be prevented by jyroper treatment.
Between two and three thousanl grape-growers in all parts of the country used the

remedies in 1889, and from estimates based on reports received from about thirty,

we know that the actual saving in money to these, above all expenses, was something
ovei- §10,000. Our agents last year, in treating potatoes fo- blight and rot, succeeded
in saving 75 per cent, of the crop. On this basis, the amount saved to the entire

country, if all the infected districts had been treated, would have been something
over a million dollars."
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A memorandum is submitted herewith by Mr. Galloway, concerning a curious

bacterial disease of oats, which, alihough not very injurious in Canada, has been

ver\' prevalent in some districts.

In the Arboretum and Botanic Garden the work begun last year has continued.

The coUeclion of trees and shrubs has been considerably augmented, and next

spring several herbaceous pei'cnnials, which have been grown from seed, or have

been collected from the woods in this and other parts of Canada, will be planted

out in their proper places. Particular etforts will be put forth to render the collec-

tion of native Canadian plants as complete as possible. At present, nearl}' 400

different kinds of shrubs and trees have been set out, in most cases two sjiccimens

of each kind, which are made up as follows :

—

Anacardiaceaj 7 Juglandaceffi 3

Araliacejc 1 Legurainosa3 23

Eerberidacofe 1 .! Oleacese 30

Betulaceaj 5 EhamnaceiE 4

Bignoiiiaeese 4 Eosacete 02

Caprifoli:icetE 30 Eutaceffi 1

Celastiaceaj 5 Salicacece . 33

Compositae 1 Sapindaceaj 17

Conifer;c fl.5 Saxifragacea> 1;'

Cornacea; 10 Simarubaceffi 1

Ciipulifene lii Tiliaceaj 4

EliBagnacese 7 Urtioaca 7

Several low spots which needed draining wi^re attended to last autumn, and

locations weie decided upon for groups to illustrate some natural orders of 2>kints

not as yet lepresented in the Botanic Garden.

JIEETIXG.S ATTENDED.

B^' permission of the Hon. Minister of Agriculture I was allowed to attend

the Second Annual Meeting of the Association of Official Econ(imic Entomologi.->ts,

held at Champaign, 111. The meeting was one ot much importance to all concerned,

and this association cannot but be a great influence in helping on the cause of agri

cultural entomology, hj binding together all the students, ovi'r the whole globe, who
are engaged in that study. The undersigned was highly honoured by being elected

President for the en.suing year.

In February last I attended the Dominion Convention of Fruit Growers hold at

Ottawa and read a paper on " Insects Injurious to Fruits," which was listened to and
discussed with interest.

I have also, bj^ intruction of the Hon. Minister, attended several Farmers'
Institute meetings. These opportunities of meeting the fiirmers have been gladly

embraced, as I find them a most effective means of aj^prising farmers of the fact that

such work as I am engaged in, is being carried on, and also of showing that it

is of great impoi-tance to them. Not on!}' this, but I have assured them that mj'

services are entirely at their disposal, and that I shall be pleased at all times to

advise them with regard te injurious insects and fungous diseases, if they will cor-

respond with me. In this way, I believe the work will yearly become more useful

and popular.

In .lanuaiy, 1890, I attended a very successful meeting of the County of Fj-onte-

nac Faiiners' Institute at Inverar}-, Ont., and delivered addresses upon " Farm and
Orchard Insects " and "Weeds of the Farm." After this meeting I proceeded to the
County of Petcrboro' Institute at Norwood and Keene. At each of these places an

afternoon and evening meeting was held. At the former I spoke upon " Injurious

and Beneficial Insects" and " Window-gardening for Farmers' Wives," at the latter

upon " Injurious Insects a direct tax of 10 per cent, upon all Farm Products " anii

"Farmers' vejrctable and Fruit Gardens."
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In June I was invited to attend a summer meeting at Picton of the Prince
Edward County Institute, and through the kindness of Mr. W. Boulter, of Picton,

I was enabled to visit many of the farms, hop-gardens and orchards in the vicinity of

Picton. Mr. Boulter's own orchard was most instructive from an entomological point

of view It would be impossible to find better trimmed and cleaner trees than were
there. The smoothness and cleanness of the trunks of some trees which had been
planted twelve years was remarkable, and was due entirely, he assured me, to watching
them at the periods of -insect occurrence and then attending ui them promptly. A
part of his regular annual treatment has been, for some years, washing them in June,
with oidinary home-made lye. He says :

" This is made by filling a large barrel, ' leach'

as it is called, with hard-wood ashes, pounding them in tight, and then pouring water
on as it soaks up. If the ashes are pounded in thoroughly it will take two days
before it starts to run. This lye is very strong. If the ashes are not pounded down
well it soon soaks through and the lye is weak. The proper strength is found out

by experience, as farmers' wives know in soap-making. We put this Ij'e on all our
trees every year. For ti'ees from four to six years old, we dilute the lye about one-half
with water ; after that we use it nearly full strength, applying it with a corn broom,
rubbing the trunks and limbs thoroughly. We also let a good deal run down the

trunk to kill any insects that may be at the ground. Many have told me that the

lye is too strong. I think not, and you can judge from what you saw when here.

We think the lye kills many insects which harbour in the bark; at any rate, we
know that since we have tried washing wo have been very little troubled with
borers. We also draw all our ashes from the canning factory and spread them around
(away from) the trees. These I consider one of the best fertilizers in an oi'chard."

The black-spot of the apple (Fusicladium dendriticum) was found to bo very
prevalent upon both apples and pears. I therefore made " Fungous Diseases and
their Remedies " the subject of one of my addresses at Picton. Another was " Insects

Injurious to the Pea Crop."
From Picton I went to Leamington, in the County of Essex, where I addressed

a meeting in the afternoon upon " Fungous Diseases of Fruits " and " Fruit Insects,"

and in the evening spoke on " Window Gardening." The next day was spent with
Mr. W. W. Hilborn, the President of the local Fruit Growers' Association, who
kindly drove me to several of the large peach orchards and farms in the district.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The interest in the work under my charge is indicated by the large number of

letters which have been received. These numbered 1,547 during the last year, and

about the same number were dispatched. By far the larger proportion of these

were from farmers and others in Canada, but many were from co-workers in other

countries. During the past summer an important step has been taken in Great

Britain by the introdurtion, by Miss Eleanor A. Ormerod, the distinguished Ento-

mologist of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, of the arsenites as insecti-

cides. It is somewhat remarkable that notwithstanding the fact that these

materials are now so much used in America as to be considered indispensable in the

cultivation of certain crops, it is onlj' within the last year that they have been used

in England. Owing to my position as Government Entomologist, I was honoured

by being consulted, at the suggestion of Miss Ormerod, as to the best treatment for

certain leaf-eating caterpillars which had been committing grievous depredations to

fruit trees in the south of England. In response, an account was given of the

American method of treating such insects, and under Miss Ormerod's able direction

most satisfixctory results \vere secured. On 23rd December, 1890, in reply to my
inquiry, " Has the Paris Green treatment for leaf-eating orchard insects, which you
have introduced into England this season, proved as satisfactory as you were led to

expect?" Miss Ormerod writes, after expressions of thanks for assistance, which is

very highly over-estimated, as follows:

—
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" "With regard to results of our work, so far as is to be gathered from the reports
which I have received from February up to date, I consider I am justified in saying
that the Paris green treatment was quite a success wherever we know that it was
applied in the proportion recommended, and with tolerable sprayers." Mr. C. D. Wise,
Superintendent of the Toddington Fruit Fai-ms, says : Paris green is the only thing
which we havefound really efficaceous ; the foliage was not injured and the caterpillars
were killed. In autumn, when the operation of sticky-banding the trees was carried
on as usual, the lesser quantity of wingless moths captured was very remarkable.
Up to date of report nine moths on one tree was the largest numLier captured, against
500 previously." On the whole, this treatment was most successful, and there is little

doubt that it will soon be universally used in England.
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DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY.

Fig. 1.

The American Frit Fly {Oscinis variabilis, Loew.)

Attack.—1. A small yellowisb-white, legless maggot, which may be found in

autumn, destroying the bases of the stems of several kinds of grasses and fall-

wheat.
2. Also occurring in spring-wheat and grasses in June, attacking the young

root-shoots close to the ground, and either destroying or seriously weakening them.

For the last three years a small Oscinid fly has been bred from the roots

of various gr-asses, to son^e species of which the injuries had been considerable.

Agropyrum caninum, A. tenerum and A. repens (Couch grass) suffered severely. Two
forms of Poa pratensis, from the North-West Territories, and Elymus Canadensis, were
also badly attacked.

During the past summer spring-wheat has been seriously injured in several

places in the neighbourhood of Ottawa, and specimens of infested spring

wheat, sown on 19th April, were sent to me in June, containing not only the pupee or

chrysalis cases of this fly, but also those of the Hessian Fly (Cecidomyia destructor,

Say), and the "Wheat-stem Maggot (Aleromyza Americana, Fitch).

These specimens, which were forwarded by Mr. Freeman Britton, ofGananoque,
Ont., were of particular interest. From them were reared the Hessian Fly and
American Frit Fly at the end of June, and a few weeks later the fl}^ of the Wheat-
stem Maggot appealed. Thus it was proved that all of these insects attack spring-

wheat in the stools or root-shoots in the same way as they are known to attack

autumn-sown grain. In my last report I drew attention to the f:\ct that the Wheat-
stem Maggot attacked certain grasses in this manner; but it is now shown by the

above that there is in this district a brood of each of the thi'ee above-mentioned
pests, which appears in the beginning of May, and that the eggs are laid on the root-

shoots of young growing grain. I am not aware that this fact has been previously

noted. Later in the season abundawt evidence was found as to the extent of this

injury. At Eastman's Springs a field of spring-wheat was observed, the yield ofwhich
had certainly been reduced 75 per cent. In hardly any part of the field could a

plant be found with more than one stem, and this was weak and spindly, with the

ear frequently only half filled with grain. LTpon examining the I'oots it could

plainly be seen that the stools had formed, but had been subsequently destroyed by
hosts of larvaa of the above insects. The dead plants in the drills also showed that

many more plants had been killed than there wei'e growing in the field. Of the

insects occurring in the injured plants, the American Frit Fly was by far the most
abundant.

The three insects are easily distinguishable in all their stages. In the larval or

maggot stage, in which they do all their injury to crops, they may be known by the

following characters.

1. The American Frit Fly.—The maggot is long and slender, of a yellowish-white

colour, and has two small but distinct black hook-like jaws. The last division of

the body bears two little knob-like processes. Length when full-grown, about

^V of an inch.
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Prof. H. Garman, of the State College of Kentucky, who has studied this

insect and published his obseivations (Bulletin 30, Kentucky Agricultural Expe-
riment Station), gives also the following differences :

" Under the microscope
another diflference is apparent. The tirst two divisions and the under-side of those

following are roughened with very fine raised lines, directed crosswise of the body
in the wheat Bulb-woim*, while in the Frit Fly giub the first divisions and the
underside of those following in the region of the joints are roughened instead, with
numerous scale-like thickenings of the cuticle; with the hind edge of each thickening
finely toothed."

2. The Wheat-stem Maggot.—This resembles the last in shape and structure, but is

conspicuously ditlerent by reason of its colour, which is clear, glassy green, and
also by its much larger size, which is \ inch when full-grown.

3. The Hessian Fly.—This is proportionately much broader than the other two, of a
clearer white than the American Frit Fly maggot, and nearly always shows a

green stripe down the centre. Instead of the two hook-like black jaws, which
are present in the two previously mentioned maggots, the Hessian Fly larva has
a horny, forked organ, sometimes called the " breast-bone." Length of maggot
when full grown, ^ inch.

In the chrysalis stage the differences are equally marked :

1. The American Frit Fly.—The pupa-case is shaped as shown above (Fig. 1), and is

of a pale chestnut-brown.
2. The Wheai-stem Maggot changes to a pale translucent green pupa.
3. The Hessian Fly.—The pupse of this insect are of a deep, rich brown, like small

flax-seeds, Fig. 4, and it is in this stage that farmers will most easily and surely
recognize the Hessian Fly when present.

Fig. 3. Fi-. 4.

The attacks of these three insects also differ somewhat, although the effect

upon the crop is of course similar. The only known method of attack upon our
grain and grass crops by the Frit Fly is by the larvte attacking the young shoots
at the ground. The egg is probablj^ laid near the base, on the upper side of the
leaf, and when it hatches the j'oung maggot works its way down and destroys the
centre of the young stem. There are, however, sometimes as many as four or
five puparia found in a single dead shoot. These do not appear to always lie in the
centre of the stem, but between the bases of the sheathing loaves ; but when there
is only one larva it is generallj* in the middle of the shoot. This attack is very
similar to an injury to grain by an insect of the same family Oscinis, which lias been
known for many years in Europe, and which is sometimes very injurious to oats and
barley.

The Hessian Fly (Fig. 3) lays its eggs in the crea.so on the upper side of the
leaves, and the young maggots work their way down to the heart of the plant just
inside the leaf whereon they hatched. They lie there until full grown, and turn to

"flax seeds," two or three beingfVequentlyfound round one stem. They have not the

* = WTieat-stcm Maggot.—I have used this name heretofore because the stem attack, which I have styled
" Silver-top," is the more conspicuous of the two injuries committed by this insect.
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power to tear up the tissues of the plant, as is done by the Fj-it Fly and Wheat-
Btem Maggot, because they have not the hooked jaws ; but they do efiect a certain

amount of penetration, for they are frequently found partially embedded in hollows

in the stem of the plant they are infesting. The Wheat-stem Maggot is hatched

from beautiful white grooved and elongated eggs, which are laid upon the upper

surface of the leaf, sometimes at a considerable distance from the axil. When the

young maggot hatches, it like the others referred to above, works its way down
into the bhoot and destroys the central leaf. -It tears the tissues apart and eats a

gallery up the centre of the shoot. In the summer brood the maggot occurs at the

base of the top, or ear-bearing joint, and by consuming the lower portion causes

the ear to die and turn conspicuously white ("Silver-top") before the uninjured

plants have shown any sign of ripening.

The perfect forms of these insects are extremely unlike. The Frit Fly is

shown at Fig. 1 very much enlarged. The colours are black and yellowish-white.

It is a very small insect, large specimens being only about Jj of an inch in

length. They are extremely active and hard to observe.

The fly of the Wheat-stem Maggot is a slender yellowish-green fly, \ of an inch

in length, with three dark lines extending down the back. Byes golden-green, when
the fly is alive.

The Hessian Fly is a delicate dusky gnat, well shown in Miss Ormerod's excellent

figure (No. 3,) where it is represented magnified and enlarged.

The somewhat remarkable popular name of the Frit Fly is explained by Miss

Ormerod and Prof Garraan as follows :

—

" Besides the attack to the young growing plant, great damage was recorded

formerly in Sweden from the second or summer brood, the maggots of which fed on

the soft grains in the ears of barley, and thereby caused the light worthless develop-

ment of the corn, known in Swedish as ' frits.' whence the name of the fly.

(Ormerod, E. A. Manual, 1890, p. Y4.)

"The fly was long iigo named Oscinisfrit by the illustrious Linnaeus, who also

made record of its injurious habit, stating that in 1750 the annual loss fi'om its

depiedations in Sweden alone reached 100,000 gold ducats." " From the accounts

of the Frit Fly given by Curtis and Miss Ormerod it is evident that the insect works
on grain much fike a small fly which I find in the grub state infesting wheat in

Fayette County, Kentucky. In structure and habit, as far as I have observed the

latter, it proves so like the Eurepean species, that it might perhaps be appropriately

named the American Frit Fly." (Garman, H., Kentucky Ag. Ex. Station. Bui.

30 August, 1890.)

Of all the insiccts attacking grain crops in the Ottawa district last summer, the

American Frit Fly was by far the most destructive. In all cases obsei-ved the Hes-
sian Fly and Wheat-stem Maggot were found associated with it. The injury to the

plants was almost exclusively in the stools or root-shoots, and the usual summer
attacks of the two last named insects on the stems of gi-ain were conspicuously

absent. On the other hand, the attacks upon the stools by the summer bi-ood, in the

same manner as fall wheat is attacked ic the autumn, were this year Ibi' the first time

observed.

That the American Frit Fly was abundant in the locality previous to this season

was sho-<rn by its presence in injurious numbers upon the grass patches at the Experi-

mental Farm during the seasons of 1888 and 1880. Indeed, it was so abundant that

in these years, as well as during last season, the extermination of some species of

grasses was threatened.
There were peculiarities about the attacks of all these insects during last

season which would indicate thai they may have been influenced by some meteoro-

logical conditions, and it is possible that the^e may have atiected the growth and

maturing of grasses and grain in the early spring. A remarkable fact was the

enormous abundance of the perfect insects of the Wheat-stem Maggot in the month
of May. This was so great as to have caused fear of a serious destruction of the

wheat and barley crops. As a matter of fact, however, there was less injury both to
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small gi-ains and grasses, by this insect, than for many years previously. This
diminution I can only account for by the supposition that the eggs must have been
destroyed by some predaceous insect. The eggs were certainly laid in large numbei-s,

but there was very little evidence of the presence of the larva8, either in the growing
wheat or barley.

Remedies.—The life-history of the American Frit Fly, in all its phases, is not yet
completely worked out, and much careful work is yet required, of which accurate

notes must be taken at the time of observation, before any definite statement can be

made as to the best remedies to apply.

From what is known of it-* habits, which seem to be very similar to those of its

associates the Hessian Fly and Wheat-stem Maggot, some of the remedies which
have been suggested for those insects may be applied for ihis.

The insect passes the winter in the form shown at Pig. 1, cither in fall-

wheat or grasses. "When fall-wheat is attacked a liberal top-dressing of some
quick-acting artificial fertilizer, sowed broad-cast over the fields in spiingtime, when
growth re-commences, would help injured plants to overcome part of the injury by
production of supplementary stools.

A knowledge of the exact time of the occurrence and the number of the broods

would be of great use towards an intelligent treatment of stubbles and volunteer

crops, by burning over or deep-ploughing, after a field had been found to be attacked.

1 shall be obliged if any one who finds his crop attacked by this insect will

lorrespond with me promptly upon its first appearance.

So far it can only be stated that two species of parasites were bred from this

insect during the past summer. The specimens were accidentally destroyed so nothing
more can be said at present concerning them.

The two figures used to illustrate the pupa and perfect fly of the American Frit

FI3- are by Prof. Garman, who has been good enough to lend me the blocks. They
show the stages fifteen times larger than in life, and will be a great assistance in

identifying the insect wherever it may be observed.

The Cabbage Maggot. {Antliomyia brassica, Bonche.)

Attack.—From one to many white, legless, maggots, which attack the roots of

young cabbage plants soon after they are pricked out, frequently destroying all the

roots and burrowing in the stems.

In most parts of Canada the insect which gives the greatest trouble to the

cabbage-grower is the Cabbage Maggot. This is tho larval form ofa small gray, two-

winged fly, somewhat resembling the common house-fl}', but smaller, and with a

slenderer body. The wings, too, shut one over the other, and are conspicuously

longer than the body. The thorax, or portion to which the wings are attached,

in the male bears three dark stripes, and there is also one down the centre

and on the edge of each ring of the abdomen or hind-body. The female resembles

the male, but is more ashy in general colour, and has not the stripes on the thoi-ax

nor the bands on the abdomen.
It is the usual custom to force cabbage in flames, which are kept covered during

tho first part of the season, but are left open for some time before the young plants

are pricked out in the field or garden. Although in years of bad attack plants are

sometimes injured in the frames, this is the exception. As a rule, they are not
infested until some time after they are transplanted. It is probable that the
handling, and the partially faded condition of the plants consequent to their trans-

plantation, bring out the characteristic odour of the cabbage, and that this attracts

the female flies, which lay their eggs close to the stem and as much below the sur-

face as possible. The females will spend a good deal of time running over the

earth and trying to find some crevice by which they can creep beneath the surface

of the soil and lay their eggs close to the stem, or they will creep close up to it and
push the eggs down below the surface by means of their exteusile ovipositors.

These eggs in a few days hatch, and the young maggots at once attack the outside
6c—11
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surface of the root. As they grow larger they penetrate the stem and when there

is only one it appears to remain inside the stem ; when, however, as is frequently

the case, there are a dozen or more, most of them lie outside in the soil, which is

kept vvet by the juices of the injured plant.

The maggots when full grown are white, about J inch in length, with the front

end pointed, and furnished with two hard black hook-like jaws. The hind end is cut off

obliquely and flattened with an irregular rosette of fleshy points round the margin,
and on the flattened surface two conspicuous dark-brown points, which are breathing

pores. These maggots are a great pest to the cabbage-grower, destroying large

numbers of his plants when he thinks he has saved them from the omnivorous
•cut-worms.

Unless very numerous at the root of a cabbage it takes some time before the

injury becomes apparent. There is a common saying that " the maggot takes them
after the first thunderstorm in July." In the Ottawa district there is frequently a

thunderstorm early in July, followed by hot, muggy weather. This is the time that

cabbages which have been badly injured at their roots by the maggots succumb.
The injury has been going on for some time, but the June rains have enabled the

plant to preseive a healthy appearance ; immediately the hot weather comes it

turns pale and the leaves droop. If one of these plants be taken up it will be fre-

quently found that the roots and all the lower part of the stem have been utterly

destroyed, and many of the maggots are full grown.
The past season was marked by the great abundance of this insect. In a large

patch of various kinds of cabbages, containing about 1,200 plants, which 1 examined
22nd June upon the Centi'al Expei-imental Farm, I could find very few plants which
did not show the work of the maggot upon the roots or on the underground stem,

and in many gardens from one-half to three-quarters of the crop was destroyed.

During the first part of July several letters were received, complaining of its rava-

ges, from various parts of the Dominion. However, during the last week of June
I visited the County of Essex, and was much surprised and pleased to learn from
farmers and gardeners that this insect was practically unknown in the district

round Leamington.
Remedies.—A satisfactory remedy for this insect has long been a desideratum.

From some experiments tried during the past season I have received such success

that although they are not yet complete and will require further verification, I con-

sider it well to relate the details, so that, should the remedy prove satisfactory,

others may have the advantage of the knowledge as soon as possible.

Some three years ago I was told of some experiments, made by Mr. S. Green-

field, of Ottawa East, to destroy the onion maggot by the use of white hellebore.

This was made into a decoction, and watered along the rows of half a bed, with the

result that the onions upon that portion of the bed were far superior to those on the

part untreated. In fact, the onions were almost all sound, whilst the others were
nearly all destroyed. This led me to try the same remedy for the cabbage maggot,

and the result this year has been successful beyond all my expectations.

About 1st July the whole of the bed of 1,200 cabbages mentioned above was gone
over by myself and one assistant. One person carried a 3-gall on pail full of water

in which 2 oz. of white hellbore had been steeped, and an ordinarj' green-house

syiinge, the other placing the left hand beneath the cabbage, palm downwards, with

two fingers on each side of stem, drew away the surface soil from the root of the

cabbage, and at the same time, with the right h:ind, pulled the head a little over, so as

to expose the roots. About half a tea-cup-full of the liquid was then syringed

forcibly round the roots, and the earth was quickly pushed up again round the stem.

The result of this treatment was that only about 1 per cent, of the cabbages was lost.

There is no doubt that the forcible syringing of the liquid removed the maggots

to some distance from the roots; but by actual experiment it was found that the

white hellebore killed them also. Furthermore, the moisture was of gieat assistance

to the cabbage in recovering from the injury. The power of the cabbage plant to

survive and out-grow injury is very remarkable. Several plants of which the roots
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and nearly all the underground stem had been destroyed, were washed and trimmed,
and then planted and waiered, and the earth kept well hoed up round them. Every
one of these grew and produced a head. In years of only light attack it is not at all

uncommon to find, when cabbages are pulled up, that they had been supported by
roots which were produced some distance above the original root-mass, which had
been destroyed early in the season by the cabbage maggot.

Frequent cultivation or light hoeing is of great benefit to cabbages in dry
weather. By this means the thin layer of surface soil is loosened, aerated and thor-

oughly dried, so as to become a non-conducting medium, which preveuts the evapora-
tion of moisture from the soil below. Hoeing the soil well up to the stems of cab-

bages which have been injured gives them a chance to make fresh roots, and also pre-

vents the flies from getting at the stems to lay fresh eggs.

In the third week of July, I visited the garden of Mr. S. A. Fisher, M.P., at

Brome, P.Q., and was shown by his gardener, Mr. Louis Graindorge, a bed of cabbages
which was in some parts badly infested with the Cabbage Maggot. I suggested that

he should try the Hellebore a])plication, and the whole bed was treated. One 2)arti-

cular plant was taken as a test and marked. This was so badly injured that the root
was almost severed from the head by the attacks of the maggots on the underground
stem. Thei'e were more than a dozen of the larvse lying close to the stem in the
earth, which was quite wet from the juices of the cabbage. The earth was carefully

removed sufficiently to pour in the decoction around the injured stem and then was
replaced, the larvae being disturbed as little as possible and left where they were at

the root. In the end of September Mr. Graindorge wi'ites me :
" All the cabbage plants

are doing well. Tour test plant, the one which was nearly dead when you treated it

now weighs about three pounds. I am very much satisfied with this experiment, and
shall certainly try it another year and begin earlier in the season, when I believe I

shall be able to save all my plants.

"

In the above mentioned experiment it would appear that the Hellebore killed

by contact, for where a dozen cabbages were treated with Paris Green and water, 1 lb.

to 100 gallons, not only did it fail by noticeably checking the growth of the cabbage,
but the maggots were not killed. In applying this hellebore remedy, care must be taken
not to dig down too deep or disturb the root too much. The chief seat of injury is the
underground portion of the stem above the mass of roots. If about two inches of the
soil be removed that part of the stem most attacked is laid bare, but the roots need
not be disturbed. An important thing is not to put off treatment too long. In this

district injury is made manifest in the first week of July, examination should there-

fore be made, and the remedy, if necessaiy, applied about the third week in June.
Late planting has been rather extensively practiced by some growers, but is not

always a satisfactory remedy. With early cabbage the most paying market is over
before they are ready, and with winter varieties there is the risk of their not heading
well befoie winter sets in. The actual success of the jiractice however as a preventive
of attack is sometimes most marked.

The greatest amount of injury is caused by a brood of flies which appears in the
middle of June and up to about the first week of July. Cabbages planted out in the
middle of July were not at all troubled by the Maggot. This was in low moist
ground where the plants did not suffer from drought. They were kept well
cultivated and produced a large crop of fine cabbage.

It is not, of course, wise to grow cabbage upon land where there has been an
infested crop the previous year. The usual method of hibernation is in the puparium
form ; but the attack continues throughout the whole growing season, and where, as
is frequently the case, the ground is not cleared up in the autumn and stems of
cabbages that have been cut, or "blind" plants which have not headed, are left in

the fields all the winter, many larvae hibernate as such, in the stems and roots.

This shows the importance of cleaning up and ploughing the fields in autumn.
In this way many larvae and pujjffi will be destroyed, both by exposure to the
weather under unnatural conditions and in other ca-ies by being buried so deeply
that the flies cannot emerge.

6c—Hi
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Nitrate of 6oda is also recommended by some growers. This is applied as a
surface dressing in June and is washed in by the spring rains.

In my Eeport for 18S7, I related the success attending the use of this fertilizer

by Mr. E. Brodie, of Montreal. His method of using it was to place about a table-

spoonful of nitrate of soda around each plant. One row of jilants not treated with
nitrate of soda was destroyed whilst the others were untouched.

In Miss Ormerod's Now Manual of Injurious Insects the following appears
at p. 27 :

—

" When attack is present, heavy showers of rain, on land previously dressed
with nitrate of soda round the plants, and superphosphate, stopped the spread of
the maggots. Also, the application of lime-water has been found very serviceable.

The plan adopted was soaking hot-lime for twenty-four hours in water, and watering
with this, when clear, in the afternoon. This was found to destroy the matro-ot.

—

(J. Mc K.) "

Another active remedy which has been used with good efl'ect is a Kerosene
Emulsion applied beneath the surface as recommended above for the Hellebore
decoction. Sand saturated with coal oil, placed round the base of the stems
immediately after the plants are set out is a good preventive ; but must be repeated
every week until the middle of July.

In addition to all that man can do to keep down the numbers of this trouble-

some insect, he has a most potent ally in the shape of a small beetle belonging to the
Staphylinidaj or Eove Beetles. This little friend which is named Aleochara Antho-
myice, Sprague, is a small black elongated beetle, which was found in considerable
numbers running about amongst the cabbages and burrowing down beneath the soil

in search of the maggots. Not only is it extremely active in preying upon the mag-
gots, but it is also a true internal parasite feeding inside them and completing its

transfoimations inside the pupa case. In the hope of rearing this beetle, 16 larva
and pupa3 were taken from the root of a cabbage, where the perfect beetle had been
seen and were enclosed in a breeding jar. From these were reared 9 beetles and
one fly, the remainder of the pupje dried up without coming to maturity. In some
of them, however, the immature beetles were found when the cases were broken.
When the beetle eats its way out of the pupa-case it gnaws a ragged hole at one end
quite different from that made by the emergence of the fly. A description of the
habits of this little beetle is given with a figure in Prof Lintner's first report ou the
Insects of New York, p. 188, and mention is made of it in Prof, fiiley's 1884 Eeport.
The full description by Mr. Philip S. Spi-ague is to be found in the American Ento-
mologist, Vol. II, p. 370. It is a small, slender, black beetle, about ^ of an inch in

length, covered all over with short silky hairs. The most notable featui-es, when it

is examined under a magnifyiug glass, are that the whole body is covered with hairs

and small punctures, these aie le>s numerous on the head, thorax, and first four

joints of the anteuufe, which thereby look blacker than the rest of the insect. The
wing cases in some specimens have a greenish-coppery sheen. The feet are brown-
ish which colour gradually deepens into black on the shanks or tibise. The anteniue
after the fourth joint are so densely covered with short hairs as to have a grey
appearance. I have generally been able to find a few of these beetles in beds of cab-

bages infested by the Cabbage Maggot and upon one occasion bred a specimen from
the Onion Maggot. It is probable that other species of the genus are also parasites,

but nothing definite is known of their habits. Mr.W H. Harrington has shown me spe-

cimens of A. lata, which he found in a breeding jar containing the cocoons of saw-flies.

It did not occur to him at that time that they might be parasites, and the fact was
merely recorded in his notes without any special examination being made of the
cocoons.

A new attack of a serious nature by an Anthomyian larva has come under my
notice dui-ing the present winter.

I have found full-gj-own larvfe mining in the mid-ribs and also boring through
the heads of winter cabbage. These have not so far been bred to maturity, but from
the larvaj and pupa3, I am unable to distinguish them from the Cabbage Maggot and

i
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believe they are that species. The varieties of cabbage most attacked belong to the

class known as Savoys, which have hard, close heads. A few other varieties, how-
ever, were also attacked. The eggs are apparently laid near the top of the head and
the young maggots work their way down between the leaves, generally following the

course of a mid-rib, frequently confining their operations to that alone, but also

sometimes boring straight into the heart of the cabbage and thus rendering it unsale-

able. There does not appear to be much decay of the tissues, but simply an irregular

channel is eaten out, which is filled with the shredded tissues of the leaf and a

mucilaginous exudation from the plant.

Some of the hiivfe have turned to pups inside the cabbages ; but others placed

in breeding jars have buried themselves in the soil.

I have so far received no complaints of this injury from oatside sources; but

should it become widespread, it will be a matter demanding the earnest attention of

entomologists, to discover a remedy as soon as possible. As many as twenty larva

were taken from one head.

In Prof. Riley's report for 1884, mention is made of a summer attack upon the

mid-ribs of the leaves, as follows: " Oui- first acquaintance with this insect was in June,

18G7, when Prof. A. N. Prentiss, then at the State Agricultural College, Lansing,
Mich., sent us specimens of the larvse, with an account of their gnawing and exco-

riating both the stems and roots of cabbages, and thereby doing much damage.
They transformed June 21-25, just below the surface of the ground, to puparia of a

honey-yellow colour, some lighter, some darker, and *he first flies issued June 29

onward. We have since (in 1878) found the species not only working in the normal
way in the roots, but also burrowing in the stout mid-i-ibs of the leaves. From June
8-13, quite a number of the perfect flies were obtained." This summer attack I have
also occasionally noticed at Ottawa; but it is of far less importance than the winter
attack above-referred to, because when the individual leaf only is destroyed, the plant

soon replaces it, and when, as is usually the case in this attack, the stem is also

injured, the plant is destroyed early enough for it to be replaced by a healthy one.

This summer attack also has been very rare in my experience ; the winter attack,

however, is more serious, because the maggots work in the solid heads after they are

stored in the root-house. I am under the impression that in ordinary summers, here,

there is not sufBeient moisture in the atmosphere above the surface of the soil to allow

the young maggots to live long enough to penetrate the epidermis of the leaf before

they are dried up. In the case of the eggs of the Onion Maggot (^Phorbia ceparum) out

of several clusters of eggs laid in the axil of the fii-st leaf, where the ground beneath
had been sprinkled with sand saturated with coal oil, not a single maggot eftected an
entrance, and in only one instance have I ever found an individual of this insect in

the stem of the onion above the surface of the ground.

The Diamond-back Moth {Plutetla cruciferarum, Zell.)

Attack.—Small green, exceedingly active, caterpillars about ^ of an inch in

length, which attack the leaves of cabbages, eating numerous small holes through
the younger leaves and irregular blotches from the under surface of the older leaves.

When disturbed they run backwards, wriggling their bodies violently from side to

side, and fall to the ground by means of a silken thread, where they lie quite still.

This little inspect although very small is a serious pest to cabbages every year
in some parts of British Columbia, the North-West Territories and Manitoba, and in

1889 was extremely troublesome upon the Experimental Farm here. The eggs are

laid on the under sides of the outer leaves of cabbages and many other plants belong-

ing to the same botanical order. I have found the catei-pillars on turnips, cabbage,

cauliflower, pepper-grass {Lepidiurti), shepherd's purse, and in 1889 it was an inces-

sant and most troublesome pest upon garden stocks and wall-flowers from about
July till the frosts set in in November. The caterpillar is pale green in colour, some-
times almost yellow, and bears some black dots and short bristles in regular series,

as shown at Fig. 5

—

b-c. When full grown the larvffi spin pretty open net-work
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cocoons upon the lower surfaces of the leaves, through which the pupae can be easily

seen (Fig. 5

—

e). These cocoons are open at each end. The pupre (Fig. 5

—

d) are

very prettj' objects, being white with conspicuous black lines down the back and
sides. In some specimens, however, these lines are entirely wanting, while in others

they are so wide as almost to cover the whole chrysalis. The sheaths of the legs,

tongue and antennae are also dark coloured.

Fig. 5.

I?ig. 5 is by Prof. C. V. Riley, who kindly lent me the figure.

The peifect moth is a beautiful, slender little creature, very variable in size

ami markings. A well marked example is shown in Prof. Eiley's excellent enlarged

figure above. The actual size of tho moth is shown by the crossed hair-line beneath.

The general colour is ashy-gray, with the light stripe of somewhat diamond-shaped

marks on the back, more or less distinct, and in some specimens almost or quite

wanting, as shown at g. The upper wings are freckled with black dots and small

blotches of yellowish scales. The inner iriegular margin of the light stripe is

bordered with clear white, and is shaded outside with rich brown, which extends up

the middle area of the wing to the end. The legs and body are silvery gray and the

antennae or feelers white, ringed with black.

There are two or three broods of this insect in the year. At Ottawa, Out.,

the first moths were taken July 1, 1889, the only year I have ever found it here.

Moths were also found through August and September, and the larvae into Novem-
ber ; the last brood passes the winter in the pupa state. Moths were first seen in

Victoria, V. I., in 1885, in the month of May when I found it a most troublesome

pest. Caterpillars taken at Eegina, N. W. T., in the first week of August, did not

emerge at Ottawa until the next spring; but a large number sent from Indian Head,

JST. W. T., at the end of last August, emerged during the next month.

This moth is said to have been imported into America from Europe; but is

found in various parts of the world besides. A peculiarity of its occurrence is in the

enormous numbers in which it sometimes appears and then as suddenly disappears

entirely and is not seen again for several seasons. In 1885 it was most abundant at

Victoria, but has not been reported since. In 1887 at Eegina in Captain Deane's,

garden cabbages were almost destroyed. In "Winnipeg, in 1885, it was a serious pest,

but has not been complained of since. In 1889 it suddenly appeared in great num-
bers over a restricted area upon the Experimental Farm here. It was first observed

upon a clump of Pepper grass {Lepidium Virginicum), from this it spread to almost

every cruciferous plant near this patch, attacking various garden flowers as well as

turnips slightly, and cabbages severely. Last season although sought for assiduously

not a specimen could be found.

During 1889 also it was sent in by Mr. S. A. Bedford, the Superintendent of the

Experimental Farm for Manitoba. He had found it a most troublesome pest

amongst his cabbages at Brandon. It was also sent in from other parts of Manitoba;

but did not occur last year. In August, 1890, Prof. Saunders sent me specimens

from the Experimental Farm for the Xorth-West Territories at Indian Head with

the foUowiug letter :
—" I send you herewith some small larvae and chrysalids of a
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moth w'uich has proved a very serious injury to the cabbages and cauliflow^er ou the
iiirm here. The outside leaves are all completely riddled with holes of various sizes

and the larvse also eat into the first two or three leaves on the head diKtigui-ing the
cabbages and making them worthless." Upon enquiry Mr. A. MacKay iiit'ormed me
that a few specimens were noticed last year; but that it had been abundant this

year right through the season. The eggs are laid under the leaves where the cater-

pillar chiefly works. Although so abundant with him, it did not occur in other gar-
dens near by.

Remedies.—I found that this insect was much more difficult to kill with Insect
powder (Pyrethrum) than most of the other larva uj)on the cabbage. Hellebore was
slightly more ertective ; but the most satisfiictory remedy was a Kerosene Emulsion
prepared after the usual manner (kerosene 2 parts, boiling soap-suds 1 part (1 gallon
of watei- and J lb. soap), and the whole churned with a syringe until emulsified and
then mixed with 9 times its quantity of cold water. To make the emulsion, boil the
soap in the water till all is dissolved and then turn it into the kerosene and churn
violently.

When the caterpillars appear early in the season, before the cabbage-head
begins to form, Paiis Green and flour, one part of the former to fifty of the latter,

may be dusted on the plants. The Kerosene Emulsion will, however, probably be the
best remedy, because owing to the readiness with which the caterpillars drop to the
giound from beneath the leaves, they would be sure to be covered with the kerosene
mixture which dripped fi om the cabbages, even if they were not tbuched by the spray
when they were on the plants. The most convenient method of applying, the Kero-
sene Emulsion is by means of a force-pump and spray nozzle ; but it maj' also be
upplied (although clumsily and wastefully) by means of a whisk or small broom.

This insect increases most rapidly in hot, dry summers, and Dr. Cyrus Thomas,
in the Xinth Illinois Report, p. 56, suggests "that thoroughly showering the vege-
tation, which is attacked, with water will be found a most effectual remedy for the
expulsion of the worms of this group."

Miss Ormerod also mentions : "In the South African observations, sent by Mr-
J. deWitt Meulen, of the Witterhock, he noted ' heavy jains or fre juent watering of
the leaves destroys many grubs. '

" (New Manual, p. 194). Dressings of soot and
nitrate of soda and soot, are also recommended. Miss Oimerod says :

" Almost the only
method oflessening amount of damage from presence of these caterpillars appears to be
from natural or artificial applications suited to drive on growth." In her manual it

is treated of as a turnip insect. Upon thit crop there need be no hesitation about
ti-eating it with Paris Green mixed with eithei' flour or land plaster. The>e diluents
must, howevei-, always be perfectly dry, so as to be applied in the form of fine dust.

If they are not they must be dried artificially or, I find, they will not adhere to the
plants.

Natural Enemies.—This insect is remarkably subject to the attacks of parasites.

In every one of the attacks recorded above more than 50 per cent, of the caterpillars

collected were found to harbour internal parasites, which eventually destroyed them
and emerged as small four-winged flies. Some of these have been sent to Prof. Riley,
at Washington, who has kindly identified them forme as Xirnneriajoarwa, Prov., bred
fi'om all localities, and Phceogenes discus. Cress, bred from Indian Head and Ottawa.
Prof. Rilej- has also bred Limneria annulipes, Cress, from the same insect.

This little moth has been ti-eated of by authors under various names. Asa
Fitch, in Report II, p. 170, (1855) gives a very full account of it under the name of
" The Cabbage Moth, " Oerostoma Brassicella. Later, it was described by Dr. Clemens
under the names Plutella limbipenella and P. viollipedella. Dr. Thomas, in 111. Rep.,

IX, treats of it as the Cabbage Tinea, Plutella cruciferdnim, Zell., and Prof. Riley, in

his Second and Fourth Missouri Reports, refers to it under the same name. In his

1883 repoit as United States Entomologist, ne gives some interesting information
not found in the other accounts The popular name he uses in this article is the
Cabbage Plutella. Miss Ormerod uses the name, "The Diamond-back Moth," that
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being the name by which I have always known and spolcen of it, and by which it ia

known in England, at the Cape of Good Hope and in Australia.

John Curtis, in his "Farm Ir.socts" (1860), treats of it as The Turnip Diamond-
back Moth {Cerostoma xylostella, L.) and states that in Europe it lives principally

upon the upright honey-suckle, Lonicera xylosteiim, and attacks a great number of

culinary plants; but seems to prefer the cabbage and turnip.

The Mediterranean Flour Moth {Ephestia kuhniella, Zeller).

Fig. 6.—The Mediterranean Flour Moth (jBpAesiia kuhniella,); a, larva; 6, pvipa; c, adult enlarged;

d, head and thoracic joints of larva ; c, abdominal joints of same—still more enlarged ; /, moth from side-

resting ; r/, front wing, showing more important marking ; A, venation of fore-\ving ; i, venation of hind-

wing—somewhat enlarged ; (a, 6, c and e, (Riley) d, f, g, h, i, (Snellen).

Attack.—Slender white or pinkish, cylindrical, caterpillars. When full grown
from ^ to f of an inch in length, with reddish brown heads, and having four con-

spicuous, and two smaller, dark bristle-bearing dots on each side of every segment.

These caterpillars are found feeding in flour and manufactured foods prepared from
wheat, rice and Indian corn, through which they burrow, spinning silken tunnels and
threads wherevei- they go. They also infest the mills where these grains are ground,

doing much harm by clogging the apparatus and by destroying the fine silk gauze
of the machines.

In my last report I drew attention to the occurrence ofthe Mediterranean Plou

Moth in Canada as an injurious insect, and in such numbers as to have already caused

at the time of discovery considerable pecuniary loss to the fii-m into whose premises

it had been introduced.

Mention was also made of the thorough investigation which was undertaken

by the Ontai-io Government under the direction of Dr. P. H. Bryce, as Secretary of

the Provincial Board of Health, and the vigorous measures which were adopted to

ensure the eradication of a pest which it was justh' surmised might materially affect

one of the most important products of the whole North American Continent.

The gravity of the ease demanded the full treatment which I gave it in my
last annual report, and in order that the identification of the moth by millers and
'.hose most concerned might be facilitated, the above excellent figure, showing the

moth in all its various stages, was lent to me by Prof. Eiley, the United States

l'>ntomologist.

The ofiicial bulletin, prepared with great care by Dr. Bryce, illustrating the

insect in all its stages and also giving full instructions as to the course to pursue

should the insect appear in any mill, was widely distributed and noticed in the

public press, " and was also sent to Boards of Health, members of the Ontario

Millers' Association, and to such other persons as it was known would be interested

in the matter." A particular request was made that the Board of Health might be

notified of any occurrence of the pest, and promises were made of such practical

assistance as the great interests at stake demanded.

i
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It might naturally have been supposed that millers and produce dealers would
have taken a little trouble to understand this matter and assist the Government in

carrying out these measures which were being adopted for their special benefit;

but such is by no means the case ; and a most remarkable apathy and indifference

prevails amongst millers in the very centre where one of their number has suffered

so severely for unwittingly committing the same offence of " not thinking there

was an^nhing to fear," when the moths were found on his premises, which some of

themselves are now guilty of, with the great difference that they, having been
warned and shown the danger to themselves, their countiy, and the whole of Xorth
America, have no excuse for such unpardonable caielessnoss.

It is strange that no enquiries for information concerning this much-to-be-dreaded

enemy have been sent either to the Ontario Board of Health or to this Department
fiom millers of the city, where it first occurred and still exists. The enquiries have
all been from millers of other Canadian or United States cities, where the moth ha<l

not appeared, or from consumers who have, upon several occasions, sent in larviB fo:-

identiiicatiou.

With regard to the steps taken by the Provincial Board of Health, and the Hilling

Company, on whose premises the caterpillars of the Mediterranean Flour Moth worked
such havoc last year, it is very satisfactory to be able to report that they were entirely

successful. The manager ofthe mill writes as follows ; "I am thankful to say we are en-

tirely free of them; butknowing the great danger ifwe ever allowed them to get a foot-

bold in our premises, we have exercised the closest scrutiny the whole time, and
every suspicious appearance has been at once attendeil to. A few straggling speci-

mens were seen last spring. One hearty full-fledged fellow was found in the office

in April. This must I think have come out of the books, which were not steamed.

A few shrivelled up specimens were found in the packing room in June, and these we
traced to an old trunk containing some clothes that a niill-wright had left, who had
worked in an infested mill. This trunk had escaped our notice when the other

things were steamed. We kept a sharp lookout all summer, and the only other dis-

covery was under a hopper that had been put down without steaming. As .soon as

this was discovered we put the hopper and all material around it into the furnace.

From the above facts you will see what a terrible pest this is to get rid of. We were
not absolutely clear ofthe moth until mid-summer, even after all the steaming, burn-

ing and extra caution we had taken. Since August, however, we believe and claim

that we have been absolutely free; but if we had not adopted all the measures
referred to by Dr. Bryce in his report and followed up the sti-ingent measures with a

vigilance that many people considered altogether unnecessary, we should not have

been clear of it now ; but we feel sure that the pest would have come upon us with

increased strength. We have great confidence in steam as a remedy, and we have so

planned our mill that we can at any time fill it with steam and sulphur fumes should

it ever be necessary. We keep it also cold—freezing cold—and have plenty of light.

During this summei- we have kept it thoroughly cleaned and dusted, and some places

scalded, all ceilings and walls swept several times. Every bag, barrel, package and
movable thing moved frequently, and in this way we have at la-st conquered this dire

enemy. Tou enquire about possible infestation by means of bags returned to us.

With regard to these, and sometimes goods from shops which may have been infested,

[ may say that we have had a room built which we heat up to 250° and into this we
put everything we are the least doubtful of. This is not much trouble; at least, we
do not consider it so, when wc consider the possible danger it saves us from, and if

some of the men who are now making light of this scourge, should get into the posi-

tion we were in, they will wish they too had taken this precaution.
" In conclusion, sir, I do trust that you will not let this matter drop. I have

been surprised all this summer to see the apathy, indifterenc* and manifest careless-

ness about this moth on the pari of those most interested. I have repeatedly tele-

phoned and written about it. I also sent out and investigated certain stores, and

found that in some places they were swarming ; again, others came and told me that

they were infested with the moth and did not know what to do about it. I am still
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afraid that unless more extreme measures yet are adopted, this awful pest will get

such a foothold that it will be impossible to eradicate it. Now is the time to kill

them out. They can't stand severe cold, plenty of light and cleanliness, but they do
thrive in heated, dark and dirty places, such as many of our stores and feed shops
provide then? with. If they once get ahold there they will increase marvellously

and spread rapidly. The winter is the best time to begin the wnr of extermination.

In everj' place, mill or shop where there has been trouble, the frost should be allowed

to enter several times during the winter. When zero weather comes the windows
and doors should be thrown open and the places cleaned thoroughh' from top to

bottom and all the rubbish burnt. This would make a good beginning, to be followed

up next spring with great vigilance, and upon the first appearance of moths a prompt
application of the remedies recommended in Dr. Bryce's pamphlet and your reports."

There can be no doubt but thatif miller.-; and produce dealers would all recognize

the danger of allowing this pest to increase, and would adopt the wise suggestions

of my correspondent above quoted, a great deal might be done towards the extermi-

nation of this enemy ; but this is a matter which, from its importance to the coun-

try at large, concei'ns everybody and I have not scrupled to request such consumer.s

as have applied to me for information, to warn dealers from whom they have pur-

chased infested foods of the nature of the infestation, and at the same time to remove
their custom to such firms as would supply pure, clean food.

So little attention was paid to this important matter by the millers of Toronto,
and the insect was found to have increased to such an extent, that the Provincial

Board of Health found it necessary to issue, in October last, a printed circular letter

addressed to millers and produce men, from which we learn that the insect has been

found in several large establishments. The secretary of the Board (Dr. Bi-yce)

goes on to say : "The Board, in view of the measures taken last year, not only to

apprize millers and produce men of the nature of the pest which threatened them, but
also of the offers of co-operation in the endeavours made to stamp it out, should it

again appear, has to regret that its endeavours have not been seconded by the per-

sons most immediately interested. In view, therefore, of the great loss which the

reputation of the Province in the matter of pure grains and flours would sustain in

its export trade, in addition to the health interests involved, should the pest become
generally prevalent, the Board publishes herewith, not only the authority under
which its inspections and those of local Boards are made, but also the penalties

attached to any violation of the statute in the matter of selling unsound grain or
flour."

A copy is here given of the Provincial Act (47 Vic, c. 38, s. 39 and s. 40), by
which it IS provided, that any medical officer or sanitary inspector may at any
reasonable time inspect any mill and examine the goods being manufiactured for

sale as food, and may condemn and order to be destroyed any food-products which
may be found to be unfit for use. In addition to this, the person exporting them for

sale shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding $100 for each parcel of grain, bread
or flour.

An appeal is made to millers and others to co-operate in the important matter
of maintaining the reputation of Canadian grain and flour. In conclusion, the steps

to be taken to stamp out the pest are reprinted from the Bulletin issued last year,

80 as to give them the widest possible publicity.

Remedies.—The remedies for this most persistent enemy have been already
referi-ed to, and consist chiefly of great cleanliness and constant vigilance when the

perfect insects appear ; frequent fumigation should be made with sulphur, so as to

destroy all the moths before they lay eggs for another brood. This should be done
night after night, until not a moth is to be seen. Dr. Bryce gives the following
instructions for making sulphur fumes ;

" Place a metallic dish containing hot ashes

on some support in a pan of water, or place in an old pan or other vessel, a bed of
ashes at least 6 inches deep and about 15 inches in diameter, and place the sulphur
and saltpetre in a slight depression in the centre, and ignite. The proper propor-
tions are 3 lbs. sulphur and 3 oz. saltpetre per 1,000 cubic feet of air space. AH
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doors, windows and other openings should be tightly closed before the sulphur and

saltpetre are ignited." If the fumigation with sulphur be persistently kept up, and
the mill be frequently swept and kept clean, this pest can certainly be kept in check;

but the treatment must be incessant. There are probably two noi-mal broods of this

insect, one emerging in the spring and another in autumn ; but in a jar kept con-

stantly under ofcervation, in my office (which was heated during the winter), there

have been, I judge, three distinct broods ; although from the fact that some retarded

individuals have been emerging the whole time, and no special study was made of

them, it has been very difficult to keep track of the separate broods. These insects

are very retentive of life, and the following fact will indicate with what difficulty

they will be eradiated if the}- are allowed to be introduced :

In the autumn of 1889, when studying the species, I placed a worn female in a

small tight-fitting cardboard box, with about half a thimbleful of cornmeal, to obtain

the eggs. The box was put on one side and forgotten until a week ago, when it was
found to contain several half-grown larvje, which, although much shrivelled, were
still alive, and since, they have been supplied with food, have grown rapidly. From
the appearance of the contents of the box this brood was hatched from the eggs

laid by the female enclosed a year ago, and they have been for several months at

any rate without any fresh food. All who have had experience with this insect

notice its preference for dusty corners ; these, therefore, should be carefully brushed

out. When the caterpillars are full grown and ready to spin their cocoons, they

have a tendency to climb up to an angle, such as is afforded by the meeting of a wall

with the ceiling. Such places also should be frequently brushed. When possible,

spraying the walls and floors with the ordinary kerosene emulsion would have a

most beneficial effect. Anyone who sees this insect cannot fail to recognize it, if they

will examine the figure given herewith. The moth differs from the ordinary flour

moth found in mills (Asopia farinalis) in every way. The colour of the Mediterranean

Flour Moth is slate-gray, with dark markings, and the outline is narrow and slender,

the wings sometimes being slightly curled under the sides of the body when the

insect is at rest. The ordinary flour moth (Asopia /(jr;«afc), which is produced from
the meal worm, and which has been known in our mills for many years, is a pretty,

triangular-shaped moth, in colour chocolate-brown and creamy-white.

The Pea Weevil. (Brvchus pisi, L.)

m

Fig. 7, B. pisi (after Curtis) kindly lent by Prof. Riley, the U. S. EntomoIogiBt,

Attack.—A small brownish-gray, very active beetle, about i inch long, with two

conspicuous black spots on the end of its body, which emerges from seed pease late

in the autumn or in the spiing, leaving a small round hole, through which it may be

seen that the greater part of the inside of the pea has been eaten away. There is

only one beetle in each pea.

During the last two years I have received abundant evidence of the rapid increase

of this troublesome insect in the pea-growing districts of Ontario.

Mr. T. G. Raynor writes me from Rose Hall, Prince Edward County :

—

" I havo con.sulted the grain buyers and others about the Pea-Weevil and they say

that the weevils are very bad this year, especially two ^r three miles back from the

lake shore. With us here there were only a few."
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Mr. J. H. Allan, a large seedsman and pea buyer of Picton, Ont., also writes to

me :
" The weevils are much worse this year than they have been for years."

Some yeiirs ago the pea weevil was a most serious enemy to the pea crop ; but
for the last eight or ten years it has been almost unknown in many districts where a
few years before it destroyed from 50 to 75 per cent, of the crop. This exemption I

attribute almost entirely to the care taken by farmers and seedsmen to treat

the seed pease as soon as harvested. Owing to the small amount of injury for

some years past, this extra labour and expense has been considered unnecessary,
until now the insect has again increased in such numbers as to be a seiious menace
to this important industry. The high quality ofCanadian-grown seed pease is acknow-
ledged by all seedsmen in Europe and America, and it is important that every effort

should be put forth to maintain the high standard of excellence to which they have
attained. The cause which affects this most is the insect under discussion, and there

really should be no difficulty, under the circumstances, of keeping this enemy in

cheek, if all the pea-growers would act in unison.

There are very few native plants in Canada upon which it could live, and the

seed for the next year's ci'op can be so easily tieated to destroy the weevils, that it is

merely a matter of close attention and the application of cheap and simple remedies.

The life-history of the Pea Weevil is well known. '' The eggs which are spindle

shaped, three times as long as wide, pointed in front, blunt behind, but larger

anteriorly than posteriorly, are laid on the outside of the young pod, to which they
are fastened by a viscid fluid, which dries white and glistens like silk."—(i?i7ey.)

As soon as the larva hatches it eats its way through the pod and penetrates

the nearest pea ; the hole in the pod soon fills up, but that in the pea can always be
seen as a minute black spot on the skin. The larva, which is a legless, yellow, mag-
got, soon attains full growth, and turns to the perfect beetle in autumn inside the pea.

Frequently, the germ of the seed is left uninjured, and many of the injured pease
will germinate and produce a weakened plant. Many of the perfect beetles leave the

seed pease in the autumn and seek a suitable place for passing the winter; a large

number however hibernate inside the pease until the following spring. The proportion

of those which follow this course seems to depend upon the nature of the season,

various observers estimating it from 25 to 75 per cent, according to the season.

The following extracts from coi'respondence are of interest :

—

" In reference to the percentage of weevils leaving the seed before spring, this

depends on the weather. Duiing a warm winter or early in the spring they eat their

way out, and from 50 to 75 per cent, of the pease would be empty in this way. Where
they are bad they cause the pease to heat ; and a few yeai-s ago, in loading vessels,

they would crawl out, and in some instances become 2 feet deep on the top of the

pease."—(T. G. Eaynor.)
" A considerable proportion of the beetles emerge from the pease in the autumn

Lf the crop is left out until the bug is fully developed. In threshing them in this

state the caps are removed and the bugs get out and conceal themselves in some dry
place until the spring, when the heat revives them, and they will fly from field to

field until the}- find the young crop of pease. They feed on the young leaves and
flowers until the pods take form. The eggs are laid when the pease are quite small,

about the size of a mustard seed. As soon as the beetles have laid their eggs they
die. I advise early cutting and threshing so that the seed can be treated while the
insect is in the larval stage."

—

(J. H. Allan.')

Remedies.— 1. Bisulphide of carbon.—The distribution of the Pea Weevil is

undoubtedly aided by means of infested seed pease. As stated above, many of the
beetles do not leave the pease until the spring, and in this way many are carried to

the field and sown with the seed, from which they soon emeige. Care should there-

fore be taken in the selection of sound pease. It is found that the beetles, even inside

the pease, can be easily destroyed by the vapour of bisulphide of carbon, and this

method, which is the best, is now adopted by most seed-dealers. In answer to the
question :

—
Is the treatment of seed pease with bisulphide of carbon much practised

by seedmen ? " Mr. J. H. Allan writes to me as follows :
—" Yes ; nearly every large
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irrowcr has a building for the purpose. K properly made it -works well. The whole
building must be jjerfectly tight to be of any use. Some use tin, others cement and
paint and jjaper lining, with a double floor with tarred paper between. The pan we
use to put the bisulphide of carbon in, is about 3 feet across and only about 4 inches

deep. The chemical is thus exposed to more air than it would be in a deep dish, from
which it would not evaporate quickly enough to do good service. I put my pan up
close to the ceiling above the pease, because the vapour being so much heavier than
air it works down through the pease. We fill the building with bags as close as

possible up to where the pan hangs, empty the carbon into the pan and get out as

quickly- as possible and close the door up tight and leave it for forty-eight hours.

This must be done in warm weather, as it does not work well when colder than ten

degrees above zero.

The bugs will live well into the second season if left in the pease in a bin or bags.

This insect has, I know, been in this country for the last thirty-tive years. A sharp,

cold winter with a cold wet spring does a great deal of good in thinning out the

bugs. They want hot and dry weather to do much harm.
Many of our farmers sow the late sorts of pease late in the season—say, the first

part of June—with good results. I have seen a field ofGolden Vine pease sown early

in May. The crop was literally filled with bugs. The neighbour of this farmer
planted his in June and his crop had none. I would say, plant as late ae possible;

but this will not answer for all kinds. The extra early varieties must be put in as

early as possible to ensure a paying crop."

From the above, and what is known of the habits of the Pea Weevil, it is evident

that steps should be taken to destroy the beetles infesting seed pease as soon as possi ble

after they are ripe. In this way the insect will be destroyed in the larval stage, before

it has consumed much of the substance of the pea in which it is passing through its

transformations. This is an important matter, because by so much as the pea is

reduced in volume, to that extent will the vigour of the plant grown from it be

reduced, if even it be not destroyed altogetber.

2. Warm Storage.—Another remedy which has been successfully practised by

farmers who save their own seed, is to store the pease in strong, close bags, of either

paper or close canvas, which the beetles cannot penetrate, and store them for the

winter in a warm room. In this way the perfect insects are developed early and
die long before the seeds are required for sowing.

3. Holding over Seed.—Pease can be held over until the second year after harvest-

ing without injury, with the same result as above, but must of course be enclosed in

bags or other leceptacles to prevent the beetles from escaping.

4. Salt.—A plan, which, however, I have never tried myself, has been highly

i-ecommended by Mr. C. C. Bessey, of Ottawa. He informs me that when farming

some years ago in Halton County, Ont., with his father, Mr. J. B. Bessey, it was
their custom to thresh as soon as possible and then store the pease in bins with salt.

After putting about 4 or 5 inches of pease in the bin a little salt was sprinkled

over them ; then more pease and more salt, until the bin was filled. This plan Mr.

Bessej' claims always killed the weevils when quite small, in the larval stage, with-

out in any way injuring the pease.

The Strawberry Weevil (Anthonomus musculus. Say.)

Attack.—Just before the flowers of the strawberry expand they are sometimes

found to be severed from their stems by a small reddish beetle, which pieices the

buds and lays one white egg in each, which afterwards hatches into a white grub

and passes all its stages inside the fallen bud, eating out the centre and forming

a round cocoon or pupa-case of the frass, and then turns into a beetle within the

same bud where the egg was laid.

For some years entomologists have been trying to discover whether the

Strawberr}' Weevil actually passed through its stages inside the buds which the

females sever from the plants, or whether this injury was mere wanton mischief,
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similar to that done by the Red-thighed Locust in biting off the flowers of oats.

During the past season, with the assistance of Mr. W. A. Hale, of Sherbrooke, I

have succeeded in breeding several of the beetles from the buds, and find that an egg
is deposited in each at the time it is cut off from the flower-stem. In February, 1889,

Mr. Hale wrote to me as follows, giving the true life-history :
" For several years I

have been suffering from the ravages of some sort of insect which attacks the buds
of all the staminate varieties of strawberries ; a small puncture is made through an
unopened sepal of the calyx, and an egg is deposited. The stalk is then partially

or entirely cut through, and in about ten days the grub makes its appearance, and
feeds upon the pollen in the still unopened bud. It soon assumes the chrysalid

form. Though I was successful last summer in hatching out a number of the grubs,

I never carried them beyond the chrysalis state. A remarkable thing about this

depredator is its cleverness in selecting only those varieties which produce pollen.

In a large field of strawberries, in which 80 per cent, of the rows were pistillate

varieties, not a single bud was touched, while the remaining rows of strawberries

were almost denuded of buds, the cutting process extending over a period of about
ten days. This same trouble was noticed in Staten Island and in Hamilton, Ont., in

1886, but the insect was said to destroy the buds from mere wantonness, which was
an error. I tried equal parts of air-slaked lime and sifted hardwood ashes ; also

ammonia in the form of fermenting hen manure, put on between the rows, powerful
enough to wither the foliage, but with little or no effect * * * One of our most
profitable and growing branches of horticulture is being threatened, unless some
preventive can be suggested."

Mr. Hale again writes on 18th June, 1890 :
" I am sending you a number of

strawberry buds, cut oft' by some insect, in each of which you will doubtless find an
egg. Whatever the depredator is, she is knowing enough to attack only the bisexual

varieties, so that the larva is ensured pollen for its sustenance. So marked is this,

that I have seen a single staminate plant in a bed of thousands of the Crescent (pistil-

lute) entirely stripped of its buds, while not a single injured plant could be found
amongst the Crescents. Last year, I was comparatively free from the pest, but in

1888 I suffered heavy loss.
"

On 31st December, 1890, Mr. Hale writes again :
" I am sorry that I am not able

to report any very marked success in coping with the strawberry weevil. Heavy
dressings of air-slaked lime and wood ashes, twice applied while the dew was on,

gave no appreciable results. ' Dissolved bone ', possessing a very strong odour, checked
to a certain extent the depredations, but left upon the hulls its pungent smell, even
perceptible when the fruit was ripe, and this last fact has deterred me from making
any experimental applications of Paris green or London purple."

Upon examining the buds sent by Mr. Hale, 18th June, I found that a hole had
been bored through the calyx and closed corolla, and one small white egg pushed in

to the base of the anthers. The buds were enclosed in a glass jar upon some slightly

moistened earth. The beetles began to emerge about a month later. The larvje

had entirely consumed the contents of most of the buds, and had then made a thin

cocoon of the agglutinated frass, inside the calyx which retained its shape. This

cocoon is very similar to that of Anthonomus rubidus, which breeds inside the fruit of

white currants, which ripen prematurely and generally drop from the bunches just

before the main crop changes colour. I have never observed injury to strawberries

at Ottawa, either upon wild or cultivated varieties, although the perfect beetle is

frequently taken on bushes and low shrubbery during the month of June.

Remedies.—A practical remedy for this insect is difficult to devise. I had
suggested spraying the vines with a weak mixture of Paris green and water (1 lb.

to 300 gallons), but Mr. Hale was unwilling to try it. Kerosene emulsion would
probably kill all the beetles upon the vines at the time, and might deter others from
coming for a short time. What is required is something which will keep the weevils

away until the buds are open, but will not keep awaj' the truit-growers' friends,

the bees and other flying insects, after the flowers are expanded. The beetle does

not lay its eggs in the flowers after they have opened. I have suggested the plan.

i
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for next year, of covering the beds liable to attack with old newspapers, held down
at the edges with a few handfuls of earth, and overlapping at the ends ;

or with

strips of any iine cloth, as cheese cloth, muslin &c., &c. These would have to be put

on at the first appearance of the beetles, and kept on until the flowers expanded, after

which time they could be left off.

The little beetle which gives all this trouble is a minute species, only about y^j-

of an inch in length, oblong-oval in shape, with a beak which folds down beneath its

body. The colour and markings are very variable, but are modifications of the fol-

lowing. The beak is dark-coloured as well as the thorax; the wing-cases are

reddish-brown, with a large, dark, irregular, sometimes double, blotch, bordered with
white just behind the middle, aud bear between them at their bases, where they join

the thorax, a small white shoulder-plate or scutellum. They vary so much that

Prof -Riley, in his 1S85 report, has characterized no less than eight varieties.

The Vancouver Island Oak-looper {Ellopia somniaria, Hulst.)

Attack.—Slender caterpillars of a pale-brown colour, mottled with black—when
full-giown about 1^ inches in length—which have only five instead of the usual

eight pairs of legs—three pairs on the fore part of the body and two pairs behind

—

for which reason the middle pai-t of the body is looped up, as the posterior part is

drawn up to the front part in walking. On this account caterpillars of this struc-

ture are called "geometers" or "loopers." Feeding in large nnmbers upon oaks.

Every three or four years the oaks iu some districts in the vicinity of Victoria,

Vancouver Island, are serioush' disfigured by being defoliated by the caterpillars of

a geometric moth. I have frequently received descriptions of these depredations
;

but it was only during the past season that, through the kindness of Mr. W. H.
Darby, of Victoria, I received specimens of the insect in all its stages, together with
a note upon its ravages. In 1887 Rev. G. W. Taj'lor wrote to me : "This year has

been pre-eminently a catei'pillar year. The Clisiocampas stripped the forest trees,

Halisidota sobrina, Stretch the firs and other conifers, and Ellopia somniaria the

oaks. These last were very numerous, and were most disagreeable pests, dropping
from their food-plant and hanging by threads, so that even in walking through the

trees it was almost impossible to keep them out of ones eyes and mouth. The threads

and larvae were so numerous that it was most unpleasant to walk through the oak
groves, and the sound of the falling excrement was suggestive of gentle rain. The
moth is probably only a very slight variety of the well known Therina fervidaria,

Hubn. ; although Mr. Hulst, judging from a limited series, has thought it sufficiently

distinct to deserve a new name."
Mr. W. H. Danby, who was good enough, at my request, to make careful notes

on the spot, has sent me a long account of his observations, which I regret I cannot
reproduce in extenso. The following is an absti-act. He says :

" On 17th August I was
struck with the great numbers of the larvae of a geometer from 10 to 12 lines in

length, which were feeding on the oaks in the vicinity of Victoria. After a few days
I saw that it was going to prove a very destructive pest. Upon trees which a week
ago were beautifully green not a perfect leaf could be found, and the trees

had the appearance of having been burned. Millions of larva} were hanging
in festoons fi'om tree to tree, suspended by sti-ong silken webs. They were eveiy-

where—on trees, fences, and in vast numbers in the dusty roads, which they were
attempting to cross in search of food, having devoured all behind them, and, finding

none, were dying from starvation by thousands, their extenuatetl bodies hanging to

fences, grass. &c.*

"They now averaged 15 lines in length (1^ inches), and those in good condition

seemed read}" to pupate. About 20th August pupation began, the caterpillars

generally descending to the trunk or to the ground and hiding amongst dead leaves,

&c., at the base of the tree. They also pupate in crevices, under projections on

* Note.—I rather suspect that some o£ these may have been attacked by parasitic fungi.—J. F.
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fences, in old spiders' webs, and occasionally lie exposed on ihe ground. On 24th
August many pupsB were found under cattle manure, and on 3rd September, 113

woi'e collected within the space of 18 inches square at the base of a large oak, some
being under leaves and others exposed. Tiiey have a very slight, silken web, to

which they are attached by the well-developed cremastral hooks. When the perfect

insects emerged the full force of this invasion was most perceptible. On 20th Sep-

tember the moths were emerging in every direction and crawling up the trees to find

a favourable spot to expand their wings. I had visited one tree the day before and
found none. I now counted 127 and this was the beginning of one of the most
wonderful entomological sights I have ever seen. By 5th October the moths were in

myriads, the trees being literally covered, not only on the trunks but on every limb

and branch, as far up as the eye could discern, so close together that the wingg
overlapped. On shaking a branch they would fly off in such numbers that you could

positively hear them fly. When the moths first appeared the males averaged 90

per cent, of the whole, but on 2-lth October the females bore the same proportion to

the whole. Aboi?t this time heavy fogs set in, and the ground around was strewn
with dead bodies. The districts which suffered most were the woods to the north,

south and west. The east was affected somewhat but the north-eust seemed to be

exempt from their ravages, although oaks are abundant.
"About the 8th October the trees in districts which were first defoliated put

forth a fresh covering of beautiful foliage ; those trees which were injured later also

put out new leaves, but did not make such good growth as the former.
" The egg is beautifully blue when first laid, oval in form, with one end slightly

flattened, it adheres to the bark where it is deposited, generally scattered, though
occasionally a dozen will be found side by side in an upright position. As a rule,

however, they are deposited separately upon or in crevices of the bark.
" The moths vary from 14 lines to 24 lines in expanse, some males being very

large and the females occasionally very small. They also differ greatly in the shade
of colouring, ranging from a pale ochreous to a dark fuscous brown, anteunse of the

male plumo.se ; wings angulatcd, with a broad band transversely across. When
disturbed during daylight they fly with a sluggish motion for a few yards and drop
to the ground. Occasionally only do thej' fly up to the trees.

" It now remains for some means to be devised to stamp out, or at least reduce
the numbers of this pest, and no doubt the Park Commissioners would be only too

glad to have some plan suggested to them."
Amongst the moths Mr. Dauby forwarded were well-marked examples, which

agreed with iVlr. Hulst's description (Ent. Am. I. 208), and all confirmed the differ-

ences between somniaria and the Eastern fen' i'dana.

Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. David Bruce identified the species as fervi-

daria and that Dr. Packard states in his monograph of the Geometridse, p. 494,as below,

I am inclined to consider somniaria a western representative of fervidaria, which
should receive a distinctive name. Dr. Packard says: " The five males and one
female from Vancouver Island are larger, but do not difter so much from eastern

e.xamples as the latter among themselves. They are more yellow, with coaiser,

dark speckles, and the lines are more broadly shaded with yellow." Now, it is on
these very characters that Mr. Hulst has separated it, and I find them, with the

exception of size, uniformly present in all the western specimens I have seen. The
moth is pale brown, densely doited with dark points, expands about 1^ inches,

wings acutely angled, crossed by two distinct dark lines, " the outer of which
are broadly edged outwardly, and the inner ones inwardly with orange." The inner

line on the primaries is situated ^ of the way from the base, and is bowed out in

the middle towards the apex, so as to form a segment of a circle. The outer line,

which starts from the front edge or costa of the wing, f of the way from the base,

is zigzag, and runs a quarter across the wing, sloping slightly out to the outer

mai'giu, where it is sharply angled opposite the angle of the wing, and runs at an
angle of 45 degrees to within a quarter of the distance to the inner margin. Here it

is obtusely angled, and slopes outwards again at the same angle as the upper portion
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of the line. On the lower wings only the outer line is continued, and this is angled
in the middle of the wiug, opposite the hind angle of the wing. There is a distinct

discal spot on each wing, sometimes faint on the lower wings.

Two caterpillars sent from Victoria were cream-coloured or pale brown, mottled
very irregularly, with black, and could not be said in any way to resemble the des-

cription given by Dr. Packai-d from Abbott's MS. drawing. " Body yellowish-
green above, pale purplish below. Two fine, blackish, lateral lines, with a pale line

above." Although the two specimens received from Mr. Danby were comparatively
fresh, and had only been in alcohol a week when received, they differed so extremely
from each other that no good puiposc would be seived by giving a description, until

a lai-ger series was examined and described from living material. This opportunity
I hope to secure next season from eggs sent by Mr. Danby.

These are for the most part of a reddish bronze colour, of a smooth and shining
appearance; but when magnified are found to have the surface finely netted with
pentagonal cells. Length 0'75—0-90 m m. (-^—^ inch) of an ovate form slightly
flattened on the sides and abruptly flattened at the upper end. In the centre of this

apical area is a distinct conical protuberance. Most of the eggs were pushed
beneath flakes of bark or into tufts of moss to which they adhered by their lower
ends or sides. From these eggs I have several young caterpillars. They are slen-

der, very elegant and active little creatures. The head black, general colour of
body gray, with slender lateral and sub-stigmatal lines, and ringed with velvety
black. The bands on segments 4 to 9 particularly the last four very conspicuous.
Length at birth 3^ m m.

The chrj-salis is a very pretty object. It is slender, clear white, Kned on the
wing and leg cases with black. The rest of the body is also dotted and blotched
with black. The cremaster or hook at the end of the body by which it is attached
to the slight cocoon consists of about six small and two large hooks. The abdominal
rings bear several short stiff bristles pointing backwards.

Memedies.—The imjiortant points in the life-history of this insect, gleaned ftom
the above, are that it passes the winter in the egg state; that young caterpillars

are found on the trees in July, and that the chry.salids are usually in crevices of the
bark or under leaves on the ground. As a remedy, if it be found that the eggs are

chiefly laid on the tmuks of the trees, spraying these in early spring before the buds
burst, with a kerosene emulsion, would destroy large numbers. Pupation takes place
from the middle of August until September, during which time many pupae are on the
ground or on the trunks of the trees. Of the former, many would dqubtless be
destroyed by pigs and chickens if they could be turned in at that time, and sweeiiing
the trunks would dislodge many more. Probably the most successful remedy for

the Park Commissioners to adopt, in future, will be a sj'stematic spraying of the trees

with a very weak mixture of one of the arsenical poisons, about the time the young
larvae are appearing. At that time a very weak mixture would sufiice (1 lb. of

Paris green to 300 gallons of water). The difliculty of throwing a spray over high
trees has now been solved by attaching the spray nozzle to a thin tube and then
fastening this to a light pole, by which, and with the help of a ladder, it can be
carried to any reasonable height. The small cost of a suitable force-pump with the
necessary labour is a small matter, compared with the pleasure secured for the

frequenters of a public park by the banishment of such a grievous pest as this.

Parasites.—Mr. Danby sent me specimens of an Ichneumon flj' which was taken
in numbers amongst these geometers, and which he thought might be a parasite. This
has been identified for me by Mi'. W. II. Harrington as I. cestus. Upon one of the

alcoholic specimens of larvffi sent 1 found the egg of a Tachina flj^. I have also bred

from a pupa sent bj- Mr. Danby, a Pimpla with a red abdomen which Mr. Hari-ington

tells me is undescribed. This whole subject is one of great interest, and I hope the
Victoiia Natural Historj' Society will work it up. Besides knowledge of the para-

sites, animal and vegetable, information is wanting as to how it passes the time from
the opening of spring until August. Is it possible there are two broods ?

6c—12



DIVISION OF BOTANY.

RED LEAP OR BLIGHT OF OATS.

During the past season, as well as to a certain extent last year, a peculiar disease

was noticed upon oat plants from about the 1st June until winter set in, and all

volunteer or chance plants were destroyed by frost. This disease manifests itself by
the tip of the leaf taking a purplish-red tint, and there are also semi-translucent

blotches on the leaf. Although it has not been very virulent or destructive in Canada,
it has been a serious tax in some parts of the United States. It has been carefully

studied in the United States Department of Agriculture, and we have no doubt that

before long some practical remedy will be suggested. The following memorandum
upon this disease has been specially prepared by Mr. Galloway at my request.

" The Blighting of Oats.

"One of the diseases which has been under investigation the present year

(1890) by the Division of Vegetable Pathology in the United States Department ot

Agriculture, is the so-called Blight of Oats. Complaints of this trouble began to

arrive as early as the middle of May, and by the middle of June cories^pondents in

nearly all the principal oatgrowing States had written us about it. Later it was
I'eported as occurring destructively in various parts of Canada. So far as we are

aware, it caused little or no damage in Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas and
the States further west. East of Kansas, however, the loss from it, in several of

the States, was from 50 to 80 per cent. Briefly summing up the results of our inves-

tigations, it may be stated that the disease is caused by a minute parasitic organism
belonging to the group known as bacteria. The bacteria are extremely minute
plants, and as is now well known, some of the most destructive diseases in the animal
and vegetable woild are caused bj- them. In the case of the oat disease, a bacillus

swarms in the juices of the leaves, and by its action upon them produces the sickly

yellow or reddish color of the foliage. As a result of this, the oats remain almost at

a standstill, and in consequence the heads, if they appear at all, are small, while the

grain is comparatively worthless.
" The germ has been repeatedly obtained from diseased oats and grown in

various artificial culture media, such as nutritive gelatine, oat broth, hay infusion,

etc. Inoculations with this material have produced the disease in every case. In

shape, the organism is sometimes nearly round, although, as a rule, it is several

times longer than bioad. So very minute is it that when magnified a thousand times

it is little larger than the head of a pin.
" Such problems as how this organism passes the winter, how it infects the

young oats, together with questions as to treatment, are now being worked out. It

is hoi>ed thatin the near future we shall be able to publish a full report on the

subject, in the event of which we will gladly send it to anyone applying for it."

GEASSES.

Pew agricultural products are of more importance to farmers than the various

grasses which provide food for their live stock. Notwithstanding this, there are few
branches of their business concerning which the generality know so little. In

addition to over 300 different kinds of grasses* found wild or naturalised in Canada,

there are many valuable foreign grasses from other countries suitable to our climate,

which can be sown to great advantage in pastures in mixtures or alone. There is,

however, amongst these a very large proportion of varieties which are useless or

unsuited to most parte of Canada. Many of these are in the market, and are sold to

farmers in high-priced mixtures hy seedsmen, who sell them on their European repu-

tation, without having ever tested them in this country. The following experiments

have been undertaken to test the value of all available grasses for this locality, and

* Macoun, J. M. Check-list of Can. Plants, Ottawa 1889.
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seed has been distributed to our branch Farms as well as to various other points in

the Dominion, where they will be grown and the results recorded, so thatbetbi-e long
we hope to be in a position to say definitely, the locality and circumstances being
given, what are the best grasses to cultivate. Not only are there many different

grasses varying in quality, but the price also differs widely, and it is not always the
highest-priced varieties which are best to grow. Amongst the seeds examined, large
numbers of injurious weed seeds have been found, and hardly a sample examined
was free from seeds of other grasses than those for which they were sold. In addi-

tion to this a large percentage of some samples was found to be useless, owing to the
fact that the seeds of many grasses lose very quickly their germinating power. In
view of the above, the importance is evident of having grass seed examined and
tested, both to see that it is true to name and up to the standard of vitality. We are

now prepared to do this at the Experimental Farm, and farmers would do well to

avail themselves of the opportunity. In the experiments recorded below, each pro-

mising variety has been grown separately on plots of one square rod each. To save
time the seeds were sown in the forcing house, and as soon as large enough to handle
were first pricked out in boxes and then planted out in the grass plots in rows 9

inches apart and the plants 8 inches apart in the rows. Weeds were kept down by
hoeing. The soil is not very rich and no artificial protection has been given during
the winter. Up to the present, 112 different kinds have been cultivated, besides 17
others of which the seed was sown last autumn A few packets of seed were dis-

tributed last spring, but none have j'et been reported I'pon.

(AH the plates of grasses used in this Report have been kindly lent by Dr George Vasey the IT. S
Botanist.)

I.—GRASSES GROWN IN PLOTS OP 1 SQUARE ROD.

A.—Native Grasses.

1. Agropyrum caninum, E. & S. (Bearded Wheat Grass). Seed from Brandon,
Man., sown in house February, 1888. Pricked out May, 1888. Transplanted to

present bed May, 1889. In 1890, speared June 24. Flowered, July 12. A tall grass,

4 feet high, growing in tufts, of a strong odoui- when bruised, but well liked bj' cattle.

Cut for hay July 15 ; 80 lbs. green grass to the rod.

2. Agropyrum divergens, Nees. (Awned Blue stem). Seed from Dr. G. Vasey,
the United States Botanist. Sown in the open in spring of 1888. Transplanted to

present bed June, 1889. Speared, June 17, 1890. Flowered, June 30. Seed ripe,

July 21. Height, 2 feet. This grass, spoken highly of in the West, made a poor
showing at Ottawa. Both in 1889 and 1890 it was badly attacked by Meromyza
Americana, the Wheat-stem Maggot, and Oscinis variabilis, the American Frit Fl\'.

Leaves and stems slender and sparsely produced.

3. Agropyrum glaucum, R. & S. var. occidentale, V & S. (Colorado Blue-stem).

(Plate 1.) Brandon, Man. Sown in house Feb., 1888. Pricked out May, 1888. Trans-

planted to present bed June, 1889. Speared, June 24, 1890. Flowered, July 12. Cut for

hay, July 15 ; 72 lbs. grass to the square rod. Height, 2^ feet. Probably the most
valuable grass on our western plains, wheie it is the chief grass of the cattle ranches.

It produces an abundance of tine leaves from running root stocks and seeds freely.

By the end of the first season plants pricked out 8 inches apart had made a' solid

mat of sod.

4. Agropyrum repens, Ij. (Qnack Grass. Twitch. Scutch. Couch Grass). Trans-
planted from roadside May, 1890. Speared, June 20. Flowered, July 3. Eipe,

Aug. 1. By some highly praised as a fodder plant ; but undoubtedly a most pernicious

weed. After the first year it fills the ground with underground stems and roots, and
only produces a small quantity of feed. It is very subject to the attacks of rust and
ergot.

5. Agropyrum tenerum. (Western Bunch-Wheat-Grass). Seed fi-om North-West
Territories. Sown, February, 1889. Transplanted into present bed June, 1889. Speared,
June 18. Flowered, July 3. Seed ripe, July 21. This is a true bunch grass and a

Qc—I2h
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valuable hay and fodder grass from Manitoba west to the Pacific. Dr. Vasey 6ays:

"Like A. glaucum. it is one of the best grasses for hay." It has not succeeded well

at Ottawa, having been nearly exterminated by the American Fi'it Fly and other

insects. I have received magnificent specimens from Indian Head, N.W.T., 4 feet

high.

6. Agrostis vulgaris, "With, var alba, Vasey. ("White Top. Creeping Bent Grass).

Found at Ottawa, growing by the side of a spring. Transplanted to present bed
June 10, 1890. Speared, June 24. Flowered June 28. Eipe, August 6. A fine-leaved,

delicate green grass, starting early in spring and lasting green until late in autumn.
Essentially a low-ground grass, frequently running out and forming floating mats on
water. Valuable for swampy meadows and low lawns.

T. Agrostis vulgaris, With. (Eed-top). Seed collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson along
the'Fraser Eiver, B. C. Seed sown Maich l4, 1890. Pricked out May 24. Made a

vigorous growth, forming a deep, soft, mat of foliage by August. This is a most
valuable grass for sowing with timothy in low meadows. It occurs from Atlantic

to Pacific.

8. Beckmannia erucaformis, Host, var un'/l,on(s, Scrib. (Slough Grass). Seed
from Erandon, Man. Sown March 13, 1890, in house. Tiansplanted June 9. Speared
July 3. Flowered July 22. Ripe August 5. A tall, coaise grass, making remarkably
soft hay. It grows naturally in wet sloughs or low ground. In many parts of

Manitoba and the North-West Territories it is abundant, and forms valuable fodder,

much relished by cattle.

9. Bnuteloua oligostachya, Tor. (Gramma Grass). (Plate II.) Reed from Brandon.
Sown, 1888. Planted in present bed May, 1889. Speared June 20, 1690. Flowered, July

3. Ripe August 1. Plants cut July 15. Flowered second time August 6. This small

but highly nutritions grass is much relished by cattle. Dr. Vasey says " On the

arid plains of the West it is the principal grass, and is the main reliance for the

vast herds of cattle which are raised there."

10. Bromus ci/iaiws, L. (Fringed Brome Grass). Seed from Rush Lake, Man.
Sown April, 1889. Tiansplanted June, 1889. Speared, July 12. Flowered, July 29,

Ripe, September 1. Of no value for agricultural pui'poses as it grows here. Speci-

mens however grown at Brandon and Indian Head indicate that it is of value there.

The stems ure 4 feet in height, well clothed with leaves from the bottom to the top.

11. Bromus Pumpellianxts, Scrib. (Western Brome Grass). Seed from Banif.

N.-W. T. Sown March, 1889. Transplanted into present bed June, 1889. Speared June
10. Flowered, June 20. Ripe, August 5. Another bed of the same, cut for hay July

19, after the anthers had dropped, gave 82 lbs. grass to square rod. This is a

very valuable grass, producing an abundance of leafy stems, continuing in flower

for a long time and giving a heavy aftermath. It spreads rapidly from the root and

closely resembles the European Bromus inermis.

12. Cinna pendula, Trin. (Wood Reed Grass). Seed from the Rocky Mountains
Sown spring of 1889. Nearly all winter-killed during winter of 1889-90. Remainder
speared July 4. Flowered July 20. Ripe August 23. Of no agricultural value.

13. Seschampsia atropurpurea. Scheelc, var. latifolia, Scrib. Seed from Rocky
Mountains. Sown March 14. Nearly all died during the summer.

14. JDeschampsia ccespitosa, P. B. (Tufted Hair-grass.) Seed fjom Glacier, B.C.

Sown spring of 1889. Transplanted into present bed June 1889. Speared 10th

June. Flowered 28th June. Ripe 16th July. A most beautiful grass; but of no

agricultural value.

15. Deschampsia ccespitosa var. ? (Rocky Mountain Hair-grass.) Seed from
Harrison Hot Springs, B.C. Sown in house March, 1889. Transplanted to bed June,

1889. Speared 20 th June. Flowered 30th June. Ripe 30th July. This is a very orna-

mental grass like the last, growing in tufts, but bears fewer flowering stems and

many more and longer (18 inches) dark green leaves. After cutting on 5th August
new leaves were thrown up so quickly that in one week the plot was green again.

\"ery different in habit from the last.
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16. Deyeuxia Langsdorffii, Kunth. Seed from Manitoba. Sown 14th March,
1890. Tianisplanted 15th July. Has not flowered yet, but has spread much by under-

groand stems.

17. Deyeuxia neglecta, Kunth. (Neglected Blue Joint.) Seed from Brandon,
Man. Sown March, 1889. Transplanted to bed June, 1889. Speared 18th June.

Flowered 30th June. Eipe 27th July. This valuable grass has succeeded well under
cultivation, producing great quantities of very long line leaves and flowering fi-eely.

Height 3 feet. Mr. S. A. Bedford informs me that ponies will wander long distances

over the pi-airies cropping the dry stems and leaves of this gr:is8 in preference to

many others.

18. Deyeuxia neylecta, Kunth var. robusta, Vasey. Seed from Prof. Macoun,
collected in ihe North-West Territorie;?. Treated as the above and closely resembling

it. Heads of flowers rather shorter and the stems rougher.

19. Elymxts Americanus, V. & S. (American Lyme Grass.) Seed from Eocky
Mountains. Sown March, 1889. Tran^splanted June, 1889. Has not flowered yet.

Growth spindly and weak, only 7 plants living October, 1890.

20. ElymusOanadensis, L. (Canadian Lyme Grass.) Seed from Eocky Mountains.
Sown in house March, 1889. Transplanted June, 1889. Nearly destroyed by the

Wheat-stem Maggot. Speared 10th July. Flowered 24th July. Eipe 16 ih Sept.

A coarse grass found amongst bushes in low ground. Not suitable for cultivation in

the open.

21. Elymiis condensatus, Viesl. (Giant Eye Grass.) Seed from Dr. G. M.Dawson,
collected in British Columbia. Sown 15th Jl arch, 1890. Transplanted 25th June.

Has not flowered yet. This grass is useful for holding the sand on railway banks.

When cut young it makes good hay and is also a valuable winter forage plant in the

west.

22. Elymus dasystachys, Trin. (Downy Wheat Grass). Seed from N. W. Terri-

tories, near Banff. Sown spring of 1889. Eoots divided and transplanted May, 1890.

Speared 12th June. Flowered 20th June. Eipe 18th July. This grass has much
the aspect of an A^rop^rum. It produces long slender leaves and wheat-like heads

of downy flowers. It promises well as a hay grass.

23. Elymus Virginicus, L. (Lyme Grass). Seed from Brandon, Man. Sown
14th March, 1890. Transplanted 9th June. Plants weak and hardly establish'

when winter set in.

24. Hierochloa horealis, E & S. (Holy Grass, Indian Hay). Seed from Brandon.
Sown 1888. Transplanted to present bed June, 1889. Speared 12th May. Flowered
24th May. Eipe 20th June. Cut 5th July, after the leaves had grown to their full

size. 55 lbs per square rod.

This is the earliest grass of spring, and is the scented hay made into baskets, &v .

.

by the Indian women. Its very sweet odour makes it a valuable admixture in hay.

Horses and cattle are very fond of it. When grown alone it is rather subject to rust.

25. Kceleria cristata, Pers. (Western June Grass). Seed from North-West
Territories. Sown spring of 1888. Transplanted to present bed June 1889. Speared
15th June, 1890. Flowered 26th June. Cut for hay 1st July. 35 lbs. grass to the

square rod. A poor bunch grass of the plains, not touched by cattle while there is

anything else.

26. Macoun No. 8.—(Panicum capillare, variety). Seed collected by Prof
Macoun at Sprout Lake, Vancouver Island. Sown March, 1890. Pricked out 10th

June. This turned out to be a useless grass, botanically it was interesting from the

fact that it came true from seed. Although there were no good characters by
which it could be separated from P. capillare, it presented a very diflereut aspect

from the Ottawa form of that species growing wild all round it. The whole plant

is more glabrous, smaller, and has a conii'acted slender panicle.

27. Macoun No. 11.—Seed collected by Prof. Macoun on Mount Finlayson, Van-
couver Island. Seed sown 15th November, 1890. Transplanted 25th Juno. This

grass has not yet flowered but has a promising appearance.
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28. Muhlenbergia glomerata, Trin. (Wild Timothy, Muhlenberg's Grass). Seed
from Mr. Duncan Kennedy, of Bird's Hill, Man. Sown in open 15th May, 1890.

Transplanted to bed Ist July. Speared 2-lth July. Flowered 6th August. Ripe
Ist October. There has been more enquiry concerning this than any other native

grass. I consider it and the following amongst the most promising in the collection.

The plants mentioned above have not attained full gi'owth and only grew about I

foot in height; but I have specimens from Manitoba over 3 feet in height, branching
and leafy to the top. In this part of Canada it grows in bogs and swampy meadows,
but in the west it extends up on to the high lands. In Prof Seal's excellent work
"The Grasses of I^orth America" Dr. C. E. Bessey, of Lincoln, Neb., is quoted as

follows :
" Ten or twelve j-ears ago I had my attention called to this wild grass as

one possessing many valuable qualities, making it desirable for introduction and
cultivation. 1 found that the liverymen of Central Iowa were in the habit of cutting

tho.se parts of the prairie which lie between the sloughs and the high land. The hay
obtained from these places was of fine quality, being composed of leaf\-, branching
stems of fine length and medium hardness. It was always cut late, but even then
it was not often in seed." Chemical analysis shows it to be very nutritious, and
cattle eat it greei.lilj'^. It is very hardy, and although thriving best in low ground
will grow almost anywhere. Mr. Duncan Kennedy says :

" As to the Muhlenberg grass
it will grow anywhere no matter how it is abused." Mr. Bedford says: "This
grows on level prairie and meadow, is excellent feed, and is doing well under
cultivation."

29. Muhlenbergia Mexicana, Trin. (Satin Grass) (Plate III.) Eoots collected in

low pasture, Nov. 1889. These were divided and planted in present beds 2 days before

continuous frost set in. Every one of these roots lived and flowered 20th July. Seed
collected at same time was sown in the open in May, 1890. Tran.splanted 30th June.
Speared 1st August. Flowered 20th August. Ripe 30th Sept. The plants grown
from seed sown this spring gave almost as heavy a crop as the old plants. Tbis
B])ecies is more leafy and produces finer hay than the last. The stems branch at every
joint. It seems to have every character of a good hay grass. The following extract
will indicate that it may help to fill the great need for good hay grasses in the far

west. In Prof. Beal's " Gras.ses of Noi'th America," p. 185, is the following: " Dr.
Bessey also speaks well of this grass for Iowa and Nebraska. He writes :

' When I

called Prof. Bud<rs attention to it he said that he grew a three-acre lot of it for four

years, and that it yielded from 2J to 3 tons per acre of hay of the highest quality.

This agrees with other testimony. '
" Mr. Bedford says :

" This makes extra good
feed." A special value of these Muhlenberg Grasses is that they will bear more shade
than most species.

30. Muhlenbergia siilmitic.a. T. & G. (Bearded Satin Grass.) Plants collected in

dry wood at Ottawa in autumn of 1889. Roots divided and planted in present bed
16th October, 1890. This species resembles the last closely ; but has stouter stems
and grows in drier localities. The flower panicle is looser and bears slender bristly

awns.
31. Panicum virgatuvi, L. (Switch Grass.) Seed from Dr. Vasey. Sown spring

of 1888. Transplanted to present bed June, 1889. Speared 10th July, 1890. Flowered
5th August, Cut for hay while in flower 11th August. 132 lbs to sq. rod. Height
5 feet. This is a late grass and must be cut young to make good hay, as it becomes
very hard when the seeds are ripe. It thrives in low ground and comes in like the
Muhlenbergiius, when many other grasses have passed their prime. Dr. Vasey says :

" It is a good.and prolific grass if cut when young." One drawback is that it matures
few good seeds, this however, Mr. John Craig informs me is not the case in the
Western States.

32. Phalaris arundinacea, L. (Eeed Canary Grass.) (Plate IV.) Seed from Ger-
many. Sown spring of 1887, did not flower until 1890. Transplanted to ptesent bed
June 1889. Speared 12th June. Flowered 24th June. Ripe 11th July. Height4feet,
Although the actual plants mentioned here were grown from European seed, this valu-

able grass is found wild in low ground and along streams in all parts of Canada from
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the Atlantic to the Pacific. It is very early and very prolific, having been cut three

times in the season. On 4th June the bed was covered with a growth of delicate green
succulent and ve;y leafv shoots 3 feet 3 inches in height, which weighed 120 lbs. to

sq. rod. On the same day fall rye was only 2 feet 6 inches in height.

On 5th August the same plot was cut again and gave 50 lbs. to the square rod.

On 16th October it was cut again and gave 23 lbs. of grass. Another plot of the

same grass left until the seed was ripe on 11th July was over 5 feet high and gave
160 lbs. of gra.ss. This plot did not recover so soon after cutting, but was well

covered with green shoots by September. This I believe will be found a valuable

grass under cultivation and in low meadows. The root is perennial and extends by
running root stocks.

33. Phlexim pratense, L. (Timothy. Herd's grass.) Seed from Major Walker of

Calgary, N.-W. T. Sown spring of 1889. Speared 16th June 1890. Flowered 1st

July. Ripe 29th July. This well-known and valuable grass is familiar to all

farmers. It is not indigenous in Canada; but is now well established wherevei-

roads or railways have penetrated. It is hoped that the above form from the Eocky
Mountains may prove hai-dier for the North-West than the ordinary form.

34. Phleum alpinum,,'L. (Alpine Timothy). Seed collected by !).'•. G. M. Dawson
on Mount Tod, B. C. (Alt. 5.500 feet). Sown April, 1889 ; transplanted May, 1889.

Speared 12th June. Ei])c, 3rd July. Nearly the whole of this bed flowered and then
died off. Some few plants however threw up one or two weak shoots in September
1889, and flowered again in 1S90 before dying. It is a smaller and less valuable

gi'ass than P. pratense.

35. Poa compressa, L. (Wire grass. Flat-stemmed meadow-grass). Plants
collected on rocky pasture in 1889. Divided in autumn of 1890 and planted in

present bed. This hardy and nutritious grass, although it starts eaily in the spring

and keeps green longer than most native grasses in the autumn, does not produce
enough fodder to make it worth cultivating except upon dry and rocky pastures

where few grasses will grow. For such localities it is one of the best.

36. Poa JVevadejisis, Vasey. (Nevada Bunch Grass). Seed from Whitewood,
N.-W. T. Sown Mai'ch, 1888, flowered freely in 1889. Young plants transplanted

from old to present bed 15th June, 1890. Nearly all destroyed by Aphides, and did

not flower. Plants began to recover about 1st September. This species seems to be

]5eeuliarly susceptible to attack by Aphides. When grown in the forcing house in

1888 it was the only grass attacked by them, and in the open air last year it was
again the only plot injured by these insects. This is probably a grass of no agri-

cultural value. Height of leaves 3 inches, stems 1 foot.

37. Poa pratensis, 1j. (June Grass. Kentucky Blue Grass) Form 1. (Plate V.)

Seed from Major Walker, of Calgary. Seed sown March, 1889 ; speared 2nd June,

1890. Flowered 12 ih June. Eipe 4th July. This is a tall form with wide leaves.

The original plants from which the seed was taken measured 3 feet 5 inches in

height.

38. Poa pratensis, L. Form 2. Seed from Glacier, B.C. Sown 15th March, 1890.

Transplanted June, 1890. A leafy free-growing form, very dark green. By the end
of the season the plot was a close sod which continued growing until winter.

39. Poa pratensis, li. Form 3. Seed from Forres, N.W.T. Sown spring of

1888. riowere^l June, 1889. Boots divided and planted in present bed 1st June,

1S90. Speared l2th June. Flowered 20th June. Eipe 4tb July. Cut down 21st

July. Did not spring up again till September, This is a wide-leaved coarse variety

with dark leaves and very wide-spreading and few underground stems. It was
severely attacked by the American Frit Fly and Wheat-Stem Maggot, and mildewed
badly in October. I cannot separate this botanically fi-om other forms of Poa pra-

tensis. but agriculturally this is a poor grass of no value, while the others are all

very good. This difference between varieties of the same species grown under the
same conditions, may explain the various opinions so often expressed concerning

Kentucky Blue Grass.
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40. Poa pratensis, L. ("White foi m.) Seed collected in North-West Territories.

Sown spring of 1888. Flowered June, 1889. Transplanted into present bed May,
1890. Speared 14th June. Flowered 20th June. Eipe 4th July. This is a very
handsome form with wide, slightly pale leaves and couspicuously glaucous panicles.

It is almost a bunch grass producing very few and short runners. It is not unlike some
forms of Poa ccesia; but has been pronounced Poa prate7w's by most of the botanists

to whom I have submitted specimens. Height 2 feet ; leaves 1 foot. This variety
was also badly attacked by the American Frit Fly.

41. Poa serotina, Ehrh. (Fowl Meadow Gras.s.) (Plate Yl.) Seed from Griswold,
Man. Sownspringof 18S9. Transplanted June, 1889. Flowered twice in 1889. Speared
12th June, 1890. Flowered 3rd July. Ripe 2l6t July.

Another bed grown from Uocky Mountain seed, but identical with above was
cut for hay when in flower 8tli July, and gave 44 lbs. grass to square rod. This
shrunk in curing to 20 lbs. of excellent hay or li tons to the acre. This excellent

grass has been sparingly cultivated for 150 years. The fine branching stems are
abundantly produced and remain green long after the seed is ripe. It grows well
in low ground and bears almost as heavy an aftermath at the end of August as
the first crop, flowering stems being thrown up from the lower joints. In Manitoba
this grass sometimes covers large areas to the exclusion of nearly all other species.

The Indians about Griswold prefer it to all other grasses and travel long distances
to cut it.

42. Sporobolus heterolepis, Gray (Strong-scented Drop-seed Grass). Seed from
Brandon, Man. Seed sown .spring of 1888. Transplanted to present bed, June, 1889.

Speared, 8th July, 1890. Flowered, 20th July. Eipe, 27 th August. This is a bunch
grass with long fine leaves. It will grow in almost pure sand or in stiff clay. Mr.
Bedford credits it with being good feed. The quantity, however, is small.

Plots of the two following North American grasses have also been grown.
Bronms segetum is a Mexican species, but Buchloe dactyloides will probably be found
along the southern border of our western prairies.

43. Bromus segetum. Seed from Dr. Vasey. An annual which bears twice cutting
and will then seed itself for the next year. The yield of hay is not heavy enough to

give it much agricultural value.

44. Buchloe dactyloides,J^nge\vQ.. (Butfalo Grass) . Seed from Dr. Vasey. Sown
1889. Transplanted to present bed, June, 1889. Began to flower, June, 24th, and
continued till end of season. This is the true Buifalo Grass. It is of a remarkable
habit. It starts very late in spring, not showing a sign of life until June, when it

throws out vigorous shoots which branch at each joint and take root, so that it soon
forms a thick mat about 3 inches in depth, of fine stems and hair-like leaves. It is

said to be a most nutritious and attractive grass to all kinds of stock.

B.

—

Foreign Grasses.

A.—In addition to the above, the following foreign grasses have been grown in

plots to test their value for this climate. The seed was in all cases received from
English or German seedsmen, and almost every sample contained many seeds of
weeds and other gras.'^es.

45. Agrostis capillaris. Eesembles A. vulgaris.

46. " dispar. The same -a.^ A. vulgaris, With. Cut for hay, July 23 ; 76 lbs.

of grass to sq. rod.

47. " vulgaris, var. alba. This is not the same as No. 6 above, which
seems to be identical with A. stolonifera, Sm. of English authors.

48. Alopecurus agrestis (Slender Foxtail). A slender annual grass of doubtful
value, far inferior to the perennial Meadow Foxtail {A. pratensis).

49. Anthoxanthum odoratum (Sweet Vernal Grass). A very sweet grass with
the same scent as Holy Grass. Sown, May, 1890. Has not flowered yet. Seed
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sown in the spring of 1888 was all liillcd the next winter. It may, however,
possibly have been the annual A. Piielli which is sometimes sold for this, which is a

perennial.

50. Avena elatior (Tall Meadow Oat Grass).—Seed sown in open 1st July.
Transplanted 5th August. Made good growth before winter ; no flowers, but ground
well covered.

51. Avena flaoescens (Yellow Oat Grass).—Seed sown June, 1890. A few plants

flowering 5th October. Highly spoken of for mixtures, but of small size and slow
growth.

52. Brachypodium sylvaticum (Wood False-Brome-Grass).—Seed sown in open
September, 18S9. Transplanted 25th May, 1890. This grass is a free grower and
produces an abundance of wide leaves 12 to 18 inches in length, which stand up
well, giving the bed the appearance on 1st November of a heavy mat of green
foliage. It has not flowered yet. If it endures our winter it should be a valuable
grass. It grows naturally in woods and stands shading.

53. Brormis giganteus (Tall Brome-Grass).—This closely resembles the above
and I suspect is not true to name.

54. Bromus inermis (Awnless Brome-Grass). Seed sown spring of 1888.

Transplanted to present bed June, 1889. Speared 10th June, 1890. Flowered 2t)th

June to 4th July. Cut for hay 5th July. 104 lbs. grass to the square rod. Cured
hay 47 lbs. or 3|^ tons to the acre. This is an extremely hardy and very valuable
Russian gi'ass. It comes up early in spring and produces a heavy attcrmath of
succulent leafy shoots. It is one of the most valuable introduced grasses we havi?

grown.
55. Ceratochloa australis (Southern Brome-Grass).—This is a coarse and succu-

lent annual, which produces a large amount of fodder. It shoots up again quickly
after cutting and continues growing until killed by winter.

56. Cynosurus cristatus (Crested Dog's Tail).—Seed sown 14th March. Trans-
planted 10th June. Has not yet flowered.

57. Dactylis glomerata (Orchard Grass).—This higly esteemed grass, which
thrives well in many parts of Canada, has not succeeded well at Ottawa. Seed
sown in 1889 produced by the autumn a bed ot most vigorous plants. In the spring
of 1890 only 17 plants were living, many of which we:e weak. Although included
in all perra.anent pasture mixtures it is rarely found here two yeai s after sowing.
I have now plots in dry and in rich soil planted from seed sown last June.

58. Festuca duriuscula (Hard Fescue).—A hardy fine-leaved grass which has
stood our winters well. Suitable for rocky pastures. It is taller than Sheep's Fescue.
Seed sown 13th March, 1890. Transplanted 6th July.

59. Festuca rubra.—The plants I have growing are closely like the above and may
prove to be that species.' Seed sown 13th March. Transplanted 8th June. On 1st

November these plants were cushions 6 to 10 inches across of fine hair-like leaves of
an intense green.

60. Festuca elatior (Tall Fescue).—Seed sown spring of 1888. Transplanted to
present bed 10th May 1890. Speared 15th June. Flowered 21st June. Eipe 24th
July. This grass does not appear to be so hardy as the Meadow Fescue. It has
wider leaves and a larger panicle of flowers. It is stated to be a valuable giass for

a permanent pasture mixture.

61. Festuca pratensis, (Meadow Fescue). Seed sown spring 1888. This is un-
doubtedly the most valuable of all the European grasses for this district. It is per-
fectly hardy matuics two crops of hay and produces a very heavy autumn growth
of rich fodder. It should always be included in mixtures for permanent pastures.
Flowered 21st June. Cut for hay 11th July. 70 lbs to the square rod.

62. Festuca pratensis var loliacea, (Slender-spiked Fescue). Seed sown spring
of 1890. Tiansplanted 25th June. Flowered 6th August. This proved to be ordinary
F. prate7isis. It is doubtful whether the var loliacea would come true from seed, as
it appears to be an accidental variety.

63. Holcus lanatus,Jj. (Velvet grass). Seed collected at Harrison Hot Spring.^,
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B.C. Sown March 1889 in the house. Transplanted 22nd May. This is a handsome
but useless perennial grass. It made a heavy growth and flowered sparingly in

1889 ; but every root was killed in the winter.

64. Lolium Italicum, (Italian Eye Grass). Seed sown spring of 1890. Tians-

planted May 20. Speared 30th June. Flowered 26th July. Eipe 20th Aug. This seed

was much mixed with Perennial Rye Grass. The two species may l>e separated

when not in flower, as pointed out to me by Mr. John Speir, of Glasgow, by the fact

that the young shoots of Italian Eye Grass are round while those of Pej-ennial Eye
Grass are flat. This grass makes a heavy growth of green leaves the first year in

rich land ; but is not hardy enough for the Ottawa climate.

65. Lolium perenne, (Perennial Eye Grass). (Plate VII.) Seed sown in open

April, 1890. Ti-ausplanted 10th June. Did not flower, but produced an extremely

heavy crop of long tender foliage which kept green till the snow ca,me. This is

hardier than Italian B.ye grass and makes a valuable addition U> permanent pasture

mixtures for this district.

66. Foa nemoralis, (Wood Meadow Grass).

67. Poa trivialis, (Rough-stalked Meadow Grass.) I have experienced great

difliculty in procuring these grasses true to name. Thanks to the kindness of Mr.
H. de Vilmorin of Paris, I have now true seed of both, and hope to report on them
next yeai'. They are reputed to be valuable grasses suitable to this climate.

II. ASIATIC GRASSES.

A small collection of grasses was received from India. Most of the seed was
mouldy and very few grains would germinate. This collection consisted of the fol-

lowing :

Andropogon })ertusus and A. annulatus, (Mixed) Panicum colonum, and P. ciliare.

None of these germinated. Setaria glauca (not sown, it being a common weed
throughout the country).

68. Eragrotis megastachya.—This is a wild plant in western Canada. Sometimes
grown as an ornamental grass.

69. Apluda ansfafa.—One plant germinated, but was killed by frost before the seed

ripened.

70. Cynodon daciylon.—(Bermuda grass).

71. Eleusine Indica.—(Yard grass). Haifa dozen plants ofeach of these grasses
grew ; but they were destroyed by frost before the seed was ripe.

72. EragroBtis Abyssinica, (Teff'.) Seed received fi-om the Government Botanic
Gardens at Bangalore, India, and from Mr. Alfred Boyd, of Toronto, and grown on
separate plots. Sawn in house 15th March, 1890. Transplanted into beds 28th
June. Speared 24th July. Flowered 5th September. Some seed ripe 12th October.
One plot was cut for hay 10th September, and gave the remarkable crop of 170 lbs.

to the square rod. It was eaten by the cattle, but was not apparently veiy palatable.

The packets were labelled as Eed and "White Teff ; but both produced similar plants.

73. Panicum miUaceum^ (Common Millet) Annual. Seed fiom Prof. Beal. A
valuable soiling crop, but not in any way equal to Indian corn. Seed ripe in

September.

III. MISCELLANEOUS GRASSES.

The following are being tested in small quantities, either for want of more
material, in which case all seed is being caiefully saved ; or because they are only of

botanical interest and are not deemed worthy of more extensive cultivation than will

serve for study or the distribution of herbarium specimens to botanists. In addition
to those enumerated below, a few plants of sevci-al of the species mentioned in list

I..are being grown for comparison, from seed collected in widely separated localities,

or upon different soils. These names are not rejjeated here.
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A.—NATIVE GRASSES.

Agropyrum caninum, E. & S. Glaucous variety.

Agropyrum tenerum t From Ottawa.
Agropyrum vnilaterale. From Michigan Ag. Col.

Agrostis perennans, Tuck. (Thin grass).

Agrostis perennans, G-laucous variety.

Agrostis scabra Willd. (Tickle grass).

Andropogon scoparius, Mx. (Little Blue Stem). This is a valuable grass in the
West where it will grow in pure sand. It ma'kes excellent feed for horses. (S. A.
Bedford).

Andropogon provincialis, Lam. (Tuikey foot). " Grood feed. Cattle and horses
very fond of it. Grows on high land." (S. A. Bedford).

Briza media, L (Quaking gra.--s) from Vancouver Island. Of no agricultural value.
Bromus Kalmil, Gray. (Wild Chess).

CliTysopogon nutans, Benth. (Indian grass). Considei-ed valuable in the We.st.

A tall coarse grass. Verj^ late in starting in spring. It will grow in pure sand.
Danthonia spicata, Beauv. (White Top. Old Fog.) This forms a large pro-

portion of the herbage in dry upland and mountain pastures. It is a email grass, but
improves much under cultivation.

Deyeuxia Canadetisis, Hook. (Blue-joint Grass.) This common but valuable
grass grows in all low meadows. It produces an abundance of leafy stems which are
eaten greedily by stock. Height 3 lo 5 feet.

Elymus americanns, V. & S. (Long-awned form.)
Elymus americanns, (Short-awned f )rm.)

Eatonia ohtusata, Gray. (Early Grass.) Seed from Brandon, where Mr. Bedford
says it is the earliest grass to ripen its seed.

Eatonia Pennsylvanica, Gray. (From Ottawa.)
Festuca microstachya, Nutt. var. divergens, Thurb. A small annual grass from

Vancouver Island, of no value.

Festuca ovina, L. (Sheep's Fescue, Plate VIII.) This is the type of a division

of the Genus Festuca in which the root leaves are short and bristle-like. They are
small but very valuable grasses for upland pastures. Eeported to be doing well
under cultivation at Indian Head, N.W.T.

Hordeum jubatum, Ij. (Squirrel-Tail Grass.) Seed from Manitoba. A perni-
cious weed in pastures. Mi-. J. Ci-aig tells me that in dry regionsit makes a beautiful
lawn grass, and bears cutting well. He has seen it used for this purpose in the Stale
of Iowa, and it should be tried in the arid portions of our North-West.

Macoun No. 4. From Langford's Lake, B.C. This is possi bly Glyceria pauciflora,
Piesl.

Macoun No. 6. From Qualicum, Van. Isd.

Macoun No. 10. From Barclay Sound.
Macoun No. 12. From Cameron Lake, B.C. Probably a Deyeuxia.
Orizopsis f From Kananaskis, Rocky Mountains.
Fennisetum longistylum. Seed fi'om Prof W. J. Bcal. A very ornamental grass.

Poa ccesia, Smith. Seed from Indian Head. A short-leaved, slender and weak
_-rass.

Poa tenuifolia, Nutt. (Slender-leaved Meadow Grass.) A small but valuable
; ocies in mountain pastures. It grows in bunches with long fine glaucous leaves
111 loose panicles. Seed from Harrison Hot Springs, B.C. Sown spring of 1889.

! I iwered Jalv 1890.

Stipaspartea, Tim. (Noi-thern Buffalo Grass. Porcupine Grass.) Seed from
Lulian Head. Sown 1889. Flowered and ripened seed 1890.

Trisetum sitbspicatum, P.B. From Ottawa.
Trisetum subspicatum, P.B. From Rocky Mountains. A small grass not likely

to be of much value.
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B.—EUROPEAN GRASSES.

Agrostis f Interloper in other seed. A very fine Bent-grass, suitable for

lawns.

Aira flexuosa, (Heath Hair-grass.) Very dissimilar from what! am growing as

Deschampsiaflexuosa from the Rocky Mountains.
Arrhenatherum avenaceum (Tall Oat G-rass). Young plants doing well.

Bromus mollis, (Soft Broine Grass.)

Elymus arenarius, (Sea Lyme Gi-iss.) Seed from Mr. John Mather, who impf)rted

it to grow to arrest drifting sand. It is used for this purpose in some parts of the

United States and Holland, together with Beach Grass \Ainmophila arundinacea)

.

Festuca heterophylla. (Various lea% ed Fescue.) A fine-leaved grass of the ooina

type.

Festuca ovina var. angustifoUa, (Sheep's Fescue.) Leaves very fine and ofa delicate

green.

Holcus mollis (Perennial Velvet Grass.) A beautiful but useless grass.

Poa sudetica.—A small species.

Stipa Lessengeriamm.
| ^ jj ^

btipa Sareptana.
J

'

Both of the above are fine-leaved grasses suitable for dry localities, but of little

agricultural value.

IV.—Besides the above, a large collection of seed was sown last September
including many of the above as well as the following not before mentioned.

A.—NATIVE QRASbKS.

Ammophila longifolia, Vasey, from Manitoba.
Aristida purpurea, Nutt,, from British Columbia.
Andropogon provincialis, Lam., from Manitoba.
Bedford No. 25, from Manitoba.
Danthonia Californica. Boland, from British Columbia.
Elymus Virginicus, L. var. submuticus, Hook, from Manitoba.
Ericoma cuspidata, N"utt., from British Columbia.
Festuca tenella, Willd., from Bi-itish Columbia.
G-lyceria grandis. Kunth, from Manitoba.
Glyceria Canadensis, Trin., from Ottawa.
Phleum pratense, var. alpestre, Vasey, from Idaho.

Stipa viridula, Tjin., from Manitoba.
Zizania aquatica, L. Sown in the Lake.

B.—FOREIGN GRASSES.

Avena pubescens. (Downy Oat Grass).
Bromus j)ratensis. (Meadow Brome Grass).
Bromus secalinus. (Chess. Plate IX.) A useless grass concerning which some

farmers hold the remarkable and utterly erroneous 'opinion that it is degenerated
wheat, with which, however, it is in no way related.

Molinia ccerulea. (Purjile Melic Grass.)

In conclusion I would add that seed or plants of any grasses not included in the
above lists will be thankfully received and their qualities examined and reported
upon.
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L COLORADO BLUE-STEM. (Ayropyruvi (jlaucum, R A ii. var. occidentaU V. & S.)





II.—GRAIIMA GRASS. (Boutdoua oligostachya, Tor.)
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Gf— 13 ni.-SATIN GRASS. (Muhtmbcryia iJexicana, Trin.)





IV.-REED CANARY-GRASS. ' Fhulansunuulhmr.ca, L.)
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v.—KENTUCKY ELUEGRASS. fPoa ,.ratenKis, L.)
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VI.—FOWL MEADOW-GKASS. (Poa serotina, Ekrh.)
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VII.—PERENNIAL RYEGRASS. (LoUum t-erenne, L.)
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H.v\.n\cvia'^s .ol

VIII.—SHEEP'S FESCUE. (Fcstuca ovina, L.)
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REPORT OF THE POULTRY MANAGER.
(A. G. Gilbert.)

k

To William Saunders, Esq.,

Director Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit to you the third annual report of the working
of the poultry department of the Central Experimeatal Farm, since 3rd January,
1890, the date of last report. During the winter season of 1889-90 careful notice
was taken of the effect, on the various breeds, of the different sorts of ground meal
composing the hot or stimulating food, given in the morning as an incentive to
winter laying. These warm messes were made more or less stimulating by the
addition or omission of ground meat and red pepper, the latter being entirely omitted
when egg laying had fairly commenced. This experience, coupled with that of the
previous winttr, has shown,

—

1. That the stimulating and fattening foods which go to eggs in the Spanish
family, such as Leghorns, ilinorcas, Andalusians, &c., make the Asiatics, viz.

:

Brahmas, Cochins, Langshans, &c., so fat as to lay soft shelled eggs or not to lav
at all.

2. That Plymouth Eocks and Wyandottes—breeds of American origin and not
to be properly classed with either of the foregoing—are to be treated as Asiatics in

the matter ot feed.

3. That it is best, when possible, to keep the pullets of late hatch from the two
year old hens, for the reason that the latter are at their best for egg production
and the fattening food that is suitable to pullets is likely to make the hens too fat to
lay. The importance of having pullets hatched as early as possible will thus bo
apparent.

What is the proper treatment of the different breeds in winter ?

WINTEU TREATMENT OF DIFFERENT BREEDS.

1. Bi-ahmas, Cochins. Langshans, Plymouth Eocks, &c., &c., require more oats,

less wheat, little or no Indian corn, soft or stimulating food in moderation and a
generous supply of vegetables. Lean meat twice or thrice a week and plenty of
exercise.

2. Leghorns, Minorcas, Andalusians, Haraburgs, &c., &c., will take more soft or
stimulating food, more wheat, Indian corn with meat and vegetables in liberal

supply.

3. It is essential to success that lime, grit, gravel, &c., &c., should be before the
layers at all times, and that the hens be l<ept in activity by throwing the grain fed

to them in chaff, straw or dry leaves scatlcrcl on the floor.

Soft or stimulating food is generiilly Icl in the mo. ning and is composed as
follows:

—
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HOT MORNING PEED.

A warm morning mess for the heavj' breeds may be made of sborts, ground
oats, bran, and lean meat scraps mixed with boiling water. This can be varied by
giving cooked vegetables instead of the ground oats or bran. Clover hay cut in

small pieces, steamed and mixed with the morning feed, is one of the best of green
fuods and cannot be given too often.

For the Spanish family a more stimulating morning mess may be made of shorts,

cornmeal, ground oats or barley with ground meat or meat scraps in judicious

quantity every morning, with a modicum of black or red pepper. Varj' bj' mixing
bulled potatoes or othei- vegetables in lieu Of the ground oats or barley. Steamed
clover hay at any time.

In cold weather Indian corn may be fed to the fowls for the last meal.

It is taken for granted that the fowls have comparatively comfortable quarters,

with pure water to drink in regular supply ; the chill taken off the water ; the grain

warmed in cold periods and the other directions, as given in detail in report of last

year, carried out.

Should the foregoing treatment be found too forcing, the soft feed may be cur-

tailed and more green stuff and oats fed. It is quite likely thin shelled eggs may
be laid and it is a sign that the hens are getting too fat. As a preventative mix fine

ground oyster shells, or sand, or both in the morning soft feed.

A QUESTION AS TO FEED ANSWERED.

A correspondent in the North-West Territories asks, "What kind of feed am I

to use when I want to give my hens a rest after laj-iiig all winter and previous to

breeding from them ?" In reply it may be stated that a cessation of the stimulat-

ing Boftfeed and a gradual change from wheat to oats will, in most cases, have the

effect of stopping production. Care must bo taken that grit is I'egularly supplied,

(as it should alwaj'S be) to aid digestion, or else the change to oats may result in

some of the hens becoming crop bound. The change from a generous to a non-

stimulating diet, or vice versa, should be gradual. Should the hens have a run out,

meanwhile, the latter is not likely to occur.

THE FARM LAYERS.

Owing to lack of room, some of the male birds remained with the laying stock

during the winter. When the additional building, in course of erection, is com-
pleted it is intended to keep the laying and breeding stock apart. In cases where
the hens had laid all winter, and were used as bi-eeders in spring, they were allowed

a rest and the eggs for hatching weie saved, after laying recommenced.

BREEDING TENS JIADE UP.

The breeding pens were made up as follows :

—

Breed.
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CROSSES.
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EARLY SITTERS.

There was a remarkable demand for sitters in the early hatching season, and it

was noticed that the sitting varieties were unusually tardy in becoming broody.

In the case of the farm fowls, the majority of the mixed breeds, kept for sitters, did

not become broody at any period of the season, and the thoroughbred Butf Cochins
had to be used as earlj^ sitters. The first hen to be put on eggs was a coloured
Dorking, on the 29th of March, followed by two Butt' hens, on the 5th of Api'il, and
four others on the 16th, 22nd, 25th and 28th of the same month, consecutively. In
the next month, four Buff Cochins, with five Brahmas, six Plymouth Rocks, one
Black Kussian, two Wyandottes and three mixed breeds were used as sitters. It

will be seen that of the total number of sitters, thi-ee only were not thoroughbreds.
Apart from their fair laying qualities, the Buff Cochins, in two successive seasons,

have proved invaluable as early and reliable sitters. Had their sei'vices not been
j-equired for hatching out chickens they would have been broken up and made to

lay again. For an early sitter, when it can be had, a light hen is to be preferred, for

at that time egg shells are aj)t to be thinner than at a later date.

bre.AlKing up a hen.

By breaking up a sitter, it is meant to get her rid of the incubating fever and
laying again as quickly as possible. The best way to accomplish this is to put the

broody hen in a coop, or compartment without a nest, where she cannot sit, feed her

generously, and in a few days she will cease to be broody, and if the good feeding

is kept on will soon be laying again. The practice of ducking the bioody hens in

water, tying them to a stake, swinging them by their legs, is simply cruel and un-

necessaiy. Some hens, Wyandottes, for instance, are much more easily broken up
than others. A broody member of the Spanish family should not be used as a

sitter. Occasionally an exception may be found, but, as a general rule, although

very fussy, they are not reliable.

EXPERIMENT 1.—H-iTCHINO RESULTS FROM EGGS SET ON DRY BOARDS AND ON DAMP

GROUND.

In conformity with the intention expressed in last year's report, an experiment

was tiied by setting a number of hens on eggs placed in nests on the dry boards of

the attic floor of the central portion of the ]joultry buildinjr, and others placed in

nests, directly on the damp earthen floor of the cellar. The eggs in all the nests

were tested on the seventh daj' of incubation. The following will show that the

eggs were fertile to a very satisfactory extent, and that there was very little

difference in the result:

—

UPSTAIRS ON BOARD FLOOR OF ATTIC.

Number of

Eggs set.

April 5

.

do 22.

do 23.

do 25

.

;May 1.

do 7.

do 16.

Kind of Sitters.

'1 Buff hen.
IIP. Rock hen. ...

1 Buff hen
1 Brahma hen. . .

.

1 Buff hen
1 Wyandotte hen.

Result of Test.

Buff hens 7 unfertile, 2 addled, 1 broken
1 unfertile egg, 2 did not hatch out, 2 broken by hen.

1 egg did not hatch
1 chicken died in hatching
2 eggs broken, 3 unfertile

2 eggs broken, 1 did not hatch out
3 eggs unfertile

Xuraber of

Chickens
hatched.
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IX NESTS ON DAMP FLOOR OF CELLAR.

April 28.

.
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long as there is a limited number of breeding peno, there will be a limited number
of eggs to dispose of after those required for home experimental purposes are

reserved. Stock was shipped to the branch experimental farms at Indian Head,

North-West Territories, and Nappan, Nova Scotia.

HOW THE CHICKENS WERE CASED FOK.

While the chickens were hatching care was taken that the sitters were not dis-

turbed. This is most important, for if the sitters are disturbed after the eggs are
" pipped," the young chicks just coming into the world are apt to be chilled ; if the

hen is irritated or frightened she is likely to become restless and crush the young
ones to death. After the chickens were hatched the broken egg shells were removed
to make the nest more comfortable. But this bhould not be attempted by any but

an old hand. It is best to leave the hen alone if she is a reliable sitter. Occasionally

it happens that a hen will become so nervous or excited at the "peeping" of th&

chicks in their efforts to break out of the shell, that she will trample them to death.

Such a hen should be marked and not set on eggs again, as she is not reliable. One
case occurred, in which the hen was discovered eating the egg shells before the

chicks were properly disengaged from them, the result being the loss of four chickens.

A spare sitter was foitunately at hand and the remaining half-hatched eggs were at

once placed under her and the lives of the chickens saved. After being hatched out

the chicks were allowed to remain under the hens for 18 or 24 hours, until thoroughly

dried. With the mothers they were then placed in coops outride in the sunshine.

If hatched before the grass had grown they were kept indoors, the bottom of the

coop being coveied with sand. The dry board floor would soon have used the little

ones up, literally put them off their legs. Previous to being put into the coop with

her brood, the hen was fed and allowed to drink apart from the chicks, otherwise she-

would have grecdilj' eaten up the dainty food intended for the tender youngsters. It

must be remembered that for two or three days or nights the careful mother has not

left her nest, for had she done so while the chickens were hatching (except in very

warm weather) there would have been no chicks, as a result she is so hungry and

thirsty that she will voraciously eat and drink what is placed near her.

HOW THE CHICKS WERE FED.

As in previous years the biead and milk system of feeding was adopted and

proved highly satisfactory. The bread was soaked in' milk, squeezed dry and so fed.

Dry bread crumbs were also given. As the chickens progjessed, their bread and

milk diet was gradually changed to the less expensive one of shorts, cornmeal, bran,

table scraps, ground meat, with all the wheat or crushed corn they could eat for

their last ration. When very young the chicks were fed about once every hour, a

little at a time, but often, so as not to allow them to get hungry. As they grew

older, they were fed once every two hours, and as they increased in size the rations

were gradually made more substantial, but reduced in number. It is important

that the chickens should be sent to rest with their crops full. A critical

part of the chicken's life is the first five weeks, while it is getting its feathers.

At this period all the resources of the system are drawn upon to supply the

growing fcatheis, besides flesh, bone, muscle, &c., &c., and it is neeessar}- that the

chickens should be generously fed on a variety of the most nourishing food. A
chicken stinted of food, or allowed to hunt for its living, as is too frequently the

case, at this period of its growth, will never make a large fowl, indeed, if allowed to

become stunted from either of t'le causes named, no subsequent care will make
amends for past neglect. To have poultiy of large size for table use, it is impera-

tive that they should be pushed from the eailiest date of their existence. This is

well understood in Great Britain and France, where raising choice poultry for

market is made an important source of reve-'ue to the farmers. K easily prcciired,

milk, sweet, skimmed or sour, given as a drink, or mixed in their food, or left in open
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dishes to take as they please, is one of the best incentives to vigorous growth that
can be given. If not milk, then pure water should be regularly furnished and put into

shallow pans. The water should not be allowed to get hot from exposure to the sun.

The first chickens to be placed in the coops outside were Plymouth Eocks, White
Leghorns and Houdans. They were exposed for the first two or three weeks of their
existence to the bitterly cold north-west winds which marked the last week of April
and the first two weeks of ilay. Being well fed and cared for, they not only stood
the trying ordeal well, but made good growth. Had they not been generously and
frequently fed they would have been " dwarfed," or if they had been left to shift for

themselves, as the majority of early chicks are, they would have quickly succumbed.
Where effort of any kind has been made to secure a brood, or broods of chickens, it

will pay well to see to their future growth.

The progi-ess of the chickens, although satisfactory, was not equal to that of
the year previous. Three reasons may be assigned for this, the absence of the large
quantities of sour milk supplied the year before, limited quarters and ground used
the year before. Some of the weights, as compared with those of the previous
season, are given as follows :

—

Plymouth Rocks.—Again led the other breeds in making weight. A cockerel
five months and two weeks, after being hatched, attained a weight of 6 lbs. 2 ozs. as

compared with 5 lbs. 2 oz. of a Houdan, hatched a week later but weighed on the
same day. At the same age, as the one above, a Plymouth Kock cockerel, the
season previous weighed 8 lbs. 4 ozs.

Brahmas.—Were hatched from imported eggs at the end of May. Eather late

to give them a fair chance as they had to stand the brunt of midsummer heat before

attaining any size. They showed an average development of 12 ozs. per month as

compared with 15 ozs. per month of the season previous.

Houdans.—Hatched at the end of April weighed, on 1st of October, 5 lbs. 2 ozs.

averaging a development of 1 lb. per month.

Wyandottes.—At first made slow and almost discouraging progress. This was
no doubt owing to their being crowded. The pullets, however, picked up in the fall,

turned out to be very fine ones and were laying by end of December.

Langshans. This breed w.is tried for the first time. Two settings of eggs were
purchased in Ottawa and 22 chickens were hatched. Of this number 18 grew up
to maturity. They proved hardy chickens, giew well and the pullets began to lay

by middle of December. In their growth they displayed the characteristics of the

Asiatic family as to large frame and slowness to put on flesh, until maturity.

Black Minorcas.—Two sittings of eggs were pui-chased, from which 18

chickens were hatched. Their progress was very satisfactory, the chickens prov-

ing hardy and vigorous growers.

Crosses.—Chickens of a cross between a B. B. R. Game cock and White Plymouth
Rock hens were hatched on the 9th August, Their progress was not satisfactory,

probably owing to their late hatching. Many of them succumbed to the cold of the

first winter month.

A good deal of space has been given to the care and management of chickens,

for the rea.son that a fi'equent cause of complaint is the great mortality among the

young stock. In the majority of cases, want of care and proper food have
undoubtedly been the cause of death. In the case of many farmers, inbreeding
has resulted in weak chicks, ana weaklings as a lule seldom last long. Perhaps it

is as well they do not, for they would never, in the event of their maturing, make
stock fit to breed from. It may be added to the geneial instructions given above,

that as the chickens grow large, i hey should be removed from the smaller ones. It

they are not, they will not allow the little chicks to have the proper quantity of
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food they i-equire to make rapid progress. In chicken life the weak has to go to
the wall. Where chickens ai'e raised in large numbers and are placed in small
coops, the latter must be frequently cleaned, or sickness will surely result.

WHEN THE PULLETS LAID.

The first pullet to lay was a Plymouth Eock, on the 24th November, hatched
19tb April; the second a White Leghorn, on the 28th November, hatched 26th
April; the third, a Black Minorca, on the 1st December, batched 7th May ; fourth,

a Langshan, on the 12th December, hatched on the 16th May.

COMMENCEMENT OP WINTER LAYING.

The fowls were allowed full liberty to run in the fields, in rear of the poultry
house, as soon as the grain was harvested. As the result of this freedom (which,
owing to the fine open fall, they enjoyed until the 25th November) and nutritious

feeding during moulting, they went into winter quarters in excellent health, and were
in full lay for the winter season by the 10th December. The White Leghorns, Black
Minorcas, Andalusians and Plymouth Rocks, were the first to lay, a few days after

going into winter quarters, followed soon after by the Black Hamburgs, Mixed
breeds, Biahmas, Butt' Cochins, Houdans, Red Caps and Wj-andottes, in the order

named. Six days after being closed in, the winter commenced in earnest, the

thermometer on the 1st December going down to zero, and the next day showing
14 degrees below that figure. The weather continued unusnallv cold during the

month of December, the temperature in the poultry house several times going to

10 and 15 below freezing. Notwithstanding, the Leghorns, Andalusians and
Minorcas laid steadily through the month, responding to the stimulating food with
satisfactory results.

EGGS LAID BT DIFFERENT BREEDS.

Owing to the fowls running at large, promiscuously, for so many weeks in tho

fall, it is impossible to give a table of the eggs laid during the whole year; but the
following figures will show what has been done by a certain number of the ditt'eieut

breeds, since going into winter quarters. It is to be remembeied that the laj'ing

and breeding stock were kept together, and that some old hens, though past their

prime as layers, were kept for their superior points as breeders. Thus, in a pen of

20 Plymouth Rocks, several may be old hens for breeders, others may be late

hatched pullets. It is only fair in such a case to give the number of actual layers.

When there is room, the aim will be to keep a certain number of fowls of the same
»ge for layers.
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EGGS LAID IN DECEMBER AND JANUARY.
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DISEASES OP POULTEY.

THE EPIDEMIC OP LAST YEAR EFFORTS TO FIND OUT WHAT IT WAS.

The description given in last report of the disease which was general in the
district, with such fatal effect, attracted wide attention. Many letters were received

giving various opinions as to its nature, and every effort was made to arrive at a

correct conclusion. With this object in view, the remains of one of the farm fowls,

which had died from the disease, was sent to Professor Wesley Mills, of the Physiolo-

gical Laboratory of McGill University, Montreal, a gen'-leman well known not only

as a skilled physician and lecturer, but as ar authority on the diseases of animals and
the philanthropic interest he takes in the same. Dr. Mills was given a full descrip-

tion of the disease, and was requested to give his opinion as to its nature. In the

kindest manner possible he at once expi-essed his interest in the matter and
expressed his intention, with Dr. Johnston, Demonstrator of Pathology of McGill, to

have Ap'ost mortem- made of the body of the fowl sent and to report on the same. At
the same time he asked to have any live fowls which were suffering from the disease

sent to him. Fortunately no other of the farm stock was sick at the time, nor

did otliers become so afterwards from the same ailment. The following will show
that the examination by Dr. Mills had a negative result :

—

' PHYsoLoaicAL Laboratort, MoGill University,

" Montreal, 19th Dec, 1890.

" Manager of the Poultry Department,

" Experimental Farm, Ottawa.

'Dear Sir,—A post mortem examination of the P. Eock fowl you were good
enougli to forwaid, showed extreme emaciation, and pronounced pallor of parts

generally. There were no evidences of any organic or zymotic disease. Dr. John-

ston, Demonsti-ator of Pathology, inoculated some animals, including fowls, with the

blood of this bird, but with negative results.
" Taking everything into account, I am inclined to think that the symptoms, &c.,

of the affected biids are indicative of a profound alteration in nutrition, to be explained

by something in the conditions under which the bird lived.

" Truly yours,

" Wesley Mills, M.D."

In connection with the foregoing and as instance of the interest taken in the

subject, the following extract from a letter received from Dr. J. Fitz Mathew, of Dau-
phin, Dauphin Co., Pa., author of the " British Colonist in America," is given. He
says :

" 1 am interested in your report of the chicken disease in the Ottawa district.

I should suspect tuberculosis from the symptoms. Numbers of fowls die of it. In

Prance, on one occasion, forty died (about) of tuberculosis from eating the sputa of

a consumptive man, the attendant. I would advise an examination of the lungs and
stomach." Dr. Mathew was informed of the result of the investigation by Professor

Wesley Mills and in return wrote :
—

" I only made the suggestion of a diagnosis of
the fowls, for the case is most interesting, especially at a time when tuberculous

affections are occupying the attention of the medical faculty throughout the world.

I enclose a few remarks on tuberculosis in fowls, which may be thought of service.

I would suggest that the next case of this disease—which I believe to oe tuberculous

—you can get hold of, you submit to the McGill University experts for examination
for the ' bacilli of tuberculosis,' slender bodies from ^rWn ^ tVott °f ^^ i^*^^ long.
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" REMARKS ON ' TUBERCULOSIS ' IN DOMESTIC FOWLS.

" ' Johne '—Deutsche Zeitschrift fuer Thiermedizin, ('84), 155—describes the
appearance of tuberculosis among fowls fed by a consumptive woman. Her sputum
was thrown upon the manure pile, where the fowls had access to it. The symptoms
were ' great emaciation ' and debility.

" Nocard—Eecueil de Mdd. Y6t (1885) annexe, 93—reports that ten fowls of a yard
attended by a consumptive man died of tuberculosis of the abdominal organs. The
fowls wei'e seen eating the sputum.

" I^ocard (Compt. Eend. Soc. Biologie (1885), 601), subsequently found the

disease among the fowls of a slaughter-house, 'which were being fed on the diseased
organs of cattle which could not be sold in the market.'

" Ziirn, in an examination of six hundred hens found sixty-two affected with
tuberculosis—turkeys, pheasants and partiidges, &c. are subject to tuberculosis.

" The tubercular lesions are limited to the intestines and the liver; or they may
involve the ' ganglia ' and the ovary.

"In the case of the disease affecting the fowls in your district (in one case a
dairyman losing 45,) assuming it to be tuberculosis—which can only be determined
by microscopical examination for the ' bacilli ' of tuberculosis the question is : 'In
what way was it communicated ?

' Two ways may have already been noticed.

Authorities are well agreed that the milk from an udder (tuberculous) is infectious.

Sputum of tuberculous patients is so infectious, that even when diluted with 100,000
times its bulk of water, it is still infectious. Even although the disease may not be
lecognized, ihe symptoms being often very obscure, it may exist in animals slaugh-

tered and sold for consumption. It is more prevalent among dairy cows subjected

to unsanitary conditions and may exist also in the udder without being suspected.

In France the percentage of meat found tuberculous at the various abattoirs varies

from 1'43 to 14'5 per 1,000; observations extending over a period of 5 years. In
England (Cope, Vet. Journal, 1889, 398) it varies from 1 to 26 per cent.

"Animals, such as dairy cows, subject to special feeding, biewery and distillery

waste, &c., are specially liable to a tuberculous condition. Finallj', it may be con-

cluded that since the neglect of sanitary precautions, generally, undoubtedly gives

rise to tuberculosis, it foUows that fowls crowded together in roosting houses with-

out ' proper ventilation.' &c., may generate tuberculosis. In cold winters in order

to maintain heat it is a custom with many to ' exclude all air,' and no provibion is

made to permit foul odours to pass off."

ANOTHER DISEASE WHICH CAUSED GREAT LOSS TO FARMERS.

During the first week ofSeptember a letter was received from 11. Andr€ Bertrand,

a farmer of St. Esprit, P.Q., stating that a disease had broken out among his poultry

and that a number of turkeys, chickens and fowls had died. The remaining birds he

feared would be lost. A brief description of the disease was given.

A reply was sent asking him to forward a detailed description of the

disease, and expressing the fear that cholera was the ailment. A statement of how
his pouliry was housed, extent of premises, &c., was also asked for, as it was
intended to submit the correspondence to Prof. Wesley Mills, of McGill University,

for his opinion.

In response the following letter was received from M. Bertrand :

—

" Sir,—You ask me to give you a description of my place and of the disease

which has broken out among my fowls. I live on my farm, which is a large one.

My farm buildings are extensive and commodious, with the hen-house in the corner

of the stable. The buildings are situated near the river. When I noticed that my
lowls were getting sick I closed the hen-house and then the fowls went to roost in

the trees, in the barn or under the gallery. They al! died one after another, until,

now, I have only nine chickens out of one hundred. Ten turkeys have died out of

thirty-six. The symptoms of the c'isease are as follows : The fowls commence at

once to fail and to appear broken down, although they eat until the last day. The
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head becomes of a blueish colour, but is not swollen, as in roup. The droppings are

thin, of a white, yellow and greenish tinge. Some contain what looks lilie coagulated

blood. The disease seems to be epidemic, as all my neighbours fowls are Buttering

from it. This is about all the explanation I can give you.

" Tours very truly,

" ANDRfi Bertrand,

"St. Esprit, P.Q."

This letter was at once sent to Professor Wesley Mills, of McGill University,

asking the tavourof his opinion as to the nature of the disease. In reply the following

opinion and advice was received :

—

" Phtsiological Laboratory, McGill TJniversitt,

"Montreal, 19th December, 1890.

" Dear Sir,—The symptoms and results described by Mons. Bertiand seem to

point to chicken cholera or some closely allied disease as the one that has played

such havoc among his birds. It would be well that every bird showing the tirst

symptoms of the malady should be killed at once if it cannot be isolated, and the

bodies of all the dead burned. The well birds should be isolated and the buildings in

which the others have been, thoroughly disinfected. All excrement should at once

be burned. The food must be carefully examined as well as the water. It might be

well to boil the latter and feed the flock for a while on soft food, prepaied by pouring

boiling water over meal of various kinds. In medical treatment little, I foar, can be

done. I should give at once a compound cathartic pill and follow it in a few hours

by a good dose of castor oil. A gelatine capsule containing powdered chaicoal and

a little cayenne pepper might also be of use, if given every thi'ee or four hours.

However, in such a disease it is better to kill the sick than try to cure them, it

seems to me.
" Truly yours,

""Wesley Milis, M.D."

Immediately following this letter came the request from Dr. Mills, to have two
birds suffering from the disease, but alive if possible, sent to him at the University.

Accordingly a note was sent to M. Bertrand, asking him to comply with Dr.

Mills' requestl^ A few days after, M. Bertrand wrote to say that he had sent two

fowls, one dead from the disease and another alive, but sick from it. He had obtained

the fowls from a neighbour as his own had all died. It was learned afterwards that

the fowl, which was alive when shipped, was dead when it reached its destination.

A request was sent to Professor Mills to kindly forward the result of the exami-

nation to be published for the benefit of farmers and others who kept poultry. In

answer Dr. Mills said, that " the investigation was in progress, but that it would be

premature to make a diagnosis yet. He would like M. Bertrand to send one or two

more fowls alive, and just as soon as they are decidedly ill." M. Bertrand was
written to accordingly.

It may be remaiked here that the importance of having such authorities as

Professor Mills and Dr. Johnston to refer to, will be evident at first glance. The
uniform promptness and willingness of Professor Mills to give his opinion, as to

cause and advice as to remedy, cannot be too much appreciated.

OTHER AILMENTS REPORTED AND REMEDIES ASKED,

On the 25th April, Mr. Munro, of Almonte, Ont., wrote, "that he had a Leghorn

hen which had a large lump growing on one side of her face below the eye. The
lump came on the year before, disappeared but was again coming on." He was
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answered that the lump was probably of a scrofulous na'uro, and that the fowl was
not fit to breed from.

Later in the year, Mi-. J. Eiach, of Hamilton, Ont., wrote that he had some valu-

able fowls which were so troubled with worms as to make them very sick. He was
advised to soak Indian corn in turpentine and water, and feed to the fowls (if the
worms were in the intestines) once or twice and follow with a compound rhubarb
pill. If the worms were in the throat—as in gapes— to put a few drops of turpen-
tine in the drink water. He subsequently wrote to say that as he had not the pills,

he had given castor oil after the turpentine, and that the iraatment had been
successful.

Many other diseases were described and remedies asked for. In all cases infor-

mation was at once given. It may be useful to others to know that in some
instances a remedy for lice was asked, and dusting the hen with carbolic acid

powder was recommended ; others stated their hens were sneezing and wheezing, and
injection into the nostril of coal oil and a few drops of carbolic acid liquid was
advised, with care that the hens were not exposed to draughts ; others had fowls with
swelling at leg-joint, when painting with iodine was suggested. In some cases

chickens were reported as having died in numbers, when enquiry discovered that
feeding wheat at too early an age was cause of death.

EXPEEIMENTS WITH EGGS AT DIFFEEENT TEMPEEATUEES.

"With the object of ascertaining how long newly laid eggs will keep fresh in

different temperatures a number of experiments were made, the results of which
are given below. The eggs were laid by the farm fowls and were supposed to be
fertilized. They were assorted as follows : Twelve were placed in an incubator

and kept at a temperature of 78 to 84 ; twelve others wei-e placed in a basket
kept on a shelf in the cellar, at a tempei'ature of 46 to 48 ; twelve were kept in the

incubator part of the day at 78 to 84 and the remaining portion were placed in a
basket and kept in the cellar at a temperature of 46 to 48, the object being to submit
them to alternate variations of temperature ; twelve were packed in bran in a

basket and kept in the cellar and twelve others were greased with lard and packed
in salt and also kept in the cellar. The notes were taken when examination of the
eggs were made by yourself, with the exception of the first.

7th November, 1890.

Examination No. 1.—An egg laid on the 29th October, and another laid or«

Slst of same month were placed in the incubator with others on the latter date.

The incubator was kept at a temperature of 78 to 84 degrees. No. 1 egg was ex-

amined on November 7th as mentioned above, and showed a faint dark mark on one
side, but when broken into a saucer was found quite sweet and fresh. No. 2. ditto

20th Novembek, 1890.

Examination iVb. 2.—Examined two Andalusian eggs which had been in drawer
of table in office of poultry building since the first week in August. The eggs were
placed on their sides on bran and when laid were supposed to be fertilized. No. 1

egg was found clear and bright; quite sweet and good; entirely free from any
odour or musty taste. No. 2 egg—ditto.

Examination No. 3.— Examined two eggs which had been kept in incubator

since 31ht October at a tempei-ature of 78 to 84". No. 1 egg—Yolk somewhat soft

and easily broken up. Both yolk and white quite sweet to taste and free from
everything objectionable. No. 2—In similai- condition to No. 1. Both these when
examined through egg tester looked as if some change was going on.

Examination No. 4.—Examined eggs stored in open basket in cellar, at temper-
ature of 46 to 48, on 29th Octobei. Eggs were found perfectly fresh and sweet;
yolk firm ; white, clear and bright.
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Examination No. 5.—Examined an egg, which with others was packed in bran in
a box in cellar at a temperature of 46 to 48 on 29th October. Found perfectly fresh
and sweet

;
yolk firm ; white, clear and bright.

5th December, 1890.

Examination No. 6.—Examined 2 eggs, which with others had been constantly
kept in incubator at a temperature of 78 to 84, since Slst October. No. 1 egg, yolk
easily disintegrated, breaking up when egg was opened ; air space much enlarged

;

contents perfectly sweet. Egg laid on 30th October. No. 2 egg in similar con-

dition to No. 1, but air space not so large.

Examination No. 7.—Eggs placed in basket and kept part of time in incubator
and part in cellar. Yolk hangs well together ; air space small ; contents perfectly
teweet.

Examination No. 8.—Eggs kept in plain basket in cellar, at temperature of 34 to

46 since 29th October. One egg opened
;

perfectly sweet
;
yolk hangs well

together ; has every appearance of fresh egg ; air space small.

Examination No. 9.—From the number packed in bran, in a box and kept in

cellar at temperature of 34 to 46 since 29th October. Eesult same as in plain basket,

examination No. 8.

Examination No. 10.—From the lot greased with lard and packed in salt con-

tained in a box and placed in cellar on 10th November. Yolk hangs well together

;

air space small
;
perfectly sweet ; every appearance ofa fresh egg.

Examination No. 11.—From the eggs placed in the drawer of the table in office

in first week of August previous. (See No. 2.) Egg quite sweet
;
yolk rather

tender ; not so easily broken up as those from incubator.

DECEMBER 31ST, 1890.

Examination No. 12.—An egg from those kept in incubator since Slst October,
at a temperature of 78 to 84. Egg quite sweet; air space very large, occupying
one-fourth of shell; yolk partly thickened and partially adhering to side of shell.

Egg laid on Slst October.
Examination No. 13.—Egg part of time in incubator and part of time in cellar.

(See No. 7). Yolk of egg easily broken np ;
air space large, occupying about one-

sixth of shell. Egg laid 5th November
;
quite sweet.

Examination No. 14.—From eggs kept in plain basket in cellar at temperature
of 34 to 46 (see No. 8) since 29th October. Egg perfectly sweet; every appearance
of fresh egg; yolk solid; white clear; air space small. Egg laid 27th October.

Examination No. 15.—Fiom eggs packed in bran in a box in cellar. (See No. 9.)

Same as in No. 14. Egg laid on 26th October.
Examination No. 16.—Fi-om eggs greased with lard and packed in salt and kept

in cellar. (See. No. 10.) Egg perfectly sweet; every appearance of fresh egg;
yolk firm and sound ; white clear; air space small. Egg laid 2nd November.

Examination No. 17.—One egg from those placed in drawer of the table in office

of poultry building in the first week of August. Yolk slightly adherent, and break-

ing up easily ; air space large ; contents perfectly sweet.

From the above experiments, it will be seen that fertilized eggs, if fresh when
placed in the shippers hands, should reach the British or any other market, in good con-

dition and flavour at the end of several weeks, even if exposed to the high tempera-
ture of midsummer weather.

EXPERIMENTS WITH NON-FERTILIZED EGGS.

On the 30th of October, 20 hens of different sorts were placed, without a male
companion, ic one of the compartments of the poultry house. They were so placed
in order to secure non-fertilized eggs, with which to try a seiies of experiments
similar to those described above. It was five weeks before any of these hens began to

ay, so that there can hardly be any doubt as to the non-fertility of the eggs. On the

I
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23rd December, 12 of these eggs, each one marked with the date of laying, were
placed in the incubator to be kept at a temperature of 80 degi ees, and to be examined
from time to time and notes taken of their condition. The.-e experiments are being
continued.

PCOTK—A further exaraination was made as the report was going through the press as follows ;—

]

24th Febeuaet, 1891.

Examination No. 18.—Two eggs were taken fiom those which had been in the
incubator from the 31st October, 1890, till the 11th Februarj^, 1891, at which date
the incubator tests ceased. In No. I egg, the white was found evaporated. The
yolk was hard and granular, the two occupying about one-third of the space in the
shell ; contents quite sweet; no musty odour; no evidence ofdecay. No. 2 specimen
had the yolk semi-solid, with about a teaspoonful of the white still fluid ; contents
quite sweet and free from all odour.

Examination No. 19.—One egg fiom those kept part of each day in incubator
and part out. About one-third of egg occupied by large air space

;
yolk easily

broken up ; small proportion of white ; contents quite sweet, both to smell and
taste and free from all mustiness. Egg laid 2nd November.

Examination No. 20.—An egg from the lot packed in bran and kept in the cellar.

Yolk round and firm; white fuiily clear; contents perfectly sweet; has everj'

appearance of a fresh egg ; air space not very large. Egg laid 29ih October.
Examination No. 2l.—An egg from those grease^ and packed in salt. Yolk

round and firm ; white nearly transparent ; contents perfectly sweet ; has every
appearance of fresh egg ; air space small. Egg laid on the 2nd November last.

Examination No. 22.—An egg from those laid in first week of August last and
kept in drawer of table in office. Air space occupied fully one-third of egg-shell

;

yolk fairly round and firm ; white nearly transparent ; contents perfectly sweet
and free from mustiness.

UMFEETILIZED EGGS.

Examination No. 23.—^An egg laid on the 11th December and placed with eleven

others in the incubator (at a temperature of 78 to 84°) on the 28ih December, and
kept there until the 11th February, after which they were kept in the cellar at from
38 to 40"^. Yolk nearly round and solid; white slightly opaque ; air space large;

contents perfectly sweet and free from mustiness.

Examination No. 24.—An egg from twelve unfertilized ones kept in an open
basket in cellar at a temperatuie of 38 to 40. Egg was laid on 9th of January last.

Yolk round and firm ; white ti-ansparent ; air space medium ; contents perfectly

fi-esh ; has everj' ajipearance of fre.^h egg.

Examination No. 25.—An unfertilized egg fiom a dozen packed in a box in bran

and kept in the cellar. Egg laid on the 30th December. Yolk round and firm
;

white transparent ; air space medium ; centents perfectly sweet ; has every
appearance of fresh egg.

Examination No. 26.—An unfertilized egg from a dozen others greased and
packed in salt and kept in cellar. Egg laid on 21st January. Yolk round and firm;

white transparent ; egg perfectly sweet.

Owing to one ofthe tanks of the incubator starting to leak on the 8th of

January it was stopped for repairs for a week and the incubator tests were finally

discontinued on the 11th February.

FEEDI.NG HENS FOR EGGS OF FI.NE FLAVOUR.

To have eggs of fine flavour the hens should be fed on clean food. Fowls fed

on putrid meaf, decayed or decaying animal substances, will lay eggs not fit to eat.

Proof of how the food affects the egg may be had by feeding a number of hens on

onions for a certain period. Th? ciigs will become so strongly lainted with the

onion flavour as to be unpalatable. Where the farmer allows his fowls unhmited
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range, it may be said that it is impossible to control their feed, but under no cir-

cumstances should the fowls be allowed access to tilth} substances. Even the

practiL'e of allowing the hens to scratch in the dunghill, as some of the old school

of farmers think is necessaiy for the production of eggs, is not to be recommended.

Where fowls are kept for the purpose of money-making, they will be found

systematically arranged in certain numbers in pens and theii- actions under

control. Good care, clean food, and clean quarters will be found hand in hand.

System and intelligence is as necessary in the management of poultry as in other

lines of business.

WHITE OR DARK-COLOURED EGGS.

Should the production of dark or brown-coloured shells be desired for a par-

ticular market, either of the following breeds will be found to lay them, viz :

Cochins, Urahmas, Wyandottes, Plymouth Eocks or Langshans. Where eggs with

white shells are wished, they will be produced by Leghorns, Minorcas, Andalusi-

ans, Polands, Hamburghs, Games, Houdans or Dorkings. Where both are required,

Plymouth Eocks or Wyandottes, with the Leghorn or Minorcas, will be found to

fill the demand most satisfactorily.

RAPID FLESH FORMERS FOR EARLY MARKET.

Experience with twelve of the leading varieties so far has proved that the

Plymouth Eock (see report of last year) is the most rapid flesh former, making a

good market chicken between three and four months of age. All who try will find

this result, provided, the young bird is properly cared for and pushed from time of

hatching. (See care and management of chickens.) The Wyandotte matures

rapidly, making a round plump market chicken at from four to live months of age.

Brahmas do not take on flesh quickly while growing, but after seven or eight

months make a fine large bird. Either of the two first named will be found to

make early chickens for market.

WEIGHT OF EGGS.

The following figures will give the weights of eggs laid by pullets and hens
singly and by the dozen :

—

Single Egg.

White Leghorn pullet

.

do hen . .

.

Black Minorca pullet .

.

do hen , . .

,

Andalusian pullet

do hen
Plymouth Rock pullet

.

do hen.. .

Brahma pullet

do hen
Buff Cochin pullet

do lien

Houdan pullet

do hen
Wyajidotte pullet

do hen

109
1 11
107
111

109
1-11

I'li
lOS
111
108
112
1 07
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The following is the list of poultry at present :

LIST OF POULTRY.

Breeds.
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Reply.—Full particulars as to construction of poultry house were sent as given
in report of 1889.

Whitewood, N.W.T., 20th April.—The correspondent is about to erect a poultry
house and sends his order for eggs a season ahead. The maximum price of eggs in

his neighbourhood is 40 to 50 cents per dozen, and minimum 20 to 25 cents.

Reply.—It was stated that eggs would be sent if at all possible.

Toronto, Out., 18th April.—The correspondent had bought a sitting hen and wa»
afraid that a week or ten days would be too long to keep her waiting for eggs
ordered.

Reply.—That if the hen is rid of lice and jjlaced on imitation eggs, in comfort-
able nest, with feed and water near her (see Farm Report, 1890), that she will sit well

when genuine eggs are given her.

Ottawa, 24th April.—The correspondent is about to put up a poultry house ;

would like it to cost as little as possible, and yet be modern and practical.

Reply.—Suggests battened boards, tar paper,f jr or six inches of dry sawdust,
then boards to be whitewashed ;

fiilse ceiling of boards, which could be removed in

summer; space above ceiling in winter could hold chatf, straw, buy or dry leaves,

to be let down as required, for hens to scratch in; board floor, platform and roost,

dust bath, nest and box for gravel, grit, &c. ; windows not too large.

Toronto, Ont., 14th April.—The writer desires a sitting of White Leghorns to be
sent to his brother, who is a farmer. He thinks the breed suited to a farmer, as it

is hardj' and lays well.

Reply.—That eggs will be sent; that his conclusions are justified by the experi-

ence of the breed on the Experimental Farm.

Melita, Man., 12lh May.—The correspondent would like to improve his fowls.

Desires to know if he can have eggs sent by mail, as he is 25 miles from the nearest
exjiress office.

Reply.—The eggs cannot be sent by mail. If they could they would be too
much shaken up to hatch.

Wapella, N W.T., 27th May.—The writer has been informed that eggs are dis-

tributed from the farm, and would like a sitting or two of some variety.

Reply.—That a moderate charge per sitting is made for eggs sent to farmers.

Wentworth, -N.S., 30th May.—The correspondent desires to know the proper
temperature at which to keep his incubator; (2) should the thermometer be left in
tray while eggs are being turned ? (3) will it hurt the eggs to leave them out till

temperatuie falls to VO ? (4) is the incubator to be treated in the same manner for
ducks as chickens ?

Reply.—To No. 1 query, 102 to 103 degrees. (2.) Yes. (3.) No. (4.) Yes
;

but the ducks will take a week longer to hatch than chickens.

Langenburg, Ass.a.., 15th May.—Asks how he is to know fertile eggs from
others.

Reply.—By looking at egg held in front of tester placed before strong light on
seventh dny, when the dark outlines of the chick will bo seen. The clear ones are
unfertile.

HiLLHuasT, Que., 25th July.—The correspondent would like to exchange two
cockerels cf large size for a cockerel of the Brahma-Minorca c;o.ss, as she has seen
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by Farm Eeport that the females of this cross lay very large eggs. Her owu
fowls (crosses) laid eggs during winter 3^ ozs.,each.

Eeplt.—That all the Brahma-Minorca crosses turned out hens.

NoKTH Lancaster, Ont., 2(Jth July.—The wi-iter asks if a Buff Cochin and
Ph-mouth Eoek would make a good cross. (2) Are the White Plymouth Eocks
superior to the ban ed ?

Eeplt.— (1) Not much, if anything, to be gained by the cross. (2) Hardly
any difference. The barred arc to be preferred for farmers, as they do not show the
dirt so easily.

Newcastle, N.B., 6th August.—(1) Would like to purchase 6 Leghorn pullets

and the same number of Plymouth Eocks.

Reply.—That the pullets are not disposed of. They are kept for laj'ers.

Walter's Falls, Ont., 29th August.—Desires to know how to distinguish
between the gander and goose in his wild geese.

Eeplt.—Very hard to distinguish except by size, the female being smaller.

They will likely pair in spring, and will breed only in pairs.

Saskatoon, N.W.T., W.T.C, 19th September.—Asks will the White Plymouth
Eocks breed true to type ;ind markings.

Eeplt.—Yes.

Erinview, P.O., Man., 8th October.—(1) Desiiesto know if a log poultry house,

well plastered, roofed, floored and well ventilated with windows of one thickness

only would be sufficiently warm to keep fowls in, provided with plenty of short

straw, hay or chaff, and fed as recommended in Farm Eeport, 1889. (2) Would like

some suggestions, or plan, to keep eggs from freezing going a di^stance of 45 miles

to market, with the thermometer 20, 30 and 40 below zero.

Eeplt.—That house should be warm enough with double windows on ; but hard
to s.iy until size and number of hens to be kept were given. (2) A plan (drawn by
Pruf. J. W. Eobertson, Dairy Commissioner) of an outside case was sent.

Campbellford, Ont., 27th November.—(1) Would like to know what kind of

poultry was best for a farmer. (2) Which kind of Dorkings is the best ?

Eeplt.—(1.) Plymouth Eocks and White Leghorns for reasons given on page
108 of roport of 188:'. (2.) All are good, but the coloured is con.^iderod the

hardiest.

Calgart, N.W.T., 15th December.—The correspondent had an incubutor made iu

accordance with instructions given in a poultry book. The eggs were placed on flannel

spread over i inch of sand on top of a tank, which was heated by a lamp under-

neath it. The eggs were turned once a day, and sprinkled, slightly, twice per diem,

with lukewarm water. The day the chicks should have hatched, some of the eggs

were broken. The chickens were alive, but did not seem ready to come out. !Bhe

incubator was kept going as usual, and two days afterwards one chick came out of

its own accord and two others with a little help. The next day the eggs were
broken, and the great proportion of the chicks seemed to have come to the hatching

point, their bodies being covered with down and the j'olk taken up, but all were
dead in the shell. The incubator was tried again with the same result, except that

no chickens were found alive. Temperature tirst time 105, second time 103, evenly

kept up. Would like to have some explanation as to cause of failure of the chicks

to hatch out when they had lived so long.

6c—IJ
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Eeplt.—That the incubator was open too often at the hatching period, and
probably the chicks were chilled to death. (See management of sitting hens.) The
hen sits closely from the 20th day till the chicks are ready to leave the nest. The
bottom heat does not seem natural. The hen sits on the top of the eggs. She does

not have them on her back. The temperature of 105 seems to be very high, if the

thermometer is correct. The most modern incubators are run at a temperature of

102 to 103, and instructions are explicit not to exceed the latter figure. Top heat

is used in the latest made incubators and brooders.

SOME OOOD RESULTS.

As showing what a small number of poultrj- will do, when well cared for and
fed. the following from Mr. William Feeley, residing on the Gatineau Eoad near

Hull, P.Q., will be read with interest.

NUMBER op EGGS LAID BY 15 PLTJIOUTH ROCK HENS.

January 214:

February 144

March 283
April 280

May 240
June 211 one hen killed.

July 197

August 187

September 130

October 75
j h,„s .^^^uj

Novembei 4j °

December 37

2,002

Total cost of feed for the year $17.90.

Four of the hens raised 39 chickens. The cost of the chicken's feed is included

in above amount.
One of the pullets began to lay when five months and three days old.

THE POULTRY SHOW AND POULTRY MEETING .VT THE TORONTO INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

During the third week of September a visit was paid to the poultry exhibit,

one of the features of the Industrial Fair at Toronto. Advantage was taken of the

opf)ortunity to attend a special meeting of the Ontario Poultry Association. The
exhibition of poultry was very fine and well arranged in a building erected for the

purposes of the annual show of fowls. The building is constructed in the most
modern style, embracing all latest improvements as to lighting and arrangement of

coops. The fowls were exhibited in classes with large cards distinguishing each

breed, a method instructive to visitors and highly to be commended. The arrange-

ment by which food and water were always kept before the birds was a great

improvement on previous methods, as it prevented the birds from over eating or

drinking, as they are apt to do if neglected until very hungry or thii'sty. By
another ingenious device the entry card was kept in good view but beyond reach of

the fowls to pick it to pieces. At the meeting of the Poultry Association, upon
invitation, a few remarks were made explaining the methods in operation in the

poultry department of the Central Experimental Farm, and the efforts made to

instruct the farmers and enlist their interest in poultry, a department of their farms

which could be made a paying one by intelligent and systematic management. A
vote of thanks expressing the sympathy of the association in the good work being

done at the farm, was unanimously carried.
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A VALUABLE PRESENT.

During the month of October last, two large and handsome Langshan cockerels
were presented to the poultry department of the farm by Mr. W. H. Doel, of Eglin-
ton, North Toronto, a gentleman well known as a veteran fancier and breeder of
poultry. The birds are a valuable acquisition to the farm stock, and a splendid
instance of skill in mating and the benetit of early hatching,

THE INCUBATOR.

So great was the demand for eggs during the hatching season that it was impos-
sible to save enough to fill the incubator at the early period it was desirable to have
it in opeiation. An effort will be made to hatch out a number of chickens in it

during the approaching spring.

THE WILD GEESE.

The wild geese mated in early spring, but did not breed, probably owing to

limited quarters and water supply. When removed to a new and more extensive

run and pond accommodatiou they Taay do better.

During the year a large number of persons visited the poultry department.

Many of them were farmers who sought information as to the best breeds for

layers and market fowls, care of chickens, appliances, and the most suitable kinds

of food.

RECAPITULATION OF INFORAIATIO.V GlVEx\ IN PREVIOUS REPORTS.

The following summary of information, previously given, may be found useful

for reference :

—

HOW TO SET A HEN.

Make a comfortable nest on floor or ground.

Place the sitter where other stock cannot annoy her.

Dust the sitter and nest with lice-destroying powder.

Put three or four imitation eggs in nest.

Allow hen to sit on these eggs for two days.

Then give he- the valuable eggs.

Give a small hen nine eggs in spring.

A large hen may have eleven eggs, later in season thirteen.

If possible choose a light sitter to put on early eggs.

TREATMENT OP A SITTING HEN.

Have food, drink and dust bath convenient.

In cold weather see that sitter is not off nest more than seven to nine minutes.

In early spring Indian corn is the best food, as the crop can be quickly filled

with it.

Do not disturb the sitter, particularly when the chicks are hatching out.

Choose hens that have proved reliable sitters and good mothers.

Should an egg be broken in nest, gently wash remaining ones in luke-warm

water and return to nest.

TREATMENT OF CHICKENS.

After hatching leave them in the nest for 24 hours.

Take hen apart and feed her well and give water to drink, or she will eat all

the chicken food.

6f—15^
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On coming out of nest, feed chicks on bread Boaked in milk and squeezed dry,
or give drj' bread ci-umbs.

After a few days give cliicks all they can eat, as often as they will eat, of bread
and milk, or bread-crumbs.

After second day give milk or water in shallow pans for drink.
Be careful bread is uot fed too sloppy or looseness will follow.

If chicks appear sick or drooping look for lice. Dust with insect powder
careful l_y.

After two weeks feed wheat sparingly at first, afterwards all they can eat,

particularly at night. Vary with cru?hed corn.

Be careful the chicks are not stinted of food or thej- will become stunted.

Eemember that a chick stunted in first five weeks of its lile will never make a
jilump fowl.

If the hen and chicks are placed in small coops the latter should be cleaned
every day, or second day. As the early chicks grow large they should be removed
from the j-ounger ones, or the latter will be crowded and make no prugress.

HOW TO MATE THE DIFFERENT BREEDS.

Bralunas.—One male with seven females. A cockerel with two year old hens
if possible.

Plymouth Bocks.—One male; nine females. A j-oung bird with two year old

hens preferred.

White Leghorns.—One cockerel with eleven two or three year old hens.

Houdans.—One male, nine or eleven females.

Black Minorcas.—Same as Leghorns.
Langshans.-—Same as Brahmas.
Mixed Folds.—One u.ale with nine or eleven females.

Wyandottes.—One male vvith nine females.

The above embraces the best known breeds. Where only one sort is kept and
the fowls have unlimited run, a greater number of females may be allowed. Eggs
are fertile after fowls have been mated about ten daj-s.

TREAT-WENT OF LAYING STOCK.

Keep hens warm enough so that their combs will not fi-eeze.

Take chill ofl' water and warm the grain in cold weather.
Keep hens active by throwing grain among straw on floor.

Give meat in legular supply, warm mess in morning and regular su|)plj' of grit,

gravel, &c.

Supjily what the hens can pick u]) for themselves when outside.

Send laj-ers to roost with their crops full to carry them over night.

Do not give layers soft feed enough to goi-ge them, or make them lazy.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Jb'or layers choose White Leghorns; for general purposes, Plymouth Eocks; for

both Wyandottes.
Do not continue to iubreed, or the stock will decrease in size, stamina and value.

Gel rid of the three and four year old hens; keep the pullets; eat or sell the

cockerels.

Give the poultry as fair a trial as would be given a new kind of seed, vegetable,

breed of lim-ses or cattle.

Utilize the grain, vegetable and meat waste of the farm bj* converting it into

poultry and eggs.
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The infoi-mation sought in the greatly increased con-espondence of the past
year, gues to show that the farmers are taking a greatei- interest in their poultry as

a source of revenue and an article of food. As to the former, with intelligent and
systematic management it will certainly prove satisfactory. As an article of diet

it is well known to be both wholesome and delicious.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

A. G. frlLRERT,

Manager Poultry Department.
Central Experimentat. Farm,

Ottawa, 31st January, ISfl.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR THE MARITIME PROVINCES.

EBPOET OF W. M. BLAIE, SUPEEINTENDENT.

To William Saunders, Esq.,

Director Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the following report of the opera-

tions on the Experimental Farm for the Maritime Provinces at Nappan,N S., during

the year 1890 :—

The year has been beset with difficulties for farm work. The winter was mild

with much rain and occasional short periods of extreme cold, and, as the ground
was bare at those periods, the frost penetrated very deep, in many places four feet.

The spring was wet, with cold east winds extending into June. Farm work com-
menced on 6th May, seeding on 17th May, and continued at intervals as the land

could be got readj^ and the weather would permit, until 16th June, during which
time there was a continuation of cold which lasted until 1st July. It was then fine

with occasional showers until 9th August. Then followed an almost continuous rain

for iwo weeks, which was succeeded by fair weather, with some rain, until 9th

September. After this commenced what is called the warm rain, which continued

nine days with very warm weather, and which terminated in a flood that destroyed

large quantities of grain as well as the late Marsh hay. This was also destructive to

potatoes, causing them to rot badly. From that time until October, there was fine

weather, with wet again until the ground was frozen 1st December.

450 loads of marsh-mud was drawn from the marsh flats during the time there

was sleighing. A dressing of this mud at the rate of 100 loads per acre, usually gives

a strong growth of straw, free from rust, with the heads well tilled and heavy. The
manure from the cattle and horse stables was drawn to the fields during the winter,

and eit' er spread directly on the land, or, when the litter was long and coarse it was
piled up to rot. Care was taken to have the horse and cattle manure well mixed
when piled, so as to insure more I'apid decomposition.

In addition to this, special fertilizers were used, manufacturedby the Provincial

Chemical Feitilizing Co., of St. John, N. B., " Ceres " Superphosphate, manufactured
by Jack & Bell, Halifax, and bone-meal and phosphate manufactured by Samuel
Archibald, Truro, N. S. There appears so far to be very little difference in the

quality of these different kinds. In each case we found the grain more plump and
heavy in the kernel where it was used, while there was little difference in the growth
of straw, indicating that the profit for this expenditure is to be found mainly in the

weight and quality of the grain, rather than in the stouter growth of the straw in

the field, which is often "taken as the chief indication of the value of special

fertilizers.
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MARSH LANDS.

The English hay in the marsh was heavy and of good quality, and was saved in

good condition. The Broad-leafhay was much winter-killed by the frequent freezing

and thawing during the winter, more particularly on the lower portions of the

marsh, thus suggesting the necessity of more thorough drainage. This hay is not

usualh' far enough advanced to be cut before 1st September, and was in consequence
much damaged by the long wet weather of September. When " Broad-leaf" hay is

harvested in good weather, it is of excellent feeding quality, but it requires to stand

ten days to make properly before it is ready for the barn or stack.

In order to protect the marsh from being worn away by the action of the tides,

and freshets, it was found necessary to build two small break-waters. 40 loads of

brush and 20 loads of stone were used for this purpose. The weak places in the dykes
were also repaired. Sis acres known as the Mines and Forest Marsh, were ploughed
and partially levelled. We hope by another year to get these rough pieces in good
shape for a seed bed for grass*

Twenty-eight varieties of wheat were sown. A statement of the date of sowing
time of harvesting, number of days from sowing to maturing, quantity per acre and
weight per bushel is given below of the most promising kinds.

Date
of

Sowing.

Green Mountain May 20. .

.

Hungarian Mountain do 20 . .

.

White Fife I do 20. .

.

Wellman's Fife do 20...
Indian Red Karachi do 20 . .

.

do Hard do do 20...
•Judket do 20...
Pringle's Champlain do 20 . .

.

White Russian do 20...
Magyar do 20 . .

.

Campbell's Triumph do 20 . .

.

do AVhite Chaff do 20 .

.

California ^^^lite do 20...

Carter's Cross-bred, Selection I
Indian Hard Calcutta
White Delhi

do 20.
do 20.

do 20.

do 20.
Defiance I do 20.

Rio Grande do 20.

Red Fife
I
do 20.

Red Fern 'do 20.

Date
of

Harvesting.

Sept. U.
do U.
do 6.

do 11.

Aug. 27.

do 27.
Sept. 5.

do 11.

do 5.

do 3.

do 4.

do 19.
Aug. 27.

do 30.
do 30.

Sept. 19.

do 19.

do 19.

do 19.

Number
ofDays to
Mature.
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shell badly which reduced the yield in many cases, but just how much cannot be
determined.

Date
of

Sowing.

Date
of

Harvesting.

Number
of Days to

Mature.
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Thirty-one varieties of corn were sown for ensilage.

These were all sown on the 6th of June and cut on the 28th and 29th Septemher.
The weight per acre and stage of growth when cut are given below. The size of the
plots frem which the yield has been calculated was one-twentieth of an aero.

The season was much against the growth of corn, being cold and damp, resulting
in a light crop.

Golden Dent
Marblehead
Extra Early Adams;
Pee and Kay
Golden Beauty
King Phillip.'.

Learning Yellow
Mammoth Early
Amber Creahi
Thoroughbred White Flint
Cinqnantine or Fifty-day Corn.
Blunt's Prolific

Hickory King
Early Concord
Jlinnesota
Long White Flint
Narragansett
Extra Early Cory
Chester County iVIammoth . . .

.

Virginia Horse-tooth
Perry's Hybrid
Long Yellow Flint
Mitchell's Extra Early White .

Early Adams
Longfellow
Crosby's
Stowell's Evergreen
Queen of the Prairie
Nova Scotia Yellow
Red Cob Ensilage

Tons,
23

Weight
per Acre.

9
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TURNIPS.

Four acres of turnips were grown of the varieties given below.

Yield per
Acre.

Queen of the Swedes, June 13th 780 iiush.

Skirvings Purple Top Swede, do 860 do
Bangholm, do d^, 850 do
Lord Derby, do do 920 do
Elephant, do do 910 do
Purple Top, do do 875 do

POTATOES.

Sixty-nine varieties of potatoes were planted, twentj'-oue of which were seed-

lings. The majority yielded a good crop, but many of them rotted badly. The
dates of planting, character of the tubers and yield are given below.

Experimental Farm seedlings

—

Number 2
do 10
do 27
do 73
do 49
do 123
do 153
do 231
do 5
do 15
do 53
do 80
do 98
do 120
do 136
do 170.
do 188.
do 209.
do 116.

do 122.

Date of

Planting.
Character of Tubers.

M.av 29. .

do" 29...

do 29. .

.

do 29...
do 29...
do 29...
do 29. .

.

do 29...
do 29...
do 29. .

.

do 29...
do 29...
do 29...
do 29. .

.

do 29...
do 29...

do 29...
do 29...
do 29...
do 29...

do 141 !
do 29.

Rural New Yorker.
Dakota Red
Rural Blush
Stray Beauty. . .

.

Rosy Mom
Crown Jewel
Clark's No. 1
Late Goodrich ....

Rose's New Giant
Empire State. ...

Thorbum
Rothrant
Conqueror
Centennial
Jackson's Improved i do 27
St. Patrick.

|
do 27

Richter's Elegant
i
do 27

Eaily CaUao do 27
White Star 1 do 29
Richter's Gem

|

do 29
Sukreta

|
do 29

Jumbo do 29
Richter's Schneerose do 29
-Silver fjkin do 29
May Queen Early do 29
Acadian do 29

do 27.
do 27.

do 27.
do 27.

do 27.
do 27.

do 27.

do 27.

do 27.

do 27.

do 27.

do 27.

do 27.

do 27.

Large long white iGood

.

do rough
I

Fair.

do do white iSmall.
Small round do
Long large white Fair.

Small long blue do
Long blue JGood.
Small long blue jSmalL
Long rough white Fair.

do white [Good.
do large blue iFair.

Large blue and white Large.
Small round white Small.
Long white Good

.

Small round pink.. Small

.

Long blue, medium size Large.
do white jSmsul.

Medium size, round white Good

.

Long blue do
Medium long blue Large.
Long blue Fair.

Large round white Good

.

do pink do
Medium size round pink Fair.

Small round pink Small.

Large pink Fair.

do with white eyes do
do Good.

Roimd white, deep eyes . do
Long fiat white do
Round white. do
Pink and white. do
do do

Round and light, pink eyes do
do do do

White flat Medium good.
Small white

i

do
do pink Small.

Round white Fair.

Liong do I do
Round small white Small.

Small white Fair.

Long round white Large.

Small white .Good.

Long do Fair.

do pink .
'do

Round smooth purple Good
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Date of

Planting.
Character of Tuberfs.

Early White May 29.
Burpee's Extra Early I do 29.
Snonilake do 29.
King of the Earlies ! do 29.
Six Weeks Round White do 29.
White Elephant

|
do 29.

Black Montana
I do 29

.

Wonder of the World ;.Tune 2.

Great Eastern 1 do 2
Sugar I do 2.

Early Rose.
j
do 2.

Richter's Imperator 'do 2.

do 2.

do 2.

do 2.

do 2.

do 2.

do 2.

Round white Good.
Smooth round puiK Fair.
White Good.
Large white do
Small round white Poor.
White Good.

. Large round black Large.
Long white Good

.

Round white I do
Flat white, rough skin Fair.
Long pink Good

.

Manhattan
Chicago Market
Brownell's Superior. .

.

Fidelia
Thorburn's Late Rose.
Beauty of Hebron . .

.

Burbank s Seedling .

.

Prolific
I

do
Compton's Surprise i do
Gleason's Late do
Early Ohio

|

do

Large roimd
Dark blue
Pink
Red
Long blue and white
do pink

White
Long white
White
Blue.
Long late round blue
Light pink.

do
do
do
do
do

Fair.
Medium.
Fair.
Good.
do
do
do

Among those in which uo rot was observed were RuralNew Yorker, Dakota Eed,
Eui-al Blush, Stray Beauty and Acadian, all the other varieties rotted more or less.

The following results were obtained by planting whole potatoes and different

cuts in plots of 30 hills each.
Yield.

Whole potatoes, smooth and even lots, fair size 54 Lbs.

Half split from seed-end, an average lot 51

Seed-end, smooth and even, medium size 52

But-end, rough and uneven, some large and some small... 55

Three eyes, smooth and even, all small., 40

Two " many .small 37

One " rough and uneven, all small 29

PLOTS FOR TESTING FERTILIZERS ^ OF AN ACRE EACH.

The testing of fertilizers was continued this year on the same plots as last year,

of Jj- of an acre each—an explanation of which is given on page 118 of Report of

1889—with the addition that one bbl. of " Ceres " Superphosphate was applied to

the whole eleven plots, being at the rate of 50c. worth per plot or $5.00 per acre,

each of the plots receiving the same amount. The plots were then sown with oats

on May 31st. A comparative statement of the yield of last year and this year is

given below. The small dressing of special fertilizer this year was given to these

plots because the land was poor and the spring was so late.

No. 1, Barn Yard Manure 100 lbs oats—yield for 1889

2, Mussel Mud 92 " — "

3, Bone Meal IIY " —
4, Fine Ground Phosphate. T2 " — "

5, Guano 76 " — "

6, Com Fertilizer 115 " — "

7, Sup. of Lime 98 " —
8, Nitrate of Soda 128 " —
9, Archibald Fertilizer 93 " — "

10, " Ceres "Superphosphate 77
•' — "

11, No Fertilizer 79 " — "

Lbs.

. 88

. 47
,. 54i
.
44"

. 49
,. 62
. 70
. 61

. 69

. 68
,. 42
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DRAINAGE.

About five acres have been drained this year, making in all 55 acies drained

since possession was had of the farm in May, 1888.

The land drained has given entire satisfaction, and it is hoped that this much
needed work will be puohed vigorously forward next ^'car.

BUILDINGS.

The Superintendent's residence has been completed. A rain-water cistern and

a wood furnace were built therein this summer, both of which are giving good satis-

faction. The house has been occupied since Nov. 5th.

A silo was built this summer in the barn that will hold 40 tons of ensilage.

Two of the old buildings which were much dilapidated have been taken down, the

two which still remain are used for storing earls, waggons, implements, etc.

ROADS.

On account of the sticky nature of the soil, it was found necessary to make
some permanent roadways to the barns and other buildings, and, as gravel cannot

be had in this district, they were made of broken stone. This stone was drawn into

an old barn and broken by the men in wet weather. In this way some 60 rods of

good road have been made, and the work will be continued another year.

CATTLE.

The cattle bought last fall, were fed during the winter on hay, straw, turnips

and meal, and were" sold in April for the St John N. B., market, at a good price.

By this means all the coarse food and a large proportion of the English hay was
converted into beef, and a valuable lot of manure for this years crop secured.

Another lot of two and three year old steers are now being fed and a record of the

food consumed kept. This consists of English and Broadleaf ha.y, straw, ensilage,

turnips and smashed oats, peas and barley.

During the month of Xovember, ten thorough-bred cattle were brought to the

Farm, some of which came from the Central Farm at Ottawa, and the others were
purchased in Ontario. They consist of

Four Short Horns, one bull and three females.

Three Holsteins, one do and two do

Three Ayishires, one do and two do

This selection was made with a view of laying the foundation here for a herd of

the three breeds named. The following are the pedigrees of the different animals.

SHORTHORNS—FEMALES.

Countess of Darlington 12th.—Born 19th July, 1885 ; bought from Eichard

Gibson, Delaware, Ontario: dam. Countess of Darlington 8;h, by Marquis of Kirklev-

ington ; 2nd dam, Countess of Darlington by Duke of Airdrie.

Wildame 2nfl!.—Born 8th Nov., 1886 ; bought from James Graham, Port Perry,

Ontario ; dam, Wildame by Prince Victor 5th ; 2nd dam. Blossom by Eoyal Prince.

Columbine.—Bovn 24th Nov., 1888 ; bought from Richard Gibson, Delaware
;

dam. Wild Flower by Duke of Wellington ; 2nd dam, Hermosa by Wild Eyes
Laddie

Nappan's Fashion bull.—Born 14th May, 1890 ;
bred by George Johnstone,

Ashburn, Ontario ; dam, Fashion 7th. by Warfare ; 2nd dam, Fashion of Maple

Hall, by Lancaster ; 3rd dam, Fashion 2nd, by K.C.B. ;
4th dam, Fashion by Duke

of Airdrie.

AYRSHIRES—FEMALES.

. Eva.—Born 15th Sept., 1884 ;
bought from Jas. Drummond, Petit Cote, Que-

bec ;
dam, Bell by Piomotion ; 2nd dam, Juno by Lome.
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Count of Ottaica,\>vi\\.—Born 23rd Dec, 1889; bred on ExjDeri mental Farm,
Ottawa ; dam, Countess by Eob Eoy ; 2nd dam, Victoria by Promotion.

Ida.—Bom 10th March, 1684 ; bought from Thos. Guy, Oshawa, Ontario; dam,
Mary by Lord Lome ; 2Kd dam, Martha by Carlulce.

HOLSTEINS.

Nina Hooker.—Born 3rd April, 1884 ; imported by Smith Powell and Lamb
;

dam, Mina bj- '"Pieter" by de Euiter.

Ketherland Dorinda of Ottawa.—Born 24th Aug., 1890 ; bred on Central Experi-
mental Farm, Ottawa ; dam, Xetherland DxDrinda 2nd, by Netherland Pythias ; 2ud
dam, Xeltierland Dorinda by Sir Henry 2nd, of Aaggie.

Abi's Netherland of Ottawa, bull.—Boru 21st Feb., 1890 ; bred on Central Experi-
mental Farm, Ottawa ; dam, " Abi " by Netherlands Clothilda ; 2nd dam, Snowie by
Oatka 3rds Neptune jr.

The water sujjply. is not as good as it should be. That from the well at the

barn is not uniform in quality, as the surface water sometimes fills it up during a
heavy rain and makes it turbid. The supply at the house is obtained from the

cisterns in the cellars. A better and more umform supply is needed and some
provision should be made for this dufing the coming summer.

FRCIT TREES.

An orchaid was planted last spring, consisting of 144 apple trees of 54
varieties ; 12 crab apple trees of 4 varieties ; 5 cherry trees of 2 varieties ; 30 plum
trees of 14 varieties ; 46 pear trees of 21 varieties.

Nearly all have made good growth. A few of the pear and apple trees have
died; but on the whole the results so far are quite encouraging.

STR-iWBERRIES.

The strawberries were badly winter killed. Some bad a small quaniitj- of

fruit. We allowed them to run to vines and make plants for another j-ear's setting

RASPBERRIES.

Easpberries wintered well and made good growth. Nearly all fruited well.

Blackberries appear to stand the climate well. The winter did not injure

them, and they produced good fruit, but not in such abundance as the laspkerrics.

Gooseberries do well in this district, the Houghton being the most vigorou:^.

The Dosvning did well; also Smith's Improved. The Eed and White curranI^

j'ielded but little, but Black currants did well

" EXUIBITIOXS " AND " FARSIERS INSTITUTES."

Some of the products of the Farm were shown at the exhibition held at S'.

John, N.B., commencing 24th September, also at Yarmouth on 9th October, and at

Suckville, N.B., on 15th October.

The exhibits consisted of the following varieties :—68 of grain in straw and

glass; 84 of jiotatoes ; 31 of corn ; 13 of grasses. These were all distinct.

At Yaimouth and Sackville the exhibits consisted of the grains and grasses

only.

1 also attended the " Farmors' Institute" of N.B., held at Fredericton on 28th

and 29th Januaiy, and was at the meeting of the ".Dominion Dairymen's Associa-
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tion " and " Fi-uit Growera' Association," held at Ottawa on the 17th, 18th and 19th

February.

In company with Prof. Eobertson, Dairy Commissioner, the following meetings

were attended :—The " Dairyman's Association " of N.S., held at Halifax on the 18th

and 19th March; two meetings of farmers at Sackville, N.B., on the 20th March;

two meetings of farmers at New Glasgow on the 21st, at Antigonish on the 22ud,

Najjpan on°the 24th, and two at Fredericton, N.B., on the 26th.

Besides these named, I attended several meetings in Colchester and Cumber-

land County during the year. At these meetings, farming in all its branches was

discussed, and much interest was manifei-ted by those in attendance.

1 have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

W. M. BLAIE,

Superintendent,
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR MANITOBA.
EEPOET OF S. A. BEDFOED, SUPEEINTBNDBNT.

Brandon, Manitoba, Dee. 31, 1890.

To Wm. Saunders, Esq.,

Director Dominion Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the following report of the opera-

tions on the Experimental Farm for Manitoba at Bi'andon, during the year 1890.

WEATHER.

Although there has been a deficiency of rain throughout the south-easterly por-

tions of the province, the past season has generally been a favourable one for all farm
products. Seasonable showers fell fi-om the 20th to the 23rd of April. During May
and June the rainfall was below the average, and for a short time, fears were enter-

tained that the drought of 1889 would be repeated, but happily these fears, so far as

this portion of the province wa.s concerned, were dispelled by the abundant rains

which fell from the 5th to the 25th of July, and from that date all vegetation made
rapid growth. On the 20th of August the wind shifted to the north and continued
from that direction until the evening of the 22nd, when the temperature on the

lower lauds fell below the frost Hue, slightly injuring the uncut wheat in some por-

tions of the province. Considerable rain fell from the 23rd to the 25th of August,
and the first half of September was very wet, greatly delaying harvesting, and in

some cases sprouting badly the shocked grain.

The following is a review of the temperature and rainfall for the province dur-

ing the growing season.

In April the Temperature was 7 above the normal. Eainfall, 1'13 or 0"31

inches below the average.

May.—The Temperature was 8"4 below the normal. Eainfall 1''75 inches, or

080 inches below the average.

June.—^The Temperature was 3'9 above the normal. Eainfall 2'64 inches or
1-07 below the average.

July.—The Temperature was 2-0 above the normal. Eainfall 3'28 inches or

O'2-l above the average.

August.—The Temperature was 39 below the normal. Eainfall 3'54 inches

or 0'60 inches above the average.

September.—The Temperature was 1-7 below the normal. Eainfall 2-83 inches

or 1-03 above the average.
WHEAT.

Sixty varieties were sown in large plots on the Experimental Farm this year,

30 varieties on the higher portion of the farm, and 30 acres in the valley. The
stronger lands of the valley averaged the largest yields, but the uplands gave the

best samples, very little, if any, of the grain from the higher land was injured by the

frost of 22nd and 23rd August, but its effects were plainly seen on the late varieties

in the valley. A very striking difference was shown in its effects on different

varieties of wheat maturing at the same time, the close and heavy chaffed vaiieties

appear the least liable to injurj^ from this cause. White Fife and White Connel are

striking examples of this, for although neither of these varieties were much earlier

than the Eed Fife, the samples were much better.

Tests were made of cutting wheat at different stages of ripeness, but owing to

the exceptionally cloudy and wet weather prevailing during harvest, the tests were
not reliable for average years.

TEST op WHEAT ON BACKSETTING.

Deeming it important that all varieties of wheat tested should receive similar

treatment, a block of nearly uniform new upland praiiie was selected and sown with
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37 varieties of wheat iu half-acre plots. As it is almost impossible to find a

block of land peilectly uuitorm, the plan of sowing every fourth plot with Red Fife

w;is adoi)led, thus establishiug for comparison a standard growing iii close proximity

to each variety, the varying yields of Eed Fife as shown in the accompanjing table

will illustrate the necessity of this. The soil of this block was light loam. Seven

})ecks per acre of seed was sown with a broadcast seeder.

Among these wheats it will be noticed that in yield the Eed Fife takes the lead,

but it is several days later in maturing than some of the other varieties. In this

field the following varieties of wheat are promising, White Connel, a bald, hard,

white wheat and the next in yield to the Eed Fife. Defiance, a bald, moderately

hard, red wheat. Both of these ripened with the Eed Fife. Eureka or Eed Fern, a

bearded, red wheat; Eussiaii Hard Tag, a bearded, hard wheat, but rather ricy, both

BIX days earlier than Fife ; Eed Connel, a bald wheat, five days earlier, but not as

productive a- Fife ; Ladoga ripened six daj's in advance of Eed Fife, but the yield

was less.

In this field was sown ten varieties of wheat obtained from D. McArthur, Esq.,

of Winnipeg, five of them had the appearance of fall wheats, these were still living

when winter set in, they were allowed to remain and some of them maj^ possibly sur-

vive the winter and yield a crop next year. The five spring wheats received from

Mr. McArthur were Soft Eed Calcutta, Hard Eed Calcutta, Eussian Ghirka, No.

1 Club Bombay and Australian.

Below will be found a list of the wheats grown in this field with yields and

other ])articulars.

Eesults of Tests with Wheat, .sown on backsetting on Prairie:

Came up. Ripened.
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WHEATS IN TBE VALLET.

Besides the varieties sown on backsetting, 32 varieties were sown after fodder
corn in the valley.

These plots were all under half an acre, and were sown from the 7th to the 23rd
of April. In this case also one plot in each block was sown with Eed Fife.

Some of the noticeable wheats among these are Hard Calcutta, one of the best

Indian wheats, fairly productive, and 13 days earlier than Red Fife ; Wellman's
Fife, a good hard vaiiety, four days earlier than Red Fife, and a heavy cropper

;

French Imperial, 10 days earlier than Fife, productive but rather soft.

Two of Carter's crossbred wheats were also tested in these plots, one of them
ripened with the Red Fife, and the other 26 days later. In neither case was the
sample equal to Red Fife.

Results of Tests with Wheat sown in valley.

Red Fife, No. 24 ,

Colorado
Blue Stem
Herison's Beardless
Wellman's Fife
Frer>ch Imperial
Hard Calcutta
Lahoul, from India
Hue.ston's
Talavera
Club Calcutta
Red Fife, No. 37...
Hungari-in ilountain.
Indian Karachi
Wheat, No. 1,701
Paine's Defiance
Magj-ar.
'Treek Summer
"-irala, from India
:tmi>bell's Triumph

' -reen Mountain
Pringle's Champlain
Soft Red Calcutta
Chilian White
Spiti Valley
Defiance, J. A. Bruce
RedFife, No. 49
Carter's Selection, I

Carter's Selection, D
RedFife, No. 52
Assinaboia
Newton Club, Fallow land.
Red Fife, do

Came up. Headed. I Ripened.

AprU 7
do 7
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do 7.

do 7.

<lo

do 7
do 7
do 7
do 7
do 7
do 7
do 7
do 7
do 9

do 9
do 9
do 17

do 17

do 17

do 23
do 23
do 24
do 24

MaT
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TEST WITH FROZEN SEED SOWN ON BACKSETTING.

Came
up.

Ripened Yield
Per acre

Weight
per

Bushel.

Red Fife, No. 1 Hard,
do No. 1 Frozen
do No. 2 do
do No. 3 do

April 16 May 9.

do 16i do 9.

do 16 do 9.

do 16 do 9.

July 12,

do 14.

do 14.

do 14.

Aug. 23.

do 25.

do 25.

do 25.

33 4

32 40
32 20
28 56

129 days.
129 do
129 do
129 do

TEST "WITH FROZEN SEED SOWN ON FALLOW LAND IN VALLEY.
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labor and leaves the seed in the best condition for sowing. Below will be found the
yield and other particulars of this experiment.

—
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OATS SOWN ON BACKSETTING ON PRAIRIE.



A very interesting experiment, and one which may lead to good results, was
undertaken in connection with our oat tests. Five pecks of Black Tartarian seed was
selected, the kernels being all heavy, plump and black. This was sown alongside
of unselected seed, and gave a yield of 88 bushels per acre, in comparison with Y6
bushels from the unselected, or a gain of 12 bushels per acre from selection.

Throughout the westerly portion of this province the season has been excep-
tionally favourable for the growth of barlej-, and the yield has been large. Owing,
iiowever, to the unfavourable weather at harvest time, the sample is not as bright as

usual.

On the Experimental Farm 12 varieties of the two-rowed were sown in half
acre plots on backsetting ; 2 bushels of seed per acre was used ; soil a light, gravelly
loam; all stood up well, and the soil being apparently uniform, the test of varieties

was a very fair one.

The Danish Chevalier was one of our best varieties last season, and has this

year given slightly the best yield among the two-rowed, both on the high land and
in the valley. This excellent variety is said to be in active demand on the English
market, and appears well adapted to our climate.

BARLEYS SOWN ON BACKSETTING.

Danish Chevalier
Peerless \\"hiti'

Swedish
Beardless
Thanet
Two-rowed Duckbill
Golden Melon
Danish Printice Chevalier. . .

.

Prize Prolific Imported seed
do do Manitoba seed

.

English Malting..
New Zealand

Came up Ripened.
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Barley Sown after Eoots in valley.

Sown.
Came
np.

Goldthorpe
Prize Prolific

Saale
Odessa Sixrowed
Rennie's do
Baxter's do
Palampur, from India I do
Kulu, froni India do
Seoraj do

I
do

Spiti VaDey, from India, Hulless do
Bnagarmany Hills, from India, Hulless do

May
do
do
do
do
do

May 23..

do 22..
do 22..

do 22..
do 23..

do 22..
do 22..

do Zi..

do 22..

do 22..

do 22..

July 21.

do 21.

do 21.

do 7.

do 8.

do 10.

June 28.

July 11.

Jun&SO.
do 30.
July 10.

Ripened.

Aug. 23.

do 24.

do 20.

do 14.

do 10.

do 7.

do 11.

do 17.

do 19.

do 6.

do 7.

pa >J

C6 25
59 43
40 14

68 24
64 26
44 2
60 29
50
47
39 18
39 14

Days.

Ill
111
107
101
97
94
98
104
106
93
94

Seven varieties of field peas were grown on the farm. These were drilled in on
a sandy loam soil at the rate of three bushels per acre of the smaller varieties and
three and one-half bushels per acre of the larger ones.

Multiplier. !-'^P"l 19
Prince Albert
Pru.ssian Blue
Early Field
CrouTi...
Golden Vine
White-eyed Marrowfat

do 19.

do 19
do 19.

do 19.

do 19.

do 19.

Came np.

May 12..
do 10.

.

do 11..

do 10..
do 11..
do 10.

.

In pod.

July 10..

do 11..
do 9..

do 10..

do 9..

do 11..

Ripened.

Aug. 19.

do 15.

do 13.

do 14.

do 13.

do 15.

Yield
per Acre.

24-20
22
21 15
15 35
18-30

16 30
11-45

GRAIN SOWN ON STUBBLE LAND.

As a large proportion of the crop of this Province is sown on stubble land, it was
thought advisable to test the different methods of sowing on stubble.

It will be seen by the accompanying table, that wheat plowed in on oat-stubble

gave a smaller return than that drilled in, but oats on the other hand succeeded best

when ploughed in, and oats following a crop of wheat yielded better than two
successive ci-ops of oats.

The plots were half an acre in area. Soil, a uniform stiff clay loam.
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THICK, MEDIUM AND THIN SOWING.

The expei'iments on this line began with oats in 1889, were continued daring the

past year, and included oats, wheat and barley. All were sown with the common
drill, the soil a strong clay loam.

As will be seen from the accompanying tables, Y pecks of wheat per acre, 2^
bushels of oats and 2 bushels of barley gave the best returns.
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To obtain reliable data these experiments should be extended over a number of
years so as to include various seasons.

Below will be found full particulars referring to this experiment.

TEST OP DRILLS.

o io I 11 J J T>- A .
Yield

Weight
jjatured

Sown. Came up. Headed. Ripened. . per .

,
per Acre.

Bugj,el. ' "*

Wheat, 1 acre.

Red Fife, sown with common
drill .1

1
April 5 .

.

Red Fife, sown with press
drill , do 5..

Red Fife, sown with broad-
cast seeder do 6 .

.

Barley, i aore.

Danish Chevalier, sown with
press drill April 24.

.

Danish Chevalier, sown with
common drill do 24..

Danish Chevalier, sown withi
broadcast seeder I do 24..

Oatt, i a«re.
|

Black Tartarian, sown with
press drill April 16.

.

Black Tartarian, sown with
common drill .i do 16..

Black Tartarian, sown with
broadcast seeder do 16.

.

April 30.. July 8.

do 28.. do 6.

May 2.

May 10..!July 17..

do 12. .( do 17..

do 15..; do 20..

May 9.. July 17..

do 10..! do 17..

do 14.. 1 do 19..

Aug.
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These plots were convenient to the buildings, and enabled the growth of the

diffei'ent varieties to be studied and compared with the expenditure of very little time.

The different varieties were harvested in good order, and will be separately

threshed and weighed during the present winter.

TDRNIPS.

During the past season, seventeen varieties of turnips have been grown. All

were drilled in on the level in rows three feet apart; soil a sandy loam.

As a number of the varieties were badly injured by a cut-worm, while others

escaped, the experiment as a comparison of varieties is not accurate.

Slacked lime placed near the plants was found to destroy a large number of the

cut-worms.

Queen of the .Swedes.
Rangholm
Munster
Lord Derby
Purple Top
Skirvings
Elephant

.Tune 3 and July 19
do



POTATOES.

The past season has been exceptionally- favourable for potatoes, and the yield
laro;e. A number of varieties of potatoes planted on this farm in 1889 proving
either unproductive or inferior in quality were discarded and others added. Among
the new varieties tested are 29 seedlings raised on the Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa. One of these, No. 80, heads the list foi' productiveness. All were ploughed
in on the 2-ith of May; soil a clay loam; tield was sown with roots in 1889.
Twenty-three varieties have also been raised from seed on this farm, and will be
tested next season; in all, 101 different sorts' were grown this year. A number of
varieties were tested during winter to ascertain their cooking qualities.

C. E. F. Seedling, No. 80 jWhite
Thorbum's Late Rose Red
Genessee Seedling A\^iite. .

.

.Jumbo do
C. E. F. Seedling, No. 120. do
Beauty of Hebron lied

.

Early Rose do ..

.

Empire State White
White St.ir

I

do
Roses New Giant

j
do

Richter's Impenvtor . do
Clark's No. 1 do
Thorburn's Pamgon White, rouni

Early Conqueror White
Wonder of the World . Light pink

.

Alpha White
Richter's Sclmeerose White, long
Jackson's Improved White
St. Patrick ,

do
Sugar
C. E. F. Seedling No. 15 .

do do 22.5 .

Thorbum's
C. E. F. SeedUng No. 9.

do do 2O0.

Burbanks Seedling
Niaga

do .

do .

do .

Pink...
White.
do .

do .

do .

do .

do .

do .

gara
C. E. F. Seedling No. 188
Algiers
Snowfiake
Amon's Early
C. E. F. Seedling No. 27
Brownell's Best —
C. E. F. Seedling No. 118
Giant Long Dutch
Member of Parliament
King of the Earlies

Early Callao
Brorniell's Beauty
Centennial
White Elephant
Six-weeks Round White. .

Chicago Market
C. E. F. Seedling No. 122

do do 94

do do 21

Telephone do
C. E. F. Seedling No. 5 1

do ...

Patterson's Albert do ...

C. E. F. Seedling No. 231 Dark red

May Queen, Early iPink

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

White and pink
White
do
do

Pink
J )ark red ...

Yelkiw
White

2.51

248
243
241
240
238
23H
234
233
232
230
228
22S

210
209
206
204
205
198
198
198
197
195
195
183
183
181
180
179
177
175
173
172
171
171
170
163
l(i2

11)5

102
162
162
159
1.56

154
153
1.52

Only fair.

Fair, late.

Good flavor, dry.
Wet.
Fair flavor, dry.
Dry, good flavor.

do
Fair, damp.
Medium, wet, bad.
Wet.
Wet, yellow, poor.
Good, dry.
Fair flavor, damp.
Poor, soft and wet.
Good, dry.
Fair, good flavor.

Wet.
Dry, good flavor.

Damp, fair.

Wet, gixid flavor.

Very good, dry.
Poor quality, wet.

Good flavor, dry.

I'air, dry.
Damp, poor.
Very wet, yellow.
Very good, dry.
Poor, wet.
Dry, good, white.

Good, dry
-do

Poor flavor, wet.

Wet, poor flavor.

Dark, poor, wet.
Wet.
Poor flavor, wet.
Fair.
Fair, damp.
Very good, dry.
Good flavor, dry.

do
Very good, dry.
Good flavor, dry.
Wet, poor flavor.

Very wet, yellow.
Good flavor, dry.
Good, dry.



C. E. r. Seedling No. 46...

do do 53...

do do .54 . .

.

do do 10...

do do 98...
do do 73...

Rosy Morn
EarlV Calico
C. E. F. Seedling No. 83 .

.

Eye Carpenter
Pride of America
C. E. E. Seedling No. 177.

.

Sukreta
C. B. F. Seedling No. 141..
Bliss's Triumi ih

Emperor William
Manhattan
Early Sltort-t<'i»ped

C. E. F. S.-.-.lling No. 2
American Magnum I3onum.
C. E. F. Seedling No. 170,

.

Early Frame
Matchless
C. E. F. Seedling No. ir>S.

do do llSu.
do do Via.

.

Large vs. Small Seed.

Early Rose, medium sized seed .

small

.

large

planted 6 inches apart.
do 12 do
do IS do

do
Pink
White, red spots.
White

Dark red.
do .

White.. .

do ....

do
Dark red
^Vhite
do

Red
\Vhite...
Blue, white spots.

White
do

Red
White and pink

.

do
Red

Red spots

150
147
145
144
144
144
144
142
141
140
133
126
124
123
120
119
117
114
111
i09
102
100
100

290
252
238
244
243
229

Quality.

Fair, dry.
Poor flavor, wet.
Very good flavor, dry.
Poor quality, wet.

Fair, slightly wet.
Dry, very good.
Medium, poor.

Good flavor, dry.
Extra good, dry.
Dry, fair flavor.

Fair flavor, damp.
Good, dry,

do
do

Fair, dry.

Good, dry,
do
do

Damp, yellow.
Fair, rather wet.
Fair, damp.
Good, dry.
Good flavor, dry.

Fair, wet.

GRASSES AND FODDER PLANTS.

Tho yield of native hay throughout the Province was larger during the past
year than in 1889

;
.still many of the meadows are cither drying up or becoming

exhausted, and the demand for substitutes is still increasing. Considerable attention
has therefore been given to gras.se8 and fodder plants.

CULTIVATED GRASSES.

Of the 12 varieties of cultivated grasses sown in 1889, onl}- the following stu--

vived the winter:—Tall, Hard and Meadow Fescues, Timothy ai.d Kentucky blue
grass. The Fe-^cues made very little growth, and were only tit for pasture. The
Timothy jnelded about 1^ tons per acre. The Kentucky' Blue grass was very thin
in spring, but thickened out during summer and remained quite green until late in
November. This is a very promising pasture grass. Of tho clovers sown in 1889,
Common Red and Lucerne, being somewhat sheltered, survived the winter and gave
two cuttings, but the plots were too small for accurate jeturns to be obtained.

In May of this year, 12 varieties of grais and 9 varieties of clover were sowa
with spring wheat; all germinated readily, and were looking thrifty when winter
set in.
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NATIVE GRASSES.

I have pleasure in reporting continued success with the cultivation of native
grasse.-?. The six varieties mentioned in my lasi report as having been grown success-

fully in 1889, survived the past winter, and have given a fair yield of fodder. All
were permitted to ripen their seed. We wore, therefore, unable to test their value
for teed. A considerable quantity of seed of these varieties has been secured which
will be sown next spring. During the past season, several additional varieties have
been sown, some of which are promising.

Below will be found the names, height and estimated yield this year of the
seven varieties of native grasses sown in 1889. One variety (Agropyrum tenerum)
was omitted in my last report but is included in this.

NATIVE GRASSES.

Height.

Muhlenbirgia glomeraia, Trin Very promising ; somewhat late

Elymus Amcricania, V and S lA coarse grass of fair quality I

Elymus Virginicus, L [Bunchy, with heavy wheat-like head
I

Bromus ciliatus, L. Bunchy
;
quality apparently good

Agropyrum tenerum, Vasey Somewhat like English rye grass in appeax-i
ance ; early

Agropyrum caninum, R and S iRather hard ; early
Poa serotina, Ehrh. t^'^^ fi^^ stalk, laiown here as red top or

meadow grass '

Estimated
Yield.

FODDER CORJJ.

Thirty-two varieties of fodder corn were grown on the farm during the past

r-easoii. The seed was sown on May 31st with a common wheat drill, in rows three

feet apart, and the plants thinned out to about 6 inches apart in the rows. Weeds
were kept down with the horse cultivator. The season being favourable, growth
was very i-apid and the yield large. All the varieties were cut on August 29th. It

was then cured in shocks of about 600 lbs. (green weight). The cured fodder was
leadilj- eaten hy both horses and cattle.

Below will be tound a list of the varieties sown and full paiticulars regarding

gi-owth, yield, itc.

[Note.—The weight of each variety as given is accurat*^, but it must be borne in mind that it iif

seldom tliat a large plot or field will give returns per acre equal to a small plot, where special care is givon

to the growth of the plants.]



TEST OF FODDER CORN.

Thoroughbred White Flint . .

.

Blunt's Prolific

Early Mammoth
Long Yellow Flint
Long Sweet
Golden Dent
Stowell's Evergreen
Hybrid from P. C. Dempsey .

.

Leaaning Yellow
Golden Beauty
Early Adams
Crosby's Early Sweet
Amber Cream.
Minnesota Sweet
King Philip
Cinquantine or Fifty-day Corn
Longfellow
Mitchell's Early White Flint

.

Chester County Mammoth. . .

.

Pee and Kay
Queen of the Prairie
Early Concord Sweet
X .1

'
t_';in.sett Sugar

1 i ' \ King
\

: ( . 1,1 ilorsetooth
Mill iif'ud Sugar
Pin V - Hybrid Sugar
!\\tr.i Early Adams
\Vfiit-- Squaw or Native
Early Corey
Dark Squaw or Native
Giant Prolific Ensilage

May 31.

do 31.

do 31.
do 31.
do 31.

do 31.
do 31.

do 31.
do 31.

do 31.

do 31.

do 31.

do 31.

do 31.

do 31.

do 31.

do 31.

.do 31.

do 31.

do 31.
do 31.

do 31.

do 31.
do 31

.

do 31.

do 31.

do 31
do 31.

do 31.

do 31.

do 31.

Came up.
Yield per
Acre,

iGreeu Weight.

do 13..
do 14..
do 13..

do 24..

June 13...
do 13...

do 13 .

.

do 13...
do 13...

do 14 ..

do 12...
do 13...
do 13...
do 13...
do 12...

do 13...
do 13...
do 13...
do 13...
do 12...
do 12...
do 12. .

.

do 14...
do 13...
do 14...

do 13...
do 14...
do 14...
do 13...
do 13...
do 13...
do 13...

400
1,000
1,200

1,700
1,300

500
280

1,400
300

1,300
100
100
800
600

1,400

1,300
G40
200

900
900

1,000
500
500
700
300

1,000

1,000
SOO
420
400

Stage of
growth when out.

In tassel.

Not in tassel.

do
In tassel.

In the silk.

In tasseL

do
do
do

Not in tasseL
In tassel.

In the silk.

do
In milk.
In silk.

do
do

In milk.
Not in tassel.

In ir.ilk.

In sUk.
do

In milk.
Not in tassel.

do
In milk.

do
do
do
do
do

Not in tassel, seed at first

planting did not ger-

minate.

MIXED GRAI.V GROWN FOR FODDERS.

In many parts of the United States where it is difficult to grow cultivated

grasses, resort is had to a mixed grain crop for fodder. As an evidence of its value
for feeding- purposes, I might add that hay made from oats and barley commands a

highei- tiguie in the San Francisco market than clover hay.

To ascertain what would be most suitable for this Province, eleven mixtures of

grain were tested on the farm, a portion being sown on oat stubble, the balance after

a root crop.

A mixture of oats and peas gave the largest yield, closely followed by barley
and peas.



MIXED GRAINS GROWN FOR GREEN FODDER AND HAT ON OAT STUBBLE.

t)ats, tares and peas.

.

do barley and peas,

do wheat do
Barley, wheat do

April 22.

do 22.

do 22.

do 22.

July 29.

do 29.

do 29.

do 29.

Yield
per Acre,
Green.

Yield
per Acre,
Dry.

698
90

Lbs.

712

946
"69

MIXED GRAINS GROWN FOR GREEN FODDER AND HAY. AFTER ROOTS.

Oats and peas
Barley and peas
Waeat do
Oats and tares

Rye and peas, 1st crop
do 2nd crop . . . . .

Rye, jieas and tares, 1st crop

.

do 2nd crop
Kye and tares, 1st crop

do 2nd crop
Rye
do
do and peas
do do

April 23.

do 23.

do 23.

do 23.

May 23.

do 23.

April 23.

do 23.
do 23.

do 23.

1,6.59

1,206
299
904
186

1,264

1,192
1,953
1,;W4

Below will be found a list of the Millets tested on the farm during the past

scasou, with the yield of fodder both green and cured. Panicum Miliaceum, intro-

duced from India by Prof. Saunders, and known there as " the Inferior Millet," gave
the largest yield, and is in every way promising. The seed was drilled in on iallow

land, at the rate of 22 lbs. per acre.



BUCKWHEAT.

There is considerable enquirj'' among farmers for plants suitable for green
manure. To determine the suitability of buckwheat for this purpose, three varieties

were sown in adjoining plots of clay loam soil. The plants wore weighed green just

as they were in full blossom. Silver Hull gave 14 tons 168 lbs. per acre ; Common,
12 tons 390 lbs., and Japanese, 9 tons and 816 lbs. The plots were planted with
potatoes in 1889.

FEUIT AND FOREST TREES.

In submitting my report on the Horticultui-al and Forestry work on the

farm, I beg to call attention to the fact that the extremely dry season of 1889,

followed by a severe winter, was very trying to young trees newly transplanted,

and this should be borne in mind when considering the report of trees planted in

1889.

Trees planted in the plots situated on the bluffs overlooking the valley and
protected by a growth of scrub, have again proved the most vigorous. Of the 237
fruit trees planted during 1889 in the open prairie plot, 84 or about 36 per cent have
died, while of the 158 trees planted in the protected plot, only 22 or about 14 per
cent, have died.

Encouraged by the above results, four additional half-acre plots were cleared of

scrub and ploughed. A belt of scrub 4 to 8 feet high has been left around each
plot as a wind break. These plots have been planted as follows:

—

No. 1, with apple trees set 20 by 20 feet apart, with raspberries planted in the
intervening spaces ; No. 2, with plum and cherry trees 20 by 20 feet apart, and goose-

berries between; No. 3, with crab apple trees set 20 feet apart each way, and
currant bushes intervening; No. 4, with grape vines planted 10 by 20 feet apart,

and raspbcnies between.
In addition to the foregoing, a quarter acre plot has been cleared and broken up

for strawberrie-;. This we hope to till with home-grown plants next spring.

APPLE TREES PLANTED IN 1889.

The winter oi 1889 was very severe, and the trees in the exposed plot, already
weakened b}- the hot winds of the previous summer suffered badly, while those
planled among the scrub on the hillside were comparatively little injured. Of the
382 api)le trees planted in diffei-ent parts of the farm in 1889, 261 are still living,

although some are consideiably weakened and ma}' succumb during the present
winter. It is noticeable that the trees allowed to branch out near the ground have
succeeded much better than those trained as tall standards, the latter, having a
large amount of bare trunk, suffered severely from sunscald.
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As these trees have now been phmted nearly two years, it is thou"-ht advisable
to ffive results in full as follows:

—

Sandy Glass 2
Romna 2
Russian Green 2
Cross 2
Pineapple 2

Ostrokoff 2
Kursk Anis 2
Kriniskoe 2
Crooked Spice 2
Repolovka - - - 2
Red Repka 2
Sugar Sweet 3

Zusoff 2
KaraboA-ka 2
Tashkin 2
Simbirsk No. 2 2

Orel No. 5 2
Orel No. 11 2
Broad Green 2
Vargulek 2
Kriider 2
Anisiin 2

Silken 2
Yellow Sweet. 2

Osimoe 2
Kremer's Glass 2
Tiesenhau.sen 2
Blushed Calville 6
Anisim, 18m 2

Aiiis 2
Borovinka 2

Antonovka 2
No name attached 3
Ukraine 4

Kursk Reinette, Jinn . , 1

Herren, 87m 1

Autumn Streaked 10

Yellow Anis 10

Red Anis.. I'O

Lejanka (Liebig) 20
Titovka 10

Grandmother 10

Duehe.ss of Oldenburg 10

Plikanoff 10

T.\r.L STANDARD TREES.

Antonovka 6
Arabka, summer 5

do winter 5
Anis

I
3

do yellow ' 2
do red

|

2
do mottled 2
Aport ' 4
Alexander 7
I'ineapple... 3
]-l!ne Peannain 2
White Borodovka 2
1 ien L>avis 4

ISelle de Boskoop 4

Borovinka
I

5

6<?—17

Present Condition.

K.vtra good ' 1
do 1
do 1
do 1
do 1
do
do 1

do
do 1

do .

do
do 1

do .

do
do . , .

do
do . 1

do . 1

do
do
do .. 1

do
do
do 1

do 1
do 1

do 1

do 3
Good

;

Extra good 1

do
do 1

3
Extra good

do
do
do 5
do 1

do 6
do 7
do 2
do ... 3
do .

.

do . 1

Good
Growing from roots.,

Fair
do

Good.
do .

Fair..
do ..

Poor .

Fair..
Good.
Fair..

Probable Cause of Death.

Winter killed ; in exj:

do
do
do
do

do

do

Winter killed,

do

Winter killed ; in exposed situation

Winter killed,

do
do
do
do

do

do
do

In exposed place ; wintei killed.

do do
do do
do do
do do
do do

do d..

Transplanting, 1890.

Winter.
do
do

Transplanting,
do

Winter killed,

do
do
do

do
do
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TALL STASHARI) TRKEi

Grandmother
Canada Baldwin
Duchess of Oldenburg
Fameuse
Gipsey
Gideon
Golden Whitf
Grand Duke Constantin
German Calville

Golden Russet
Grimes Goldoi
Hibernal ..

Horreii

Haas
Knormous . . .

Blushed Calvilb

Kellogg Russet
Livlaud Ras].!..-,

I,.mi,'Heia

Maun ,

Mcintosh Kt.i.
, .

Pointed Piplia.

Peach
Red Bietiglienn.T

Christmas . . .

Romna ....

Red Astrachai!
Sugar iliron
Serinkia
Cross
Scott's Winter.
Steklianka .

,

Ostrokoff's Gl:i

Bogdanoff's Gl.i -

Lead
Switzer
Stettin, red

do yellow
Shaker Pippin
Tetofskv
Titovka
Gipsey
Tolman's Si^^eet

Ukraine
do

Vargul
Winter St. Lawrence . .

Wallbridge
Wealthy
Yellow Transparent..

.

Present Condition.

Fair ..

d.. .

do
Pool- ,

Good.

Extra good
Fair
do
Growing from roots,

do
Good
Fair..
Growing from roots.

Fair
Good
Growing from roots.

Fair

1 roots
2 do
4

j
Growing fr

2 jGood.
2 .Growing from roots..

it do
2 Fair
1 Good
2 1 Growing from roots.,

1 Growing from roots.

I....;.

2 Growing from roots.

2 Fair
2 do
2 Growing from roots.

2 ;Fair

2
!

do

1

2
Growing from roots.

Fair

^::::: :::::::::::

do
Growing from roots.

iGoo<I

Fair
Good
Fair
Growing fi-om roots.

[Good.
Growing from roots.

Probable Cause of Death.

Winter killed.

do
do
do

do
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CRAB APPLES, 1S89.

Of the 25 crab apple trees planted in 1S80, 16 are still iiviiii;-. The>e have
made good gi-o\vth and .-.ome of the varieties appear quite haixh- and jironiibing.
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PLUM TREES PLANTED IN 1889.

Plum trees -were mostly planted in the exposed plot, and suffered severely by
winter. Those surviving were transplanted to the hill plots last spring. This also

gave thorn quite a check.

A number of native plum trees have been set out; these will prove useful for

grafting purposes.
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a small quantity of fruit. During April, additional plants were procuied and
planted in the same plot. These have all done well.
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STRAWBERRIES.

Although none of the strawberries planted on the open prairie sui vivcd the

summer of 1889 and following winter, I take pleasure in reporting a foir amount of

success with those planted in the plot piotected with scrub, this plot has a sandy

loam soil naturally mulched with decayed leaves. When uncovered late in spring

fully 90 per cent, of the plants in this plot were alive and quite fresh. During the

summer they made rapid growth, the Crescent, Captain Jack and Wilson sending out

a mass of runners. About the middle of Julj' the Crescent produced a fair crop of

very fine berries, Wilson and Captain Jack also bore a few. The varieties planted

by us range for merit and hardiness in about the following order: Crescent Seedling,

Wilson's Albany, Captain Jack and Manchester. 8harpless and Daniel Boone were

planted but verj' few plants survived.

There are a large numbar of new plants of the three first named varieties, these

will be available for planting and distribution next spring.

A variety of the luttive strawberry produced under cultivation an abundant crop

of fruit of good quality. This will probably be worthy of a further trial, a few of

them were planted on the open prairie in July and may prove sufficiently hardy to

withstand the exposure.

FOREST TREES AND SHRUBS.

During 1889 nearlj' 12,000 forest trees and shi-ubs were planted on the farm, the

gi'eater portion of these were used in planting a windbreak on the west boundary.

Owing to the drought of the summer of 1889, followed by a severe winter, 7,379 or

over 60 per cent, of these have died. During the present year 21,721 trees, &c.,

were received from the Central Farm, Ottawa, and from Nebraska, of these 2,224 have

died. The loss, however, of about 1,400 of these was no doubt attributable to heat-

ing in transit, leaving a loss of only 783 trees or less than 4 per cent, chargeable to

the climate.

The trees planted in the shelter belt on the west boundary of the fai-m in 1889,

were placed 9 feet apart, this year an additional tree has been placed between these

making them 4 feet 6 inches apart, and 738 j^ards of additional belt 50 feet wide has

been planted. A large proportion of the trees used in the belts this year were

native varieties riiised from seed on the farm and are likely to prove hardy. On
this farm the following varieties of trees are found to succeed best: Native Ash-

leaf Maple, Native Ash, American Elm (from native seed), Eussian Poplars and

Willows, Cotlonwoods (northern grown). Alders, Birch and White Spruce.

Of shrubs the following have done well Asiatic Maple, (Acer ginnala), Caragana
arborescens. Flowering Currant, Cytisus Capilatns, Lilac's, Spiraea opulifolia, billardi

and nobleana. Climbers: Lj-cium Europeum and Clematis flammula. A Japanese

rosebt-sh, (Rosa rugosa), has also jjroved perfectly hardy.
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ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS PLANTED IN 1889.
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FOREST TREES PLANTED IN 1890.

Ash (Fraxiniis) American White.
do Green
do Black
do pubescens
do acuminata
Mountain Ash, American

do Knropean
Soft Maple ( A dasycarpuni)
Box Elder or Native Maple
Norway Maple
Alder, Kuropean
do American

Butternut
Kentucky CofTee Tree
Black Walnut
Honey Locust
Black do
Elm, American White

do
Russian Mulberry
Cottonwood
Spanish Ch€^stnut
Sweet do
White Birch
Populus Bolleana
Russian Olive
Linden seedlings
Hickory
Spruce, Norway

do Whit..'
do Blue

Pine, Aiistriau

do Scotch ....

do Riga seedlings
do Mountain seedlings

European Larch

Arbor Vit*
Red Cedar.

SHRUBS PLANTED IX 1890.

Artemisia ahrotans
Ribes anreum
do alpinum

Berberis vulgaris
do purpurea

Caragana
Symphoricarpus racemo.sus
Vibunumi opulus

do lautan;'-

Deutzia candidissim.i
Wiegelia Lavallei

,
. .

Philadelphus nana
do inodorous . ,

do coronariiis

do cordifoliii-

Syringa alba
do vulgaris
do de Maries- .

.

Spirea, varieties

2,286

2,000
134
500
61
31

111
2,000
175
110
100
100
!»00

250
1,000
500
500

5,(XK)

389
1.050

1,000

25
25
42

100

100
500
15

378
75
10
120
175
.500

150
138

Apparent
Condition.

~l

2,560 Good.
2,000 ,

do .

108 Fair .

439 Good.
57

I

do .

31 i do
89

[
do ,

1,9.50 do .

175 i do .

105
,
do .

68
I

do .

do
824 I do
241 Kai
522 ilnjured by frost;

500 do
.500 do

1,765 !

382
856 do
434
25

Good
do
Extra good

.

94
100
463
15 I

3.52 Good.
69

I

do .

6 ....

86 I

141 I

103 Poor
91 do .
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NATIVE TREE SEEDS AND SEEDLINGS.

A lai'ge quantity of native maple, ash, oak, cherry and other seeds has been
collet'ted during the past year. A portion of these have been sent to the Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, for disti-ibution. SuflScient foi- 7|- acres were reserved
and sown on this farm in the fall and the balance kept fur distribution from here
and for spring sowing.

As an experiment, a few native elm seedlingswere transplanted from the banks
of the Assinaboine River last spring. These are doing well. 33,0U0 of elm, 4,000
of spjuce and 1,500 of Butfalo berry seedlings were collected during the fall and
healed in ready for spi'ing distribution and planting.

12,300 native maple and 6,500 ash trees were raised from seed during the past
summer. These will be available for planting and distribution during the coming
spring.

The total number of trees and shrubs growing on the farm at this date is as

follows: 53,000 forest trees and .shrubs, 600 trees of large fruits and 2,000 of small
fruits, or a total of 55,600 trees and shrubs.

AVENUE TIIEES.

During May, 5 per cent, of the large avenue trees set out in 1889 died. Tliis

loss was traced in nearly eveiy case to the presence of cold clay soil around the
roots. The balance of the trees are thrifty and have made a large growth.

In May of this .yeai-, two additional avenues, each 550 j-ards long, leading from
the public road to the farm building& were planted with large native maple trees.

Of the 340 trees planted, 339 were living when winter set in. The avenue leading
from the main enlrancc has, in addition to the maples, a row on each side 120 in

all of native spruce procured from the Sandhills, twentj- miles east of Brandon.
All were planted in June. A lai-ge ball of earth was brought with each ti-ee, and
every care was taken to preserve the roots from drying. So far only 5 have died,

the balance look very promising, and their bright green appearance during our
long winter is vevy reficshing.

VEGETABLE GARDEX.

Early in spring a suitable plot of rich sanily loam was prepared, and sown with
hardy varieties of vegetables. The season was favourable anil the j-ield of nearl}'

every kind large, the cauliflowers being particularly fine. In point of excellence,
the varieties testetl rank about as follows :

—

Beans.—Eaily Dwarf China, Early Mohawk, Champion Scarlet Eunner.
Beans.—Windsor or English Broad.
Beets.—Early Biood-red Turnip, Long Smooth.
Cauliflower.—Early Erfuit, Early Snowball, Sutton's First Crop.
Coin, for Table Use.—Co:y, Native, Early Adams, Early Minnesota.
Cucumbers.—Long Green, \yhite Spine, Boston Pickling, Chicago Pickling.
Cabbage (for summer u>e).—Early Express, Early Dwarf York, Ea.ly Win-

•ningstadt.

Cabbage (for winter use).—Premium Flat Dutch.
Carrot.—Chantenay, Earlv Shorthorn, Danver's Orange Red.
Kohl Rabi.—Red and White.
Lettuce.—Toronto Gem, Paris Cos, Hanson.
Onions.—White Globe, Red Wethersfield, Mammoth Silver King.
Pumpkins.—Mammoth King, Sugar.
Parsnips.—Hollow Crown, Student.
Peas (Early).—Steeles Extra Early, Kentish Invicta, Little Gem.
Peas (.Medium early).—Telephone, Champion of England, Stratagem.
Peas (Late).—Laxton's Omega.
Radish.—White Tip, Scarlet Olive.
Rhubarb.—Champion, Paragon, Linnaeus.
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Salsify.—Matnmolh Standarl.
Spinach.—Large Viroflay, Euund Suminor.
Squash.—Ve^^etable Marrow, Scalloped, Summei- Golden, White Bush.
Tomatoes.—Dwarf Champion, Perfection, Mika'lo.
Turnips.—White Stone, or Nimble Dick, Six Weeks, Breadstone.

The impression is general throughout the Province that the cultivation of garden
flowers here must necessarilj- require much time and skill to produce sati^^factory

results, while the reverse is the case, for it is questionable whethoi- the natural soil

of any portion of the Dominion is better adapted to the growth of flowers than that
of this Province, as is evidenced by the abundance of wild flowers growing everj--

where.
A plot of sandy loam soil, 100 feet by 100 feel in size, and with a southern ex-

posure, was selected foi' a flower garden. This was either sown or planted with the
following varieties of flowers, of which the tender sorts only were started in a hot-
bed

; these gave an abundant supply of bloom from the middle of July to the end of
October :

—
Asters—6 vai-ieties were sown and produced an abundance of fine flowers.
Anlirrbinuni, or Snapdragon—A perennial; several varieties were sown and

pi'oved very hardy and attractive.

Balsams—3 varieties were sown
;
grew and bloomed well; very susceptible to

frost.

Calliopsis—Were a showy mass of bloom all summer.
Chiysanthemums (Annuals)—3 varieties; grew very rank ; bloomed freely.

Dianthus, or Pinks—8 varieties sown; some of the hardiest and best of flower-
ing plants for this climate; some varieties will withstand our winters.

Dianthus Barbatus, or Sweet William—Has lived through the winter withotit

protection.

Linum Percnnc, or Flowering Flax—Perfectly hardy and flowered from May
to October.

Linaria Safterina—Hardy, and bloomed profusely' from June to October.
Pansies—10 varieties sown ; hardy ; all grew and bloomed well.

Phlox Drummondi—5 varieties sown ; all bloomed freely until October.
Petunias—2 varieties; grew rapidly, and produced a mass of bloom.
Poppies—5 varieties; all grew well, and produced some very fine flowers.

Stocks—3 varieties ; did not do well.

Salpiglossis—Grew well, and produced an abundance of very showy and effective

bicom.
Verbenas—Grew well, and flowered abundantly until very late in fall.

Zinnias—Bloomed well and were very showy all summer, but very tender.

Of the four hives of bees placed in the cellar in November, 1889, three came
through the winter in good condition; the fourth, a late and weak swarm, lost its

queen and perished in early spring. From a self-registering thermoraetei- kept in

the bee-cellar, th^ temperatuie was found to range between 30 and 32 all winter.
During the past season the throe hives increased to ten, but owing to unfavour-

able weather and excessive swarming, onh' 20 lbs. of surplus honey per hive (spring
count) was obtained. All vvere placed in the cellar early in November.

BUILDINGS.

Since my last report a comfortable bank barn, 111 feet hy 50 feet, has been
erected on the farm. The stone basement is 10 feet high, and has accommodation
for forty head of cattle and 12 hou-^s. The upper storej- will be used for s-toring

^rain, hay, &c.



Two silos, 9x9, and 21 feet high, are built in the went end of the barn, extend-

ing from the floor of the basement to 1 1 feet above the floor of the upper storey. The
silos ai-e consli-ucted of 3x12 inch studding and double boarded both inside and out;

tar paper was also jjlaced between each two layers of boards.

Two excellent springs have been found near the barn, one of these has been

flowing all winter.

A house fir the use of the Superintendent is also finished. This will allow of

the one at present occupied by the Siipeiintendent being used as a boarding-house,,

which is greatly needed on tbe farm.

Accommodation for swine, sheep and poultry is greatly needed, and the build-

ings at present in use as implement sheds are only temporary, and should be replaced

bv permanent ones.

.NEW BRE.\KI.\G A.\D F.\LLOW L.VND,

The former occupant having broken up portions of the valley in irregular

patches, the intervening spaces have been cleared of scrub, siones, etc., and broken
up. This will add very much to the appearance of the farm, and largely increase

the area foi- cultivation. Eight acres on the side of the blutf overlooking the valley

have also been cleared and ploughed. Altogether, 140 acres of new land has been

broken and backset duiing the year.

About 95 ac: es of fallow land has been prepared. For comparison, a small

portion was ploughed once, and the balance twice. The weeds wei'e kept down
between ploughings by means of surface cultivation.

RO.VDS, Gtt.\DI.\QS, &c.

Two avenues, each 550 yards long, leading from the public road to the faini

buildings, have been graded during the past year, and 230 yards gravelleil. Nearly
a mile of road has also been graded on the upland prairie, and another road through
the valley a mile long laid out and partly graded. Considerable grading has aUo
been done on approaches to the new barn, &c.

VISITORS TO THE K.\RM.

I take pleasure in reporting a rapidly-increasing interest in the work of the
Experimental Farm, as evidenced bj' the huge and increasing number of visitors

during the summer months.

Since the completion of the different railroads centering in Brandon, the ad-

vantage of tljis location as a ^ite for the Experimental Farm is very apparent. It

is within easy reach of farmers living in all portions of the Province, and the system
inaugurated last year by the dift'erent railroad companies, of granting reduced fares

on special days, enables all to visit the farm at very little e.xpense.

In July the County Council of the municipality of Cornwallis visited the farm
in a body, and at their next meeting passed a resolution strongly endorsing the work
of the farm, and advising all in their municipality to visit it.

The British Delegates, with their friends, paid a visit to the fiirm in Septembc r.

As the harvest was about over, and there was no opportunity of examining tlie

growing crop^, samples of the produce of the farm were displayed in the new barn.

All expressed a deep interest in the work of the farm generally, but particularly

in those experiments connected with the culture of grasses, roots and fodder
plants

CORRESPONDENCE, &C.

The corresporrdence between the farmer's of the Province and the Experimental
Farm is rapidly increasing. In 18S9, 467 letters were received ; in 1890, 842, or an
inci'ease of nearly 100 per cent. Mrrrr}' of these letter's are of such a nature as to

occupy coirsiderable time in answering. The correspondence and the book-keepino
connected with the farm has so far been carried on liy the Superintendent.
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SEED GRAIN DISTRIBUTION.

During the early spring of the past year a number of farmers throughout the
province were supplied with promising varieties of seed grain grown on the Farm,
the amounts sent to each applicant varying from 3 lbs. to 2 bushels, quantities of 1

bushel or more being charged for at market rates. The reports so far as received
from these farmers are such as to lead us to hope that the Farm will prove very
useful in distributing throughout the province npw and improved varieties of seed
.^rain.

The quantity available for distribution this year is much larger, but judging
from the number of applications alreadj- received, all will be applied for.

EXHIBITS AT AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.

Some of the products of the Farm were exhibited at the following summer and
fall fairs:—Brandon, Pilot Mound, Deloraine and Killarney.

Samples were also sent to the Manitoba Government and to the Canadian Pacific

Eailway Company, and were exhibited bj' them throughout the Eastern Pi-ovinces.

'The exhibit from the Farm shown at the International Exhibition, St. John's, N. B.,

by the Manitoba Government was awarded a diploma for the best collection of farm
produce.

A small building on the Farm has also been fitted up as a museum, and samples
of the produce of the Farm prepared and arranged. This is much appreciated by
visiting farmers, especially during the winter months.

farmers' ixstitutes.

During the present winter an excellent Farmers' Institute has been formed at

Brandon, the meetings are well attended and much interest shown in the subjects

'Under discussion. Other institutes are being organized throughout the province and
will no doubt be productive of much good.

Papers on the following subjects were I'ead by me at the Brandon Farmers'
Institute:—"Notes on some of the varieties of wheat tested on the Expeiiraental

Farm," and " The selection, treatment and method of sowing grain."

I attended a veiy interesting meeting of the Manitoba Dairymen's Association

held at Portage la Prairie on January 15th and 16th, at which the following papers

were read :

—"Canadian Dairying," by Senatoi- Boullon
;

'' Daiiying in Manitoba," by
Professor Barre ;

" Grasses' and Forage Plants suitable for Manitoba," bj' S. A. Bed-
ford, Superintendent of the Manitoba Experimental Farm.

Interest in dairying and mixed farming is increasing throughout the Province,

.and many inquiries are received regarding the work to be undertaken in this line

by the Experimental Farm.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

S. A. BEDFORD,

Superintendent.

Brandon, Manitoba, 29th January 1801.



EXPERIimi FARll FOR THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

REPOfiT OF A. MACKAY, SUPERINTENDENT.

Indian Head, N. W. T., 31st December, 1890.

Wm. Saunders, Esq.,

Directoi' Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Dear Sir,—In submitting this, my third annual reportof work done and returns

from crops on the North-West Experimental Farm, allow me, before entering into

farm work proper, to refer to a few points of great importance to the settlers in this'

country.

Never in the history of our country has such an abundant crop of grain and
straw been granted, but in quality much ot the wheat has been very inferior. Bar-
ley, oats, peas and vegetables are a good, I may say a gj-eat crop, but these, so far,

do not count for much in summing up our prosperity.

To a man accustomed to farming in the North-West nothing is so agreeable as

raising wheat, yet nothing is doing so much harm to the country'.

Although our soil is unsurpassed, our clima-te healthy and agreeable, because
a frost of a few degrees visited us in August the whole country has been greatly

injured and all because we try to grow only No. 1 Hard wheat which requires to be

entirely free from frost to bring a reasonable price. To a man depending entirely

on wheat, a frost in August is almost ruinous; and the sooner a change is made the

sooner will the North-West Territories attain their proper place in our great Domi-
nion.

Many argue that because frost visited Ontario in early times, and gradually
ceased as the country became opened up, that the same ett'cct will bep;oduced here,

when cultivation is carried on over large areas and the surface exposed to the in-

fluence of the sun. I fear there is no similarity in the two provinces in this respect.

From the very nature of things we are subject to frost at any time and our wisest
course is to be prepared for it.

Many foretold no frost last season until September. Still it came shoi-tly after

the middle of August, and had it come a little earlier or a few degrees harder, I ask
how would it have left those depending entirely on wheat?

I submit the returns of the various crops grown on this Farm as evidence that

we need not and should not depend entirely on one crop.

Another point of great importance is early seeding. Eveiy settler realizes this

fact, but very few act up to it. As long as seed and land hold out seeding continues,

whether it be in April, May or June. The result is that most of the late sown grain

is frozen and the country, sometimes on this account, pronounced a failure.

Let a series of years be taken by any settler and if he examines the difference

between the first and last half of his crop it will astonish him to find how little of

the former has ever been frozen and how small a percentage of the latter has paid
harvesting expenses. I

On the Experimental Farm, nine days changed an acre of Red Fife, promising
40 bushels, to an actual yield of 23 bushels per acre. Fifteen days made the ditfer-

ence between a crop of 35 bushels per acre of No. 2 Hard and one of 19^ bushels of

chicken feed.
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Let a settler compare the early, medium and late seeding as f^hown in wheat
tests On this Karin and then compare them with his own returns and I doubt not
thej- will be found much the same. •

E:irlj' matuiing grain is another point of very great impoitance. I need not
remind j-ou, Sir, how safe the field ot Ladoga wheat on this farm looked on the
morning of the 21st August last, nor how cold and green its neighbour. Red Fife,

across a 12-foot road, looked on that eventful morning. By the dates given it will be
seen that both were sowti at the same time, and while one was waiting your inspec-

tion several days after being I'ipe, and still was cut some time before the frost came,
the other on which our whole country depends was barely ready for the binder
when frost overtook it.

The field of Carter's Piize Cluster Oats also had been seven days in stook on
your arrival, while others were hardly fit to cut 10 days .ifterwards. Yet the Cluster
variety was sown only one or two days earlier than these.

I respectfully submit the foiegoing to the serious consideration of the settlers

of the Xorih-"\Vo.~i Territories.

The returns from the various crops grown on the Experimental Farm the 2Jast

year will, I trust, be ix'garded as satisfactory.

You saw them being harvested and can understand how bi-ight the prospects
may be one day and how clouded the next. How a promise of forty bushels per
acre, to-day, may be materially reduced to-morrow. Although many of the varieties

of wheat were injured by frost, the returns from other grains, the results of tests of
fodder plants and the progress made in tree culture, will, I hope, be deemed favour-

able.

The winter of 1889-90 was considered a genuine one. The past summer ma}'
al-o be classed in the same categor}-, inasmuch as it was totally different from anj'

of its predecessors since 1882. Winter lingeied long, but finally gave way about the

middle of April. A favourable seeding season followed and crops on the Farm were
huiried in as quickly ae possible. In June, rain, long absent, came in abundance

;

in fact, the outpour was too boisterous by far and, when accompanied by hail,

proved disastious to many things. The root-crop, corn, young grass, &c., -uffered

considerably. The growth of straw after the I'ains came was veiy remarkable, but
had the gi'cat drawback of causing the grain to be long in ripening and proved, in the
end, to be a serious loss to the country.

On the Expeiimental Faim, sixteen varieties of wheat were in stook when frost

came, and those uncut suffered in proportion to the state ihey woe in when over-

taken.

All the varieties of barley but one were harvested on the 21st August and may
be taken as entirely free fiom loss, so far as frost is concerned.

Six kinds of oats were uncut on that day. These sutlcred in weight, although
^traw and quality did not appear to be at all affected.

Five degrees of frost was i-ecoided on the Farm on the 21st August, which was
sufficient to kill potato-tops, corn, cucumbers, beans, &c.

Harvest commenced on 9lh August and was prolonged till the 25th Septem-
ber on account of frequent rains and a heavy snow storm, which unusual occurrence
took place on loth September.

All grain was got in in good condition and, when threshed, barley alone was found
to be discoloured, but not to any great extent. Wheat was not hurt by rain, but

the frost cut down the 3-ield and greatly injured the grade.

It is worthy of notice the effect fallowed land had on the crop just harvested,

it having prolonged the ripening process fully eight days over that which had been
fall jiloughed and several days over spring ploughing.

Ho: winds in Julj- caused the grain on fall and spring ploughing to be con-

siderably shrunken but hastened *hc ripening and caused such to be out of dangei-

of frost earlier than on fallow land. The summer fallow, however, has several great

advantages—causing a better yield, it can be got ready when no other work is on
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hand, and at the same time is in the very best condition to hurry in the crop in the
Bprin<^, which is one of the things absolutely necessary for success here.

A great deal of controversy has ai-isen over the best way of killing vyeeds by
summer fallow. The course too commonly adopted is [o allow them to attain their

full growth, and then turn them under. This is, no doubt, a good plan if the work
can be accomplished in a few <lays, or before the seeds foi'm and ripen, but in the
great majoiity of cases this cannot be done, and long befoi-e the field is ploughed
there is a thousandfold added to the already innumerable weed seeds ready for

growth in the spring. Two plans are being tried on the Experimental Farm to

overcome these troublesome ]iests. One is to gang plough a weedy field in the fall,

thereby causing weeds to slart early in the following spring. The other to plough
early in Maj- and June and by repeated cultivation prevent the weeds from attaining
moie than a bare appearance above the ground. No definite conclusion can yet be
given as to the success of the first mode except that it lakes not more than one-half
the work to keep down the weeds during the lime the fallow is being made, in com-
parison with the labour- neeessai3' on spring ploughing to effect the same purpose.
Whelher weeds will appear more numei'ous in the grain from fall or spring plough-
ing can only be delerminei by next year's crop ; but as to the success of the latter

way, that is by ploughing early and repeated cultivation, there need not be the
slightest doubl.

Land ploughed last year, before let July, bore abundant evidence this year of the
wisdom of early work.

A Randall harrow was found to be the most effectual implement last summer
to keep down the weeds, but it was necessary to use it often and allow nothing to

appear very far above the surface.

This, as in jjasi years, was given the largest acreage, for the reason that
it is the chief product of the countrj- and important that some early and good
varieties be obtained.

Nineteen new and 28 old varieties were tested. Red Fife was given 32 acres,

Ladoga IG acres. White Fife, Eureka, Saxonka, Eed Fern and others, 1 to 2 acres
each ; 26 varieties had ^ an acre and newer sorts from Jj to i of au aci'e each. The
larger poition of the land was fallowed, but fall and spring ploughing were sown
with Uud Fife, to test the difl^erence in carliness and yield.

Red Fife and Ladoga were sown at different dates and with different quantities
per acre. These were also sown by drill and broadca.st, and attempts were made to

sow by press drill, but on account of the sticky nature of the soil these were not
successful. Gi-ain on fall ])loughing is shrunken and as will be seen the yield is

much less than that on fallow. That on spring ploughing was equally as good as

on fallow in qualitj' and nearlj' the same in j-ield.

The difference between early, medium and late sowing is very noticeable, but
this ma}', to a large extent, be accounted for from the frost of 21st August which
caught the various lots in different stages of lipening. The field sown on 16th
April was barely rijje and could have stood several days without injurj' had no frost

occurred.

The grain from this field grades No. 2 Hard and is plump but frozen. The
medium, sown on 24th Ajjril, was equally heavy in stiaw as that sown on 16lh, but
the frost came when the grain was in the milk and the result is 23 instead of 35
bushels per acre. Tne late sown on 30th April, was about 4 less in straw and the
heads were much smaller than that first sown. The frost caught it just as the gi-ain

was well filled but quite soft, and hurt it badly, so badlj' in fact that it is useless for

anything but feed, and although the return is 19^ bushels per acre, this quantity
may be put down at about 12 bushels of wheat for its feeding pi'operties.

In the tests of different quantities per acre the results must not be taken as indi-

cative of the relative advantages from the various quantities sown, as none of the plots

I
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reached maturity when overtaken by frost, unless it is cuiisidereJ that ciich plot was
injured equull}', which I think could not be the case, as plot.-^ sown with If bu»hels
per acre would have, on a reasonable calculation, one-half more heads exposed to the
frost than that sown with one bushel and consequently suffer more per acre. The
test, however, is given as showing the results of these different methods of seeding
when their growth is stopped bj' frost.

In comparing Ladoga as an early wheat with Eed Fife, in the tests of sowing
different quantities per acre, Ladoga comes out about the same as in all other trials,

being a few bushels behind in yield, but the grain is better or at least not hurt so
much by frost on account of its being a few days more advanced.

In testing by broadcast and drill, nothing on the farm was so apparent, during
the whole summer, as the difference between the two ways of sowing, especially
when the gi-ain was put in late. That sown by drill in every case came up in a few
days and very even ;

that sown broadcast, early, came up with the di-illed grain,
but not so even or thick; whereas that sown broadcast, late, was ten days behind in

appearing above ground, and then, was not one-half as thick.

When rain came in June, the giain near the surface started and thickened up
the crop, but frost coming before this portion was filled oi- even the heads wholly
formed, the last growth did more harm than if it had never started. Perhaps no-
thing has caused so much poor giain in the countiy as broadcast seeding the past
year. A few drying daj's, in seeding time, made the soil an ash-heap for one or one
and one-half inches down, and unless the seed was '•elovv this, it must there remain
until rains come. This j'ear they did not come until June, with the result that that

portion of seed above the moisture did not grow for several weeks after that where
the moisture was, and when the frost came was sufficiently advanced to injure the

early grain by mixing with it, but not far enough on to be of any use in itself.

On the advent of frost on the morning of the 21st August, four plots of Eed Pile

andfour ofLadoga, which were sown on the 30th of April, were thought to be in suit-

able condition to test the effect of cutting a part immediately after frost, and allow-

ing another part to remain standing until ripe and noting the difference in yield.

This was done, and the result was that the grain left until ripe gave 4 bushels per
acre more than thatcut immediately after the frost. The average of the eight one-

half acre plots cut on the 2l8t was 15 for Eed Fife and. 14 fg bushels per acre for

Ladoga. The average of that cut when ripe, or on 29th August, was 19^ for Eed
Fife, and 18|^ Ladoga, or an increase of a little more than 4 bushels per acre in

both varieties.

As will be seen theie weresixteenvarietiesofwheat cut when frost came. This

number does not include Red Fife, which was harvested both before and after

the 21st.

In earliness, Karachi Club Bombay and Hard Calcutta were first last year and
are the same this.

Gehuu, a variety tried this year, is early and has given the best yield of any
kind tested.

Campbell's Triumph, the Eed and White Connell, Green Mountain, Campbell's

White Chaff, &c., are all fine wheats ; while Defiance, Judket, Magyar, Russian

Hard Tag and others are late and not suitable for a year like the past.

The different varieties of wheat, except a few sorts from India, were very heavy
in the straw and had frost held oft' for 10 days more, the yield would have been

increased sevei-al bushels per aci-e in those sorts not cut by 2l8t August. The
returns from those cut before the 21st, may be regaided as a correct and full yield.

Frozen Eed Fife seed was sown, which in quality would grade jSTo. 3 fiozen.

This was put in by drill at the rate of 2 bushels per acre, and returned 21 ^^ bushels.

It was sown at the same time as No. 1 Hard, Eed Fife and beside it on land similarly

prepared. No. 1 Hard gave 23 bushels per acre.

The following are the varieties of wheat tried, the date of seeding is given, the

harvest, yield, and weight per bushel, also the dift'erent tests of early, medium and

late sowing, different quantities per acre sown, and drill and broadcast seeding, &c. :

—

6c—18
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Wheat, 1890.

Variety. Weight.

RedFiV-
Ladoga
Saxonku
White Fi..' .

Eureka
Red Fern
White Corn. 11

Red do
Golden Dro;.
Defiance .....

Magyar
Chilian White
Russian Hard T,,

White Delhi
Soft Calcutta
Improved Summer Oil).

. .

.

Rio Grande
Karachi (India)

Assiniboia
Campbell's Triumph .

Blue Stem
Hungarian Mountai.i . . . .

.

French Imperial
Wellman's Fife
Hefison's Beardless
Carter's Cross Bred, I

do D
Club Bombay (India)
Hard Red Calcutta (India).

Australian
Azima (Russian)
Green Mountain
Campbell's White ChnIT ...

Greek Summer
(Indi.Simla

Gehun
Kangra d(

'

Palampur du
Seoraj do
Kulu do
Judket
Polish Od<-.-.i

Sandomerica .

Baltic Red
Hungarian
Californian Whitu.

Earbi, Medium and Late Seeding—Test.

Red Fif,-

do
do

LadoL'a
d-i

do .

Different Quantities of Seed per Acre.

Red Fife, 1 bushel per acre
do
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Wheat, 1890.

Variety.

Drill vs. Broadcast— Test.

KedFife, drill

do broadciusi

Ladoga drill ...

do broadcast

.

Test—Cutting Wheat immediately after Frost ami Cutting ickm
Matured.

Red Fife,
do .

Lado^^a. .

.

do ...

Result of Wheat Sown on- Sivm-mer Fallow—Fall and Spring
Ploughing.

Red Fife, fallow
do spring ploughiujjr

do fall do

Seeding.
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None of the varieties have this year come up to last year in weight per bushel.

Although the yield is far better, the grain is not so plump or rounded, which was
probably caused by Ihe large growth of straw.

The following table shows the varieties sown and returns, &c :

—

Barley, 1890.

Variety.

Two-Rowed Carter's Prize Prolific

do Duckbill
do Saale
do Thanet
do Beardless
do Danish Chevalier
do Chevalier
do Golden Melon
do Swedish
do Peerless White
do Peerless

do Danish Printice Chevalier

.

do English Halting
do Karlv Minting
do Selected Chevalier
do Guklthorp.-

do New /..-aland

do Sharpe's Improved
Six-Roweil Mensury

do Baxter's
do Odessa
do Rennie's Improved . .

do Sialkot (India)

do Seoraj do
do Kulu do ...

do Simla do
do Palanipur (India) .• • •

do Bhagarmany Hills (India). . .

.

feed Barleys,

Lahoul (India)

Spiti Valley
Six Rowed Naked
Large Two-Rowed N;iked

Test <ti niffcrent Dates of Sectlin<i.

Prize Prolihf
do

Duckbill.,
do

Be.ardles.s

do

Matured. ' Yield.

1April 24.

do 24.

do 24.

do 24.

do 24.

do 24.

do 24.

do 28.

do 28.

do 28.

do 28.

do 28.

do 28.

do 28.

do 28.

do 2fl.

do 2il.

do 30.

do 21t.

do 2!).

do 30.

do 30.

do 3(1.

do 28.

do 28.

do 28.

do as.

do 30.

I Aug. 19.
I do 12.

do 18.

do 17.

do 17.
do 17.
do
do
do
do
do

17.
17.

18.

17.

do 14.

do 14.

do
do
do 0.

do 15.

do 7.

July 31.
Aug. 15.

do 13.

do 15.

do 15.

do 7.

do 30.. I do 21.

do 2!!.. do 6.

do .30.. do 15.

do 29.. do 13.

.lo



The best crop of oats in point of yield was grown on land gang-ploughed threfi

inches deep in the spring; the seed being sown before the land was ploughed.
The held having borne a wheat crop the preceding year, some volunteer grain

came up with the oats. The united crop gave a return of So bushels per aero.

Oats like barley ripened in shorter time the later it was sown. This may have
been caused by frost retarding the early sown and a few days of bad wind in May
injuring them, or from being in a more exposed place than those later sown.

The following are the varieties sown, yield &c :

—

Oats, 1890.

Variety.

White Prize Cluster
do Welcome
do EKyr>tian

English White
White Early Racehorst-
do Banner

Augfust White
White En^ish Potato ....

do Flying Scotchman .

Poland White
Black Longfellow
White Cream Egyptian . .

.

Kennies Prize White
White American Triumph
Black Tartarian, Imp. 90.

do
Black Champion

SwinTner fallow c&mparcd with fiiU ami sprivtj pJoughi

Black Tartarian, fallow
do fall ploughing..
do spring ploughing
do do

Results of soa-inij at clifcrcnt dates.

Fallow, Prize Cluste
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
Welcome

do ...
Black Tartari;ii

do
do

. . . . Acre,
Field.

Acre.
Field.

. Acre.

. Field.

ploughing.

Harvest. Yield. Weight.

'Apri
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Considerable difference will be observed in yield from fallowed land and from
fall ploughing. This piece of fall ploughing was given gicat attention, it having had
t\vi) ploughing^ and several haiTowings

;
yet the crop was poor in everything but

Woods and volunteei' grain.

PEAS, 1890.

Jietums from Summer Fallow.

Black Eye.
Crown
Multiplier..
Extra Early
Muniniv . .

.

lidurns from Fall Plowjhing.

Black Eye. .

,

Ci'owi) ....

Multiplier. .

.

Extra Earlv

April 24.

.
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Uimgarian grass was sown each time the millets were, and gave the same quantity
per acre, but was hardly so far advanced when cut. Tares, sown on 29th April and
cut on 24th July gave If tons per acre; sown on 17th May and cut on 9th August
returned 2 tons per acre. Hay very poor, only suitable for green fodder.

CORN.

Corn was sown and planted for fodder on 23rd and 26th May. That portion

sown was put in with seed drill by closing up all but four spouts of the drill. The
drills were 24 inches apart for the corn sown, and 30 inches where planted.

The most vigorous sorts had attained a height of 5 feet when overtaken by frost

on 21st August and all growth stopped. As soon after the frost as posNible two-

thirds of all the corn was cut and shocked up and the remainder left for ten days.

The portion uncut was considerably more withered or dried up than that cut on the

morning of the frost. The corn was left in the field in shocks until the ground became
frozen, then drawn in<o the bai-n and is now being cut with the cutting-bos and fed

to the cattle, which devour it very readih'. In eailiness Mitchell's Early, Early

Cory and Eai-ly Adams are ahead of the rest. In quantity of fodder. Golden Dent,

Golden Beauty, Blunt's Prolific, Thoroughbred White Flint,Chester County Mammoth,
and Queen of the Prairie rank first. Cinquantine or fifty day corn, though not so

high as these, was better suckered and further advanced and maj' prove a better corn

for fodder than any.

The following are the varieties tested and the condition thej- were in when over-

taken by frost:

—

Corn, 1890.

Variety.

Cinquantine
E.x. Eiirly Adams
Ex. Early Cory
Mitchell's Early
Perry's Hybrid
Minnesota Sweet
Early Concord
Narraganset
Crosby's Early
Blunt's Prolific

Virginia Horse Tooth ...

GoUl.n Dent
Id Beauty

Qui-Hii of the Prairie
Lougfi'llow
Thoroughbred Wh. Flint

,

Pee & Kay
Chestfr Co. Mammoth .

.

King Philip
Sto«eirs Evergreen
Amber Cream
Early Minnesota
Learning Yellow
Sugar . . s

Long White Flint

FaTlow and Fall Ploughing Test.

jf auoBT Queen of Prairie

FaU ijloughing do
Fallow Thoroughbred Wh. Flint

.

Fall ploughing ... do
Fallow Golden Beauty
FaU ploughing do _. .. ..

Fallow Virginia Horse Tooth
Fall ploughing do

Height.
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Up to the present the testing of grasses has proven very disappointing on

account of the difficulty ofgetting any of the varieties to start on this Farm. If the

seed is put down out of reach of the winds, very little will germinate
; if neai- the

Burtace, the periodical winds of May or earl^' June sweep them out of the ground.

If not sown until after the winds are over, the young plants are not strong enough to

stand the dry weather of August and September and geneially perish.

The past season was an exception in this respect, and any grasses sown in the

latter part of June or the first of July, made a vigorous growth during the rest of

the season. Unfortunately the greater part of all our grasses and clovers had been

sown at different times before this growing period came, and except for the lawn
grasses sown about the house and barn, we had no seed left to sow over again. As
evidence of the difKculty of getting a catch of grass seed, I may mention that the

lawns were sown three times before success Wiis attained. In my last report men-
tion was made of 18 grasses and clovers having been sown in addition to some native

and other sorts. These, except two native kinds wei e all destroyed by winds. The
18 varieties were resown as quicklj- as possible. Out of the 18 varieties Perennial

Rye Grass, Italian Rye Grass, Orchard Grass, Meadow Fescue, Sheep Fescue, Crested

Dog's Tail, Red, Alsike, Lucerne, Sanfoin and White Clovers grew. Perennial Rye
Grass, Italian Rye Grass and Crested Dog's Tail were completely killed

hy the winter or spring. Orchard Grass was half killed, but gave f tons per

acre. Meadow and Sheep Fescue were hurt very little and the return from these

was 1^ tons each. The clovers all came through in good shape and returned,

Alsike, 1 ton ; Red. 1|- tons ; Lucerne, 1^ tons ;
Sanfoin, litons; White was a thick

mat and of course could not be cut. In addition to those already mentioned, there

appeared this spring from the second seeding. Hard Fescue, Red Top and timothy;

the timothy producing J tons per acre.

This year all those varieties that stood last winter were sown with grain and in

plots on the bare fallow, and in addition 33 varieties were sown in small plots in the

garden, 8 kinds are from India, 20 native, and the balance includes Texas Blue Grass,

Bermuda Grass and Johnson Grass.

Winds and hail destroyed the various kinds sown on the bare fallow, and a thin

catch was obtained among the grain. In the small plots Muhlcnbergia sylvatica,

Muhlenbergia glomerata, Poa serotina and Glyceria grandis grew well. The first

two headed out and ripened their seed. Johnson grass had oijtained a height of 30

inches when destroyed by frost. Very little of any of the other varieties grew.

Flax was sown on three different dates. First on 7Lh May, second on 17th May
and third on 22nd May. Ripe on 15th, 20th and 22nd August, respectively. Gave
7"10, 125, 9-26 bushels per acre. The stalks grew about 30 inches high..

BUCKWHE.\T.

Was sown on 22nd May and 2nd June. Both seedings made a good growth, but

were overtaken by frost on 21st August and completely killed.

BEANS.

Twenty varieties of beans were planted on 21st May. They consisted of the

following;

—

Sugar Pearl, Sugar Grey; Chevrier ; Emperor William; Schirmer's Purple

Seeded ; Golden Butter Wa"^x ; Large Podded ;
English Horse ; Sugar Pearl

Rosepredome; Negro Black; No plus Ultra; Round Yellow 6 Weeks
;
Flageolet

Purple Seeded ; Zion House ; Negro Extra Early ; Empress Augusta ; Black

Speckled ; Nettle-leaved White and Hundred to One.
Butler Wax and 6 Weeks were the earliest but not early enough to escape the first

frost on 21st August. Except the English Horse beans, all were destroyed at this date.



English Horse was not hurt then, but succumbed to a frost of 10° on 12th September.
When overtaken the beans were hardening and a very few days more would have
put them out of danger. All the beans were in pods, but Butter Wax and 6 Weeks
were more advanced by a week than any other sort.

ROOT CROP.

On account of the root crop being on a heavy piece of land the past season,
the crop was not a good one considering the year.

Shortly after the carrots, mangels, beets and turnips were above triund a hail
storm passed over and almost destroyed them. Three varieties of mangels and all

the beets were killed and the land was rcsown with tui-nips near the end of June.
Those left partly injured never recovered from the hail and were often after this
put back by heavy dashes of rain which several times flooded the pieces of land on
which the roots weie sown.

TURNIPS.

Bangholm, Queen of Swedes, Skirvings, Lord Derby Green Top, Highland
Prize, Purple Top and Elephant were the varieties sown. Bangholm, Skirvings and
Queen of the Swedes each gave 500 bushels per acre. Lord Derby, 300 bushels;
Green Top, 4-0 bushels; Highland Prize, 320 bushels; Purple Top, 410 bushels; and
Elephant, 480 bushels per acre.

MANGELS.

Mammoth Long Eed, Mammoth Long Yellow, Giant Intermediate, Prize Yel-

low and Giant Yellow Intermediate were sown. The three latter were destroyed by
hail. Mammoth Long Red returned 605 bushels and Mammoth Long Yellow, 502
bushels per acre.

CARROTS.

Orange Giant, White Belgian, Long Orange Nantez, White Vosges and Im-
proved Short White were sown. Improved Short White was by far the best ; in

fact, the only one worth taking up and it only gave 200 bushels per acre,

SUGAR BEETS.

Three varieties were sown, but all were destroyed.

Chicory and Amber Sugar Cane were also sown. The chicory grew to a fair

size, but was very rooty.

Amber Cane did not grow over six inches high.

POTATOES.

The following potatoes were planted last May : Early Rose, Beauty of Hebron,
Morning Star, White Stai-, Stray Beauty, Early Bird, May Queen, Gleason, Matchless,

Eosy Morn, Wonder of the World, Sharpe's Seedling, Bliss' Triumph, Early Ohio,

Lees Ex. Early, Early Conqueror, Genessee Seedling, Empire State, Stonewall

Beauty, Richters, Brownwell's Beauty, Claik's Beauty, Adirondack, Alpha, Richter's

Gem, Jumbo, Boston Market, Member of Parliament, Great Eastern, Rose's New
Giant, Harrison, Conqueror, Goodrich, St. Patrick, Thorburn, White Elephant,

Snow Flake, Thorburn's Paragon, Tick's Pride, Sugar, Kidney August, Tele-

phone, Pride of America, Richter's Elegant, Chicago Market, Empress Bell,

Brownwell's Beauty, Early Puritan, Count Moltke, and 29 seedlings. Like the

mangels and turnips the potatoes suffered from excess of rain on the heavy soil, and

before the majority were matured the frost of 21st August came and stopped further

progress.

On the whole the crop was only fair. Beauty of Hebron made the best show of

tops. Morning Star, Stray Beauty, Sharpe's Seedling, Beauty of Hebron, Early

Rose, Lee's Ex. Earl}', Rose's New Giant, White Elephant, Clark's Triumph, Empress
Bell, Early Puritan, Late Rose, Bie*on Market, Harrison, Early Bird, Early Con-

queror and BrowneU's Beauty were the best croppers.
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VEGETABLE GARDEN.

This necessary but often much neglected portion of fai'm worlj was again much
injured by winds. Although not so destructive as last year, they were sufficiently

80 to requii-e the resowing or replanting of several of the varieties tested and kept

back all at least 4 weeks ; which in our short season makes the difference between

a good and a medium crop.

Vegetables, all over the North-West, were exceptionally good the past j-ear

;

and anyone whose garden was sheltered either by natural oi- artificial means from
the cold winds of May and hot winds of July, has, this fall, an abundant ci'op.

The following were the varieties tested in the vegetable garden on the

Experimental F.um ; the retsults are also given:

—

Cabbage.—Eai-ly Epping, Eai-ly Summer, Winningstadt, Large Drum Head, and
Gi-een Curled Scotch Kale were set out. Early Epping was the eai-liest. Heads
small, but firm. Early Summer was later, but cabbage good. Winningstadt did not

come to head. Large Drum Head, late, with some tine heads. Kale did extra well.

Cauliflower.—.Snowball, Ex. Earlj- Ei-furt and Mitchells were planted. The snow-
ball and Ex. Early Erfurt were by far the best. Mitchells, although they were the

best plants, made few heads, and those few were poor.

Celery.—London Eed, Paine's Golden Yellow and Sandringham were planted on
12th June. All did well.

Onions.—Globe Danvers, Wethersfield, Barletta and White Globe were sown, and
White and Yellow Dutch Sets were put out. All were so badly injured by winds
that they bad to be resown, but too late for any good results.

Carrots.—Chantenay, Ox Heart and Scarlet Nantes were sown. These wei-e all

blown out after coming above ground, and although sown over again, the crop was
poor.

Turnips.—Early Milan, Nimble Dick, Orange Jelly and Large White Globe weie
sown. All were blown out. A fair crop was the result of a second seeding. Early
Milan being the earliest.

Radish.—Rosy Gem, Long Scarlet and Scarlet Oliveshaped were sown. Eosy
Gem and Scarlet Oliveshaped were the earliest and best.

Peas—Maclean's Little Gem, Maclean's Advance, American Wonder, Early
Dwarf Brittanj-, Pride of the Market, Yorkshire Hero and Champion of Eugl-.ind.

These were sown on 17th April, and almost entirely destroyed hy winds when about
six inches high ; were resown on 19th May. Maclean's Advance was the earliest.

All gave good crops, except Dwarf Brittany.

Beans.—Early Valentine, Early Mohawk and Golden Wax wei-e planted on 9ih

May. Early Valentine gave green beans for table use on 28th .July; the others a

few days later. None were ripe when frost overtook them on 21st August.

Beets.—Half-long Blood and Early Eclip-<e were sown on 24th April; destroyed

by wind and resown on 9th May with Early Egyptian and Lentz. Early Egyptian
was earliest and best quality, but Lentz was the heaviest crop.

Tomatoes.—Conqueror, Smooth Eed, Dwarf Champion, New Peach and Potato

Vine were planted on 3rd June. Dwarf Ohampion and Conqueror had the largest

and best crop of tomatoes. The others had a fair crop. None ripened except under glass.

Salsify—Good crop, but roots rough.
Spinach.—Entii'ely blown out.

Parsnips.—Two-thirds blown out. Balance, fair crop.

Parsley.—Sown 16th April and 6th May. Good crop.

Lettuce.—Toronto Gem, Prize Head and Early Hanson were sown at different

times from 23rd April to end of May. The early sowing was destroyed by winds,

the later sowing did well and gave lettuce until October.

Corn.—Early Cory, Fifty Day, Crosby's Early, Early Adams, Mitchell's Early,

and Native Squaw corn weie planted on 23rd May. The Squaw corn and Early
Adams had a few ears fit to use when frost of 21st August came. Crosby's Early,

Early Cory and Mitchell's Early were a few days later.
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Watermelons, Citrons and Cucumbers were f^own. The water melons formed no
fruit. A few fair sized citrons were on ihe vines and the cucumbers were fit to use
when fiost came.

^s;j«/-a(/us.—First cut on 1st June and continued for a month.
Iihubarb.-Bad]j injured by hail on 12th Juue,but a good crop toward end of season.

FLOWER GARDEN.
I trust those who may read this annual report and have never seen the North-

west will not imagine a flower garden to be an utter impossibility. Although we
have not yet succeeded in making one equal to many seen in Ontario, nevertheless
the attempt is being made to grow flowers as well as raise No. 1 Hard wheat. "We
do not boast much of the success in raising Zinnias, Marigolds, &c., but in Sweet
Williams, Pansies, ilignonette. Sweet Peas, Phlox, &c.. visitors to the Farm during
August, September and October testifled by their button-holes that such ample suc-
cess was obtained as to warrant every settler in having a flower garden.

Pansies, Dianthus, Phlox Drummondi, Asters, Stocks, Mign'J)nette,' Portulacca,
Petunias, Sweet Peas, Verbenas, &e., were sown or transplanted from hot beds from
16th May to 11th June. Of these Pansie-, Mignonette, Sweet Peas, Phlox Djum-
mondi. Stocks, Dianthus, Verbenas, and Poppies proved the best and surest for the
North-West climate.

APPLE TREES.

Apple trees suffered greatly last winter and this spring, so mnch so that I am
compelled to report almost the entire foilure of those set out in 1888-89. Numbei-.s
are living, but in such a crippled condition that I am almost afraid they may be
classed with the lost. Last season was a very hard one on trees of all kinds and
when succeeded by a severe winter and unfavourable spring the result could hardly
be anything but disastrous. Only one tree of 1888 planting grew from the tips and
that only ^ inch. Eight trees were cut down to the snow-line, or about 18 inches
above grouad and all but these were killed to the ground. Sprouts have come from
above grafts, but whether they will stand any better than the parent trees remains
to be seen.

Those planted in 1889 died by wholesale, but very few being found alive this
s])ring. This year's planting consists of 500 Eussian seedlings, which it is hoped
and expected will stand better than any before put out. The following are apple
trees planted in 1888, 1889 and 1890, showing state they are in at present :

Apple Trees, 1888.

.-Vlexander

Wealthy
Walbridffe
Mclntosli Red . .

.

Tolman's Sweet

.

Keswick Codling
Red Astrachan.

.

Anis
€olden Russet . .

.

Mann
Duchess
.Scott's Winter...
Grimes' Golden..

.

Tetofsky
Canada Baldwin .

Fameuse

Planted.
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One hundred and twenty-three of 43 Russian varieties (not named) were also

planted in 1888. Twelve of these are growing from tops, 44 from ground, 14 were
killed to snow line, the remainder are dead.

Planted, 1889.
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Almost all the losses occiired with bushes set out in 1889 fi-ora the dry weather
which prevailed that season.

RASPBERRIES.

These were uncovered on the 28th April. Golden Queen, Cuthbert and Caroline
were all killed down to ground. The Turners and Philadeljihias were in fair order,
but the canes were very weak. All these varieties made good growth during the
past summer and the canes are a good size and well ripened. Turner and Philadel-
phia had a great deal of bioom, but the hail of 12th June hurt them badly. Theie
was, howevei-, considerable fruit of good size and well formed gathered from these
two kinds. The following varieties planted in 18S9 were entirely- killetl bj- the dry
sumraei' or cold winter: Hilborn, Ooolittle, Painell, Clarke, Marlboro', Souhegan,
Gregu', Ohio, Taylor and Snyder; while out of 139 Mammoth Clustei, Rancoccas,
Reeder, Brandywine, Hornet and Hebner's Cluster, only 46 plants are living, and
these made little or no growth during the past summer. Except a few hydrids, no
raspberries were set out the past spring and the hail of 12th June killed them all.

In 1888 a good many native raspberry bushes were obtained and this year they
bore a fair quantity of fruit. Like the cultivated varieties they suffered from hail.

GOOSEBERRIES.

No new varieties have been planted or additions made to this fruit since 1889.

Smith's Improved, Houghton Seedling and Downing were then planted. Smith's
Improved and Houghton showed a good deal of bloom this spring but }ie:irly all was
knocked otf by hail. A few beri-ies ripened of the Smith's Improved and a con-
siderable quantity of the Houghton. The Downing was mostly winter killed but
all started again from the roots. The Houghton has stood the two winters best of
any of the varieties set out.

STRAWBERRIES.

All the vines came through the winter and spring safely, but bore little or no
fruit aftei-wards.

The hail was partially the cause of this and dry weather hist summer, which
prevented the runners fi-om growing, was no doubt also partly to blame. This winter
a good number of healthy young plants are covered up, and it is hoped better success
will be had next season.

GRAPES.

Seventeen varieties of grapes were planted last spring. These consisted of

Champion, Niagara,Moore's Early, Roger's,Woouruff Red, Hartford Prolific, Agawam,
Worden, Telegraph, Brighton, Clinton, Elvira, Concord, Jessica, Early Victor, Dela-

ware and one not named. They were jilanted 18 inches deep, and as the vines grew,
soil was filled in until level with surface. When winter set in all were well mulched
with earth and coarse manure.

FOREST TREES.

Thirty-eight thousand three hundred and seventeen forest trees were planted in

May last. These consisted of4 varieties of pine, 4 of spruce, 3 of maple, 4 of ash, 3 of
elm, 2 of chestnut, 2 mountain ash, and 1 variety each of cedar, larch, juniper, bass-

wood, birch, hickory, oak, butternut, walnut, Russian mulberiy, honey locust, coflee

tree, cottonwood, Russian olive, and red cedar. The pines, with the exception ofScotch,

suffered greatly from hot winds in June and July, and as table will show a large proj) ir-

tiondied. The spruce and larch suffe ed much loss, but not to the same extent as the

pine. The maple, elm, ash and Russian olive neai ly all grew. Honey locust, butternut

and walnut weie nipped by the first frost and by 20th December every tree seemed
dead. It will be seen Ihatveiy few trees, planted in 1889, came through last winter;

those that did so, excepting ash-leaved maple and Manitoba elm made little nr no

growth the past year. White and Norway spruce never moved ; in fact this fall thi-y
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appear to be dying. Scotch and Eiga pinesliow the most vitality. So far, the follow-

ing may be said to be the result of tree testing on ihe farm: Scotch, Riga and
European mountain pine and red cedar a fair success. The spruces, hemlock and
American arbor vita3 have thus far failed. The birches, mountain ash, Norway maple,
American elm and Cottonwood have in a measure succeeded, as a number of each have
stood two winters and made a fail- growth the third summer.

Butternut, walnut, ash, locust, beech, catalpa, sycamore, oak, hickory, &c., have
failed. Our native maple, elm, ash, oak and cherry are, of course, successful

wherever grown, and it seems quite safe to recommend that such as these be planted
almost entirely by settlers.

Forest Trees planted, 1889-90, with number living in November, 1890.

Scotch Pine.
Austrian Piu
Riga Pine. . . -

Mountain Pin- .

White Spruce
Norway Spruor
Hemlock . ...

Cedar
Red Cedar ....

Ash-leaved Mai
Norway Maple
Soft Maple..

.

Russian Olive
Black Walnut.
Rock Ehi) .

.

Manitoba Ehn
American Ehn
Yellow Birch..
White Birch

.

European Birc'

Canoe Birch
(xreen Ash
White Ash
Black Ash .

.

Mountain A: '.i

Oak
Locust
Red Oak
American Bee,:,

Black Cherrv .

White Elm
Juniper
Russian Mulb' i

Linden
Chestnut, swei-'

Spani.sh Chest i,

Native Maple
Catalpa ....

Cottonwood.

.

European AUl-
Sycamore
Coffee Tree
European Larch
Butternut
European White As'.i

Blue Spruce
Hickory
American Mountain Aj4i

European Mountain Ash
Native Maple, Elm and Ash (transplanted).

Planted,
IfSO.

421
400
43

i.ois'

675
153
G50
50

.500

mo
m
140
105
75
54

374

2,000
50
41

Living,
isno.

358
30

Planted,
ISK).
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WHERE TREES WERE OBTAINED.

Four thousand nine hundred and forty-seven were received from the Central

Experimental Farm, Ottawa ; 15,450 from Nebraska
; 29 from Prof. Budd, Iowa;

215 from Eev. Mr. Fotheringham, Grenfell, 17,676 transplanted from seed sown on
Farm, 1887 and 1888 ; also 3,450 shrubs and cuttings of willow and poplar from
Central E.xperi mental Farm, Ottawa, and 737 shrubs and cuttings from Pi'of. Budd.

500 cuttings of seven varieties of our native willow were obtained and planted; a

total of 42,998, and if to these were added 705 fruit trees, a grand total of 43,703

trees, shrubs, Lc, were planted in May last.

WHERE PLANTED.

A large number were planted on wind-break on the west side ot Farm. This

wind-break is 100 feet wide and extends one mile the entire length of Farm. This
ha<l been two-thirds planted the year before with many varieties of trees, 10 feet apart

each way. Last spring every tree, excepting native maple and afew elm, were found

to be dead. This necessitated almost the entire replanting, which was done, ajid the

unfinished portion was also planted, but instead of being jilanted 10 feet apart, the

rows were made 5 feet, and the gi-eater portion set out with trees 5 feet apart

in the rows.

Our native maple and elm were the principal sorts put out in the plantation,

but a number of pine, spruce, ash, elm, Russian olive, &c., were interspersed.

On the southern portion of farm on banks of the coulee, a block of 5 acres was
planted with box elder or native maple, trees being put 5 feet apart each way, also

two small blocks of 1 acre each on the northern part of Farm. In addition, large

numbers were planted along roads, around dams, buildings, &c., and in nurseries.

It is computed that at least 22 acres of land wei-e set out in trees in May, last.

WILLOWS AND POPLARS.

The following varieties of willow and poplar were planted in 1889 .

Willows , Siilix Acutifolia

lo ...'... IWis. Weeping Willow

.

do 'Salix Voronesh (116) .

.

Number
I'hinted

.

IWhite Willow
'Yellow do
Purple do
Norway do
8alix Laurifolia.

Poplars iPopulus Wobstii, Riga (40)

Virginiaiia

.

Beno ....

Pyramidalis
Bolleana
Aui'ea
Certinensis Sargeut.
Not named

3 growing from tips.

All dead.
All living to tips.

do from roots.

AH dead.
4 growing from roots.

All gi-owmg from tips.

do roots,

do tips.

All dead.

5, poor growth from roots.

All dead.
do

2, gro'wth from tips.

AU dead,
do

Three varieties of willow, Salix Voronesh, Salix Acutifolia and Noiway willow

and 2 of jioplar stood last winter well, and made a strong growth this past season.

This year 2,910 cuttings of these willows and poplars were received from Ottawa
and from Prof. Budd, Iowa, and set out, but only a small percentage grew. Five

hundred cutting ; of our native willow wei'e also planted, with no very good results.
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SHRUBS.

One thousand three hundred and twenty-seven shrubs of the following vui icUies

were planted last spring: Alnus incana, Artemisia, Sorbus acap:iria, Caragana
arboi-escens, Alnus glutinosa, Spiraea Van Houtte, Spijaea Fortune!, Spiraeti

superba, Syringa De Marley, Spiraea callosa, Spiraea opulifolia, Weigelia
Lavallei, Eibes aureum, Viburnum opulus, Syringa vulgaris, Syringa alb;i,

Deutzia candidissima, Philadelphus nana, Philadelphus coronaria, Berberis
purpurea, Spirea BuUata, Berberis vulgaris, Symphoricarpus raccmosus. The fol-

lowing list shows the proportion which survived :

—

Plamted tn 18R3.

Liguatrum vulgare .

.

Robinia pseudacaia
do tortuosa ....

Cj-tisus alpinus
do capitata. . .

.

do laburnum . .

.

Spartium scoparium.
Robinia bessoniana .

Cytisus elongatus . .

.

Clematis viticella .

Genista Germanica
Spirea alba
Riobinia monophylla. .

Berberis elegans
Spirea opulifolia

do BUlardii
Clematis fiammula
Ribes acuparia
Cytisus Lab. se3.sifolius .

Berberis vulgaris
Colutea halepica
Genista tinctoria
Cytisus hirautum
Cytisus Lab. quercifolia.

.

Robinia viscosa

Ceanothus Americanus .

.

Spiraea callosa .

.

Cytisus Lab. Parkii
Spiraea rotundifolia
lubes sangineum
Weigelia
Colutea frutescens
Acer Ginuala
Philad. Zeyheri

do coronaria
Syringa De Mariey
Weigelia Lavallei
Cytisus
Philad. cordifolia
Syringa rothamagensis
Pynis bacca aurantiacuin

.

Spiraea Califomica
do prunifolia

Syringa Josikea
M^ei^eha, Desboisi
Lycium Europeum
Spiraea Douglasi
Pliilad. ijKxionxs

do grandiHora
Caragana arborescens
Deutzia Fortunei
Berberis purp\irea
TUia .sylvestris

Syringa alba
do vulgaris

46
1.5.5

CoTidition in IS'.MI.

All dead.
do

3 living.

All dead.
1!) living.

All dead.
do

18 living.

All deal
do
do
do
do

2 living.

5.5 do
6 do
All dead.
8 living.

All dead.
1 living.

All dead.
do
do
do
do
do

10 living.

All dead.
do
do
do
do

2 living.

All dead.
do

5 living.

All dead.
do
do
do

2 living.

AU dead.
1 living.

2 do
AU dead,
i living.

i do
|AU d.:vrl.

d..

1 living.

I All <U-aa.

do
2 lining.

45 do
2 do

6c—19
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From the foregoing it will be seen that the Syringas, Caraganas and Spiraeas,

came through fairly well. Out of the whole list Caiagana, Syringa alba, and Acer
ijimiula came ihi ough in perfect condition, and can safely be recommended for trial.

To those may be added Eleagnus or Eussian Olive which was planted in 1888, has

stood two winters and during the past year made good growth.

TREE SEEDS.

Maple seeds were sown in the spring of 1889 and in the fall of the same year.

Large numbers of the spring sowing were blown out, but many survived and made
a growth of 6 to 8 inches, and this year arc 20 to 24 inches high. Those sown in

the fall came up in time to be completely destroyed by wind in May.
Two buiihels of black walnuts were sown in 1889. From these 40 trees grew,

but none lived thi-ough the winter.

A large quantitj- of elm seeds was also sown in the spring of 1889, but between
winds and failure to germinate, onlj^ a few hundred grew.

This last season, large quantities of maple, ash and elm were sown in May, June
and July, Those sown in June have done the best on account of not being troubled

by winds after they appeared above ground. In October, 3 bushels hazel nuts, 12

bushels acorns, 2 bushels of wild cherry seeds, 2 bushels s.askatoons. and 2 bushels

hawthorns wore sown in beds. Seveial bushels of Manitoba maple and ash seeds were
sown in October. According to inKtrnctions, I had picked by half-breeds in the

Qu'Appelle Valley the large quantity of 156 two bushel bags ot maple, and 83 bags

of ash seed. With a pait of these it is intended to sow a large area of land in

the spring, so as to have a plentiful supply of young trees for transplanting and

distribution. The portion not required for the Indian Head Farm has been

forwarded to Ottawa for general distribution.

UORSES.

Eleven horses constitute the foice on hand. Nine of them aie draught and two
i;oneral purpose. Excepting a few attacks of colic, no sickness has taken place

among the horses since my last report. All arc well at present and in good condi-

tion. Since work stopped in the fall, no hay has been fed. Cut oat sheave
,
bran

and straw constitute their food.

CATTLE.

During October a selection of cattle was made from those on the Central Farm.
at Ottawa,"of the following breeds :—Shorthorns, Ayrshires, Holsteins and Polled

Angus. Of the Shorthorns, 1 bull, 3 cows and 1 heifer were obtained; Ayrshires, 1

bull, 1 cow and 2 heifers ;
Holsteins, 1 bull and 3 cows, and Polled Angus, 1 bull and

two cows. Since their arrival, one of the Polled Angus cows has increa.sed the herd

by the birth of a heifer calf. In the month of November, two cows and nine heifers

were purchased fiom farmers. Ten of these are the ordinary Shorthorn gr.ades of

the country and one a Polled Angus grade. They were obtained for the purpose of

crossing with the pure-bred bulls on the Farm. Since their purchase three births

have taken place.

In the following list the particulars of their breeding are given, the animaK
having been selected from strains likely to bo very useful in the North-West :

—

Shorthorn Bull.

Ptosy Prince 8th, No. 9,198, C. H. B.—Date of birth, 6th November, 1886
;

coloui- red, with a liiHe white; bred by Richard Gibson, Delaware, Ontario; sire

Wild Eyes Laddie, No. 6-7,992, E. H. B. ; dam Rosy Princess 7th, by 7th Lord of

Oxford.
Shorthorn Cows and Heifers.

Wild Flower, No. 14206.— Date of birth, 3rd April, 1886; colour red and white;

bred by Richard Gibson, Delaware, Ontario , sire, Willi Eyes Laddie No. 9192C.H.B.

;

dam, Hermosa by Prince 3344 ; 2nd d;un, Rose by Viceroy of Richmond.
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Cowslip 3r(l, No. 16646.—Date of birth, 13th October, 1886 ; colour red; bred by
James Graham, Port Perry, Ontario ; sire Prince Victor 5th ; dam, Cowslip 2nd by
Royal Buck 2374 ; 2nd dam, Cowslip 797 by Senator 1058.

Ecd Rosebud 2nd, No. 16918.—Date of birth, 14th November, 1887 ; colour icd
and white; bred by John Miller & Sons, Brout!;ham, Ontario', sire. Vice Consul
(Imp.) 4132 ; dam. Rosebud (Imp.) 5205, by Gladstone 43286 ; 2nd dam, Rosebud 6th,

by Sir Christopher 22895.
Nellie Elgins, No.—Date of birth, 31st December, 1889; colour red; bred at

Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario ; sire, Mazurka Duke 5th ; dam. Miss
Elgius 5th, No. 16644 by Minna Duke No. 2108 C.H.B. ; 2nd dam, Miss Elgins 2iid

No. 4108.

Hohtein Friesian Bull.

"Onetta's Edgely," No. 11308.—Date of birth, 8th October, 1888; colour black,

with white markings; bred by Smith Bros, Churchville, Ontario; sire Duke of

Edgely, H. F. 552; dam OnettaD.F. 1816.

Holstein Friesian Cows.

Abi, H.F.H.B. 9831.—Date of birth, 5th Julj', 1887; colour black, with white
patches; bred by C. F. Sweezey, Marion, N.Y. ; sire, Oatka 3rd Neptune, jr., H.H.B.
4531; dam, Snowie, H.F.H.B. 3114, by Empire Boy, H.H.B. 2615; 2nd dam, Rosa-
lind, H.H.B. 577.

Bonnie Ethel's Mercedes, H.F.H.B. 11243.—Date of birth, 5th April, 1888; colour
black, with white markings ; bred by Thomas B. "Wales, jr., Iowa City, Iowa ; sire,

Mercedes Prince, H.H.B. 2150 ; dam, Bonnie Ethel, H.H.B. 9510.
Siepkjo 3rd Queen.—Date of birth, 11th September, 1888; colour black, with

while markings; bred by W. A. Rowley, Mount Clemens, Mich.; sire Macomb B03',

H.F.H.B. 8734; dam, Siepkje 3rd, H.F.H.B. 2387.

Ayrshire Bull,

Pride of Carleton, No.—Date of birth, 3rd August, 1889; colour red, with white
spots; bred at Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario; sire, Rob Roy 397!

;

dam, Clara No. 3590 by Promotion ; 2nd dam, Maud No. 2356.

Ayrshire Cotos and Heifers.

Gipsy, No. 3979.—Date of birth, 15th August, 1886; colour red, with white
spots; bred by James Drummond, Petite Cote, Quebec; sire. Promotion 3212,
imported ; dam Victoria 2931, by Lome 2227; 2nd dam, Effie 579, by Gordie 26.

Viola, No. 943.—Dale of birth, 1st November, 1888; colour white and red; bred
by David Nicol, Catai-aqui, Ontario; sire, Norseman 478; dam. Dido 942, by General
155; 2nd dam, Dora 244, by Douglas 148.

Eve, No.—Date of birth, 2nd October, 1889 ; colour red, with white markings
;

bicd at Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa. Ontario; sire, Rob Roy 3971 ; dam,
Eva No. 3828, by Promotion ; 2nd dam. Bell 3131.

Polled Angus Bull Calf.

Date of birth, 3rd March, 1890; coloui' black, bred at Central Exijeriniontal

Farm, Ottawa, Ontario ; sire, KingofEastview, No. 8780 ; dam, Dolly Varden, of East-

view, No. 6792, by Knight of Cana'la, No. 5622; 2nd dam, Dolly Varden 3rd, No.
3458.

Polled Angus Cows.

Pride of Eastview, No. 6809.—Date of birth, 3rd October, 1886 ; colour black,

bred by late Hon. J. II. Pope, Cookshire, Quebec ; sire, Knight of Canada, 5622
;

dam. Pride of Moniblctton 3rd, 347.'3.

Stella of Eastview, No. 7638—Date of birth, 14th June, 1887; cohmr olack
;

lired by late Hon. J. H. Pope, C-"kshire, Quebec; sire, Knight of Can.ida, 5622 ;

dam, Stella of Ardconnon, 4929.

6c—19i
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POULTRY.

Three breeds of poultry were obtained from Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,
last October, namely :—Plymouth Eocks, Light Brahmas and Hoiulans. When a

poultry house is built further breeds will be added to these.

BEES.

Two hives of bees were obtained last summer but were late in reaching
here and made little or no honey afterwards. Before putting them into ihe cellar

they were supplied with sugar to carry them over the winter.

LAND PREPARED FOR 1891.

Two hundred and fifteen acres have been summer fallowed during the past

season. Of this 105 acres were ploughed twice and several times harroAved ; 70 acres

were |)!<)iighed once and cultivated from 2 to 3 inches deep and harrowed 3 times.

40 acroR were gang-ploughed in the fall of 1889
;
ploughed once in 1890 and twice

harrowed. Fifteen acres stubbleland was jiloughed in October for testing purposes
next year ; 10 acres were also gang ploughed.

No weeds were allowed to grow over 2 inches high .at any time on the

fallow. One hundred acres were in crop in 1889, and 105 acres had not been

cropped since Expeiimental Farm commenced, and was in consequence in a very
bad state with wild buckwheat and pig weed.

OTIIEK WCiRK.

One new dam was built, before frost set in, across the coolie on the north part

of the Farm, to collect water for the stock during the summer; additions were also

made to the drains already built; some new roads were made and kept in order

where crops were growing ; and some grading done about the buildings.

WATER.

I am pleased to report the purchase of a wind-mill and the necessary piping to

bring from one of the dams to the barn the supply of water required for stock and
other purposes, and trust the further drawing of water from tanks will be avoided
after the spring opens.

This fall, cisterns in the dwelling houses and a large tank in basement of barn
were made and well filled with rain-water collected from the roofs, before winter set

in. They are found to be of great use, especially that one in the barn for supplying
water to the stock during cokl weather.

BUILDINGS.

No new buildings or additions weie made during the past year. An implement
house is urgently needed, for, on account of the large crop, no room can be found in

the barn, and a temporary erection provides poor shelter for costly imple-

ments. A good sized granary was put up in the barn during the summer, but part

of the oat crop filled it. Wheat, barley and much of the oafs had to be put in bins or
sacks on the barn floor, or in the basement.

FAIRS.

During the month of October the Fall Fairs held in Whitewood, Broadview,
Grenfell, Indian Head and Eegina were attended with an exhibit of the products of
the Farm. Samples of the various grains were shown in the straw and in bottles or

bags ; also a collection of 82 varieties of potatoes and 40 varieties of our native

grasses, mostly gatheied on the Experimental Farm. A collection of the grain in

straw, grown on the Farm, was also sent to the Ccntial Fair at Ottawa, and shown at

the Toronto, London and Ottawa Exhibitions. A collection of the better sorts of

barley, wheat and oats in straw was also sent to the Board of Trade, Eegina, and
from there forwarded with other exhibits of the Nortli-West Territories, in a special

c.ir through Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces.

1 have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

ANGUS McKAY,
Superintendent.



EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA.

EEPOET OF THOMAS A. SHARPE. SUPEraXTEXDENT.

Ar.Assiz. B. C, Dec. ?,\. l.^'.'l

To Wm. SA0NnERS, Esq.,

Director Dotniuion Exjierimcntal Farms,

Otiawr,.

Sir.—i have the honour to submit the following report of the work done on the

Experimental Farm at Agassiz, B. C, for tlie year 1890.

The winter of 1889 and 1890 was the severest known in tliis district for some
years past, the ground was frozen to a considerable depth early in Januai'V. The
spring was rather wet and cold, and although during the latter p;irl of haj'ing and
through harvest we had lather unsettled weather, ye^ the summer has on the whole
been a favourable one for the growth of grain, and root crops. Up to this date
there has only been two slight frosts, pansies, daisies and other hardy flowers are
unhurt.

During the winter we had plenty of work for the men employed, as there was
a large quantity of birch, alder, and other roots to be hauled otf the ploughed land,

the weather being too wet to admit of burning them in piles on the ij;round. We
took off during the winter, and in spring after the second ploughing, over six

hundred wagon loads, which were burned when dry.

On the 10th of March we began clearing a piece of bench land at the base of the

mountain, foi' grapes and other fruits, and cleared ground sufficient to plant a small

orchard of peach, nectarine, apricot, cherry and tig trees, as well as grape vines, of

which the foUowina; is a list
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1. May Duke.
]. Windsor.
1. Mezel.

1. Early liichiuond.

1. Yellow S])anish.

2. Blown Turkey.

CHERRIES.

1. lAiih.

1. Black E:.glo.

1. Black Tartarian.

1. Knight's Karly Black.

FI(jS.

',nv\y Violet.

ORAN(iE.

1. Satisunia Orange from Japan.
All of these trees made a good growth.

QRAPE VI.NES.

2. Clinton.

2. Delaware.
2. Rogers 34.

3. Worden.
2. Bi'ightou.

These have all made a very fair growth.
The land on the bench being warm and dry and earlier than that ou the level,

this was done before the level land was sufficiently thawed to allow of its being
worked.

As soon as the frost was ont of the level land harrowing was begun with the

disk and di-ag hari'ows, and after getting the giound well harrowed down, it wa^
cross ploughed and again thoroughly harrowed when the fruit trees received and
heeled in last fall were planted and plots sown with wheat, oats, barley and roots.

The varieties of fall wheat, and rj'e, sown last fall have all done fairly well,

•onsidering that the land could not be got in good condition, in the short time we
had to prepare it previous to planting.

Date when
Sown.

Date when
Harvested.

Number
of Pounds
Sown.

Number
of Pounds
Harvested.

Maudiester Oct, 30 IAug. 1.

Tasmania do 31.... July 30.
Dem<x;rat Xov.
Carter's Hvttrid A Dec.

Giant K.'ading ....... Nov.
PoUr do

The varieties of spring grain were sown on land newly leclaimed and could not

be expected to do much under such conditions. The general experience of the old

settlers in British Columbia goes to show that it takes two or three yeai-s of cultiva-

tion to get this fern land into condition, to do itself justice, and the expei'ience

gained this year on the Experimental Farm confirms this view. I hope, however,
to be able to shorten this time somewhat, as arranciements have been made with the
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Canadian Pacific Eailway to leave their stock cars here long enough to admit of the
manure being taken out of them, and I hope in this way to get during the winter

—

togethci- with what will be made on the farm— a sufficient quantity to dress most of

the land that wa^ broken last fall. In cleaning the land all the ashes from the
burned wood and roots were saved and used to dress the land about the newly
planted fruit trees, and where applied early in the season, produced most satisfac-

tory results. The peaches especially showing more than double the growth and a

healthier appearance, where the ashes were applied, than those not so treated.

PpiintrWlieat.
Harvested.

g„^^.„_

Number uf

Pounds
Harvested.

Carter's Hybrid I April
Campbell's Triumph M.iy
California White ilo

Hungarian Mountain do
Judket do
Ladoga.
Red Fife
White Fife
Red Fern
Rio Grande
CampbeU's White Chaff.
White Delhi
White Russian
Mountain Spring

Barley.

Large Two-rowed Naked do
English Malting do
Saale do
Rennie's Improved Six-rowed do
Baxter's Six-rowed do
Peerless ^\^lite do
Goldthorpe do
Beardle.ss dip o.

Prize Prolific l>

'

ti -

Odessa do 6.

Golden Melon do 6.

Danish Chevalier I do 6.

do Printice Chevalier do 6.

Mensurj-
,

do 6.

New Zealand '
do 6.

English Malting do 6.

Improved Chevalier do 6.

Six-rowed Wheat <1" 6.

Spiti Valley (Indian) do 6.

Oats.

Prize Cluster
J

• 6 •

Victoria Prize i •>

.\merican Triumph d.> G.

Bonanza d'

»

6

American Banner do G.

Early Racehorse do 6 .

Flying Scotchman . d. j 6

.

Reunies Prize White d'l 6.

Cream Egvptian d.i 6.

FtO'l'tian Nvbite .

.

do 6.

Welcome .do 6.

Golden Grains April 25.

Rosedale
,

do 2j.

Aug. 29.

do 26.

do 27.

do 27.

do 26.

do 26.
do 28.

do 28.

do 28.

do 28.

do 26.

do 2G.
do 28.

•Sept. 4.

do
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coaN.

There were 29 varieties of corn planted on 13th and 14th of May for fodder.

It was sown with the grain-drill, in rows 36 inches apart, and cultivated to kill the

ierns. Some of the varieties made a very fair growth, but only a few matured
corn. There was considerable difficulty in getting it cured for fodder owing to the

frequent rains and the yield on the newly broken land was small. Further tests

will be needed to determine its relative value for fodder here.

The following is the weight of yield per acre :

—

Tuns
Per Acre.

No. 1 Moore's Early Concord, corn matured, one of the best.

.

10
•' 2 Crosby's Early Sugar, corn matured, good 8
'• 3 Early Mammoth, no corn, ears did notfoiin 12
" 4 Early Adams, corn matured to glazing stage 5
" 5 Extra Early Adams, corn matured to glazing stage 5
" 6 Mitchell's Extra Early White Flint, produced some

matured ears 5
" 7 Long White Flint, ears did not lorm 8
" 8 Long Yellow Flint, ears did not form S
" 9 Thoroughbred White Flint, ears did not form 8
" 10 Cory Sugar, matured coin, a small growing sort, not a

good yield 4
" 11 Marblehead Sugar, matuicd corn, ears very small 4
•' 12 Narraganset, sweet, corn did not fill to tips of cob 8
' 13 Perry's Hybrid, did not produce corn 10
' 14 Chester Co. Mammoth, no corn formed 12
' 15 Minnesota Sweet, produced corn, ears small 6
" 16 Stowell's Evergeen, no ears formed 12
" 17 King Philip, produced corn to roasting stage, ears did

not fill to tip 7
•' 18 Hickory King, roasting ear coin, good 8

19 Queen of the Prairie, no ears formed 10

20 Golden Beauty, no ears formed 8
'• 21 Golden Dent, no ears formed 8

22 Amber Queen, roasting ear corn, good 10
' 23 Long Yellow, no ears formed 10
" 24 Learning Yellow, no ears formed 8
' 25 Blunt's Prolific, no ears formed 10
' 26 Virginia Horse-tooth, no ears formed 10
• 27 Pee and Kay, no ears formed 12
• 28 Fifty day corn, ears formed but very small 3
• 29 Tom Thumb, no ears formed, planted 9th June 1

SOUTHERN cow PEA.

A small quantity was sown of the Southern Cow Pea so valuable for fodder in

the Southern States. Evidently the summer is not hot enough here for them, they
made a veiy poor growth and do not promise to be of much value in this province.

E.\GLISH HOaSE-BEANS.

Three pounds oi these were planted and did fairly well, but not having barn
room in which to dry them they sprouted in the pod and were spoiled.

BE.VNS.

Owing to wet weather and a prass of other work, the beans were not harvested
promptly when ripe, but pulled and put under cover as opportunity offered. The
Black Wax was the first to ripen followed by Negro Extra Early. Others ripened

in raj)id succession.
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Nettle-leaved White
Hundred to One
Schinners
Emperor William
Black Speckled
yegTO Extra Early
Che\Tier
Sugar Pearl Rose Pedruun-
Wax Date
Sion Hous-"
Schirmer's Purple-seedetl
Round Yellow Six Weeks .

Ne Plus Ultra
Negro Black. Loag-jKxided

.

Flageolet, Purple-seeded . .

.

Sugar Pearl
Largest Podded
Golden Butter-wax, Black
Empress Augusta
Sugar, Grey WTiite-podded

.

Date when
Sown.

1890.
May !)

April 2U
M.ay 17

do 7

do 8
April 27
May
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
April 25.

.

May II..

April 28..
do 2.5..

May 13..

13..
13..

12..
12..

7..
13..
7..

12

N»unber
of Pounds
Sown.

Xiunber
of Pounds
Harvested.

PIIT.VTOES.

There were 31 varieties of seedlinifs received from the Central Experimental
Farm, these were planted in rows 3 feet apart and about 1 foot in the row.

Theyare being tested as to their table qualities, and those of merit will be ]jianted

next year. A few of them were so badly rotted as to be worthless.
The following are the weights from potatoes planted;

Date
Planted.

Date
Harvested.

Number
of Pounds
Planted.

Number
of Pounds
Yield.

do n

do 10
do 1.-..

do 21

do 2:
do -.:;

do 51

do ::;

do »iii

do 8.-!

do ni

do !is

do lli;

do 11,^

do 12(1

do 122
do 12:!

do 13I-.

do 141

do 15:;

do
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TURNIPS AND MANGELS.

There were five varieties of Swede turnips sowu 20tii June in drills, 3 feet apart,

Elephant Swede, Skirvings Purple Top, Lord Derby, Queen of the "Swedes, and Bang-

holm, all of which made a medium growth, some of each variety were sown in ridged

and some in flat drills, but there was no apparent difference in growth from the time

they appeared above ground until harvested.

Four varieties of mangels were sown 18th April, Mammoth Prize Long Red,

Mammoth Long Yellow, Golden Intermediate, Warden Prize Yellow Globe.

The Long Red and Yellow Globe gave the best returns.

FIELD CARROTS.

Two varieties of field carrots were sown 22nd April, Orange Giant and Mitchell's

Perfection. Both of these gave good returns.

The old orchard has been carefully cultivated and kept clean. There was a fair

crop of apples this year, but many of them were so badly damaged by scab as to be

untit for use. There were small exhibits sent to Brandon and Indian Head to be

shown in the North-West, with the products from the Experimental Farms at thusi.'

places, to the Central Experimental Farm in Ottawa, also to the exhibition at Calgary

Alta.

Two hundred and seventy-seven apple trees comprising 78 varieties were received

last fall, these were planted this spring, and all except two have made a good health_v

growth. In addition we have received and planted this autumn 44 trees of 19 varieties,

making altogotiier 321 trees and 97 varieties of which the following is a list:

—

'' No. of ^^
1 ree.s. •'

Lady,7 Golden Eusset, ^

2 Henry do
3 Anis,

3 American Pippin,

5 Alexander,
3 Bottle Greening (one dead),

7 Ben Davis,

7 Baldwin,
2 Blue Pearmain,
3 Blenheim Orange,
3 Belle de Boskoop,
2 Bombshell,
2 Bailey's Sweet,
2 Canada Red,
3 do Baldwin,
3 Carolina Red June,

3 Cooper's Market,
5 Colvert,

3 Chenango Strawberry,
12 Dachess of Oldenburg,
5 Fameuse,
5 Early Harvest,
2 Fallawater,

3 Fanny,
7 Gravenstein,

5 Grimes' Golden,
3 Fall Jennetting,

.5 Haas,
3 Sweet Bough,
3 Sutton's Beauty,

2 Ontario,

2 Hyde's King of the West,
2 Wagener,
2 North-Western Greening,

2 White Pippin,

2 Rawles Janet,

2 Lawver,
2 Stark,

3 lluriburt,

3 Hastings,

2 Jonathan,
2 Jersey Sweet,

5 King,
2 Keswick Codlin,

3 Longfield,

5 Maiden's Blush,

7 Mann,
4 Mcintosh Red,
3 MoMahon's White,
2 Mayne Island (one dead),

2 Magog Red Streak,

4 Northern Spy,
2 Oregon Red Cheek,
3 Peach of Montreal,
5 Peck's Pleasant,

2 Pewaukee,
3 Ribpton Pipjiin.

5 Red Bietigheinier.
.-! Rolfe,
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Variety.
Xo. of

Trees.

3 Salome,
3 Shannon,
3 Smith's Cider,

2 Spitzenburi^h,

7 Twenty Ounce,
2 Tolman's Sweet,
5 Tetofsky,

2 Waxen,
3 Wellington,

3 Winter St. Lawrcnee,
:! Wolf Eiver,

7 Wealthy,
2 Walbridge,
5 Yellow Bellcflower,

3 Warner's King,
5 Yellow Transparent,
2 Autumn Swaar,
- Stump,
2 Shiawa.ssa Beauty,
2 Western Beauty,
2 Delaware Winter,
2 Arnold's Beauty,

No. of 17 ^

Trees.
Variety.

5 R. 1. Greening,
2 Ram bo.

It Red A.strachan,

2 Swaar,
2 Seek No Further,
3 St. Lawrence,
3 Scott's Winter,
2 Cano,
2 Rome Beauty,
2 Bullock's Pippin,
2 Roxbury Russet,
2 Huhbardston's Nonesuch,
2 Autumn Strawberry,
2 L. S. Pearmain,
2 Fall Pippin.

Orab Apples.

2 Montreal Beauty,
2 Whitney,
2 Transcendent,
2 Yellow Siberian,

2 <reneral Grant,

4 Hyslop.—In all 14 trees of 6 vai'ieties.

PEARS.

Last fall 143 pear trees of 36 varieties were received ; they were planted in the
orchard this spring and have done well. This season there was sent from the

Central Experimental Farm and other sources 36 std. pear trees, 16 varieties, making
a total of 179 trees and 52 varieties of which the following is a list:

—

T?ees°.'
Variety.

2 Arraond Morrell,

S Bartlett,

7 Beurre Easter,

3 Beurre Diel,

3 Beurre Hard}-,
~) Beurr«» Clairgeau,

7 Beurre d'Anjou,

3 Buffum,
7 Clapp'.s Favourite,

7 Duchess d'Angoulerae,
3 Doyenne d'Ete,

2 Grey Doyenne,
2 White Do3-enne,
3 Doyenne Boussock,
2 Early Madeline,
S Flemish Beauty,
3 Goodale,
-3 Howell,
2 Keiffer,

2 Dearborn's Seedling,

5 Louise Bon de Jersey,

2 .Souvenir d'Esperin,

2 Belle Lucrative,
2 Madeline,

1 Wildei,
J .Salviata.

No. of u-„_;„4.„
Tree.=.

Vanety.

4 Lawrence,
2 La Conte,

3 Mount Vernon,
5 Margaret,
5 Osband's Summer,
2 Passe Colmar,
3 President,

3 Eitson,

5 Sheldon,

7 Seckel,

4 Souvenir de Congress,
3 Summer Belle,

5 Tyson,
2 Winter Nelis,

2 Dula Medovska,
2 Tonkovietka,
1 Dempsey,
2 Sapieganka,
2 Bessemianka,
5 Vicar of WinkHeld,
6 Kurskaya,
2 Frederick Clajjji,

2 Brandywinc,
:: Idaho,

L' Onondaga,
2 Beurre Bosc.
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All those planted last spring have made vigorous growth.
The following dwarf pear trees were iilno received:

—

Xo.
Tre(

Variety.

2 Beurre d'Anjou,
2 Doyenne Boussock,
J. Baitlctt,

2 Beurre Easter,

2 DiK'hoBs d'Angouleme,
2 Clapp's Favourite,

2 White Doyenne,
2 Beuri'e Hardv,
2 Howell.

No.
Tre(

2 Josephine do Malincs,

2 Kieffer,

2 Louise Bon de Jersey
2 Lawrence,
2 Margaret,
2 Seckel,

2 Urbaniste,
2 Tyson,
4 Beuri'e Superfin.

A total of 38 trees of 18 varieties; all have made a uood ij-rowth.

The plums have all lived and mad
being over six feet long. The follovvjn,

Xo. of T i.

Trees
anety.

3 Peters' Yellow Gage,
1 Sugar Plum,
2 Damson,
5 Heine Claude,

3 Fellenburg,

4 Weaver,
5 (rcrman Prune,
2 Victoria,

7 Bradsbaw,
5 Imperial Gage,
2 Italian Prune,
2 Columbia,
2 Jefferson,

3 Smiths Orleans,

3 Saunders,

3 Moore's Arctic,

4 Yellow Egg,
3 Genii,

3 Duane's Purple,

3 General Hand,
3 Munroe,
3 Niagara,

4 Shippers' Pi'ide,

3 Moyer,
3 Lnrsje Golden Prolific,

2 Beauty of Naples,

Of the.'^e one Imperial Gage is dea
all in first-class condition.

e a rtne growth, Mune ol lhi> vrin's shoots'

H is a list of the different varieties:

—

^."- °f
Variety.

2 Lombard,
5 Peach Plum,
5 Coe's Golden Drop,
2 Prunus Simoni,
2 Bleekers Gage,
o Pond's Seedling.

3 American Violet.

3 Hudson River Purple,

3 McGillivray,
2 Prune d'Agen,
5 Red Egg,
7 Washington,
2 Gi-een Gage,
2 Quakenboss,
2 Richland,

2 Kelsey's Japan, •

2 Ogon,
2 Lincoln,

2 Spaulding,

2 Satsuma Blood,

2 Abundanfe,
2 McLaughlin,
2 Saratoga,

2 Botan,

2 Shr<)])shire l):ini~on.

, leaving a total of 152 trees of 50 varieties

In addition to the peach trees noted in mj- leport last year, a consignment was
received in the spring ; all were planted, and with the exception of five, are alive,

and have made a thrifty growth. There is now in the orchard, oi- in nurrory rows
awaiting planting, the following varieties.
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No of Varietv
Trees.

vanety.

5 Foster,

5 Salway,
5 Late Crawford,
a Lemon cling,

2 Amsden,
2 Hale's Early,

o Hilboi-n,

2 Aiken,
2 Goes Golden Cling,

3 Early Canada,
4 Globe,

3 Early Beatrice,

3 Slump.
3 Old Mixon,
3 Mountain Rose,

5 Early York,
3 Early Barnard,
3 Wheatland,
3 Smock,
3 Alexander,
3 Stephens Eare-ripe,

2 "Waterloo,

2 Malta,
"2 Coolidges Favourite,

2 Alexander Xoblessc,

2 Early Silven,

2 Princess of Wales,
2 Lord Palmerston,

2 Surpasse Meiocoton,

2 Wheelers Late,

2 Jaques Rare-ripe,

2 Red-cheek Meiocoton,

2 Amsden June,

2 Golden Drop,
2 Golden Rare-ripe,

2 Belveas Late.

2 Fords Late,

2 Yellow St. John,

2 Barko,
1 John Haas,
2 Mary's Choice,

2 Barnards Xew Rare-ripe,

2 Early Rivers.

A total of 207 trees of 85 varieties.

7 Early Crawford,
3 Schumacher.
.5 Wager,
2 Scott's N'onpareil,

2 Marshall's Late,

2 George 4th,

2 Druid Hill,

3 Lovett's White,
2 Susquehanna,
2 Hill's Chili,

2 Stonewall Jackson,

2 Lemon Free,

2 Southern Early,

2 Moore's Favourite,

2 Ward's Late,

2 Fox's Seedling,

2 Hugh's I. X. L.,

2 Chair's Choice,

2 Ivavport White,
2 Pratt,

2 Steadley,

2 Reeve's Favourite,

2 Elberta,

2 Hvne's Surprise,

2 Wniet,
2 Indian Blood,

2 Heath Free,

2 Chinese Blood,

2 Shipley's Late,

2 Hyatt,
2 Heath's Cling,

2 Muir,

2 Normand's Choice,

2 Troth's Early,

3 Good,
2 Cooley's Mammoth.
2 Reeds Early Goldei

2 Kaloola,

2 Thurber,
2 Hances Golden,

3 Wonderful,

2 Gudgeon.

CHERRIES.

The cherry trees received last fall, also those received from the Central Experi-

mental Farm in -pring were planted, some on the bench land, and the lemamder in

the orchard. Four ti^ecs have died, the others have made a very good, and m some

cases, an exceptionally fine growth. The collection includes in all 13. trees of

the following 41 vui ieties.
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Variety.
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jjlanted, of which there are now living 188 vines

vLs* Variety.

2 Barry, Eogers 21, (1 dead),

3 Eogers 28,

3 Eogers 30,

3 Lindlej',

3 Catawba,
2 Plorence,

2 Secretaiy,

2 Moyer, (1 dead),

2 Brant,

2 Autochon,
2 Eva, (1 dead),

2 Victoria,

2 Champion,
2 Woodruff Eed,

2 Jefferson, (1 dea.l),

2 Essex,

2 Merriimc,
2 Eogers .34, (1 dead),

2 Bacchus,
2 Creveling,

2 Cynthiana, (1 dead),

2 Canada,
2 Eogers No. 1,

2 Goethe,

2 Israella,

2 Duchess,

2 Cottage.

2 Marion, (1 dead\
2 Poughkeepsie Eed,

2 Eaton,

2 Oriental,

2 Eogers No. 5,

2 Noah, (1 dead),

2 Kensington,
2 Emerald,
2 Delta,

2 CrosB between Delaware and Concord
2 Cross between Chasselas <fc Concord,

1 Chance seedling.

SMALL FRUITS.

Of the small fruits planted, the currants, raspberries, blackberries and goose-

berries all came through the winter in good condition, but the ground heaved so

badly ihal the strawberries were almost destroyed, f>nly 12 Btrawl)erry plants being

left when growth began.
. . ,, ^

There arc now planted in suitable plots the following varieties of small truit';.

Blackberries, planted in rows 8 feet apart and three feet apart in the rows over

'JOO of the following 17 varieties.

Agawam, Crystal White,

Snyder Tecumseh,

Taylors Prolific, Early Harvest,

Gainor, Kittalinny,

Of grape vine.'^ 202 have been

of 78 varieties.

vSes' Variety.

3 Amber Queen,
3 August Giant,

8 Brighton,

3 Jessica,

3 Delaware,
3 Eai'ly Victor,

3 Niagara,
3 Lady,
3 Naomi,
3 Wilder,

3 Moore's Early,

3 Agawam,
13 Worden,
3 Concord,
3 Pocklington
3 Salem,
3 Herbert,

3 Martha,
3 Massasoit,

3 Giertner,

2 Ives seedling.

2 Elvira, (1 dead),

2 Moore s Diamond,
2 Triumph,
2 Eumelan. (1 dead),

2 L:idy Washington, (1 dead)
2 Berckmans,
2 Hayes,
2 Prentiss, (1 dead),

2 Arnolds No. 1, (Othello,)

5 Clinton,

2 Eldorado,

2 Wyoming Eed, (1 dead)

2 Mo. Eiessling,

2 Telegraph,
2 Mills,

2 Centennial,

2 Highland,
2 Ulster Prolific,
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Western Triumph, Wilson Junior,

Stones Haniy WiUon Early,

Minnewask-a, Lawton,

Early Cluster, Erie.

Early King with 50 plants of Lucretia Dewberry.

or red, j-eliow and black cap raspberries there are nearly 800 plants of the fol-

Jowing 25 varieties.

Cuthbert, G^'egg,

Marlboro, Hilborn,

Turner, Caroline,

Uansell, Brinckle's Oi-ango,

Brandywine, Souhegan,

Ili'ebner, Mammoth Cluster,

Shaffei-, Golden Queen,

H. R. Anlworp, Clarke,

7 vaiieties <jt' .Saunders' seedlings. Hornet,
Franconia.

REP AND WHITE CURR.\NTS. .

Of these nearly 250 bushes have been planted in rows 8 feet apart and 6 feet

apart in the rows of the following 10 varieties.

Cherry, White Grape,

Fay's Prolific, Wiiite Butch,

Versailles, Victoiia,

Moore's Ruby, Red Dutch,

Knights lai'ge i-ed. Long bunch Holland.

BLACK CURRANTS.

Xoaiiy 150 bushes of these have been planted in rows 8 feet apart and fi feet

apart in the lows of the following 16 varieties.

Black Naples, Lee's Prolific,

Champion. Manitoba Wild,

nd 12 varieties of Saunders' seedlings.

GOOSEBERRIES.

About 100 bushes have been planted 8 feet apart and 6 feet in the rows of

varieties.

Houghton, Crown Bob,

Smith's Improved, White Smith,

Golden Pi'olific, Downing,
Industry, Transparent.

Triumph.

STRAWBERRIES.

Prom the Central Experimental Farm there was received in the autumn about

7,500 plants of the following 39 varieties :

—

May King, Green Prolific,

Hathaway, Mary Fletcher,

Black Giant, Crescent,

Bubach. Old Ironclad,

Seneca Queen, Prince of Berries,

Manchester, Osceola,

James Vick, Connecticut Queen,
Woodruff, Westfield's No. 2,

Jumbo, Haverland,
Emerald, New Dominion,
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Charles Downing,
Photo,
Cumberland Triumph,
Windsor Chief,

Atlantic,

Wonderful,
Maggie,
Mrs. Garfield,

Jersey Queen,
Belmont.

Jessie,

Itasca,

Norman,
Sharpless,

Wilson,
Captain Jack,
Gandy,
Pine Apple,
Bordelaise.

Some of these were planted on the bench land and the balance in plots which
were prepared by manuring and thorough cultivation during the summer ; it is hoped
that they will come through the winter this time in good condition.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS AND VINES.

As many of these were very small when planted they were more or less injured

by the heaving of the ground in the spring, many of them had to be reset on that

account. Those that lived have made a vigorous growth.
The following lists show the number which has been planted of each sort with

the number now living. It is proposed to plant many of the hard wood timber trees

on the bench lands and in the interspaces among the rocks on the face of the mountain
at the back of the farm for the purpose of ascertaining whether these valuable woods
of the east cannot be grown here to advantage. If such land, much of which is of no
value other than for timber, can be utilized in this way it will no doubt result in much
future benefit to the Province.

The trees in the following list have been raised from seed, either at the Central

Experimental Farm or by some of the growers of forest trees and shrubs in the United
States ; the following list gives the number planted and living.

No. Planted,
FaU, 1889.

Ash, Black, Fraxinus sambucifolia
do Green, Frcacinus viridis

do White, Fraxinus Americana
Black Walnut, Juglans nigra
Butternut, Juglans cinerea

Black Cherry^ Prunus serotina

Beech, American, Fagv,s ferrur/inm
do European, Fagus sylvalica

White Elm, Ulmus Americcma
Rock do Ulmus raeemosa
Red do Ulmus fulva
Hickory, Ca/rya alba
.Sugar Maple, Acer saccharinum
Red do Acer rubrum
Tulip Tree, Idriodendron lulipifera

Chestnut, American, Castanea vesca Amer
do Spanish, Castanea vesca

Kentucky Coffee Tree, Gymnocladus Caiiadensis .

Sycamore, American, Platanus occidenlalis

Basswood, Tilia Americana
Canoe Birch, Betula papyracea
Yellow do Betula lulea -

Locust, Black, Sobinia pseudacacia
Honey Locust, Oledilschia triacanlhos

Catalpa, Hardy, Cuialpa spccios*.

do Japan, Catalpa Kaempferi
do Lee's Hybrid, Catalpa hybrida .

Persimmon, American, Diospyros Virgini'ii' •

Russian Mulberrj', Morus hyl/rida

Ailantlius, Ailantus alandiitosa.

6c—20

No. Alive,
Fall, 1890.

;^on
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No. Planted,! No. Alive,
Fall, 1889. Fall, 1890.

Larch, American, Larix Americana
do European, Larue Europea

Black Spruce, Ahiex nigra
Hemlock Spruce, Abies Canadensis
White Pine, Pinus strobus
Bull Pine, Pinns pondcrosa .

Scotch Pine, Finns sylvcstris

Riga Pine. JPinus sylvcstris Rigcnsis
Austrian Pine, Pinus Aiistriuca

Jack Pine, Pinus Banksiami
English Yew, Taxus haccnta
Mugho Pine, Pimis mugho
Dwarf Mountain Pine, P. mugho r. rns'.nt

Red Bud, Ccrcis Canadensis
.A.merican Wahoo, Enonimius atropurpnrci
IT'-'i Bush Cranberry, Vihurnnmopulus.
1 ' :; Thorn, Prunus spinosa
1 , ! i vh Oak, Qucrc'us robur
K 1. -ian Apple Seedlings
C^uercus monophylla
Tilia macrophylla
do grandiflora Europea
Sambucus glauca
Crataegus oxyacantha
Pyrus domestica
Colutea frutescens
Cephalanthus occidentalis
Populus BoUeana
Magnolia tripetala ....

Calvcanthus Floridus

32
151

73
8.5

4f.

144

12
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Buxus arborescens

do aurea var
do Japonica aurea
do BaJearica
do fol argentea
do microphj'lla gla'ica

do mac. rotundifolia

do pyramidalis var .

.

do suifruticosa

Ceanothus Albert Pittet

do azureus
do gloire de Versailles

do u< tei Tiedius

do Marie Simon ,

Cytisus hirsutum
do labummn

Celtis Australis
Cercis Canadensis
do biliq. camemn
do do rubrum

Chionanihu" Virginicus
Corchorus J.ipouicus

do do variegata

Comus mascula
do sanguinea
do Sibirica

do do var
do var elegantissima.

do mas variegata
do mas aurea elegant

CoroniUa emenis
Corylus avellana

do laciniata

do purpurea
Castanea vesca (Spanish Chestnut)

.

Cotoneaster buxifolia

do Nepaulensis
do Simmonsii

Crataegus pyracantha
do Lalandii

Daphne laureola

do mezereum rubrum
Deutzia candidissima

do flore pleno rosea

do gracilis

Diervilla lutea

DiospjTos lotus

Eleagnus angiistifolia

do macrophylla
do pungens var

Eucalyptus globulus
EuonjTnus argentea

do latifolia aurea
do viridis Japonica .

.

Fagus purpurea
do laciniata

do pendula
Forsythia Fortunei
Hedera Algeriensis

do variegata
Hibiscus Syriacus
Uortensia Japonica
Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora.

Hypericum hircinum
Juglans Regia (English Walnut).
Laurus •amelliafolia

Ilex aquifoUum
Laurus angustifolia
Ligustrum ameurense

do Italicum
do Japonicuni

50
25
25
50
50
50
25
25
50O
10
10
10
10
10
25
100
25
25
25
25
10
25
10
25
25

. 10
10.

10
10
50
10
10
100
25
25
25
50
25
25
10
25
25
25
10
50
10
10
10
10

-25

20
435

4

14
96
25
23
20
17
1
20

22
25
24
9
9
10

6
48

16

50
25
395

9
47
6
20

Ligustrum longifolium 10
Lonicera aurea reticulata

do Belgica (mobthly) 10

do Halleana 10

do Sinensis

do vema . , 10
Liriodendi-ou tulipifera

Magnolia grandiflora
[

I'o

Malionia aquifoliiun
|

25

do Japonica
i

25

Moms Italica moretti
Platanus orientalis

Pawlonia imperialis 10

Pavia macro.5tachya ' 10
Philadelphus Deutziaflonis 25

do grandiflorus .

.

10

do foliis aureus . . 1 '*

Prunus pissardi I 'i

Pyrus Japonica -'>

Quercus cerris i
25

I
do ilex 10

Rhus cotinus....
|

25
Salisburia adiantifolia i

25

San>bucus aurea nova 10

do laciniata ' 10

do pendula '0

do aurea var 10

Spiraea Californica 10

do Douglasi -^>

do Fortunei alba 10

do Thunlieigii 10

do Van Houttei I
10

Stapliylea colchica. I
10

iSyringa Cliailes X 10

do i-otlianiagensi-i I 10

TiUa platypliyUa 1

W

' do sylvestris

Tamarix Africana 10

do Indica 10

do Japonica 10

Ulmus campestris I
K'O

do latifolia I
IflO

Ulex Earopea "

do opulus flore iilii

do maorocephaluni
Virgilia lutea
Weigelia amabilis.

do nana variegata.

.

do rosea.

Wistaria sinensis

do alba

Yucca filameutosa
Rhododendix)n arboreuni.

.

Abies amabilis
do apollonis

do Canadensis
do nobilis

do Orientalis

do Nordmaniana
do pectinata

Picea cephalonica,

Araucaria imbricata

Cedrus Atlantica

do deodora
do Libani .

Cephalotaxus Fortunei
|

10

Crj'ptomeria Japonica
do * elegans

Cupressus Lawsoniana

i

do argentea

10
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Cupressus elegantissima
do lutea

Juniperus Hibemica
do Bermudiana
do Japonica aurea
do sinensis var argentea
do Virginiana elegantissima.

Pinus cembra
do Laricis Corsica
do Slugho
do ponderosa

Podocarpus Korayana —
Retinospora aurea gracilis

do argentea
do ericoides

do filifera

do leptoclada
do pisifera aurea
do jilumosa

do squarrosa

MS2
^ S3

Taxodium dietichum
Taxus baccata
do do V. faetigiata

do variegata
do do aurea ...

do var elegantissima .

.

Thujopsis boiciiii

Thuja aurea
do elegantissima
do conica
do filiformis Japonica
do vervaenana

Wellingtonia gigantea . . .

,

Bengal China Roses
Roses Hyb. perpetual
d ' climbing

WUlow

sgg
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The following is an account of the number of eggs laid by each breed during

the year :

—

Three
Houdans.

Two White Three Wy
Leghorns

,

andottes.

Two Black
Spanish.

March .
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Fodder plants, experiments with 278
Forest trees and shrubs 286
Grapes, report on 286
Gooseberries, report on 286
Grasses, experiments ivith 280
Horses 290
Mangels, experiments with 281

i Mixed farming, importance of 270
Oats, exijeriments with 276
Peas, experiments with 277
Pear trees, rejMrt on 285
Plum trees, report on 285
Potatoes, experiments with 281
Raspberries, rei)ort on 286
Strawberries, report on 286
Sugar Beets, exjwrimeuts with 281
Tree seeds 290
Turnips, experiments with 281
Vegetable garden 282
Water supply 292
Weather 271
Wheat, Fall, experiments with 278

Spring, experiments with 272
Experimental Farm, Nappan, N.S., Report of

the Superintendent 230
Barley, experiments with 232
Beans, experiments with 233
Buildings..... 236
Carrots, experiments with 233
Cattle 236
Corn, expeiiments ^rith 233
Draining 236
Exliibitions 237
Farmers' Institutes attended 237
Fertilizers, experiments with 235
Fruit trees

, 237
Ma ngels, experiments with 233
Manures used 230
Marsh lands 231
Oats, experiments with . 231, 232
Potatoes, experiments with 234, 235
Eas])berries 237
Roads. . 236
Strawberries 237
Turnips, experiments with 234
Water supply 237
Weather 230
Wheat, experiments with 231

Gilbert, A. G., Poultry Manager, Report of. .

.

207
Horticulturist, Report of 69

Apples 70
cultivation of 70
lists of ... . 70, 71
Russian ,_. 71, 72

Arabka 72
Gipsey 72
Golden White 71
Royal Table 72
Zolotoreff 71

SeedUugs 72
Apricots, Russian 76
Blackberries, lists of 82

treatment of 82
Bordeaux Mixture 96
Cabbage, varieties tested 84
Celery, varieties tested 85
Cherries, list of 75

Bessarabian 76
Gruner Glas 76
Lithaur Weichsel 75
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Cherries, list of

—

Continued
Montmorency ordinaire 76
Ostheim of iVIinnesota 75
Ostheim of Morris 75
Russian 76
Vladimir 76
Voronesh 76
Wragg 75

Corn, sweet 85
early varieties 85
late varieties 86

Currants, black 83
list of varieties 82
red and white 82

Currant seedlings 83, 101

Dewberry, Lucretia 82

Eau Celeste 86

Evergreen seedlings.. 93
Forest trees, distribution of 81), 90, 91

Fungicides, effects of on apple tree leaves. 97

experiments with 95
Gooseberries, Pearl 83

Smith's Improved 83
seedlings 101

Grapes, experiments with 77
early varieties 77
varieties recommended 78

Meetings attended - 70
Lettuce, experiments with 86

varieties, remarks on 86

Pears 73
descriptive list of Russian 73
Autumn Bergamot 74
Bessemianka - 73
Gakovsk 73
Kurskaya 73
Lemon 73
Sapieganka 73
Thin Twig 73
Seedling 74

Peas, expenments with 86
early varieties 87
second early 87

Plums, list of 74
Japanese 74
seedlings 74

Prunus Americana, varieties of 74
Chicasa, varieties of 74

Raspberries 80
Brinckle's Orange 81
Doolittle 81
Earhart 81
Golden Queen 81

PAGE.
Raspberries

—

Continued.
Gregg 81
Heebner 81
Herstine 81
Hilbom 81
MuskinCTim 81
Royal Church 81

Shaffer 81
Souhegan 81

Thompson's Early Prolific 81
Tyler ."

81
Raspberry seedlings 101, 102
Radjishes, experiments with 87

early varieties 87
late varieties 88

Report of Committee appointed to inspect
seedling fruits 100
Small fruits 77
Strawberries, list of. 78, 79, SO

injured by winter 79
recommended for trial 80
seedling 80, 101
to be discarded 80

Tomatoes, experiments with 88
most prohtable sorts 88, 89

Trees and Shrubs, propagation of 94
distribution of 91, 92

Vegetables 83
MacKay, A., Superintendent E.xperimental
Farm, Indian Head, Report of 270

Poultry Manager, Report of 207
Chickens, how cared for 212, 227

how fed 212
number hatched 209

Correspondents, answers to 223
Eggs, experiments with at different tem-

peratures 219
laid by different breeds of fowls 215
shipment of .... 21

1

unfertilized, experiments with 221
weight of 222

Fowls, breeding pens of 207
winter treatment of 208

Hens sitting, experiments with 210
how managed 209, 227

Poultry, diseases of 216
exhibition 226
list of 223

Winter laying of hens 214

Saunders, Wm. , Director, Report of 5

Sharpe, 'Thos. A., Superintendent Experimen-
tal Farm, Agassiz, B.C., Report of . 293

Shutt, F. T., Chemist, Report of 103
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